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THlEME

Heat transfer and cooling in gas turbines is one of the crucial fields in tl- quest for higher performance as well as
improved life and reliability. The purpose of this Symposium was to bring together experts fronm inidustry, research
establislunents and universities to discuss fundamental and applied heat transfer pruoilo;v relevant to gas turbines and to
exchange practical experience gained in component Prnd engine development and testing.

The CSymposium focussed on turbine bladc cooling including [ie interaction of cooling and aerodynamics. Furthermnote.
heat transfer in compressors, combustion systems, ais well as heat exchangers was covered. Fmphasis was also placed on heat
transfer modelling, experimental techniques and test facilities.

Le transfert therinique et le refroidissement dans les turbines i gaz constituent l'un des domaines critiques qui
caractirisent la recherche de performances superieures ainsi que d'une longvit6 et d'une fiabiliti accrucs. L'objectifddu
Symposium qui vient de se tenir lrit de reu~nir des experts apl)artenanit 't des milieux industriels. it des ,6tabliiseiments de
recherche et iA dles universitms pour 6tudier les probl~mcs de transfert therinique liWs aux turbines it gaz tant da•lt, le domaine
fondarnental que dans celui des applications, ct pour procoder ii des •.changes de vues bas sur r'exp~rience acquise en
inatiire de d~veloppemuent et d'essais de composants et de moteurs.

Le Symposium a port6 tout sp6eialemnent sur le refroidissement des aubes de turbine, en tenant compte de I'interaction
entre refroidissement el a~rodynamiquc. II a couvert en outre les problrines de transfert thermiqute danls les compresseurs,
les systinics d& combustion ainsi (lite Ics ichangeurs de chalcur. L'accent a 6ti• tgalement iis stur la modelisation du transfert
thermique, les t.chniques explrimentalcs ct les installations d'essais.

I?
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rI'(iHNICAL EVAI.UA IlION REPORT

hy

S.Wittig
I.elirstuhl tnd Inilut to r

[itmrilsische Strotmmutsgstilstsichiille
U iliversitit Karlsruhe

D-7500( Karlsruh,
Federial Republic of Germillny

In considering recent d1velopnscnts in engine design it is obvious that like undcrstanudintg of the healt Irinsferi miocesves
in gals htrhines atnd the midvantceit•iiet of cooling techniques are crucial clemeltlS it ithe quest for highle l)elfornaitnce and
rCduiced fuCl coluiso ptionl its well ats for iniproved life ind reliability. This Sv'inposiutis therefore, wals llnted at the diuitSS11
aind attalysis o probletms concerning fuldneltlltall and a-Ipplied healt transfer roblemls. Ill order to limil the %colpe of the
mecting. heat rlansfer problenni its related to icing, bearings and lubrication etc. were not•i subjcct' of the nsecting as those
topics have hbeen covred individually by Similar AGARD ii eetings.

Induced by tile well balaniced proagrint, fhe ilelpers as well as the discussions were (dirceted towards Current probles.• It
"asils howis thai:

despite reCelim lrogress, turbinie blade coolinig relntills ia itmajor focus of interest. lit particular, questions concerning
the internitl licalt transfer need to be addressed ill depth, including the effects of rotation. Furlhernotrc. the iniuietice

and aerodynamic perrforltance of coolant ejection requi re contiuiing attention,

- with increising perforniaince requiremenuts, modified and even itew technologies will hliave to be applicd for oilier
tmliopnents lso, especially tile combustor, the compressor aild heat exchaltgers.

- progress has beeni ntadc in moidelling with successful alpplicaittiot of numerical codes for the prediction of atl leat
exlernil boundary layer flows. Problems irise int considering pressure side flow aind wake cutihig effects,

- sophisticated experltileultal itcchniques arc of crucial importuince for continoing success. The bettefits of the utilizationt
ot steady nlow hot gas oxlfcrintts itd of short duraitiot tuntels wee• comiparmed. Nolt-ilntrusive. optical
instrutinelttationit as well as ithiiiaturifsed fast rcsponise gauges were •hotwn to hold tie key to further develophments.

Ali increatiit• acceplance aid use of theoretical models by industry wais recognized. Bly including results derived froit
statiliirniv gias tuibines it wa•s shown that -- despile different lcýsigni philosoplhies - lttslileUlteients oil gelierally nlager
cotnpollents of gas turbines yield test resullts, which Cano be uitilized its jet etllgine development.

"tere wats genrail igreement hetween the participtistls tltat intensive irsesarch efforts ons lisat trattsfer pricesses and
cooling beyotnd tile scope of turbine stiges are tiecessiry for engine imiprovetmet misd cost reduction.

I. INTrRODUCrlON

Tlhe developlmint of high lperforimtansce gas turblines uitd especially ofjet engines hats ilwiays been - antd Continues to lie
- depe•leitnt oi at rise in therimaul tffidcincy mid specific thrust prittnsrily due to increaittg turbine inlet lensiperatuires mtid
Siniultaueous•ly iaiising piessure ralios. rhus, high thermal loads ill ttte ctliilte coilpoltlits of tie hoit gps pissages - i.e.
cotitbustor id tuirbinse - airt obscrvcd ir well itS its the high pi essure scetion ti tlt thecosplcssor, ia piobleni of fa'st giow'iiu
itmportansce especially whenicl consideling trailsimilt engine operaliot. Ftrthtertiorc, the efficient intsegratioln of hieal exchansgers
into ismaller regenerative engines is% w ell recognized problemt with filr-reaching conscqulnetts. Although stoisrerou, papers
have hcbe• piiblished oi various aspects of these problemts central to gas turbine design, thie 65th Symn!posiutit sit I leatt
Tlrattsfer and Cootliitg in (3as Turbintes, organtized t (lie AGARD Propulsions & LEtcrgetie•s Piael anid held Maly 6- 10, 1985
in Bergen, Norway, wits seen by the plticipilitstis as ais extrentely iseful tttectiusg. lit hatraclling specialists front rc%earch groups
workittg in the field - in ittdusury, as well ati resenrch cstablish ntmet ind universities. - ai slinttilhisg excltaitge of cirrielsi
leschrch results was achiievcd.

"The i•neeting was divided into eigiht sessions with 42 plpers origiltally subnsitted, three of which were inol preseited.
Special subjects such its icing and bearings, and lubrication were not ilChlUded its they have beetn covered hy other tntmtinsg•S.

"Tltis Sytmposiumt.i, therefore, focustsed oil the ireas of tlurbite blade hieat traisfer, intternal (3 papers) aisnd ,xlcerimal ((i papiers)
turbine cotoling (5 paperS), ms•dellitg (4 paipers). conCbustion systeist (5 papers). expeitciteital techniques (7 pittleivs),
Colspres5sors (2 papers) attd hliit exchaingers (2 paplers) atid the istei action of coolatnt with matin flow (4 puipers).

I
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2.. (ON EhI'N I 01. TIl IS YI'•ll)Shl!:%1M

IlII Ills iit: l dll thicti .ii' k% paper, lI ). Nleie/s.i tJ I i;illa ,talt I. 1n'1k- tl ti . I I S.) i' pilli, ed tlw: dilli'llt iatturc III

t Ititb I 'ictc at tratI stt llI : Ia•lvsis is. Ils I ene'lr I al. coivc-tii prioilt. l lm s %i tIlt tplI I L"I ll ,x llit\X hlt Ids MlC Iar It I bC deset'lied. I IV

"s,1It",t's d tli hlte"l thal csficrtti•tntal exuilts stil Ic lli 1it tie ItitiiiLIlMtii JItMl dltllltio lolt design \t be e las tltltit ttllitl fluid

,I tlal is., uliet t l ,tis •d It els It citoled tultll' il Iti: iiiteiit. l)LXr'lng• liL t t:t0xllC oif the ilhieti i l. hose 'r. it \\its

,ltii\x 1 tiiha Cool lllt latiollal lietlotll s arlc ri dllils gaining ihIll poitlri' .anid p rivide ait fi rlyv highl degr•ee C l ak t i% rel'r aC ,t eil ast It l

tuctolitila.\ predictlitns. Tl'ii' is IMrtieulurly tr"ue o [ii esternal llo\ws vi llt heat I11rn1s% er. Inv ketllit1p \ittil his Own51 experlicit.

itoh.sslt Mel t 'Wlir \\ anled his It iltt iib IItoil ii b ell snax a sllllplilne rathel ll ll it stlltey. Ill g exttitile ' hif nt lIns 'll wa

v.Cl asll r tllec r " W it 'L, . \ixas able lic itt I osluce I lie mIajor topics IoI Ithe Il i I sil •i s i \L t•i IIoN, I1 \Nsi t s ,1 Its . lial

- e•tii ,IIdtlabe' L\tlk ettiltsll to bll dI ill ii unMslerSIndhl ig the' internal bladc flow\s. lillfe~ssl NI cigel eiilhasitacd the.

rI bltmi, a'.ssticaled with

s 'l pelctillta coolinlg pasage foirlc 'eiri ues il i turli l.ig , o rouighitNss efects etc. elhacit[leig iw heal

trt ilsfel ['hlie i r1ialstalttill of the ilnfillence o" fl'titttillt deserves altittioll.
ii jet ait s Wnpinogenteto. xhic.h actually is of lInn siandintg interest ilt its thrce-ttupenttelre piiblei.

it pii fill a vtl.a, %\ t-It ,ititild be Itlilored It) augmentiing tlhe internal teal triallter to tllaietlll lthe h cl -halactl o•l
the external hIeat IloIad. I leit trllsfel cltaracteristics ats \wll its prsNsuire hliss Cod'ficient s it,, of itll'ollance.

- a \al telts i. specilic pr(ibletos concerning thexternal flows s•olull lie addresscd. For extlIple

i - bladI tlip heat Int nsIr. P'rofesxor Met Iger colitItdtled that lt I eakage flo\ is basicall V itn inviscid pire'ssurIce
di iven Ili\o xvith N usselt lanl Reyntlds titIlhers based nin thi clearatcee gap.

it - dlisk heat transfer tilt [t .aces of turliine Itid Ic.'opressor disks remains ati illiiportall problemt it guts tutbil•e
bealt transfer.

iii -- fIliii Coolitig will reitilttieitl e of tileC iost imllptitl tttibjeet ;. t'roletsir Metzuzer stressed tie fact thal more1C
Coitisitelcy ill acquiring, pieselt-,tilg aluid COllipiting ilte datla i needed.

- experillneltill llethiLi•.s focus oIn teit! letltisi ion of locathized leait trim•ser data. Iml'proved and relaIively Inew
lechniqiques were discussed antid shownl to be vital for Itie futtre siccess andCl (evcloptietl tIf ihetiretical models. Mass

tranlsfe-r tld ielling point teclitiques Were hightolghted. The impoirtance of appropriate experiieilstial techniques is
iliirrIIorc ill the high litltlber of papers directly or indirectly preseitted on this subject (hiring thle CotILrse Lif ilte
illetinig.

I' rtltt the 'l•: ll ibtitiolIi, ittade during tile Syimiposotitm. itiot of Prtofessor Metzgei's cotlnclusionls can tlie suppor,-te alld

ahlititial curllr.etlt itforrnllattio was presented. Several tendencies for etirretit and futtrt drev'elLopinctilt cat lie dislitiguishbed

and will tie dixcessemd alonlg with the lmtajor aispects of thie pli•rs," not tiecessarily il tirder if tihe program illst following their

act uial eLiiitelt.

Mlade lternmal Ileal Transfer

'11tC tilcrxstinditlg ot internal heat tratnsfer inclt•ding the effects of riottion is extt nill imtportitlit to nilodLeinl enigine
design. Progress is beCing tausle ill developing appropriate experimental facilities by engine itutnufacturers and resetirch

establiiierits itS shotwn bvy RI.Clifford (Rolls-Royce. UK) and W.l).Morris atntd S.l,.ittrasgatua (Utniversity oLf IHutll and

ROvyal Airei'fi Estmtblishltient. UK). Diee to the rotnjplieated utatmte Li thie iLtittiig flow Witht Coriolis-induced fluid niotion,
enllhlll'tcieit'tas well ias redlcuctioll iI Ile heal trt'nIer is obsCrved deptending ltt the radial directiont ofi Ilte tolatit fiotw.

ill tihe Ongoing scealh tior optintal etihanceittent oit ilntet nal he'at transfer by pin fills, lietcfii, ean be derived from carelill

>electiont of the geormetries Willi Considerable reductions ini tihe pressure hiss i shown by S.C.Arora and W.A.Mexsch (Pratt

atil Whitiey. Canada ). In 'Oliparing resttts of various gruLps, diffictilties can arise from thre large mtitnber of parameter
varia.itios and !tlhe notill-lillnilflrity (if da1ta redutetitinsm.

[he advantages and lie potential of shell-spur coolitng arrangtnments wvere illtstratted by GiP.lilt (Westinghouts,

Catitla) attd W-.North (Westinghouse Electric Corp, US) for nozzle coiling of stttiotuary gats turbines itdicaliig tlte
bireulits for slatiotiary .ts well as jet engitie desigter.s, from mutual exchange.

Eiternal Iltea " lramisfier oil Blades, Platforms and Casings-

Althtiugl icutisidecrable progress has betei madc Iut describing the exteri'al blade heat transfer. improved miethuos of
rtdit~in lartc iut necesity. Tleoetiud anld experimenttal efforts seem to complementl eachl ollter quitie well, itdic•uting

gi rOing conifidettle i tilhe mludelling andi ill recently developed eotdes. Thrie major arcs•s tif interest were identilied

i - effects of Itiurbulente. prie'ssue gradlililes, rotighiecst etc. lii Ithc heat Itaiister co'eficient
-* ii - Wiakes titd their i"nfilletice on.. thli beat trattsfer "

•Sctu Rcerencvs uilid klit Attilhor- Subjeet-Matrix ill Appendtix

S-~-• - -



iii - film 04Ili aig dnd ac lodynatIic intei'Clitons

Ulsing the VKI short duration isentropic coinpressor tube facility for the study of Macl :iumbvr, Reynolds number and
in billence effects on tile heat transfer ,oefficient, PArts (VKI Belgium) finds good agrecsetien in comparing measurements

with i pcedictions (STAN 5). A problem, though, in this approach remains tile modelling of the bounday layer transition
which wlts triggered by mnlllentum thicknuss Rcynolds number value provided by the user. W.Rod' (Universitiit Karlsruhe,
0c.) and U.Seheucer (Uioversitiit Erlangen. Ge.) present calculations of tranusitional boundary layer using the low-
Rcyslolds-iuinbei version of the k-E-model of Lam and Breinhorst in simulating tstc physical transport and transition
mechiaiism,. Iit general, though, more rapid transition is piedicted than is found in thie exparibne-.1.Tis is supported by the
results presented by S Wittig, A.Schulz, H.J.llatcer and K.H.Sill (Uiniversitiit Karlsruhc, Ge.) from their study of turbulence
and wake effects on the heat ttansfe" coefficients in a continuous hot gas tunnel. It is illustrated tltut khe wake plays an
importalit role in triggering the transition as long as the inain flow turbulence intensity, is relatively low. T'he unsteady

)trocess ofwakc-cutting is monitored by D.J.Doorly and M.L.G.Oldfield (University of Oxford, UK) and C.P.J.Scriventer
(Rolls-Royce. UK) ia the transient cascade of tile Isentropic Light Piston Tunnel (ILlPT) at Oxford. As in Wittig's et al.
experimetits under steady conditions it was concluded that tile primary effect of wake-passing is to promote an ,early,
unsteady transition. The effects on the pressure surface scein to le somewhat less.

The Symposium provided an excellent opportunity for comparing tile flow trnnels used by tile various research groups.
i.e. contintiotus hot gas flow tunnels vs. short duration compression and piston tunnels. As indicated before, Arts and Doorly
ct al. used short duration facilities. C.J.P.Forlh, PJ.Loftus and P.VJones (University of Oxford, UK) in their study of density
ratio effects on the film-cooling also used tile Oxford ILL'l'. The nHIw Ientropic Light Pistonm Annular Cascade facility at
RA E Iyeslock,described by A.J.Biooks, D.E.Colbourosc, E.T.Wedlake (RAE F'yestock, I K), PVJones. M.L.G.Oldfield,
l).L.Sclhultz (University of Oxford UK) and P.J.l.oftus (University of Maryland, US) ttilizes experiences gained with the

S1xford 
facility and(l conditions close to engine operations arc simulated. A vast amount of experience has been gained by

s,.G.I)uun (Calspait. Buffalo, US) in uising a shock tuinsel for turbine stage test%. Widc variations in test conditions, flexibility
,iand availability oe appropriatc instrumentations seem to be tile major advantages.

If, however, detailed information on physical phenomena such as turbulence intensities and length scales, boundary
layer structures, mixing processes etc. is required, continuous flow and section-type tunnels appear to be used more
frequently and appear to hold some advantages. in addition to Wittig's et al. work, A.B.Turner, F.H.A.Taradah and
F.J.Bayley (University of Sussex, UK) used a continuous flow cascade effectively in studying tile influence ol surface:
rouglmess on the heat transfer, stressing the combined effects of tile influencec parameters such as roughness, turbulence
levels etc.

'[lie various investigations on film cooling discussed in the course of this Symposium, exclusively utilized continuous -

flow facilities. HI.Krusc (D)|VI.R, Kiln-Walm, Ge.) analyzed the influence parameters such as geometry and main flow
characteristics ott the hieat transfer downstream of a ingle row of injection holes, concluding that the effect of pressure
gradietts seems to be weak, which supports previous findings. O.Killen and W.Koschcl (Technical University of Aachi,,
Ge.) determine t(ie effects of film cooling onl the aerodynamic performance in all aniullar cascade, whereas F.Lebocuf,
A.Onvani and C.Ollivicr (Ecolc Centrale de Lyon, Fr) report on the aerodynamic interaction of a 3-) flow with a jet.
Trailing edge ejection is the subject of a study by F. I.Kost (I)FVLR; G•,ttinmen, Ge) asd A.'r.Hohnes (Rolls-Royce, UK)
performed in the DFVLR-tunnel. Tihe loss mechanisms were separated and practical conclusions for the blade design arei ~derived. [lihe boundary layer interaction with shock waves and simulated cooling flows was examined in a cascade wind

tunnel byR.Kiock and H1.H1oheis-l ()PFVLR, Branmschweig, Ge), HJ.l)ietrichs (MTU - Miinchcn, Ge) and A.T.Holmes
(Rolls-Royce, UK). A major piroblem has been and continues to be the generalization and transfer of thie large amounts of

specific experimental data obtained by x ar*.ous grotups. M.R.L'Ecuyer (Purdue University, US) and F.O.Socchting (Pratt and
Whitntey. US), in at very useful contribition, take data available from thie literature and develop a generalized correlation for
film cooling effectiveness. A similar approach would be quite helpful in a variety of other areas.

Continuing efforts are required in understatnding tile flow with and without coolant injection along platk rlis, shrouds
and casings and across blade tip clearances as stressed by Prof. Metzger. A.E.Bortguignon (SN ECMA. Fr) reports oil her
stindlic• of platforit's of practical interest with various film coo)ling configurations. The data seens to correlate quite well with
predictions. Unforttinately, though, ilic comparison with results from other research groups is lirgcly impo•ssibh: as only
(lqualitative and relative data without reference values were p)resented. R.S.Attwood (Rolls-Royce. UK), using simplified heat
cotdmiuction analysis, explored tile desigtn of static shroud casing segments tsing ceratmlic coatings. It appears that more work j '' .
in this arca should attd will he done, as in various AGARI) ineniher Countries activities are tinder wily.

-Prolessor Metzger's consistent ont the importance of tip c,:,arattce flow was not reflectedi in tile progra n. More work is
clearly nceded in this area.IA very thorotigh and detailed account of tile transfer of available experimental data and theoretical models tolprototype
ci ginte designs aiid the subsequent test of tile cooled compoients in the ceigine was given by Il.J.raf (Brown Boveri and
!(Xompany, Switzerland). It call he concluded that available codes yields gooxl results for nitrulent botndary layers. Lauger
deviations still occur for Irantsitional flows. Glaf conlirms tile conclusions of the previously cited papers that intprovements
in thile model especially utnder comsideration of tilih coolinig paranmeters are in order. it scens that due to tihe larger scale of
the stationary gas tnrbine, relatively high data accturacy was achieved which is also quite helpful to future jet enginiu research.
More work of sintilar accuracy is needed for a final evaluation of the theoretical tools developed and cotipmted with dala
derived from cascades.
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kotating Disk Cooling

"lite d.evelopm:h ent of ad,,'aced aero-engines requires detailed knowledge of tli• Iranxiient Ih,rirmal beI•acviour of the
compressor -.nd turbine rotor disks. Thrce papers -. a inutmber which does not reflect the importance of the pr•oblemih - wcer
directed towards this subject during the coutrse of the mIeting.

CA.Long and J.M.Owen (University of Sussex. U K) reported on their ongoing work utilizing it heated free disk- and a
heated disk in a rotaling cavity. Ilic numerical solution of Four icr's equation sent to correlate Wilh the experimeints although
care should be taken in the application to gas turbine design will idodified boundary conditions. : Reile, U.Radons and
I).K. Ic lnekc (MlIJ - Miiehen, Gci studied the transient thermal behaviour of a conpressor rotor under simulated engine
conidlitilns will final tests doite in an etigine. I teat Iransfer coefficients del.ived from Owen's of al. model lead to good
agreement between calculated and meastured comapotnenit tnleperatti es and tin•e c(.astants.

The developmlenlt ofa numerical code for the description of turbulent flow and h•at transfer within cavities of stationary
anid rotating disks was dsCleibed by .Dlutoya (ONERA. Fr). 1he prediction of pressure !.,s-ies under steady flow conditions
indicates I lie applicability of turbulence nmodellling to comparable configurations.

Combustion Systems

With rising perlv: niance reqtireinenms, lihe qtitsttioi of cotmbtistor liner cooling and heat transfer processes within tie
combustor nceds increasing attention, D.A.Nealy, S.B.Reider and ICC Monigia (Allison Gas TurbineI Division, US)
'presented a characterization of the problenms by analysing a variety of alternate cooling configurations. Simiultateous efforts
to provide the apppropriate background in timei manufacturiing p)rocesses, the undcrstandiing of adval.ced materials and the

Sheat transfer processcs tare essential. Hoea release aid transfer ais well as cooling oif the linear wall were the subject of sceveal
papers.

B.F.Magltmssen (Norvcgian Institute of "'l'hrmodylnaimics, No) presented a modified inetmod for calculation of
combustion characterislics and M.G.Carvalho, D.F.GI)urao mid F.CL .ockwood (Ihslituto Superior "'el-cnti. Po)l wee
prtiarily citccrmned with determining tite thermal radiation front tile gaseous species. Various aIspects sh at its tile etiltatiuce
eharacteristics under gas turbine operational conditions need furtheir attention. B.LButton (']'real Polyt, "t-Iic, UK)
addressed the problemn of tile disruption of the cooliitg filmi by a jet wilh Walli plunging whereas G..lAndi .. ws, A.A.Ascre,
C.[Hussaiin and M.C.Mkpadi (University of Leeds, UK) outlined tile geonmetrical reqtuiremnies for full co%,.rage
Ihpingcmeit Cooling emtphasizing various new aspels for the transfer to practecal combustor systm•sn. MA t aully,
PITrouilhot aid S.Coumon (SNECMA, Fr) illustrtted the cooling requireemets of aftcrlbrne.'s. Threrlogra] 1-y was used ili
analyzing various practical cooling configurations. Good qualitative comparisons were achieved for sevcrai- )oling
airriingemients.

Experimeital Techniques

The itmi)ortanice of proper instrunientation and expCeirental analysis was illustrated by a relatively largtt number of
conttribtutions ili this mtea. Improvements and new aspects of knowti techniques were presented.

Liquid Crystal Iherlnichronic inidica.ors (P.Tlreland atmd I.V.Jones. Univer;ty of Oxford, UK) and high frequency
respotise heat fitux gauges (A .H.Epstein, G.R.Guenette, MI'l, U.S. and RIJ,(.Norton, Rolls-Royce, UK and Cao Yuzhang,
Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, IPRC) demonstrate remarkablr imnprovenments -tid broader use. of this
technique will probably be found in comiilg years. Optical, unOi-ittrusive tmcasturemtetnts of surface ten|peiature and fliw
ciaractc ristics will not only be applied ill laboratory tests btlt also in prototype engines. Optical pyronletry again wtas shown
by M.Charpenel and JWilheln (ONERA, Fr) to tic a promising tool and R.I.lRivir, W.C.Elrodi (Wright Patterson AF1i, US)
arid M.3.1)una (Calspan, US) demionstratcd the feasibility and linitatiots of thie laser Two Spot Velocitetry for aPpllication
ii slhrt duration flows.

the importance of the blade tip clearance has been enmphasized earlier. lIffiicmnt systems for active clearance control
require appropriate sensors. JiPaulon (ONE'RA, Fr) described the successful development of a new capacitive transducer.

Finl!ly, M.N.R.Niumanatid G.P.Pita (Instituto Superior'l'6clioe. P1o) disc:ussed the possible ilnprovements of
com1lpensialed fine wire thermocouples for measuring tluettllintg gas tempil)erattures, it problemn oh lotigstandinig itiiportanec.

Especially iii reactiog flows exti tme care is itt order.

Ileat Exchanger

Advanccd helicopter engirnes as well as a variety of other applications increasingly (in-t•tt.I the incorporation of

efficient heaw exchangers. During the course of tile meeting, ilisufficient tinte was available to address this important problem

in dcpth. Only two papers were presented. M.N.R.Nina and M.P.I.Agus (Institulo Superior 'Icaciico, P1o) presented a
theoretical study ott the optimization of cycle pitt anleters amid heal exchanger design. In considering modified cycles also i:
S.hioudigues and J.Fabri (ONERA, Fr) etmphasized the advatlagc,' amid design requtiremrents ill utilizing ceramics such as

-. Silicon carbide as tica!l exchanger material. Obviously, miulic work remains to be (do)ne in this area anmd should be t(ie subject
_ V
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of a separate future meeting.

3 CONCLUSIONS AND ,VALUAXION

In considering recent (leveloptlleos in engine design it is obvious that the understanding of the heat transfer procc .:s

in gas turbines and the advance.nent of cooling tecehniques are crucial elements in the quest for higher performance in1(d
reduced fuel coustunlplion as well as for improved life and reliability. This Smposiunt, iherefore, was aimed at tie discussion
and analysis of subjccts concerning fundamental and applied heat transter problems. lit order to limit the scopc of the
meeting, heat transfer problems as related to icing, bearings and gears etc. were not subicet of file meeting as those topics
have been covered individually by similar AGARD mneetings. Furthermore, several topics such ais heat exchangers were not
covered in depth.

Ihduced by the well balanced structure of the program, Ihe papers as well as the discussions were dirceted towards
cutrrenit problems. Better tham average participation by re. earehers from industry was observed, Iealdintg to a relatively high
level of currency of tile information exchanged. In particular, tie need and opportunities for immediate solutions were
illistrated along with more advanced approaches. It was shown thtat:

-despite recent progress, turbine blade cooling remains a majom focus of interest. It particular, questions concerning
the internal heat transfer need to be addressed in depth including the ffects of rotation. Furthermtore, tile influence
on the aerodynamic perfornmance of coolant ejection require, continuing attention,

- with increasing performance requirenients, mtodified and even new technologies will also have to be applied for other
compoaents, t especially the coinbustor, the compressor and heat exchangers. Close cooperation in the areas of heat
transfer analysis, mnaterial sciences and manifacturing was shown to be crucial for further develol)pment. However, it
remtailts to he seent to what extent and how soon ntewer ntaterials - cera•itics, for exuample - can be introduced,

- progress in moddling has been made with the successful application of numaerical codes for the prediction of at least
extertal boundary layer flow. Problems ariwe in considering pressure side flow and wake cutting effects,

sophisticated experimental techniquees are of crucial importance for continuing success. The benefits of the utilization
of steady flow hot gas experintents and of short duration tftnnels were compared. Non-intrusive. optical
ilstrunieuttation as well as taliiaturised fast response gauges were shown to hold tile key to further developnments.
More comparisons of actual enginc tests with laboratory results and predictions would have been desirable.
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COOLING TECHNIQUES FOI1 GAS TURBINE AIRF'OIL.S A SURVEY
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SUMMARY

A brief general background discussion of turbine treat transfer and cooling with compre•ssor
discharge air in given to provide an introduction for the papers scheduled for delivery at
this meeting. Specific reference is made to a selection of current research areas for gas
turbine engine cooling, including blade tip heat transfer, heat transfer in serpentine
passages, multiple jet array impingement, heat transfer in pin fin arrays, disk heat
transfer, and film cooling. An overview of various experimental methods used to acquire
heat transfer data is also given, with an emphasis on newer methods used to acquire
detailed local convection heat transfer information.

INTRODUCTION

It is interesting to look over some of the earliest literature about gas turbine engine
research and development to see how remarkably clearly the authors anticipated, and even
worked on, the problems faced still today. One of the best examples is the 1949 review
paper on aircraft gas turbine engine research by Silverstein (1). In a section entitled
"Turbine Cooling," the following outline of the basic aerodynamic and heat transfer
problems involved was given: (a) determination of the three-dimensional compressible flow
of the gas through the turbine-blade passages, (b) evaluation of the heat transfer from the
gas stream to the blade surface, and (c) evaluation of the heat transfer from the inner
surfaces to the cooling medium. In addition, the article states that "many internal
arrangements of the cooling passages have been suggested for air-cooled turbines," and
"film-cooling methods, in which the cooling fluid is discharged iround the blade periphery
by means of slots or allowed to seep through porous blade walls, have also been suggested."

Fig.l is a cross-.section sketch showing a typical cooling arrangement for a modern turbine
blade which employs a combination of impingement and film cooling in the leading edge
region, serpentine passages in the mid-chord region, and a pin fit, array in the trailing
edge region. Although the blade shapes have changed markedly and 'he capability to
manufacture current complex internal cooling arrangements was probaLly not fore,-een by
Silverstein, current cooled airfoils nonetheless fit his description.

Over the years since the address published in (1] was given, the problome of turbine heat
tramnsfer and turbine cooling have been pursued vigorously, and turbine inlet temperatures
have increased steadily. Turbine cooling technology developments account for a significant
portion of the resulting powerplant improvement history summarized in Fig. 2. At any given
time, engine performance (and durability) depends critically on the then current state of
turbine cooling technology. For a given level of this technology, turbine inlet
temperature- and resulting cycle performance can be increased only to a certain poinit (Fig,

3). Beyond that point, penalties associated with the use of cooling air (power required
for compression and pumping, aerodynamic losses produced when the coolant reenters the hot
gas stream) overpower the benefits.

The present problems of heat transfer and cooling for gas turbine engine components are
very similar to the statements given in [1]. They are (a) to know the external or hot gas
side heat transfer in detail, (b) to know the detailed component internal heat transfer for
a variety of families of cooling schemes, and (c) to choose from among and withir those
families to optimize for combinations of (i) minimum use of cooling air, (ii) minimum
interference with the hot gas side aerodynamics, and (Iii) minimum component temperature f "..
and temperature gradient levels.

In this context the present paper'deals mainly with the cooling side of turbine heat
transfer, in kueping with the author's own experience. Even with respect to cooling, the
treatment is far from comprehensive. It covers briefly only some of the areas that are
presently of interest in turbine cooling. The coverage is limited to experimental studies
and most of the results presented are those of the author and his students and colleagues
at Arizona State University. Thus the paper is not really a survey, as the title implies,
but is more a sampling from among the many areas that will be ,overed at the present
meeting.

BLADE TIP HEAT TRANSFER

The clearance gap between the tip of an axial turbine blade and the adjacent stationery
shroud provides a narrow flow passage between the pressure and auction sides of the blade.
The clearance .n general cannot be eliminated altogether because it must sceomodate

* centrifugal growth of the blade as well as differential thermal expansion between the blade
and shroud through a variety of operating conditions (2].



I-:

The pr'imary detrimental ffect of the tip leakage flow is on the blade aerodynamic i
p1r formance, bht' n second important effect is the convect ion heat transfer associated with
the flow. The surface area at the blade tip in contact with the hot gas represents at.
additional therval loading on the blade which must be removed by the blade internal cooling
flows. Also, heat transfer rates at the tip have recently been shown to be very high, of
the same order as those present at or near the airfoil lending edge [3,4]. As u result,
blade tip& han•e been one of the turbine areas most susceptible to structural damage.
Damage in this region, even if minor, can have a severe effect on turbine performance.
loss of material from the tip increases clearance gap, which in turn 'ncreases both the
flow alnd heat trnnsfer across the tip and exacerbates the problems.

Recent work (5] confirms previous findings (6] that the leakage flow through the gap is
basically ani inviscid, pressure-driven flow who.ie magnitude and direction con be caleulateed
from knowledge of the suction and pressure side pressure distribution alone. Normal
clearance gap heights are, in effect, small enough that, the flows through the gap are
uncoupled from the details of the flowfields on either side, and are largely two-
dimensional. In 5] "also it is demonstrated that the sink-like flow entering the clearance
gap (Fig.4) is composed almost entirely of mainstream gas drawn directly from the hot blade
passage flow, and that the convection heat transfer coefficients on the tip are little
influenced by the relative blade-to-shroud motion. It seems reasonable to assume that this
iatter characteristic will also be the case for vnrious blade tip treatmenis, and in [7],
.tationary modeling has been used to examine the heat transfer and flow characteristics of
grooved tip treatments in detail,

Fig. 5 shows a typical set of local Nosselt numbers from [7) for a shallow (D/W , 0.1)
grooved tip model (solid lines) in comparison with values for the same flow over a plain,
ungrooved lip (dashed lin,-• . Nusselt and Reynolds numbers here are based in the cl earance
gap height. In general, ,,,e results show that the overall heat transier to the blade tip
is reduced by the presence of a groove. flowever, reduced heat transfer levels on the
groove floor are substantially offset by the added heat transfer area created by the groove
side walls. Additional study of blade tip heat. transfer is being initiated at Arizona
State lUniversity under a grant from NASA-Lewis Research Center.

SERPENTINE COl0I.TNG PASSAGF.S

Rladially aligned coolant channels of basically rectangular cross section are Used
extensively to cool the midchord regions of turbine blades; these channels are connected by
90 and 100 degree turns to form serpentine cooling passages as shown in Fig. 1. Current

C trends are towiards inc-reasing numbeti of channels so that the flow and heat transfer
characteristice around bends and turrs with and without roughened walls i-s of high current
interest [8-12]. It is well known that both the nature of the flow and the associated
convection heat transfer are usually significantly altered in and around the turn. In
general, the centrifugal forces present in a turning flow induce secondary flows which have
ti-e effect of augmenting heat transfer in the streamwise direction and creating azimuthal
variations in heat transfer.

Fig. 6 shows the very sharp 180 degree test geometry used in [8] and (12], nnd, Fig. 7 shows
typical regional (Nut) heat transfer results on upper, lower, and side walls. Hiers W"
WI/W,, II* t il(W, tW.), and DO 0 D/(W 1 4W2 ). Reynolds and Nusselt numbers are hased on
channel hydraulic diameter. Azimuthal average heat transfer rates (Nua) increase markedly
through the turn, with the highest values for this particular geometry occurring downstream
of the turn. The sidewall heat transfer rates change. in it relatively short distance, from
significantly lower to significantly higher than the top/bottom wall rates.

Fig. 8 shows tome very recent results for a 90 degree turn in a rectnngulmr cross--sectioned
channel with en outside/inside radius ratio of 2:0 and a 3:1 section aspect ratio. The
channel is rib-roughened on both long sides us shown in the sketch of the test section.
The general increase in heat transfer level as the flow proceeds through the turn would be
expected to te the result of either or both the secondary flows associated with the turn
and the developing flow disruption caused by the ribs. Rib roughness enhancement of heat
transfer usually develops fully after only a rew rib spacings, so the turn itself is
evidently responsible for the continuing enhancement in this geometry. However, the
Ntnsselt number enhancement here, from the beginning to the end of the turn, is considerably
greater than the 20-25% observed in the same turn with smooth walls [12). Thus it appeals
that the turn and the ribs are mutually complimentary in producing a relatively large
enhancement of heat transfer. The same conclusion is reached whether or not ribs are
present in the straight upstream and downstream channels (not shown) on either side of thethe test scction.

It should be noted that rotation can significantly influence the beat transfer, in
serpentine passages used to cool the rotating turbine blades, and that this is a topic of
colnsiderable current attention which will be addressed by several authors at the present
meeting. 0

f : • JET ARRIAY IMPINGEMENT

: Fig. q depicts --I turbine airfoil which utilizes jet urrnry impingement for midchord region

:oulinig. The jet flow, after impingement, is constrained to exit in a single direction
along the (:hnnnel formed by the perforated insert and the airfoil saell. This cooling
scheme ha& received attention for a number of years (13-15]. towever, in addition to thle
crn:4aflow which originates from the jets following impingement, an initial crossflow may be
present from impingement air used to cool the leading edge region (16]. The temperature of
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the initial crossflow in general will be different than the jet array temperature, leading
to a complex three--temperature situation with many similarities to the three-temperature
problems encountered in film cooling.

This three-temperature problem has been studied extensively at Arizona State University
over the past several years. The appropriate fluid driving potential, t.., can be
expressed in terms of a non-dimensional effectiveness for use with c6rresponding Nusselt
numbers. Figs. 10 and 11 show typical results from [16). Here effectiveness, although
resolved in the stramwise direction, is defined in terms of the initial crossflow
temperature at the upstream end of the array. Nuaselt numbers are based on the jet hole
diameter, which is uniform over the entire array.

The geometries covered by Figs. 10 and 11 represent entirely different effectt of the
initial croseflow on array heat transfer. The Fig. 10 configuration is one that result, in
a highly non-uniform jet flow distribution in the array, with much larger jet velocities at
the downstream end of the array than at the upstream end. For this case the effect of
initial crosaflow can dominate (V a 1) more than halfway through the array. This dominance
can also be seen in the Nusselt profiles which remain essentially at their upstream initial
crossfiow channel levels well into the array. In contrast, the Fig. 11 configuration is
one which has a nearly uniform jet flow distribution. Here 7 has dropped significantly at
the first or second row. Similarly, the strong immediate influence of the jets is
reflected in a very large increase in Nusselt values at the first or second row of jets.

This information on 7 and Na, if converted to heat fluxes for prototype conditions, imply
that local cooling rate predictions within the array could, in many cases, easily be in
error by 100l or more depending on the designer's guess in the absence of such information.
There is evidence that unacceptable levels of design uncertainty for jet arrays with
initial crossflow have existed in practice, and that premature failures of impingement
cooled airfoils have been the result. This is unfortunate, since the jet array cooling
scheme is very high performing from a heat transfer point of view, and offers great
potential for tailoring internal heat transfer coefficients to match local variations in
external heat transfer to the cooled component. Work is ongoing [17,18] to provide
information that will support the denign of tailored non-uniform arrays.

PIN FIN ARRAYS

Pin fin arrays find frequent application as augmentation devices in the airfoil trailing
edge region, as in the blade of Fig. 1. The pin height in these applications is typically
the order of the pin diameter. They represent an intermediate case between the long

8 cylinder tube bank case where essentially all of the heat transfer area is on the
cylindrical surfaces of the tubes, and the plate-fin heat exchanger surface case where most
of the area is on the plates or and walls. Considerable information exists for both of
these extremes, but neither case correctly predicts heat transfer for the gas turbine
cooling application.

Recently, a number of papers have appeared directed specifically at providing the needed
information (19-23]. Continuing emphasis is on the acquisition of streamwise resolved heat
transfer and pressure loss coefficients for a variety of candidate geometries, including
pins with cross sectional shapes other than circular. Similar to the situation with Jet
array impingement, pin fin arrays with non--uniform pin spacing and size offer potential for
ta.loring the internal augmentation to match the local character of the external heat load.

Figs. 12-14 show some recent results from [24] for three different pin fin arrangements. In
all three cases the pins are located in a staggered pattern, with spacing In the streamwise
direction -qual to one and one-half pin diameters, and in the transverse direction equal to
two and one-half diameters. Nusselt numbers and Reynolds numbers are based on pin
diameter, and the Reynolds number in all cases is 20,000. Nusselt numbers are spanwise
average values, resolved to one row spacing. Fig. 12 is an arrangement with pins attached
only to one side of th. channel, extending two-thirds of the way across. In an actual
application some of the pins would %asve to be extended all of the way across for structual
reasons, but these results give a feel for the differential between top and bottom heat
transfer that could be established.

Fig. 13 is the standard staggered pin arrangement, with smooth channel walls between the
pins, The results display the characteristic observed in [19] with heat transfer rates
peaking tit about the third to fifth row, followed by a gradual decline. Fig. 14 is the 7
same arrangement as in Fig. 13, with the addition of staggered transverse roughness ribs as
shown. Ifent transfer rates are significantly higher than those of the smooth wall case;
and, in fact, the arrangement shown in Fig. 14 is one of the highest heat transfer -

performing pin fin naraya yet observed.

DISK HEAT TRANSFER

Convection heat transfer on the faces of turbine and compressor disks remains an important
problem in turbine heat transfer despite several decades of work
in an effort to gain an understanding of the phenomena and to provide the designer with

* useful information [25-30]. The designer is forced to vent cooling air through the
cavities adjacent to the disks in an attempt to control the disk growth and thus the
clearance gaps at the blade tips. In the turbine stages, the vented flow alno helps to
prevent the ingestion of hot blade passage gases into the cavities where it can directly
heat the disks.

I
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Ileat transfer coefficients between normally vented cooling air and the rotating disk
surfaces are usually relatively low compared with those achieved in other cooled
components. Jet impingement of air directly onto the disk can enhance heat transfer, and
thus has the pot--tial for reduction in requi-ed coolant flow. However, jet impingement of f
turbine disks has been applied infrequently in practice, and only very few studies have
been published. One early study (31] of an actual jet cooled turbine ceported anomalies
where heat transfer under some conditions unexpectedly decreased with increasing disk
speed. Such behavior is possibly related to the flow regime transition reported in 132].
This transition phenomena was observed with flow visualization over a large range of
combinations of jet flow rates, disk speeds, and impingement radii, and it appears to
separate a zone of impingement dominated behavior from a rotationally dominated zone. Fig.
15 shows the correlation of observed transition conditions in terms of the tatio of jet
flowrate to rotationally induced disk pumping flow. Higher rotational speeds, larger
impingement radii, and smaller jet flOwrates fator a flow pattern which appears
rotationally dominated whereas the opposite trends favor an impingement dominated
interaction.

Corresponding heat transfer rates are essentially independent of jet flowrate in the
rotationally dominated regime, but increase strongly with increasing flowrate in the
impingement dominated regime. Fig. 15 also shows that, in terms of this correlation, the
location of the anomalous results of [31] are within the transition zone. Other results
presented in 1311 were strongly in the impingement dominated zone and did not exhibit the
unomalous behavior.

Fig. 16 presents results from [33] showing how heat transfer coefficients increase as jet
flowrate is increased through the rotationally dominated regime into the impingement
dominated regime. The hent transfer sensing area was a narrow annulus at the rim of the
disk, and tests were run with four different disk face contours as shown. The most
noticeable characteristic of the results is the lack of almost any effect of face contour.
The Nuaselt numbers are relatively independent of jot flow at values of the flowrate ratio
below about 0.1. At jet flow rates larger than this, Nusselt numbers increase strongly.
For the designer, these results indicate that rotating disk heat transfer rates can be
increased significantly if enough cooling air is available for impingement through
individual jett. Conversely, some disk cooling schemes tried in the past may have been
ineffective because many jets with small ndividual flowrates were used.

FILM COOLING

Film cooling is, with little doubt, the most complex subject in the entire turbine cooling

field. It is also one of the most important subjects since it appears unavoldubin that
more and more film cooling is required as turbine inlet temperatures continnL to rise. To
all the phenomena present in the main gas flow and its boundary layers, film cooling adds
the fluid dynamical influences of injection anI the imposilion of another temperature,
creating a three-temperature problem. Actually, tho three-temperature representation is
only an approximation, the complete problem is a multi--temperature one.

Current interest and activity in film cooling is high, and currett topics of investigation
include the ahape of injection sites, effects of surface roughness and curvature, effects
of density differences between main and injected flows, persistence of the film in highly
three--dimensional flows and over and around obstacles, and more 134-39]. Many methods have
been developed to acquire information about film cooling performance; and sometimes quite
heated arguments are hoard about the choice of the "correct" method. Consistency is
sometimes shown between separate sets of results, but more often than not, and especially
recently, each investigators results are presented on their own, with little comparison to
the results of others. This situation is understandable, given the number of variables

that influence the results; seldom is there close correspondence between conditions of two
different experimelts. It is therefore relatively easy to rationalize differences between
only somewhat similar sets of results; and this situation is compounded by the proprietary
nature of much of the current work.

Ncvertheless, it is thiA author's opinion that there remain fundamental and not widely
appreciated differences between film cooling results acquired with differing etperimental
methods (even without the complications of large temperature difference and density
gradient effects), and that these can lead to appreciably different performance predictions
when the results are interpreted in design terms. Such differences are probably not very
important far from the injection sites, but as more and more film cooling is uset', the
nearinjection region grows in importance.

Consider the heat flux on an isothermal film cooled wall written as a three-temperature
: problem [401:

Q./A :fit - t5 ) ff(tt -- t,) (1)

IIre f, and f. ure influence fuo.ctions, and f% can tic thought of as the heat transfer
e,,,effivciert, ha, (based oan !h1 wall-mainstream temperature difference) when the coolont-
nminr;tream ternperntnur difference is zero. A corresponding two'temperturue description can .

be written for tl- same surface rnd mainstream conditions, but without injection.

vQ 0./A . (t (2)

This, without-injection conditior might represent the surface with injection sites present,
out wit, nio inject ion flow; or, it might represent the solid surface without injectionar
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s ites. The inte r.rel it ion of hl , usual ly used is the first but t he second interpret at i oil
is the more logical one for design.
Rationing (I) and (2) for the same wall temperature yields:

* = (f,/bhi)0' 4 (ho/hw ) (4)

where:
S=Q/Qý, the ratio of film cooled flux (4)

to alnblown wall flux at Ihe same
mainstream and wall conditions

There will be a value of the isothermal wall temperature (the reference temperature t, 1f)
at which the net surface heat flux will be zero, Using this temperature, (3) becoges:

S* 
*o - ($o/e*. i) 0* (6)

where:
Oire = tC t=) (tr i -t=)(7)

#.= ho/hý, (8)

Fig. 17 shows the graphical interpretation of (6) for a particular situation. The abscissa
intercept represents the non-dimensional reference temperature with film cooling present.
This value can range from zero to infinity. The ordinate intercept represents the ratio of
film cooled to unblown wall flux when the coolant temperature equals the mainstream
tempersture. This can also be viewed as the purely aerodynamic affect that coolant
injection has cn convection. The horizontal dashed line represents the corresponding
unblown wall case. Thus, plots like Fig. 17 give a visual comparison of film cooling
performance with unblown wall performance. For the particular case shown, film cooling
enhances the thermal transport properties and the two curves must cross somewhere within
the likely design region. Design points to the right of the crossover point will obtain
the reduction in heat flux that is normally assumed to occur with film cooling. Design
points to the left of the crossover will experience an increase in wall flux due to the
presence of film cooling. Such increns,'s are definitely possible, especially in multiple
hole film cooling where the aerodynamic transfer capability is enhanced by injertion and
the film coverage in some loiations is relatively poor.

The similarities between traditional film cooling effectiveness, 9, and the inverse of
0, have been noted [41] and the two terms have at times been used interchan,.ably. In
multiple hole film cooling such interpretations can lead to errors in design predictions.
As a closure to this section, Fig. 18 presents a comparison from [40] of one situation
where suitable adiabatically obtained and isothermally obtained film cooling results uke
available under otherwise quite similar circumstances [42,43]. Both studies use the csme
hole spacing and the same compound injection angle. In (42] local effectiveness data was
obtained on an adiabatic surface, as well as regionally averaged heat transfer data on an
isothermal surface. In [43] regionally averaged heat transfer data was obtained on an
isothermal surface.
Fig. 18 compares results at the fifth injection row. Both sets show similar aerodynamic
increases in heat transfer capability, but the inverse of evr", and the averaged value of I
are not in good agreement. In any present design application of film cooling information,
averaging is necessary. It is this averaging of local information, what to average, how to
average, and how to acquire test information that can be used easily and properly in
design, that is of concern.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The pressure *'o more detailed design information, for better understanding of the
phenomena, and for detailed results to compare with computational efforts all drive
experimentalists to seek more localized heat transfer informaticn. It therefore seems
appropriate here to review some of the more common techniques used to acquire such data.
Only the most widely used methods will be discussed; a more complete review is availlable in
144).

The most common method used to determine heat transfer coefficients on localized regions of
a convectively cooled surface is to thermally isolate degments of the surface and apply a
known amount of -lectrical power to each segment through attached electric resiatance
heaters. Usually control is provided for each segment heater so that a desired overall
surface thermal boundary condition (commonly isothermal) can be established. By measuring
segment surface temperatures and associated fluid tempiratures, heat transfer coefficients
are determined (16]. The necessary finite size of the segments and heaters dictates that
the measured coefficients are always regional averages, rather than true local values,
although quite fine resolution can be achieved with this method [45) if the expense can be
justified.

Electric heating of the surface can also be effected by passing current directly throught
the surface material, without, the use of separate hester elements. If electrical
resistivity varies only slightly with temperature, a nearly uniform heat flux thermal
boundary condition can be established. Thermocouple or radiometer measurements are used to
determine local strip temperatures and fine resolution of local heat transfer coefficients
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is possible (46,47I1. A variation on this same method, currently used fre'laenbly, is to
overlay the beating surface with a thin layer of encapsulated liquid crystalS. The liquid i
crystals allow visual determination of the surface temperatures and contours of constant
heat transfer coefficents. Quite accurate and localized determinations of the heat
transfer coefficients are possible [48].

In recent years, mass transfer methods, principally the sublimation of naphthalene, have
been used to determine both average and local convective heat transfer coefficients (49].
Average coefficients ure determined by weighing the naphthalene surface or surface segment
before and after exposure to the air stream. Local coefficients are determined by
measuring the local depth of sublimed surface with a profilometer. By using microprocessor
control to automate data acquisition, highly detailed and accurate heat transfer
coefficient masp ove. a surface c:alf be obtained [5G],

Finally, various types of heat flux gages, for example thin foil and Cardon types, have
been used f~r convection heat transfer studies. Although good resolution of local heat
transfer coefficients can be achieved, the expense and complexities of multiple gages
usually precludes highly detailed mapping of coefficient distributions, This same issue of
expense and complexity exists in many instances jith other methods discussed here as well.
In particular, as the surface geometry of interest becomes more complicated, the difficulty
an expense of determining local surface heat transfer coefficients through application of
electric heaters or profile measurements of of a subliming surface increases markedly. Tn
many cases, a particular technique becomes essentially impossible to apply. Even if
possible, it may he prohibitively expensive to instrument more than a single fixed test.
geometry, so that the sys,.ematic effects of geometry changes cannot be studied.

A relatively new method which is relatively inexpensive and convenient, and which appears
to be applicable to even the most irregular surfaces, is a technique employing melting
Foint surface coatings. In this method the surface of interest is sprayed with a thin
laye¢ of material having a precise melting point temperature that can be visually observed
[51,52]. A transient test is conducted where the surface is exposed to n heated air flow

transfer coefficients at those points. The capability of the method for obtaining highly
detailed eccurate heat transfer coefficient maps has recently been demonstrated 112].
Figs. 19 and 20 show examples of this method applied to a sharp 110 degree turning flow.

CLOSURE

The preceding discussion, although far from complete, should serve to introduce what many
of the papers of the present meeting will elaborate or; namely, that what must be dealt
with in turbine heat transfer in general are convection problems with extremely complex
flowfields. The highly three-dimensional and highly turbulent nature of mseat turbine
cooling situations, in mFny instances including separation and recirculating flow zones,
has so far kept the methods of computational fluid dynamics from being used extensively in
direct cooled turbine component design. In this clijnte. experimental results remain the
foundation for design; and this paper has attempted to describe some of the many efforts
underway to provide designers with information needed for continued improvement in turbine
performance and durability.
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G.M.Dihlcius, Ge
You hl•ie raised the quest (lit of wVhether cding o.f Ilnitaui discs by singlc jets ;iw been applied. One reason why this
hlas not betll [lie case is the cyclic changcs from coolingh It heating and to cooling again. At least at dhe slr•rvcc this might
cas•le fatigue by the riattl sitc.ess.

Author's Reply
youlr point is well taken atid this may iideed lie a probletmt with sticli atp•licaitiois. I-lowmesr, iy itthpreissi•i is that souile
carly failures with jut cooling oil rotating parts were associated %i iih faihure to achieve the tiltie-averaged hat Irainsfer
levels expected.

l).K.tlemnecke, (;e
Yait,-r I St r-tUlr channel has sullare cortners. Il mitany actual iurhine hlades onte tI•s round coieri s to reduce the
iressuire loss. D)o you Ihink thai the I lrgc itterease iii heat transfer yotu measured would be smaller wi!h at roi- d conicr?

Author's Reply
Weli have measured Ihe effect of romided conrers on the pil-sstirc loss iii these J •(•' turns (f.,). Such rouonding has
only a very simill eflect oill ressuire loss alnd onl the overall floiV paeis which we have investigated through surface
stcamline visuali;,atioi. Therefore I expecl that the large (iverall rise iii heal Itranmer thal We teallsuilc would also be the
case with rouatded corners. Of course. severe roulding of the •ntirc cliaiel by use of irelatively thicker cetntre dividing
rib would lie expected (o have anit effect. Ili hie presenit case we do expect that routnding orf the tpstream corner would
eliminlle ol reduce the stalled now zone iIt that coernr which contributcs ito low heat transfer on the side wall it1 that

region.

F.L.C,.(ull'k, US
It sce.,ns that ill general. unstdillness in the flow field. whether i. le assiicialed with sCparLtion. tvtrbulence, or acoustical
notions, has striking effects oin suitrface hcat tratisfer rates. Ili your expel imentail work do you miake oeasureifen1t )i!
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divs e pheiciihttita by Itig sote ntICaIsuIrIII'(S) Of Mitste:adine-ss ill the1 flow,

Autilu,r's Reply
"The Iltlmesure•elini ti tistead y .lotiolt is lhe excelpt liit. athler than the rilde. iil internal coolintg chatnel heat franlskf'r
ilnvestigalions.There is ino questiotl, howevet . that stich Iluotiot',s a.ir ittmportant to the convection hettt trattsfer, hi our
lahboratory wre Oc¢casionlally use hot wile.. mid 1.I1 Mhi limlited ;ifle I I IASto I Cl I) uts (1IMMicrttld ihlC oIIS IVCd I1•11C I ranlsfer
hehaviour. For examtle. we halve lol(41 iln pin fii :arrays that the l•eaking of •ow-tivewraged hitat traatsfer at about the

third o i fifth row i,, associaled with a peakintg ild stll)sct(lUlttt decay of the turhuletcte inttentsity. Much mtore detailed
Imtipping oif the turlhulein•e eliaralerimtics in interinal 'ooling flows will he required for efforts to predict such flows
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ROTATING HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATIONS ON A MULTI-PASS COOLING GEOMETRY r
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This paper reviews the effect of rotation on The heat transfer in a complex 3D
multi-pass turbine blade cooling geometry. The test rig, the experimental technique and
the initial results are discut~sed in detai.,

Basic checks at zero rotational speed showed good agreement with data obtained
earlier on this model using an alternative transient technique. Rotation was shown tn
have a significant effect on the heat transfer distribution (±30%) which when averaged
over the gas washed surfaces showed a reduction to 90% of the static value. The effect
of these changes on the blade predicted metal temperatures and lives are also reviewed.

Investigations are continuing to fully evaluate the implications of both Coriolis
and buoyancy effects on the heat transfer distributions in these complex 3D geometries.

NOMENCLATURI
A, B & C constants

A area (m2

Cp specific heat (J/Kg OK)

D characteristic dimension of passage (m)

d wall thickness (m)

9 acceleration due to gravity (m/sec 2 )

h heat transfer coefficient (w/m2 K)

=j = di2  Rotational Reynolds number
e

k Thermal conductivity (W/m K)

m mass flow (Kg/sec)

Sq heat flux (w/m2)

Nu = hh.P Nusselt Numberk
Nu mean Nusselt Number

Nu o Nusselt Number at zero rpm

Pr C Prandtl Number

Ra rotational Rayleigh Number Hg 21 d3 (A T) p

Re = * D Reynolds Number ,

Ro , JID Rossby Number

St = h Stanton Number

T Temperature (K)

"Tg gas temperatuie (K)

Tw wall temperature (K)

AT = Tw-Tc temperature difference (K)

t time (seconds) f
, u mean velocity (m/sec)

x distance to wall (m)
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GREEK SYMBOLS

k diffusivity (m2/sec)
CP volume expansion coefficient

V = •kinematic viscosity

dynamic viscosity

Si angular velocity (RAD/sec)

/ density (Kg/rn
3 )

INTRODUCTION

The major ga'3 turbine acre engine manufacturers provide a range of engines to meet
the differing requirements for thle civil airline and military markets. Thle airline
requirement demand.- engines with good specific fuel consumption and long turbine blade
lives, whilst milit.rv engines generally operate with high thrust to weight ratios and
therefore at higher turbine entry temperatures (TET). In order to satisfy these
objectives the cooling air to the turbines needs to be used in the most efficient manner,
and to do this the heat tiansfer onl both the cooling side and hot gas side need to be
fully understood.

Cooling techniquss have changed markedly over the past three decades. This is
reflected in thle varia:ion of TET over this period shown in Fig. 1. Early cooling
methods were rudimenta:y whereby air was passed through hollow blades, this was
subsequently refined to groups of small radial passages with cooling air flowing from
root to tip. The *,nzle guide vanes from these engines generally incorporated
fabricated metal inserts which cooled the component with a combination of impingement
and convective cooling flows. Over the past decade significant improvements accrued

from the introduction of film cooling together with complex internal cooling passages on
both blades and vanes.

In the past much effort was directed at measuring and understanding the hut side
heat transfer, but only rudimentary studies were carried out on typical internal cooling
geometries. This was because on simply cooled blades a large error in internal heat
transfer coefficient had only a small- effect on blade metal temperature. However, since
more heat is removed by the modern cooling systems than their predecessors it becomes
necessary to determine more accurately the internal as well as eyternal heat transfer
coefficients. This may be appreciated when it is realised that a given percentage error
in the internal heat transfer coefficient corresponds to 3 times the error in blade metal
Lemperature on the more sophisticated system, and any such error has a significant effect
on turbine life.

An experimental technique was developed jointly by R-R and Oxford University (Ref. 1)
to enable the heat transfer distributions on complex geometries to be accurately and
comprehensively measured under scaled static conditions. At the same time work by Morris
and Ayhan on circular ducts (Refs 2 and 3) and more recently by Clifford, Morris and
Harasqaama on triangular ducts (Ref. 4) indicated that rotation can significantly change
the heat transfer distribution obtained statically in simple ducts. These studies
suggested that the Coriolis and centripetal components of acceleration would influence
the heat transfer in the complex multi-pass cooling geometries employed in turbine blades
of today.

This paper reviews a series of investigations which used the multi-pass cooling
goolnetry evaluated statically in Ref. I (see Fig. 2) to study the effect of rotation up
to anld beyond the non-dimensionally correct engine operating point.

THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

This is a transient technique in which a steady flow of coolant is suddenly
established through the model passage. By mor.itoring the temperature time history of the
surface of the model wall it is possible to duduce the surface heat flux.

The model was not viewable during the experiment and so air and wall thermocouples
were employed to provide data within the model passages since the full surface mapping r
technique described in Ref. I could not easily be used. It was considered that these
localisod data would provide an adequate guide as to the effects of rotation. Also, in
or(her to model the buoyancy forces correctly it was necessary to employ a 'hot' model
with 'coldt coolant flow. After considerable feasibility studies it was decided to
operate with the model at ;ambient temperature and use cold gaseous nitrogen as the /j
cooling medium. De!;pite some initial doubts this system worked exceedingly well.

To obtain local heat transfer coefficients it was necessary that the following
conditions be satisfied:

1. The model be of a low conductivity material.

,J.L
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2. The model wall be sufficiently thick as to be regarded mathematically as semi

Lnfinite.

3. The experimental time be sufficiently short so that

(i) the heat flux will penetrate only a short way into the wall (diffusion
depth)

(ii) the heat flow can be regarded as 1 dimensional.

THEORY

1. To obtain heat transfer coefficients from the experiment.

The equation governing heat conduction is

=i atV2 =Z 1 4T -

The time at which "the measurements are taken are such that one-dimensional
conditions prevail in the model. Since the diffusion depth of the temperature pulse is
small the lateral conduction can be ignored and the surface temperature regarded as
effectively constant. The surface temperature history may therefore be related to the
convective heat transfer using the one-dimensional equation

___ - 1 aT
.42 a ) t (2 )

The heat transfer rate to be measured occurs at x = 0. In this case the temper-
ature is always ambient at the rear surface so the boundary conditions became

x = 0 q = -k la

X -oO0 T 0 x
q .h(Tg - Tw)

The above equations were therefore solved numerically and an iterature procedure
developed whereby the heat transfer coefficient could be determined from the measured
surface and local air temperature historys (5). The heat transfer coefficient is itself
a function of the upstream wall temperature distribution and this was not taken into
account. This was justified because, in test cases us'Ing well established expressions
for the variation of h with upstream wall temperature it was found that the value of h
determined was relatively insensitive to the upstrear. wall temperature effect. T'is was
also confirmed in earlier experiments on circular tubes. (Ref. 1).

2. Effects of Rotation

A comprehensive mathematical explanation as to the effects of rotation are
presented by Morris and Ayhan in Ref. 2. They suggest that the change in heat transfer
due to rotation in a circular duct can be correlated using the expression

u -= _ . Roo 
3 3

(3)

Iqu

data in terms of Coriolis and centripetal effects, using the expression

Nu A (Ra) Roc (4)-- ROC (4)

THE' MODEL

The model used in these investigations was a typical multi-pass blade cooling system
cast 3x full size in a thick walled epoxy resin - see Fig. 2. Prior to commencing
considerable studies were undertaken to ensure that the model material could operate with
cold gases at the high ,g' loadings necessary to arrive at the correct non-dimensional
operating conditions.

The model was instrumented with 30 wall and 11 air thermocouples positioned at the
stations shown in Fig. 3. The wall thermocouples were fast response 0.0002 in. thin
foils supplied by Rotadata Ltd. The air thermocouples wet" 0.005 in. diameter chromel/
alumel wire simply supported on the duct centre line. Again, before the model was
instru•ented tests wgre conducted to ensure that both types of thermocouple would operate
at 12,000 g and -120 C.
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The complete model assemily with its thermocouple leads and periferals is shown
in Fig. 4. t

THE TEST RIG

The test rig is shown diagrammaticallv in Fig. 5 and fully installed in its
reinforced test cell with nitrogen supply and other services in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 shows the model located at the top of its Im long 0.2 m dim. rotor arm.
The cooling air was supplied to the model through the centre of the front bearing and
via a radial tube. To enable this feed pipe to be pre-cooled to the required operating
temperature, the cooling air supply system was encased in a secondary duct. The cold
gaseous nitrogen was pumped around this secondary (bypass) circuit prior to the test
commencing.

The model instrumentation leads were taken out through the rig drive shaft to a
60 channel slip ring unit. The test unit health monitoring instrumentation was coupled
to the rotor arm only when the model was s,atic, this link being disconnected immediately
prior to the test.

The test cell was evacuated to I psia prior to the test to reduce the power needed
and avoid cell heating problems. The rig was coupled to and driven by a 500 HP motor.

TEST PROCEDURE

Prior to commencing a test the model and bypass line control valves were set to
provide the required coolant flow to the model. The test cell was evacuated and coolant
flowed through the bypass line until the air supply duct was at the required operating
temperature. (The model was monitored throughout this period to ensure that it remained
at ambient temperature). The static instrumentation was then disconnected by a mechan-
ical armp the model spun to the required test speed and the coolant feed switched to the
model.

The thermocouples were monitored throughout the test by on line data logging
equipment and th, ,-ults finally processed on a PDPll-34 computer.

DISCUSSION

The heat transfer data obtained for this model from the static full surface coverage
studies (Ref. 1) are shown in Fig. 7. These datum conditions were repeatad using the
current experimental technique at zero rpm in order to check the validity of the data
obtained and test results found to be reproducable to within 5%. Having established a
viable datum, tests were then conducted at a range of speeds up to 4000 rpm. (The
original blade design point (engine) conditions were equivalent to 3200 rpm, 72,000
Reynolds Number and (AT) a 0.32).

(T9 'INLET

The general effects of rotation were similar at all speeds with Coriolis and
centripetal effects resulting in considerable circumferential changes in heat transfer.
These are summarised in Fig. 8 where it can be seen that in generals

(i) With outward fluwing coolant the pressure surface heat transfer is enhanced and
that on the suction surface reduced.

pressure surfece reduced.
(i)With inward flowing coolant the suction surface heat transfer is enhanced and theprsuesraerdcd

The magnitude of these changes at the design point conditions can be seen in
Fig. g. Reductions in heat transfer of up to 30% were no';ed at some stations, whilst
others exhibited enhancements up to 35%, with the most significant changes being noted
close to the bends. Averaging these data suggests that the overall effect of rotation
is to reduce the heat removal from this system to around 90% of that measured statically.

These changes in heat transfer were fed into the TACITUS design suite to evaluate
the effect of rotation on blade metal temperature (TACITUS is a linked suite of inter-
active computer programs developed by Rolls-Royce to cover the aerodynamic, heat transfer
and stress routines needed to design cooled turbine blades - Ref. 6). The metal temper-
ature distributions with and without rotation for the tip section only are shown in
Fig. 10. At first glance it appears that the isotherm paSterns are similar. However,
closer examination reveals that local changes of up to 40 C have resulted due to
including the effects of rotation. Local errors of this magnitude could change the
predicted blade lives by a factor of 3. This shows the vital importance of accurately
investigating both the internal and external heat transfer distributions during a blade
design.

It was not possible to evolve a general correlation for the effects of rotation on
this complex geometry based on the relationship suggested by Morris. At each station in
the duct a different set of constants were found to apply (equation 4) see Table I.
Analysis of the data (100,000 test points) are continuing to try to evolve a more
representative relationship for these complex 3D geometries. Meanwhile, experimental dataobtained from investigations using the technique described in this document are being usedto improve the predict-Pnss from TACITUS so that future turbines will be designed right

4i
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first time.

CONCLUSIONS

An experimental techniques has been successfully devel:ped to enable the effects F

of rotation on heat transfer to be accurately quantified on a complex 3D cooling
geometry.

The basic checks at zero speed showed good agreement with data obtained using
earlier transient techniques.

Rotation was found to have a significant effect on the heat transfer distribution
in the cooling passages with reductions and enhancements in excess of 30% being
recorded. The overall effect at design point conditions was to reduce the iaeat removed
to around 90% of the static value.

Investigations are continuing to enable the effects of rotation on complex 3D
cooling systems to be better understood, and the methodology used in the blade design
suites updated.

Table 1

Correlations of all data at each location in the first and second pass of the
model.

NuROT/NUSTAT = A (L6) B (Ro)c

POSITION CONSTANT

PASS LOCATION A 8 C

1st HUB S.S. .56 -. 11 .08

"MID P.S. 1.61 .03 .03

"MID S.S. .45 -. 01 -. 14

TIP P.S. 6.49 -. 03 .52

TIP S.S. .39 -. 10 -. 01

2nd TIP P.S. 1.22 -. O' .09

"TIP S.S. 9.89 .26 -. 02

"MID P.S. .59 -. 12 .13

"MID S.S. .99 -. 09 .15

" HUB P.S. .85 -. 05 .07

HUB S.S. 1.00 -. 05 -. 10
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- INSTRUMENIATION

Fig.6 RoIlztiizg fig installed in spinzning cell
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SUMMARY

This paper describes the results of an experimental study of local and mean heat transfer over the
leading and trailing surfaces of a square-sectioned duct which is constrained to rotate about an axis
perpendicular to the main direction of through flow. Both radially outward and inward coolant flow
conditions are considered.

Physical arguments are discussed which explain the data trends found in terms of Coriolis-induced
secondary flows and rotational buoyancy end thane trends ore copaored with the corresponding problem incircular-sectioned tubes.

NO.MENCLATURE

English Symbols

CP Con-tant pressure specific heat of coolant
d Hydraulic diameter of duct
h Heat transfer coefficient
H Eccentricity of mid crose-sectionel plane of duct
3 Rotational Reynolds number
k Thermal conductivity of coolant
I Length of du:t
Nu Nuseelt numtor
Pr Prandtl number
Re Rotational Rayleigh number
Re Duct flow Reynolds number
Ho Version of the Rogaby number
V Mean coolant velocity along duct
X Perameter defined in equation (6)
z Axi-l location along the duct measured from duct inlet.

Greek Symbolm

B Coefficient of volume expansion Jf coolant
r Parameter defined in equation (7)
ATw Representative difference in temperature difference
P Absolute viscosity of coolant
P Density of coolant
I Functional relationship

SAngular velocity

Subscripts

Evaluated with developed flow
m Mean val. a for the duct
2 Evaluater.. locally at axis] position z.

1. INTRODIJCIN h

The sustained improvement in the performance and fuel economy of auto goo turbines over the last
two decades may be attributed to a wide variety of research and devo lopment programesee in virtually ell
the engineering sciences, materials and manufacturing tectaoology. I 1 particular the mutually conficting
desire to operate with progreeaivwly higher turbine entry VemperntLrea with the attendant temperature-
induced degradation of materi3l strength has necessitated the utie of very sophisticated air cooling
pasagesq in the turbine rotor blades. Not only are theoa coolant pa~iagee complex in the sense that the
coolant flows through interconnected multi-pevo chanemls which are Won non-circular, but additionally
the cooling outrfaces themselves incorporate a variety of extended nu.'f ice devices to improve local heat"transfer. These typically take the form of transverse ribs or cylindrcial pillar-like protrusions.
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The accurate determination of ILet transfer coefficient distributions in these blade passages is
vital at the design stage in order to assess blade life via the corresponding operational temperatures
expected in the blade material, In this respect the above-mentioned complexities of channel geometry
are problematic in their own right. for precise heat transfer predictions. Additionally the problem is
further complicated by the fact thol, since the coolant is constrained to rotate with the oassage, the
influence of rotation on the flow field and its resultant effect on heat transfer must also be taken
into nacouint.

The present authors tisve been involved with other University-based specialist heat tranafer groups
in a coordinated programme to study fundamental aspects of blade cooling. In general terms our own
University role has been concerned with assessing the importance of rotation on local and mean heat
transfer in ducts of relatively simple, but not necessarily circular, crous section. The ducts rotate
about an axis perpendicular to the main direction of flow as depicted in Figure 1, This configuration
is often referred to as orthogonal-mode rotation in the technical literature. In each case flow may be
radially outward or inward in practice depending on the design concept adopted, Specifically this paper
dascribes) the results of en experimental investigation of heat transfer over the leading and trailing
surfaces of a oquare-sectioned tube rot-sting in this orthogonal mode.

2. FORMULATIIN OF PIOBLEM

Rotation of a duct will generally influence internal flow in three, ways, For steady rotational
speed Corioli.; and centripetal acceleration components must be included in the fundamental momentum
conservation equationu to account for the non-inertial nature of the flow reference system. If the
rotor is either accelerating or decelerating then the angular rate of velocity change must also be taken

, into account. For the case of steady rotational speed Morris (1), using laminar flow sa an illustrative
* case, has shown that the Coriolis terms are capable of sustaining vorticity generation in the fluid

relative to the duct, This vorticity generation can severely alter the nature of the stationary duct
flow field and hence the fluid temperature distribution when the duct walls are heated. This in turn
changes the local heat transfer at the fluid/duct wall interface, For constant density flow the

., centripetal tormrr are mainly conservative in nature end do not tend to not au source terma for relative
vorticity generation. Thus only if temperature-induced density variations are present in a heated flow
will the centripetal terms tend to create velocity field changes and this will be via a buoyancy-type
mechanism, When rotational buoyancy is present the direction of flow along the duct will be an
important interactive consideration since buoyancy could in principle either enhance or impair the usual
forced convection mechenism operating in the stationary tube made,

A number of theoretical anso experimentaýl studies of flow in circular tubes with orthogonal-mode
rotation have been undertaken by Barus (2), Trefothen (3), Benton and Boyer (4), Mori and Nakayoma (5),
Ito ard Nambu (6), Mori et al (7). Skiadaressini and Spalding (0), Metzger and Stan (9), Lokai and
Limsnaki (10), Zysina--Melozken et al (11). In the main the theoretical treatments have involved both
laminar and turbulent flow with either heated or non-heated duct walls. The theoretical studies have
included Curioli5 terem but the centripetal buoyancy possibility has not been included in tihose
theoretical models. Theoretical data for flow resistance and heat transfer has been compared with
experimental date for developed flow conditions. In the msin the relative vorticity generated in the
tube because of the "oriolia terms tends to improve heat t"rnsfer; a result mainly confirmed by

oxper invent, .

Morris and Ayhan (12), (13) have argued that some of the experimental sc-atter eevldent in reported
heat tranafer studies with orthogonal-msde rotation could possibly be explained as a buoyancy effect.
Using circular-sectioned tubes these authors peaernted experimental (deta for radially outward end inward
flew to substantiate this proposal, It was shown that rotational buoyancy tended to impair heat

transfer wtienr the flow was radially outward whilst the converse was true for radially inward flow.
Clifford et si (14) have presented experimental data for triangul-ar-sectioned ducts with radially
outward flow, This work highlighted the problem associated with conduction in the wsll material but
nevertheless wars able to show that buoyancy tended to have on adverse effect on mean heot transfer, It

9was rot possible to draw definitive conr:lasiorrs from this particular stidy but the overall complexity of
tthe flow and heat trasafer present was clearly brought out.

The nature of thr cros Utream secondary flows generated by the Coriolis terms resulting from the
theoretical studies mentioned above are shown schematically in Figure 1. Nets that the core region
fluid tends to move towards the trailing surface when the flow is radially outwards. The resulting
distortion of the fluid temper-ature distribution will teed to give rise to a nont-uniform distribution of
surface heat flux in the circumferential direction with a region of relatively higher heat transfer
coefficient over the tiailirrg edla region wnen the flow is radially outwards. This effect can be sen
in the thieoretlcal study of Skiederesais and 5paldivig (8) and in the experimental work of Mori and
Nakayama (5). In pjrictice this nenr-uniformity in cir-cumferential heat transfer could result in
coreeporiding differences in the wall temperature being eatablim•hed in actual rotor blades,

As mentioned above the. present authors have been conducting iii ongoing prograire to study the
overall influence if rotation on heat transfer in ducts rotating in the orthogonal-mode, In the work
reported hiere a rquare-sectioned duct with either radially outward or rndially inward flow hire been
inivestigated, Osesase of the circumferentlal variation in heat transfer coefficient orutlined above
simultaneoue moseurements of heat tranrfer have been conducted an the leading sard trailing surfaces of
tthe duct. Details of tnio iurveeti;atieri now follow,

3, APPARATUS_, EXPERIMENIAI PHOGI;AMtE AND ME114OD OF DATA PRESENTATION

The heated test section was designed as en easily remuvabla sub--irasemblu which could be attached to
a rotating. arm which formed pert of e general rotary test facility. The constructional dtetail of the

fr test section are ebhwn in figure 2, The heated section was cast from Nimonic steal arid subsequently
machined externally to permit the attachment of insulated itil't srod exit euctions, the embedding of
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thermocouples on the leading and trailing surfaces and Nichrome electrical wire for heating. The active
length of this teat section was 150 mm and the section was 7.5 mm square. When fitted the mid section
of the heater had an eccentricity of 250 mm.

Air could be blown radially outwards through the test section via a circular sectioned rotating
plenum so shown in figure 2 so that a reasonably good approximation to a "sharp edged" entry was formed
at the inlet plane of the heated test section. The air entered the plenum via a rotating seal, Another
similarly constructed test section was used for radially inward flow tests.

In both cases the inlet air temperature to the section and the emerging air temperature was
measured by means of thermocouples. In the case of the exit air temperature a number of mixing gauzes
were fitted in an insulated exit extension in order to mix the flow prior to making a bulk temperature
measurement. This was done with two thermocouples.

The rotating facility available incorporated a controlled motor drive system, power alipring,
instrumentation slipring, test arm and air delivery system. this facility has been previously described
in detail by Morris and Ayhan (12) and the general layout is as shown in figure 3. Rotational speed was
limited to a maximum level of 1850 rev/min with this facility.

All the thermocouple signals were fed to an automatic data acquisition system. Rotational speed
was measured with a digital interval meter and magnetic shaft encoder, sir flow rate with a series of
rotamaters and/or anubar system, and the electric dissipation in the heater with a Wattmeter.

The standard test procedure adopted was that described by Morris and Ayhen (12) in their work with
circular sectioned tubes. In principle this involves a careful energy balance involving the generation
rate in the electrical heater, external lose to atmosphere and conduction along the walls of the test
section in order to determine the local variation of heat flux to the fluid. External losses from the
test assembly were determined from a series of calibration tests undertaken prior to the main convective
tests, These loss characteristics were periodically re-checked during the programme. By this moene it
was possible to determine both mean end local heat transfer coefficients for the teat section over a
variety of operating conditions within the performance envelope of the facility.

The conservation equations of momentum and energy may be used to identify suitable non-dimensional
groups to charactarisae the effect of rotation on heat transfer or indeed conventional dimensional
analysis, for this class of rotating system the outcome of such analyses suggest that in generel

NU t(Re, Pr, Re, 3, L/d, H/d) (1)

where

M u !hd (Nuwealt Number)
k

Re zVd. (Through Flow Reynolds Number)

Pr = = (Prandtl Number) (2)

Rw = (Rotational Rayleigh Number)

S2 d $2 k d3 A

nd*0 (Rotationsi Reynolds Number)

end other individual symbols have the significance given in the Nomenclature. Note that the inclusion
of rotation in the moat general case proposed above results in the appeasrance of the rotational Rayleigh
number to cheracterise buoyancy via the centripetal acceleration component and the rotational Reynolds
number via the Coriolis acceleration component. The eccentricity ratio H/d has been included for the
sake of generality.

Tho experiments described below were conducted with air as the convective fluid and the temperature
range covered did not cause noticeable changes in the Prandtl number. Also the teats were conducted
with a single gometric configuration. Equation (1) can thus be simplified in this case to

Nu = (Re, Re, 3) (3)

Note that some workers have charocterised the Coriolle effect In non-dmh•nmhionel terms using a form of

the Ronisby nueher, Re, defined as

i Ro - (4)

V
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The choice is mainly one of preference and the rotational Reynolds number has been selected in this
instance. .

The groups shown defined in equation (2) may be evaluated at specific locations in the duct or on a3
mean baeis as required, In the present case all raw experimental date was stored on disc by the data
acquisition system snd automatically processed along the lines suggested by equation (3) as required.

A synopsis of the geometric features of the teat assembly and the range of non-dimensional
variables covered with the present investigation is given in Table 1.

Test Section Geometry

Internal dimensions of test section 7.5 x 7,5 mm sq
Length of teat section 150 mm
Wall thickness of duct 1.0 M
Eccentricity at mid section of teat section 250 Mmw
Hydraulic diameter 7,5 mma
Length/hydraulic diameter ratio 20
Eccentricity/hydraulic diameter ratio 33,3
Entry plenum diamster 29.3 mm
Plenum/test section area ratio 12

Radially Outward Flow

Rotational speed range 0 - 1850 rev/min
Reynolds number range 7000 - 45000
Hayleigh number range 5 x 10 fm•ximum
Rotational Reynolds number range 0 - 920
Rossby number range 0 - 0.085

Radially Inward Flow

Rotational speed 1000 rev/min
Reynolds number 7000 - 15000
Rayleigh number range 1.5 x 106 maximum
Rotational Reynolds number 0 -.360

Roseby number range 0 - 0,042

TABLE I SYNOPSIS OF TEST SECTION GEOMETRY AND RANGE OF
EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES COVERED,

4, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiments wcre originally conducted with a stationery teat section in order to establish a forced
convection reference datum for heat transfer. Although minor variations of wall temperature along the
wall of the test section were detected at corresponding axial locations on the leading and trailing
surfaces they were not systematic and evaluation of local and mean Nuvi;elt numbers with either surface
temperature history was virtually identical, It is important to emphasise this point here since a
totally difference behaviour was found with rotation.

The menn Nuaselt number, Num, was evaluated using the difference between the mean wall temperature
and the mean fluid temperature as the motivating potential for heat transfer with fluid propertio3
evaluated at the msen fluid temperature. A similar reference temperature for properties was used for
the through flow Reynolds number, He, and the hydraulic diameter was tuken as the length characteristic.
For the range of test variables covered Figure 4 shows the zero speed variation of mean Nuaselt number
with Rleynolds number. Also shown in this graph is the theoretical prediction for square tubes taken
from the recommendation of Launder and Ying (15) and the well-known Dittus-Boelter (16) correlation for
circular tubes with developed flow, the present. data agreed very well with the Oittus-Boelter line.
The variation of local Nusselt number, evaluated with the local wall to bulk fluid temperature r ,..
differences end properties at local bulk temperature along the duct, is shown in figure 5. This curve
is included for later comparison with rotating conditions, the distributions clearly show the hiqh
regions of local heat transfer coefficient in ,he immediate entry region and their decay towards a fully
developed-like value.

When tests were undertaken with rotation (1000 rev/min and 1650 rev/min) and radially outward flow
noticeably different wall temperature distributions wore detected over the leading and trailing
surfaces. This may be seern on reference to Figure 6 which shows the typical difference, in measured
wall temperature, The lending edge surface was found consistently to run at a higher temperature thenr
it; tkrailiNg counterpart. This would be in keepinKj with the presence of a strong cross-stteam secondary
flow as indicated in Figure 1. The movement of relatively cool fluid from the central region of the.. ;.• duct is improving the cufsling effect over th*.- trailing ouuface. ,

Moan Nuasnlt numbers were evaluated in accordance with the definitions used for the stationary duct

but individually over the loading asd trailing sttrfaces. For each of the nominal values of through flow
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Reynolds number studied, Figure 7 shows the variation of meai Nusselt number with the Rotational
Reynolds number, The following features are highlighted.

On thn lealing surface it was found that although causing changes in heat transfer, rotation
produced a semew at confusing picture at first sight. At the lowest value of through flow Reynolds
number (7200) heat transfer was increased with rotation as shown by comparison with the Dittus-Boelter
(16) line. The relative increase in heat transfer at this value of Reynolds number indicated a slight
reduction as the speed oas increased. At Reynolds number values of 14600 and 24750 the heat transfer
did show a progressive increase as the rotational Reynolds number was increased but in these two
instances it was possible to produce an overall reduction in heat transfer relative to the stationary
tube condition, This effect had been detected previously for circular-sectioned tubes by Harris and
Ayhan (12) and attributed to rotationel buoyancy. At the highest value of through flow Reynolds number
(44250) no significant change in Nusaelt number with rotation was detected.

For circular-sectioned tubes the propoasla of Mori at al (7) and Lokai and Limanaki (10) for
orthogonal-mode rotation are relatively easy to evaluate, Thus Mori at al (7) suggest that the rotating
developed Nusselt number, Nu.,, may be estimated using the equation

Ni. * 0.0349 Pr2/3 X1/20 LI -"(

f rr1/3 - 0.074 ] 
XI/S

where

i x - (6))
4 Re 1,2

and
1/2

r 1 + 1.205 1.135- (7)
Re

LokLi and Limanaki (1975) propose that the mean Nuaselt number, Num, for the tube may be estimated using

Nu = 0.023 Pr'*" Reo'6 + 136.97e- I (8)m LRe'.09LJ

For comparative purposes both these proposals have been ploted on Figure 7 using the hydraulic diameter
concept. Although equations (5) and (8) do not exhibit total mutual agreement they both suggest far
more significant values of Nussealt number in relation to those measured an the leading surface of the
square-sectioned duct.

On the traiiir;g surface the influence of rotation on mean heat transfer is seemingly more
consistent than its leading counterpart, In this case, at all values of through flow Reynolds numbersp
there was a tendency for rotation to produce an ove:all increase in mean heat transfer. Although the
propoeals of Mori et al (7) and Lokai and Limaneki (10) are still suggesting a greater increase in heat
transfer than that measured the trailing surface data is nearer to theme lines than the case of the
leading edge,

Within the limits of their experimental envelope for circular tubes and orthogonal-mode rotation
Norris and Ayhon (12) attempted to uncouple the effects of Coriolis acceleration and centripetal
buoyancy. These authors proposed the tentative correlation given below for the case of radially outward
f low,

Num = 0.022 FL]o Re (9)

The present date for a square tube hes been compared to this equation using tts hydraulic diameter
concept and the results are shown in Figure 8. For the lading surface it is interesting to note that,
despite date scatter, equation (1) does pass through the majority of date point clusters. Indeed on
careful examination of the location of the stationary tube mean Nusselt number this equation is still !
capP0,i of suggesting the two sets of impuired heat transfer at through flow Reynolds numbers of
nofi y 7200 and 14600c t

transfer detected on the trailing surface is still clearly evident and the majority of data is
underpredictad by equation (9). Even so the slope of the line Is in tolerable agreement. The trailing
edge mean Nuaselt nusbara are approximately 15% higher than those resulting from the usa of equation
(9). It is interesting to note that Morris and Ayhan (12) actually constructed equation (9) using
measured wall data on the leading surface of their circular-sectioned tube.

To conclude the description of results obtained with radrially outward flow Figure 9 shows typically
representative variations of local Nueselt number over the leading and trailing surfaces, The generalfeatures are similar with the zones of relatively high local heat transfer in the developing regions but

"the noticeably better heat transfer on the trailing surface may be clearly naun.
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14
A limited artunt of experimentation hea also been undertaken with radially inward flow and thp same

basic flow configuration, Due to time pressures prior Lo the need to prepare the present paper only
data for a rotetional speed of 10(30 rev/min and nominal through flow Reynolds numbers of 7209 ard 14203
respectively have been undertaken at the time of writing. Nevertheless orme interesting trends are
emerging.

There are two effects which might be expected on changing the direction of flow from radially
outward to radially inward, Firstly the Coriolis acceleration components reverse in direction and this
would tend to reverse the direction of the secondary flow patterns shown simplistically in Figure 1. In
turn this would suggest that relatively better heat transfer coefficients should occur on the leading
surface of the duct, this in turn would tend to reduce the wail temperature on the leading surface.
this tendency was detected with the present experiments and Figure 10 shows a typical variation OF wall
temperature for the leading and trailing surfaces which was measured. After about 4V. of the tube
length, measured from inlet, there is a clear tendency for the leading surface to operate at relatively
lower temperature in relation to the trailing surface.

Figure 11 shows the mean values ei Nuoselt number obtained as a function of the rotational Reynolds
number. Very significant improvements in heat transfer are evident with once more a clear reversal in
the relative mean Nuaselt number values between the leading and trailing surfaces, The leading surface
is now operating with higher heat transfer coefficients compared with its trailing counterpart, Note
also that no overall tnndency for impaired heat transfer relative to the stationary case has occurred as
a possible result of buoyancy interaction. This is exactly the same result in principle as described by
Norris and Ayhan (13) for circular-sectioned tubas.

These authors proposed the following correlation for the circular-sectioned tube rotating in the
orthogonal-moda with radially inward flow

"R£ I•1 -0.063 0g e.0

O Num Z 0,036 •-R (10)

LRe2 J

The present data, although limited at the time of writing, is compared with equation (10) in Figure 12.
For the leading edge the data obtained at both values of Reynolds number is evenly scattered about the
values suggested by the Morris-Ayhan correlation, Also shown is the zero speed mean Nusselt number for
thu two values of through flow Reynolds number, Equation (10) is clearly a reasonably good correlation
for the leading surface and was actually developed from circular tube data measured on the leading
surface.I

Although date exhibits a typical scatter band for this type of experinent, the results obtained for
the trailing edge tends in the main to be underpredicted by equation (10), particularly at the lower

* values of Reynolds number, although the trends are again similar. Reducing the Nusselt number obtained
from using equation (10) on the trailing surface of a square-sectioned tube by approximately 11.5% would
appear to give a reasonably conservative estimate for design purposes,

Figure 13 gives some indication of the varietion of local Nuaselt number over the leading and
trailing edges. For the example shown the relative differences are more pronounced over the mid/exit
region of the duct, This trend will be examined in greater depth when the completed programme of
experiments for radially inward flow has been evaluated.

S9,. CORCL'JOlNC REMARKS

Although the experimental conditions covered by the investigation reported in this paper do nr.t
opali completely those likely to be encountered in operational gas turbines the fundamental trends asd
obaervationo are neverthelese important. Phe moat iroportont general results may be highlighted us
follows,

Radially Outward Flow

The Coriolis-induced secondary fluid motion produced with rodially outward coolant flow reuults in
significantly erohanced cooling on the trailing surface of the duct in relation to the leading surface,
In practice this will cause correepording girthwiae variations in material temperature over the surface
of the coolant channel with regions of higher temperature being located on the leading aurfaces,

The overall effect of rotation can result in regions of reduced heat transfer relative to the
stationary duct reference rendition particularly over the leading surface. It appears that this region
of reduced heat transfer is more likely to occur on the leading edges where the surface temperatures of
the coolant channel are grentet., This reinforc.o the suggestion that rotational buoyancy is an r
important contributing factor since it tends to eupreos heat transfer with radially outward flow,
Theoretical-bused predi -ons which do not incluaoc buoyancy will not apparently be capable of detecting
this phenomerron. Altl._ ,lt derived froe experimental data obtained with circular-sectioned tubes the
proposal of Morris and Ayhan (12) which includes buoyancy, appears to detect the prassibility of impaired

heat transfer on the leading ourfare when the hydraulic analogy is invoked,

Radially Inward Flow

lthe experimentul data obtained with the limited teats currently available with radially inward flow

tended to rupport the general idea thet Coriolis-induced secondary flow will now imoprove the cooling on._• ~the leedirKj sur',aoe iii relation to the trailing outface, Further. in this cost-, no regions of impairud t

heat transfer relative to the stationary case were detected. this i counsistent with eimlear data-. obtained with circular-eectioned tubes and also with the suggestions that rotational buoyancy with this
relaeive flow coniguration will alga tend to augment the stationary tube forced convection, Again tLi

Svi I
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proposals of Morris end Ayhen (13,; based on the hydraulic diameter analogy are in good agreement with
the present data over the leediin ocge.
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DISCUSSION

1M.Oweu, UK

'he inlet and exit effects create larger thian average local Nusselt numbers in both the stationary an1d the rotating tubes
(see, for example. Fig.5). Were these effects retlnoved front the ave•rage? If lot0, why is the agreement between the
ineasured average Nusselt nuittbinbrs and the )ittlus-Boelter equation, shown in FigA4, so gooxd?

i Author's Reply
Ois Fig,5 ap nominal IDittus-Boelter line has been ineluded only. This was an oversight and the means did in reality

conforin well t) the l)ittus-Boeltcr equation as indicated in Fig.4.

S.C.Arora, Ca
Most internal cooling channels employ some roughening elements such aiS ribs and pinl fins. Depending on the type and
tile geomletry of these elements, the secondary flows generated in the channel could be as imnprlant. if not tmore, than
thie secoildary flows due to forces associated with rotation. Is it not possible that unttder suchl circumstances tile effcct of
rotation could be very small or negligible and of no concern to the designer?

Author's Reply

It is as yet unclear as to how the Coriolis and centripetal buoyancy interact to generate secondary flows within a rotating
passage. 'The influence of rotation as a whole has an extremely strong effect on both tile local and hence the mIcan levels
of litit Irantsfer. Although tile other effects (roughness/ribs/pins) also have a strong influcnce on heat transfer, we
believe that rolation l may be equally important.

Additional Comment of R.J.Cliflord
It was in ait attempt to quantify tile relative itlllxortauce of these paranmeters its a 'real ciginhe' geomlletry that the work .... .
descrited in his paper was undertaken by RR. These studies had clearly indicated that in ducts with roughening uevices.
bends and non unfiforin cross section, rotation had a significant effect oil the heat transfer.

I}.KA.Hennecke, Cie

You preseitted results on tile IlAding and trailing sides of thie duet. I lave you also ineiasured it on the other sides? Are
you planlning to change tile angle orientation of the sqluare channiel to the direction of rotation?

"Author's Reply

W- have neasturcd levels of licat transfer on all four sId f the sn mare duct. Within the experimental uncertainty

( 101%) we could find no difference between the sidewall id the ding side with radially ottward flow. The sante
holds for tile sidcwalls and thle trailing side with radially inward flow.

A ,new progritam of work is currently under way to investigate the influence of orientation on the hleat transfer.

Ii!
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PRESSURE DROP AND HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF CIRCULAR AND OBLONG
LOW ASPECT RATIO PIN FINS

S.C. Arena, Staff Analyst and W. Abdel Messeh, Supervisor
Pratt & Whitney Canada Inc., Longueull, Quebec, J4K 4X9. Canada.

SUHMRY: The pressure drop and heat transfer characteristics of circular and oblong pin
fins of height-to-diameter ratio of unity used to auge~ent internal cooling of gas turbine
airfoils are presented. Data were obtained for an array of 10 rows of staggered pin fins in a
25:1 aspect ratio channel, with both pins and channel endwalls forming the heat transfer
surface.

Results show that the array average friction factor increases with -increasing blockage caused
by different arrangement of pin fin geometries in the channel. The local heat transfer
coefficient increases up to the 3rd row of pin fins and decreases thereafter. Oblong pin fins
with y-Ro' (major axis parallel to the direction of flow) result In higher heat transfer rates
and lower friction factor than the circular pin fins. For other orientations (y 0 90*),
oblong pin fins do not offer any advantage over circular pin fins for Re% 20,000 (typical of
small gas turbine engines).

Nomencl ature
SA Streamwise clearance of Pin fins; Heat transfer area
B Spanwise clearance of Pin Fins
Cp Specific heat of air
D Diameter of circular pins- Minor axis of oblong pins

dP 0
fr Friction factor; fr - T

H Pin height; Channel height
h Convective heat transfer coefficient
K Thermal conductivity of air
k Thermal conductivity of pin material
in Pass flow rate
N Number of pin rows in streamwise direction

hD
Nu Nusselt number; Nl o

SP Pre s s u re
q Heat flux
Re Reynolds number; Re - p Vmax 9/u
S Pin spacing in spanwise direction

T remperatureVmax Average streamwise velocity at the minimum flow area Subscripts
X Pin spacing in streamwise direction
x Axial co-ordinate b Bulk average
y Angle of orientation of oblong pin fins c Circular pins
A Denotes differential f Film
ii Fluid dynamic viscosity m Mixing Chamber

Fluid density o Oblonq p
4
's

- indicates average quantity s Surface

INTRODUCTION: It is common knowledge in the gas turbine field that in order to increase the
thermodynamic efficiency and power output, and lower the weight to thrust ratio and specific fuel
consumption, it is necessary to operate the turbine at higher inlet temperatures. This increase in
temperature leads to high thermal stresses, accelerated creep, and chemical deterioration and because of
limited capabilities of the available materials, the life of the component is generally lowered.
Therefore, to withstand these high temperatures, turbine components must be maintained at acceptable
temperature levels with the aid of a suitable cooling method. Cooling Is accomplished by feeding
compressor bleed air through passages Inside the engine to the turbine area where the air Is led to
different stages of hot turbine components.

One of tle most coemon airfoil cooling schemes is the application of channel floet heat transfer,
augmented with pin fins of circular or oblong cross-section (Figure 1 & 2). For gas turbine appllt..t'ons,
the height-to-diameter (I1/D) ratio of pin fins is generally of the order of unity whereas the majority of r
published work deals mainly with the flow and heat transfer characteristics of rod bundles of large H/d
ratios (Ref. I & 2). Some recent literature (Ref. 3 40 for circular pin fins has shown that the average
heat transfer rates from shorter pin fins are significant~y lower than those from rod bundles. It has also
been reported that the pin height to diameter ratio is the dominant factor In determining the level of
arrdy averaged heat transfer coefficients (Ref. 7 8 8). Ths implied that the large dati' bank obtained for

3 rod bundles could not be directly used for the design of int'rnal cooling schemes for turbine airfoils.
Furthermore, heat transfer from an array of pin fins is cont -illed by a complex flow structure dominated by
channel enowalls and pin fins. Hence, rod bundle data (where endwall effects are negligible) can not be
easily corrected to apply to gas turbines with pin fins of ictght-to-diameter ratio of about unity.STherefore, to understand the flow mechanisms associated w4Lh short pin fins and to characterize the heat
transfer process for airfoil coo~lng scheme design, it Is necessary to test large number of pin fin
geometries. This Implies a large number of test sections and a prohibitively high overall cost.
"Alternatively, the test section (ould be designed to have removable pins, whilst not sacrificing the
accuracy of heat transfer measurements.
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Metzger and Haley (Ref. 6) used non-conducting circular pins made of balsa wood epoxied to heated
endwalls (as onposed to heat conducting pins as an integral part of the test section) to obtain the heat
transfer rates from the endwalls only. The data thus gathered were used to evaluate the effects of array
geometry. Since these wood pins have a finite thermal conductivity and because of small height of pins,
their thermal conductance is not negligible. Therefore, the heat transfer data included some finite
contribution, though not quantified, from the surface of pin fins. The same technique was also used by
Metzger et al (Ref. 9) to evaluate the performance of pin fins of oblong cross-section. The experimentally
obtained data were analytically corrected on the basis of fin analysis, to account for the non-uniform
temperature in wood pins. A ratio of hpin/hendwall was obtained for circular pin fins using the data
of Ref. 5 and 6. The same ratio was assumed for oblong pin fins, though, without any verification. The
fin analysis had indirectly assumed absence of any contact resistance between the copper endwall and the
wood pins, woich could be significant. The heat tr-ansfer data obtain 4 with wood pins may provide relative
array effects but can not be used with confidence for the design of c il cooling schemes. Since there
are no other available data in the published literature on-the heat transfer characteristics of oblong pin
fins, the validity of lMetzger's et-al's data (Ref. 9) obtained with wood pin fins can not be verified.

Arora and Abdel-M•sseh (Ref. 10) presented another flexible test technique to obtain good quality heat
transfer data for different arrays of conducting pin fins in the same test section, thereby significantly
reducing the cost of experimental set up. The technique involves the use of high conductivity
micro-electronics grade silver based epoxy (K-22.5W/m*C) to bond the pins (made of conductive material) to
the endwalls of the test section. The study had shown that it introduces a temperature drop across a thin
layer of epoxy (-.005-.006 cm) between the copper pin and the endwalls of less than 1% of the heat
transfer surface temperature. The resulting local (row-by-row) and array averaged heat transfer data
showed excellent agreement with the previously published data, Thus no correction was required to the
measured data. This technique was used in the present study to obtain the heat transfer and the pressure
drop data.

The geometrical parameters of circular and oblong pin fin arrays (Figure 2) tested in this study are
listed in Table 1. These geometries were selected such that the respective axial (A/D) and transverse
(B/Hl) clearances between circular and oblong pin fins were similar. lTis permitted direct comparison of
the pressure drop and the heat transfer characteristics of the pin fins of both cross sections. The oblong
pins have semi-circular ends and a cross-sectional length along the major axis of twice the end diameter
(Figure 2), Ten rows of pins in the direction of flow were employed in all tests as shown in Figure 3.
Because of the staggered arrangement of pin fins, the ever, numbered rows had one less pin than the odd
numbered rows. In addition, the axial spacing (X/D) of the pin fin geometries tested in this study eas
such that there was always a blank (smooth) slab in between two successive rows of pins,

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS A schematic layout of the heat transfer test rig used in pin fin experiments is
shown in Figure 4. Compressed air is fed to the rig through a 3.8 cm diameter supply line which also
houses on orifice meter to measure the mass flow rate. Air then passes through a plenum Ohamber (10.16 cm
x 30.48 cm) equipped with a honeycomb and screens to settle the flow before the contraction nozzle.

The entrance duct upstream of the test section has the same cross section (.51 cm x 12.7 cm) as the
test section, and is over 50 hydraulic diameters long to provide a fully developed velocity profile at the
entrance to the test section. Static pressure holes are drilled at 8 locations (4 each en top and bottom
walls) to measure the pressure distribution. The entrance duct is heated to the same temperature as theI. test section for simultaneous development of the thermal boundar, layer. Air after the test section passes
through a smooth channel (of same cross-section) to avoid any "exit effects". Thereafter, it enters the
mnixing chamber where its bulk average temperature is measured, The air then passes through another orificaplate before being discharged to the atmosphere. Ine second orifice plate is used to verify the mass flow

rate and to ensure that there is no leakage from the rig. The complete test assembly from the plenum
chamber to the mixing chamber Is insulated with about 6 cm thick layer of Kao wool to minimnie any
conduction losses during the heat transfer testing.

I The top and bottom walls of the test section (Figure 5) consisted of 30 copper slabs (Figure 3) of
which only Z9 were fully instrumented. Each slab measured .635 cm long in the direction of flow, 12.7 cm
wide and 1.27 cm thick. The copper slabs were separated from each other by .035 cm thick etched teflon
sheet cemented to the copper slabs to thermally isolate each endwall segment. Each copper slab had 2
copper constantan thermocouples to monitor its temperature during testing. A .318 cm square cartridge
heater located at the back of each slab (Figure 6) was used as a heat source. The top and bottom heaters
were connected in parallel and controlled by automatic/manual a.c. power controllers. Therefore, only the
total power supplied to the two copper slabs as a unit was measured. The top and bottom wallt were
maintained at a constant channel height of .51 cm by two units of spacers (one for each side), which also
formed the side walls of the test section. These sidewall units (spacers) were machined from phenolic
laminated plastic with special core. The channel height of the assembled smooth wall (without pins) test
section was measured to be .51 ± .012 cm, thus suggesting a step (roughness) of ± .006 cm on each wall.
This was within the sublayer thickness and therefore the top and the bottom walls were considered to be
hydraulically smooth. Thirty static pressure holes of .12 cm diameter (one per endwall unit of top and
bottom copper slabs) were drilled through both spacer side wall units. The heater and thermocouple leads
also passed through the spacer and were then connected to multi-pin connectors for quick assembly and
disassembly of the test section.

Special jigs were designed to locate copper pins at desired locations on endwall slabs. A thin layer
(~.005 - .OU6 cm thick) of the UNISET's C-8OS-1 silver filled micro-electronics grade conductive epoxy

* (Ref. 10) was applied at both ends of the pins prior to positioninq them between the copper slabs in time
jig, The whole assembly was then placed in an oveir 6t 150'C for I hour to cure the epoxy bond. Ten units 'I

* of copper slabs were mounted with pins to provide 10 rows of pin fins. However, no pins were mounted oin
the first 3 slabs to avoid 'end effect'.

The heat transfer tests were carried out at steady state by maintaining endwalls at a constant surface
temperature (-711C) by varying the power input to heaters, The iscthermal condition of endwall segments
I to 29 was generally maintained to within ± .31C, however, the temperaturi of two adjoining slabs was

L,;
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maintained to within ± .14°C. ii

rhe heat transfer coefficient, h, for each segment (top & bottom copper slabs with or without pins)
was obtained from the total power supplied (q) to the top and the bottom slab heaters corrected for
conduction losses from the back ends of the segments and for inter seginent conduction across the teflon
insulation. The inter-segment losses were calculated for each test run and were generally small . The back
losses were measured experimentally and varied from about 2 to 10 percent depending on test Reynolds
number. Then using the temperature difference between the segment surface, Ts, and the air flowing over as
the driving potential, the heat transfer coefficients were calculated as:

h 4
A (Ts-Tb) (1)

The heat transfer area, A, for all experiments was the actual copper surface area (pin + endwall)
exposed to the flow. The local bulk average temperature, Tb, as a function of streafnwise endwall segment
position, was determined in the present experiment from an energy balance. The air temperature measured in
the mixing chamber (Tbm) was taken as the bulk average temperature at the end of slab no. 29. Working -

towards the upstream end of the test section, the bulk temperature for use with the ith segment is
calculated as:

Si+1 ¼ for j429j-i+l rh C p

Tbl Tbm - i• - (2)

where Cp was evaluated at the film temperature. Since the specific heat, Cp, to be input in equation 2

should be at true Tb which Is Initially unknown, the first approximation of Cp may not be correct.
Therefore, 2 iterations were carried out to properly calculate the segment bulk average temperature. The
calculated air temperature at the inlet to the rig using this procedure differed from the measured
temperature by less than 1.5%.

The measured heat transfer coefficients are reported in terms of Nusselt number, Nu, defined as:
hD

Nu- (3)
K

The heat transferred from the blank endwall segment between two successive pin rows was integrated Swith the segments having pins. One half of the endwall was integrated with the upstream row of the pinsand the other half with the downstream row.

Reynolds numbers in the channel were calculated on the basis of pin diameter and the flow velocities
using the minimum flow area:

Re = Vmax D P/u (4) I ,
where u was evaluated at the first row of pin fins. The friction factor for the pin arrays was

estimated as:

dP D

dx 2pn V2max

where dP/dx Is the pressure gradient through the pin fin array.

Metzger et al (Ref. 5 & 9) used the following definition to compute the array friction factors: it

fr *- (6)
20 V'maxN (-

where N is the number of pin fin rows in the array. This definition, however, does not take into
consideration the length of the test section over which the given number of pin rows are located (i.e.
axial pitch of the pin rows). Therefore, this definition was not used In this study and the pressure drop
data were reduced using the definition of equation 5.

All relevant properties (k, p, v) were evaluated at the film temperature (Tf), defined as:
;",," Ts + Tb •

Tea Tf T(7)

The experimental uncertainty was estimated, using the method of Kline and McClintok (Ref. 11), to be
2.5% on Re, ± 4.5% on fr and * 5% on Nu.

RESULTS INO DISCUSSION: Heat Transfer: The average Nusselt number (Ru) distribution for circular
pin arrays is shown in Figure r-arrT7i TnM of Reynolds number. The experimental test data were
integrated (area weighted average) over an area extending X/2 (half of axial pit•ch) distance before the
first and after the last row of pin fins (Fig. 3).

i 'i L
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Figure 7 also shows a ine representing the 10 row array average heat transfer data of Metzger et al
(Ref. 5) for somewhat similar pin fin geometry. In order to compare the two data sets, possible
contribution due to variation in geometric parameters (S/D, X/D and li/D) must be kept in mind. Though 11/fl
is an important variable, it can be assumed that the small differences present in these two studies will
not have significant effect on array average Ru. To estimate the effect of axial (X) and lateral (S)
pitches on average Nusselt numbers, Zukauskas (Ref. 1) proposed the following correlati(i for 4 rrays of
large cylinders:

Xuc = 0.35 (S/X).Z Re-' Or- 6 (8)

for 103 < Re < 2 x ios and S/X < 2. Assuming the same dependency on S/X, the Nusselt numbers for arrays
tested in the present study should be about 3-6% lower than that of Metzger et al . Generally, the data
(Figure 7) are in agreement with this observation, however, some data points indicate larger deviations but
are within the experimental uncertainity of the tests.

It is interesting to note that the present data were obtained by epoxing the copper pins to copper
endwalls, whereas the data of Ref. 5 were obtained by fixing the copper pins through interference fit in
holes drilled in copper endwalls. Thus in both these studies, the endwalls and the pin surfaces both
formed the heat transfer surface and the resulting data show good agreement with ýach other.

The row-to-row distribution of the local Nusselt numbers for circular pin fins is shown in Figure 8.
The plotted local Nusselt number has been normalized with the array average data of Figure 7. The results
show that the normalized u /Nuc Is the samp (within the range of normal data scatter) for all 3 pin
fin array geometries. The local Isslet number increases up to the 3rd iw and decreases gradually
thereafter. This behavior is similar to that reported by Metzger et al (Ref. 5). Although the local to
array average Nusselt number ratios plotted in Figure 8 are for one value of Reynolds number for each
array, a similar behavior was observed at other Reynolds numbers as well.

The array averaged and the normalized row-by-row Nusselt number distribution for ablong pin fins is
shown in Figures 9 & 10 respectively. The ratio of local to array average Nusselt number (Fig. 10) shows
higher scatter than the corresponding circular pin fin data. However, the scatter appears to be random in
nature and does not exhibit any definite pattern. Thus, it can be concluded that the normalized row-by-row
heat transfer behavior of oblong pin fins is also independent of the array geometry as the data tend to
collapse onto a single curve. Similar to circular pin fins, the heat transfer coefficient increases to
about the 3rd row and decreases thereafter. Though data shown in Figure 10 is only for one value of
Reynolds number for each array, a similar behavior was observed at other values of Reynolds numbers as
well.

The array average Nusselt numbers for different geometries of oblong pin fins (Figure 10) do not show
any significantly large differences. However, this does not imply that the angle of orientation (y) is not
an important parameter, as the plotted data represent wide differences in geometrical parameters (A/D and
B/fl) as well. The effect of angle of orientation (y) will be discussed later while evaluating the relativ
performance of oblong and circular pin fins.

Friction Factor: A typical streamwise pressure distribution for one of the circular pin fin arrays is
shown In Figure 1. The ordinate In the figure is the differential pressure (AP = Pref - P) between
pressure (P) at any location in the test section and the reference pressure (Pref) in the entrance duct.
The abscissa is the streamwise distance in the test section normalized with the hydraulic diameter of the
smooth channel (Oh - ,977 cm). There are 20 pressure readings corresponding to 10 rows of pin fins,
i.e. two readings for each row. One set of readings is taken at the location correspond,,ig to the row of
pin fins and the 2nd in between two rows of pin fins. Similar pressure data profiles were prepared for
every test run and linear regression analysis was carried out to obtain the best fit line and slope of the
data (dP/dx) required in equation 5 to compute the array friction factors. The friction factors thus
computed are shown in Figures 12 £ 13 for circular and oblong pin fins respectively. One set of pressure
data for oblong pin fins (for y - 0*) was lost during data transfer from the G.A. computer (used to collect
the data from the rig) to the main frame computer (used for analysis of the data) and is therefore not
shown in Figure 13.

The results stow that the friction factors for both arrays of pin fins decrease with increasing
Reynolds numbers. For circular pin fins the friction factor for two arrays with X/ID = 2.83 with slightly
different S/D (Fig. 12) are equal, and higher than for the array with X/D - 3.39. The difference between
the two curves increases with increasing Re. However the data for the array at X/D e 3,39 decreases at a
faster rate than the data for the array at X/D - 2.83.

In case of oblong pin fins, the friction factor is minimum for the array with y = 900 and increases
with decreasing innle of orientation. However, the friction factor for arrays with y 45 & 30* are
similar.Though the fric:lon factors for the array with y = 0' are not presented but are expected to be
highest as this pin firn geometry would offer the maximum blockage to the flow.

Relative Performance of ObloniLPin iins: To evaluate the relative performance of tle oblong pin fins,
the average Nusselt nui -s-(-FandfrEc'ti{. factors for oblong pin fins were normalized by those for
circular pin fins of comparable axial (A/D) and lateral (B/D) spacings. The normalized data are shown in
Figures 14 and 15. The comparison of two arrays is based on the fact that the arrangement of circular and
oblong pins resulted in about the same open area for coolant flow in the channel . However, the small
differences that do exist between some of the corresponding circular and oblong pin fins (Table 1) are not
expected to significantly alter the ,'vsultinu findings on the relative heat transfer and pressure drop
performance of the arrays.

The normalized heat transfer c efflclents (Iuo/Hiuc), oblong over circular pin Nusselt numbers,
increases with increasing Reynolds number (Figure t4) and is generally greater than unity for Re> 20,000.
This ratio of the two heat transfer coefficients for Re 20,000 is moximum for the array with y m 45* and
minimum for tile array with y - 30Q and the other two configurations fall in between. This suggests that
for design applications with high Reynolds numbers, the oblong pin fins can be used to provide high heat

transfer augmentation for the coolant side than the corresponding circular pin fins. However, for Reynoldsnumbers less than 20,000, the performaihce of oblong pins with y - 0° (resulting in maximum blockage) is

significantly lower whereas that of pins with y - 90o (rpsulting in minimum blockage is slightly better
than or equal to that of circular pins. It is als( observed that for Re r 20,00, the ratio Rio/lc for

*i :

-i
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arrays with y 30' & 450 is nearly equal and only slightly lower than for the array with y = 90( %;

The average heat transfer coefficient for the channel with pin fins is a function of the heat transfer
rates from the pin and the endwalls. which are in turn governed by the associated structure of the flow. f
The upper and lower sides of the pins experience boundary layer flow whereas the rear portion is washed by
the separated flow. The formation of boundary layer will be symmetrical on the upper and lower surfaces of
the oblong pins for arrays with y = 0° and 900 and will be asymetrical for y - 300 & 45% A so called
'separation bubble' may also be present on the pin surface, and the separated shear layer may re-attach as
laminar or turbulent or may not re-attach at all depending on the angle y and the Reynolds number. The
size of the separated region at the rear and the wake behind the pin would also depend on the angle of
orientation (y) of oblong pins. The wake is expected to be largest for the array with y - 0' (maximum
blockage) and minimum for y = 90' (minimum blockage). The channel flow region that exists in between the
pin will decrease with increasing wake size. Since, the overail heat transfer rate is a result of complex
Interaction of different flow phenomena in the channel dominated by the angle y and the Re, it is not
surprising that the lao/luc ratio (Figure 14) shows a dependency on y and Re as well.

The ratio of the friction factors (fro/frc) is shown in Figure 15. The oblong pin array geometry with
0 903 has friction factors which are lower than the corresponding circular pin fins, though toe

difference decreases with increasing Re. This is because of the streamlining of the pins with the
direction of flow thereby minimizing the blockage and the size of the wake. The friction factor for oblong
pins at y ý 300 & 450 is significantly higher than the circular pins, and again the difference decreases
with increasing Re. At y , 0', the friction factor though not shown would be highest because of maximum
flow blockage otfered by the pins. It is Interesting to note that the oblong pin fin array with y - 9g0
also resulted in better heat transfer performance compared to arrays with y = 30' & 450 for Re < 20,000.
This characteristic is also apparent in Figure 16 where the Nusselt number ratio (Ruo/lNuc) is plotted
against the friction factor ratio (fro/frc) for one value of Re - 20,000. These results (Figures 14 - 16)
show that the oblong pin fins with y = 900 result in higher heat transfer rate with lower friction factors
than circular pin fins with the same open area. Arrays with other values of orientation angle (y) result
in higher heat transfer rate only at Re> 20.000 but at substantially higher friction factors. For Re
20,000, the oblong pin fins with y = 901 are beneficial because of lower friction factors with same or
slightly higher heat transfer rates than the circular pin fins.

Metzger et al (Ref. 9) also showed that the oblong pin fins with N = 90' result in lower friction
factor than the arrays with other values of N as well as the circular pin fins of comparable geometry.
iowever, their data also show that the Nusselt number ratio Nuo/fuc is lowest (less than unity) for the

array with y - 90* (Figure 17). The friction factor results of the present study are in agreement with
Ref. 9, but the heat transfer data for oblong pin fins are not. This is thought to be related to the
experimental test technique used to obtain the two heat transfer data sets. In the present study, endwall
and the pins were both made of conducting material and thus forming the heat transfer surface. !n the test
set up of Ref. 9, the pins were made of wood and the transfer of heat to air flowing in the channel was
mainly from the conducting endwal,s. Since the test set up used in the present study realistically
simulates the heat transfer phenomenon in channel with pins, it can be concluded that the results of the
present study for oblong pins are more accurate and thus reliable for design applications.

CONCLUSIONS: The heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of circular and oblong pin fins
were measured experimentally in a test set up with both the endwalls and the pins forming the heat transfer
surface. For small gas turbine applications (Re 4 20,000) the oblong pin fins with angle of orientation
(y) equal to 900 (major axis aligned with the direction of flow) result in higher heat transfer coefficient
and lower friction factors than the circular pin fins. For other values of y, the oblong pin fins do not
provide any significant advantage over circular pin fins. However, for applications where large pressure
drops are needed, use of oblong pin fins may be desirable.
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TABLE 1

PIN FIN ARRAY TEST CONFIGURATIONS

1. circ ular P1 Uns*

Test Si/_D XD H/D SIX A/ B/D 0,inches

1 2.22 2.83 1.07 .78 1.83 1.22 .1875

2 2.42 2.83 1.07 .86 1.83 1.42 .1875

3 2.46 3.39 1.28 .73 2.39 1.46 .1562

2. Oblong Pin Fins*

Test _ s/D XlD H/D AID B/D D)irnches

1 0 3.33 2.83 1.07 1.83 1.33 .1875

2 30 2.96 2.83 1.07 1,83 1.23 .1875

3 45 2.91 3.08 1.16 1.67 1.50 .1719

4 90 2.50 4.24 1.6 2.24 1.50 .125

* For nomenclature, see Figure 2

¾

A. Stator airfoil cross section

7 8traif1 cr .. etik
FIGURE 1: PIN FIN AUGMENTED CHANNEL FLOW COOLING SCHEMES

* * 
FOR TYPICAL HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE AIRFOILS
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300 Present Study

SID X/D SiX HID D, cm

200- 02.42 2.83 .86 1.07 .476
A 2.46 3.39 .73 1.28 .397
*2.22 2.83 .78 1.07 .476

-- Metzger et al (Ref. 5): NuR= .069 Re.728

S/D 2,5, X/D = 2.5, HID = 1.0, SIX = 1.0

I -u
N~c 5 0

Sif

103 0

10 10 10
iRe

FIGURE 7: AVERAGE NUSSELT NUMBERS FOR CIRCULAR PIN FIN ARRAY
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080

Nu0
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* 13827 2.22 2.82 73.1

40- 0 13092 2.42 2.83 69.1
.40' 11012 2.46 3.39 54.9
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FIGURE 8: Nu/Nu OF CIRCULAR PIN FINS3
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8 Symbols SID XJD HID AI ND B/D

6 0 2.91 3.08 1.16 45 1.67 1.50
a 3.33 2.83 1.07 0 1.83 1.3P,

4 0 2.96 2.83 1.07 30 1.83 1.23
v 2.50 4.24 160 90 2.24 1.50

3 - .

B PAKi -102-

6

10 . I I _i iiII I I I It
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- ••' FIGURE 9: N-'u vs Re FOR OBLrUNG PEDESTALS,
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A 21478 0 3.33 2.83 1.83 1.33 103.1
EJ 21986 30 2.96 2.83 1.83 1.23 105.1

.40 0 22673 4& 2.91 3.08 1.67 1.50 115.0
V 21006 SO 2.50 4.24 2,24 1.50 90.0
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FIGURE 10. Nu/mu- FOR OBLONG PIN FINS
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FIGURE 11: STREAM WISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION FOR CIRCULAR PIN FINS
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3 X Symbols S/D X/D AID BID
0 2.42 2.83 1.83 1.42

2 0 2.22 2.83 1.83 1.22
V 2.46 3.39 2.39 1.4C,

10-'-
8-

fr
6-
5-
4

3-

2-

10-2 I iii I I I
103 2 3 4 5 6 78 104 2 3 4 5 6 78 105S~Re

FIGURE 12: DISTRIBUTION OF FRICTION FACTORS FOR CIRCULAR PIN FINS

8- Symbols yo S/D X/D HID AID BID
[] 30 2.96 2.83 1.0Y( 1.83 1.23

¶ 6 V 90 2.50 4.24 1.60 2.24 1.50

0 45 2.91 3.08 1.16 1.67 1.504-

8-

6 -
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FIGURE 13: fr VS Re FOR OBLONG PIN FINS
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.7 Symbols SID XJD HID AID BID S/D XJD HID yo AID B/D
0 2.42 2,83 1.07 1.83 1.42 2.91 3,08 1.16 45 1.67 1.50
AŽ 2.42 2.83 1.07 1.83 1.42 3.33 2.83 1.07 0 1,83 1.38
O 2.22 2.83 1.07 1.83 1.22 2.96 2.83 1.07 30 1.83 1.23
V 2.46 3.39 1.28 2.39 1.46 2.50 4.24 1.60 90 2.24 1.50
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FIGURE 14: HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF OBLONG PIN FINS
RELATIVE TO CIRCULAR PIN FINS
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FIGURE 15: FRICTION FACTOR CHARACTERISTICS OF OBLONG PIN FINS
RELATIVE TO CIRCULAR PIN FINS
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FIG',IRE 16: RELATIVE HEAT TRANSFER vs. FRICTION FACTOR
PERFORMANCE OF PIN FIN ARRAYS
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FIGURE 17: NON-CONDUCTING PIN FIN DATA TAKEN FROM REFERENCE 9
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DISCUSSION

l).K.Heimwcke, Ge

You preseitted d(ta for oine geometry of the oblong pin Filns. Oi1 which basis did you select this geometry littld are you
plthiitig, ito iln vestlgalte d ifferent gcomtietii•te itl order to fitid thie optimut geoelitety for hliat transfer aitd pressure drop?

Author's Reply
o•ome f the existing Iai'ware uses this geometry of oblong )pit flilts, which was used to provide itcreased strucittral

.'arength to tie airloi tail ling edge.'lFhc piesent study was tilsunertake tI() obltain the necessary te itot data. At present,
we, tha ii, planhllt t test any other geotmetry of oblong pin fins.
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EXTERNAL HEAT TRANSFER STUDY ON A HP TURBINE ROTOR BLADE
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SUMMARY

The paper deals with an experimental investigation of the effects of Mach number, Reynolds number and
free stream turbulence intensity on the heat transfer performance of a high pressure gas turbine rotor blade
in a stationary linear cascade arrangement.. This study was undertaken in the VKI short duration isentropic
compression tube facility. The tests were performed for outlet Mach numbers ranging between 0.7 and 1,
whereas the outlet Reynolds number was varied between 500.000 and 1.500.000; free stream turbulence levels
between 1% and nearly 8% were considered. The experimental results were compared with boundary layer pre-
dictions provided by a finite difference program (STAN5), which solves the simplified, two dimensional,
steady Navier-Stokes equations.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A*/8 calibration coefficient of the analog circuits
Eo thin film gauge reference voltage
h heat transfer coefficient
9. mixing length
M Mach number
p pressure

qW wall heat flux

R radius of curvature
Re Reynolds number
Ri Richardson number
R0  thin film gauge resistance
s curvilinear coordinate measured along the blade
T temnerature
t timeSlu turbulence intensity
AN digitized raw heat transfer signal
AR/AT thin film gauge resistance/temperature ratio
uR thin film temperature coefficient 1- oRo

R0 = 
T

6 boundary layer thickness
boundary layer momentum thicknessI ratio of specific heats (1.4)

lock substrate thermal oroduct

Subscripts

O totvl condition
2 downstream condition
w condition at the wall
cal calibration condition
- free stream condition

1. INTROUUCTION

In the quest for better performance, gas turbine aero-engines are being designed to operate at ever-
increasing levels of pressure ratio and turbine gas temperature I 11 . This frequently results in the require-
ment for a highly cooled two stage high pressure (hP) turbine. The optimization or such a turbine involves
the study of many parameters such as rim speed, hub/tip radius, flow coefficient, work split between stages.
This last parameter provides interesting possibilities from the blade cooling point of view. It influences
both the gas temperatures and the insulating effect of the blade erxternal boundary layers (due to the change
in blade velocity distribuTion required for a variation in stage work). An accurate knowledge of the varia-
tion of convective external heat transfer with changino stage work split is therefore necessary to optimize
cooled two stage HP turbines.

An experiment-aJ program at VKI was formulated to measure the external heat transfer performance of two
5 II1t turbine rotor blade profiles, representative of high and low first stage work. This work is in support

of the Rolls-Royce HITECH Advanced Engineering Programme.



This paper deals only with the first 'high work' rotor blade and has two objectives. Firstly, to present t
de•ailed velocity and heat transfer data, measured in the VKI isentropic compression tube facility, around
the blade profile, mounted in a 6 blade, stationary, linear cascade arrangement. The measurements were
taken at a wall to free stream temperature ratio and range of Mach and Reynolds numbers representative of
hot engine conditions. The second objective is to present a comparison of measured and predicted heat
transfer coefficient distributions around the blade profile. The predictions were obtained from a two dimer,-
sional, compressible boundary layer code (STANS), with developments at VKI to take into account the stream-
wise curvature effects.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPIIAIAUS

2.1 Test facility

A short duration measurement technique was applied and use was made of the VKI isentropic compression
tube facility (Fig. 1). The operating principles of this kind of tunnel were developed by Schultz and
Jones 2,31 about ten years ago. The VKI CT-2 facility, constructed in 1978, consists of a 5 Al long, I m
diameter cylinder containing a light weight piston, driven by the air of a high pressure reservoir. This
cylinder is isolated from the test section by a fast-opening slide valve, As the piston moves, the gas in
front of it is nearly isentropically compressed until it recches the pressure, and hence temperature, levels
defined by the operator. The fast opening valve is then actuated by means of a detonator, allowing the
pressurized air to flew through the test section. Constant free stream conditions are maintained in the
test section until the piston completes its stroke. The maximum test section dimensions are 250 x 100 nun

2
.

The free stream gas conditions can be varied between 300 and 600 K end 0.5 and 7 bar. A S -m
3 

dump tank
allows downstream pressure adjustments between 0.1 and 4 bar. A typical test duration is about 400... 500 ms.
Further details about this facility are described in 14,.5,6] .

2.2 Data acquisition system

All the pressure, temperature and heat flux measurements were directly acquired by a DIGITAL PDP 11/34

computer by means of a high speed data acquisition system,. This unit, designed and built at the VKI, is
characterised by three separate sections. The first one consists of 24 analog circuits, which provide the
transformation of the heat flux gauge signals, proportional to Lhe surface temperature, into signals pro-
portional to the surface heat flux. The second section is composed of a series of 48 amplifiers and "low
pass" filters. The last section consists of three analog to digital converters, a multiplexer and a buffer.
The signals are digitized using 12 bit words. This data accuisition system can operate on 48 channels, with
a maximum sampling frequency as high us 500 kllz. For the present moasurewents, the sampling rate was
selected to be I kliz.

2.3 Description of the model

The 'measurements and calculations presented in this paper were carried out on the "high work" HPI rotor
blade profile designed at Rolls Royce. The blade coordinates are listed in table I whereas the main blade
and casciade dimensions are sunmmarized as follows (Fig. 2)

- blade height 100.0 vin
chord 69.B4 in

- pitch 59.84 mue
- pitch to chord ratio 0.8568
- inlet angle 40.0 (from the axial direction)
- gauging angle 68V4 (from the axial direction)

oftrailiin edge thickness 2.11 nmnS- number of tlades : 6

of the profiles was instrumented with 27 static pressure tappings along the suction and pressure surfaces i in
order to determuine the velocity distribution (Fig. 3). Wall static pressure tappings were also located
downstream of the cascade, covering almost 2 pitches, in order to check the periodicity of the flow. A
supplementary profile was milled from low conductivity "Macor" glass ceramic and 40 platinum thin films were
l)airnted on its surface in order to obtain a heat transfer distribution (Fig. 4). These films act as variable
resistance thermometers and provide a local temperature hist.ory; the use of an electrical analogy allows a
direct determination of the wall heat flux 17,81 . This approach provides negligible conduction phenomena
and, because of the smoothness of the blade surface, no artificial boundary layer transition is induced. The
technique applied to deposit the thin filirm gauges has been fully aescribed in earlier publications 1 7,813

2.4 Free stream turbulence generation

The free stream turbulence was generated by a grid of bars oriented in the spanwise direction, The tur-
Ibulence level vas varied by displacing the grid upstream of the model; a maximum of U% could be obtained.
Tire naturMl turbulence of the facility (i.e., without the grid), is about 1%. The turbulence level, defined

in the present paper as -/uO/ij, was measured using a VKI constant temperature hot wire probe. The total
jpressure loss caused by the grid was taken into account.

3. WALL HEAT FLUX EVAI.UATION

The evaluation of the local wall reat flux was performed using the following equation, applied for. each I
L, i n fir I r : 1 7

- t[~y



, 
,[.0 1 + C¶(TA(l Eo (AR/AT) cad

The present measurement technique first requires a calibration of all 24 circuits providing the temperature/

heat flux conversion, in order to obtain their gain, i.e., the coefficient. The value of each reference

voltage Eo, applied to the thin films, is measured before each test and, additionally, provides a correct
evaluation of the initial wall temperature T The substrate thermal product pVTc'k is determined by a com-
parative measurement from gauges mounted on roth ceramic and quartz substrates in an impingement flow
situation; a value of 0.175 J cm-ZKIs"/2 is used. The ratio (AR/AT) is determined for each film from a
preliminary resistance versus temperature calibration, performed in a temperature-controlled oil bath.
The resistance R0 of each gauge is measured at a given temperature T

ca and corrected for the current initial, " Cal I1 ^D
wiall temperature Tw using the factor 1 + aR(Tw-Tca 0

)) aR being equal to .• The raw signal AN,
I0e ATj

acquired by the computer, consists of a series of integer values.

The application of equation (1) provides the wall heat flux time history of each of the platinum thin
films during a test. The temperature time history is then numerically obtained from the following
equation 191

4 n+1_24n +1n1 /=~t 3,_ 7k A-, (t-t n) l(t-tn) (2)

where qn is the measured heat flux at titr2 tn = nAT and H(t-tn) is equal to 1 for t > tn and to 0 for t < tn.
A combination of both wall heat flux and temperature evolutions provides a heat flux versus temperature re-
lation for each thin film and each test. This curve is then extrapolated to isothermal wall conditions,
i.e., zero surface temperature rise. In the present paper, the heat transfer coefficient is defined as the
ratio of the measured wall heat flux to the mainstream total-wall temperature difference

h - (3)
Toc-Tw

4. VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS

In order to verify the periodicity of the flow downstream of the cascade, schlieren pictures were taken
and wall static pressure measurements were performed. A typical visualization is shown in figure 5a
(M2 = 0.919) whereas the corresponding downstream wall static pressure distribution is plotted in figure 5b.
The apparent thickness of the shock (Fig. 5a) might be explained either by a possible oscillation of this
discontinuity inside the blade passage or by the existence of a curved shock in the spanwise direction. The
downstream periodicity (Fig. 5b) is not absolutely perfect but quite sufficient; we are indeed concerned
with heat transfer measurements on the blade rather than aerodynamic ones downstream of the passage.

The velocity distributions around the blade were obtained from local static pressure measurements. They
were referred to the measured inlet total pressure in order to define an isentropic Mach number as follows:

2 p Y

M is -(4)

The measurement results, presented in figure 6 for several outlet Mach number values, have been plotted as
a function of a non-dimensional curvilinear coordinate measured along the profile surface, starting from
the theoretical stagnation point. A 2% uncertainty was attributed to the pressure measurements; as a result,
the maximum uncertainty o0n the Mach number was calculated to be 1.5%. Repeatability was found to be very
good.

It is clearly seen from the velocity distributions that the experimentally determined stagnation point
is located very close to the theoretical one. Alone the rear part of the suction side some diffusion
exists and might be responsible for boundary layer transition. Along the pressure side, a slight decele-
ration is observed downstream of the leading edge and will probably trigger an early boundary layer
transition.

41

15. HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTIONS - MEASUREMENTS

The heat transfer measurement results, presented in figures 7-10, have been plotted under the form of a
heat transfer coefficient (W/m

2
K) evolution as a function of a curvilinear coordinate measured along the P4

profile surface, starting from the theoretical stagnation point. The overall hydrodynamic conditions were
chosen to vary independently the free stream Reynolds and Mach number values and the turbulence intensity;"thry are summarized, for each configuration, in table 2. The low turbulence (1%) tests were pr-formed without
turbulence grid. Due to the limited number of analog circuits (only 24 were available), two runs were
needed for each configuration to obtain the complete heat transfer distribution around the blade. Moreover,

SI ,-
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each test was duplicated to check the repeatability of the measurement technique; the latter was found to
be within 3%. The experimental uncertainty on the heat transfer coefficient has been evaluated to be of tile
order of 7% to 9%.

Before looking at tie effect of various free stream parameters upon heat transfer, the main flow fie.d
characteristics will briefly be described (Fig. 7). The highest heat flux level is measured in the stag-
nation region. Along the suction side, it decreases quite rapidly as a laminar boundary layer develops;
this behaviour corresponds to laminar heating. Further downstream, depending upon the free stream flow
characteristics, a laminar to turbulent transition takes place, resulting in a significant increase in
heat flux. A turbulent boundary layer then develops up to the trailing edge, Along the pressure side,
the boundary layer state, and hence the heat flux level, are principally determined by the counteracting
effects of surface curvature, free stream turbulence and streamwise pressure gradient.

As suggested in [ 101 , an attempt was made to determine the onset of transition by looking at the time
history of the wail heat flux signals. 4'ong the suction side, a typical example is presented in figure 11
(Re 2 - iQ'; 2, L 0.9; Tu 4!/). A typicai laminar trace is first shown at s = 33 rn. The transition onset
seems to take place at s 43 ... 49 mm; some agitation, corresponding to turbulent spikes, is observed on
these traces. This agitation becones larger and larger for s = 55 ... 60... 67 m and it looks like a tur-
bulent boundary layer is established around s - 85 ... 90 mm. As a matter of fact, the heat transfer sig-
nal s acquisition frequency was 1 kHz and they were filtered at 800 Blz; higher frequency phenomena present
in the turbulent boundary layer could therefore obviously not be detected. Looking at figure 7 (nominal
conditions), the boundary layer transition seems to take place only at s - 65 mm. It should, however, be
recalled that the heat transfer coefficient is a global quantity and that, on a boundary layer level, fluc-
tuations can already be present before any heat flux increase. The onset of transition, determined from
the observation of heat flux signals, has been indicated on the suction side for all the distributions
(Figs. 7 to 10). Along the pressure side, no definite conclusions could be drawn. As a matter of fact,
the boundary layer was expected to be transitional rather than laminar or turbulent; therefore, no typical
differences were observed on the heat flux traces-

5.1 Effect of turbulence intensity

The effect of free stream turbulence intensity at nominal Mach (ý 0.9) and Reynolds (w 106) numbers is
presented in figure 7. In the stagnation area, the heat flux level increases with free stream turbulence,
as demonstrated by several authors I 11,121. Along the suction side, the laminar heating also increases,
but less significantly, with toe turbulence intensity, in accordance with other observations on the flow
submitted to a pressure gradient along a curved surface. When the free stream turbulence is increased from
1% to 8%, the transition onset (defined fromn the heat flux traces) moves upstream, towards the leading edge,
However, the net heat flux increase occurs almost at the same position (s = 65 ... 75 rwn) for Tu. equal to i t
and 4%, this variation is very steep and most probably forced by the shock-boundary layer interaction
(Fig. 5a). Nevertheless, looking at the 414 turbulence data, the heat transfer coefficient evolution down-
stream of the onset of transition is nearly horizontal . This denotes a transitional flow behaviour, influ-
enced by a strong favourable pressure gradient. For the 1% turbulence data, the heat transfer coefficient
decreases over a longer distance, which is typical of a laminar boundary layer, For a higher turbulence
level (8%), a more gradual transitional behaviour takes place. If the Reynolds number is increased up to
about 1.5 i0a (Fig. 8), a gradual boundary layer transition is observed for Tu_ equal to 4% and 8% whereas
the steep shock induced transition still occurs for the low intensity (1%). Along the pressure side, theexact boundary layer state is difficult to define : destabilization of the boundary layer is expected be-
cause of concave curvature whereas the important favourable pressure gradient measured along the rear part
of this surface (Fig. 6) would rather have a stabilizing effect. The flow is most probably transitional
over the entire length of the pressure side. This idea is supported by looking at the effect that free t
stream turbulence has on the heat transfer distribution : a fully established turbulent boundary layer
would not be affected at all 151 . These conclusions are supported by the higher Reynolds number data
(Fig. 8).

5.2 Effect of free stream Reynolds number

The effect of free stream Reynods number at nominal Mach numbe' (- 0.9) and turbulence intensity (4%) is
presented in figure 9. In the stagnation region, the heat flux level increases with the Reynolds number, as
demonstrated by several authors I 11,121 . Along the suction side, an increase of the downstream Reynolds
number, as expected, results in an enhancement of the overall heat flux level as well as in an earlier
transition onset (defined from the heat flux traces). The jump in heat transfer, delayed by the favourable
pressure gradient, is still steep, induced by the shock, at low and nominal Reynolds number whereas a more
gradual transitional behaviour is observed at high Reynolds number. Along the pressure side, the boundary
layer remains most probably transitional, dominated by a three dimensional flow of the streamwise vortex
type I 13,141 . The heat transfer, however, still increases Ojith the Reynolds number.
5.3 Effect of free stream Mach number

The effect of free stream Mach number at nominal Reynolds number (" i0") and turbulence intensity
(0%) is presented in figure 10 and will be interpreted with the aid of the velocity distributions (Fig. 6).
In the stagnation region, the heat transfer coefficient slightly increases when the downstream Mach number
decreases. This might be explained by the fact that, in order to keep a censtant downstream Reynolds number,
the inlet total pressure had to be continuously modified (table 2). As the inlet Mach number value isalmost constant, this resulted in an increasing inlet Reynolds numbe•r and consequently in an augmentation•

of heat transfer. Along the pressure side, the velocity distributions are almost similar, except in the
trailing edge vicinity. As a result, no significant differenr.es appear in the heat transfer coefficient
distributions; only the rear region is slightly affected, The small gradual heat flux increase can be ex-
plained by the inlet Reynolds number variation. Along the suction side, the onset of transition (defined
from the heat flux traces) moves upstream, towards the leading edge, as the downstream Mach number decreases. 4

lhe boundary layer transition process seems to be governed by variations in the acceleration rate rather
than by the flow deceleration. For 142 equal to almost 0.9 and 1.0. the steep heat flux increase is still
a shock-induced phenoulemum (rig. 5a) whereas a more gradual transition is observed for 1'12 equal to almost0.7 and o.B. >4



6. HlEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTIONS - PREDICTIONS I

6.1 Lalculation method

In order to numerically predict the heat transfer 'ate evolution along the blade surface, the well known
"STANS" computer program, developed by Crawford et aI. 1151 at Stanford University, was selected. This pro-
gram is bsed on the classical Spalding-Patankar approach 1 161 to compute boundary layer flows. It uses a
finite difference technique to solve, through a streamwise space marching procedure, the simplified two
dimunsional boundary layer equations as applied to flows developing along, e.g., a flat wall or in an axisyn-
metric tube. In the present paper, the modelling of the turbulent quantities was provided through a Prandtl
mixing length approach.

The original version of the code was modified at VKI in order to take, along the suction side and in the
case of a turbulent boundary layer, the streamwise curvature effects into account. The mixing length model
developed by Adams and Johnston 1171 was incorporated; valuable results were already obtained using this
approach [181 . The outer layer mixing length model-equation taking streamwise convex curvature effects into
account is written as follows

91= .0U025 tanh [34.5 •R (5)

In the log region, the mixing length is related to a Richardson number through the following relations

Ri Sc (I + Sc) (6)

20U

Sc= R (7)

ay R

z 1 (to flat wall mixing length) (8)

to 1+5Ri

The initial velocity and enthalpy boundary layer profiles, necessary to start the calculation, were obtained

from the analytical solution for a cylinder in cross flow I19] . The external strcamwise velocity gradient
was directly derived from the velocity measurements. The boundary layer transition was triggered by a
momentum thickness Reynolds number value provided by the user.

6.2 Comparison with the measurements

The transitional momentum thickness Reynolds number was determined from an integral boundary layer
analysis 120,211 . At nominal Reynolds and Mach numbers, the following results were obtained

V Tu(%',) 1 1 4T

VRo,transition 60 49 30

and the predictions of figure 12 were plotted for different values of Re0 . For the low turbulence intensi-
ties, the agreement is quite satisfactory along the suction side. However, for Tue equal to 8%, it appears
clearly that the mathematical model is not adapted to deal with complex intermittency phenomena. Moreover,
the computed heat transfer across a laminar boundary layer is not affected by a variation in free stream
turbulence intensity. Along the pressure side, the trends are almost correctly predicted. However, the
situation is obviously more complicated considering the interaction between the free stream turbulence and
the three dimensional effects which occur along concave surfaces. Only one prediction (Reo = 50) was plotted.
In fact, the boundary layer transition was assumed to start at the pressure side slight velocity peak
(s a 4 mm). An internal correlation takes care, during the computation, of the existence of a strong
favourable streamwise pressure gradient, allowing a better simulation of the transitional regime.

The heat transfer distributions computed at low and high free stream Reynolds numbers are presented in
figures 13 and 14 for several turbulence intensities, Along the suction side, the laminar and fully
established turbulent boundary layers are quite well predicted. Except for Tu, equal to 1%, the transi- r
tional regions, submitted to intermittency phenomena, are far from being satisfactorily reproduced by the
calculation. Along the pressure side, the trends are quite correctly predicted.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Detailed heat transfer data have been obtained for a high pressure rotor blade, looking at the influence
of free stream Mach and Reynolds numbers as well as turbulence intensity. The measurements were taken
using the VKI short duration facility, under correctly simulated aero-engine conditions and have been used

k ;to assess a heat transfer prediction method based on STANS. The main conclusions are

0 ýQ- an increase in turbulence intensity results in an earlier boundary layer transition and an increase In
Sla.1minar and transitional heating, whereas the turbulent heating is not affected;

<A a 4-•



- an increase in free stream Reynolds number provides an overall augmentation in heac flux as well as an
earlier boundary layer transition;

at low turbulence intensity and Reynolds number, the suction surface boundary layer transition is induced
by diffusion, whereas an earlier, more gradual, transition is observed for higher values of either of these
parameters;
- along the suction side, the transition process is governed by the local free stream acceleration rate
rather than by the existence of a velocity peak.
An attempt was also made to determine thetransition onset by looking at the time history of the heat flux
signals.

Tihe results obtained from a two dimensional boundary layer code (STAN5) are c.npared with some typical
measurements. These comparisons are found to be encouraging, especially along the suction side, where a
correction for curvature was added to the code. Nevertheless, a considerable work needs still to be done,
particularly concerning inte.-mittency phenomena as well as concave curvature effects.
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X YSS Y PS

0. 0. 0.
1.4 4.10 - 3.14
2.9 6.61 - 4.00
4.7 9.10 " 4.10
6.8 11.20 - 3.78
9.1 12.92 - 3.51

11.7 14.30 - 3.42
14.4 15.13 - 3.61
16.8 15.41 - 4.00
19.4 15.32 - 4.59
22.3 14.67 - 5.59
25.4 13.37 - 7.32
28.9 10.98 -10.09
32.2 7.76 -13.29
35.6 3.55 -16.99
38.8 - 1.49 -20.90
41.8 - 7.30 -25.08
44.6 -13.81 -29.50
47.3 -20.89 -33.80
49.4 -26.50 -37.15
51.2 -31.49 -40.00
52.5 -34.90 -41.79
53.7 -38.40 -41.82
54.45 -40.60 -40.60

TABLE I -BLADE COORDINATES

4. 1. 4.14 8.Tu(%) 1. 1. 4. 4 . 4. _4 . ..-.-I .

f Re2(0o 6) 0.980 1.411 0.469 0.989 1.006 1.021 1.018 1.495 1.085 1.614

M2  0.888 0.873 0.863 0.658 0.'O68 0.871 0.961 0.813 0.880 0.874

p01(bar) 1.577 2.271 0.816 1.798 1. 668 11.604 1.538 2.399 1.688 2.504
, T0 (K) 423.5 421.4 412.1 411.9 411.7 412. 411.4 409.7 411.1 409.0j

nominal conditions

• TABLE 2 - HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS;FREE STREAM CONDITIONS

I

- -•---- ,*
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FIG. 5a SCHLIEREN VISUALIZATION (M2 0.919)
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DISCUSSION

(.Scheuerer, Ge
It is not quite clear, why you used an integral procedure in addition to the finitc-difference code. Was it because a
transition criteria was iniplucn licd in tle formiser?

Author's Reply
The integral procedure provides the relationiship between freestreum tLurbulence level and nOluentlsuln thickness
ReIynolds numner. This procedure allows ut-, to fix the transition onset position (expressed as a •ke>).

(.Scheuerer, Ge
I low sensitive were your calculations towards the curvaturt, correction?

Author's Reply
Along tile suction side, a decrease of about 7-10% was observed. It should be noted that the correction is only done
along the turbutlent part of the boundary layer.

(:
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EFFECTS OF WAKES ON THE HEAT TRANSFER IN GAS 'TURBINE CASCADES
by

S.Wittig, A.Schulz, H.J.Bauer and K.H.SiIl
Lehrstuhl und Institut fiAr Thermische Strbmungsmaschinen

Universit~t Karlsruhe (T.H.)
Kaiserstr.12, D-7500 Karlsruhe 1 (West-Germany)

SUMMARY

The interaction between consecutive blade rows can he expected to have important effects
on the heat tranufer in cooled gas turbine casades. In the present study, the influence
of the wake from a blade profile - traversed in front of a cooled gas turbine cascade
in planes with varying distances from the leading edge - on the local heat transfer
coefficient along the suction and pressure side has been analyzed. The investigation
is part of a research program to develop experimentally verified numercial codes for
heat transfer calculations.

With the aid of a finite element program, the local heat transfer coefficients along
the cooled blades are derived from surface and coolant temperature measurements. It
is shown that in addition to the axial distances the orientation of the wake with r'espeCt
to the leading edge is of dominant influence. In particular, the measurements demonstrate
with increasing free stream turbulence levels a rapid rise of the heat transfer rate
along the pressure surface as well as in the stagnation region. The laminar-turbulent
transition ij relocated towards the leading edge along the suction surface. The measure-
wlentr ire cL..pared with those derived from flows with grid-produced turbulence. In gener-
al siowel transition behaviour is observed than found with numerical codes.

NOMENCLATURE

A surface area
a axial distance between airfoil and cascade inlet plane
d cooling bore diameter
L cooling bore length
1 chord
n normal to surface
p static pressure
Pr Prandtl number

heat flux
Re Reynolds number
Re6 2  Momentum thickness Reynolds number
s distance along surface

SS.P. design stagnation point
t blade spacing
T temperature
Tuu turbulence intensity in mean flow directionSu velocity

x airfoil '.osition with respect to the test blade's stagnation planex,y coordinates

a heat transfer coefficient
x heat conductivity
F fri-tijn coefficient of turbulent pipe flow

SUBSCRIPTS

1 inlet to cascade
e outer boundary conditions
k coolant
w wall conditions
Sambient conditions

INTRODUCTION F
The development of high performance gas turbines has always been connected with a rise
of the thermal efficiency primarily due to increasing turbine inlet temperatures and
simultaniously increasing pressure ratios. Obviously, the high thermal loads of the
turbine components exceedingly surpass the allowed data of modern alloys. Cooling, there-
fore, is a necessity which also has to be viewed under safety and reliability aspects.
The durability analysis of turbine blades in a jet engine requires detailed knowledge
of the heat transfer from the fluid to the blade surface which has been of longstanding
interest.

The heat transfer along turbine blades is determined by a variety of different parameters
such as turbulence intensity, pressure gradient, curvature, temperature ratio between j
gas and blade surface and periodic flow variations due to interaction of rotor and Sta- 9
tor. In our opinion a separation of the various effects is necessary for a full under-
standing of the heat exchange phenomena. In addition ft should be possible to support



w,-2

je'ner.a I Ii Lt IonS and Si imii arn y consideration. I , the larger context of the present
experrimentti l and analyt ical study we (see kid eM lc. 17,811 made an att iempt to describe
f he offect s of tourhbulenice paLcaztei5Le , pressure cJradients and temperature ratios On the
h(eat I rnisfer along a convectively cooled flat plate. The results of the study presented
in this paper- are directed towards an indepth understanding and application of the heat
I tinsfer along actua l turbine hindes. In Continuing the basic studies, an attempt is
made to devi sine the local heat transfer coefficient along the blade.

Udtilizing a cas-ado with five blades, various inlet flow conditions were applied. The
cennrai three blades were instrumenwted and watercooted In tHe fiLst phase of the study,

h,7 froe--stream , urbulence levels were altered by inserting grids into thq entrance
flw. Three different gas temperatures and Rtoynolds numbers between 1 x 10 arnd 4 x
10 wc " chosen.

The second aspect of the study is concerned with the influence of the wake flow on th.e
local heat transfer. Herte, the turhoulenee grids were replaced by a straight. blade profile
rtac•d within the cascade untreanc, ftaw. Ift is possible to position the blade profile
at varionia distances from the ent rance planm of the cascade. In addition, the wake
gene; aing airfoil could be placed across adjoining blade channels. The dynamic process
in the "al turbine chich, avually is -,nsteady can be modelled by changing sequentially
|he peasiL-on of the blade relative to the cascade. But it shoald be noticed that the

chanqes of the flu' vector as [runrd in the real case are not exactly realized in the
quasi nteaddy mode].

V I' UF [.lIt'iTAL '(; •'nI p

'lh'. h"iaI s'1 tunn,,is1i u%,d to- n.. _he -xljwilitments I, shoiwn in Fig. 1 . Air frteom the corneres•.o"
is .-at .. i in the primary zone of a4n ,i v fired -2ctg)ustot-. i'rymari air and fuel inject ion
ai, [ic'. ,•rrnnd and secondary air ;s added by mcins of 40 ci rcuinferent i-- in ject ion
hule., for t.'o aljustment or the tempraturLe level. A maximum thermal powtc_ of two 1M.
cani w- erified in the combustor wth maximum tempe aturei, up to 15,00 C. lluwevor, For
,!.ci•a-,s rof ,•.s'iirdt!: . Ila aquis.tion lower temperatuore; are genrt i lly chor en.
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to 5i11 ulatlng the effects of wake flow, a straight bhade profiLe is used in replacing
the- lurbuec[nce grids. To dchieve relatl.vei• 1 -' list:ic flow conditions, the relative ¶
lot;at .on of the wake flow can be k:hanged. The traverse of the blade is illustrated in
nig. 2. The mechaniasm allows a parallet displacement iln front of the cascade. The profile
of the wake producing airfoil is derived from the coordinates of the blades in the cas-
cade. Fig. 4I 'lemonstrates the geometrical arrangement of the cascade and the leading
airfoil .

1(-10 tO .'p4iO 0 7S

C -s? -2.00

/" I ;[

..000

ai ... .-- -/ "
I# I, .0 / 1.ll

/ ,3.21

I o

Fig. 4: Arrangement of the Cascade and the Airfoil

The caIscaIde consists of five untwisted blades as shown. blasicaily it is a :iigh performan-
co profile. The t hree inner blades dre used for the actual measurements. They are -'onvec- •

tIvely cooled by rCeven ucylindrical cooling channels with blade to. 3 being the Lest
bladtý. CItladeo! tC). 2 and tio. 4 are used for reference purposes. Thus, deviations in the
ttIuReurai" - nnd inressure fields are easily observed. The outer blades (No. 1 and lo. 5)
are used to provide uniform two-dimonsional flow without major disturbances from the
side wo lIe .

As ii• nil lctItl in illj. S, bladie No. 3 i,-. cquitppold witlh 32 NiCr-Ni-tihermocouples of 0.25
mill d alit .!n;1 . Tlh',7 at ,'-lr ,.N1 ld1 d in g 'coves mIetcioned Likjanwistw . T'ie press5ur'; taps of 0.1 S
mio dloam l.or along blades Fl. 2 and No. 4 are positioned in inj:1 span hiotl. lsee lig.
It. flit' relatively large Inuliiur of tlicruocouple.s; and pressure taps loacs to ant excellent

reso I lult, of I ho f low foield. Tota I presisure and total telipeuratu're Measuo-ionni it are-
archi-v,'d by tlor'el probes aIt differont locations in froent of the cascade. The probes
.l;o ,mI, b,- I iavurs,'d within the teol sction. It is, therefore, poeisible to obtain

.I11ti/ l ti'illtrtur" proliles at three different planes.

"9 ' lk %oup,
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'5 DQI'A AQUISTION AND ANALYSIS

Due to toe relatively small dimensions it was not practical to determine the heat flux
dirctly as used in our previous studies. Mild [81). In the present case a finite element
analysis developed by Marsal [51 is employer] similar to that described in the work of
rjmrne ti1l Startin wit-h -ho known heat transfer at the coolinq channel, the steady

two dimenosional equation for conduction is asolved. Triangular finite elements are used
in generating the net. A quadratic approximate solution of the temperature is determined
through the six nedes of each element. The program provides for three different boundary
cuedit ions:

1. 'The temperature at specific positionsa tt r known
4,rn -! . 'T)here is no heat flux across the bouttndanry

w ei. The heat flux is known across the boundary

In the present casen , duo to the experiuadatil information -ihp temperature distribution
atoughj the blades n urfec ei e. the J pf -r boundary -- as ii I as thie heat loss through
the inner boundary-i. e. the channel paamoter -are used for the solution. AF indicated
earlir, the heat transfer coofficicets ried the water temperatures in the cooling snan-
ol. arc occessary requirement. Tle temperatures of the coulant flow are obtained

by simple averaging of the inlet anow exit temperatures. It should be noted, however,
that, the difference of those temperatu.'es is r miattivoehly te peil. An additional effect
of the sisall L eripuraturoe rise of the- coa)ant_ is ti.'i' tr'-n of a Iwo dimensýional
temperature field within the blade whici s h,, hiah importan-e in the context of the
iearlier, riie heat transfer ioe tie conlatit jhanne1 is calrlratted f ollowing Sch6indr, s a

K_ /8(er-OQ)Prv__ lul +V (d;/1)

1+ 12 .7 4'7.7 (T 'r 
t  'i , V Id' h

fo' sciile avera pipg flow wii f, the fric ito coefficient for hydraulicalLy smooth pipes.

(1.82 Nj He K 1. 2
()

[lie psropo rties'eda in thie deterio th ion of the diiotonsion le;• oo-ratntofrs two ad Pr are
tinpu ratutr' corrcet ed . -*-.*I

D~cs~uo kr* ant coceesicei numbter of throop es np loyed , t he tettope rat ervs f or the 1 72
tepratkeoof ited ithication h et areL obtaind by inkerpolato on of t ie oeatured data.
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ing flow. The velocity distribution of the blade flow is derived from the static pressure
distribution. Fig. 8 shows a typical pressure distribution and the resulting velocity
distribution.
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Fig. 7: Temperature field in tpe mid-span plane of thr test blade
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Fig. 8: Static pressure aid velocity distributionII
The turbulence intensity of the enterinq flow is determined by means of Laser-Doppler-
Anernometry. Tahle 1 summarizcs the re, ults from measurement'; at T1 = 873 K and a Reynolds

number of 1.2 x ]O5• 'the location where the tfurbulence levels are measured lies pre'Lmi-
nantly 15 mm in front of the cascade entrance llane half space between the blades.
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to note that at constant lReynolds numbers slightly increasing heat transfer coefficients
are observed with decreasing temperature ratio, it is Tw/Tr, . However, in calculating
the Stanton numbers it can be seen that the data are in excellent agreement with smaller
temperature ratios extending the laminar domain of the suction surface. Furthermore,
increased heat transfer is found with rising turbulence levels in the stagnation region
and on the pressure side as expected. Similar dependences are observed by Turner L1,
Bayley and Priddy [i], Nicholson et al. 161, Krishnamoorthy 13] and Consigny and Pichards
121. Relatively high heat transfer coefficients along the pressure side of the blade
are due to high acceleration (see Fig. 81 . An additional explanation could be found
in the formation of Goertler vortices which lead to a rise of the laminar heat transfer
on the pressure side. The heat transfer on the suction side of the blade is characterized
by the laminar - turbulent transition of the boundary flow and its dependence on free-
stream turbulence. Considering the experimental results with high turbulence levels
the flows show a tendency towards relaminarisation due to very high accelerations within
the range 0.1 5 s/l L 0.15. It should be mentioned that there is a slight descrepancy
between the stagnation point determined from pressure measurements and the position
of highest heat transfer coefficients. This has been verified by numerous measurements.
In the latter part of the suction side a relatively slow transition laminar - turbulent
which is considerably slower than predicted by numerical codes 1121 is observed. It
is largely dependent on the free- stream turbulence level. (see Fig. 11)
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Qualitatively similar characteristics are observed for higher Rteynolds numbers as shown
in Fig. 12. To us, the determining factors along the pressuyre side where slightly increa-
sing heat transfer coefficents are observed are not entirely clear. It seems that a
stronger tendency towards transition is indicated. The sUrtion side is characterized
by a wel! defined laminar turbulent transition and here no influence of the turbulence
level after transition was found. 'The fluctuations in the trailing edge region are proba-
bly due to the cooling configuration. Basically, only one coolirg channel is located
in this area thus inducing nonuniform surface temperature distributions.
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are pronounced. This is in ag:e4ement with the results described earlier for grid experi-
ments. in considering the stagnation point area the highest heat transfer was expected
to be at x/t = 3.0 whereas the actual maximum was found at x/t = 3.06. Optical diagnos-
tics revealed that the flow is slightly deflected in tile cascade inlet plane. The strong-
est influence of tile wake, therefore, is found for a positon of the airfoil slightly
on the suction side of the measurement blade. In continuing the traverse of the airfoil
across the leading edge (x/t = 3.00) towards the pressure side of the test blade, the
results of Fig. 14 are obtained. The heat transfer rate stays relatively high over the
whole blade surface down to the positon x/t = 2.17 of the wake generating blade. Subse-
quently the trans.tion along the suction side is relocated towards the trailing edge
with decreasing x/t. In comparing Figs. 13 and 14 it is interesting to nete that the
transition characteristics are not identical. This is due to the particular geometric
effects of the wake and its relative effects. Considering the pressure side, a reduction
of the heat transfer coefficient is observed starting from the airfoil's position of
approximately x/t = 2.88. As can be seen, the heat transfer coefficient decreases by
about 40 % with respect to the maximum curve. Further traverse to lower x/t values
beyond 2.80 'will be of nogligeable influence.
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in sumlinarizinq tile IL-sultS, tile three dimensional plot of Fig. 15 relays a qualitative

impissian of the phenomlena discussed. o'the heat transfer coefficient along the blade's
surface (- 0.94 ý s/I 1.27) is plotted as a function of the position of tile wake-
producing airfoil. (2.5 x/t n 3.5)

i200

Fig. 15: Heat transfer distribution

In order to analyse the influence of the axial distance of the wake from the entrance
plane into to the cascade, deCtailed ,easuroeconts were performed with varying axial dis-
tances of the airfoil from the cascade. A typical result is shown in Fig. 16 with the
wake generating profile fixed at x/t = 3.09 and with the axial distance reduced from
a/l = 1.0 to a/I = 0.37. It can be seen that ti-e heat transfer on the pressure side
is reduced by about 35 % in approaching the cascade entrance plane. This can be explained
bv the different location of the test blade within the divergent wake flow. At present
we are per'orming detailed numerical studies in comb nation wiLh associated measurements
t- model ti s dynamic characteristics of the wake and its influence on the time dependent
heat transft r of the cascade effected by the wake.
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l'io. 16: Heat transfer cuefficienti; (different axial distances)
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As described ei ,ewh!rP 19, 1 , 13 a m(tl ifid code for the description of t:he boutidary"-laver flow with he(.at transfer has been applied in compar'ing tile exlporimenta]l rctultt.

I with a theoretical analysis. As usual, the k - - model - here in a form .uggiPted by
Lam aind brelnhurst 14]l "- Iha: been ultilize'd -,, thC t-urbl~leiCe 0.•f7L-•t; on the t-mtiper-atui, c.

fie - i . e. the turbulent heat transi'ort - aro included by means of the i~urlulent
Prand u I numbe r.
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The comuparisons are based on heat transfer measurements at higher iReynolds nufibers (Re 1
- 3.8 - 105) and relatively IOW wall cooling (Tw/T' 1 0.89) with turbulence intensities
of the main flow of 1.4 %, 4.8% and 7.6 %. In starting the calculation procedure, a
Reynolds number based on thle momentum thickness of Re62 = 30 on the suction side and
Re 1 2, 10 on the pressure side has been assumed. Using Thwaites suggestion (see
Ref.)16)) the appropriate distance from the leading edge could be calculated. In starting
tile program the turbulence intensities wcre derived as follows

UiTi -- Tul • -- (o.

with the assumption that the turbulent kinetic energy is constant up to the location
of the start of the calculation.
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Fig. 17: Comparison of predicted and measured heat transfer coefficients

As shown in Fig. 17, the determining effects along the suction side is the rapid iaminarturbulent transition. Apparently, for low free-stream turbulence the onset of transition
appears to be too soon. For high turbulence intensities it is found that the locition

of transition is reasonably well predicted. However, the levels of turbulent flow are
approached too soon. For purely laminar as well as for fully turbulent flow good agree-
ment is found between experiments and predictions.

Along the pressure side good agreement is found far low free stream turbulence levels
in the frontal region of the blade. Towards the trailing edge, however, the heat transfer
is considerably underpredicted. Relatively strong differences between measurements and
numerical results are found for turbulence levels of Tuu = 4.8%, at least over the first
two thirds of the pressure side with improvements towards the trailing edge. Following
the calculations, the highest turbulence intensity o; the main entrance flow induces
a laminar - turbulent transition soon after the start. Good agreement between the measur-
ed ano calculated heat transfer coefficients is found up to s/l = 0.2 with an almost
constant underpr-,diction of the heat transfer down to the trailing edge.

tL014CLUS ION

The present study is directed towart a detailed understanding of the heat transfer
along convectively cooled gas turbine i. ades under consideration of various flow conditi- r
ons. In a first series of experiments the influence of free stream turbulence intensi-
ties, Reynolds numbers and temperature ratios was analysed, tHere, turbulence grids were
util ined. At: all temperature ratios the dependence of the heat transfer over the whole
blade surface ova the Free-stream turbulence is illustrated. The dependence on the Rey-
aoIds number- is characterized by the level of the heat transfer and especially in the
lamin ar" - turbulent transition along the suction side. The comparison with theoretical7 'l
deriveud heat transfer coefficients reveals good ag-ceement along the suction side for
lamninar end turbulent boundary layer flow. The calculated transition, however, scms
t.o be too spontaneous. For tile complex pressure side flow, the theoretical model leads
to results which are not quite satisfactory: The heat transfer coefficients obtuined

are too low for all flow conditions analyzed.

Ijrn extending the experiments, measuroments were performed under wake condition!;. As,
expected, a .tronm inf luence of the distribution of the heat transfer coefficient oa,
the relative position of the wake generating profile with respect to the test blade
twam found. Special aicjnificance of the position of the wake with respect to tile leading



edge can be seen. On-line axial positioning of the leading airfoil induces turbulent
boundary layer" flow alonlg a maior region et the suction side and indu ces heat transfer
coefficient- which exceed the laminar heat transfer by approximately a factor of three,
An increase of about 100 % is found on the pressure side. The differences of the heat
tt'anser distribution due to varying distances a/l between the blades -- i.e. the wake
generating blade and the cascade - are related to the appropriate width of the wake.
Principally, it can be stated that a strong rise of the heat transfer is found for large
axial distances for relatively long traverse (3.21 -, x/t z 2.8). Lower heat transfer
is found for shorter axial distances except the region of strong influence (3.06 ;. x/t
2 2.97). This is of importance to actual turbine application where a larger axial
distance between the blade rows will yield higher heat tiansfer rates. At present,
the results arc used in studying unsteady engine conditions.
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DISCUSSION

l).L.Shultz, UK
Did you measure the integral scale of the turbulence behind the turbulence grid?

Author's Reply
In the set-up as showil in Fig. I We only deterntined the turbulence intensity. However, as the turbulence grids are
identical to those used ina parallel %tu(ly (S.Friksen et. al.*) we have a fairly decent knowledge of the turbulence scale. It
should be noted that the cross-sectional areas are of equivalent dimensions. In our opinion the turbulencc scale is not of
domninant influence except in the stagnation regioa of the blade. The advantage of a continuous tunnel operation in

comparison to shot t-duration facilities, though is the accessibility for detailed turbulence analysis.

"*Eriksen S.; Wittig, S.: Riid, K.P.
Optical Measurements of the Transport prol)erties in a iHiglly Cooled 'rturbulent Boundary Layer at Low Reynolds
Number. Paper presented at 'Turbulent Shear Flow Conference 4'. Karlsruhe 1983.

Frikscn, S.; Willie, S.; t)ullenkopf, K.
The Application of LI)A and LI)F Anemonictry to the Study of Boundary Layer Transport FProperties unitder Gas
"Turbine Conditions. ;-.,, cr presented at 'Second International Symposium otn Applications of Laser Anemottictry to
Fluid Mechanics', Lisbon, July 1984.

I),LSehultz, UK
"rite wake generated by tile stationary up)stream vane docs not correctly simulate the inlet velocity triangle so the wake
cutling by the moving rotor is not relprtxlucd.

Author's Reply
You are certainly correct that with the present set-up we are not simulating the wake-cutting. However, we are planning
to itilite mosving bars; of differ,, tt diamtcer% and Npacing tr. apprositnate that proc'%s. We deliberatclv designcd our
eXpetlinetit as dCescribed to separate the varios ellects, i.e. we were tirst interested itt a relatively isotropic turbulence
which was then changed to turbulcltt flow generated by an airfoil wake which is tonisottopic and the final check will Is.'
after supetplositioning these two effects on the wake cutting proess.

Y;I
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WAKE-PASSING IN A TURBINE ROTOR CASCADE

D). J7. Doorly, M. L. G. Oldfield and C. T. J. Scrivener
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Parks Road Derby
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SUMMARY

This paper describes a technique for generating realistic wakes upstream of a
stationary turbine blade cascade at full scale Mach Numbers and Reynolds Numbers. High
speed Schlieren photographs showing the development of the wake flow through the cascade
are presented, together with unique high speed measurements of the fluctuations of the
surface heat transfer rate as the NGV wakes pass over the rotor blade surface. Combining
the flow visualisation results with the unsteady heat transfer measurements reveals
radically different nature of the boundary layer transition caused by wake passing; an
understanding of which will be essential for the development of improved prediction tech-
niques.

INTRODUCTION

The flow around Lhe compressor and turbine blader of all axial flow gas turbine engine
is highly unsteady, largely as a consequence of the relative motion of the blades, which
are arranged in alternately stationary and rotatincg rows. The relative motion of the
blade rows results in a periodically generated unsteadiness both through purely inviscid
means, and through the action of viscosity. Firstly, the inviscid flow around each blade
alters cyclically, to take account of the influence of the instantaneous positions of the
blades belonging to the upstream and downstream rows on the inlet and exit flowfields.
This 5nrm of unsteadiness has been studied by [11, [2] and [3], who have shown both that
it decays rapidly with increasing axial spacing, and that for a given stage, the magnitude
of the unsteadiness due to tile interaction is likely to be greater on the upstream blade,
than on the downstream blade. Secondly, the boundary layers on the surfaces of the blades
in each row separate at the trailing edge, forming wakes, which pass through, and are
"chopped" by the blades in the succeeding stage, which is in relative motion. This un-
steady flow is referred to here as "wake-passing flow".

Further effects, such as those due to the shock waves generated in transonic blade
rows, and the secondary flow near the blade root and tip, produce distortions in tile flow
at the exit of a given blade row. Unsteadiness is thus produced (in a manner analogous to
wake-passing) as the blades of the downstream row pass cyclically through these distor-

tions. Non-periodically generated flow unsteadiness, whichl may significantly contribute
to the total flow unsteadiness, occurs in the flow around the nozzle guide vanes (NGV's)
and turbin- blades of the first (high pressure) turbine stage, as a result of turbulence
and flame instability in the combustion chamber.

io the high pressure turbine rotor blade passages of an aircraft gas turbine, which
-,rp the present concern, it is expected that wake-passing and turbulence effects will pre-
dominate over the inviscid flow unsteadiness, given the magnitude of the wakes shed by a
cooled nozzle guide vane row, the comparatively large axial spacing (of the order of 40%
axial chord), and the high flow Mach numbers. Tile effect due to shock-wave passing, may
be totally absent or negligible for shockless exit flows, but will assume progressively
inc.rcasseU significance as the NGV exit Mach lumber is raised. (Conversely, within the

vanet passages of the NGV row, the unsteadiness is produced solely by combustion chamber
turbulence, and the inviscid interaction of the flowfield around the downstream rotor
with the NGV flow. In experimental studies with a small turbine stage, the effect of the
downstream rotor on the vane heat transfer has been found [4] to be significant.)

Measurements of the effect of high leveis of freestream turbulence on the mean heat
transfer to turbine blades have been obtained by [5], who used a rotating "squirrel cage"
tarbulence generator mounted upstream of a turbine rQtor cascade. Although this arrange-
ment was too small, and the interference effects thereby too bi j, to allow the nature of
wake-paýssing with discreto wakes to be simulated, the results iidicated that high levels
of freestream turbulence could significantly augment the blade teat transfer.

The first detailed studies of the wake-passing flow were performed on compressor
blades, by [6], [7] and (81 among others. Turbine blade studies using low speed axial
I Low Lurbinee have since been performed by [9], and [10] . Unlike compressor blades,

where the effocts of unsteady flow on the aeromeehanical performance is of sole concern,
the effects on the heat transfer rate to the blade surface is of equal importance in the
case of turbine blades.

In both cases, however, the nature of the unsteady boundary layer which duvelops in
response to the freestrsam unsteadiness i.s of fundamental importance in determining the
scale of the heat transfer and aerodynamic effects. The work of 16] and [71 indicated -:

that an unstca'y transition process resulted from the wakes, although the nature of the 1
transition w s not satisfactorily resolved. Likewise [91 and 110] indicated



that again, on a turbine rotor blade., an unsteady transition occurred. Although
these tests were very successful, and have greatly contributed to the understanding of the
unstoady flow in an engine, comparatively little information on the detailed process of
the boundary layeL transition caused by the wakes was obtained. This was unavoidable, in
view of the limitations on measurement techniques which could successfully be applied to
the rotating rig, and the flow complexity.

The extensive work of Pfeil et al.[11) has provided the most detailed measurements on
the effects of wake-passing on the transition behaviour of the incompressible flat plate
boundary layer. There is, however, a lack of similarly detailed measurements of the
action of wake-passing on blades operating at the high Reynolds and Mach number conditions
representative of large aircraft engines. Apart froom the mechanical co'nplexities involved
in obtaining measuremitents from a high speed, high temperature rotating turbine stage,
which has precluded their use for detailed studies of the unsteady rotor blade boundary
layer, the fully rotating experiment is not convenient for detailed investigations. As a
result, an alternative experimental procedure has been developed at Oxford for the high
Reynolds and Mach number study of wake-passing, as described briefly by [12].

DESIGN OF EXPERIMLMNr

The unsteady wake-passing flow onto the rotor blades of a first stage turbine may be
reproduced at the inlet of a stationary cascade of rotor blades mounted in a wind tunnel,
Fig. 1. As shown, the correct relative velocity vector diagram of the rotor unsteady flow
may be simulated by moving a row of circular. cylindrical bars at the correct velocity in
front of the cascade. (Cylindrical bars of an appropriate small size may be used to
reproduce the NGV wakes, as prior experiments (13] showed that the NGV wake-velocity dis-
tribution was practically symmetrical by a distance downstream corresponding to the blade
row spacing.)

In this experimental scheme, the ideal rectilinear motion of a ladder of bars past
the cascade is approximated over one instrumented blade passage by mounting the bars on

J the rim of a large diameter rotating disc, (Fig. 2). The mechanical arrangement of the
wake-generator, powered by a small air turbine, and mou-%ted in a sealed housing attached
to the tunnel sidewall is shown in Fig. 3. This arrange.,ent does not suffer from the dis
advantage of upstream interference effects which occur with a squirrel cage type of wake-
generator, as employed by (5] and (111. (A squirrel cage of sufficiently large diameter
to minimise upstream interference effects, such as that used by (1] for incompressible
studies, is not mechanically practical for high speed cascade work.)

The transient cascade tunnel used for the tests was the Isentropic Light Piston
Tunnel 1ILPT) at Oxford ([14],[15]), Prior to the run, the tunnel working section was
evacuated, and the wake-generator accelerated by a small air turbine to a steady speed.
The tunnel was then fired to give a typically 0.4 second steady flow, with a downstream
variable area choked throat serving to maintain the cascade exit conditions. During the
run, the speed of the wake-generator decayed by up to 20%, however, for the 15 ms interval
it which the high frequency (200 kilz sampling rate) heat transfer measurements were made,
the inertia of the disc limited the speed decay to less than 1%.

The flow Reynolds number (based on a model blade chord of 67.8 mm, and exit Mach
number of 0.96) was 2.0 x 106; the freestream total temperature was 430 K for the heat
transfer measurements, corresponding to a gas-to-wall temperature ratio for the blade sur-
face (at initially ambient conditions) of 1.5. The surface Mach number distribution for
the rotor blade profile used is shown in Fig. 4, from the data of Nicholson[16] . Two
sizes of bars (actually stranded steel wires) were fitted to the wake generator, measurin'
either 0.9 mm or 1.7 am., with the larger size representing a high loss NGV, and the smal-
ler size modelling a more highly efficient NGV,

For the particular NGV - turbine rotor combination chosen for the experiment, the
lim~lation of wake-passing flow at the design operating conditions of the engine required
the bare to be moved at Mach 0.94 relative to the inlet flow; and with R bars attached to
the wake-generator disc, the mid span radial sprcing of the hars was 116 mm, or nearly
2.05 times the pitch of the rotor cascade. To reproduce most nearly the unsteady flow
around the turbine blades in the engine, where turbulence from the combustion chamber may
he superposed on the basic wake-passing flow, a stationary turbulence grid was, (for some
tests), fitted in the flow upstream of the wake-generator.

The primary objective of the experiment was not confined to measuring the unsteady
heat transfer rate under flow conditions most ntearly approaching those occurring in an
engine, on a particular rotor profile. Clearly the fully rotating inrtrumerbad stage
could (at least in principle) , perform this function more exactly. It was instead inten-
ded to use the facility to determine both the nature of the unsteady boundary layer on tl'
turbine blade in response to a range of wake-passing regimes, and the consequent
implications for the mean and fluctuating heat ;ransfer rate. In order to achieve this,
the experimentation was c:arried out aIs a pragressive oeries of tests, whereby the effect:
of the various types of disturbance were first studied in isolation, beC.Jre multiple dis

t lturbances and combinations of di fferent types of unsteadiness were stuuicd.

First in this series, the most basic type of wake-passing flow studied was that pr(
duced by running the wake-generator with only to,,o bars fitted (instead of the normal 8)
at. a slightly reduced speed, and without a turbulence grid fitted. This allowed the
actiona of isolated (widely spaced) wakes of various strength, without associated shock-
""Owaves or additional freestream turibulence, to be studied in detail.ii...
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in the succueding experiments, measurements were made in which the complexity of the
freestream unsteadiness was increased both by reducing the wake-spacing (fitting the
remaining bars to the wake generator), and by raising the freestream turbulence level (by
fitting various turbulence grids) . Furthermore, the effects of shock waves in isolation,
and in combination with tile wakes, were studied by running the wake generator at a higher
rotational speed, and with first 2, then 8 bars fitted. This paper is concerned only with
the studies of shock-less wake-passing flow; the results of the studies of shock-wave
passing in isolation, and in addition to wake-passing flow are reported in Deorly and
Oldfield(17) .

FLOW VISUALISATION STUDIES

The optical arrangement of the spark Schlieren system is shown in Fig. 5. Tile
exposure time is approximately 0.25 g.; for the spark source used. The electronic system
designed to fire the Schlieren spark at a desiied time in the wake-passing cycle, and the
arrangement of the transient recorder data logging system used to record the bar speed and
position information are shown in Fig. 5(ii). Both the Schlieren photographn and tile heat-.
transfer measurements were referenced in time to the wake-passing cycle by means of a
light bean, an:) photo-detector io the wake-generator disc housing. This proc.uced a sharp
(5 ps rise-time) voltage pulse each timc- the beam was interrupted by a bar, at which ins-
tant the corresponding bar at 180' was mid-way on its trajectory through the tunnel work-
ing section. This allowed the position of the bar in relation to the blades shown i.1 the
Schlieren photographs to be established accurately. Furthermore, by recording this signal
simultaneously with the signals from the heat transfer gauges, the motion of the chopped
wake (travelling in the external flow around tile blade and recorded in the photographs),
could be related to the time history of the resulting unsteady heat transfer disturbances.

4 To allow the leading and trailing boundaries of the chopped wake segments (passing
through the rotor cascade) to be clearly distinguished on the photographs, only two bars
were fitted to the wake-generator for the Schlieren work. In addition, to remove the
undesirable Schlieren effects of the turbulent thermal boundary layers on the windows, the
wind tunnel was operated "cold" (T = .00 K), but at the design bar speed, and blade
Reynolds and Mach numbers.

Extr2.-•" front a sequence of Schlieren photographs showing a wake from a 1.7 mm
diametei bar passing through the cascade are reproduced in Figs. 6 - 12. The bar relative
Mach number (at mid span in the cascade) was 0.94 for these photographs, and the recom-
pression shock wave behind the bar which impinges on the suction surface of the rotor
blade (and the reflected wave) are cl].arly visible in the first photograph. The wake from
the bar, visible as a band of highly turbulent flow, Is swept into the rotor passage at a
later time, and undergoes massive distortion as a result of the high aceleration in the
passage (Figs. 6 - 12).

STiRIP•P AIRl FLOW CALCULATION

To relate the imposed freestream unsteadiness (wake-passing), to the resultant un-
steady boundary layer, an accurate knowledge of the wake position or. the surfaces of the
blade at any g.ven instant, together with the boundary layer state at all points along the
surfaces is required. The position of the wake is particularly important, as tile flat
plate studies of 111] suggest that the turbulence content of tile wake has a very sig-
nificant effect oil the transition behaviour ,f the boundary layer.

t A simple technique to estimate the position of the wake was used for the rotor cas-
cede under investigation. The primary objective was to allow the wake-position between
the instants when the Sehlieron photographs were taken to be estimated, and secondly to
test the accuracy of such a naieve appreach, by comparison with the Schlieren which pro-
vided a record of the actual wake behaviouo.

The approach consirts of representing the wake as a "stripe" of finite width (equal
to the me11n physical wake width) , but of infinitesimal strength, in the freestream. The
convection of this model wake was calculated by using the results of a numerical steady
flow passage velocity solution to compute the position of the linus corresponding to the
leading and trailing edges of the wake stripe at successive times, The steady flow pas-
sage velocities were calculated for this rotor cascade by [161, who used a time-marching
algjorithm due to [18].

The position of a line leaving a wake-generating bar at the relative flow angle thus
ccinputad for increasing time intervals is shown in Fig, 13 and a comparison of the pre-
dLcted wake at a given instant using this nethod, and the corresponding Schlieren photo-
graph is shown in Fig. 14, This simple technique gave quide good agreement for the rotor
cascade, demonstrating that tile wake distortion is governed muostly by the high freestream
accelerati',-ý. More sophisticated techniquesi (requiring substantial computer time) have
1h-o- developedsuch as that developed by (191.

S!HEAT TRANSFER INSTRUMLNTATIO14 A140) TECIINIOUL•
The technique for the measurement of the surface heat transfer rate using thin film

surface thermometers and electronic analog circuitry is outlined by (201, and the

references noted therein, whilst the 100 kHz bandwidth heat trannfer instrumentation
developed for this work is described by 121]. Details of the minicomputer based data
acquisition system for low speed (2 klz) measurements may be found in (22). For the high

, speed moas'nrements, a Datalab 2800 transient recorder was- used to acquire 4096

m ..... I m m m m i " I . ... i . ..
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simultaneously sampled data points from each of up to B channels. By using the pre-
triggering mode of operation, 1096 samples were recorded on each channel at a slow sampl-
ing rate (2 kuz) , from a time just before the run, and extending about 0.2. seconds after
the run start, by which time the flow was well established. A burst of 3000 samples was
then reoorded on each channel at a fast sampling rate of 200 kHz. Details of tile data
reduction and processing procedures applied to the uns:teady heat transfer data are con-
tained in [131.

Gauge Locations

The locations of the thin film gauges on the suction and pressure surfaces of the
model blades are shown in Fig. 4. only the gauges on the first 50% surface length along
the suction surface are marked, as the remainder were damaged prior to testing. As the
results presented later will indicate, however, tile most significant effects produce-: by
wake-passing occur on the early portion of the blade. Furthermaore, beyond 30% surtace
length, unsteady movements of the passage shock sight be expected to exert a complicating
inf luence.

MEAN MAT VTRANSFER RATE MEASUREMENTS AND PREDICTIONS

The measurements of the mean heat transfer rate to the rotor profile suction and
pressure surfaces for conditions od "low" (< 0.4% To) and "high" (4.5% TU) are shown in
Fig. 15, along with the predicted distributions. Considering first the heat transfer rate
to the suction surface;

(i) In an undisturbed, low (< 0.4% intensity) turbulence freestream, the steadily
decreasing heat transfer rate from the leading edge strongly suggests that the boundary
layer remains laminar to beyond 50% surface length (X/S = 0.5). Furthermore, the results
of [16], who also measured the mean heat transfer rate to this profile (though at a smal-
ler scale) in the course of his work, show near identicai mean heat transfer rate levels
with a low turbulence freestream. Beyond 50l X/S, Nicholson's measurements indicate that
the passage shock, or shock waves (Figs. 6 - 12) cause a full transition of the boundary
layer to turbulence. The predicted values are in good agreement along the first 50%
length, though they do not allow for the effects of the passage shock on the late tran-
sition.

(ii) With a turbulence grid fitted, (for approx. 4.5% Tu intensity), both the measure-
ments and the predictions show that the Very early and complete (by X/S = 0.2) transition
leads to a dramatic increase in the mean heat transfer rate.

Considering next the effects on the pressure surface:

(.. With an undisturbed low turbulence freestream, the sudden dip to a very low heat
trans-er level immediately around from the leading edge at an X/S of 0.04 is due to a
separation bubble, as had been found by [171, and was confirmed by the character of the
fluctuating signals from the film gauges. From the reattachment point, up to an X/S of
0.6, the heat transfer rate is observed to remain substantially constant, although the
nature of the boundary layer on this portion of the blade has not been definitively
established. Beyond an X/S of 0.6, however, the results indicate that the boundary layer
is turbulent, and remains so to the trailirg edge.

(ii) The effect of freestream turbulence (with the grid fitted), is principally to
augment the heat transfer rate between an X/S of 0.05 and 0.6, where the boundary layer
is probably transitional in the undisturbed state. After this point, however, where the
undisturbed boundary layer is turbulent, the effects on the heat transfer are slight.

UNSTEADY HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS

1. Effects of Freestream Turbulence Alone

The high frequency heat transfer instrumentation was first used to measure the fluc-
tuating heat transfer signals under "steady" freestream conditions, comprising varying
levels of grid-produced turbulence. The results were of considerable interest, both for
indicating the magnitude and frequency of the fluctuating surface heat transfer produced
by a turbulent, and by a transitional boundary layer, and for fundamental reasons. Of
fundamental interest, comparison of the signals obtained under "steady" (i.e. a homo-
geneously turbulent freestream), and an unsteady freestream (dominated by wake-passing) ,
revealed considerable information on the nature of the transition of the blade boundary
layer, caused by wake-passing. As the effects produced by wake-passing on the suction
surface of the blade were the most dramatic, the discussion of the unsteady results is
confined to this surface.

The first testzs considered compared the fluctuating heat transfer records from the
suction surface gauges with

A: no turbulence grid fitted (Tu < 0.4%)

B: a grid designed to produce 2% turbulence intensity placed in the flow upstream

The low degree of fluctuation evident in the heat transfer signals for case "A",
coupled with the decrease in the mean heat transfer level, are characteristic of a laminar

'I PII iII i' IiN "-I .
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boundary layer. This develops from the leading edge, and has evidently still not begun
transition at the location of the last gauge recorded (gauge 11 , X/S = .48).

On trace "0", (i.e. with 2% freestream Tu), small disturbances are first discernible
as increases of the heat transfer level at gauge 4, and are rapidly amplified by gauge 6.
At all gauges, from 4 to 9, the heat transfer rate between upward disturbances corresponds
to that associated with an undisturbed laminar boundary layer. By gauge 11, the signal is
considerably calmer, and displays only occasional dips to an intermediate value.

The character of traces "B" is strongly indicative of a gradual transition of the
laminar boundary layer, beginning at an X/S value of approximately 0.1 (gauge 4), and
finishing near an X/S value of 0.5 (gauge 11). The upward pulses in heat transfer, first
appearing on gauges 4 to 6, indicate tile stochastic formation of turbulent spots. Further-
more, FFT-based cross correlation techniques applied to the fluctuating signals reveals a
mean convection rate of about 0.65 times the local freestream speed for the heat transfer
disturbances. This value is roughly equivalent to the mean propagation velocity of a tur-
bul'ant spot in the flat plate boundary layer [23j.

In considering the fluctuating heat transfer traces, it is worth ncting that the film
g; -es aLe effectively •pau-wise averaging; although they are only 0.5 to at most 1 umm
wit-! in the streamwise direction, they extend over approximately the centre 10 mm of blade
span. As the process of natural transition involves the formation and spreading of three
dimensional spots, it is clear that the instantaneous level of heat transfer rate measured
ac any gauge location in the transition zone depends on the percentage of the qauge which
is covered by turbulent spots.

Comparing next the effects of high (4.5%) and low (<0.4%) turbulence intensity, Pig.
17, it is immediately evident that the high level of turbulence results in a much more
rapid completion of transition (by XIS 0.2), than was observed with only 2% turbulence.

2. The Effects of Isolated Wakes on an (Otherwise) Laminar Bondar Laeýr

With only 2 bars fitted to the wake-generator, the spacing between successive distur-
bance cycles may be increased to four times the approximate engine scaled spacing. (Thus
the boundary layer is allowed to relax fully between each cycle.) In Fig. 18, a com-
parison is made between the effects of isolated wakes (without superposed grid turbulence),
and the effect of a high, and very low level respectively of freestream turbulence acting
alone (from Fig. 17). (For these tests the wake generator was run at a reduced speed, so
that there is no complicating effect due to a noticeable shock wave from the bar.)

The traces clearly indicate that the effect of each passing wake is to induce a rapid
and complete transition of an otherwise laminar boundary layer to a temporarily fully tur-
bulent state, It may be observed that tihe temporary high h*eat transfer level is veryclose to that which could have been generated by inducing transition at a similarly early

location, by some other means, such as high level of freestream turbulence. (This has
been further confirmed by comparing the heat transfer signals on a laminar and an
artificially tripped boundary layer, [171.)

The almost "square wave" shape of the transient heat transfer disturbance caused by
each wake, which indicates that a fell transition occurs, is in marked contrast to the
traces obtained where "natural" transition is occurring. In the latter case, the instan-
taneous level depends on the fraction of the gauge covered by turbulent spots; whereas
with wake-passing, the form of the signals suggests that fully turbulent patches are
generated across the entire blade span by each succeeding wake.

3. The Effects of Isolated Wakes on a Transitional Boundary Layer

The effects of wake-passing on a transitional (suction surface) boundary layer are
illustrated by the sample traces in Fig. 19. Py placing a turbulence grid in the flow
well upstream of the cascade, to generate 2% intensity at the cascade inlet, it was found
(referring to Fig. 16) that a gradual transition may be induced on the suction surface.
The transition process which results from the combination of isolated wake-passing and
moderate freestream turbulence is not significantly different than would have been
anticipated from a consideration of Figs. 16 and 18. In particular, there is no evidence
that the s0-called "becalmed regions" (temporary regions of enforced laminarity which ....- ""

occur after the passage of a turbulent spot in the flat plate boundary layer) , and which
wer. observed in Pfeil's[11; study of wake-passing on a flat plate, exist. Examination
of he unsteady heat transfer records did not show each temporary turbulent patch pro-
duced by a wake to be followed by a short interval of laminar flow. A consideration of
the proposed spot calming behaviour, however, indicates that in cases where the blade
transition begins so close to the leading edge-, %f in thls tost profile, the effect (even -#4

if it .uy, in L.,'L, occur on a blade) is precluded from playing a significant role.

4. The Effects of Closely Spaced Wakes on Transitional and Turbulent Boundary Layers

The effects of closely spaced wakes on an otherwise laminar suction surface blade
boundary layer are shown in Fig. 20A. The basic process, whereby each passing waku.
causes a turbulent patch to form, which is then convected downstream, is similar to that

4 which occurred with isolated wakes. With, closely spaced wakes, however, the successive
turbulent patches eventually merge to form a continuously turbulent boundary layer. The
patches are just beginning to merge by gauge 11 in Fig. 20A. In tests with a large
(1.7 mm) diameter bar fitted, [131,[171, the broader patc-ies, produced by the wider wake



shed by the larger bar, were in fact observed to have fully merged by this point
(XIS = 0.5).

A reasonably high level of homogeneous freestream turbulence has been shown (Fig. 17)
by itself to be sufficient to cause an early transition of the boundary layer on the suc-
tion surface of the Lest blade. The most dramatic heat transfer effects of the wakes,
which are due to the characteristic forced transition, are absent in the case of combined
wake-passing and high freestream turbulence (Fig. 20B). The heat transfer effects of
wakes on a turbulent boundary layer were thus found to be much less than on a laminar
boundary layer. This was further supported by artificially tripping the boundary layer
(17J. The only effect of adding wakes to the basic turbulent flow is to increase the
level of fluctuation of tile heat transfer signal somewhat, as the mean level is almost
everywhere close to that caused by high turbulence alone. It is tempting to conclude that
in each of these cases the type of (turbulent) boundary layer is virtually identical, and
is not. significantly modified by the unsteady wake passing flow. Further detailed studies 4
are clearly needed to examine this aspect of the effects of wake-passing.

BOUNDARY LAYER TIME HISTORY

Typical variation in the boundary layer response to the passing of individual
isolated wakes at an X/S = 0.5 is shown in Fig. 21. It is interesting to note that the
forward transition from the laminar to the turbulent level may vary by up to 100 &s,
whereas relaxation back to the laminar state occurs with a variation of not more than
20 as. As the boundary of the wake is not a smooth curve, but consists of an irregular,
wavy interface there will effeutively be a small uncertainty in time between the arrival
of the leading edge, and departure of the trailing edge of each individual wake past a
given location of the blade. This may be expressed as a Lime uncertainty, which a very
crude estimate suggests to be of the order of 10 4s for the case considered. This is
nearly sufficient to account for the variation in the relaxation back to the laminar level
of the individual wakes, but does not account for the ,ariation in the forward transition.

A simple comparison between the rate of progression of the wake (travelling in the
freestream), and the boundary layer disturbance which it produces, reveals much about the
transition process responsible for the fluctuating heat transfer rate. By defining the
time at which the leading edge of a wake-induced turbulent patch reaches a given gauge
location on the blade, as the instant when the heat transfer rate rises to 50% of the
maximum level attained, and conversely for the patch trailing edge, it is possible to
chart the progress of the turbulent patches along the blade surface. The Schlieren
photographs, supplemented by the simple prediction scheme record the progress of the wake,
and the comparison is made in Fig. 22.

The trajectories of points travelling along the blade surface at the freestream
velocity, and at half the freestream velocity respectively, claculated from the predicted
surface velocity distribution are also shown. It is strikingly clear that the trailing
edge of the wake-induced disturbance propagates at very nearly half the freestream
velocity, which corresponds to the trailing edge velocity of a turbulent spot in the flat
plate boundary layer[23]. There is a noticeable delay between the arrival of the wake at
a given point on the blade surface, and the instant when transition begins at that point.

l9so remarkable is the fact that, unlike relaminarisation, the forward transition to tur-
b~lence does not appear to propagate at a uniform rate along the blade. Instead it would
appear that the transition is accomplished slightly earlier at an X/S of 0.5, than at an
XIS of 0.35. The process of forward transition at a given point is a more formidable
problem than relaminarisation, since in the former case the s ability problem involves a
potential contest between simultaneously evolving freestream and boundary layer distur-
bances interacting with the entire boundary layer, whereas in the latter case, only the
decay of boundary layer disturbances remaining after the passing wake are of concern.

MEAN IHEAT TRANSFER RESULTS

The mean heat transfer rate to the rotor profile suction surface is shown in Fig. 23,
and to the pressure suiface in Fig. 24. Considering the suction surface first:

The steadily decreasing heat transfer associated with a laminar boundary layer, and
the nearly constant, high level associated with a turbulent ueundary layer caused by the
grid turbulence have been already discussed.

With the wake-generator run (and the small bars fitted), but without combined high
f£ee-tream turbuienLu-, the mean heit t-ansfer rate level iq observcd to lie between that
as. ,ted with a laminar (low Tu freestream) boundary layer, and that associated with a
bou. y layer which undergoes an early, full transition (high Tu freestream). The
unsteady heat transfer traces (Fig. 20A) revealed that wake-passing causes an unsteady
transition on this portion of the blade surface, with the boundary layer periodically
alternating between the fully turbulent and laminar states. The mean heat transfer at
each point in this region thus lepends on the proportions of each cycle which are spent
in the laminar and fully turbulent states respectively.

With a background level of 4 - 5% turbulence (produced by a grid) superposed on the
unsteady flow, the mean heat transfer rate to the majoiity of the instrumented portion ofthis surface is practically identical to that resulting with grid turbulence alone.

Considering next the effects on the pressure surface:

SI lo
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Beý.ýC_ at) X/S of 0.2 and 0.6, where it is thought that the boundary layer may still
be transitiunal, the superposition of wake-passing with high froestream turbulence
noticeably increases the mean heat transfer level above that associated with an undistur-
bed freestream. After this point, where even the undistrubed boundary layer is fully tur-
bulent, there does not appear to be any increase in mean heat transfer level with
increased freestream unsteadiness.

These results reinforce the conclusion that the most dramatic effects of wake-passing
on the mean heat transfer rale occur where wake-passing causes an otherwise laminar boun-
dary layer to undergo an unsteady transition. Where the boundary layer is already tur-
bulent the effects on the mean level are much less significant, although there may still
remain increased heat transfer fluctuations.

CONCLUSIONS

A facility has been developed which enables studies to be made of the effects of wake-
passing on a model turbine blade mounted in a stationary cascade. The simulation tech-
nique allows detailed measurements of heat transfer (or pressure), and high quality
Schlieren flow visualisation to be obtained at conditions representing full scale engine
Reynolds and Mach numbers. In addition, the flexibility of the technique has enabled the
effects of wakes of varying strength and spacing, shock-waves (not reported here), and
freestream turbulence to be studied both in isolation, and in multiple combinations.

The spark Schlieren photographs which were Obtained showed in considerable detail the
distortion of the wakes in the rotor blade passages. The relative success of the simple
wake prediction technique used indicated that much of the behaviour of the wake segments
is dominated by the very high accelerations which occur in first stage modern turbines.

The results of the high frequency heat transfer measurements, indicated that the
primary effect of wake-passing on an othewise laminar blade boundary layer is to promote
an early, unsteady transition. This unsteady transition may significantly affect the
blade performance, both by greatly increasing the mean level, and by causing severe
periodic fluctuations in the heat transfer rate. Analysis of the convection and spread-
ing of the turbulent boundary layer patches produced by each passing wake has shown that
there is a marked delay between the time at which the wake segment, travelling in the
freestream, has cleared a given point on the surface, and the instant when the boundary
layer reverts to the laminar state. This delay, which is caused by the slow rate at
which events propagatu in the boundary layer, further increases the mean heat transfer
level, and leads to at earlier completiou of transition.

For the purpose of estimating the mean heat transfer rate in the transition region,
the regular "square wave" form of the fluctuating heat transfer caused by the switching
of the boundary layer state suggests the use of an intermittency function. Suitable
intermittency functions can only, however, be satisfactorily calculated with reference to
the evolution of the turbulent patches, as shown in the X-T diagram of Fig. 22.

The effects of wake-passing on the heat transfer rate to an already transitional
boundary layer (as occurs naturally on much of the pressure surface of the test profile,
or as could be induced on the suction surface), were found to be somewhat less. The mean
heat transfer rate is nevertheless raised, as each passing wake generates a fully tur-
buelent patch, thus increasing the mean level.

Where a fully turbulent boundary layer occurs either naturally, or is forced by the
addition of freestream turbulence, the effects of wake-passing on the heat transfer rate
were found to be very much reduced for the test profile considered. Although the mean
level was not noticeably affected by the addition of wake-passing to the basic flow, there
was, however, a noticeable increase in the fluctuation level.
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I)iS(USSION

G.H.Dilielius. GC
The results of your exp.riment with rotating bars i,. front of a turbine cascade are really extremely interesting. However,
I still keel) wondering, if it rescmbles comlpletely the situationt of a moving cascade behind a stationary cascade. Isn't
there a difference in tile three dimensional, non-isotropic structure of the turbulence in both cases? Did you make any
comparison?

Authlr's Reply
I agree that there may be differences in the wave-number spectra of fluctuating velocities in the wakes prodtuced by
rotating bars and by actual nozzle guide vanes respectively. Such differences will be very pronotmned in tile ncar-wake,
but probabily much reduced at inlet to the rotor. These differcnces are not considered to be significant for the engine
situation considered here, for lite following reasons:

Firstly, for tile representative, high-efficiency nozzle-guide vane, turbine stage considered, the comparatively large mid-
height axial spacing between vane and rotor (approx. 4t0% rotor axial chord). and the high vane deflection angle (greater
than 7t*), result in tile wake travelling a large streamwise distance from vane trailing edge, to point of first impingement
ci:i tite rotor blade surface. Wake traverse nmeasureinents, reported in 1 13i, of the wakes shed by a vane cascade, and
circular cylinder, indicated that at the rotor inlet, tile wake (of the vane used), could be closely simulated in terms of
mlea, width and velocity defect by the wake fron a circular cylinder ofa diameter close to the vane trailing edge circle
diameter. lihus, for a high efficiency vane (small diameter trailing edge), the wake nay travel 200 effective cylinder
diameters before impinging on thie rotor blade. After such large distances, it is thus not anticipated that the iifference
between the respeclive turbulence spectra will be severe.

Furthermore, the experiments have indicated that thie mnost dramatic feature of unsteady rotor heat transfer is caused by
tile formation and convection of turbulent patches, I)roduced by the impinging wakes, in an otherwise laninar boundary
layer. The very early generation of these turbulent patches results fron the high turbulence content of the wakes, which
contain abundant eergy at the high mv'venumber part of the spectunm. The transient level of heat transfer pertaining to
each turbulent patch apl)ears virtually independent of how the patch was generated, however, as demonstrated by the
results reported here. (col•paring the hleal transfer produced momentarily by wakes, and continuously by high j
freestream turbuluence) and by those of 112, 131 where the effect of varying wake size, and of tripping the boundary layerwere considered.

As tile wakes Appear guaranteed to initiate an early transition therefore, it is concluded that it is the convection, and
transpiort of the wakes within tihe passage, which defiie the regions of laminar, and highly turbulent freestream
respectively, which is of greater significance than the precise spectral content of tie wakes. Lastly I should say that a
more serious difference between this simulation and the actual engine is that tihe simulation does not reproduce tile vane
secondary flow,

In conmtenting otn Prof. )ibelius ando Prof. Schultz's questions (see prrvious paper), it is our feeling that the details of

the turbulence structure of the wakes are of sceond order importance. ''his seems to be supl)orted by our meatsurements
where the effects of main flow turbunlence arid wakes were deliberately separated.

In addition, cxcluding shock interactions, our modeling seems to indicate that wake cutting at frequencies beyond I kliz
with its effects oin the blade - i.e. tettperaturc and str.sses -- calt lie described by quasi-steady analysis. What is your
opinion oin that observation?

Author's Reply
In so far its tile turbulence content of tile wake produces ttrbutilent patches in thie boundary layer, which may merge
formin'g a contilnuotusly turhbulent boundary layer. then I fully agree with you. that the beat transfer rate is determined by
the btnmdary layer state. and once ttrbulent, is largely independent of freestreamn disturbatrce spectra. The
measuremenits which you reported in paper No.6 showed that towards the rear position of tite blade suction surface,
wh,:re the bouidary layer is fully turbuletl, the effect of varying tile level of freestilamn turbulence has negligible
infllicne . ..
"Tlhese restilts agree with our measurements which indicated that the transient level of heat ira'isfer prcduced r
instantaneoeusly by a wake, and tie mean levet of heat transfer which oecnr% when the inrhUlc it patches produced by
the wakes have merged. are identical to tile heal transfer which Cotld be produced by tripping the bounday layer by
high levels of grid turbulence. So the antswer appears to be that provided the wake (engine or simulated) containt
sufficient energy (whiich is Iot doutbed) to provoke early transition, then tie line details of spectral content appea.s
signifieant. I should add that this conclusiont may not equivalently hold on the pressure surface, where it (toes not appear
that the boutidary layer state is simple,

I think that in transition region, if its accepted that the botundary layer may bUwe huninar between wakes (I accept that
there itly be some dtoubt if there renmains suflicient tutrbtulence bel-veen the wakes to initiate an early transition, or other
factors arc present) then the unsteady problent lutust be sludied. andmt quasi-static analysis will not suffice. Certainly the a J
.qutilsi-static approach does not appear to work in aitalytical studies of tiet plalte traltsitint amid as comtailed in the answer
to Prof. i)ibelius, the motion of the wakes within the blade pasages must tI., considered. Lastly we must also consider
the effects of shock waves which unfortunately cannot he excluded.

II =
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EFFECTS OF HOLE GEOMETRY, WALL CURVATURE AND PRESSURE GRADIENT
ON FILM COOLING DOWNSTREAM OF A SINGLE ROW

by
H. Kruse

Institut fuer Antriebstechnik
DFVLR, 5000 Koeln 90

Germany

SUMMARY

Film cooling with injection through a single row of discrete circular holes is a 3-
dimensional process which becomes more and more 2-dimensional with downstream distance
from thke injection site. In order to develop and verify prediction methods experimental
investigations within the mixing region downstream of the coolant injection were under-
taken.

The measurements discussed in this paper were carried out using simple film cooled
models at a mainstream temperature of about 100 *C and a coolant temperature of about
30 6C. Coolant distributions on the adiabatic wall, adiabatic wall effectiveness and
heat transfer coefficients affected by blowing are presented.

The blowing parameter was varied from 0.5 to 2 and the pitch to diameter ratio was
varied from 1.5 to 5 with a constant hole diameter of 2 mm. Injection angles of 10 deg.,
45 deg. and 90 deg. are covered. A flexible wall was used to produce zero, favourable
and adverse pressure gradients along the flat plate.

Additional measurenments were conducted on ccncave and convex curved walls with zero
pressure gradient.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Cross section
b equivalent slot width

d hole diameter
h heat transfer coefficient without blowing
hF heat transfer coefficient with blowing

p stat. pressure

film cooling heat flux

R radius of streamwise curvature
s hole spacing

'T local gas temperature

'T coolant temperature
c

T 0 free stream temperature

Twad adiabatic wall temperature

'Tu free stream turbulence
U free stream velocity

V blowinq velocity
x streamwise distance

X dimonsionless parameter

a inclinatlon of the hole (in streamwise direction)

6 0 boundary layer thickness

nF film cooling effectiveness
0 dimensionless temperature

"P freestream density

c coolant density
'T blowing rate

The development of gas turbines is characterized by increasing the compressor pressure .1
i"A ,ratio and the turbine inlet temperature in order to increase specific power and efficien-

c'y.

But near the physical, limitse.g. capacity of the coolant or stoichiometric combustion
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temperature, great care is necessary to protect highly loaded parts of the high pressure
turbine, because a small increase in metal temperature can lower the engine lifetime
drastically. The use of film cooling is a means to intensify the convection cooling at
critical locations on the blade. With film coDling, air is blown out from the surface
to be cooled and mixes with the hot gas flow near the wall so that a film of cooler gas
is formed which is effective over a certain region downstream from the point of blowing.
It is known that ejecting the coolant through inclined or tangential slots is most effec-
tive, but high stress levels and aerodynamic penalties dictate the use of discrete holes
in one or more rows.

Blowing through slots as well as full coverage film cooling geometries offer the ad-
vantage of nearly two dimensional conditions within the mixing layer and in these cases
successful calculation schemes have been developed. But downstream of discrete holes the
processes in the boundary layer and beyond it are of more or less three dimensional char-
acter and the design of such configurations requires more complex calculations in the
region of strong spanwise nonuniformity in the vicinity of the holes.

The present experimental stud. ahould help to obtain more insight into the influence
of important parameters affectini film cooling and thus help to optimize new design
procedures.

The heat exchange between the hot gas and the film cooled wall depends upon numerous
parameters, e.g. the blowing rate (defined as the ratio of velocity times density of the
coolant to velocity times density of the mainstream gas), the ratio of momentum, Lhe
boundary layer thickness (relative to a characteristic length of the blowing geometry
such as hole diameter), the relative hole spacing, the number and the spacing of the rows
as well as the hole arrangement (staggered or in line), the injection angle (st'-'amwise
and lateral) and the shape of the holes. In addition to these typical film cooling
parameters there are general heat transfer parameters like Reynolds number, temperature
ratio, roughness, freestream turbulence, pressure gradient and wall curvature, which may
change their influence due to film cooling.

The measurements reported here take into account the influence of !lowing rate, rela-

tive hole spacing, inclination of the holes in the streamwise direction, pressure gra-
dient, and wall curvature.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The experiments and their results are based upon the adiabatic wall Lermerature con-
cept. The heat flux is given by

hF, T - T
4hr h T wadi

Twad is the adiabatic wall temperature downstream of the injection with the effect of the
coolant film. Twad is defined in terms of the film cooling effectiveness

To - Twad
F To - Tc

1 To- TC
rhe heat exchange on a film cooled wall can be described by nF and hF, where 7F= To- Tw(h=0)
is the dimensionless temperature without heat transfer and hF is the heat transfer coef-
ficient for isothermal conditions

TO - TwTo T
T 0-T -

In the present test the adiabatic case is nearly realized and h is extrapolated assuming
linearity between the measured heat transfer and F

T - T ':

o c
T0 -T-

This is valid because the governing energy equation is linear for constant-property, low-
speed flow. In order to follow the mixing between the hot gas and the coolant jets, the
distribution of the dimensionless temperature ratio

To -TS0 TO - T0

is given for some cases.

For measurements of three dimensional temperature distributions, models made from
plastics with a poor thermal conductivity were used. Each heat transfer model has ten
copper blocks, individually cooled by internal air flows, in the streamwise direction.

On the plastic t;iodels, the gas and adiabatic wall temperatures were measured by means S
of one very small thermocouple probe similar in appearance to a hot wire probe. Tile
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temperature near the wall in nearly zero temperature gradient was assumed to be the
adiabatic wall temperature. The coolant temperatl.le was measured with the probe in the
middle of a jet in the plane of the surface. Tht test section is shown in fig. 1.

RESULTS

The particular objective of this experimental study was to examine systematically the
influence of hole spacing and inclination for different blowing rates, pressure gradients,
and wall curvatures upon adiabatic effectiveness and heat transfer on a film cooled sur-
face downstream of a single row of holes. To support efforts toward computational treat-
ment of the complex three dimensional mixing processes, 110] the spreading of the coolant
jets is described by temperature distributions in the region near the wall. For simpler
design methods using empirical correlations or modified two dimensional boundary layer
concepts it is thus known at what downstream distance the flow can be assumed to be two
dimensional.

The literature is rich in reports of experiments which take into account different
important film cooling parameters, but there is less information on the influence of hole
spacing and important combined influences. All the test conditions of the present study
are given in table I.

A comparison with results taken from the literature (91 is given in fig. 2. With nearly
the same parameters the agreement for low blowing rate is good; looking at the differences
for the higher blowing rate onemust keep in mind a slightly different density ratio but
the qualitative trend of the curves is the same.

'The laterally averaged 7 -values are the area-weighted mean values of the local tem-
perature measurements at cohstant x. The film cooling heat transfer coefficients are
evaluated from effectiveness values basad upon one thermocouple reading sach in the
middle of the ten copper bars of the heat transfer model, which can be assumed to be"streamwise" adiabatic without internal coolant flow. The lateral conductivity within
the copper bars may influence the effectiveness such that for la-ge hole spacing it is
a little higher than on the plastic model and for small hole spacing vice versa. The
differences are small.

The influence of hole spacing and inclination

For optimizing a film cooling design, the influence of film cooling effectiveness is
more important than that of variations in heat transfer coefficient caused by film
cooling.

Among the parameters affecting film cooling, the hole spacing is dominant. Fig. 3
demonstrates the general distinction of coolant mixing between the limiting case, the
slot, and discrete hole blowing.

With slot injection, the mixing layer is completely two-dimensional. The injected
coolart attaches to the wall, producing a high effectiveness which gradually decreases
with ircreasing distance from the slot. In contrast, hole injection is a fully three-
dimensional process. Even with almost tangential blowing through discrete holes
(a 104, on the right of the figure), the temperature distribution along the extended
centerline of a hole shows the typical mixing behaviour of hola injection. Near the
hole, the jet lifts off and acts as a solid cylinder. The recirculating hot gas infil-
trates the region downstream of the hole until the remainder of the jet reattaches.
Farther downstream the jets combine and the flow field becomes more and more two-dimen-
sional.

A single row of holes with hole spacing s/d -5 behaves like multiple single jets (fig.
4): the mixing of an individual jet remains three-dimensional until far downstream, where
the temperature differences finally disappear. With a 4-5 and high blowing rate (4' 2)
the jet mixes with the hot gas far away from the walL without reattachinql the lateral
effectiveness is poor. While bending and mixing the jet assumes the typical kidney shape
as a consequence of two counter-rotating vortices within the jet.

With the same inclination of the holes (a 45*) and the same blowing rate, closer spacing
of the holes leads to a different behaviour of the jets (fig. 5). Along the centerline
close to the holes the typical liftoff occurs but the coolant 'very rapidly reattaches.
The lateral temperature distribution shows an immediate spreading of the jets downstream
of the injection and the jets grow together, while between the jets the coolant moves
towards the wall. As a consequence of the rapid mixing of the jets the flowfield can
assumed to be two-dimensional at about 8 - 10 hole diameters downstream of the injection.
The sketch in fig. 6 depicts the contrasting behaviors of a single jet Is/d -5) and jets
flowing close together. Although the blowing velocity is the same, the jets coming from
a row of holes with small spacing dont penetrate as far. The ý,econdary vortices of
neighbouring jets form a counterrotating system of vortices with opposite orientation
which may intensify the tendency to reattach to the wall.

The resulting influence of these different mixing processes with different hole spacing
on the laterally averaged effectiveness is demonstrated in fig. 7. With a =450 as a re-
presentative inclination the streamwise development of the laterally averaged effectiveness
np is shown for hole spacings 1.5 a/d 4 5 and for slot injection for a high blowing rate.
Tne greater the hole spacing, the farther downstream the reattschment after lifting off
of the coolant occurs until no effect oi reattachment is visible at a/d = 5. The diagram
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on the right shows the influence of the blowing rate with different hole spacings at
x/d = 20. With large hole spacing there is a significant maximum in lateral effectiveness
for blowing rates of about 0.5. Even with slot injection a weak maximum is visible. Only
with the small spacing of s/d = 1.5 does the effectiveness continue to increase with in-
creasing blowing rate due to the above-mentioned marked tendency for mixing and reattach-
ment. Similar results can be seen with 106 blowing (fig. 8) at higher levels of lateral
effectiveness. with shallow injection the coolant film remains attached to the wall, which
gives high effectiveness along the centerline of the jet and an enlarged region with high
lateral temperature differences onl the wall. (Fig. 9, lower) . With 900 injection angle
(Fig. 9, upper)the jets penetrate the slower parts of •he flow and mix more rapidly away
from the wall thus the lateral distribution of effectiveness is lower but becomes 2 dimen-
sional closer :.o the injection site.

In addition to information on film-cooling effective-ess, the present study was con-
cerned with determination of film-cooling heat transfer.

At small blowing rates, (below about 0.5) there is no or only small influence of hole
spacing on heat transfer coefficient, but the heat transfer coefficient increases nearly
linearly wit:h higher blowing rates. Fig. 10 shows the ratio of the heat transfer coeffi-
cients with and without blowing at the position x/d = 30. This is approximately the middle
of the region of interest. Farther downstream the ratio of heat transfer coefficients
approaches unity.

With small hole spacing the highest heat transfer coefficients were measured immedi-
ately downstream of the holes, whereas large hole spacing causes lower laterally aver-
aged heat transfer with blowing than without blowing at small blowing rates. This may be
due to a "smoothing" effect of very small blowing rates.

The effect of hoae inclination is shown on the right. Blowing at 90' does not affect
the heat transfer very much because most of the injected coolant acts far away from the
wall and does not affect the sublayer whereas with almost tangential blowing the turbulent
mixing of the attached jets intensifies the heat transfer.

summarizing the influence of hole spacing at the commonly-used 45* inclination, the
heat transfer coefficients can be correlated. Using the product of the blowing rate and
an equivalent slot , 1 as the abscissa the influence of th. hole distance on heatan equivalen (lt{ =s_7d)

transfer is seen to be due only to the coolant mass flux (fig. 11 on the left), whereas
the filncooling effectiveness for different hole spacing cannot be related to the mass
flux. The improvement in effectiveness with decreasing hole spacing is not only a conse-
quence of higher mass flux, especially in the range from s/d= 3 to 1.5 (fig. 11 on the
right) but also a consequence of intensified mixing due to interaction of the jets. An
attempt was made to derive a rough empirical correlation for the laterally averaged effec-
tiveness which takes into account the influence of hole spacing, the blowing rate and the
streamwise distance, from a row of 45*-holes (fig. 12). For x/d> 20 all the results show
a uniform tendency when plotted against the dimensionless paramel'er

X . .-1 5 (s/d 1.50+0)X/d.

The effectiveness then is; )
I z 1.6 X

The influence of pressure gradient

The literature contains some contradictory results about the influence of pressure
gradient on film cooling. The results presented here demonstrate that the influence of
pressure gradient is very small and in most cases within the range of accuracy attainable
by the tests described here. The different pressure gradients investigated are given ir
terms of velocity distributions along the teet plate (fig. 13). The variation in pressure
distribution starts upstream of the injection position, the opposite wall was adjusted so
that the mainstream velocity at injection position was the same in all test cases, and
the blowing rate given in the diagrams was related to that local velocity. On the right
hand side of fig. 13 a small advantage in lateral film cooling effectiveness is shown for
adverse compared to favourable pressure gradient. Adverse pressure gradient promotes the
tendency to "lift off" in the vicinity of the holes but increases the effectiveness farthar
downstream. This behaviour is underlined by the temperature distribution along the center-
line in fig. 14.

With favourable pressure gradient the jet does not penetrate as far. The region occupied
by the coolant is flattened due to the contraction of the main flow and the coolant does
not act as far in the streamwise direction as do the well-mixed jets in an adverse pressure

* gradient. There seems to be an optimum depending upon tbd blowing rate or the jet momentum
respectively. With the same flow conditions and a higher blowing rate of 5P= 2 the adverse
pressure gradient only causes a thickening of the region affected by the coolant without
having a measureable effect on the laterally averaged effectiveness (fig. 15). Tha described
effect of pressure gradient seems not to be an effect of different boundary layer thickness.
one would expect an increase in film cooling effectiveness as the boundary layer thickness . =1

The present measurements suggest that the pressure gradient significantly affects

the film cooling effectiveness only at low blowing rates and small hole spacing. Within
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the range of variations of the present study the influence of pressure gradient on heat

transfer was generally weak.

The influence of streamline curvature on filmcooling

There are many parameters involved in the mixing process of injected jets along a
curved surface which act in one or another direction depending upon the quantity ot special
parameters and it is difficult to say what influence prevails.

Within an unblown boundary layer along a curved surface the parts with different ve-
locities are affected differently by the centrifugal forces. In the presence of coolant
jets the velocity distribution near the wall depends mainly upon the blowing rate and
the blowing geometry, which may change the general influence of curvature. These in-
fluences may be overshadowed by buoyancy effects due to the centrifugal forces in the
presence of density differences. In addition, the mixing of the jets is influenced by
secondary motion in curved channels and by separation.

The results reported here are taken from models with the same boundary layer starting
conditions as the flat plate. They are straight up to about 5 diameters downstream of the
injection position. The pressure gradient in the streamwise direction for all curvatures
was adjusted to be zero.

The results of heat transfer measurements typify the known trend of curvature effects
far downstream of the injection (fig. 16):
The stabilizing effect of convex curvature decreases the exchange of turbulence and thus
the heat transfer, while concave curvature increases the heat exchange. For x/d ý 30 there
is no particular influence of curvature in the presence of blowing except for the higher
level of heat transfer coefficients with high blowing rates. Immediately downstream from
the holes the jets cause an effect opposite to that of curvature. The temperature dis-
tribution along the hole centerline on a convex surface (fig. 17) indicates an abrupt
reattachment at about 5 hole diameters from the beginning of curvature. This produces
disturbances near the wall which may give rise to increased heat exchange. A weak de-
flection of the flow at the beginning of a concave surface may cause the opposite effect
until the destabilizing effect of concave curvature slightly increases the heat transfer
rate.

The effect of curvature on film cooling effectiveness is small unless the coolant film
separates on a convex surface with high blowing rates. With low blowing rates ind on the
upstream part of a wall, convex curvature is found to increase laterally averaced effec-
tiveness whereas concave curvature is found to Cecrease effectiveness. In Fig. 18 this
general behavior is demonstrated for a blowing configuration with small spacing (s/d= 1.5),
a =451, and a curvature radius of t 40 hole diameters. With low blowing (on the left of
Fig. 18), a ;.eak separation effect on the convex wall is indicated at a position 40 dia-
Dmeters downstream of the injection, whereas this separation starts at x/d =15 with the
higher blowing rate (on the right of Fig. 17). This can also be inferred from the temper-
ature distribution in fig. 17.

The effect of different hole spacing on curved walls is shown in Fig. 19, where the
laterally averaged effectiveness is plotted versus the curvature in terms of I/R at the
far-downstream position x/d = 40.

There i'i no difference between concave and flat walls for small spacing (on the left
side of fig. 19). The effectiveness increases only with weak convex curvature and small
blowing rate, whereas the flow begins to separate on the same wall with high blowing
rate.

For the blowing configuration with large hole spacing, a slight increase in effectiveness
was found for weak convex versus weak concave curvature, but in contrast to small spacing,
the effectiveness slightly increases at strong concave curvature dlie to the poorer mixing
and the tendency of the sinqle jets with large spacing to reattach far downstream on the
concave wall.

CONCLUSION

1. Filmcooling effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient following injection through '
a single row of holes are strongly affected by hole spacing. The measurements show a
linear increase in filmcooling heat transfer coefficient with increasing coolant mass
flux; the film cooling effectiveness significantly increases with s/d from 2.5 to 1.5 as
a consequence of interaction of the jets. The lateral effectiveness with constant injection
angle is correlated by a dimensionless parameter containing blowing rate, streamwise
distance and h)le spacing.

2. Shal'-w injection angles yield higher lateral effectiveness and heat transfer
"- -• ~coefficient than large angle.

3. Favourable pressure gradomnt slightly decreases effectiveness while, adverse pressure
gradient slightly increases effectiveness with small blowing rate. Except thickening of

the boundary layer no influence on the wall Was found with high blowing rates.

The effect of pressure gradient on filmcooling heat transfer coefficient is weak.

-Iý'
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4. Film• cooling effectiveness increases with increasing curvature {-1/R to +1/R)

especially for small blowing rates until the coolant film seperates far downstream on
a strongly convex wall.
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Cross section A =100 x 100 Mm, Blowing rate 0,5 S -a 2,0

streaswise extension Relative hole spacing s/d =5
of measurements x : 120 mm 3
Freestream temperature Te 373 K 2 (2,5)

a 1,5
Density ratio PC slot- 1,24Po Inclination of the holes 0 = 10*

45°
Freestream turbulence T. z2 % 90

Thickness of the unblown Pressure gradient 2- = 0; u :o60
turbulent boujidar", layer dx a s
at blowing position 60 -2 mm ý_ < 0; 60 MSu Z 90 R

Hole diameter d = 2 mm dx s 0 s

---o' 59-a Z:uo 51
dx s 0 s

Radius of surface R -w
curvature R = ± 80 mm

R± 160 mm

IITable I: Test conditions

.. s/d=3
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'" ® / -.- o-- our measurements %=451
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Fig. 1: Experimental configura- Fig.2: Film-cooling effectiveness at a
tion flat plate (Comparison with re-

suits from the literature)
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D)ISCUI.SSION

G.E.Andrews, UK
There is little inafornation isvaihbe t allows the holc pitch and dialUcter tlo he oplinised and your paper is a welcome
contributioni in this area, Your investigations have varicd the pitch at a constant hole size, thus for the sanme hole
blowing rate uhiere must tic at ditferenec is iotal coolant flosw as the pitch is increased due to the reduced number of
holes. Thus the influence of s/dI in Figs.7 and 8 is pesisimnistic and should have beenl carried ouit all Conslant total hole
area i.c. a different value of d for each s/d.

lit our work at Leeds on full coverage discrete hole film cooling systemns we have varied s/d front 12 to 2 ,It constant
pitch, by increasing the hole size, There was it very strong• improvemntil in lhie overall cocling effectiveness with
increased hole size dlue to (htc ntuich lower blowing rtitel for ai fixed coolant flow.

Author's Reply

It's right, we don't vary the hole diameter (d - 2 mtn) and thus consttinl blowing rate yields decreasing total coolant flow
with increasing pitch to dianmeter ratio s/d, lit Fig.I I tile results are relatcd to the total cootlint flow and we, too, found
an improvement in film cooling effectiveness withl dccreasing s/d like in your test%, where the s/d is changed by varying
ti'c hole size.

DMetzger, US
It would be helpful to kInoW the value of accelcration parameter, K, for the test condition. reported.

Sni this connection, it should Iv noted that lihe atutlor's tests are conducted witha boundIiry layer trip. On an airfoil
surface wvith naturally occuring transition dtelayed by the presence of strong favorable pressure gradient, filnm injection
may have quite different effects on surface heat taisfer thar, those observed in the present tcs(t.

Aulhor's Reply

Fromi x/d - 0 (injection to x/d = 20 lite acceleration iparamuieter
a1,, dLum,,

K--:

chnige s froimi abo ott -X It0 " to 2 X t0" aind frot -i -0. 5 X 1' to - 0.6 X I0" respc.ctivcly.
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EFFECTS Or SURFACE ROUCHIESS ON ilEAT TRANSFER
TO GAS TURBINE BLADES

A.B. Turner, V'. .A. Tarada and P.J. Bayley,
University of Sussex,

Falmer, Brighton, U.K.

SUMMARY

This paper presents a brief, preliminary sample of results of an investigation into
the effect of surface roughness on heat transfer to gas turbine blades. Only the kind of
roughness due to the accretion of dirt or dust is considered and this has been simulated
in cascade flow by att ýhing various grades of abrasive powders to the blade surface with
a water soluble adhesive.

A significant increase in heat transfer is reported particularly with high free
stream turbulence levels. Roughness on the pressure surface alone is shown to increase
the overall heat transfer without any corresponding tecrease in profile loss.

INTRODUCTION

It has been known for many ypars that, In general,surface roughness adversely affects
the profile loss of gas turbine nozzle guide vanes and rotor blades (1), and although
much work has been done on the consequent performance deterioration of turbomachines (2),
very little has been reported on the associated effect on heat transfer. Conmmercial jet
ungines are estimated to lose a minimum of two per cent S.F.C. due to general service
erosion anC the operating life of vanes and blades in sandy areas is known to be as short
as one third of the average, with some helicopter engines lasting only So - 250 hours (2).
Industrial gas turbines operating in desert or coastal areas suffer from accretion due to
very fine, 'face powder like' dusts which pass through the filters and fuse on the
surfaces as a glassy deposit. Many failures of high temperature industrial engines have
been attributed to such effects (2).

There are two types of roughness which are of importance to turbine blade designers
and industrial engine operators. The first is machined, or intrinsic, roughness which
arises from the nature of the manufacturing process or from the service erosion and pit-
ting due to sand or carbon particles. Since it is known that significant improvements in
S.F.C. are obtained if turbine vanes and blades are polished,manufacturers are interested
in determining how much polishing is worthwhile. The second kind of roughness, and tne
kind which is the subject of this paper, is that which arises from the deposition of dirt,
dust, sand, rust or carbon(accreted roughness). This can cause blockage of film cooling
holes, severe disturbance of the external flow and the failure of components in service
due to overheating.

Problems due to the accretion of dirt on blades are becoming more common especially
since the introduction of industri..l gas turbines operating wi.th turbine inlet temper-
atures over 1300 K with cooled vanes and blades - the combination of the two exacerbates
the problem. There is also Increasing interest in the uoe of pulverized co;.l as a f!el
in gas turbines and one of the major problems facing this development is the resulting
erosion and the accretion due to fly ash. The two types of roughness can be sirilar in
that severe erosion damage may result in surface roughness levels at the leading and
tr.Illing edges approachih~g the levels tested in the present investigation.

When profile loss alone is considered the pressure surface is of little importance
since almost all the loss arises from the auction surface flow, but when heat transfer
is considered it is the pressure surface which is most likely to suffer erosion damage
and dirt and dust accretion (2).

The level of "admissible" roughness in engineering is generally taken to be that
maximum height of individual roughness elements ,hich causes no increase in drag, and
for high pressure steam turbine blades this is reported (1) to be extremely small
(<0.2 Pm or 8 pinch). However, the value of admissible roughness for blades depends on
whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. Increasing surface roughness would be expected
to move the point of transition upstream and the effect of roughness on transition was
studied by Feindt (1) although at nothing like the conditions Cxperienced by modern
turbine blades. The combined effect on transition of surface roughness, strong favour-
able flow acceleration and high mainstream turbulence is still very much unknown.

The most comprehensive experimental work on the effect of surface roughness on
turbulent boundary layers is that by Stanford University, e.g. Coleman, Moffat and
Kays (3). However, the maximum velocity gradient parameter ((vU 2 ) . (dU/dx) , where v is
the kinematic viscosity and U is the freestream velocity) investigated was
approximate!%, two orders of magnitude below the relaminarization levels experienced on gi
turbine blades.

For turbulent houndary layers the wall is usually considered to be hydraulically W-1
smooth if the roughness elements are contained within the laminar sublayer and for flat
plates a simple roughness Reynolds number relationship based on the admissible roughness
height, kadm, has beer, shown to be valid by several cascade profile loss experiments
(1,4). The limiting value of this roughness Reynolds number has been found to be 100

which gives kadm 4 100 v/U, where v is the kinematic viscosi-y, and U is the free stream
velocity. For 50 mm chord blades this predicts kadm as 5 pm for an exit Reynolds number
of 10 (and 0.5 pm for 10') . These roughness heights apply only at the trailing edge and
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the upstream values, because of the thinner boundary layers, would be much smaller.
Altihougn the flow over gas turbine blades is very different from flat plate flow, it
shotild be remembered that the overall heat transfer in engines is not very different from
the turbulrnt fi't plate level (5,6).

Manufactured surfAce roughness of vanes and blades is generally of the order of
1.25 - 2.- pm, before any finishing process and any accretion of dirt and sand would
produce viUeki welL in excass of this tcgether wilth a very uneven distribution over the
profile.

THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The blade section used is a dterivative of the Rolls Royce Olympus 59311 HP turbine
rotor blade and is the blade profile used by Bayley and Priddy (5). The profile and
cascade arrangement is shown in figure 1 . The turbuxlence grid of 3 mm bar ;ize was
mounted 90 mm upstream of the leading . .,:e and the turbulence intensity is approximately
7% for that location.

The 'thin shell' method was used to determine the local heat flux. The centre instru-
mented blade was made from a steel/epoxy resin mix in the form of a thin shell 1.5 mm
thick with fine thermocouples embedded in the inner and outer surfaces. Fourier's one
dimensional heat conduction equatioln was used together with linear interpolation to
determine the heat flux through the air cooled shell. The originally smooth outer
surface was therefore perturbed by thermocouple grooves which created regular disturbances
of approximately 5 im.

The blade was operated at an average temperature of approximately 600C with the
mainstream flow at 90 0 C. The maximum exit Mach number was 0.8 which, with blades of
b4 im chord, gave a maximum exit Reynolds number of 1.2 x 106. The surface static press-
ure and Mach number distribution is shown in figure 2 for this maximum flow condition.

Our attention to date has been confined to accreted roughness, that which adheres to
the surface during service, and to simulate this, abrasive powders of aluminium oxide and
silicon carbide (7) were adhered to the surface in a uniformly distributed manner with a
water soluble adhesive. The roughness grades referred to in the tests: 1,3,4 and 9,
correspond to micron sized powders of 54, 76, 105 and 250 pm, respectively, with grade 4
beirg the only silicon carbide powder used. One of the tests, roughness 41, was conducted
with powder 4 on the pressure s%.rface only. it should be noted that the finest of these
powdars, No.1 at 54 pm is about two orders of magnitude larger than the roughness of a
polished turbine blade.

The profile loss was determined by pitot tube exit traverse and the loss coefficient
used is the ratio of the average total head loss to the average exit dynamic head.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Although the effect of roughness on the aerodynamic efficiency was not the primary
objective of this study, the profile loss was measured, figure 3, and in general wag
found to increase with increasing surface roughness. One unexpected result was that
with roughness stuck only on the pressure surface, the aerodynamic loss was found to be
slightly lower than the basic smooth profile (see also figure 11).

iFigure 4 shows that accumulated roughness has a substantial effect on the overall,
mean heat transfer coefficient, particularly at high free stream turbulence. With low
turbilence levels, for the roughness levels used, a general overall increase of about
50% was produced but with 7% turbulence intensity the mean heat transfer was approximately
doubled. This incr.-.ase, however, is by no means uniformly distributed over the surface.

The basic heat transfer coefficient distribution for the smooth blade with low
turbulence is illustrated in figure 5. The pressure surface shows a fairly uniform in-
crease over the whcla length with increasing exit *,elocity consistent with transitional
flow. The suction surface ýhows a clear transition from the initial laminar state and
this transition location mo'es downstream with increasing exit velocity. At the highest
Mach number, 0.77, the transLtio--oincies with the point at which the surface velocity ,
falls below Mach 1 (see figure 2) and is thus probably induced by a shock wave,which, as
the exit velocity is reduced, would move upstream due to the shift in the Mach number
profile. This position of 80% on the suction surface is well downstream of the throat
-position at 55% chord.

"Figure 6 illustrates, for the pressure surface, the now familiar effect of increasing
turbulence intensity on heat transfer in a strorg favo,"..lble pressure gradient (5,8,9).
General transitional behaviour is evident since the velocity gradient parameter
((V/U 2 ).(dU/dx)) is almost ýlways above the critical value of 2 x 1o0. The suction
surface, however, still indicates a transition at about 30% chord with the resulting
turbulent boundary layer now moving unaffected through the probable shock at about 75%

V| chord.

Viigu• - 7 and 8 show the effet4f on the local heat transfer coefficient of the four
I¢;• grades of Loughnesu tented. Results are given for two exit Mach nwiibers, both with low .

levels of free stream turbulence (< 0.5%). The general result is that the pressure
surface heat transfer is approximately doubled and that there is now no clear transition
on the suction surface. An interesting comparison between figures 7 and 8 is that the
mean level on the suction surface again actually decreases with increasing Mach number,

b o "
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probably due to the movement of the transition point within the first 20% of the surface.

With 7% free stream turbulence, figure 9, the rough blade heat transfer coefficients
on the suction surface actually fall below the smooth blade levels at about 70% chord,
again probably due to the upstream movement of transition. This strange "cross over" on
the suction surface was also observed, figure 10, when the rough blade was tested with
and without the turbulence grid. The leading edge heat transfer values are very much
higher with the combination of a rough blade and appreciable mainstream turbulence, show-
ing that the values of admissible surface roughness in this region appear tj be very
dependent upon the turbulence intensity.

In figure l. a comparison is made between the smooth blade, the rough blade and the
blade with roughness adhering to the pressure surface only (roughness 41). When this
roughness was attached to the profile, care was taken to ensure a clean dividing line at
the geometric leading edge. However, it is clear that the boundary layer development on
the suution surface was also affected; probably due to the stagnation point being further
round on the pressure surface from the geometric leading edge. The clear transition point
was removed on the suction surface and the overall heat transfe: much increased on this
side. The profile loss coefficient for this condition (roughness 41 on figure 3), shows
that the accretion of roughness on a blade may not adve-sely affect turbine efficiency,
but could cause an appreciable increase in mear. blade temperature and thus the likelihood
of failure.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that increasing surface roughness increases the overall mean level
of heat transfer particularly in the presence of high free str'dm L,,rbulence. The lead-
ing edge values have been shown to increase by as much as a factor of three and any
laminar-turbulent transition on the suction surface moved vury close to the leading edge.

The effect on the pressure surface was found to be akin to that of free stream turb-
F ulence in that a fairly uniform increase over the whole surface was produced, Roughness

at the leading edge of the suction surface was found to Vomote early transition followed
by a fairly uniform level of heat transfer over the remainder of the blade undisturbed
by the existence of shock waves.

It is known that the suction surfaces of blades do not deteriorate significantly in
service and the test simulating this, with roughness on the pressure surlace onl'i -
duced an increased level of heat transfer on both surfaces with, if anything, a xfi
reduction in profile loss. This indicates that in service an increase in blade heat
transfer can be produced by particulate flows without any reduction necessarily occurring
in turbine efficiency. This anomalous behaviour, of increasing roughness producing a
lower profile loss, has been obser,ed in turbine practice but only for surface roughnesses
an order of magnitude lower than those considered in the present work.

In their recent paper Elovic and Koffel (6) list a number of parameters which affect
turbine airfoil heat transfer and point out that systematic investigations addressing
their combined effects are grossly lacking. Although a recent work (10) has made a
substarl contribution to this, there is much experimental work still to be done to
provide a more realistic data base for turbine prediction p.-ocedures and in this respect
these preliminary results indicate that the effects of free stream turbulence and surface
roughness due to the accretion of dirt are additive and may be of the same relative
importance.
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DISCUSSION

-H,.lHSaravanammuttco, Ca
In the oral presentation pictures were shown of both a new and a service expired blade from an Olympus 593; the paper
would be enhanced by the inclusion of these pictures, It seems that this particular blade is ant odd choice, as it operates
in an environment which is very clean. This blade also operates continuously at very high temperature because of the
Concorde flight regime. Were any other blades examined? It would seem likely that blades from marine engines such as
the Tync would be more exposed to conditions increasing the blade roughness significantly.

Author's Reply
"the rough and pitted Olympus 593 blade was shown to indicate that erosion levels even in clean operation can reach
the levels of actreted roughness tested. I include below two photographs of the surface of a "time served" acro engine
blade, each about one inch square of surface. The leading edge of the suction surface at mid span has a roughness of
50-I 00tlmt and the trailing edge of the pressure surface 10- 15oun.

Btldes other than the Olympus 593 have been examined but we do not have enough data to form any firm conclusions
as to how service operation in different areas on on different fuels affects erosion or the accretion of dirt. Tliere seems
to be little interaction between the maintenance departments and the blade cooling designters in most companies and we
are finding it difficult to obtain sufficient data. We at Sussex would be grateful for samples of hardware, nozzle guide
vanes or rotor blades, that have seen service to enable a picture to he built tip of how roughness progreoses in the
different applications.

I-rom our initial results it appears that a new engine with smooth, highly polished blades may have very different
* - boundary layer flows to one which has served a thousand hours or so in a sanuy or marine environment - evenu with

filters. It would be to the advantage of all engine builders if the sparse and scattered data on service roughness were to . . .
be collected and its effects on heat transfer - and thus blade life - estimated.

ýV +' ia

.11
++It,
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THE EFFECT OF DENSITY RATIO ON THE FILM-COOLING OF A FLAT PLATE

C. J. P. Forth° P. J. Loftus and T. V. Jones

University of Orford
Department of Engineering Science

Parks Road
Oxford

OXI 3PJ
U. K.

SUMý%RY

The paper illustrates the effect of varying the ratio of coolant-to-freestream den-
sity an the film-cooling process. This effect is of great importance since most design
data has been acquired at temperature ratios and hence density ratios far removed from
those occurring :irk modern gas turbines. There is no consensus at pes' nt on how to scale
this data to engin.ecditions. Experimental data is presented for heat transfer down-
stream from a single row of 30 degred-inclined film-cooling holes, obtained for air at a
wide range of gas-to-coolant temperature ratios. These results exhibit a marked effect.
of density ratio. Scaling is discussed, and good collapse of data is achieved in the two
regimes identified, characterised by weak and strong blowing. Conditions representative
of the turbine environment are created ising an Isentropic Light Piston Tunnel: the Mach
Number M = 0.55, and the unit Reynolds Number Re/m = 2.7 x 10 /m. The experiments are
unique in that they simulate the gas-to-coolant and gas-to-wall temperature ratios typical
of those in gas turbii.-, producing density ratios hitherto only attained in experiments
employing foreign gas injection.

NOMENCLATURE

a Speed of sound, m/s

cp PSpecific heat at constant pressure, J/kgK

d Hole diameter, m

h Heat transfer coefficient, W/mi2 K

k Thermal conductivity, W/mK

p Pressure, Pa

q Heat transfer rate, W/m
2

T Temperature, K

u Velocity, m/s

x,y,z Cartesian co-ordinates measured from hole centres, m

Dynamic viscosity, kg/ms

Density, kg/mi

Subscripts

cp Incompressible, constant properties

i Injection

o Without injection

*1 tTotal conditions

w Wall

Frestreami

Non-dimensional Numbers

G = u /P u Blowing Rate

J ,iui
2

/p u2 Momentum Flux Ratio

S= u /a Mach Number

Nu = qx/kt Tt - T w) Nusselt Number

Re = ux Reynolds Number
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INTRODUCTION

Film-cooling is one of the methods employed in gas turbines to ensure that the metal
temperature is lower than that of the hot combusted mainstream gas. This is achieved by
injecting a cooler secondary gas through discrete holes on the blade surface, so that
downstream of the injection location, this fluid acts as an insulating layer and a heat
sink. An increase in turbine entry temperature improves the thermodynamic efficiency,
whilst lowering the surface temperature can dramatically increase component life.

The technique has been the subject of research for over thirty years and Goldstein's
reviewill provides a summary of the main developments. Much of the early work, for
example, Goldstein, Eckert and Ramsey[2J and Liess(3J, used a slightly heated secondary
fluid so that the injection-to-freestream density ratio was close to unity. The question
remained as to how to utilise this data in a gas turbine environment where this density
ratio is about 1.1. Goldstein, Eckert and Burggraf14) simulate the effect of density
ratio, which results from the injection-to-freestream temperature ratio, by using Freon
vapour as an injection fluid. Other experimenters, for example Burns and Stollery(S],
Pat and Whitelaw[6l and Pedersen et al.[71, also employ foreign gas injection but measure
its mass fraction at an impermeable wall downstream. A mass transfer analogy is then in-
voked to infer heat transfer information. The results from these techniques indicate
that there shoulo be a significant effect of injection-to-freestream temperature ratio.

In addition to simulating representative injection-to-freestream density ratios, it
is also important to ensure that the relevant surface temperature boundary condition is
preserved. A film-cooled gas turbine blade is more closely approximated by an isothermal

4 rather than an adiabatic surface.. In the steady state experiments 121 to [7I, adiabatic
wall information was obtained; the present study, using a transient test facility,
employs an isothermal surface.

In summary, the results presented reflect a desire to perform experiments which are
directly applicable to the gas turbine environment. This is achieved in two ways:

(i) by ensuring that representative injection-to-freestream temperature ratios are
used. This implies tl.nt rot only will the density ratio be correct but also ensures that
the temperature-induv'i property variations resulting from the difference in wall, injec-
tion and freestream t:iperatures will be present. In fact, two effects can be isolated:the injection-to-freestream temperature (or density) ratio effect, and the effect of
transport property variations through the injection layer;

(ii) by preserving an isothermal surface boundary condition.

It should be noted that the present testing allows for the independent variation of
injection-to-freestream velocity and density ratios. This is essential in order to deter-
mine the scaling parameters which govern film-cooling, a subject about which there is
still considerable debate. It is of great intereat since correct scaling should reveal
information about the fundamental mechanisms of the process; in addition, it will allow
data obtained at unrepresentative conditions to be used with accuracy in engine design.
Injection and freestream pressures are also measured, since these quantities are known by
the designer and any scaling which can be achieved using these will be independent of any
assumption made about the manner in which the injected gas emerges.

DEFINITION OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT - TdE SUERPOSITION MODEL

In this approach, following Metzger et al.[8], the wall temperature is referenced to the
freestream temperature, so that the effect of injection can be contained wholly within a
heat transfer coefficient:

qix) = h(x)ITw - Tt.)

This description relies on the constant properties, incompressible flow form of the boun-
dary layer energy equation, which is linear and homogeneous in temperature. Thus, super-
position can be applied, and a sum of solutions with different sets of boundary conditions
will also be a solution for the boundary condition which is the sum of those sets. As
described by Loftus and Jones[91 , a temperature field in the presence of film-cooling may
therefore be represented as

T(x,y,z) =T 1(x,y,z) F T - Tt T + '(x,y,zIF[ Tti - T 1
, is the field for a unit temperature difference between wall and freestream, with the

coolant at the wall temperature, and T2 is the field for a unit temperature difference
between coolant and wall, with the wall at the freestream temperature. Differentiating
with respect to y, setting y = 0 and spanwise averaging gives

;~ I h Wl) h() Tm Tt ] + h2 () PTi T~2(K) t
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where the suffices refer to the conditions above. Dividing this by the heat transfer
rate without injection,

q W h (x) + (X) Tti -r
qo h 0 h Tw - Tt-

This may be rearranged in terms of the non-dimensional temperature parameter theta to
give

NO ix) = Aix) + BW(x)qo0

At a given Reynolds Number, if there is no effect of gas-to-wall temperature ratio, this
may be written in terms of the Nusselt Number as

NU

Nu (x) = A x) + B(x)0
0

Aix) and [(x) are dependent on the freestream and injection conditions, and will be con-
stants for a given geometry and flowfield. Each has a concise physical interpretation:
when the coolant is at the freestream temperature, theta is zero and A quantifies the
change in heat transfer produced by the mixing of the two flows. B quantifies the change
in heat transfer produced by the injection temperature being different from the mainstream
bterperature. The quotient -B/A is the local adiabatic wall effectiveness occurring when
the wall temperature is isothermal at the local adiabatic wall temperature.

Thus the superposition model predicts that for a given flowfield, the Nusselt Number
is linearly dependent on theta. In order to keep the flowfield constant, the freestream
and injection temperature must be held constant, so that the only satisfactory way in
which to vary theta is to alter the wall temperature. The parameters A and B are the
interecpt and slope respectively of the Nusselt Number versus theta plots, non-
dimensionalised by the unblown level of Nusselt Number at that position. It is the pur--
pose of this investigation to show how these parameters A and B, (or linear combinations
corresponding to given values of theta) scale with injection rate.

_EX<'PERIMENTAL FACILITY

Results were obtained using an Isentropic Light Piston Tunnel, a comprehensive des-
cription of which can be found in (9) and (101. It is a transient facility in which test
gas is compressed in a tube by an air-driven piston before flowing through the working
section at constant temperature and pressure. Schematics of the tunnel and working sec-
tion are shown in Figs. I and 2.

The unit Reynolds Number was 2.7 x 107/m, and the Mack, Number was 0.55, fixed by a
downstream throat. Testing was carried out at four injectI.•n-to-freestream total tem-
perature ratios, as shown in Table 1. It was possible to pre-cool either the test gas or
the injection gas using a liquid nitrogen heat exchanger, and to heat the injection gas
using electrical heaters. Similarly, the flat plate could be pre-heated or pre-ccoled by
forced convection over a range 280 < Tw < 365 K. 'I'he upstreatm boundary layer was fully
turbulent. The injection geometry was a single row of 30 degree-inclined holes, with a
pitch-to-diameter ratio of 2.5. Data was collected at nine downstream locations over the
range 2 < x/d < 98.

Wall temperatures and spanwise-averaged heat transfer rates were measured uning thin
film gauges, tile theory and use of which is described by Schultz and Jones[Ill. Fast res-
ponse micro-thermocouples were used to measure gas temperatures; the mainstream thermo-
couple was mounted in a stagnation probe. Absolute pressures were measured using Kistler
transducers, and National Semiconductor transducers were employed for differential pres-
sure measurements. The run time was about 0.5 a and data was acquired ?nd processed on a
PDP 11/10 mini-computer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Linearity of Nusselt Number with Theta

Figs. 3 and 4 are examples of results obtained for fixed injection and mainstream
temperatures, varying theta by heating or cooling the wall prior to each run. These show
that over the range of theta investigated, the heat transfer coefficient varini linearly
with theta for a given mainstream and injection flow. This result is in agreement with
Metsger et al.'s results for slot injection, and Loftus' results[12], and validates the
superposition model.

Fig. 5 shows clearly that different lines, characterised by different values of A
and 13, result from changing tile injection-to-freestream temperature ratio at the same
blowing rate.



2. Effect of Property Variations Through the Injection Layer

It haq been observed by Fitt et al. [13] that on an unblown flat plate, there is a
dependence of the level of Nusselt Number on the gas-to-wall temperature ratio. This is
due to Lemperature-induced property variations through the boundary layer, and can be rep-
resented as

Nu ý NU T_ ( n

The experimentally derived value of n was used in order to non-dimensionalise the film-
cooled levels of Nusselt Number by the unblown Nusselt Number at the corresponding gas-to-
wall temperature ratio. It is possible that the choice of the isothermal adiabatic wall
temperature would be preferred for use in this correction, but this does not affect the
magnitude of the correction greatly. It should be noted that this effect is not large
enough to noticeably affect the linear relationship of the Nusselt Number with theta over
the relatively small variation in gas-to-wall temperature ratio produced by changing the
wall temperature at constant mainstream temperature. However, when comparing the levels
of Nusselt Number at different mainstream temperatures, the variation in gas-to-wall tem-
perature ratio is large enough to become significant.

3. General Effects of Injection

The variation of A and B with distance and blowing rate at a given injection-to-
freestream density ratio can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7. At low blowing rates, the value of
A is very close to unity except close to the holes, where the mixing process enhances the
heat transfer rate. As the blowing rate increases, the effect becomes more pronounced,
particularly at small x/d, where there can be as much as 60% enhancement. At large blow-
ing rates, the value of A tends to decrease again close to the holes, but continues to
rise slowly at large values of x/d. The value of A at an injection-to-freestream density
ratio of unity should be the same as the value of h/ho. A comparison between the present
data and that of Liess and Hlay et al.(14] is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 shows that at low blowing rates, the value of B is close to zero apart from at
xyd = 2. This implies that the fact that the coolant is at a different temperature from
the mainstream flow has considerable effect close to the holes, beyond which turbulent
mixing causes the injection jets to become diluted by the mainstream. When the blowing
rate is increased to G = 0.39 this injection temperature effect becomes larger at all
x/d's, but is most pronounced cloce to the hole where B reaches a value of -0.96. Further
increase in blowing rate causes a dramatic decrease in the magnitude of 8 close to the
holes, whilst it continues to increase steadily far downstream. An interpretation of this
is that If the injection jets lift off the surface, their effectiveness as a relatively
cool insulating layer would be reduced. Further downstream, where thesu jets may have re-
attached, the increased coolant mass flow will result in dilution by the mainstream being
relatively less at a given position.

Fig. 9 shows that at x/d = 2, the combinatiun of the mixing effect and the injection
temperature effect results in a maximum in the effectiveness as the blowing rate is
increased, for a given injection-to-freestream temperature ratio. This is qualitatively
similar to results from adiabatic wall effectiveness investigations, such as (21. It can
also be seen that there is a significant effect of injection-to-freestream temperature or
density Latio. As the injection-to-freestream temperature ratio decreases, the blowing
rate corresponding to maximum effectiveners increases. Mass transfer results by Foster
and Lampard(15S for the centreline effectiveness downstream from 90 degree holes, and by
Pedersen et al. for 35 degree holes, also di.rplay this trend.

4. Scaling Parameters

It is concluded from the above results that the blowing rate is not a good scaling
parameter of the injection proccss. For low injection rates, this may be because any lift 2

off phenomenon associated with t-.ximum cooling effectiveness may depend on the momentum
flux of the injection flcw relative to the freestream. Fig. 10 shows that this parameter,
the momentum flux ratio, scales weak injection results (i.e. at injection rates below
maAimum effectiveness) very well. Following Pedersen et al., good collapse of the strong
injection data was achieved using injection-to-freestream velocity ratio, Fig. 11.

Jones[161, using dimensional analysis, suggests a Weak Injection Parameter and a
Strong Injection Parameter Wshich can be defina d purely in terms of stagnation conditions
and a atatic pressure. This would be very conenient to the designer since no mass flow
measurements are required. For weak injection, the flow within the injection hole is
greatly affected by recovery of the freestream .gainst the coolant and

pti " P.
Weak Injection Parameter = -

t- - P

The Strong Injection Para*ieter is derived co be applicable for injection rates where the
coolant emerges as a "solid' body against which the freestream recovers pressure. Then

I I
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Good correlation of data from Poster and Lampard, and Pedersen et &I. was achieved using
these two parameters[16l. Correlation with the Weak Injection Parameter is to be expected
if data collapse is good with the momentum flux ratio. The present data at x/d = 2 is
shown to scale well against the Strong Injection Parameter in Fig. 12. Fig. 13 shows that
there is a similar dependence on the injection-to-freestream temperature ratio at x/d ý 8.
A value of 0 = 1.3 was chosen since the data was acquired in this region, and because it
is a representative engine value. The minima of the curves for each injection-to-
freestream temperature ratio are brought together when plotted against the Strong
Injection Parameter, Fig. 14.

CONCLUSION

The effect of injectlon-to-freestream density ratio on the level of heet transfer to
a film-cooled flat plate has been demonstrated close to the holes. As the density ratio
increases, the blowing rate at which maximum cooling effectiveness occurs increases.

For this particular geometry, the results at low injection rates scale well with
momentum flux ratio or the Weak Injection Parameter. At injection rates above that which
gives a maximum in cooling effectiveness close to the holes, the results correlate with
velocity ratio and with the Strong Injection Parameter. The two parameters proposed by
Jones offer advantages as they do not require knowledge of the mass flow characteristics
of the coolant holes.
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DISCUSSION

G.E.Andrews, UK
'1i1c simulation of correct density ratios by heating the mainstream gas has been a feature of film cooling research for
combustion chamber applications for many years and our test rig at Leeds is typical of the types of test facility that has
been used, However, as you have pointed out these types of investigations have been much less common in single row
film cooling for turbine blade applicatkins. Your results are most useful in distinguishing between the separate effects of
mixing and density ratio. One aspect that may not be simulated in your work is the consequences of active heat transfer
within the wall. The heating of the conlan, air passing through the wall decreases the density ratio and 0 but increases
the coolant velocity. Was there asy evidence in your results that this effeclt was significant for the heated wall situation
where you used wall temperatures up to 365"K? In order that any notential effects can be calculated could you give
more details on the hole geometry including the diameter and hole length! was wei ot.,,attt flow established at steady
state prior to the actuation of the isentropic compression'?

Author's Reply
We appreciate that experiments with large temperature ratios have been conducted in the field of combustion chamber
film cooling. However, our results are unique in that they are a systematic study to characterize the effect of coolant to
freestream temperature ratio on heat transfer. As you have observed, this throws light on the question of coolant-to-
treestream density ratio. Heat transfer within the cooling holes obviously took place when the coolant was at a differett
temperature to tile wall. However, as noted in the reply to the previous question, the coolant centtre-line exit
temperature was the same as the plenum temperature. The coolant flow was established at the same instant as the
mainstream and this enabled the coolant conditions to be known accurately as well as preserving an essentially
isothermal wall.

D.E.Metzger, US
You confirm that as long as you blow at low enough rate through the holes and you avoid separating the flow, the results
correlate oit tile basis of momentum ratio, otherwise they correlate on velocity ratio. Is there an advantage that you see
for correlating on the basis (tf what you call the "weak and strong injection parameter" versus what people have been
correlating oil momentum flux ratio or velocity ratio?

Author's Reply
The injection velocity is a rather fictitious value and so it appears to be slightly more concise to correlate in terms of -

measurable pressures, which are possibly known more accurately by the engine designer than will be these flow field
measurements of density and velocity.

DE.Metzger, US
Where must the designer measure the pressure associated with the injected flow?

Author's Reply
In the plenum itself.

M.Suo, US
"The film cooling characteristics should depend upon the temperature of the gas as it is injected. The measured coolantt
temperature is in tlse plenum. Do you have an estimate of the coolant temperature as it enters the mainstreatn?

Author's Reply
The temperature of the gas leaving the injection holes has been measured using extremely fine thermocouples. It was
found that the coolant exit centreline temperature was the s'tme as the temperature in the plenum. This was to be
expetctd, for the value of the length to diameter ratio oif the holes was only ftve. The coolant therefore had a
temperature profile at exit, being equal to the wall temperature at the wall and equal to the plenum temperature on the

* centreline. As shown in Loftus and Jones 191 the principle of superposition may still be applied if the coolant has a self
similar temperature profile and the coolant temperature may be defined by the coolant exit centreline temperature.
'IiThus the coolant temperature referred to in the paper may be considered as the coolant temperature in the plenum on

i tile centreline exit temperature for the geometry examined.

S[ A
S.
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ETUDES DES TRANSFERTS TIlERMIQUES
SUPR LES PLATES-FORMES DE DISTRIBUTEUR DE TURBINE

AVEC ET SANS FILM BE REFROIDISSEMENT
patr

Anne-El isabeth BOURGUIGNON
Etudes Gind rales Adrothermiques

S.N.E.C.M.A.
Centre de Villaroche
77550 MOISSY-CRAMAYEL

RESUME

La s6v4rit6 do I'environnoment adrot~hermique des distributeurs haute pression des
moteurs modernes oblige A refroidir louts plates-foroes en utilisant los techniques
jusqu ' ici r~servles aux aubages (convection, films.. ).

Des 6tudes exp6rimentales ant permis do mesurer los coefficients l' 6change suo 1)lusieurs
plates-formes cLtiportant diff6rentds coiifigurations de refroidissement par film, et de
caracto6riser los dcoulements au voisinage de la parol.

Ce document pr.sentc iPatnaLyse des r6sultats obtenus en les situant parl rapport aux
pr6dictions. Les corrdlations ddduites do cotte analyse ont permis de mettre au point
une m6thode gdn6rale do (clterminatiou des coefficients de transfert thernique intdgrant
L'effet de l'injection d'air de refroidissement.

NOTATIONS

T temperature dos gaz chauds
Tp temp~rature de paroi
h coefficient de transfert thermique
x abscisse curviligne
A: conductivitd thermique
A visco~it4 dynamique
A constante adimensionnelle
Niu nombre de Nusselt
Re nombre de Reynolds
B diamt.-re des orifices

I - TRODUCTION

L augmentation des pressions et des tempdratures qui rbgnent devant lea turbines des
moteours modernes rend n6cossaire le refroidissement de plus en plus efficace des plates-
formes des distributeurs haute pression, pi~ces qui jusqn'ici n'6taient pas critiques.
Afin d'optimiser celles-ci, une bonne eonnaissance des 46coulements tridimensionnels qui

r6gissent les 6changes au niveau des parois de voine apparait n6cessaire, amin de mottre
au point des m6thodes do prddiction de- coefficients de transfert thertmique et des effi-

cacit~s adiabatiques dre film sue los plates-formes. Leur validation est asaurde entre
autre par la rdalisation d'essais effectu6s sur des grilles d'aubes dana des conditions
reprtsentatives de celles rencontr6es sur moteur.

Parall~lement au d6veloppement do cos m6thodes dte calcul dont la disponibilit6 tWest
aujourd'hui pr6vue qu'A moyen terme, les essais effectuts sont utilis6s pour metttre au
point, des corr6lations simplifies permettant d'appr6hender lIs coefficients d'dchange
et efficacit6s de film avec une bonne procision. Les rdsultats obtenus fout lobjet de
cette publication.

2 - ETAT DE L'ART

Peu d'6tudes ont jusqu'ici 6di consacr6es aux 6coulements existants ani niveau des plates-
formes de diatributeur liP. -inalyse bibliographique effectd6o it ce sujet a permis de
faire le point sur la conn . - -e des dcouLements secondaires du point doe vue a6rodyna-
mique et thermique.

2.1.- Description des 4coulhments secondaires

Les diffdrentes 6tudes qui ont 6t6 entreprises ot particuli~rement lea essais doe
visualisation ont pormts do dtet'ire les 6coulements secondaires an niveau des
plates-fornes. La figure 1 i llustre ies phinomitnes tridimensionnels rencontris,
Los lignes tie courant se s6pare. t, au bard d'attaque doe l aubage et S'entoulent eln
deux bras qui d6g~nirent en zones tourbillonnaires: le tourbillon en for 5 cheval.
Le premier bras qui a' onroulo -, bard d' attaque et passe. do I 'intrados die 1 auibo i
lPextrados de laube adjacente en traversant le canal est le tourbillon de passage;
le second qui s'enroule on sens inverse et reste plaqun contre l1extrados do 1'aubeo
est le tourbillon do coin. La zone de slparation de ces tourbillons eat consid6rde
comme lne zone dti recirculation analogue Ak eelle ceA6e par one couclie limite, qui se

dvloppant skit- tone plaque plane est perturble par un obstacle cylindrique.
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L'anitty-, bibliogr-aphique PffVCt.uoe jt Ce Sujef it pePrais Lie Pt'VcPriSe deCS exptrict1ne.e0

qui p ura lit pluart. no sent pat aepi-.senitattivv.O des phlinome1ie:; ri-li cont r6s see motelit'
(n11acukettes gralulki 6chelle, vites.se et, accý-16nativn trolt raibl•-s par r-apport, • ce
(Ini e x ist,. .sur tin d ist. ri buteut v I11) go'ile I Iv-;le rest ituant,. pats I t1 ~ i odi ite ti i l e II('c oil -

ille-nt. . . I et qlti souvent lie seolt pias exploitables du fLait clii man 1ue 0 d' infittlations
relatives aalx cond~itions dlecssitis.

A psi'tip Lie I litulde des diffhl,entS anlte~klS, ilI eat iMpossible deP COTeLuVe, Nur I'ta

d,- I t couichlt I imit e tili sat .tlcCe svement coitsidd6rd'•e cor.me t•iirbii Iente cl I camiPaiia ire.
L.1hypotlhi-se Lie lit regh6nv•ation d~une cculche I imite onl ava| dti t.Olirb! Ilon en for •l
ehieval est sour@IlL pr6sontt~e. Des zones die rolaminapi-.at ion (-i amont (Iu col de lit

grille ont 6t6 tlecel6es patr c-rtains i.tes uIVS D'autore part, aucute mdthodo tie calcul
peineomttaat, dPappr6le-nder' les, coefficients de transfert thielmi(Iue ajVCC tine bonne
pnr6eision n'apparait : Los m6thode.s (if calCUt bi.dimensionnelleb do couche limitc"

it, ilisant des modiles de turbulonce montrent des car-ts pouvant aller doe 50 it iI00
avec les p•'asultats Lie mesurv'. Settle tine co'rr'.lation Nu = f(ReO, ). te Reynolds 6itaut
bas6t sur Ilit igne tie courlant muyenne dc IleCOtl~eMent po~emnti,-l_ est iPO'op•st~ par til

autotir, mais aucltne validation do cette Fortllule il1a pu dtrl effoctee sill diaetiiut-es
ossais.

D'autr'e p~art, si celt~l.ailns 16suiltats sent. pobli6s stir Les cooefiievints de toansFert
thelwr lklý~~ (11i l'Ziglili ktll[ au iveau de.-_ plates-formles, aucune information nilapparl'at

sur la protection par film (influence ste los coefficients do transfert, efflcacit,S,
tvajectoire.

2.3. NJcessitd do d6velopper un programme d
1

dtudes

Compte tenti des conditiotns Lie plus on plus sdvires rencontr4es stor los meteors
m inidormelts, los plates-foernes de distlibutiUt's voreont des temp6ratures dle p1its on plus
61i ves,qui pour tine TET do 1850K peuvent atteindre localement Z070K. A ces valours
intirisdqttes, it faut ajouter les trl•s fortes h6trnog6n6it.s dies tem|pdraturos qui
rbgnent dans ce regiosis d'

t
cuuleiments secondaires et qiti risquent d'engendrer, sur

lia plate-for'mr, it's gr'adients thepmiques prohtihitifs poutr la tenue mneanique.

La oocferche di un refeoidissoemeni efficace est done reuidue n6oessaire; afin de mini-
w, iser lea d4bits do rt'rnidissement tutills~s, il ost iindispenisable do connaitre les
cunditions Iimites exterites it.t on ppaitiol icr les coefficielts do teanfert Chrhat-mi-
que qui pour des prtossions stipcpieuies it 25 bars ont den niveaux ti-es llev6s.

Atissi la SNFLCMA a-t-elle dec tile2 de edaliser son p'opre progr'amme d ossais permettant
diaciu~erir dais des conditions de fonctionitomeot r6alistes et. srt, du mat6riel repr6-
sentatif des moteurs, les informations n6oessaires t lis mise au point des m6thodes
doe caicul des 6changes thormiques ave0 eo sans film sur lea plates-fermefs de distri-
btittour.

3 - MONTAGE I' ESSAI

La canpagne d'essais a eu lieu Zi l~lnstitut Vou Karman sue unc grille d'aubes represen-
tative de ce qui est r6alis" par la SNECMA sur 1es moteurs modeenes.

3,I .- Veinetl' i siai

Lie montage ciessai est composd dtittne goille plane de luit atubes permetrant de ros-
Spectel" la pdriodicit6.(t d e .l-COUlement, dans le c:anal cintl-al gut est It- canial. d16tudt,.

Les plate-s-frefins inf(:rieupres et suip6rieures sent simul~es par dis plaques planes

dans loesqeoelles vi[nnont s
t 
oncastrer let aubages (figuie 2). Les couches Iimites qui

_%v d6voltoppent it•.,mot du mod•|o skint aspirPies comme le monlrte la figure 3.

3.2 •-. Les ipepeages

Pilsi'urs tyres do pet-yigo unt 4t6 r6alisds sUo" Los plates-Cot-meo. La maquette I
(figure 4) pi-dseatxe trois rangdes di 6missions dont los eorifies sent peti'd(;s paral16-
lemnt a I'taxe moteur. La maqoette 2 (figure 5) pr6sente 1a mie-e d6finitioun dii ptr-
Cage (ite li maquette 1, mais Ila ligne d'orifices a 6t, d6plancde do- faan h co que [a
r'ang6e soil situOo seur une isomach. Quant It 1 a m.qiuotte 3 (Figure S), rIle nli diffbre
do lat secontic' mailuette qu(o pai' I orietutation des pertages plr rapport it Inaxe motrite r
uil d -rapage cers Ilintradas ayant CtC. intioduit.

3.3. - ltstrumontation

Chacune des plaques ainsi d6finies a dt,6 6quil)6e dP'U'ei importante instrCoumentation 100

- Lite cinquitlitttiine d1o mesea-es die piression

- ontie 9)0 et l1t) mesuie-s doe fluts suivant It-s ehc Ide t chinqime plaqlul

Lt-s deux typees ti ises dt mesitre t tilent plnincipiimentcut ittiplant6s iiaps le canali ~~~central, (Iluolues me~sulres dIo sutiw, il linev t, anitt 6tý'. iajotall.Ae. dells Los canaux |lattrllaut.

""iu it i I ltust rat toio de c ett e i ntsumontation i o t ri6:t-e-sent L Uo se a f1 [un- 6. i "r

t,-.!
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O- (ONII)TlONt I)'tLSSiAS

L i imiit.at.ion Letu Iv t-.sa is ont 6e,6irli I i s- s 'i 1 tnst itut Vonu Karmman tians la souftf l
'iv, t t'aC le.- C('i2 pour 1 s o-Sa is tori'miqtpies et. dcans " a l otf' 1iel'i C3 POur i-s 1n ,' "Ps

ae rodynam It tn s,

LIs (-u.'ssais ant kt.6 rialist's de mani46ij' ii res.pecter Ies condItionls die sinmilitudie par ' rap-
pit aix conditiious qui soot icont.i't•'s danis la r6alit.tl'; Ieus cat'act61rist iques sont.
dt finiis par :

Nombn'e tie Il'andtl 0,72

- Notibi'e de Mavil' awIl t , 30

- Noibrle de RcvNnolds
par iii Lre 46 106

- Rapport des temptra-
tuicsv .1T : 1 32Tp

S- MESURFS AERODYNAMIQUES

.I .- Rpart it ion do nombt'e de Malch

:Ls I'vpal'ttions de pv-'ýiOto ont (6L6 iesurl6es sue lhs dif6rezntes plates-formes en

pir'te5nce ou non de chacuiie des trois zones dl6mission. La r6parr.ition du nombre tie
Maclt mesur6e pour le fonetionnement sans film est pr~sente stir la figure 7. Lain-
flhuinc i des 6missbons s-1', [a r~partition dui nom're d(i Mach est faihie, seule la
vriti'sance di's Cfilnms situ' au niviot du col (6missioli 3 pour les deux plates-formes
2 ot, 3) influe sur Ia r6partitii.i des lignes de Mach f et g situtes en amont dQ liI
zone' tl'0 ilission comnimn le ileonLr- lit figure S. La r~part. ition aval rest( quant A elle
incii haiige•

S.2.-Visualisat ion des li•iles oie cour'ant h la par'oi

Paral •blement atix mesuces de pression qui ont. 616 effectutes sutr lrs plaLes-fov'mes,
lis trajetovii e, des li hnes do %tirant ont 6t6 visualis6es t I Paide d'un d167t
d'huil" mitrallg ' 5avoc till oxyde do t itait oPt de lIa poudre de talc. Un exemple dr

Visaiaisiltionk V-t. present.6 sur la figure 9, pour un essai sans 6mission. La d6via-
Lion d.es I I gnms tie courant de 1 :tntrados vers I extrados apparait nettement. De mime,

i'll iil'6sence (i filiii, les tt'ajijtj ograpliios olt 66, i'6alis6es comme le montre la
figill'P I0, poutr ia plate-rot'iiia tuii1'ui 1, Itos tl'Ois zones d 6mission 6tant. aIiment6es.

Lit comparaison des 1 ignl's de coiurant visualis6es avec et sans film est. pr6sent6e sur
1 figure [I*, si tPeffeL dCI i lIa piemicre 'ang'el apoara.t que t,'ýs localemnet, les
seconcle ot troLsizcme ranllg6aS; modifi, iit las Lraisectoires des lignes de coiirallt tie
ftti;on importante , cell es-ci se rapprochant tie celles (r I•.6coulement poLettielo. ILa
m6me colnllaiaison 'ffecLiati- stir Iit plate-fotrme numil'o 2 montra en run sultat. diffti'rmnt.,
Ii's lignes tie cotirani ni6tant que tLi.s IocalIemenL al'ffect6s par la pr6sence des
liissins, IPeffe'it ntiilnta'venant q 'tI' la sortie des 6mtissions, comme le montre Ia
figur'e 12. i1 en esi de miý'ine pour ila troisii±me plate-forme oil la modification des
lignes de cour ant niapparait que sita queltques millim6trios vi aval des orifices
d ' emnission, D(' cPs r6suLtitas, i t ressort que si I 'angle tie petoiage aff.acte locale-
nenL la It.i'aiject.oil- l ies Iigitws de courant., "Ilieffet de taang6etl semble jouti' tin r6le

primolrial datis lit d6viatinn possible de cellcs-ci.

6 - NIUSURES E.S COEFFICIENTS DE TRANSFERT TIIER"IIQUE

6.I. Resultats sur les pIiates-formes sali; film

LU's mtesum-es des flux Llte'.niques an niveau de lita patoi ont 6tei dilpotiilldes eli ut. ili-
sart les i6sultats a6roni namiqnes (r6partition des lignes de Mali eL des 1ignes (e

CouS'aniIt) oblenus I or. . la pi'emi6i'e partie tie la campagna dlessai.

1I1 6t6. tvceei'lCh16 des COI'r4 I attions cionnant. le tisoasfert Ltoermique sous ] a for'me
-u [(Re),), par an-oii.le avoc lat plaque plane, avec

Nux I

Ces ietat ions ant iLl'• appl iqu6es sureirs lignes de courant ai .lis dt" 1a plate-fCroe
d6t,eraineis lot's d's visualisationt. Oeux i'rgions distinctos apparaisstvnt taorse

-tine t-6gion dite "aval" oil I origine des Lignies do cuoiair se trouve A 1a par'oi
intirados tie I 'itbbe, les partircills ri'oveiant d'un nivean stipri-itlur et entrain6es
pat' ii6cou lmenit tr'ansversail apparaissant st'r lit piate-forme i cot. ntroi t.

~r
I!
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- ie e'•ýont diti e "amont" poutt i V I(Iaei IIe I 'o tgt iIIIt' tes I igltet do etOLa eis't, 1) p1 U.S
(II I irate a daCI.,t'm1ine el (IttLI .t `r

6  
fLi XAV IU niV*t 'nIlV I( deL Ci I i de c•iambre considt-r•

vomme pointI tiie depart die la couche linmile aprims que celle issue du becquot atit
a

t i
oll-6 en ret. ec•doit (f fLi gueO 3)"

Nototns que li s•tparation des detix rtgions (qii a 6it,6 faitto corr'espotid pitysiquement h
Ia position ties points do la ilatt'-fot'mne par tappoet au totlui 1 loi en for h cileval

(tolucitillon do passage).

I.'analyse ties mestvees effectt.oes sur les trois plates-formes sans timission de film
a pcrmih d dtierminer tio cort''i ation potir la zone aval, de 1a forme (figure 1)

Ne•t A Re, Olj

Cette 1oi s'apparente fourLment ai ccl t obtenue pour one couche iimite turbulento
at dtivelotpant soti' I1•et plaque piane, bien tliue le coefficient A qui a une valeuor
utnique p1etr I 'ensemble ties liniegis de courant soil, diff6rent; I exposant affeceti au
ttonbt't' tie Reynolds talutit) en rhaqte point sui- I kigne de cottlant tend it protver,

qepi dlans [a zone aval, 1 1'.coulement est d'origine turboe|lnte.

Une compamaison dcs r'asultats oteontis a 6tti faite avec ott programme do calcul de ia
'monte limite Ie long de cettto Ligne do courcnt par difftrences finies, utilisant

on modbl, tie comportoment, do t laturbltenee, ot est prtsentde sur la figure 13 : Lne
re-lamin ar)isation (te ai ctouclte Irrmite ttci-oultnte alppacait en amont, du vol, suivio
duone notvelle transition, phtgttomine qui Waeat, pas confirmIi par les mesures. Si ce
Lype doe pitithode (do calcul dou dtiveloppemen. (do la couche iimite apparait tout A fail
adapt6 h la prt-vision des 6changes pour des ticouletents bidimensionnels, son utili-
sation dans des zones (ti coulements aecondaites naapporte pas do r'tsuoitats satisfal-
sants.

Pour lIa zone. "atont", Ie mime type de cort'tlatiost qtue pout' la zone 'aval" a tittI
olnte•nue (f igure 14).

Nox = D Rex 0,8

Toutefois, la grandte dispersion des mesures olbsorvye dtans cette r6gion no permel
pas d' acroder it ce.to corrilation one grande valeuo, 1'import'anoe des phdnomtnes
t,'iditwiegtainnols titant tel It quo secvi lia mist' au point des m~thodes de calcol
sophistitiquties permottt'ra t'apptrochor de faoton prttciso los tichanges thormiques.

6.2. -R6utlt~ats stir, les plates-formes en proisesnce do film

En pr6sence dos films t",mis par chacone des zones d' 6mission des trois platra-fotmes,
les meat;res ties tichanges tlhel'miques onl 61•6 effoctu•cs. La comparaison de cos valeurs
A1 celles mosoI-Ses sur les plates-formes non refroidies par film montro Un comporte-
mratnt analogue it colui veitnotetrt sur los plaques planes oit settle lIa zone sitote im-
med- ialetmont. en oval des orifices d' tmission prtisente une augmentation importante do
coc!i'icient d' tchatnge, landis Euoailleurs sa valour reste t6quivalente Ai co q'ielle
aetrait. 6t6 sans lI p'6sence do i Im comme i1 llustre pour la s•tconde plate-foetne
la figure IS.

Ia m6tihode d analyse des rtstltatls est analogue hi cello tjui a 6it6 utilistie pouto
rct'

6
ic{' leaS coefficients do itransfert thiermiqo sants ifilm, les mesures ayant tilt6

dti'pouilt6es soc leos Iignos do courant vlsuaListies. Toutei'ois, compte tenu doe l'im-
possibl~it4;• act, vieel de prý,voiv les ! ignes de courant on p",soufco de film ot afin

de tnttvoir aboutir it des corrilatlions utilisabtles poor le dimensionnement ttermiIttoe
des.• i a ,, eS diff'tirtenteos M e++,.114eS t 6t tt tudi.ies poor los trajec tographies
des plaltes-formes nson retrcoidios par film.

Poor Ule vt , i ot'r t:tllitte ctt t atx (ti, soufflage I, lea tapports des coefficienls
4' 6ratlltge aver film aux coe'ffieiqcntta d'illchangt' sats film ont tl,4 tvtart..s sit' lit fignl1e

16 ena fonrtion dl rapport X/I) doI la distance ,i l'illjection act diami,tl'Ae D des orif'ices
('

t
mismsion,. Iflier que ,uIa dispersion des moesoes soit assez grande, tine cori-6Iatios,

I'tt,'i• a .t i 'steomitle dt's rtsttltats obten(I- ptuti' los trois plat.es-formes a pa ltre
tI1," 0.ti dOttnaltt I latgMVrt'tatiotl dut coefficient- do transfert tltermiclue en fonchton t ti
p 'Itso s/I). Cttoformrment i I 'analyse qual itative qei avail CtA+ faitc prtie.6demment
Is rV'-viilat inn obtenu't montre utulau 3dolt de 10 diatmitres, I I itfluence I1 litt pr'sence ."
tht film sttr is a voils' dui coefficient tie traltsfet't thet'tmiqUe devient n

t i
gligeabloe.

*-tttc'J r'titittit• , (tti attpat';tr t ea t trmaximale (tants ia zone do foa it' modiiflation du coof-
ic:lotlt ti 'tehaett jusLtt t1 oval tdu film (x/D /P 10) t comple teIto do I'imtnortatco (tli

01e,6 ..tlltlt i de tt polmnia 'o ( lt t'he'mIqu dC16 i4 la univect ou i ll (inaits l1 s orificers ti'mifris)ot•, Ivt
('onttnt. I 'a itolitt atiOnt do coefficient tiltchtan goe tato 't ' elitiventl mot tel(' o, I 'P r5'ttur
t11i -va fi'itt' sittl 1entilat•iot n Itor coff[icit:tts de transfert, tittormique extetnes
dant t ets .tte zo'n' litt fail do I 'itnprttision dhe Ia eori'61at itin • , eiltritaltn ra till' Ut;'
fai) l ,, ietti ,rt it dr st. lt I v ptt'vi ion tit's me+talt

Ni -
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6. -Eft icanc.it6 ci '. [olm

Dietr cIot' leas i'1sul iLs Stir, Ivs efficai'ci.6S de fi I1 t aienv lUss at pas I lolbjct, (de cett
p)i'esenta ilt Ol, i I est i .l6.'('•satl| t e -"ijgna let' clue t s lwti( i IIr's W l'.f. i" ci t6 olt, 61,6
rI'ali isilS plOr cliacui des fi filsn. des trois pilalo.s-forines !c. (orit pirnils tie r.ettre ell
6.v id Ct. ncv ri'l.ains I'v sutlitat.s :

- Lin film ('mi, e (i 1 ill amotit. dbe I a zone dt- s lparat ion lt-ptit htt'l (-kitral ri dlans If. tourbil I-
Ioil ie dpassage (tA rappirattre N 1it sort i-o i i la glj I Il avec une C',s Fort(- toff i-
cac i t.-;

-los caractleristiqlles goeoCtl'iclUes (qUi iinfluencent I 'efficacit de (1film sont simi-
lairIIs celI les (uIii Ont ct(, d(etormintil(es peUr In la plaque pIlanit,

- pout cortains films, tin compolt.me.t, analogue h c•. lti dls filis He ddivn'eloppalit
Siur tine plaque planet a 6t6 constat6•,

Lit min• all point. des corr-.lations (IonnanL los efficacit-6s de film an fonction des
pai'armi't.ires g6olncitrn iqe(Us des peIr;'(•ges (i, desi piarametres de Ilecoul ementt a lt.6 (0aitre-
lirse la SNEI(CMA.

7 - APPORT DE L'ILTUDE POUR LE DDIMENSIONNEMENT DES PLAIES-FORHES

7.1,-F. at dt e la couche I nmite

Le 0tiudes en.reporises It patti!, des ossais qoc la SNEiCtIA a falL r6a liser & I'I.V.K
oit. permis tie trouvet, clue pour des conditions de simil ii(ue par rapport h ccl l•s
rtencoitx6es stir moteur, la couche limite, (lola le comportement est de tylpe toui lenti ,
s? dIecompose en deux zones situtlest de part. et d'autre (IlL tourbillon de passage. La
i)prdsence d' un film tie mo(lifie globalernent pias le cotmporterment (ie cette couch' limite.

7.2.-Application d'uin modcle de calcul
Conforminment aux ri°sultats do I'analyse bibliographiquc,, les mdthodes de calcul
bidimensiontei los de lia couiclie limite se sont avt1res inutilisables pour d6crire
leoq O.4coiolements sur los plates-forrmes.

Des coir~lations oit k.4 mites it,, point permnttant 'l obtenit le coefficient de
Lranisferl, Lheinliq(luie (e1n chaqi(" point de 1 a platm.--forme . Elles Ont 6it' appl (ll 0q/ ;Jil1.c
vxplO'5l s 1)0l' Iu squell;s ion1s disposions de suftisamminot d' ilforl'tiaLjtills Cotell(-
nIant les conditions d('ensais la s6paration amo0t.-aval (lti I (4coiii ntent a 6t6
I'i-tI'uvtel. et Is formul-s apjliquiSs sur ies lignes de courant perimettent tie ret.rou-

velr Is riso ltiat's dio mtsure aIVtC 1ile piet'(cision cort'eCte (20 %). Ces r(sultats
pe'rine tt;tent tit e a Iidha ioto l', d•tmia:lc0he

7,3,-Utlilisarioll des corlr6-lations

Les cour6latiois qlui oni et6 tOi mses au point sont appliiqu6es au diin•nisionnement
,heri'm iclU dt•s pii O'o moteur et peiiiirttin(t do pie ( irdire les coefficients (l'64cllatatie
salls film avec tne lionnre l't;6cision; une correction locale pout ••lre app(l ique 1ii cos
roefficients d '.-Chang0 etk pl-'•sence d uli film replr6sentatif de coux qii o1t ý-t•t Lest•s
(nombre de raoges, tCaux dol soufflIsage, positi oln...).

L'amrnlioratrion des mrthods•de d prdiction des i•changes au niveau des plats-formes
des dislributeuri's Ill' pre'et (I dcinvisaer I 'augmentation des conditions de t•emp•'atu-
i1 et doe pressioi qui ;ii-gnent devant les turbines tavec confiance, ie dirnnsionnement
tie lout' systnLme de tefrlodisseinent pouvarilt se faire av-c onl degrO de confiancc He
ralniprochant. de colui qui existe aujourd'huui sui le s aubages .

8 - CONCI.USION

hie" sl•.t•t cl'essais clet. i tits i miettre alo paoint des methiodes do enaicul trid imeonsio unielllos
(des transfets tliermiques Il long des parois baignies par, les 6coulet.ents secoridaires a
t6t6. 1't(iali Oe. Uric alialy/t.o itimplifi~e des t.inultats obtenus a permis de d6finir des co'-
'6ilat ions donnant les coefficients d'itichange sui- los plat-s-fot'tes de distiibuteutt onit
pi's•lnce oct nion (I(- film; ces ¢,rrmulhs qUi Otit W-t valid•os sui" d'auties essais i,:alis6s
ipai' la S;NtCMA OtL iisSUS (1do OChcliorches bibliogi apliiques permetteut de dimensionner le coin-
i)Ot'L meltt thl-.rintli(w cles plates-for-mos avee title bonne i)t.6cision.
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SHROUb SEGNEWS FOR UNSHI•OUDED BLADE TURBINES
by

Hr. R. S. Attwood C. Eng. M.I. Mech. E.,
Mechanical Technology,
Rolls Royce Limited,

Moor Lane,
P.O. Box 31,

DERBY.
DE2 8BJ

U.K.

1. SUWR¥y

For hot and high speed .urbines it is desirable to use blades without tip shrouds,
which are an embarrassment from the point of view of centrifugal weight and cooling.
The static shroud segments are then exposed to very severe thermal conditions.

It is difficult to design shroud segments which will survive these conditions
without demanding so much cooling air that the specific fuel consumption advantage of
the shroudless blade is completely absorbed.

The problem involves two parameters:- cooling requirements and integrity.

Therefore, for a variety of possible segment section design concepts, the first
part of this paper will examine fundamental relationships which control the cooling
requirements.

The second part of the paper explains the decision to evaluate experimentally the
integrity of section designs, and a description and technical justification of tie
chosen test technique, which overcomes the heat-transfer compromises involved in testing
at atmospheric pressure.

2. NWODZCLATURE ASSUMED

VALUE

Tg Gas temperature 1300 0C

hg Hot side heat transfer coefficient 17,400 w,'m
2
/OC

Cr Specific heat of cooling air 1005 Joules/kg/ 0 C

Tc1  Cooling air temperature 600 °C

T1  Temperature of hot surface of ceramic 0C

T2  Temperature of hot compliant metal surface Oc

T3  Temperature of hot metal surface Oc
T 4  Temperature of cold metal surface oc
Tc 2 Cooling air outlet temperature oC

SCooling efficiency
q Heat flux W/M

2

Km Conductivity of metal substrate 20 w/m/
0
C

Kc Conductivity Of ceramic (YSZ) .B w/m/OC

Ki Conductivily oi 'ompliant Laye; 1.1 w/m/
0

C

xc Thickness of cer~aic mm 1z
xi Thickness of Compliant Layer mi

xm Thickness of metal substrate 2.0 mm

Engine core gas mass flow 131.5 kg/sec

N Cooling air flow kg/sec

Shroud areE .113 m
2

AI.
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3. INTRODUCTION

The great majority of Rolls-Royce gas turbine aero-engines have used shrouded blade
turbines, giving good tip sealing as well as good performance retention. The cooling of
the static shroud segments against which the blade tip shrouds run is relatively easy
and effective, since a film of cooling air, both from an annular release in front of the
segments and from blade cooling air released from the blade tips, is easily established
and maintained over the full axial length of the liner. This means that the cooling air
requirements are quite low and relatively low temperature materials may be used.

Demands for increased gas turbine efficiencies in the longer term can be satisfied
by running the turbine hotter and faster. In these circumstances the blade tip shroud
is an embarrassment, from the point of view of its C.F. weight and the extra cooling air
Lequired, both for the shroud itself and for the aerofoil, so that it may carry the
weight of the shroud. However, deletion of the tip shroud exposes the static shroud
segments directly to the turbine gases. Also, in order to minimise over tip leakage,
the tip clearance between the blades and the segments must be kept as low as possible,
E.G. 0.2-0.3 mm. This gives a very high heat transfer coefficient, with little chance
of maintaining a cooling film, so that the heat flux into the shroud segment is much
greater than with shrouded blade3.

Unless great sophistication is designed into the cooling systes, together with the
choice of the right materials, the efficiency gains from the use of the higher speed
turbine will be sacrificed completely by the need for extra expensive cooling air. In
addition to this there are a number of other criteria which need to be satisfied,
abradability, erosion ana nxidation resistanue, and mechanical integrity. Each of these
aspects of performance merita a substantial programme of research. Therefore, in order
to render the task manageable, this paper addresses only the problems of cooling and
integrity in the conditions of extreme thermal cycling.

The first part of the paper examines the steady state thermal requirements, leading
to estimates of required quantities of cooling air flow for different section
constructions. The second part of the paper is concernud with the integrity of ceramic
layers and examities the transient temperature behaviour in an idealised engine cycle,
bearing in mind the need to define some simple rig tests which can be used to evaluate
those designs featuring ceramic.

4. SHROUD COOLING AMLYSIS

Before specifying and developing a shroud design, it is important to understand the
fundamental thermal constraints which apply to various types of section. The purpose of
this exercise therefore, is to examine the requirements which must be satisfied by a
shroud design. Various alternative design proposals are examined, starting with bare
metal and progressing, via ceramic coated metal substrates, to ceramic coated substrates
incorporating a compliant intermediate layer.

The thermal model chosen is simply a one dimensional heat trinsfer calculation
through a slab oa: sandwich corresponding to the shroud segment design being
investigated. The steady state conditions are calculated by solving a set of
simultaneous equations, corresponding to the various layers of thr. section.

Many of the quantities used in the equations are themsel-os variable, but for this
very basic assessment, representative constant values are used. This should riot
invalidate the broad and general conclusions produced by the analysis. In order to
assess the cost of cooling air required, a hypothetical engine is considered. The
dimensions, temperatures and air flows, together with the values of other constants

i;ed, are set -t with the nomenclature.

".'he maximum locn.l annulus gas temperature Tg, is assumed to be 13000C (1573
0

K) this
is approximately equaz. *o the mear. flame temperature at take off of an engine using
shroudless blacs'e, so it typically applies to a hot streak condition with some dilution §
due tu coiabustion chambe- wall cooling. The heat transfer coefficient, hg, is assumedSto be 17,100 wattto/m,,/OK. Infornation on heat transfer coefficients applying to the hot...-.-surface of a shroud sgq.,-nt is sparse. The chosen value is the best estimate available

for a single value, to bs ipplied for the whole of the segment.

The temperature of cooling a0r used to cool the shrouds is taken to be 600
0
C and

corresponds to using HP compressor delivery sir. As on the hot side, to do precise
calculations, onc should define a h~at transfer coefficient for the cold side - hc.
This is, however, directly dependant on che mass of cooling air uEed and this needs to
be minimised. Also, the chohie of cooling system has yet to be resolved and this too
affects hc, so this method of procedure in this instance is not appropriate. Therefore
the calculations in this paper avoid this difficulty by using the concept of cooling
efficiency r . As a result the product )M, which is a measure of the 'cooling demand',
now appears as a parameter ih the calculations. The virtue of this approoch is that it
allows the decisions on the type of cooling system and the quantity of ccol.ng air used*1 ~to be left to the end of the analysis.

Stemperature gain of cooling air Tc 2 - TcI

temperature differential, metal to cooling air T4 - Tcl
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4.1 UNCOmTD mzTaL SHMGOODs (Impingement or convection cooled)

Tg (I1300*C)

INCREASING T 3 HOT SIDE
TEMPERATURE .

T4 COLD SIDE-

TC 1 6009C) TC1  TC2

FIG I TREB1RAL GRADIEMTS

The one-dimensional heat flux equations are set out below.

I = hg (Tg - T3 ) (I)

HEAT FLUX Km (T3 - T 4 ) (2)

q -r, x 10-3 = )

- M Cp (Tc 2 - Tcl) -Cp (T4 (Tc,) (3)

from (I) (Tg - T3) . q/hg (4)

from (2) + (3) - TCl) = q / x0 + (5))

divide (4) by (5) Tg - T3 (000/hg (6)
-- Tc ' x 1000

If T? is taken as 1050oC (maximum for an oxidation resistant coating or material

like the M4CrAly' alloys).

Ty - T3 - 1300 - 1050 .555 (7)

T3 - Tcj 1050 - 600

Transposing (6) and entering values for the constants, we get

IN= 1000
1005 1000 xm (8)

17400 x .555 20

S19.9 • ;(9)
2.07 - xm

It is convenient to express the quantity 11M as a percentage, i.e. a decimal for '1

and a percentage of engine HP air used for cooling (M), i.e.-- x 100, for the area .

of the full shroud annulus (.113m2). 131.5

Therefore 'N1 - .113 x x .i xM x 1•,17

This equation shows that t',e heat transfer coefficient on the hot side is So high

that, even with an infinite heat sink on the cold side, the hot surface metal
temperature cannot be brought down to 10500C when the metal thickness exceeds 2 mm. The
heat flux is so high that it needs a large temperature gradient to draw the heat through
the metal and there is then left no temperature difference between the cool side metal -

d if• and the cooling air.

IME
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4.2 METAL SHROUDS (Transpiration cooled)

Tg (030O0C

T 3 (1050-C) J Tc 2

"frr1 (600°C)

i~o~c)

FIG 2 TaBRMAL GRADIsHTS

For this configuration I must be redefined, substituting T3 for T 4 for the cooled
metal temperature, since the cooling air now has the potential for ooling the full
section thickness, including the metal at the highest temperature. TC2 - Tcl0 )HEAT FLUX •-I hg (Tg - T3) (il)

q = nMCp (T3 - Tel) (12)

Processing these equations for the full shroud, in decimal-percentage terms as
before yields:-

(1 M .825 % (j.3)

This value is plotted as a single point, on Fig 6, together with other curves
generated later. Note that this is a constant value, not dependant on the thickness ofthe section. Note also that the cooling flow requirement may be halved, by halving theheat transfer coefficient (hg), increasing the tolerable metal temperature (T 3 ) toI150oc, decreasing the gas temperature (Tg) to 11750 C, or decreasing the cooling air
temperature to 150OC.

If the insulating effect of the cooling air as a result of the formation of a film onthe hot surface is ignored, the maximum value of n which might be assumed for this

system is 0.3. This leaves a cooling air mass flow requirement of 2.75%, which is veryhig an de•On tra es hedesirability of effective film cooling with all - metal
shrouds,

4.3 METAL SUBSTRATE WITH CERAMIC COATING

Tg (1300'C)

SUBSTRATET3"i(2)

T 42:~~T 
Te 2e oo]i

SL WIG 3 THERMAL GRADIENTS

aME
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NOW 71 is defined as for 4.1, using T 4 in place of T3, giving the following
equations: [ . hg (Tg - Tl) (14)

IK, (Tl T3) (15)
HEAT FLUX xc x l0-3

q Km (T3 "T4) (16)

xm x 10-3

'I)lCp (T4 - Tc) (17)

Now by adding (14) and (lt), 'heii dividing by (16) + (17) we get:-

1000
Tg - T3  -- "w (18)

'MCp Km

It now assumed that ths maximum substrate temperature (T3) is 950
0

C, to allow
the use of a lower grade of metal for the substrate.

Therefore Tg -T3 1300 - 950 (19)

T3- TC1 950 -600

ýubtitute this in equation (17) and re-arrange to get:-

1000 (20)

'_(1000 + c _ _ - x. cP

h9 Kc 7,-

We may now substitute for the other constants aad express the equation in decimal-
percentage terms as before. Also a fixed value of xm (2 mm) may be used to simplify the
equation:-

.0678 (21)
1114

Xc - .034

The value of KC tz~ken is that of a low conductivity ceramic, in this case yttria
stabilised zirconia (YSZ). The effect of the ceramic is to reduce the heat fluxi considerably, and so much less cooling air is required. The calculations show that

about I mm of YSZ is needed to keep the product 1)14 down to about 0.1. This
corresponds to about i% of cooling air with an impingement cooling system of 0.2
efficiency. The surface temperature of the ceramic is almost equal to the gas
tempe:ature and there is a large temperature drop across the ceramic. It should be
noted that if i7H could be allowed to rise to 0.2 the ceramic jould be made as thin as
.35 mm, which is the sort of thickness used on other components with some success.
Alternatively, if the maximum substrate temperature were set at i050oc this thickness of
ceramic (.35 mm) would only require a ilM value of 0.1.

4.4 N.EAL SUBSTRATR MITS A CHRAMIC COATING ON AN ITE0RHEDIATE COMPLIANT LAYER

One possible method of alleviating the distress imposed on the ceramic by
differential thermal expansion between the ceramic and tne dominating substrate, is to
interpose a relatively flexible, compliant layer, typically a sintered mat of oxidation
resistant metallic wires. This section considers such a construction, which is cooled
by passing air over the rear of the substrate.

"Tg (1300°C)

T 2 T

C E R A M IC . T.. . . . . .. ............

COMPLIANT Z"
LAYER

TC (6000C)(m)



The heat flux equations are as follows:

= hg (Tg -T 1 ) (22)

Kc (1l - T2 ) (23)
HEAT FLUX xC x 10-J

q F Ki (T 2 - T3 ) (24)
xi x 10-3

K (T 3 - T4 ) (25)

= lMCp (T 4 - Tc 1 ) (26)

Add equations (22) + (23), then divide by the sum of (24) + (25) + (26)

1000 + x0  (27)
Tg - T 2  _ hg rcc

T2 - Tcl 1000 +oI'm xi
?IMCF Ym Xi

T 2 features in this equation, since the critical temperature in this construction
is the highest temperature of the metallic compliant layer. If T 2 is set at 950

0
C, for

long term oxidation resistance of the fine metallic wires.

Tg - T 2  1300 - 950
T2 Tcl 950 - (28)

This may be substituted in equation (27), which when re-arranged becomes:-

1000 (29)

Khg Km K C

When values for the constants are substituted, xm set at 2 mm and expressed in
decimal - percentage terms for the hypothetical engine, the equation simplifies to:-

.0678 (30)
S xc (1-.725 xi) - .034

The form of the graphs of this equation, for a range of values of xi, is indicated

in Fig 6. Note that if .- 1. is greater than approximately 1.2 to 1.3 it becomesxc
impossible to hold T 2 down to 950

0
C.

This calculation shows that the introduction of a compliant layer requires
additional cooling air. This is because, as well as acting as an insulator (Ki• KC),
the temperature of the hot side of the layer now becomes the limiting factor, and it ison the wrong side of some of the insulation.

Ideally a very thin, highly conductive compliant layer is required, but this might -,

millitate against its compliance. on the other hand, the use of a thicker or less
conductive compliant layer demands more cooling air.

The requirement for more cooling with thick compliant layers can be counteracted by
increasing the thickness of the ceramic. Thus a typical design could be 2.5 mm of
ceramic on 2.5 mm of compliant layer. The calculations predict that the product of 1Mu
would be .1, and, as before, would correspond to using i% of cooling air with an
impingement cooling system of 0.2 efficiency. The calculated temperature distributions
show that the ceramic surface is almost at gas temperature, there are large temperature
drops of almost equal magnitude across the ceramic and the compliant layer, the
temperature gradients are however much less steep than with ceramic alone.

.1

A
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4.5 NZTAL SUBSTRATE WITH A CERAMIC COATING ON A COkPLIAINT LAYER WHICH IS COOLED BY T1E
TRANSPIRATION Of COOLING AIR

Ty (13000C)

CERAMIC :::::...::....i....i. ... ... ...

COMPLIANT ', '2
LAYER EXHAUST AT ERFSTG

SUBSTRATE 
' ..

Tc1 600*C) Tc

FIG 5 THERMAL GRADIENTS

The cooling air may now rise to temperature T2, therefore the cooling efficiency
must be redefined as: Tc2 - Tc 1

T2 - Tc 1

hy (Tg - T) (31)

HEATFLUX Kc (Tl - TO2 (32)
, q xc x 10-3

nMCp(T 2 - Tcl) (33)

Equation (31) + (32) divided by (33) gives:-
1000 xc

Tg - T2  hg Kc (34)

T2 - Tcl 1000'IMCp

1000

then 71M ( )000 Cp (35)

Substitute for the variable and convert to decimal -% terms:

= .067 (36)
Ac + .046

The ability to pass the cooling air through the compliant layer means that the low
conductivity of the layer is no longer providing a restriction for heat flow. The
compliant layer can be of any desired thickness. The cooling air can theoretically rise
to the limiting temperature of the compliant layer, i.e. 950

0
C. This provides a very

good system with a high cooling efficiency, due to the intimate contact of the cooling
air with the compliant layer, which has a high surface area. Thus low thicknesses of
ceramic can be considered. Most of the temperature drop is taken across the ceramic,
whose surface is very close to the gas temperature.

4.6 CONCGUSIOIS n? SHROUD COOLING ANALYSIS

"r •The main numerical results of the above analysis are plotted on FIG. 6. Also rIG.7
is a chart which indicates the cooling air costs, advantagea. and disadvantages of
possible designs in the various configuration studied.

4.6.1 Uncoated Metal Shrouds (Impingement or convection cooled)

This is, of course not plotted on FIG. 6, since there is no ceramic involved.
iHowever the cooling demands are high and strongly dependant on metal thickness. In
fact above a thickness of approximately 2 mm, it becomes impossible to keep the a
metal below 10500C, no matter how efficient is the cooliq.g



4.6.2 Metal Shrouds (Transpiration Cooled)
Metal thickness is no longer a parameter and the shroud segments may be of any

desired thickneps. A single point is plotted on FIG. 6 (at xc = 0) for reference.
If some degree of film cooling is achieved with the exhausted cooling air, the
cooling costs may be lower than quoted.

4.6.3 Metal Substrate with Ceramic Coating

Much depends on the thickness of the coating and the temperatre to which the
metal is to be cooled. The thicker coatings require the least cooling, but they
are also the designs which suffer most from integrity problems.

4.6.4 Metal Substrate with Ceramic Coating on Compliant Layer (Impingement
Cooled)

The compliant layer offers a solution to the integrity problem, but its presence
increases the coolinig costs and/or requires a thicker ceramic coating. In addition
there is a relationship between the ratio of compliant layer to ceramic thickness
and the cooling cc;ets, with definite limits to the thickness ratio.

4.6.5 Metal Substrate with Ceramic Coating on Compliant Layer (Transpiration
Cooled)

The constraints on compliant layer and ceramic thickness described above are
removed. Also the direct cooling of the compliant layer is very efficient. The
cooling costs are similar to those of the simple ceramic coating configuration,
while the integrity advantage of the compliant layer is maintained.

*1-• METAL SUBSTRATE
0.8 (NO CERAMIC)

TRANSPIRATION COOLED
mm TO T3 = I0500 C

(INCLUDED FOR REFERENCE)
0. 7

Tq g 13000C

MAX METAL = 950'C
. 6. TEMPERATURE

Tc = 600 0C
x = 2nmm5s

0.5 CERAMIC m

ON METAL

0. . =1.2

'~~ IMPINGEMENT COPAN
01-0.5 1OOLED COMPLIANT

0.1 x." C O E LAYER "

" -. •CONSTRUCTIONS

- ' , " ,- - -'%L'TRANSPIRATION

0 1 2 3 COOLED

THICKNESS OF CERAMIC xc ) mm's

IFIG 6 PRi3DICTED COOLING AIR REQUIREMENYS

I-.
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SHROUD SECTION DESIGN PREDICTED PROBABLE Rt• i
IM 7j M%

SIMPLE ALL-METAL - 2MM INFINITE .2 00 IMPOSSIBLE TO COOL TO l0500 C
THICK IMPINGEMENT COOLED

SIMPLE ALL METAL (SAY 2MM- VERY EXPENSIVE ON COOLING AIR
THICK) TRANSPIRATION BUT MAY BE ACCEPTABLE ESPECIALLY
COOLED IF HIGHER TEMPERATURE METALS
-TO 10500C -. ---- 2 .3- 2.75 ARE USED, OR EFFECTIVE FILM4

"TO 1I150C .41 .3 1.4 COOLING IS ACHIEVED.

CERAMIC COATED SUBSTRATE
(2 mm THICA)
(SUBSTRATE IMPINGEMENT

COOLED TO 950
0
C)

W'.TH 1 mm OF YSZ .07 .2 0.35 CHEAP COCLTNG, BUT HAS INTEGRITY
PROBLEMS

"WITH .35 mm o0 YSZ .20 .2 1.0 MORE EXPENSIVE COOLING, BUT BETTER
INTEGRITY

CERAMIC COATED SUBSTRATE
(2 mm THICK)
(SUBYTRATE IMPINGEMENT
COOLED TO 950 0

C)
WITH 2.5 mm YSZ on 2.5 NM .10 .2 0.5 CHEAP COOLING, BUT THICK COMPLIANT
COMPLIANT LAYER LAYER REQUIRES "ICK CERAMIC

COAT, WITH AT? ANT INTEGRITY
PROBLEM.

-WITH 1.5 1*M YSZ ON 1.5 MM .18 .2 0.9 MORE EXPENSIVE COOLING, BUT BETTER
COMPLIANT LAYER INTEGRITY.

2 .r iIC COATED SUBSTRATE
4. ¾ THICKNESS) WITH
TRANSPIRATION COOLED
ICOMPLIANT LAYER VERY EFFICIENT COOLING, WITH ONLY

(ANY THICKNESS) 3 CONSTRAINT ON COMPLIANT LAYERWITH 1mYSZý . J.. .065 .5 0.13 THICKNESS BEING THE ABILITY TO
" '.• . -5. Y_ __- - " -"o " PASS THE REQUIRED AMOUNT OF AIR.MITH 0.5 mm YSZ .125 .5 .0.5

FIG 7 POSSIBLE SHROUD DESIGNS

5 CERAMIC COATING INTEGRITY
Having made an estimate of the cooling demands for a selection of shroud design

concepts, it is also necessary to investigate the difficult problem of mechanical
integrity of the designs, particularly with respect to the ceramic coating. The first
requirement is that the shroud assembly should be capable of prolonged service at the
elevated temperatures associated with engine service. However, the most difficult
requirement is the need to survive the cyclic stresses, resulting from differential
thermal expansions occurring during engine acceleratinn and oeceleration.

Ideally, given a full understanding of the problem, a theoretical analysis of the
designs should be performed. This would involve the calculation of transient thermal
gradients in three dimensions, for the full engine cycle. The next step would be tile
application of the relevant mechanical and thermal properties of the various materials,
which themselves are variable with temperature, in order to predict the three 7
duimensional stress cycles. The final step would be the assessement of the stress data
against a number of complex failure criteria. The first of these three steps might be
feasible, though difficult to achieve with confidence. The second step involves

material data which is at present poorly specified. Also, the final step requires the
full knowledge of very complex and various failure criteria, which is not available at
this time.

The performance of this theoretical analysis would therefore be a formidable task,
with many possibilities for error, which would inevitably reduce confidence in the final
concluniions.

The second part of this paper describes an alternative approach, for which only an
element of the first of the three above steps is used, in order to specify a rig test
experimental evaluation which will provide the required assessment of integrity.
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The tests involve a test piece which, though lacking some of the details of anr
engine shroud segment, is representative in terms of size, shape and section design. To
this test piece is applied a thermal cycle, which is chosen to give representative
thermal gradients, while keeping the absolute temperatures at a reasonable level. The
'stress and failure analysis' is then performed by the rig test. The main compromise
involved is the order difference in heat transfer coefficients, between the atmospheric
pressure rig and the high pressure engine. This is corrected by two means. Firstly,
the flame used in the ig is hotter than the annulus gas in the engine. The relevant
quantity is the temperAture difference between the flame and the hot surface of the test
piece, not the absolute flame temperature, therefore this is quite a powerful factor.
Secondly, in the engine, the annulus temperature will take several seconds to rise and
fall, but on the rig the flame may be applied and remove. from the specimen almost
instantaneously. This factor can be used to steepen the transient gradients, to correct
for the low heat transfer coefficient on the atmospheric rig.

The only analytical part of this method is the selection of the rig thermal cycle,
which will give the correct thermal gradients. For this a computer program, giving
transient one dimensional thermal gradients at a number of times through the cycle, is
used for both rig and engine. FIG. 8 Illustrates the method used to select the cycle.

PREDICTED GAS TEMP. CYCLES
TgAND Tel V TIME

•+H AATSE YSTATE"TASE "OEFFS . PROPERTE

SCOMPUTER PROGRAMdME _

GRADIET

ENGINE

COMPARE: RIG AND
HO ENGINE GRADIENTS Y

REPRESENTATIVE ?

f RIG

SELECT MOST SEVERE
+ MAX. STEADY STATE

SSELECTED...
ALTER TEST TRANSIENT THERMAL rEST

CYCLE GRADIENS CYCLE

[ESTIMATED HEAT TEST CYCLE CONDITIONS
LTRANSFER COEFFS. 1 TG 'lic (FORCED COOL?), ROPERTIES" " I ~CYCLEv TIMES I

FIG 8 METHOD USED TO SELECT TEST THERMAL CYCLES

Note that the iterative alterations to the test cycle are chosen arbitrarily, but
with increasing skill as the exercise proceeds. The final selected test cycle is
specific to each design of section and it is then used as a guide for setting up the
conditionn. The predicted front and rear face temperatures are then used to monitor the
cycle and for fine adjustments to the control parameters, e.g. flame power and cycle
time.

The rig used is illustrated by FIG 9. The specimen, which iS 50 mm square, is
'supported in a water cooled holder, which may be shuttled between heating and cooling
positions by an automatically scheduled pneuriatic ram. Heat is supplied by a large
180 kW oxy-propane burner, which not only has adequate power, but also is large enough
to give even heating over the face of the specimen. For some cycles an active cooling
jet is used, but not for all.

/ '- -
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For most specimens only two pieces of instrumentation are used. A radiation
pyrometer is used to rec,•rd the front face temperature (Tl) and a thermocouple is
attached to the rear face to record T4. During early tests more fully instrumented test
pieces, with thermocouples embedded in the sections at each material discontinuity, were
used to evaluate the test method. A typical output is shown in FIG. 10. The
distribution of temperatures is as expected, showing that the values of thermal
conductivity specified for the materials are approximately correct. These results then
justified the use of only two temperature measurements on the main programme specimens.

The rig and test technique have been commissioned during a quite extensive
programme, during which many of the basic conclusions which are widely published by
other researchers have been confirmed. At this point the testing of sections involving
ceramics was suspended, as the rig was diverted to another programme, which is not
within the scope of this paper. It is now intended to return to a programme of research
on the concepts described in this paper.

WATER COOLED SPECIMEN HOLDERir-•,• -- '-----• •OXY 
PROPANE

BURNER
SPECIMEN (180 kW)

THERMOCOUPLE
(T4)

S~WATER 
COOLING 

=
FLOW 

AIR JETRAITO

PY ROMETER
CT1)

SAUTOMATICALY SC14LDULUED
PNEUMATIC RAM

FIG 9 THERK"AL CYCIAIG TEST RIG

4i
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TEMP (*Ce
1 400J

1 300
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T10 T2
1000 CO

LAYER
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600 T

600

'40

300

200

100

0

20 '0 60 80 100 200 300

TIME (SECONDS)

PIG 10 FULLY INSTRWIENTED TEST PIECE - RIG CYCLE RESULTS

6. CONCL~USIONS

This paper has explored two aspects of the design and development of shroud
segments for turbines which use unshrouded blades. The first part of the paper is a
general assessment of the thermal gradient through various types of section, to give a
basic understanding of the thermal requirements. In particular, for Sections involving
ceramic coatings, it has defined the thickness of coating required and related this to
the cost in terms of cooling air flow. In addition, a problem or limitation associated
with the use of a compliant layer, as a result of its relatively low conductivity, has
been high-lighted. A possible means of overcoming this problem, by means of the
transpiration of cooling air through the porous compliant layer, has been described.

The second part of the paper described a method of comparative assessement of
engine and rig thermal gradients and cycles. This has been used to define a set of test
conditions, in which there will be some confidence that the test results will be
meaningful and relevant.

Though no comprehensive programme of tests has yet been performed, the rig has been
fully commissioned and it is intended to commence such a programme in the near future.

SI -
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D) ISCUSSION

I).K.Hennecke, Ge
What ceramic material wcre you using'?

Author's Reply
"Though the type of analysis descriled may be used for a variety of materials, the propertics used in this paper are for
yllria stabilized zirconia. The experimental work done so far has confirnmed that improved integrity is obtained with
partial stahiliation.

D.K.itennecke, Ge
Was the eceraiic coating also employed as abrasive or abradable coating?

Author's Reply
The lack of abradalbility is another of the difficult problenis associaled with the use (if ceramics oin static shrotuds. It is
very desirabhl tIhat abhrasion should remove nmateial from the stator, rather that% the rotor blade tips.,lhe literature
describes a number ot conceplual solutions: porous, therefore abradiable, top cOiatS on the ceramic or abrasive caps on
tile blade tips. A more elegant solution would be the use of a rcliable active tip clearance control system (possibly with
Illech.llical activation). Ilis should reduce tile frequency of lip rubs, such that the consequent loss of performance,
requiring a renoval of the engine for refurbishment, would be acceptable.

D.K.Hennecke, Ge
In ease of a rub-in of tie blades into the coating wouldn't tihe compliant layer be sIquCezed so that the cooling flow would
he reduced?

Author's Reply
The above remiarlks apply to this question but in any case I would anticipate that a severe rub, which might compress the
compliailt layer, would also remove the ceramic in it gross manner. If the flow. characteristics of tile compliant layer
w ere designed to be self nmetcrillg, such Ia de'•ign iiight be ito a degree fail-safe.

D.A.Nealy, US
Just aln observation. Our own work, primarily in the context of combustor cooling has shown that both isrnoal (through
thickness of layer) and axial temperature gradients through the transpiratioln cooled compliant layer may he very
substantial. The strong axial inaterial temperature gradients are in fact a consequence of the high intrinsic thermal
efficiency of the transpiration cooled layer. I would simply like to point out that these ther•mail gradient details lay have
wine1o inimporant implications relative to ceramic layer thermal stresses.

Author's Reply
"llierc is strong evidence to suggest that a coating which will be successful, from the point of view of avoidance of
catastrophic failure, will necessarily suffer radial cracking at ant early stage. This being tile ease, the coating will be
effectively strain isolated iln tite aixial direction, hi any case I would expect that since the intermediate layer is to someextent compliant, its planar dimensions will be controlled by the solid substrale.

P.Ramette, Fr
Quelle est Ia nature du matdriau utilisM pour li cottche intcrmddiane sous lit c•tainique, ct qttel est son niveitu de
xIMrosile poIuLr permettre in refroidissement par filni?

Author's Reply
.'lle parlicular mnaterial which I have used for this exercise, is the cotmntmercial prod•ict 'Brutsbond'. This consist, of a.Ssinlered miat of 0. 125 mm (0.005 inch) diatneter: 'Hloskins 875' wires (randomly orientated). The density of the

particttlar version considered is 35%. (i.e. 65% porosity).

J.NI.Flurnns, UK
nlie shroud s.ginent gas temperature assumed was I300"C --- bearing in miind effects of combustor tiaverse, upstreamts
Vane platform cooling and discharge of cooling air from the rotor blade tip, what engine turbine inlet temperature does
this represent?

Author's Reply
Given the qutalilative and approximate nature of this analysis. I have assumed that the deltas you have listed may give a
net variation of zero. I.e. the local gas temperature is equal to the turbine inlet temperature. I have assumed that the
effect of film cooling will be itinimial.

:7
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J.M.Hannis, UK
Can you say at what level of turbiic inlet tcmlperature it is neccssary to introducc unshroudcd rolor bladiiig rathcr than

,sb~rouded Wlading?

Author's Reply
'Nis is a decision which depetnds on many unconmccied factors, as well as temperature levels.
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ENGINE TESTS ON A COOLED GAS TUR31NE STAGE

H.J. Graf

BBC Brown, Boveri & Company, Limited
CH-5401 Baden, Switzerland

SUMMARY

A new cooling system was designed for the 45 MW gas turbine type 8. Extensive
tests were carrie out in a new power station to verify the reliability of the cooled
components. Wall temperatures were measured using thermocouples, thermal paints and
pyrometers. Cooling air temperature, pressure and mass flow measurements allowed a
detailed analysis of the first stage under operating conditions.

This paper presents the results and comparisons with design calculations. The
applicability and accuracy of the three measuring techniques are discussed.

List of Symbols Subscripts

diameter ad adiabatic

d film hole diameter c cooling air

h heat transfer coefficient g hot gas

I blade height h hub

Ma Mach number ref reference value

m mass flow t tip

n speed w wall

p pressure total

Re Reynolds number 0 vane inlet

s chord length 1 vane exit/blade inlet

T temperature 2 blade exit

t spacing

w velocity

x distance from stagnation point;
axial distance

a injection angle

(T -T )/(T -T ) cooling effectiveness

S- (T -Tw )/(T -T ) film cooling9 ad g c effectiveness

INTRODUCTION

The new gas turbine type 8 wus developed for increased specific power output and
improved efficiency. These goals were accomplished on the one hand by modifying the .
thermodynamic cycle parameters and on the other hand by optimizing the compressor and
turbine efficiencies. By using more efficient cooling systems, it was possible to
attain considerable progress on the turbine end. Even though the relative cooling air
mass flow rate could be reduced, the service life of the parts subjected to the hot gas
has not changed from that of the existing BBC gas turbine type 9. a 32 MW unit which
has an identical design concept. Particular attention has been paid not only to mechani-
cal stressing, but also to corrosion attack.

onModern theoretical tools were available for designing the cooling system. In
addition, the most important functions were rechecked in model tests. A detailed report
on these experiments was already presented in [Il. Nevertheless, various factors that
have quite an important effect on the heat transfer within a turbine can n.ither be
calculated exactly nor measured experimentally. These include, on the hot gas side,
e snonuniformties and fluctuations of the inlet flow

the combined influence of free stream turbulence, pressure gradient,
surface curvature and roughness on the boundary layer development
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- the three-dimensional flow character including rotation and end I

wall secondary flow
- the injection of film cooling air

Additional problems arise in the prediction of the internal heat transfer: geometrical
parameters and rotational eifecf.,. have an important influence on the pressure loss and
the local value of the heat transfer coefficient (2]. For that reasorn, it is absolutely
necessary to check the design in the machine itself.

For the type 8 gas turbine, extensive measurements were taken in an installation
set up for that purpose. With more than 100 measuring points for temperature and
pressure, the operational reliability of the entire cooling system had to be demon-
strated. At the same time, the design procedure used had to be verified on two speci-
fically instrumented test vanes and blades. The third objective was to test new com-
puter codes for the heat -ransfer prediction in boundary layers, provided that a I
sufficient measurement accuracy could be achieved. This paper discusses the results of
these measurements on the first stage vanes and blades.

TEST ENGINE

A complete description of the type 8 gas turbine can be found in (31, [41 and [5].
In its design point, the machine operates with the cycle temperature and the pressure
ratio shown in Fig. 1. These parameters are chosen based on economic and design con-
siderations and provide a power output of 45 MW with a thermal efficiency of 32% at
base load condition.

By increasing the circumferential speed, it was possible to limit the number of
stages in the turbine to three despite the higher inlet pressure (compared to the P
four-stage type 9 turbine). For the same reason, the specific aerodynamic loading of
the individual rows was small, so that high aerodynamic efficiencies were attained.
Measurements in a model turbine [1] have confirmed this.

TABLE 1: GEOMETRIC AND AERODYNAMIC DATA AT MID-SECTION
BASE LOAD (IDLE)

Vane Blade

chord length s rM 91 56

aspect ratio 1/s - 0.9 1.9

solidity t/s - 0.87 0.84

diameter ratio Dt/Dh - 1.15 1.19

speed n min- - 6300

inlet pressure Po, 1  bar 14.3 (11.7) 9.0 (7.3)

enit pressure Pl 2  bar 9.0 (7.3) 7.2 (5.6)

ex2it Mach number Ma 0.84 0.65

exit Reynolds number Re 12.6.06(3.4.106) 1.1.106(1.4.106)
based on chord length .... !

Table I lists the design conditions for the center cross-section ot the first
stage vane. The flow parameters taken from a streamline curvature through flow program
were - where necessary - corrected using the results of three-dimensional calculations
or experiments. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the data measured with those computed for
a geometrically similar single stage turbine. To calculate the pressure distribution
along the profile, a time-marching procedure was used that was likewise checked against
measurements (Fig. 3). The effect of film cooling injection on the pressure distri-
bution, the exit flow angle and the losses was determined from cascade measurements {1|.
The same computer programs were used for the test evaluation.

1.1

I I I I I I' l l- - | i l
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Another important factor for the heat transfer on blades is the approach flow at
the turbine inlet. The conditions for this flow depend quite significantly on the type
and on the arrangement of the combustion chamber. The turbine design and the test
evaluation are supported by the long years of BBC experience with single combustors.

COOLING SYSTEM

The heat shields of the rotor and the vane carrier as well as four rows of the
blading are cooled. Fig. 4 shows the individual flows of cooling air. The largest
portion of the air, which is taken off mainly at the end of the compressor, cools the
various rows of blades and vanes. The total consumption of cooling air is held as low
as possible by means of an extensive system of seals in the area of the blade roots and
the heat shield segments.

The -.recision cast test vane made of IN939 has a sheet metal insert (Fig. 5) and
is impingement cooled in the leading edge zone. A portion of the cooling air exits on
the suction side through three rows of film-cooling holes. The remaining air is used
for convection cooling of the pressure and suction sides across longitudinal ribs. Heat
transfer in the trailing edge section is increased by means of pins. The cooling air is
then mixed with the mainstream through trailing edge slots.

For dimensioning the individual cooling air passages and guides, a computer
program that is structured similar to TACT 1 a61 was used, Correlations for the deter-
mination of pressure losses, heat transfer coefficients (coolant side) and film cooling
efficiencies, all derived from experimental investigations or literature data (see, for
example, 171 and 18]), form the basis for the analysis of any cooling system. The
discharge coefficients for the individual cooling air outlets were measured in the
cascade test mentioned above. Using these data, the following mass flow distribution
was calculated for the tuo test vanes:

, Film holes row 1: 6%
row 2: 10%
row 3: 10%

Trailing edge : 74%

Table 2 shows the corresponding film cooling parameters. The resulting distribution of
temperatures and thermal stresses is calculated using a Finite Element program.

TABLE 2: FILM COOLING PARAMETERS (VANE)

row I row 2 row 2

blowing rate Pcwc/pgWg - 0.95 1.2 1.2

momentum flux ratio PcW pgW - 0.4 0.7 0.7

hole diameter d nm 0.6 0.6 0.6

hole spacing t/d 3.3 3.3 3.3

injection angle ot 40 35 30

density ratio pc/Pg 2.0 2.0 2.0
PC ____

A different cooling system was selected for the first stage test blade (Fig. 6),
which is also precision cast (IN738). The leading edge is cooled by means of a radial
hole with cross-ribs. The ma'in radial channel in the mid-chord region of the airfoil
has the same cross-ribs for heat transfer augmentation. Arcays of short cylindrical
pins are placed in the trailing edge part which is fed with cooling air from the main
channel via a deflection at the tip of the blade and a small opening in the hub area.
The whole cooling air is discharged through trailing edge slots, The flow distribution
at the outlet on the trailing edge was measured on a rotating water test stand [11.
With that it was possible to recheck the design, which was carried out in a manner
analogouc to the test vane.

-I
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INSTRUMENTATION

In order to obtain as great an accuracy as possible in the evaluation of the
results, measurements were taken not only of a large number of wall temperatures, but
also of boundary conditions, such as cooling air pressure, temperature and mass flow,
wall pressures and hot gas temperatures. Fig. 7 shows the various measurement posi-
tions. Special measuring sensors made of Platinum-Rhodium were developed to determine
the hot gas temperature at different radial and circumferential locations in the hot
gas channel. They were fastened directly to the individual vanes. A layer of insulation
between the measuring pin and the blade prevented any heat flow into the blade material.
so that the difference between the measured temperature and the effective hot gas
temperature became minimal (less than 2?). The error in measurement could be restricted
to + 1% by means of a mathematical correction from a finite element analysis.

All wall temperatures were measured using sheathed chromel-alumel thermocouples.
The thermocouple wires were laid in grooves machined into the blade surface (dia-
meter 0.5 mm) and fastened mechanically by means of prick-punching which guaranteed
a very exact positioning. The grooves were then filled with brazing material and ground
over. in order to restore the original surface quality.The variation in depth of
insertion was measured in a blade .thac was cut up, and found to be less than + 2%
relative to the thickness of the walls, Errors in measurement of temperatures-that
correspond to this difference are negligible. Thus, the overall accuracy of measurement
is given ty the thermocouple itself, the wiring and by the measuring instruments.
According to the laboratory specifications, values of + 22 for the vane and + 3.52 for
the blade were attained.

The two adjacent test vanes were equippea with 13 thermocouples each on the
circumference of the vane. One of these vanes had a separate cooling air feeding system
which allowed precise measurement of the mass flow rate. In addition, it could be used
for cyclic tests. Thermocouples were applied to various other vanes for purposes of
control. Fig. 9 provides an overview. Also shown in that figure are vanes that were
coated with thermal paints, and the point where the radiation pyrometer (which was used
primarily for measurements on rotating blades) was checked. Uncertainties about the
emissivity could be largely eliminated through laboratory calibration prior to the
test.

The instrumentation for the rotating stage included significantly fewer thermo-
couples because a complex data transfer and acquisition system was necessary. The
signals were transmitted by telemetry from different senders at the turbine end. A
total of seven thermocouples were distributed on the test blade (Fig. 9). The use of
the pyrometer yielded very valuable results; the wall temperature at a particular
surface point can be obtained on every blade.

RZSULTS AND DISCUSSION

FirsL Stage Vane

Fig. 10 shows the wall temperatures as measured, compared with the design values.
These values were computed using heat transfer coefficients on the hot gas side that
were determined with the aid of an integral boundary layer calculation as described
in (9]. The transition point from laminar to turbulent flow was artificially prescribed
here at the leading edge to ensure that uncertainties due to free stream turbulence
effects are reliably included. In addition, the heat transfer coefficient on the
pressure side was raised using empirical values from previous experiments in order to
take into account the influence of the concave curvature of the surface. The corres-
ponding heat transfer coefficient d'3tribution over the profile is shown in Fig. 11.

The agreement in the temperatures is remarkable on the pressure side. On the
suction side, the values measured are slightly lower than those expected, which can be
attributed mainly to an overestimation oZ the heat transfer coefficients, but also to
the cautious evaluation of the film cooling effectiveness

SF - (Tg'Twad)/(Tg-Tc)

which varies from 0.24 behind the third row of holes to 0.03 near the trailing edge. No
major differences can be observed in the comparisons between base load and idle cNndi-
tions. Within the range of operation for a stationary gas turbine the influence of the
Reynolds number seems to be negligible. Another point worthy of note is the outstanding
correspondence of the measurements on the two test vanes. The differences in wall
temperature at corresponding locations are within 15°C, thus confirming the estimated
error from the preceding section of this paper. The pyrometer measurement also falls
within the same range of variance. Table 3 shows in a non-dimensional form the hot gas
and zooling flow conditions measured along with these results.

-I
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TABLE 3: MEASURED COOLING AIR AND HOT GAS DATA
FIRST STAGE VANE
PSE LOAD (IDLE)

temperature ratio TgI/T,. 2.1 (1.5)

pressure ratio main stream P01PI 1.6

pressure ratio cooling air Pc/P1 1.72

mass flow ratio h t/in 0.045

In order to verify new design tools, test computations were run for the full load
test case using a finite difference boundary layer code [8]. For degrees of free stream
turbulence of 5% and 10%, calculations were run using various transition models (Seyb [111,
Dunham (12], Abu Ghannam [13)). Fig. 11 shows the calculated distributions of the heat
transfer coefficients. The corresponding wall temperatures are shown in Fig. 12 and
compared with the measurements. Since the free stream turbulence, based on these
computations, has only a small effect (indicated in Fig. 11 for the Abu Ghannam model)
and the result of calculation according to Dunham and Abu Ghannam is practically
identical, we will discuss below only the transition models according to Seyb 1 and
Abu Ghannam 2 . In the mid-section of the suction side, 1 produces expected values
that are up to 20% too high. The results are somewhat better proceeding according to 2 .
For both models, the wall temperatures shortly after the leading edge are 15% lower
than the measurement. The comparison on the pressure side is9 significantly better: only
in the zone of strong concave curvature and laminar boundary layers, the values com-
puted using both procedures are approximately 12% lower than measurement.

The fact that some of the deviations on the suction side are large suggests that
the effect of the film cooling is not handled properly using correlations based on flot
plate experiments. For that reason, the film cooling effectiveness has been corrected
using the results from [14]. This takes into consideration both the effect of the I
convex curvature and the density ratio from cooling air to hot gas. Thus, the reference
film cooling effectiveness behind the third row of holes is increased to 0.4.In addi-
tion, the local heat transfer coefficient is affected considerably by the injection of
film cooling air into the laminar boundary layer (15]. An appropriate adjustment was
made, indicated in Fig. 11 for model 1 . With such corrections, the measured and
computed values using the transition model according to Seyb lie within the margin of
error for measurement, except for the first position on the suction side, where there
is a deviation of over 15% (Fig. 12). Thi.s result is confirmed by comparable measure-
ments made in a hot cascade facility at the NASA Lewis Research Center (16]. Similar
computations using model 2 obviously give lower wall temperatures.

Measurements with thermal paint confirmed the above results (Fig. 13). However,
without thermocouple measurements the accuracy is not adequate to draw any conclusions
with regard to the various computer models. On the one hand, the main problems are the
limited resolution and on the other hand the ambient effects which influence the
color-changing behavior considerably.

Using the blade with the separate cooling air feeding system, the effect of a
cooling air mass flow rate reduction on the average cooling effectiveness

T - (Tg-Tw)/(Tg-T,)

was studied (Fig. 14), Agreement between measurements and calculations is good and
confirms that the variation in the cooling air flow of + 5% (due to manufacturing
tolerances) measured in a cold air test facility has no-effect on the life time of the
blade. In comparison to the cooling system of the gas turbine type 9 t171, we were able
to increase the cooling effectiveness by more than 50%.

First Stage Blade

The comparison between measurement and design is shown in Fig. 15, analogous to
that for the vane (flow conditious see Table 4). The agreement is better than for the
vane on both the suction and the pressure side although unsteady effects due to wakes
from the upstream blade row and the influence of rotation were not taken into consider-
ation in the prediction of the blade heat transfer on the hot gas and coolant side. _J_
However, with the small number of points measured, a more exact analysis is impossible,
although we were able to attain a very small margin of error in measurements of + 3%. J
The average cooling effectiveness is approximately 0.4.

___ P



TABLE 4: MEASURED COOLING AIR AND HOT GAS DATA 'A
FIRST STAGE BLADE
BASE LOAD (IDLE)

temperature ratio Tg/T c 2.0 (1.4)

pressure ratio main stream PI/P 2  1.27

pressure ratio cooling air Pc/P2 1.24

mass flow ratio ih 1/1g 0.025

The temperature -measured with the pyrometer is somewhat lower. Since the measure-
ment had to be taken through the first vane, an influence of outside radiation from
adjacent walls cannot be precluded. In this connection, it has to be mentioz.ed that a
precise adjustment of the pyrometer is essential to obtain reliable results. Fnr these
tests, an external focusing system allowed a :ontinuous change of the pyrometer a.1.n-&
meat. Nevertheless, this measuring procedure is better suited to demonstrating di* er-
ences between individual rotating blades. Fig 16 shows the results for all the L-ades
in the first rotating row. The small temperature variation is caused by manufacturing
tolerances and has no effect on the service life of the individual blades.

CONCLUSIONS

Extensiv, temperature measurements in the type 8 gas turbine have demonstrated the
operational reliability of all cooled components. The proco.ure used for design, .7hich
is supported to a large extent by operating 7.oericr~c-, proved to be dependable.

Due to the high level of measurement accuracy and the fact that most of the
boundary conditions were measured during the tests or at least checked in model and
cold air experiments, it was possible to show oi two test vanes and blades that new
computer codes can yield very good results in tLe area of turbulent boundary layers.
In the specific case of the first stage vane, the transition model according to Seyb
produced the closest agreement provided such parameters as wall curvature, momentum
flux ratio, density ratio, etc. are taken into account in the correlaticn for the
film cooling effectiveness. Greater deviations occur both on the suction and on the
pressure side for laminar and for transitional boundary layers. For that reason, a
further development of the present boundary layer code with regard to real turbo-
machinery conditions is indispensable. In addition, further film cooling experiments
.,re needed in order to obtain better documentation !or an extended range of the influ-
encing parameters. This confirms the comment made in the introduction: using the design
tools available today, a time-consuming and expensive re-checking in the machine itself
is still necessary to find the optimum regarding blade life time and cooling airconsumption.

Among the methods used for the temperature measurements, thermocouples and pyro-
meters proved to be suitable for this type of investigation. Although the hot gas aide
heat transfer coefficient can be determined only within + 10% at best, the great
differences between laminar and turbulent flow can still-be identified. In contrast to
these techniques, measurements with thermal paints can be used only to a limited
extent. On the one hand, parameters such as fuel and surface quality, or the condition
of the ambient air, have a great influence on the results since they can cause erosion
or color changes of the thermal paint and transition or separation of the boundary
layer, On the other hand, the resolution of the test results is not fine enough.
However, used together with thermocouples, they make it possible to measure the tem-
perature distribution over fairly large wall surfaces at a low cost.
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IDISCUSSION It

J.J.Wilton, UK
lDid your ICethld Of tlteriMocouple attachment alter the blade surface roughness"? (',u you quote the roughness?

Author's Reply
Since all lhermisocouiple grooves were first filled with brazing material and then grlund over, there was little effect on the
surface iouglness. The equivalent sand grain roughness for case sArface is in the order of 6- I Oiun,.

G.M.Dibelius, Ge
You mentioned the pyrometric measurement of the metal temperaturc of (he first stage moving blades. In that

connection I would like to ask the following questions:

II lave you experienced any fouling of the optical system considering the relatively long testing period of the
turbine, or what has been done for avoiding fouling?

2. What was the effect of ehiinges of the blade surface for intance by deposits?

3. Do you have any suggestions in case pyrometric temperature measuremvnt will be used for control instead of the
turbine exit thermocouples?

Author's Reply
The optical system was checked after each lest. During normal operation, the lens surface wus always clean because the
probe was specially arranged to avoid hot gas contact. Neveriheless it cannot be ruled out that the problem may become
more important burning a different type of fuel.

Atmospheric dust, fuel ash or additives can form deposits on the blade surface. Their influence on the pyrometer results
is not only (tile to the change in ensissivity but can also be due to the thermal barrier effect of the deposit. Special tests
showed temperature variations of up to ±30"C.

Ilefore using a pyrometer for control purposes, the p:oblems mentioned above have to be solved. Additional effects,
sueh as hot gas teinpcmature distribution, variations in the blade cooling system and reflections front the first stace Valle,
will have to be studied in detail.
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HEAT TRANSFER TEST EVALUATION OF THE SHELL-SPAR
BLADE COOLING CONCEPT APPUED TO INDUSTRIAL GAS TURBINES

G.P. Butt * and W. Edward North *

Senior Engineei, Westinghouse Canada Inc.,
P.O. Box 510, 30 Milton Avenue, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8N 3K2

"* Fellow Engineer, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
P.O. Box 251, Concordville, Pa. 19331, U.S.A.

I SUMMARY

This paper describes a series of heat transfer experimentsto verify the theoretical prediction techniques
adopted for the design of shell-spar cooled turbine vanie and blades.

Tests were performed on flat plate specimens representing a wide range of channel geometries. Each
spacimen was installed in one wall of a test section downstream of a combustor which was run at various
operating temperatures.

A recommended design approach was formulated from analysing the results.
The potential of shell-spar coolitig applied to industrial gas turbines is discussed.

A =Area Subscripts
Cp = Specific Heat at Constant Pressure Pertaining to:-
D =Duct Diameter c = Coolant
I =Friction Factor g =Gas

h =Heat Transfer Coeffic.L h =Mean hydraulic
k =Thermal Conductivity i =Internal surface
M =Mach Number m = Metal
P =Pressure o =Outer surface
Pr Prandtl Number (= CppJk) t =Total Stagnation
R =Universal Gas Constant w =Wall
S = Perimeter I -Inlet
T =Temperature = Exit
V = Velocity =Free Stream 2
W =Mass Flow
W* =Cooling Flow Function [=WCpc/hoAol Superscripts
X =Distance a;ong Channel or Surface - =Average Value
-y =Ratio of Specific Heats A Peak Value

P = Density - Non-dimensional
S= Cooling Effectiveness [= ('tg-Trno)/(T^g--Tc )]

= Cooling Efficiency [=(Tc2--Tc)/I(Tmo--Tct1)]

I. =ViscocityS= Length of Unheated Starting Section 1ý

II II I II I l I II i i~ I I
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The latest designs of industrial gas turbines have cooled vanes as complex as their in service aero-engine
counterparts. Fig. 1 shows a typical first stage vane which includes, twin inserts, impingement and film cooling,
and banks of pedestals in the trailing edge region. This vane uses compressor discharge air as coolant.

This paper is concerned with large industrial gas turbines of outputs exceeding 30 MW. Over 80% of these
engines are run continuously at full load conditions and yet vane and blade lives are expected to exceed 30,000
hours. In addition theturbine aerofoils are at least doubl6 the size, see fig. 2, (and hence wall thickness) of the large
aero-engines. These factors limit the effective burner outlet temperature (BOT) of these industrial engines to
around 1500K, whereas aero-engines using this vane cooling technology have run successfully at BOT's far in
excess of 1650K. Admittedly industrial engines free of weight restrictions can use coolants which would increase
the BOT such as cooled compressor air, steam, water, etc; although air direct from the compressor is by far the
most convenient,

As part of a joint Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI), Allison Division of General Motors, (Allison) and
Westinghouse, programrme; a shell-spar cooled vane design was being developed which would enable BOT's in
excess of i500Kto be realised using compressor discharge air. Thisdesignasshownon fig. 3 (extracted from ref. 1)
enabled more efficient heat transfer by using a low effective wall thickness whilst maintainir g the mechanical
integrity of existing designs. This was achieved by means of a hollow investment cast structural spar with
chordwise cooling channels cast in the outer surface, and a 0.5 mm thickformed sheet shell of corrosion resistant
superalloydiffusion bondedtothe spar. The spar was divided intothreechamhers,theleadingandtrailing regions
supplying air to the channels via connecting holes, and the mid region acting as a discharge chamber. Air in the
leading edge coolant channelswas dumped into the discharge chamber from where itwas ejected via filmcooling
holes into the gas stream just upstream of the vane suction surface throat. The cooling air in the trailing edge
channels was vented at the vane trailing edge. The aerofoil section was bonded directly to inner and outer
endwalls. The outer endwall was cooled using the shell concept.

The major technological difficulty was concerned with developing the manufacturing techniques and the
majority of work had been involved with this activity. To determine the structural integrity a number of tests had
been carried out to evaluate LCF behaviour. To validate the heat transfer and flow design methods a test was
carried out in the wall of a test section downstream of a combustor running at BOT's between 1420 and 1530K.

This paper presents the heat transfer and flow tests carried out at Allison on a number of flat plate specimens
representing a typical range of channel configurations.

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF TEST SPECIMENS

Four flat plate test specimens shown on fig. 4 and representing the full range of cooling configurations
anticipated on the final aerofoil design were manufactured. The geometries included 3 and 5 plenum designs,
different chL nnel lengths, twovarieties of channel flow areas and spacingscoolant flow parallel and countertothe
mainstream flow, and variations in channel inlet geometry.

Each specimen was a box ssembly 150 x 90 x 28 mm containing the plenum supply and discharge chambers
simu'atingthe spar. The cooling channelswere eloxed intoonesurfacewith inlet andexit holes drilled through the
channels to the appropriate plenum chambers as shown on fig. 5. The cooling channels were closed by means of a
0.5 mm thick plate, representing the sh ell, diffusion bonded to the simulated spar. Cooling air feed and discharge
pipes connecting with the requisite plenum chamfiers were welded to the specimen rear surface.

Instrumentation was installed in each specimen to measure the following parameters.

Gas Stream: * Gas path .otal pressure
* Gas Path total temperature
* Svrface static pressure

Coolant: Air Temperatures in each plenum
* Plenum static pressure
* Cavity static pressure

Metal Temperatures. Surface (15-20)
• Plenum side of spar simulator
• Plenum divider

Figs. 6 and 7 show both sides of a typical completed specimen. The gas side on close examination reeals the
surface trl6rmocouples and static pressure taps whilst the reverse side shows the coolant tubes and instrumenta-K l tion leads.

Sl~tK
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3.0 TEST FACILITY AND PROCEDURE

3.1 Facility

An existing Allison combustor rig used for the TF41 engine was modified to provide a downstream test section
for the specimens. Test section and rig installation diagrams are shown on figs. 8 and 9.

Rig instrumentation upstream of the combustor consisted of 4 chromel/alumel thermocouples, lOateal pressure
probes and 4 static pressure taps. Downstream of the test section were 3 static pressure taps, 16 skin thermocou-
pies, and a three-element BOT rake.

3.2 Specimen flow calibration

This was carricd out with cold air flows to obtain the flow characteristics of the various cooling circuits at supply
plenum to ambient pressure ratios from 1.2 to 1.8. The cooling circuits are shown on fig, 4 and the combinations
tested are given on table I, for each specimen.

3.3 Rig testing
Each specimen in turn was installed inthe rig.The rig mainstream flowwas broughtto3.2 Kg/s at965 KNfm2 and

700K. The specimen coolant flow was set to the maximum value and adjusted to a temperature of 480K. After
reaching steady state conditions the combustor was ignited and the BOTwas raised slowly to 1530K determined
by the fuel to air ratio. The cooling flow was reducedto supply plenum to gas stream pressure ratiosof 1.4,1.2 and
1.1. A complete set of data was recorded at each condition.

A fourth point was recorded at the lowest pressure ratio and with a BOT of 1420K.

The experiment was terminated due to a test rig failure on the fourth data point of the last specimen.

4.0 TEST RESULTS

Each of the four specimens was tested at four conditions: three runs at constant gas path conditions but with
decreasing cooling air flows, and one run at the lowest cooling air flow and 110 K lower gas temperature. An
exception to this test procedure occurred with Specimen # 1 (the last specimentested) when a test rig malfunction
terminated the test series.

All data collected represent the averages of twenty readings taken following the attainment of apparent
steady-state conditions.

Gas path data included gasflow rates, temperatures and pressures. The main stream flow rate was maintained
at a relatively constant level for all runs. A typical main stream Mach number value was 0.4.

4.1 Gas Path Date

Gas path temperature data was obtained from a fixed three-element probe immediately upstream of the test
specimen and a single-element probe immediately downstream of the specimen. In the early stages of testing, the
single-element probe was calibrated against the threc-element probe. This enabled the subsequent removal of the
three-element probe and its disrupting effect on gasflowoverthe specimen, The elementsof the upstream probewere
located at 2.5, 5, and 7.5mm from the specimen wall. The element iii the downstream probe was located at 5 mm from
"the wall. The probe gata indicated a variation of only 6 K in the direction normal to the wall and 14 K axially along the
specimen. Therefore, the data from the aft probe were used directly as the values of gas path temperature for data
corralation.

Gas path total pressure distribution normal to the wall was measured using a three-element probe immediately
downstream of the specimen. The elements were located at 2.5, 5, and 7.5 mm from the specimen wall. The variation
from the middle elementto the other two was approximately 50 mm Hg. This was considered smal, enough to ignore,
thus the middle element pressure wais taken as the gas path total for all test runs. r... ..

Gas path static pressure taps placed at four axial locations in the sper.imen wall sh owed a very small variation thus
indicating that gas path axial velocity was essentially constant along the specimen.

4.2 Plenum Data

I Cooling air temperatures and pressures were measured at all plenums along with cooling air flow rates at all
supply plenums. Metal temperature data were obtained from thermocouples located on the plenum side of the
spar. The plenums are desigiiated "A" through "E" in the downstream direction for five-plenum specimens, and
"A" through "C" for three-plenum specimens.

I[
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4.3 Surface Temperature Data ¶

Most surface temperature thermocouples were located along a specimen cente' line over the center of a land
between adjacent channels. At some locations, surface temperatures were also measured over the center of an
adjacent channel. Each specimen also included one axial location where thermocouples were located at the
centerline and also over lands, at approximately 1.5 cm on either side of the centerline.

Each thermocouplewas applied to the shell by laying the individual leads in separate .25 mm grooves leading to
a location atwhich the junction wascreated by laserbeam welding the joined leadsto a .17 mm deep spotface inthe
shell metal. High temperature ceramic cement was used to embed the leads in the grooves and to restore the gas
side surface.

Figure 10 is a display of the data taken Curing a representative test run of Specimen #1. The figure contains a
sketch of the specimen to aid in 3howing the axial locations of the thermocouples. The value for coolant pressure
ratio displayed in the figure refers to the ratio of the pressure in Plenum "E" to the gas path static pressure
downstream of the specimen. The other supply plenums were set at the same pressure as Plenum "E". Specimen
#1 is considered to have the higest overall cooling effectiveness of the four specimens because of its five-plenum
design and its relatively small channel pitch-to-size ratio. The data showthat relatively high levels of cooling were
attained. Spar temperatures were approximately 200°C cooler than the shell.

ihe data from Specimen #2, shown in Figure 11, had the same plenum configuration as Specimen #1; however,
there were only four axial groupings of channels. Also, thechannel pitch-to-size ratio of the second channel group
was double that of the other channels. This model also was emnloy•x;o study the conduction cooling in achannel
dead space such as existed between Plenums "C" and "D". As expected, this configuration showed significantly
lower cooling effectiveness and less temperature uniformity than did Specimen # 1; however, the surface at the
dead space was relatively well cooled.

The resultsof a representative test run of Specimen #3 are displayed in Figure 12. This model was characterized
by its throe-plenum, three-channel configuration. Also, channel cross-sectional dimensionswere 1.0 mm wide by

0.8 mm deep as compared to the 1.0 mm square channels of Specimens #1 and #2.

Specimen #4 differed from Specimen #3 by having twice the channel pitch-to-size ratio in the second channel
group. A typical set of data, shown in Figure 13, illustratesthe relatively high degree oftemperature nonuniformity
of this configuration. No spar temperature data were obtained from this model.

5.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The purposeofthe test serieswas toverify thecooling capabilityoftheshell-spar technique andto demonstrate
the ability to calculate temperature distribution in the structure, The approach w~s to compare test data to
temperature distributions derived from two-dimensional finite element models of the specimens. A three-
din unsional finite element model was constructed of one specimen to verify the accuracy of the two-dimensionalfmodelling technique.

The two-dimensional finite element model on Figure 14 illustrates a five-plenum specimen. The sections
modelled were taken in the longitudinal direction, normal to the shell surface, passing through the middle of a
channel. The elements used were four-sided with single mid-side nodes. The computer code contained a
discontinuous element feature which enabled the simulation of the correct convection heat transfer areas ofthe
channels in the direction normal to the model even though conduction in that direction was neglected; however,
conduction areas in the other two directions were correct. The resulting two-dimensional analyses produced
average temperature in the transverse direction. It will be shown later that temperature differences in the
transverse direction were small; thus, the two-dimensional modelling technique was valid.

5.1 Gas Temperatures

As described in the previous section, gas temperature values were taken to be those which were measured by
the downstream single-element probe located 5 mm off the specimen surface. Errors in thermocouple readings
could have resulted from conduction or radiation effects. The probe was uncooled and of considerable length so -...
that conduction error was determined to be insignificant. Radiation error was estimated to be 0.5% and, therefore,

was also considered to be insignificant. These considerations led to the conclusion that the aft probe produced
tru•e gas temperature values.

5.2 Cooling Air Temperature i

1? Coolant temperatureswere measured in the supply plenums. Local cooling airtemperatures in thefeed and exit
holes and along the channels were determined by a heat balance calculation within the finite element program
using the supply plenum temperatures as the initial values.



5.3 Gas Side Heat Transfer

The calculation of hot side convective heat transfer coefficients was bzsed on the correlation for developing
turbulent flow over a flat plate with constant free stream velocity 2 ,

h - 0.0295 N (0 X)0.8 prg0 .6  (1)

Since the transition duct leading to the test specimen was not cooled to the same low level as the specimen, it was
necessary to correct for this effect. Since the transition temperature distribution was not well defined, a
modification to equation (1) was employed assuming an unheated starting length. The correlation for unheated
starting length suggested by Kays 2 applied to equation (1) produces:

ha = 0.0295 ku (PgVX) 0.8 Pr.0 6  
(9 (2)

Equation (2) applies to fluids with constant properties. In order to account for the variation of the transport
properties with temperature through the boundary layer, a property ratio correction suggested by Kays 2 for flow
being cooled produces the final form for the hot side heat transfer coefficient calculation:

h, ý 0.0295 k (aV X0"8 Pr, 0 .6  (_ (3)

IgI

where X is measured from the upstream edge of the transition duct. Mass velocity was calculated from the

isentropic flow relationship: M"' p- 1 + 1

Vg +..=21M
2 ) 2 (-y-1)

-R T 2/-• • (4 )

and Mach number was obtained from:

The values for Pt and Tt were taken as those read from the total pressure and temperature probes located
downstream of the specimen at 5 mm from the specimen surface. Static pressure was taken to bathe average of
the four static pressure taps 3ocated in the surface of the specimen.

I!2

5.4 Coolant Heat Transfer

The basic equation used for heat transfer inside a duct was:

-~ whch wa h. =0.0210.8(6

h 0.021 K- I Pr, .33

which was employed directly to calculate heat transfer within the feed and exit holes, but was modified for the
hannelsto includethe effectsof temperaturedepndentfluid propeo es, surface roughnessand entran,.eeffects.

'4(
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The modification for temperature dependent fluid properties employed the temperature ratio method using the
coefficient suggested by Kreith

3 
for flow being heated. The right side of equation (6) was thus multiplied by the

factor;

-.575 (7)

The surface roughness effect was accommodated by a factor suggested by Nunner
4 

applied to equation (6):

f rough 
(8)

f smooth

where the friction factors were obtained from a Moody diagram. The effects represented by equations (7) and (8)
when applied to equation (6) produce:

0.8 -0.575 f rough 19)
D1h, = 0.021 k \ P3- V f sm ooth

IP
7

* A correction for entrance effect was necessary to account for the fact that heat transfer is higher there than in the;
fully developed region further downstream. The entry to the channels was considered to be typified by a riglit
angleturn formed by theentry hoie and the channel. The entrance effect used here was obtained from Figure 9-' 4
of (2) which displays the effects dueto many different entrance configurations. The factors thus obtained from the
reference figure were applied to equation (9).

Heat transfer within the plenums was considered to be represented by the correlation for lamiinar flow over a fiat
plate:

hp WpX 0.5 Pr,"
3 3  (10)

The supply and discharge tubes were located offthe spcimen centerlines, therefore, the flow in the plenumswas
assumed to be transverseto mainstream flow. Atthe centerline of the model, theflow in the plenum was assumed
to be one-half the total plenum flow. The valuo of "X" was taken to be one-half the plenum width in the transverse
direction.

5.5 Cooling Flow Rate

An accurateknowledge of thecooling flow rate in each of tha channel groupswas necessary furt. tecalcu!-tion of
heat transfer coefficients. During each test run, thetotal cooling flowioeach ofthe supply plenums was measured.
However, since many of the plenums supplied more than one channel group, it was necessary '.o analytically
model the cooling flow circuits so that individual flow rates could bn determineýd for all test conditions. The
modellinig was based on the cold flow tests in which the individual I. iannel grotups were flowed separately (T'able
I). The models accounted for channel inlet and exit effects and also allowed "or the influences of temperature,
pressure and Reynolds number variations. Ir general, good agreement vas obtained with flow measurements1. during the test runs. Total calculated flows for the models weie generally w hin four percent (4%) of the total
measured flow with the worst test run calculation result being within ter '*ircent (10%).

5.6 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Temperatvie_

Plots of the calculatedtemperature distributions of I!,e two-dimensional models, alongwith the corrn~u~inq

test data, are displayed in Figures 15 through 18.

I.Li
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The temperature plot for Specimen #1 is shown in Figure 15. The surface temperature distribution shows a
relatively good agreement with the data except along the aft channel, This may be a result of the distortion of the
test rig ducting which forced termination of testing shornly after this run. Another possible contributor to this
discrepancy may have beer, the fact that the cold flow d ta showed the aft channelsto be flowing at approximately
one-half the rate expected. It is also noted that the calculated spar temperatures in this specimen, as well as the
other specimens, were significantly higher than the test data. The method described previously for calculating
plenum side heattransfer may bequestioned sincethe flow patterns withint he plenums was notwell def ined. Also,
the instrumentation might have been inadequateto study the spar cooling condition. It is noted, however,that flow
within the test plenums differed from that which would occur in an actual aerofoil; i.e., test flow entered or exited
the plenums through the walls opposite from the shell surface, whereas plenum flow in an aerofoil would be
supplied or exhausted in a direction transverse to the channels. Therefore, the heat transfer within an actual
aerofoil plenum is likely to differfrom that of thetest specimens, It is also feltthat the primary investigation effort of
predicting shell surface temperatures is not affected to a large degree by plenum side heat transfer.

The comparative results forSpecimen #2 are shown in Figure 16. Surface ,:mperature correlation appears to be
very good. One point of interest is the relative low level of cooling in the second channel group where the channel
spacing wastwica that of the other channels. Another poin( to note is the surface temperature prediction accuracy
at the location of the dead space between plenums "C" and "D".

The results of the camparisons of the three-plenum configurations are displayed in Figures 17 and 18. As in the
other specimens, the surface temperature agreement appears to be very good. It is noted that no spar temperature
data was obtained from Specimen #4. The essential difference to be noted betweenthe resultsof the two models is
the relatively dirninisned cooling in the middle group of chanels of Specimen #4 caused by the spacing being twice
'hat of Specimen #3,

5.7 Comparison Of Two And Three-Dimensional Finite FRement Models

As a check on the an;lytical accuracy of the two-d~mensional finite element technique, a three-dimensional
finite element modet uf Specimen #3 was constructed as shown in Figure 19. The model represented a section of
the specimen covering one full channel width plus a half land width on either side of the channel. Thecomparative
results for a pat ticular section of the specimen are displayed in Figure 20, It is noted that the three-dimensional
results show the transverse temperature variation on the shell surface to be very small. Furthermore, the
agreement between the relative temperatures of shell surfaces of the two models is also very good.

Figure 21 illustrates an overall comparison among the data and the results of the two-dimensional and
three-dimensional anaiysesfor Specimen #3. Thedisplay supportsthe validity of the two-dimensional modelling
techniques.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The shell-spar technique was conceived to deal with the problem of large conductivity losses in highly cooled
turbine aerofoils. By transferring the load :,earing structure away from the external aerotoil,thewall car L.e made
thinner thus reducing temperature differences across the material. The small, closely spaced channels be.ieath
the shell provide a large surface area advantage for the cooling medium. The results reported herein have

demonstrated the viability of shell-spar cooling, namely:

(11 A high level of cooling effectiveness has been verified.
(2) The shell surface temperatures can be predicted using textbook heat transfer correlations for the cooling

chainnels,
(3) Temperature prediction forthe specimen spars was not good; however, this is felt to be of minor concern

because the plenum flows did not duplicate thosewhich would occur in aturbine aerofoil. It shou'd also be
noted that measured spar temperatures were lower than calculated.

7.0 FUTUPE POTENTIAL

The cooling performance chart for nozzle guide vanes (NGV's) shown on Figure 22 enables various cooling
designs to be conmpared. The shaded region denotes where the majority of in-service aero-engine designs lie.
Some experimental vanes have achieved cooling efficiencies greater than 120% with transpiration cooled
versions at even higher levels of achievement.

The evolution of industrial cooled NWiV's is typified by the W251 engine development from the early 52 to the
latest t9/1 Oversion (figure 1). Here a steady imnrovement in cooling performanwre maybeseen .,th theB9110NGV
design being within the shaded aero-engine region.

The shell-spar design (figure 3) shows a further improvement in performance which at the existing W251 89/10 M
Vane Metal temperatures would allow an increase of over 100 K in firing temperature. The basic shell-spar concept
is at an early stage of development. Even greater improvements in performance are possible with the introduction
of standard heat transfer augmentation devices such as impingement and increased film cooling,
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TABLE I

COLD FLOW TEST COMBINATIONS

Test Plenum Condition* Cooling Circuit(s)
Specimen No. A B C D E Tested

T827674 1 X X X X S 5
(Specimen No. 1 2 X X X D S 4

3 X X S D X 3
4 X D S X X 2
S S 0 X. X X 1
6 S D S X X 1+2
7 X X S D S 3+4
8 X X X D S 4+5
9 S D S D S 1+2+3+4+5
10 X D S D X 2+3

T827675 1 X X iX X S 4
(Specimen No. 2) 2 X X X D S 3

3 X X X D S 3+4
4 X D S X X 2
5 S D X X X 1
6 S D S X X 1+2

T827676 1 X X S - - 3

(Specimen No. 3) 2 X D S -- - 2
3 S D X - - 1
4 S D S - - 1+2
5 X D S - - 2 +3
6 S D S - - 1 2+3

T827677 1 X X S -. 3
(Specimen No. 4) 2 X D S - - 2

3 S D X1+23 . , JS4 X D S - 2 + 3 i:i'•
5 s D s - - 1 + 2 + 3 . .

'S SUPPLY D = DISCHARGE X CLOSED OFF • ,•l--
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FIGURE 1 W251 810 FIRST STAGE TURBINE VANE1*1

FIGURE 2 OF TYPICAL INDUSTRIAL TO AERO-ENGINE FIRSTSTE

VANE SIZES- W251B2 (LEFT), TF(41) RIGHT

AI•
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FIGURE 10: TEMPERATURE DATA - SPECIMEN No. 1 FIGURE 11: TEMPERATURE DATA - SPECIMEN No. 2
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FIGURE 14: FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF 5.PLENUM SPECIMEN
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DISCUSSION

(;.E.Andrews, UK
Your paper illustrates the potential that enlhanced internal wall cooling techniques have in reducing metal lcniperatures.
Your test-rig is similar to the one we have at Leeds. in our work at the temperatures that you operated with we have
found that the temperature differentce between the te.t-plate and the air-cooled duct can result in significanlt radiant
cooling of tile test-plate and hence test-tempertures that are too low. I wotild s;ggest that you should measure your
duct tetilmratlui- and correct for this effect. liT correction procedure used at Le-eds is detailed in Ref. 1I, paper No.26.

Author's Reply
The duct timpeiature was not nmeasured, IHowever since tile duct cooling was less effcctive than the flat plate specimen
cooling schenses. and that the Coolant temperature in the duet was delivered at 700K any radiation wouid have been
from the duct to the specimen.

Tc

I
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I1EAT-FI.UX HEASUI4NBENTS AND ANALYSIS
FOR A NOTATING TURBINE STAGE

by
Michael G. Dunn

Physical Sciences Department
Arvin/Calspan Advanced Technology Center

Buffalo, New York 114225

SUMMARY

A measurement and analysis program Is on-going at Calapan that utilizes: (1)
a Garrett TFE 731-2 high-pressure turbine stage and (2) a Garrett low aspect ratio
turbine (LART) stage. The major emphasis of this program has been placed on obtaining
accurate measurements of heat-flux distributions in the full-scale rotating turbine
stage. The experimental technique being used is the short-duration, shock-tunnel
approach, in which fast-response, thin-film thermometers are used to measure the surface
temperature histories at prescribed positions on the various component parts. Heat-
flux values are then inferred from these temperature histories using standard data
reduction procedures.

This paper provides a summary and discussion of the TFE 731-2 high pressure
turbine results with particular emphasis on nozzle guide vane (NGV) tip endwall data
not previously reported. A significantly more brief discussion of the LART stage
Instrumentation is also included. In addition, a summary discussion of the experimental
technique and the associated instrumentation is included.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A . NGV inlet area Tw initial wall temperature
omeasured surface temperature

Flow Function - - rise of pyrex substrate
6 To total temperature

H, total enthalpy T, coolant temperature
iIw(T) wall enthalpy we coolant weight flow rate
Ncorr corrected rotor speed, wo physical weight-flow rate

Nphy/V-x = local spanwise distance (see
Nphy p yiieal rotor speed Figure 4)
4(T) heat flux corrected for XT total local spanwise distance

variable thermal properties (see Figure 4)

gi heopyrexesubs rate 8 = PT)IN/1
4

.
6

9
6 psia

o n en1wa 1 measured 0 T,/518oR

along surface (see Figure 4)
ST = distance on endwali measured

along surface from leading to
trailing edge of vane.q (T)

(Stanton Number)INLET (wo/A) [HO - Hw (T)M
INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of gas turbine engines is influenced by the maximum turbine
inlet temperature, and the performance improvements that can be realized by increases
in this parameter are significant. Such increases are limited by het section heat-
transfer considerations. For this reason, many contemporary research efforts are aimed
at achieving a better understanding of the flow and heat transfer in the combustor and
turbine -.eations.

One such program is ongoing at Calspan, the major emphasis being placed on
making accurate measurements of heat-flux distributions in a full-scale rotating turbine
stage. However, to better understand these data, many other measurements are required
In addition to host flux. The experimer.tal technique being used is the short-duration,
shock-tunnel approach, for which a shock tube is used to create a reservoir of shock-
processed test gas, a portion'of which is subsequently passed through the turbine stage.

One major advantage of the short-duration technique is the ability to duplicate
an "oerating point on the turbine performance map (Ncorr and flow function) but the
tir:*, for which the instrumentation is subjected to this environment is very short,
i.e., on the order of 20 milliseconds. Because of this short exposure tirae, the metal
portions of the stage remain essentially at room temperature thus making the structural
problems associated with the experiment less severe than they might be otherwise. The
experimental technique has the flexibility to also duplicate the engine environment
values of Tw/To, To/To and We/Wengine. 4

The short-duration technique is well suited to studying the interaction of
rotor blades with stator vanes, which is becoming of importance to designers of gas

turbine engines. In general, it is difficult to obtain full-stage measurements of
this interaction for a particular point on the operating map. Within ~he past ten
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years, high sampling frequency wave form recorders have made it possible to obtain
instantaneous heat-flux data at prescribed positions on a rotor blade while this rotor,
blade is traversing the NOV exit passage. A measurement program investigating this
interaction has been in progress at Calspan for several years.

Many results obtained at Calspan using the Garrett TFE 731-2 HP engine
hardware and experimental techniques noted above have been reported in the literature.
The first of these (1) described the flow-establishment process within the model
containing the turbine hardware and the results of total temperature and pressure
measurements, which confirmed that the gasdynamic behavior of the flow kithin the model
was as designed, The second (2) reported detailed heat-flux results obtained at many
locations within the noazle guide vane. The geometry used in (2) was a 180 deg sector
of inlet guidevanes (NOV's), but without a downstream rotor. Turning vanes were placed
downstream of the nozzles to remove a substantial portion of the flow turning introduced
by the nozzles. The third paper in this series (3) included heat-flux measurements for
a full 360 deg section of NGV's and the associate downstream rotor in order to obtain
full-stage data. The full-stage heat-flux results for the inlet nozzle were used to
calculate a Stanton number and the results were compared with the previous (2)
men-urements obtained with an inlet nozzle in the absence of the rotor. The comparisons
p -'nted in (3) suggested that the rotor can have an upstream influence on the boundary-
1< .. development on the NGV airfoil for a vane row with a subsonic exit Mach Number.

In (4), the initial 180 deg-sector data were compared with the predictions
obtained using a flat-plate correlation, a two-dimensional parabolic boundary layer
code (STAN5), and a three-dimensional viscous code (NANCY I). The measurements obtained
for the rotor blade were later compared (5) with the predictions of (4). In addition,
the comparisons earlier presented in (11) were updated to correct the heat-flux data
for temperature variations in the thermal properties of the substrate.

The results of a measurement program intended to obtain Stanton number
distributions for the vanes and endwall, the rotor blade, the blade tip, the blade
platform, and the shroud for which: (a) the rotor speed and flow function were
representative of typical engine values and (b) the ratio of wall temperature to gas
total temperature, Tw/To, was set at values of 0.21, 0.33 , and 0.53 were reported in (6).

H-at-flux measurements in the presence of vane trailing edge cooling and
with the rotec present versus being replaced with stationary flow straighteners for
representative operating conditions were reported in (7). The full-stage versus NOV-
only results were performed for essentially Identical inlet conditions and were
consistent with the results earlier reported in (3) for the same turbine hardware but
at significantly different operating conditions.

A detailed description of the instrimentation and data recording techniques
currently in use at Calspan in the performance of gas turbine related research in
short-duration facilities is given in (8). By short-duration is meant total test times
on the order of 20 milliseconds with the requirement of sampling rates in the ringe of
20 kHz to 2 MHz. Typical data records are included in (8) to illustrate the application
of the techniques.

Predictions made by using two different analytical techniques have been
compared (6) with the data presented here. The technique applied most extensively has
been the Turbine Design System (TDS) (9) in use at the Air Force Aero Propulsion
Laboratory. This system incorporates an axisymmetric throughflow solution, a blade-
to-blade solution found by a streamline-curvature method, and a flat-plate prediction
of the heat transfer rate based on the local pressure and velocity conditions. These
conditions were also used as Inputs to the Caugler modification of the STAN5 code (10),
to generate heat-transfer rate predictions.

Many different facilities are currently being used to perform turbine related
studies. These include the long run-time cascade facilities, such as those used by
Blair (11), Graziani et al. (12), and Hylton et al. (13), and the low-speed rotating rig
of Bring (14). Other groups have used short-duration facilities similae to that used
in the present study. Louis (15,16) has ujed thin-film, heat-transfer gages to obtain
heat-flux measurements on turbine components with a blow-down facility as the source
of test gas. Jones, Schultz et al. at Oxford University (17-20) have also used thin-
film heat-transfer gage techniques, with a light piston facility as the supply of test
gas.

This paper will deal in the main with measurements obtained for the full-
stage TFE 731-2 liP rotating turbine with particular emphasis on reporting much more •
extensive NGV tip endwall data than were previiously available. For completeness, tfi'
previously reported vane and rotor measurements are also included. This paper alst . ,includes a brief discussion and several photographs of heat-transfer Instrumentatio• i

rrused for the recently complited full-stage low aspect ratio turbine (LAST) measurement
± program.

APPAPATUS ij

A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1 along with a
typical x-t diagram. The shock tunnel consists of a driver tube, a double diaphragm
section, a driven tube, a primary nozzle and a test-section device which houseu the
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turbine stage. In order to initiate an experiment, the test section is evacuated, the
driver, the double diaphragm section, and the driven tube are pressurized to
predetermined values. The rotor is brought up to the predetermined speed at which time
the double diaphragm region is rapidly evacuated causing the upstream ditphragm to
burst immediately followed by bursting of the downotream diaphragm. The incident shook
wave forms in the driven tube and subsequently reflects from thi shock tube endwall
resulting in a supply of reflected-shook processed gas (condition Oin Figure 1). The
specific heat ratio and speed of sound of the driver-tube gas are adjusted prior to
running so that the impedance across the interface is nearly matched resulting in a
tailored-interface condition (21), thereby increasing the duration of uniform conditions
in the reflected- hock region. This reflented-shock processed gas is expandeO in the
primary nozzle, I , so that the total pressure downstreLm of the standing shook wave can
be tailored to the desired NOV inlet conditions. At the predetermined location in the
expansion, a portion of the flcw is intercepted by the test secti n device. A normal
sl'ock forms outside the model giving the desired conditions, 2 , approaching the
turbire stage inlet guide vanes (NGVs). The flow control nozzle is used to set the
pressure ratio across the turbine stage. If the NOV operates at a subsonic exit
condition, then the flow control nozzle also establ'shes the weight flow rate.

The shook-tunnel facility described above provides a clean, uniform, and
well-known gas dynamic condition at the inlet to the NOVs. The experimental technique
is not intended to duplicate every known parameter important to turbine heat-transfer
studies, but the intent is to have the flow conditions sufficiently well known and
enough parameters duplicated ao that the measured heat-flux distributions can be used
to validate and improve confidence in the accuracy of full-stage design data and
predictive techniques under development. Several different types of measurements must
be obtained in order to provide this information. The primary measurement is heat-
flux which is obtained using platinum thin-film gages. These gages can be made in
many sizes and shapes depending upon the particular portion of the turbine stage for
which one is interested in obtaining data, i.e., the button gage, the leading edge
gage, contoured strip gages, or stagnation-point gages. Pressure, 'otal temperature,
rotor speed history, and tip clearance are other parameters that are routinely measured
in these experiments.

A photograph of a typical button-type heat-flux gages used in this work was
taken through a Leitz microscope and is shown in Figure 2. The thin-film gages are made
of platinum --iOOOA thick) and are painted on a pyrex subtrate 9.7 x 10-4m (0.04 in.)
in diame er in the form of a strip approximately 1.0 x 10 00-m (0.004-in.) wide by about
5.1 x 10-4-m (0.02-in) long. In building these gages, the intent is to obtain a gage with
a room temperature resistance on the order of 50 to 1001 . The thickness of the pyrex
su')strate depends upon the gage location. Those gages located in the NOV trailing edge
and near the rotor blade trailing edge are approximately 3.8 x 10-4-m (0.015-in.) thick
but gages at other locations are 7.1 x b0-

4 
-m (0.03.-in.) thick. Thq response time ofr

these heat-transfer element• can be shown to be on the order of 10-0 a. A coating of
magnesium fluoride (-1200 A thick) is vapor deposited over the gage to protect the
platinum element against abrasion.

The button-type gages described above were installed in the TFE 731 turbine
stage at the following locations: (a) on the NOV tip endwail, (b) on the NOV suction
surface, (c) )n the NOV pressure surface, (d) on the NOV airfoil leading edge, (e) on
the rotor blade platform, (f) on the blade suction surface, (g) on the blade pressure
surface, (h) in the blade tip and (I) in the shroud above the rotor. Figure 3 is a
photograph of the NOV pressure surface and endwall instrumentation showing the leading
edge gages and the airfoil gage coverage. Figure 4 is a sketch of the endwall gage
locations. This sketch will be used latur in the discussion of the endwall Stanton
number data. As illustrtted, a ie the distance along the endwall su. face in the flow
direction and x is the spanwise direction measured along the solid lines showr on the
sketch.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Table 1 gives the experimental conditions and measured parameters for the
TFE 731-2 HP full-stage turbine results presented in this paper. This table includes
the following quantities: (a) the stator inlet total temperature, To, measured using
a rake of thermocouple probes and also independently calculated from the shock-tube
conditions; (b) the measured model wall temperature, 

T
w; (c) the turbine weight flow,

we, calculated knowing the area of the exit channel, the orifice area, the turbine
work extraction, the pressure in the exit channsl, and the inlet total temperature;
(d) the measured shock-tube, reflected-shock pressure; (e) the measured wall static
pressure Just ahead of the stator; (f) the average stagnation-point heat flux to a
cylinder in cross flow obtai:.ed just ahead )f the stator; and (g) the corrected rotor
speed.

EXPERIMMNTAL RESULTS

The Stanton number used riere is based on conditions at the NOV inlet and was
evalaute. using the relationship

S(Star.ton •,)INL'ET (Wo/A) (Ho - Hw MT))

i i = L!
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The standard deviation was computed for the data set at the given test condition. The
experimental rerroducibility was generally within ±5 percent for most locations. When
these results are presented on the data plots, the symbol will indicate the mean value
and the bar indicates the standard deviation. The absence of a bar means that the
standard deviation was within the symbol.

TFE-731 NOV ENDWALL RESULTS

Figure 5 presents the Stanton number distribution at two locations on the
NOV tip endwall for the TFE-731 HP turbine. Recall that the Stanton number discussed
herein is based on inlet conditions and is computed in the manner described above.
The numbers in the circles denote the heat.-flux gage positions and their relative
locations can be seen on Figure 4. The description "near pressure surface" or "near j
suction surface" means that the center of the gage is located on the endwall at
approximately 2.8 x 10-3 -m (0.110-in.) away from the intersection of the vane with
the endwall. In the early portion of the flow passage, the Inlet Stanton number is
greater near the suction surface. At about 75% of the total flow distance along the
wall, the measured values near the pressure surface become approximately equal to those
near the suation surface and remain so until the exit plane with the exception of
location 105 near the pressure surface which becomes the maximum value.

Figure 6 is a more detailed plot of the results obtained at the exit plane.
Along a line from the suction surface towards the pressure surface (see Fig. 4), the
Stinton namber remains nearly constant over approximately 75% of the exit. However,
near the pressure surface the Stanton number increases by approximately 25%.

Figure 7 presents similar spanwise results for three ot er 1 cations (see
Fig. 4) in the endwall passage. The line of gages represented by o7y ,P•9 , and 81 is
along th~e icz and resu ting Stanton numbers are relatively uniform. The second line
starts with position • whichis 8.6 x 10--m (0.034-in.) away from the suction

pressure surface. The general Vrend along this line is for the Stanton number to

decrease as the pressure surface is approached up t about 50% span where tne trend is
to level out. The third line starts witt position 8 whi is 2.2 x 1'-

3
-m (0.087 in.)

away from the suction surface and ends with posit-on 9 , which is 2.91 x jO-
3

-m
(0.115-in.) away from the pressure surface. The Stanton ndber profile along this line
is similar to that along the previous line, but the peaks and valleys occur at different
spanwise locations. This endwall flow field is extremely complicated and at the present
time we have not run a flow field computation to aid in analyzing these data. Techniques
are available (22-24) and one of then may be applied to these data at a later date.

TFE-731 NGV AIRFOIL RESULTS

It was mentioned earlier that detailed Stanton number results had been
presented in (6) for the full-stage rotating turbine of the Garrett TFE 731-2 engine.
However, for the purposes of completeness, a few of the results presented in (6) that

have been enhanced by more recent data at the To - 1000°R operating condition (see
Table 1) will be presented herein. in this portion of the paper, the experimeatal
results are presente,. in detail and, where possible, the measurements are compared
with the predictions obtained using the Wright-Patterson AFB Turbine Design System
(TDS) computer code (9). In addition, predictions obtained using a modified STAN5
code (10) are also presented. It was shown in (6) that the predicted Stanton number
distributions were relatively insensitive to the Tw/To and thus only the 

T
w/

T
o = 0.53

predictions will be presented here. However, the experimental data obtained at 
T

w/
T

o
S0.21, 0.33, and 0.53 will be presented. The measure-d and predicted distributions

of Stanton number are compared on Figure 8 for the NOV airfoil midspan. On both the
pressure and suction surface, data were obtained from the leadJ.ng edge to approximately
94 percent chord. The solid and dashed lines en Figure 8 are the predicted distributions
using TDS and STANS, respectivrly. The TDS calculations assume that the boundary layer
is either fully turbulent or fully laminar. However, the STAN5 predictions have been
performed for a transitions Reynolds number, Reg , of either 30 or 200. The important
observation from Figure 8 is that on the suction surface, transition occurs much earlier
than Re0 - 200. With a value of ReR z 200, the STAR5 code significantly underpredicts
the data at chord positions less than 30 percent and underprediots the data by
approximately 30 percent for chord positions beyond 50 percent. By contrast, the
turbulent flat-plate prediction consistently overpredicts the data at all chord
locations, the predict' r being on the order of 20 percent above the data. Considering
the degree of sophistication of the flat-plate prediction, the correlation is reasonably
good. The suction-surface laminar flat-platc prediction is clearly far below the data
and is only included for completeness. On the pressure surface, the turbulent flat-
plate prediction overpredicts the data at less than 30 percent chord, is in reasonable
agreement between 30 and 60 percent chord, and underprediots towards the trailing edge.
The STAN5 prediction significantly underpredicts the pressure surface data presumably
because of the assumed laminar flow region from the leading edge up to Ree = 200. Thit
same trend continued with the STAN5 comparisonsl thus, only a limited number ui

additional comparisons is shown.
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A significant amount of' rotor blade (pressure and suction surface, tip and
platform locations) and shroud data v:e-e also obtained. The measured distribution of
Stanton numbers on the blade pressure an•d suction surfaces are compared with the TDS
and STAN5 predictions on Figure 9. This figure is plotted so that the tip is in the
center and the platform is on each edge. The majority of the measurements were performed
for chord positions in the range of 19 to 154 percent. One data point is presented for the
71 percent chord position near the tip. The respective predictions bounding the 19 and
J45 percent chord postions are thus included on the plot. Note that the Stanton numbers
deduced from the thin-film gages mounted in the tip are shown at the center of this
figure and those obtained for the platform gages are shown on the left outer edge. On
the pressur- surface of the blade, the turbulent flat-plate prediction is a reasonably
good re:,resentation of the measurements, but the STAN5 prediction is significantly
low. Neither the flat plate nor the STAN5 predictions give a good comparison on the
rotor blade suction surface. The laminar predictions are far below the data while the
turbulent flat-plate prediction is above the data, At the 45 percent midehord position,
the STAN5 prediction approaches the measured value as the platform is approached.

LOW ASPECT RATIO TURBINE (LART) MEASUREMENT PROGRAM

A very succuessful and detailed measurement program has recently been
completed at Calspan that utilized the Garrett Turbine Engine Company low aspect ratio
turbine. The specific measurements performed for thia full-stage rotating turbine
were local heat flux and surface pressure. The measurements were performed using the
short-duration facility described above and the instrumentation techniques described
in (8). Though the measurements have been completed at the time of this writing, the
analysis of the data is still .n progress. It is anticipated that this analysis will
be completed in the near future, and at that time, portions of the data will be released.
However, it is appropriate here to triefly describe the heat-flux instrumentation that
was utilized because even though thin-film gages were still used, the configuration of
the inserts holding the gages and the pattern density were significantly different
from those used on the TFE-731 stage.

The LART instrumentation concentrated on the tip eudwall and on the midspan
portion of the vane und the blade, Figure 10 is a photograph of the heat-flux gage
instrumentation on the LART NOV leading edge and on the pressure surface. In the
leading edge region, the gages are painted on an insert that has been contoured to the
airfoil geometry. The gages on this insert are spaced approximately 1.0 x IO-3m (0.040
in.) apart starting at the geometric stagnation point and continuing around tihe pressure
and suction sideb of tne insert. Also shown on Figure 10 is an adjoining airfoil that
contains a contoured strip of pyrex onto which the thin-film gages have been painted
at intervals of approximately 2.5 x l0-

3
-m (0.100-in.) from the termination of the

leading edge insert to the trailing edge. If one looks to the left of the pressure
surface insert on the tip endwall. then the button gages located on the endwall are
also visible.

Figure 11 is a photograph of the suction surface heat-flux gage distribution
for the LAIT NGV airfoil. Once again, a pyrex strip was contoured to the airfoil
geometry and then the thin-film gages were painted on the surface at intervals of
approximately 2.5 x lO-

3
-m (0.100 in.) st&rting near the termination of the leading

edge insert and continuing to a location near the trailing edge as illustrated.

Figures 12 and 13 are photographs of the LART rotor leading edge insert and
the button gage pattern on both the pressure and suction surfaces. The spacing used on
the rotor installation was very similar to that used on the NGV airfoil. If one looks
near the top of Figure 12, then the tip gages located on the blade above the one

containing the leading edge insert are jist visible.

For the LART measurement program, simultaneous measurement of surface
pressures were obtained at selected locations on the NOV portion of the stage. In
addition, the pressure upstream of the NGV and downstream of the roto'. was also measured.

The high sampling frequency wave form recorders noted earlier in the text
and described Ln (8) were used to obtain detailed information relative to rotor/stator
interac'sions. These data are also currently being analyzed.

CONCLUSIONS

A review of an on-going measurement and anlaysis program at Calspan that
utilizes full-stage rotating turbines has been described. Detailed Stanton number
distributions throughout the stage uf the Garrett TFE 731-2 HP turbine have been
presented. In addition, a brief summary of a recently completed program that utilized
a significantly different turbine stage has been given. =
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TABLE 1 - TEST CONDITIONS

Measured Reflected-Shook Pressure, psia 1,078
Caloulated Reflected-Shock Temperautre, OR 998
Measured NGV Inlet Total Temperature, OR 998
Measured NGV Inlet Total Pressure, psla 99.3
Cylinder in Cross Flow St.gnation Pt.

Ht. Tr. Rate Ahead of NGV, BTU/ft
2

sec 46.7
Calculated Average Weight-Flow Rate, lb/see 22.0
Average Corrected Rotor Speed Approx. 100%
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Figure 1 SCHEMATIC OF CALSPAN SHOCK-TUNNEL APPARATUS AND SKETCH OF WAVE DIAGRAM
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Figure 2 PHOTOGRAPH OF HEAT-TRANSFER
* GAGE TAKEN THROUGH LEITZ

* MICROSCOPE
*Figure 3 PHOTOGRAPH OF TFE 731 ENDWALL
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Figure 4 SKETCH OF TIP ENDWALL HEAT-FLUX GAGE LOCATIONS FOR TFE 731 NGV
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DISCUSSION

R.Kiuck, Ge
I have a question concerning the boundary layer state of the guide vane. Your measurements showed that transition
occurs close to the leading edge on both suction and pressure side. Could you specify the degree of turbulence and the
Reynolds number? Where (do you see the reason for that earl> transition?

Author's Reply
I. We have measured the magnitude of frec-streaim turbulence to be on the order of 5% (see Ref.6). To tIle best of my

memory, the vane inlet Reynolds number is on the order of 5 X I 0 based on chord length, I could check this
number for you when I return home if you like.

2. I believe at least one of the causes of this early transition is due to the relatively high free-stream turbulence. T'iis
turbulence could he the result of several things, two of which ait e:

a) Ilie vane exii is subsonic and thus the rotor disturbance can be communicated forward. We have indeed seen
this in the character of tihe pressure records, with and without the rotor (see Ref.7).

b) It iv. quite possible that the normal shock standing outside the model is in fact not completely stationary, even
though it is always external to the model. In this way the shock can act as a turbulence generator.

l)J.I)oorly, UK
i. I have found Dr Dunn's paper extremely interesting; my only regret is that there has not been sufficient space for it

more detailed discussion of the time-resolved rotor heat transfer. The question of the rotor unsteady heat transfer
is tI( my mind more interesting than the vane heat transfer since the rotor sees a far more unsteady flow and
presents the designer with more severe headaches. Fo establish the rotor operating conditions, what was the rotor
mscan Reynolds number?

2. As regards the unsteady rotor flow, have the nozzle guide varies wakes merged at the rotor inlet, or are they still
discrete? On the time-resolved signals from the rotor, is it possible to observe discrete switching of the boundary
layer tronm the laminar to the turbulent statu as each ntoLdt guide vane wake hilpinges, or do thc results; suggest
that the rotor boundary layer is continuously turbulent, and only secondary fluctuations are produced by the
wake-impingement.

3. I have been somewhat concerned by Dr D)unn's use of insert-mounted thin films, since for the high Reynolds
number rotor flow, even very slight surface discontinuities may trip !he boundary layer. Has this in fact occured?

Author's Reply
I. The inlet Reynoslds number is about 2 X 106

2. Yes, wakes can be resolved. There are different effects whether there is a wake or a passage. The values of heat flux
'ire bouncing between the turbulent level and the lamninar level. The average value of the heat flux is above the
laniniar valie and much closer to the turbulent one for this kind of turbine.

3. For that reason we weInt to use the inserts at the leading edge which are absolutely contoured smooth. You see that
what looks like traniition takes place on the leading edge very close to the stagnation point. The button gauges
were pnt in unler a% microscope rind they are very tiny.

C.'lJ.Scrivener, UK
May I ask two q(uestions. You described the instrumentatiot on thie rotor tip and thie rotor static outer shroud ring
casing.

i. Can you describe how the distribution of static shroud ring heat transfer varies with rotor tip clearance?

2. 1Hlow does the unshroudcd rotor tip heat transfer compare In thc 'neastnremen.s described earlier in the week by
Prof. I).Metzger?

Author's Reply
I. The static shroud heat-flux distribution is not strongly influenced by the magnitude of the tip clearance. The

shroud Stanton number distribution (based on inlet conditions) decreases by about 25 to 30% irw going in an axial
direction from directly above the blade leading edge towards the trailing edge. Once you exceed distances greater
than the blade trailing edge, the Stanton number falls by approximately 50%. We have published the data you are
asking for in Ref.6. I tlink.

2. )uring this conference, Prof. Metzger and I have discussed doing the comparison you ask about. As sooni as he
returns from Germany. we plan to do so.

==A
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S.Wlttig, Ge

What is the thickrlcss of your fihlr gauges? It the light of what has beenl said earlier, would you te able to derive from
%he uteasurelents~ls IhC usteady effects of the wakes on tile Imaterial?

Author's Reply
I . The thickness of the thin-film gauge is approximatcly 0.1 Itm.

2. Yes, one could use the time-depficrde'Lu heat-flux data as an input to the calculation of blade temperature history
anid in this tmianer, to predict the metal surface temperature fluctuation as a restilt of wake passage cuttitig I
caution you that the magnitude of tile heat-fhix fluctuation will depeld upon thie particular tuihine, on t(ie
pIrlicular lOcatioll Oki tile blade, and on whether or not you have upstream cold gas injection.

ifi

* k~ I
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SUMMARY

Calculations are presented for the flow development and heat transfer in transitional
two-dimensional boundary layers of relevance to turbine blades. They were obtained with
the Patankar-Spalding finite difference program, using a low Reynolds number version of
the k-E turbulence model for simulating the turbulent transport. For the higher free-
stream turbulence levels prevailing in gas turbines (say above 1%), the model is capable
of simulating the physical transition mechanism which is governed by the transport of
the turbulent fluctuations from the free stream into the laminar boundary layer. T1he
calculation examples comprise a variety of flat-plate boundary layers with various
favourable and adverse pressure gradients as well as various levels of free-stream tur-
bulence, and a simulation of the boundary layer development of an experimentally inve-
stigated turbine blade. The calculations are compared with measurements in each case
(mainly the distribution of heat transfer coefficients). The agreement is generally
good, but the model has a tendency to predict a somewhat faster transition than was
observed in the experiments.

1. Introduction

1.1 The Problem Considered

Knowledge of the external heat transfer rates is an important factor in the design of
gas turbine blades as these rates determine the blade surface temperature which must be
kept below a critical value in order to insure a reasonable life-time of the blades.
Cascade experiments have shown that the heat transfer to turbine blades depends strongly
on the occuronce of laminar-turbulent transition of the blade boundary layers. For in-
stance, the heat transfer coefficients may be higher by a factor of five at. the same lo--
cation depending on whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. Hence, above all, a
reliable method for calculating the heat transfer to turbine blades must be able to
simulate transition realistically.

The present paper describes such a calculation procedure, which is based on a finite-
domain solution of the boundary layer equations for two-dimensional, steady flow. The
turbulent momentum and heat transfer is simulated by a low Reynolds number version of
the k-c turbulence model. For the high turbulence levels prevailing in gas turbines (say
above 1%), this model is also used to mimick the transition mechanism which, in this
case, is governed by the transport of the turbulent fluctuations from the free stream
into the laminar boundary layer.

1.2 Previous Work

There have been several attempts to simulate laminar-turbulent transition with the aid
of turbulence models in the past. These will now be discussed briefly. Turbulence models
may be classified as zero-, one-, two-equation and ReynolM stress models, according to
the number of transport equations they solve for turbulence variables, and the various
models will be discussed in this order.

Zero-equation dels. All these models make use of the eddy viscosity hypothesis, and
either the eddy viscosity itself (Cebeci and Smith (1I) or the mixing-length distribu- ,
tion is specified algebraically. The calculation of the laminar-turbulent transition is
performed on a purely empirical basis. Cebeci and Smith ( 1, Michel [2] and Forest [3]
multiply the eddy viscosity with an intermittency function derived from experimental
data. This function depends on the momentum-thickness Reynolds number, being zero in the
laminar flow regime and increasing gradually to unity once the critical Reynolds number
for instability is exceeded. This Reynolds number is usually calculated by means of the VA

linear stability theory, which limits the applicability of these methods to low free
stream turbulence intensities. Crawford and Keys [41 assign a large numerical value to
the damping constant in their mixing-length model in order to suppress the Reynolds
stress.,9 in the laminar boundary layer. This damping constant is slowly decreased
towards the typical value for fully turbulent flow, after an empirically specified
transition Reynolds number has been reached in the calculations. In McDonald and Fish's
" 5] model, which has also been used by Mare and Mathieu [ 61 and, in a slightly modified
form, by Hodge and Adams [7], the constant value of the mixing-length in the outer
boundary layer region is determined from the solution of an integral form of the
modelled turbulent kinetic energy equation. The free stream turbulence intensity

If
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enters this equation implicitly via the integrated turbulent transport term. in the cal-
culations, finite values of the free stream turbulence intensity cause a continuous
energy flux into the boundary layer; this in turn leads to a gradual increase of the
outer-layer mixing-length so that, after a certain distance, turbulent flow is pre-
dicted. In principle, this model is able to simulate the transition process typical for
blade boundary layers, where disturbances intrude from the free stream into the laminar
boundary layer.

Zero-equation models are liable to yield satisfactory results only for these flows which
meet the empirical assumptions inherent in the mixing-length hypothesis and in the
transition model. This is usually the casŽ only for rather simple flows. Therefore, the
results are often not very realistic for the more complicated flows prevailing in gas
turbines.

One-equation models. Grundmann and Nehring 10] describe first attempts to simulate tran-
sition induced by free stream disturbance with a differential form of the turbulent
kinetic energy equation in connection with an algebraic description of the length scale.
They were able to calculate the transitional boundary layer on a turbine blade, but did
not chock their results against experimental data.

r. o-equation 0models. Priddin [91 was the first to use the k-i model for the calculation
of transitioonal flows; his concern was mainly to show that the k-r. model can cope in
principle with these flows and not to provide a detailed assessment of the model perfor-
shance. Arnal et al. [101 applied the model of Jones and Launder [Ill to transitional
flows. They investigated the circumstances under which small perturbations in the k-pro-
files were amplified such that the flow became turbulent. They obtained very good agree-
ment with their own experimental data even at very low free-stream turbulence intensi-
ties. However, their paper does not give the initial and boundary conditions specified
in the calculations. In view of our results presented in Section 4, some of their pre-
dictions at low free-stream turbulence intensitics appear doubtful. Dutoya and Michard
[121 used their low-Reynolds-number version of the k-c model to calculate transitional
boundary layers. They also create the impression that their model simulates transition
realistically even at very low free stream turbulence intensities without any additional
empirical modifications. Their model has been found not to be very accurate for turbu-
lent flows (see Patel et at. (13)J.

Wilcox [141 has applied his model successfully to a large number of transitional boun-
dary layers, e.g. flows with free stream turbulence, pressure gradients, surface rough-
nesses and cumpressibility. Hle achieved this success by calibrating one empirical func-
tion against experimental data. According to Wilcox ( 141, the model displays a distinct
sensitivity to the initial and boundary conditions specified. In most of the test cases
considered by Wilcox, these were not documented in sufficient detail. if one considers
further the purely empirical way Wilcox specifies the wall boundary condition for his
length scale variable, the predictive power of this model cannot be truly assessed, More
recently, Wilcox 1 15] derived the empirical model function and the initial profiles for
the turbulence variables from results obtained by applying the linear stability theory.
This procedure has not yet been tested extensively. It is questionable whether it can be
applied to the flow in gas turbines, where transition is triggered by free stream
distutbances.

Arad et al. [16] used a low Reynolds number version of the k-kl model developed by Ng
[171 to calculate transitional boundary layers. They obtained good agreement with em-
pirical correlations for the transition Reynolds numbers. However, the results were not
compared against specific experiments.

Reynolds stress models. One of the first attempts to simulate laminar-turbulent transi-
tion with the aid of turbulence models is due to Donaldson [lt who used transport equa-
tions for the Reynolds stress components and an algebraically prescribed length scale.
Donaldson investigated the amplification (or damping) of small artifical perturbations
in the model Reynolds stress equations. lie observed either transition or complete stabi-
lization of the disturbances depending upon the local Reynolds number. The paper gives
more anl impression of the qualitative model behaviour without recourse to experimental
data.

Finson [ 19] has developed a low Reynolds number version of nolds stress imodel in-
volving a model equation for the dissipation rate. lie emp * his model to calculate
transition as a function of free stream turbulence intenr..y but did not obtain good
agreement with measured transition Reynolds numbers. Pinson [ 191 also extended his model
to calculate flows with surface roughnesses. In this case the agreement with existing

data was satisfactory.
Smay Especially the papers published rin two-equation-model calctilations create the

impression that laminar-turbulent transition can be simulated simply by specifying the
Scorrect boundary conditions for the turbulence variables. This does not hold true in

general as will be shown in the following sections. To obtain satisfactory results, em-
Spirical information has to be provided at least in form of the initial profiles for the

turulece uanitis.Moreover, for the turbulence mode~l described in this paper, tran-
sition triggered by transport of turbulence from the free stream into the boundary layer
could not be obtained for free stream turbulence intensities less than I%. This is
physically plausible because, in these cases, transition is caused by Tollmien-
Schlichting waves and this phenomenon cannot be simulated by models involving time-
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averaged aupntities. However, this problem Is not addressed in any of the references
given above. it is thus not clear how transition was attained in the model predictions
of Arnal et al. [10] and Dutoya and Michard [12] without any transition-related modifi-
cations to these models.

1.3 Present Contribution

The purpose of this paper is to present calculations of transitional boundary layers re-
levant to the flow on gas turbine blades. Laminar-turbulent trangition as well as the
turbulent flow reqime is simulated with the low-Reynolds-number version of the k-e model
of Lam and Bremhorst 1201. In all the calculations, transition ensued from the transport
of free stream turbulence into the laminar boundary layer; this is the physical situa-
tion most likely to occur in blade boundary layers. The test cases considered comprise a
"variety of flat-plate boundary layers with various favourable and adverse pressure gra-
dients as well as various levels of free-stream turbulence, and the boundary-layer de-
velopment of an exr'rimentally investigated blade. The calculations are compared with
measurements in each case.

Two items have received insufficient attention in most previous articles on the calcula-
tion of laminar-turbulent transition with turbulence models: the description of the
initial and boundary conditions used in the predictions and the selection of test cases
against which the calculated results are to be compared. These topics are discussed in
greater detail in the present paper.

2. Mathematical Model

2,1 Mean flow Equations

The mean flow is assumed to be steady and two-dimensional. Under these conditions the
continuity, momentum and stagnation enthalpy equations read in a cartesian coordinate
system;

Continuity equation:

o• + 3 = 0 (2.1-1)ýx ay

Momentum equation:

49 a O* 0 P2 dP+ (2.1-2)

Stagnation enthalpy equation:

dy it H 12 )H - h'V + Uf (I - D!£ uS=u. - ou ]}(2.1-3)

In these equations U, V and u, v are respectively the mean and fluctating velocity com-
ponents in the x- and y-directions, and P iu the static pressure. The stagnation
enthalpy H

H - h + - + k (2.1-4)

is composed of the static enthalpy h, the mean kinetic energy U2/2 and the turbulent
kinetic energy k. The symbol h' in equation (2.1-3) stands for the fluctuating enthalpy.
The fluid is characterized by its density p. dynamic viscosity P and molecular Prandtl
number Pr. Time-averages are denoted by an overbar. The expression V indicates mass-
weightod averaging, (see Cebeci and Smith [i1) with

PV P + TT;v (2.1--5)

where p' represents fhe fluctuating density. The fluids considered in this paper were
assumed to be ideal, gases so that

with R being the gas constant and T the static temperature.
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Equations (2.1-2) and (2.1-3) contain the Reynolds stress -phv•1. and turbulent heat flux IL
- -r'v. A turbulence model for determining these quantities must be introduced in order
to close the system Of equations (2.1-l)-(2.1-6). This will be discussed'in the next
section.

2.2 Turbulence Model

In this sudy, the low Reynolds number version of the k--c model developed by Lam and
Bremhorst [20 ] has been used to simulate the turbulent momentum and heat transport. This
model makes use of the eddy viscosity hypothesis, relating the Reynolds stress to the
mean velocity gradient;

= Tu =2.2-1)

The eddy viscosity V depends on the turbulence structure: it s proportional to the
turbulent kinetic enerly k and to the energy dissipation rate c. Frc,"i dimensional anal-
ysis there follows:

uit - P cp f - (2.2-2)

c is an empirical constant and f an empirical function accounting for the effects of
m

8
lecular viscosity and wall proxi.anty. In fully turbulent flow remote from walls f 1

so that the Lam-..remhorst model reduces to the standard k-c model. 1'

The local values of k and c are calculated from the following semi-empirical transport
equations:

y = W[(+ +0 11) + OE (2.2-3)

S- A nc ýy k 1 ' 1 kc c2 2 2.2-

au 2
k= Pt (7Y) (2.2-5)

P is the production of turbulent kinetic energy. Four empirical constants appear in the
Amdel equations. For these, the following standard values (21], were adopted: c = 0.09,
c,1 = 1.44, c - 1.92, o, = 1.0, a = 1.3. The functions f and f simulate viscous and
neAr-wall influences anN tend to unity for high turbuleAce Reynolds numbers. The low
Reynolds number functions f, f 1 and f2 devired by Lam and Rremhorst [ 201 are

f [1 - exp - 0.0160 Ry)]P(1 + 29.5)RT (2.2-6)

f 1 + (0..62S (2.2-7)

f2 - exp - 1,) (2.2-8)

where the Reynolds numbers Ry and RT are defined as

Ry = ,rk y- R = pOk (2.2-9a,b)

An assessment of these functions is given in Patel Pt al, 1131. It should be noted that
the numerical values in Equations (2.2-6) - (2.2-8) are alightly different from those of
Lam and B:7emhorst [201J they have been chosen as they yield more accurate predictions
for wall bounded shear flown (see Rodi et al. [22]).

The turbulent heat flux -1iý'v is calculated from the following eddy diffusivity rela-
tion :

D Ut 7h (2.2-10)

') Y
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The eddy diffusivity is assumed proportional to the eddy viscosity p (determined by the
k-e model), with the proportionality coefficient (turbulent Prandtl number) assumed to
have the constant value Prt = 0.86.

2.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions

In this section the boundary and initial conditions used in the calculations are presen-
ted. Firstly, the boundary values at the wall and in the free stream are discussed and
then the initial values employed to start the calculations.

Wall Boundary Conditions. Along the walls the no-slip condition was applied, which read
for the mean velocities:

y = O: U = V = 0 (2.2-11)

For the stagnation enthalpy at the wall, either the wall values (wall temperatures) or
gradients at the wall (wall heat fluxes) were prescribed, i.e.

•H = _ Pr
y = 0 : H = Hw or y qw -- (2.2-12)lw

According to the no-slip condition the turbulent kinetic energy at the wall was set to
zero and so was the gradient of the dissipation rate

,y 0 : k = 0-Y 0 (2.2-13)

An evaluation of these boundary conditions can be found in Patel et al. [13].

Free Stream Boundary Conditions. In the free stream, the velocity wits set equal to the
potential veloc-ity U which-wa, taken from measurements in each case; the stagnation
enthalpy in the free Utream has a constant value which was also derived from experimen-
tal values:

Y:. e Ue U II ý He . conast. (2.2-14)

Boundary values for k and E were obtained by solving the transport equations (2.2-3) and
(2.2-4) which reduce outside the boundary layer to

i ~dke
pU -dke (2.2-15)

de ex ce

PUs dx = - p c£ 2  (2.2-16)

Appropriate initial values for k and E necessary to solve these equations were taken
from experimental data. e e

Initial values. The initial profile for the mean velocity in the laminar flow regime was

rescribed with a Pohlhausen-profile, (see White ( 231 ):

U [ 2 -2 * (Y) 4 + *(1- (2.2-17)

where 6 is the boundary layer thickness and A 62 p /Ip dU /dx is the Pohlhausen para-
meter. The temperature was assumed to depend in a lin~areme~ner on the velocity:Te

T = 1+ ( - 1)e (2.2-18)

A starting profile for the stagnation enthalpy may be constructed from equation (2.2-17)
and (2.2-18).

Au important but also -M.fficult task in the calculation of transitional flows is the
specification of initial profiles for the turbulence variables. There are no experimen-
tal data available as basis for this specification. Also, results obtained with the
linear stability theory cannot be used for the flow situations considered in this paper
here transition is triggered by disturbances in the free stream. Therefore, the start-

ing profiles for k and c had to be derived on an ad hoe basiz.

In the case of the turbulent kinetic energy there are some constraints which should be EU j
met by the initial profiles, these are: i) k has to vanish at the wall, ii) k should
"display a quadratic increase with wall distance and iii) k must asymptote to the free
otresm value ke at the boundary layer edge. A relation meeting this requirements is



k = e (a)2 (2.2.19)

e

This equation was used in the computations.

There is much more liberty in setting up a starting profile for the dissipation rate E .
One necessary condition is that the experimental free stream, value is recovered; in
addition, it is plausible on physical grounds that the length scale within the boundary
layer does not exceed that in the free stream. The starting profiles for e used in the
calculations were generated by the assumption that the dissipation rate should be. pro-
portional to the production rate of k, i.e.

3U

a k • (2.2-20)

with a , -u_/k. The e-values described by equation (2.2-20) tend to zero at the boun-
dary laker edge, so that in addition the followiry condition was imposed:

ke

S> Ce = k-e- (2.2-21)

In the course of testing the model it turned out that the coefficient a in equation
(2.2-20) could not be kept constant but had to be made a function of thl free-stream
tJrbulence intensity in order to obtain agreement with measured transition Reynolds num-
'Pers. ror the test cases considered the best overall agreement was obtained with values
of a inside the shaded area in Figure 2.1. The full line in Figure 2.1 was used to de-
termihe a for the calculations presented in Chapter 4. To provide some impression of
the shapl of the initial profiles for k and c, Figure 2.2 shows an example for a turbu-
lence intensity Tu =v/u2e.-7U7of 2.6%; the maximum value of the Reynolds stress inside
the boundary layer implid eby these k- &nd r-values was 0.03 u2 , with uT = V 7/0
being the friction velocity. T w

The calculations shown below were started at x..locations corresponding to a momentum
thickness Reynolds number Re = U 6-p /p of 100, where the flow was still stable ond
laminar and Equations (2.2-17) Rnd (2.3-38)eprovided fair approximations to the physical
situation.

3. Numerical Solution Procedure

The mean-flow and turbulence-model equations were solved with an adapted version of the
GENMIX procedure described by Spal'ing 124]. The method is irrlicit and marching in the
streamwise direction. The variables U, H, k end c were solved successively at each cross
stream line with no iteration. A non-equidistant. grid with 100 n~des in the norjal
direction was employed; the first grid node was typically at 0.2 < y < 1.0 where y
y u p /p . The step size in the flow direction was set proportional to the momenium
tcihk~es§ 6 with a proportionality factor of 0.25 for the calculations shown below. To
enable a reolution of fst changes in the vicinity of the wall the step size was addi-
tionially restricted to five sublayer Lhicknesses, i.e.I{

Ax 25 w(3-)DwU

4. Results and Discussioa

4.1 Selection of Test Cases

The laminar-turbuleaft transition depends strongly on t., turbulence field in the free r
stream, which may be characturized by a turbulance intensity Tu and a suitable length
scale L . Preliminary calculations revealed that the choice of the free-stream length
scale (oP equivalently the dissipation rate) had a perceptible influence on the computed
transition Reynolds numbers. Hence, the performance of a turbulence model should only be
assessed by comparison with experiments for which both parameters, the intensity and the
length scale. are available. In practice this means that data of k have been measured
at least at two stations in the x-dirertion; Equations (2.2-15) ande(2.2-16) then allow
C &nd therefore 1, to be determined.e e

Presently only, two experimental studies meet these requirements, namely the ones of
Blair and Werle 1251, [261 and of Abu Ghannam (27). Blair and Werle investigated the

k b'heat transfer behaviour along a flat plate. The free stream velocity was 30 m/s and the
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temperature differences between the free stream and the wall were typically 10K. The
free stream turbulence intensity was varied between 0.25 and 7.5%. All three components
of the normal Reyrn"Ids stresses in the free stream were recorded and showed good iso-
tropy. Two-dimensienality of the flow was checked with the aid of the 2D integral momen-
tum and enthalry equations and was found to be sufficient in all cases. Abu Ghannam
conducted his ,'easurements on a flat plate, but he did not investigate heat transfer.
Different Reynolo" numbers were achieved by altering the free stream velocities from 6
m/s -o 30 m/s. Onli the iongitudinal fluctuating velocity was measured in this study and
the free stream tv':bulence intensities ranged from 0.25 - 5%.

4.2 Boundary Layers with Zero Prese.sire Gradient

In this section results are presented for boundary layers without pressure gradient but
various free-stream turbulence intensities. Figure 4.1 compares calculated Stanton nun-
bers with the data of Blair and Werle (25]. The free stream turbulence intensities at
the beginning of the calculations are indicated in the figure, they ranged from 1.3 to
7.5%. In the calculations transition is brought about by turbulent kinetic energy being
continuously transported into the laminar boundary layer. After a certain development
length, depending on the initial values of the dissipation rate, the entrained turbulent
kinetic energy is amplified; this amplification takes place mainly in the near-wall zone
where the velocity gradients and therefore also the production rates of turbulent kine-
tic energy are large. After a certain length, the predicted flow becomes fully turbu-
lent.

Figure 4.1 shows very satisfactory agreement with the data for turbulence intensities of
. 2.5, 6.2 and 7.5%. The test plate of Blair and Wexle had an unheated starting length in
* which no heat transfer data could be obtained. For the two higher turbulence intensities

transition took place in this initial region so that, unfortunately, the transition be-
haviour cannot be compared for these cases. However, the computed transition Reynolds
numbers are in agreement with the empirical correlation given by Abu Ghannam [27], also
the good simulation of the transitional zone (x 9 0.2 m) is an indicrtion that the point
of transition is calculated correctly.

For the case with Tu - 1.3% the calculated transition point is somewhat too far down-
stream and transition occurs too rapidly. The latter is a characteristic feature of the -

turbulence model employed. The transition performance could be improved by modifying the
low Reynolds number functions. The discrepancy between the calculated and measured tran-
sition locations is partly due to the experiments, where transition was hastened by
sidewall effects in the test aection. Generally, the agreement with the data is better
for higher free stream turbulence intensities, because in these cases the transition
length is decreased which complies with the model characteristics.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show comparisons with the data of Abu Ghannam for a turbulence in-
tensity of 2.6%. The free stream velocity was 14 m/s in this case. The data for the mo-
mentum thickness Reynolds number are very well reproduced (Figure 4.3). The shape fe.c-
tor, (Figure 4.2), shows the transition process more clearly. It is evident that transi-
tion is somewhat faster in the calculations than in the experiments. However, for prac-
tical purposes the simulation is adequate.

4.3 Boundary Layers with Favourable Pressure Gradients

SFavourable pressure gradients stabilize laminar boundary layers and delay transition.

They counteract the effects of free stream turbulence. The test cases shown in this sec-
tion were subject to both effects. Figure 4.4 shows an example with relatively mild
acceleration, which was investigated by Blair and Werle (26]. The acceleration para-
meter

u~dUe(.-)
r ,

)Je 0 duex

was constant and equal to 2.0 x 10 6. Compared to cases without pressure gradient, tran-
sition takeb place further downstream and is more gradual. The calculated transition
starts somewhat too late and occurs faster than in the experiments; however, the down-
stream displacement of the transition point caused by the acceleration is reproduced
quite well. Overall, the agreement with the data is satisfactory.

At the ugme free stream turbulence intensity, but under a higher acceleration of K =
0.75 x 10 , the flow becomes more stabilized and the onset of transition is indicated
only by a gentle increase in the Stanton number data (Figure 4.5). For this case, the

model yields a more distinct transition and larger differpe-ces t', the data emerge. These
can be reduced only by changes of the low Reynolds numbet functions in the turbulence
model. The agreement with the data becomes better ,ilth incre,,aing free stream turbulence
intensi.ties. For instanc,_., Figure 4.6 shows a case with the same acceleration and a tur-
bulence intensity of 5.3% which is in fairly good agreement. with the data.

4.4 Boundary Layers with Adverse Pressure Gradients

Transition under adverse pressure gradient conditions is of less impolLance on gas tur-
bine blades than the favourable pressure gradient case. Ar a consequence, fewer experi-
mental data are available for this case. In fact only" the work of Abu Ghannam [27] meets

, i I i I I I I I I I I I I i. 1 I



the requirements set out in Section 4.1. In these experiments, the pressure rise was al-
most linear but weak enough to avoid premature separation. Abu Ghannam reports difficul-
ties in keeping the flow two-dimensional in these experiments. Figure 4.7 shows an
example of a calculation for the adverse pressure gradient case with an inlet velocity
of 12 m/s and a free stream turbulence intensity of 1.8%. The shape factors are predic-
ted very satisfactorily in this case.

4.5 Simulation of Blade Boundary Layers

Finally, in order to demonstrate the practical applicability of the calculation proce-
dure, predictions are shown of heat transfer coefficients on a gas turbine blade. The
blade profile is depicted in Figure 4.8. For this blade, heat transfer experiwents were
carried out by Daniel3 and Browne [28]. I1 the present paper calculations are presented
for a chord Reynolds number Re of 6.7 x 10 with

Rec - U (4.5-1)

The index "l" relates to values at the inlet, and c is the axial chord length of the
blade. The uxit Mach number was 0.94. The free stream turbulence intensity 12.7 cm up-
stream of the cascade was 4.2% and a value of 3% at the cascade entrance was used in the
computations. The total temperature T in the free stream was 432 K while the blade sur--
face temperature was constant and equ

2
l to 288 K. Further details on the predictions and

the test conditions are given by Rodi and Scheuerer [29].

Figure 4.9 shows a comparison of predicted and measured heat transfer coefficients for
the suction side. The heat transfer coefficients a are iefined as

""C, qw (4.5-2)To - Tw

The various symbols in the figure label data obtained with Oifferently instrumented
blades. The calculations show a rapid decrease of a close to the leading edge which is
in good agreement with the data. At x/c = 0.3 and a momentum thickness Reynolds number
of 260, transition starts in the calculations. At this location the potential flow out-
side the boundary layer is slightly retarded and the onset of transition is physically
plausible. On the other hand the experimental data indicate laminar flow up to x/c = I

0.45. At this location the measur-ments show a discontinuity and it is not clear if this
can be identified as transition. In view of the predictions prese;nted in Section 4.3 it
seems probable, however, that the transition process is predicted too rapidly.

The heat transfer coefficients on tV.e pressure surface are shown in Figure 4.10. The
outer flow is strongly accelerated along the whole pressure surface: the acceleration
parameters K are about one order of magnitude higher than the criterion f-r relaminari-
zation. therefore, a fully turbulent flow does not develop. A transitional flow evolves
along the whole pressure surface with a delicate balance between free stream turbulence
and pressure gradient effects. With increasing distance x, the acceleration parameters K
fall and the free stream turbulence penetrates deeper into the boundary layer; this
leads to a rise in the heat transfer coefficients. The good agreement between the pre-
dictions and the data indicate that these interactions were modelled correctly.

5. Conclusions

The following conclusions may be drawn from the calculations presented above:

o The calculation method presentea in this paper is able to predict laminar-turbulent
transition by simulating the transport of turbulence from the free stream into the
ýaminar boundary layer. Hnwever, the turbulence intensities have to be sufficiently
large (say Tu > 1%) for this to happen. If, under this condition, suitable initial
profiles for the turbulence variables are specified, a realistic prediction of the
transition process emerges without further empirical changes to the turbulence
model, In some cases, transition is predicted too rapidly when compared with ex-
perimental data. To improve the predictions in this regard, modifications of the
low Reynolds number functions in the model are necessary.

o There is a lack of well documented experimental data in transitional flows, so that
an extensive testing of any model under various influences (e.g pressure gradients,
curvature, surface roughness, etc.) is rather difficult.

o Realistic results can be obtained for heat transfer coefficients on gas turbine
blades. This is especially true for the pressure surfaces where the model was able
to cope with the opposing influences of free stream turbulence and relaminariza-
tion. • J'
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o As with the boundary layer studies in transitional flows there is a shortage of
well-defined test cases for simulating blade boundary layers. This hampers the de-
velopment of prediction procedures; in particular more emphasis should be paid in
future experimental studies to provide a more detailed description of the boundary
conditions and the flow field.
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D)ISCUSSION

F:.ikrada, UK
Youir dissipaition equatilnil is questiolible in the very-lcar-wall region. At the wall itselflthe equation would reduce to
the statement viscous diffusion of aliisot ropic dlisiipltiion l.equals zelro" which is a proposition of doubtful validity.

Author's Reply
It is true that the viscous diflusion of the dissipation rate is assumed to be zcro in the model. H-owever there is hardly
ally experimental evidence to defcal the validity of this assumption, For practical calculations this is not a major pohit. It
is disctisred in more detail in tihe paper by Patel (H ef. I 3).

S.C.Arorm, Ca
In adverse pressure gradient flows, thl turbulent prssurc velocity correlation (pv) of turbulent kinetic energy has been
shown to be a significant term. It does not seemi to have been included in your model. Why not?

Author's Reply
I;n the turbulent kinetic energy equation we do not neglect it but we lumped it together with tile gradient diffusion
model, We ire not explicitly modelling it. There are other studiies that show that thle gradient diffusion model is
appropriate. I alny case for boundary layers the diffusion and convection terms are very small compared to the
production.
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ABSTRACT

An effective method of cooling, that has found widespread auplication in aircraft gas turbines, is the
injection of a film of cooling air through holes into the hot mainstream gas to provide a buffer layer
between the hot gas and the airfoil surface. Film cooling has been extensively investigated and the results
have been reported in the literature. However, there is no generalized method reported in the literature to
predict the film cooling performance as influenced by the major variables. A generalized film cooling cor-
relation has been developed, utilizing data reported in the literature, for constant velocity and flat plate
boundary layer development. This work provides a basic understanding of the complex interaction of the
major variables affecting film cooling performance.

NOMENCLATURE

a = Thermal diffusivity decay parameter Bp = Peak effectiveness location (x/MSe~p
Ahole = Cross-sectional metering area of 0* = Critical effectiveness location

cooling hole at which diffusivity (cH) remains

D = Hole diameter constant
S= Momentum ratio (pcV2/pqV) 5* = Boundary layer displacement thickness

m = Exponential constant EH= Eddy diffusivity of heat

M, = Blowing ratio (CVc/egVg 
t
M = Eddy diffusivity of momentum

NR = Number of rows of holes

P = Pitch n = Spanwise average film effectiveness

Re = Equivalent slot Reynolds number= Spanwise average peak film(Rs VcSe/nuc) effectiveness
S Slot width npeJ/p = Downstream effectiveness parameter
S e = Equivalent slot width 11C - Coolant absolute viscosity
Tc = Coolant temperature g = Freestream absolute viscosity

Tg = Freestream temperature Vg = Freestream kinematic viscosity

Vc = Coolant velocity Pc , Coolant density

V = Freestream velocity Pg = Freestream density

Vc/Vg = Coolant-to-freestream velocity pc/Pg = Coolant-to-freestream density ratio
C ratio PcVc/pgVg - Blowing ratio (M)

a = Distance downstream from injection
hole

= Hole injection angle
0 = Local effectiveness location

(x/MSe)

INTRODUCTION

State of the art gas turbine engines have demonstrated the need for turbine airfoil film cooling to
supplement the thermal protection achieved through highly effective airfoil internal convective cooling
schemes (impingement, trip strips, pedestal fins, etc). Film cooling is provided by one or more rows of
discrete coolant holes. Consequently, the designer requires the capability to predict the distribution of
the film cooling effectiveness as a function of the following major design variables (see Fig. I):

(a) Freestream flow: pgVg/ g4 Vg(X) turbulence, surface curvature.

(b) Coolant flow: PcVc/PgVg, Pc/Pg

(c) Injection geometry: P/D, ac, NR, row spacing.

Extensive research reported in the literature, shows that one parameter of major importance is the
coolant-to-freestream density ratio ( /p ). The majority of film cooling experiments have been performed
with low density ratio (Pc/P, - 1.0) b~calse of the experimental convenience of small temperatuire differences
and/or heating of the inject d flow, This results in a major uncertainty in the extrapolation of effective-
ness data to turbine design conditions where 

9
r/Pg 2.0. Some experiments have used air/freon mixtures for
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the coolant flow to simulate density ratio in the range of interest. Despite the extensive film coolin(g
research to date, there is no generalized method in the literature to predict the influence of density
ratio on film cooling effectiveness,

The purpose of the work described herein was to use the film cooling effectiveness data in the litera-
ture to develop a generalized correlation model to predict the film cooling effectiveness distribution as
a function of the blowing ratio (M), density ratio (p /p ), and the injection geometry for rows of round
holes. The study was restricted to a consideration of Rat plate film cooling effectiveness data. Modeling
of that case was considered essential. The influence of freestream acceleration and curvature may then be
isolated through experiments utilizing more representative airfoil surfaces. Furthermore, attentin, in this
st..dy was focused on modeling the spanwise (i.e., hole-to-hole) average effectiveness (T) since that is the
initial requirement of a film cooling design system.

This paper suemmarizes the film cooling effectiveness data selected from the literature and identifies
three flow regimes that characterize the effectiveness distribution. The development of an effectiveness
correlation model is presented using the analytical results from a slot film cuoling boundary layer model
and a discrete hole moving energy sink model. The validity of the correlation is demonstrated by comparison
of predicted effectiveness distributions with measured data from primary and secondary references.

FLAT PLATE EFFECTIVENESS DATA

An extensive literature search was performed to asse.nble a comprehensive bibliography of the film cooling
literature (384 publications from 1964-1983) and to select the primary sources of data to be used in the
development of the flat plate effectiveness correlation. Considering the many design variables that influence
the effectiveness distribu.ion (M, pc/, I P/D, V D/vo,) the difficulty of quantitatively isolating the
influence of each variable was compoundad by the nec~ssi y to compare data from different sources where
(a) simultaneous changes in more than one variable existed and (b) the influence of a given variable was
the same magnitude as the uncertainty in the data between sources. As a consequence, the references -included
iin the flat plate effectiveness data base were screened to satisfy the following criteria,

1. Data only from test plates closely approximating adiabatic surface conditions were required. (Exper:nents
using the mass transfer technique of concentration measurements to determine the impermeable wall efftc-
tiveness give an exact simulation of the adiabatic surface condition. Experiments using the heat trarsfer
technique (Tc , Tg) require a test plate of low thermal conductivity to minimize wall conduction errors.)

2. Data from large scale test plates were required to provide detail on the effectiveness distribution neart
the coolant holes (x/D < 5) and far downstream (x/D > 100).

3. Data only from single row or multiple rows of holes (not single holes) were required.
4. Data from flat test plates (V9 = constant) with low freestream turbulence intensity were required.
5. High quality, quantitative data were required in the form of a spanwise average effectiveness distribu-

tion, i(x)*.

The references selected as the data base for the flat plate correlation are listed in Table 1 which sum-
marizes the range of parameters for which effectiveness data are reperted. The data from the primary refer-
ences were used as the basis for the correlation developed herein. The data fromi the secondary references
were used to indicate the influence of select variables and to test tile validity of the correlation developed.
Some important features from key references are summarized below.

Pedersen (1), using the mass transfer technique, has provided a comprehensive study of the influence of
coolant-to-freestream density ratio, e,/og, for a single injection geometry. Foster, Lampard (9) also inves-
tigated the influence of Oc/Og for a different injection angle.

Goldstein, Eckert, Eriksen, and Ramsey (2), one of the pioneer studies using the heat transfer technique,
provide a sound comparison of heat transfer and mass transfer effectiveness data (low density ratio) with an
injection geometry and wind tunnel identical to Pedersen's.

Blair, Lander (3) and Muska. Fish, Suo (4), using the heat transfer technique (low density ratio), have
provided data for a double row of holes with a different value of P/D and ,c. The data of Afejuku (5) and
Foster, Lampard (9,10) (high density ratio) provided additional information to assess the influence of injec-
tion angle.

Afejuku (5) used a reduced injection hole diameter (high density ratio) to duplicate Pedersen's (1)
injectinn geometry and investigate the superposition of coolant films from two rows of holes spaced 10 to
40 diameters apart. Similar data for a 90' injection angle also were presented.

Kadotani (6) presented an extensive evaluation of the influence of the boundary laxer displacement thick-
ness (6*/D) through the variation of the freestream velocity. Liess (8) investigated 6 /D effects by varying

- the injection hole diaineter.

YThe Flat Plate Data were carefully examined to identify trends of the effectiveness distribution, ij(x),
- that must be represented by a flat plate correlation model. Goldstein (20) presented a summary of seve,'al 2-D

slot injection boundary layer models appearing in the literature. The key parameter characterizing the effec-
tiveness distribution in all of these models is x/MS where:

*It should be noted that the method of spanwise averaging may have a ignificant influence on the value of
near the holes (x/D< 10). Previous studies (1,2,3,4,5,6,7) obtained local data n(xz) and used some approxi-

mation technique (straight line segments, curve fitting, etc.) to evaluate the integral I/PjPndz. Liess (8)
used spanwise copper strips to measure a conduction averaged -. In the subject study, tht vAlues for Ti
reported by each author were used directly. No attempt was made to modify the data to some standardized
method of averaging.
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x = distance downstream from the injection site
M = coolant blowing ratio = PcVc/PgVg
S = slot width

Previous studies (12) for film coolant injection through a row of holes have shown the applicability of
the parameter x/MSe for correlating the effectiveness for discrete hole injection by defining

Se = equivalent slot width z Ahole/P

SeID = = (n/4)/(P/D)

The initial step in develuping the effectiveness correlation model described herein was an examination of
the effectiveness distribution T1 vs x/MSe. In general, the effectiveness distribution for injection from
holes is governed by M, which indicates the relative thermal capacity of the injected coolant mass flow, and
also by the Individual values of Pc/Pg and Vc/Vg, which indicate the extent of the penetration and nmixing of
the coolant with the freestream.

Figure 2 presents some of Pedersen's (1) data showing the trends in the effectiveness distribution, i5 vs.
(x/MSe), as a function of M and 0 /P Examination ot the data revealed the following major trends charac-
terizing the effectiveness distriutvon:

1. For low M and/or high Pc/Pg, the effectiveness distribution exhibits a typical decay trmnd "ndicating
W'm(x/MSe)m, where the slope on log-log coordinates is approximated by m = -0.5 for x/MSe up to 1000.
Furthermore, the effectiveness level near the holes (low x/IlSe) may be noticably greater than or less
than the coverage, depending on the value of Pc/P

2. For M < 0.2 the effectiveness distribution is independent oF PC/Pg.

3. As M increases above 0.2, the typical decay trend is observed but the effectiveness distribution depends
on M and on PC/Pg (i.e. V /V ). For a given M, the effect",veness level decreases as PC/Pg decreases and
Vc/Vg increases. This effec? is observed when Vc/Vg > 04.5,

4. When Vc/Vg increases above U.6J, the trend of effectiveness changes with x/MSe (for x/MSe < 100). The
data show effectiveness increasing with x/MSe for large velocity ratios, 1.0 < Vc/Vg < 2.0.

Previous works have attempted to characterize the complex influence of 
0

c/Pg in terms of the momentum
ratio, I = PCVA/oV 2

. The mlomentumi ratio is recognized as a key physical parameter; however, it was con-
cluded in the coursR of this study that the complex coolant penetration and coolant/freestream mixing
processes cannot be adequately characterized by simply using I to account for the effect of Pc/Pg. This is
illustrated in Figure . by comparing Pedersen's data (1) at constant momentum ratio. A similar conclusion
regarding the importance of oc/Co was reached by Foster, Lampard (9). Consequently, in doveloping a predic-
tion correlation, it was decided-to characterize the "coolant injection condition" in terms of M (thermal
capacity) and the individual values of Pc

1
P and V /V (penetration and mixing) and to define the relationship

between density ratio and velocity ratio fr~m the &d.

Figure 4 presents some of the data of Blair, Lander (3) and Muska, Fish, and Sue (4) showing the effec-
tiveness distribution as a function of M for a double row of holes ( mc = 30, P/D = 2) where the density ratio
was constant, Pc/

0
P = 1.1. The downstream distance (x) was measured from the center of the downstream coolant

hole. The equivalent slot width (Se) was defined using the area of the coolant holes in both rows. Exami ia-
tion of the data from this large scale experiment reveals so•en important trends:

1. The typical dec=.y rate determined from this set of data confirms the conclusion drawn from the Pedersen (1)
data, i.e. slope =-0.5.

2. For Vc,'Vg = 0.62, the effectivness increases with x/MSe near the holes, followed by a typical effective-
ness decay.

3. For Vc/Vg = 0.82, the effectiveness increases gradually toward a peak oevel followed by a typical effec-
tiveness decay.

4. A peak effectiveness level that does not exceed 0.77 occurs substantially do',nstream from the double row
of holes that have 100% coverage.

The foregoing trends observed frnm the data of Pedersen (1) suggested the definition of the following

regimes characterizing the effectiverness distribution:

1. Mass Addition Regime (mas) -

Effectiveness level increases with M due to increased thermal capacity of the coolant, but the effective-
ness distribution Is independent of the individual values of Pc/Pg and Vc/Vg.

2. Mixing Regime (mix) -

Effectiveness distribution depends on M and Pc/Pg (or Vc/Vo) due to the opposing influence of (a) increased
coolant thermal capacity (nt as M+), and (b) increased cooTant/freestream mixing and penetration
(uT4. as Vc/Vgt, Pc/Pg94.

3. Penetration Regime (pen) -

Effectiveness distribution it dominated by a complex interaction of (a) excessive -nolant penetration and
augmented turbulent diffusivity :'ue Lo a high velocity ratio, and (b) turbulent diffusion of the cool "s
thenral effect toward the surface.

These three regilmes wet found to be useful in characterizing the flat plate effectiveness data from all

references. The values of Vc/Vq defining the regime boundaries for one injection geometry deternined from
the data of Pedersen (1) were:

.I -3
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I. Mass Addition Regime
V,!Vg / 0.25

2. Mixing Regime 
ac 35'

0.25 c Vc/Vg < O.8 P/I 3

3. Penetration Regime NRN Il
VJ/V9 > 0.8 R

Examination of the data of Blair, Lander (3) and Muska, et al (4) showed that the value of V,/Vg defining
the mixing/penetration regime boundary varied with geon;rtry.

The consistency of the large scale effectiveness data of Pedersen (1) and Blair, Lander (3), Muska, et al
(4) revealed features of the effectiveness distribution that could be described by the definition of the
following parameters:

Peak Effectiveness Level (n

Peak level of effectiveness is observed at some point downstream from the coolant injection. The effec-
tiveness increases with (x/WSe) up to np, apparently due to diffusion of the coolant's thermal effect
hole-to-hole and toward the surface. For the mass addition regime, np would occur very near the coolant
hole giving the appearance of maximum effectiveness at the hole. For the mixing regime, lnp is clearly
observed on large scale experiments, in the range 10 < x/D < 25. np may occur as far downstream as
x/D z 80 for the penetration regime, aepending on Vc/Vg.

Peak Effectiveness Location (0p)

a (x/MSe)p defines the surface location to tih peak level of effectiveness. The data show that the
p~ak level of effectiveness generally does riot occur at the injection holes except in the mass addition
regime. There is apparently sone transport time. i.e. downstream distance, for the thermal effect of
the coolant to diffuse hole-to-hole and toward the surface in the mixing and penetration regimes.

The concept of a peak effectiveness level (n ) and the corresponding surface location of the peak (lip) isa fundamental feature of the effectiveness correl~tionnodel described herein.

CORRELATION OF FLAT PLATE EFFECTIVENESS DATA

One major goal in the present study was to develop an effectiveness equation that was:

I. capable of representing the varied effectiveness distributions identified from data for the mass

addition, mixing, and penitrat;on regimes, and

2. compatible with accepted n. unde-y layer description of the flow downstream from the coolant injection
site.

Near the injection site, with injection from a row (or rows) of holes, a flat or rising effectiveness
distribution can he exhibited over long surface distances, depending on the value of velocity ratio. The
effectiveness distribution should be governed by boundary layer characteristics exhibiting a typical ,i vs.
(x/MSe) decay for distances far downstream from injection.

The moving energy sink solution given by Burggraf (13) and Kadotani, Goldstein (14) (assuming constant
turbulent thermal diffusivity) yields an effectiveness equation tnat incorporates those trends and is of
the form:

S= np(8/Bp)-/
2 

e112l-(Q/Bp0
1

0 (1)

where C x/MS. The nmoving energy sink model approximates the temperature field due to coolant injection
through a single hole as a point energy sink over the cooling hole. The strength of the sink results in a
three-dimensional temperature distribution in the infinite mepdium (mainstream flow) moving in steady uniform

flow past the sink. Spatially, an effectiveness distribution along the wall can be obtained and, for multiple
holes, a spanwise average film effectiveness distribution can be obtained by integrating over the pitch.

This moving energy sink solution requires two unique constants, lip and $p, which are the values of thepeak film effectiveness and t•a location of the peak film effectiveness. The film effectiveness far down-

stream is proportional to n /iD, with an effectiveness decay slope (-0.5) that agrees with the trends
exhibited by the data. Thi• i• shown schematically in Figure 5..1 Initially, eq. (1) was used to curve fit the effectiveness data, using downstream data to evaluate
qpn i, and obtaining np by inspection. The value of op was calculated. It was found that any individual data
set in the mass addition and mixing regimes could bc accurately represented by appropriate choice of constants r
"(l(np, ip.'W!

For the effectiveness data in the penetration regime, it was found that eq. (1) was not adequate to
represent the rising/flat trend ofthe data over large distances (0 ý x/D < 100). The exponential term
dependent on one constant (0 ) was not capable of offsetting the o-1/" decay term to yield the rising/flat
trend. It was concluded tha eq. (1) was not suitable as a general effectiveness equation for all three
regimes (mas, mix, pen).

To obtain an effectiveness equation suitable for all three regimes, an empirical modification of eq. V1)
1W was introduced to allow for a thermal diffusivity that decays with distance fronm the injection site. The"resulting effectiveness equation is: A-

n�0f0) 0(a-l)/2 el/2[l-R/p)al] (2)

< it .

p~ p



The additional empirical constant, "a", represents the exponent corresponding to a power law decay of the

thermal diffusivity, rH(X).

The concept of a decaying thermal diffusivity was prompted by previous film cooling studies that used the

moving eneryy sink model to curvefit effectiveness data. Ramsey (15,16), Eriksen, et al (17) and Kadotani (6)

found a decaying trend for c1i(x) implied by the effectiveness data. The value of CH(x) requireo for the
moving energy sink equation to fit the data was largest at the coolant holes and decayed to some asymptotic

limit as x/D increased. This trend is consistent with experimental boundary layer measurements on a film

'ooled surlace. Yavuzkurt, et al (16) used hot wire measurements and the mixing length model to determline the

eddy diffusivity, c£(x), showing a peak level near injection and a decay of cC(x) downstream. Crawford, et al

(19) modeled the diffusivity distribution as an .exponential decay and showed good agreement between predicted

and measured heat transfer distributions for a turbulent film cooled flat plate.

The choice of a power law decay for the thermal diffusivity in eq. (2) (rather than an exponential decay)

required the specification of some location along the surface, 0*-' (x/NSe)*, where the decay of the diffu-

sivity terminates. It would be unrealistic to allow the diffusivity to decay below the level typical of the

turbulent boundary layer. Film effectiveness data in the penetration regime did not extend sufficiently far

downstream to accurately determine the location, 0*, where the decaying diffusivity remained a constant.

Therefore, it was assumed that the diffusivity remained a constant beginning at the peak effectiveness loca-
tion, Op.

Using eq. (2), with decaying diffusivity (a > 0) for B < Op, and constant diffusivity (a 0) for o • Bp,

the generalized effectiveness equation utilized in the present study was (see Figure 6):

P Bp
B> p p
; : np(B/Bp).i1/2 el/2tl_10/Bp)"I3 (2a),

n. np/Fe/ 2
_ e.1 /

2  (2b)

Three empiric;. constants (np, n A0 a) were required to curve fit neasured effectiveness data. The proce-
dure was odified by selecting vhus for "a", to obtain the best fit of the data.

The effectiveness data for each experimental test condition (K, Pc/Pu, injection geometry) from the

Primary References (1), (2), (3), (4) (Table 1) were curve fit to determrne the empirical constants. The

three constants were determined by iteration to obtain the smallest difference in effectiveness between pre-

diction and data, over the range (x/D) of each data set. During this process, each constant was required to

exhibit a smonth variation with respect to M, Pc/pg, Vc/Vg, P/D and ac to facilitate correlation of the
empirical constants*.

Curve fitting of the data of Pedersen (1). Goldstein, et al (2), and Blair, Lander (3), Muska, et al (4)

resulted in the constants listed in Table 2. The injection conditions listed in Table 2 are classified

according to the flow regimes (mas, mix, pen) identified from the data, In general, the curve fits represent

the data within an effectiveness band width of ±0.0? for the worst case and ±0.01 (or better) for most cases

for the entire range of M, pc/pg and x/D.

FEamination of the curve fit constants in Table 2 revealed several important trends.

1. The peak effectiveness (rp) for a given M decreases as the velocity ratio (Vc/Vg) increases in the mixing

regime.

2. The peak effectiveness (ip) for a given M tends to decrease and then increase as the velocity ratio

(Vc/Vg) increases in the penetration regime.

3. The downstream parameter (1p4i) increases with M and approaches an asymptotic limit for large M with
a given value of Pc/Pg.

4. The peak effectiveness (n,) increases as the hole-to-hole spacing (P/D) decreases for given values of
Pc/Pg and M.

S. The downstream constant (n'pip) increases as (P/D) decreases for given values of Pc/Pg and M.

It should be noted that no data in the literature are sufficient to conclusively verity trend 3 above.

Correlation of Peak Effectiveness Parameter

In general, the peak effectiveness (np) was found to vary with M, pc/Po (or Vc/Vo), P/D and "c, The data
of Pedersen (1), for constant ,clpg, showed that np decreased as Vc/Vg Increased in tge mixing regime. Select

points for Vc/Vo = constant (Table 2, Vc/V - 0.53, 0.69) showed that np increased as pc/Pv increased. A
parameter of th- for" 1p/(oc/p9)6 was founi to correlate the influence of density retlo, wth the data of

Pedersen (1) and Foster, Lampard (9) indicating a value of b l 1/3.

The peak effectiveness was found to level out and increase gradually as Vc/Vg increased in the penetra-tion regime. The limited data (1,2) available shows np(cp) to be a unique fucinof velocity ratio
Sfor botth the mixing and penetration regimes,.l

'TV houldl-e- not ed that when n is low (e.g. - 0.10), small uncertainties In np (e.g. - 0.02) can result in a

%igniflant change in the effectiveness distribution due to the squaring of the uncertainty, Op = (npw'Op,/llp)
2

,
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'1.

The moving energy sink model was utilized to develop a parameter to correlate the influence of P/U."The expression for the peak effectiveness indicates a direct dependence of tip on Se/D and M, and an indirect
lependence of lip on oc/og and Vc/Vg. The best correlation was obtained with np/(Pc/g)

1
/ 3

(Se/D) as a
Function of Vc/Vq. Figure 7 presenits the correlation of all data of Pedersen (1) and Goldstein, e

t 
al (2),

An analytic function was defined to represent the correlation of the data for np/(pc/p )'/3(Se/D)
shown in Figure 7. The following physical constraints were postilated to ensure correlatioA function
trends that are consistent with physical reasoning:

1. np = 0 when M = 0, i.e., Vc/Vg = 0;

2. np increases as M increases in the mass addition regime;

3. ntp decreases as (Vc/Vg) increases in the mixing regime;

4. The onset of the penetration regime occurs when the velocity ratio exceeds a critical value, (Vc/Vg)pen.

5. np approaches an asymptotic limit as Vc/Vg increases in the penetration regime.

Correlation of Downstream Effectiveness Parameter

The moving energy sink model was also examined to determine the parameters that influence the downstream
effectiveness constant, np/-p. The model suggested the form, tpvi0p/(Se/D)1/2, as a useful quantity for cor-
relating the influence of geometry.

.--Jigure 8 illustrates the data of Pedersen (1) showing the influence of blowing ratio and density ratio on
np/C1P/(Se0 D)1/2. One major trend inferred from the data was that ntpli increases with M and reached an asymp-
totic limit for M H .5. Figure 8 shows that the asymptotic limit for npr'Wp decreases as PclPg decreases.

A mathematical funstion was defined tn obtain a correlation of the data shown iln Fiqure 8. The followino
constraints were imposed to ensure correlation function trends that are consistent with physical reasoning:

1. ntp/O = 0 when M = O.

2. At low M, the parameter npvip increases with M due to a mass addition effect.

3. The beneficial effect of mass addition deteriorates due to enhanced coolant penetration and mixing as M
and/or Vc/Vg increase,

4. An asymptotic limit for no'Op" as M increases results when the enhanced penetration and mixing cancels the
beneficial effects of mass addition.

Postulates 1 and 4 are required for physically realistic limits as the coolant blowing ratio is reduced
toward zero or increased to extreme values. Justification for 2 and 3 is based on observations from the
data of Pedersen (1).

Correlation of Thermal Diffusivity Decay Parameter

The moving energy sink solution for a ;onstant thermal diffusivity (eq. (1)) was found suitable for
representing the effectiveness distribution for the mass addition anC mixing regimes. However, for high
blowing ratio (M) and/or low density ratio (pc/pg), the rising/flat effectiveness distribution characteristic
of the penetration regime was not represented'by eq. (1). In view o' the importance of valid effectiveness
predictions for high M (Vc/Vo > 0.8) characteristic of the turbine airfoil pressure (concave) surface, it was
considered essential that thg effectiveness correlation equation be capable of representing the effectiveness
distribution for all three regimes, iherefore, the moving energy sink solution was modified to incorporate
the decay of the thermal diffusivity away from the injecLion site.

The values of the diffusivity decay parameter required #o fit the penetration regime data of Pedersen (1)
and Golostein, et al (2) are illustrated in Figure 9, It was observed that "a" decreased as Vr/Vg increased
for a given Injection geometry. The data of Pedersen and Goldst:in, et al provided a smooth variation of 'a"
for 0.a9 < Vc/Vg < 2.37. For simplicity, it was desired to correlate "a" with parameters already defined.
Therefore, a simple correlation was found using "a" vs. (Vc/Va )/(Vc/Va) en. The solid line in Figure 9 is a
mathematical correlationofwthe data for "a". it was reasoned/that "a 9iproaches zero as V(:/V(i approaches
zero, i.e., no diffusivity decay for low blowing ratio. In view of the limited data, the complexity of the
penetration regime phenomena and the empirical parameter "a" introduced to provide a simple model, the corre-
lation for "a" should receive further scrutiny to determine its generality.

Correlation Devw1o pLnt

The data of Pedersen (1). the primary reference used in developing the film effectiveness correlation,
are shown by the symbols in Figures 10. The solid lines represent the prediction from the effectiveness
correlation correlation using the mathematically derived fit of tk,, constants (rp/(rc/eg)'/3(Se/U),
i pJ,'p/(ze/D) l/Z and "a").

In general, the agreement between the predicted effectiveness e d the data of Pedersen (1) is excellent,
with a typical error of 0.01 in effectiveness.

When the correlation developed from Pedersen's data was applled to other primary and secondary refer-
ences, it was observed that reveral modifications were required to predict the film effectiveness for other
values of Reynolds number, VgD/Vg and hole angle, c. ac

The correlation developed from data in the literature based on the moving energy sink model has an effec-
¶ tiveness decay of 0-.5 far downstream from the injection holes. As demonstrated, this trend is in good agree-

ment with all flat plate effectiveness data. Analysis of a film cooled turbulent boundary layer (21)

iiVs
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suggests that the effectiv-ness level far downstream from the injection site should vary as (x/MS)" 0 8 
and

(Res nc/Iu )0 .
2 

if a typical 1/7 power Idw turbulent profile is assumed. However, analysis and data for 2D
slot injection indicate that the slope of effectiveness with x/MS approaches -0.8 at values of x/MS a 1000.
This could not be verified by the data for dt3crete hole coolant injection because of the limited range of

X/MS - It is expected that the downstream effectiveness decay rate will increase to that typical of turbu-
lent boundary layer development. The level of film effectiveness far downstream should be directly dependent
on the Reynolds number to the 0.2 power. Therefore, the downstream effectiveness constant (npV,'O) defined
by the ,moving energy sink model should be dependent on the equivalent slot Reynolds number to the 0.2 power.

This effect was verified by several sources of data. Afejuku (5) and Foster, Lampard (10) usedPedersen's
geometry. However, their hole diameter and free-stream velocity conditions resulted in a Reynolds number
that was approximately one-third of the Reynolds number Pedersen tested. Afejuku's effectiveness levels, for
the i 4

xing regime (Vc/Vg < 0,8), were lower than Pedersen's as expected by the turbulent boundary layer
analysis.

Comparison of Afejuku and Pedersen's data in the penetration regime shows a trend opposite that expected
from the turbulent boundary layer analysis. This could imply that the peak effectiveness correlation from
Pedersen's data requires a Reynolds number correction for the penetration regime.

Leiss (8) conducted experiments investigating equivalent slot Reynolds number effects with Pedersen's
geometry by varying hole size and freestream velocity. His tests were conducted in the mixing regime, and
the trends of the effectiveness data could also be explained by the aforementioned change in equivalent slot
Reynolds number. The trend, of the mixing regime data obtained by other investigations (6,7), also utilizing
Pedersen's geometry, with different equivalent slot Reynolds number, also could be predicted with a Reynolds
number correction on the downstream effectiveness constant (nfp/!J. Consequently, there appears tc be an
ordered trend of downstream effectiveness with slot Reynolds number in the mixing regime. However, there
were insufficient data to conclude that this trend applies in the penetration regime.

Thu effect of the injection angle on film cooling for a fixed hole spacing was reported for 35', 550, and
90* by several investigators (5,9,10). In examining the data, it was concluded that the downstream effective-
ness constant (n is unaffected by the injection angle. The critical velocity ratio defining the onset of
the penetration ?egXn and the peak. effectiveness (np) was found to be directly affected by changes in theinjection angle. Figure II shows the adjustments required in correlating peak effectiveness as a function of

velocity ratio for the injection angles reported in the literature. A decrease in peak effectiveness is
observed at low coolant- to-freestream velocity ratios as the injection angle is increased. At high velocity
ratios, indicative of the nenetration regime, the peak effectiveness is insensitive to injection angle.

The critical velocity ratio defining the onset of the penetration regime was found to be inversely propor-
tionial to the sine of the injection angle. The critical velocity ratio is infinite, for shallow injection
(c 0), since the coolant flow does not penetrate the boundary layer. However, as the angle of the coolant
hole is increased the critical velocity ratio defining the onset of penetration decreases.

Comjpa r-i s .with Reference Data

The generalized correlation developed was evaluated against all the data from the primary and secondary
reference sources in Table 1. In general, good predictive agreement was found with the reported data. It
should be noted that she experimental data obtained from the several references have inherently different
sources and magnitude of cxperimental error. This is due to the use of different wind tunnels, instrumenta-
tion and methods of measuring and defining average film effectiveness, However, examples of the predictive
capability of the correlation are shown by comparing the trends predicted by the correlation with measured
data to illustrate the effect of: 1) Reynolds mumber, 2) hole angle and 3) hole spacing-to-diameter ratio

The data reported in the literature were obtained from both mass transfer and heat transfer measurements.

The primary correlation developed from Pedersen's eata (mess transfer) can be directly applied to the heat
transfer data of Goldstein, et al (2) as demonstrated in Figure 12. The comparison to measured data is made
for the same coolant hole geometry and wind tunnel utilized by Pedersen but with a Reynolds number that is 2x
larger. The prediction compares favorably to the results, where the maximum deviation in effectiveness is
0.02 and typically deviates only 0.01.

The effect of Reynolds number (VgD/vg) was examined further by comparing the prediction to the data of
Pedersen (1), Afejuku (5), and Foster, Lampard (10) for the same coolant hole geometry, Afejuku and Foster,
Lampard utilizeu a Reynolds number that was approximately one-third that of Pedersen. Figure 13 shows a com-
parison of the predictions to the data. The dashed line represents the prediction for Pedersen's Reynold's
number, which is in good agreement with the data. The solid line represents the prediction for the Afejuku
and Foster, Lampard case which also is in good agreement with the data for most of the test surface (25 <
x/D < 125). Near the coolant holes (5 < x/D < 25) there is a significant variation between the two data-
sources and the prediction. Experimenti by Goldstein, Yoshida (7) suggest that such discrepancies may be dueto variations in the coolant velocity profile at injection. A

The correlation was further tested by evaluating the effect of the injection angle. Foster and Lampard
(10) obtained data for 35', 550 and go

0 
injection geometries. Figure 14 shows favorable agreement of the -aS prediction to the measured data. There are insufficietit data in the literature to completely test the model •

for a large range of conditions for different injection angles. Yi

A comparison for a coolant hole geometry different from Pedersen's Is shown in Figure 15. These data
-were reported by Blair, Lander (3) and Muska Fish, Suo (4) for a two-row geometry with a pitch-to diameter
ratio of?.0 and injection angle of 30 degrees (Pedersen's value-s were one-row, 3.0 arnd 350, respectively).
The primary effect on the effectiveness prediction was caused by a reduction in P/D and not hole angle. Figure

*15 shows excellent agreement between the prediction and data indicating that the geometry parameter (P/a):1 •i ~is adequately represented in thle corre iation. ,••i



CONCLUSIONS

1. A film effectiveness prediction model has been developed for a row or multiple rows of round holes from 14
flat plate data that accurately predicts the effect of oc1 pg, Vc/Vg, geometry and equivalent slot Reynolds
number.

2. Threq flow regimes, mass addition, mixing and penetration identified from film effectiveness data aided
development of the correlation. The regires are dependent on the coolant-to-freestream velocity ratio.
Steeper coolant injection angles cause the penetration regime to occur at lower velocity ratios.

3. A model resulting from a constant thermal diffusivity assumption was acceptable for predicting data in the
mass addition and mixing regimes. The model required a decaying thermal diffusivity assumption to accu-
rately predict data in the penetration regime. Three correlative constants were required: Peak effec-
tiveness (-.p), downstream effectivenss parameter (np/rp) and the turbulent diffusivity decay parameter (a).

4. The effect of equivalent slot Reynolds number on film effectiveness in the penetration regime is the
largest uncertainty in the model due to the limited data in the literature.
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Table 1 Table 2

Flat Plate Effectiveness Data Base Curvefit Constants for Equations (2a), (2b)
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ABSTRACT

The present paper is concerned with the prediction of the fluid flow, combustion and heat release
processes in a "can" combustion chamber of a gas turbine. A three-dimensional numerical solution
technique is used to solve the governing time-averaged partial differential equations and the physical
modelling for the turbulence, combustion end thermal radiation.

The thermal radiation modelling is emphasised in this paper. The implications of neglecting radiative
heat transfer in gas turbine combustion chamber calculations are explored and discussed.

NOMENCLATURE

a - weighting coefficient in the gas emittance equation
A - area normal to q
Cp.""CC -CD_ constants in turbulence model

1". - black body emissive power (aT')
f- mixture fraction
h - specific enthalpy
I - radiation intensity in the direction of 1
k - turbulent kinetic energy
kg - gas absorption coefficient
ký - isnot absorption coefficient
L - path length

Pu - partial pressure of water vapour

PC - partial pressure of carbon dioxide
p(f) - probability density function of f
q+,p - radiation energy leaving a wall
_ ,p - radiation energy incident on a wall

qp - net radiation wall heat flux
r - cylindrical co-ordinate

s -distance in the direction of I
S• - source term in the $-equation
T -temperature

o - time averaged velocity component in the x-dtrection
- mean and fluctuating velocity in direction J

V - time-averaged velocity component in the r-direction
W -time-averaged velocity component in the 0-direction
x -cylindrical co-ordinate

xj -co-ordinate direction j
6j - Kronecker delta

dissipation rate of turbulence energy

FW - wall emissivity
0 - cylindrical co-ordinate
J1.1 - turbulent viscosity
1 - solid angle
I - fluid aensity
S - Stefan Boltzmann constant

ok,Vc - turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt numbers
SI - surrogate variable for U,V,W,K,b,h and f
- - unweighted time-average

- density-weighted time-average
- fluctuation about the density-weighted mean. Z

1. INTRODUCTION

Gas turbine combustion chambers have recently been the subject of extensive investigations In 4
15 consequence of the tighter pollution-control regulations and requirements, see e.g. Cl,?1. Although,

little attention was peid to the heat transfer by thermal radiation. it was thought to be rather small

Sand in any case there vca no means by which it could be reliably calculated. Gas turbines, have however,

grown continually in size, and the pressure ratios at which they operate have also persistently
increased. Both of the factors have augmented the combustor thermal radiation. One of the first
"investigations of the radiation heat transfer in combuctor "can", at 25 bar, was performed by Lockwood etal 131. •

The present paper describes the application of a prediction procedure resulting from the combination
of a three-dimensional computational procedure for the flow and the chemical reaction [4) and a technique
for the computation of the radiation heat transfer (53 capable of economically handling any degree of

IIII IIII IIIII iill i';
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geometrical complexity, to a "can" combustion chamber of a gas turbine. Predictions are presented and
discussed of the heat transfer distributions. The influence of the pressure ratio is analised comparing
the solutions obtained for the same geometrical configuration for two different working pressuresi 6 and
25 bar.

2. FLOW CONFIGURATION

The geometry of the combustion chamber studied is sketched in Figure 1. The combustor has 18
separated burners. As the geometry of the combustor repeats itself every 20&, and the flow pattern also,
only a single 200 sector of the chamber is studied. Gaseous fuel (propane) enters the combustor through
the inner of the two annular rings with a velocity of 80 mls. The combustion air is introduced through a
concentric annular ring with a velocity of 60 r/s. Secondary and dilution air are introduced through four
round holes in the inner and outer annulus walls as shown in Figure L. The air has been specified as
entering only with a radial velocity component through these holes, the actual values of the velocity
varying between 40 and 60 mIs. The overall air-fuel ratio is of apptc..--t1

v 30 and the mass flow rate
of the combustion air represents 15% of the total air mass flow rate. The air enters the combustor at 500
K and the mean static pressure of the combustor is 6 bar. A second set of predictions were performed for
a mean static pressure of 25 bar.

3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

A mathematical model has been used to calculate the internal flame-tube flow and temperature field
which is believed sufficiently accurate to allow the prediction of many of the major features of
gaseous-fuelled combustors. It ia based, as far as the treatment of the combustion chemistry is
concerned, on the assumption that all reactions are sufficiently fast for instantaneous chemical
equilibrium to be taken as being a reasonable approximation. If the :.eat loss from the flame is
negligible then the instantaneous thermodynamic state of the gas is describable in terms of a single
strictly conserved scalar quantity. Any conserved scalar may be chosen and a convenient choice is the
mixture fraction f defined as the mass fraction of fuel present both burnt and unburnt,

Time-averaged balance equations were solved fort the momenta in the r,8,x co-ordinate directions, the
mixture fraction, f, and the specific enthalpy, h. The balance equations appropriate to the high Reynolds
number flows all have the form:

•-- (j)-- r - ,,uIb ,,(
lx. + -. ujO (
. . J

where 0 is a dependent variable: U,V,W, f and h in this case, So is a source term. An overbar represents
an unweighted time-average and a tilda a density-weighted a4erage; loser case letters are used to signify
fluctuations about the mean values. Note that for brevity the equations above and below are written in
cartesian tensor form; for the geometry shown in Figure I it is of course most convenient to cast the
equations in a cylindrical polar cc-ordinate system, and this form has been used in obtaining the results
presented below.

A turbulence model is required to calculate the turbulent fluxes on the right-hand side of the above
equation. The "standard" k-C turbulence model was employed (6,7). In the absence of a turbulence modelling
breakthrough, the k-c formulation still constitutes the best combination of economy and accuracy for
engineering purposes. In density weighted form the turbulence fluxes arei

Qu'u". - raO a-0 , 2 a(2ii 3 P akT[. -j- + alx. 3 2

0 T ax(3

where: 11T C Pk 2 /c and k and C are obtained from solution of the transport equations:

a k V T ak D ,- (4 )T D-
J (pU('k x)ax

J 
2

The model constants appearing In the above equations were assigned the following values, taken unchenged
from Launder and Spalding (81; C 1.09, C1.1.44, C2=1.92, uk-l.0, Jl.3 and uT.0.9.

The instantaneous gas composition, temperature and density can be determined as function (albeit
non-linear ones) of the instantaneous mixture fraction f (9,10]. Since however f will fluctuate as any
other variable in a turbulent flow, knowledge of the probability density function (pdf) of f is required I,.
if mean values of the functions of f are to be calculated. An assumed-shape pdf approach is adopted here
with the pdf of f described in terms of its first two moments, namely the mean value f and the variance
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f"
2
. The modelled transport equSt'on for the latter Is:

ax. 3 f122t, Qr1 )~-y~-) C f"2  (6)

The additional constant CI) in this equation was assigned the value 2.0.

A density-weighted pdf is used whose definition allows the determination of the density-weighted mean
value of any quantity which is a function of f alone, thus:

I

- I 4(f)p(f)df (7)
0

A S-function pdf has been utilized in the present calculations.

The "discrete transfer" radiation prediction procedure of Lockwood and Shah C5] has been utilized in
this study. Thi: method combines ease of use, economy and flexibility of application. This last featore
is of particular importance In the real world of geometrically intricate combustion chambers. The claimed
advantages of the method have now survived the rigours of several industrial applications, see (91 and
14] for example.

The "discrete transfer" method is founded on a direct solution of the radfition transfer equation for
a direction ý which runs:

d-I ý (kg~ks) (E-1) (8)

where I is the radiation intevs~ity in a q direction, a is distance in that direction, EzoI1 is the black
body emissive power, and kg and ks are respectively the gas and soot absorption coefficients. The
scattering terms do not appear, although they are easily accomodated, since the only particulate matter
present in the present application is the soot particles which are much too small to scatter
significantly. Many radiation methods are based on the solution of the much more complex
integro-differential equation which results when equation (8) is reuritten for the whole solid angle S.
In our opinion this is unsatisfactory since the numerical solution treatment of such an equation is
necessarily very elaborate.

We prefer to solve the much simpler equation (8) within discretis ttons 4 of the whole solid angle
Is about selected directicns q. Assuming that E, kg and It are constant over aefinite distance increment
6. , equation (8) may be integrated to yield the simple recurrence relationt

I, E i~(I k ekg~, I). ns -(kg4k 9)69n+1" - " +n (9)

where n - n+l are successive locations along 4 separated by the increment Is. The relation is applied
along thn .osen q from known conditions at point Q, say, (either guessed or pertaining to those of the

previous iteration) on one wall to the point of impegement, P say, of the direction 9 on an opposite
wall.

If the hemisphere above P is diacretized into subangler 
6
Sr, within which the intensity is considered

to be uniform, the energy flux arriving at P is:

Iq+.p- I qdS" - I I~ Jr dor (t0)

- all r

The wall boundary condition is:

q - ( - tw)q÷,p + EwEw (11)

where q- p is the energy leaving the wall at PEw is the wall emissivity, and Fw'OTW is the wall emissive
power. T~e value of lo r at point Q, the initial value required for the application of the recurrence
relation (9), is q_,/R. The net radiation heat flux is of course:

qp - qp - q_ , (12)

The net heat gain or loss within a " -ntrol volume of the flow procedure is:

(1 - i .;dSdA (13)

where the locations n and n÷l cortespond to the "entry" and "exit" of a direction 9 into and from a

control volume, and 6A is the cell wall area projected normal to ý. The energy sources S are appended to
the energy balance equation solved for by the flow code,

The gas absorption coefficient k8 is calculated from the "two grey plus a clear gas" fit of Truelove
1113. Water vapour and carbon dioxide are the prime contributors to the gaseous radiation. The total gas

t emittance ts expressed by:

*a (iT) I-exp(kg(pw +pc)L (14)

9 9,n ggn
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where the summation n is over the three gases of the assumed mixture, the kgn are presumed constant with
the temperature dependence of the emitt nce being accomodated in the weighting coafficients a. (, Pw and
p: sre the partial pressures of the watcr vapour and carbon dioxide and L is the path length. The values
of the kI and a, n are tabulated in [ii]. The value of k, required for our calculations is obtained

frmth ,11 .k
from the pseudo grey g s approximation:

-k L
£ = I-c g (t5)

g

which has worked well in •any furnace heat transfer computations (see, e.g. t43). Since the Truelove
correlation was formulated for furnace applications, the predicted mol fractions must be multiply by the
current pressure to obtain the correct partial pressures.

4. COMPUTATIONAL. DETAILS

The equations presented above, together with appropriate boundary conditions.,s described in the

previous section have been applied to the geometry shown in Figure 1. The set of differehcti'l equations
has been solved using fintte-difference techniques. A grid of 13 x 13 Y 13 nodes (rO,x-directiors) was
used with cyclic boundary conditions being applied onl the two extreme circunferentalo planes and a zero
gradient condicior specified at the downstream end. Computational time were approximately 13 seconds
CPU time per iteration. The number of iterations required for a convergent solution was 220. An VAX
11/780 computer was used to perform the calculations.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The total air/fuel mass ratio employed in the present calculations is taken as 30 although this ratio
experienced in real combustors is of the order of l00. The used value gave rise to relatively high
tempe.. ures in the combustor. The maximum temperature detecLed is 50 K below the adiabatic flame
temperature. The air/fuel ratio of the inlet stream is accordingly lower than that of the stoichiometric
value. Hence the combustion is not complete in the initial region and for the completion of the

combustion some secondary and dilution air is used. This results in low temperatures in the inlet region
and the flame front consequently moves further down. This effect is enhanced by the absence of swirl.

The main input from the flow calculations part of the numerical procedure into the radiation model is

the local gas temperature, although as explained in section 3, species concentrations and the working
pressure are also required for the specification of absorption coefficients. The working pressure is
selected to investigate their influence on the radiactive 1-., transfer. The radiation heat transfer

contours to the backplate, inner annulus wall and outer annulus wall are displayed in Figure 2. They were
obt:aned for the geometry of Figure 1 and for the conditions described in section 2 for a working

pressure of 6 bar. The heat flux to the backolate is rather uniform, wavering about a value of

approximatly 35 eW/me although there are a potential heat spot were the flux is greater than 50 kW/m,;
that corrpeponds to the entrance of fuel. The heat transfer to the cylindrical walls reflects the
distribution of the cooling holes; where the net heat flux through the holes is more than to the walls
but since the holes cover less than 5. of the total wall area this fact is not Significant. Away from the
hole locations and in the first half of the combustion, the heat flux distribution is again rather
uniform. The total radiation heat transfer to the walls (all 18 sectors) is 80 IW. This is less than 3%
of the energy supplied to the combustor justifying the adiabatic assumption on which the flow reaction

calculations are based.

Figure 3 shows the radiation heat transfer contours to the inner annulus wall and outer annular wall
"e. a working fluid pressure of 25 bar. The radiative wall heat fluxes contours is very similar to the

oneo showed in Figure 2 but the radiative wall heat fluxes tncreased. For a working pressure of 25 bar
the to•tal radiation heat transfer to the wallf. (all 18 sectors) is 216 kW, The flow geometry was kept

unchanged as trell as tl- air/fuel ratio. However as the inlet pressure of the oxidant and fuel are higher
25 bar) their densities also increased, leading to a higher energy supplied to the combustor. The total

radiation heat transfer to the walls is 4. of the total energy supplied.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The computational procedure on whic% this paper is based constitutes a comprehensive design tool for
the flow, reaction and heat transfer in a gas turbine combustor "can". The incorporation into the

computational scheme of a technique for calculating the distribution if the radiation transfer represents
the principal contribution ol! this paper. The working pressure of the combustor showed to have influence
on the radiative heat transfer. The imediate task is one of consolidating our observations about the
behaviour of the radiation heat transfer in gas turbine cembustors with higher air/fuel ratios and
different flow configurations.

The authors want to acknowledge the support of Institute Na'ional de lnvestigaglo Cientifica, Lisbon,
through CTAIFUTI.
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Figure 1 - Annular combustor geometry
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Figure 2 - Radiative wall heat fluxes p =6 bar.
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Figure 3- Radiative wall heat fluxes p-25 bar,

DISCUSSION

G.E.Andrews, UK
Your temnperalures are calculated without taking dissociation into effect. For temperatures above 2000'K dissociation
is sigtirleint and your temperature in this region will he too high. The r' dependence of radiation magnifies greatly any
otror in the tetp ature prediction and would result in an overpredietion of the radiative heat flux. Have you any data
Ntilt indicates that your predicted radiative fluxes are of the correct order of magnitude? Is your predictive technique
S:ipahle of being extended into the luminous t•,me region, where t(ie problems of predicting soft cOlncentrationis •cCUr?

S.Asithors Reply

'111e iresent work did noi account for dissociation, For the flow conditions analyzed in th'. present paper (relatively low
ratio nt+,,/l;,t,) dissociation m.ay be relevant. Nevertheless for value% of , that are commonly used in gas

S turbines, dissociation is not important. i
IIn some computations we calculate(! the influence of soot concentration. Some guidance on how this was done is
offered by 14). t or the case of p - 25 bar, the total heat transfcr was raised only marginally to 265 KW. So we
concluhded Itat, because the non-lumiious gas absorptivity is increased so much by the high combustor pressure, the 1C
increase of radiation due to the presence ol soot is much le.ss than at atmospheric conditioos.! ,,,.1

+. s
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PREDICTION OF TRANSIENT TEMPEP&TURES FOR AN AIR-COOLED ROTATING DISC

C.A. Long and J.M. Owen
Thermo-Fluid Mechanics Research Centre

School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
University of Sussex

Falmer, Brighton, BN1 90T, tngland.

SUMMARY

The numerical solution of Fourier's conduction .quation han been used to compute the
transient temperature distribution in a .otating disc. The convective boundary
conditions for the disc surfaces are based on simple formulae obtained from the solutions
of the boundary-layer equations, and the computed surface temperatures are compared with
measurements made on a rotating-disc rig. Free-disc tests, at rotational Reynolds
numbers up to Re# = 2.5 x 106, are used to provide a datum from which to judge the
numerical method. Although the numerical solution tends to overestimate the cooling rate
of the heated free disc at high Reynolds numbers, the agreement between computed and
measured temperatures is considered reasonable. Rotating-cavity tests, in which a heated
disc is cooled by a radial outflow of air, are used to examine the suitability of the
simple convective boundary conditions. As the computed temperatures show reasonable
agreement with the measured values, it is suggested that the proposed formulae for
convection in a rotating cavity might be useful for design purposes.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a inner radius of cavity
b outer radius of disc or cavity
C constant
CP specific heat at constant pressurdt
Cw o/ub dimensionless volumetric flow rata
G a s/b gap ratio of the cavity
h heat transfer coefficient

thermal conductivity
disc half-thickness

n erponent of power-law surface temperature profile
N number of time-steps
Nu qar/k(T -T1 ) local Nusselt number
NUav qs,a b, _T -Ti)av average Nueselt number
Pr = v/a Prandtl number
q heat flux
0 volumetric flow rate
r 'radial coordinate
ri inner radius of finite difference wm;del
R recovery factor
Rer Q/21vvr radial Reynolds number
Re# 9b 2 /v rotational Reynolds number
Re#* fr 2/V local rotational Reynolds number
8 saxial spacing between disch
t time
T temperature
Vo tangential velocity in the core, relative to stationary axis
x a r/b dimensionless radial coordinate
z axial coordinatea =k/Pep thermal diffusivity
Ar radial step-length

At time step-length
Az axial step-length , ,
e (T -T,)/r -Ta) dimensionless temperature ratio
A 0.665 Cw-97BRe#1/ parameter for Pkman-layer flow
v kinematic viscosity ..
P density
fa rotational speed ,

Subscripta

a pertning to ambient:1av radially-weighte average
b pertaining to the back face

pertaining to disc
pertaining to edge of source region

f pertaining to the front face
I pertaining to inlet to cavity
4 laminar flow
max maximum value
ref reference value
I pertaining to disc surface
So steady state value

t turbulent flow



1 INTRODUCTION

A typical arrangement for the internal flow of cooking air in a gas turbine aero-engine
is illustrated in Fig.l. The cooling air, which is extracted from the compressor, is
used to cool the bearings, turbine discs and blades, and some of it is also used to
prevent or reduce the ingress of hot mainstream gas into the 'wheel space' between the
rotating discs and adjacent stationary casings. The flow over these discs can be
classified into two systems: (i) the rotor-stator system, where the flow occurs in the
space between a rotating disc and a stationary casing; (ii) the rotating cavity, where
the flow occurs in the annular space between two corotating discs, which are usually
joined together by circular shrouds. A review of the flow and heat. transfer in such
systems is given by Owen [E).

gas flow ln irfstul

'ig.l Air-cooled gas-turbine discs

The aero-engine designer needs to calculate the temperature distribution in these highly-
stressed rotating discs under transient (during 'take-off' and 'land') conditions as well
as under steady-state ('cruise') conditions. Accurate solutions of the thermal
conduction equations require a knowledge of the convective (and often the radiative)
boundary conditions on the surfaces of the discs. In turn, a knowledge of the convection
is usually obtained by empirical methods (for example, tests on experimental rigs) or by
theoretical techniques (for example, from the numerical solution of the boundary-layer
equations). In this paper, theoretical and empirical equations are used to provide the
convective boundary conditions for rotating discs, and the predicted transient
temperatures are compared with measurements made on a rotating-disc rig.

The rig and associated instrumentation is described in Section 2, and a brief review of
convection in the relevant rotating disc systems is presented in Section 3. The
numerical solution of the conduction equation is outlined in Section 4, and a comparison
between the predicted and measured temperatures for the cases of flow over a free disc (a
disc rotating in a quiescent. infinite environment) and flow in a rotating cavity is
presented in Section 5.

2 Ti, EXPERIMEN1TAL APPARATUS

Only the salient features of the apparatus are presented here; further details are given
by fong [2].

The rig used for the rotating-cavity tests is shown in Fig.2. The rotating cavity was
formed from two steel discs, of 762 mm diameter and with an e~.01 spacing of 102 mm, -
together with a peripheral outer shroud made from paxolin (a fibre-reinforced plastic
material) . Cooling air was fed into the cavity through a central hole of 76 mm diameter
in one of the discs (referred to as the 'upstreom disc'), and the air left via tholes in r
the shroud (30 holes of 28.6 mm diameter were arranged at 12-degree angular interval- in
the mid-axial position of the shroud) . A variety of centrifugal blowers was used, and
the maximum flow rate was approximately one kg/a; the air was cooled to about 200C before
it entered the cavity. the flow rate was measured. to an accuracy of otpproAimately 3%,
by orifice plates or by other differential-pressure measuring devices. The cavity could
be rotated up to 2000 rev/mmn by a variable-speed electric motor, and vhe 3peed was
controi)ed and measured to a precision of ± 1 rev/min.

The downstream disc' of the cavity was heated by an equispaced array of thirty
750- Watt, radiant 'firebar' elements. Eech element was arranged in a radial line
extending from a radiua of r = 230 .aw to r = 300 M, approximately equal to the outer
radius of the cavity. The axial distance between the 'back face' of the downstream disc
behnd thean outer t surface increae elements teo h was approximately 30 enmaath Reflectorsbakfc werete use dic-

was covered with 'solar foil' to Lnorease the absorptivity and to reduce the emissivity
er, which was thyristor-controlled, was
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Fiqm.2 The rotating-cavity rig

Twelve chromel-constgantn thermocouples, of 0.13 r diameter, were embedded on each face

of the heated downstream disc, and ten on each face of the unheated upstream disc. TheStrfaces of each disc were 'divided' into a number of rings of approximately equzal area,
* .c' .-. thermocouple was placed at the edge of each ring. The eignals from the

S•h,,'o .u(plee were brought Out via two silver slip-ring assemblies (one for' each disc).
i = ,; avh assembly, the temperature of the junctions between the silver and the

•'r' ,ocouple wires was .moasure• using a semi-conductor temperature eensor, which was
- ,ibrated to an accuracy of O.1

0
C. These temperatures were used as the cold-jun~ction•

S~reference temperatures for the upstream and downstream discs. The temperature of the
cooling air at inlet to the cavity was measured using a stationary chumel-constantan
Sthermocouple probe.

! Signals from the thermocouples and temperature sensors, which were measured usinq a
Solartron date-logger controlled by a PDPll/34 minicomputer, could be scanned at a rate
of 33 channels/a with a resolution of 1 •V (which corresponds to O.0150C fot chrosiel-
constarntan thermocouples), and the data were stored on magnetic discs and tapes forsubsequent analysis. The overall accuraucy of the measurement of the surface temperaturesof the rotating disc depends on a number of factors, not least of which is the thermal-disturbance error of an enbedded thermocouple (see 021) . However, for the tests reported

in this paper, the temperatures are believed to be accurate to within ± 0.5oC.
For the free-disc tests, only the heated downstream disc was used: the upstream disc end
shroud were removed. The ambient air temperature was measured using a stationary sei-
Sconductor temperature sensor located in the r o the unheated (sfront face') side of
the dilc. To reduce the heat loss from the disc, its outer radius was surrounded with
thermal insulation (with thermal conductivity k = 0,03 W/mE and a radial thickness of 15 !mm). In all other respects, the apparatus was t bhe same as that used for the rotating-
Savity tests. For both the free disc and rotating cavity tests the central hole in thedownstream disc was fitted with a pertpex plug.

3 CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER IN ROTATING-OISC SYSTEMS : '

3.1 Dimensionless GXOp •l

A schematic diagram of the flow structure in a rotating cavity with a radial outflow of .
fluid is shown in Fig.3. The salient dimensionless groups relevant to the flow and heatStransfer in the cavity are defined below.

Dimensionless eradial coordinate: t

5 ,• U 1/b (1)

whert r is the radial coordinate, measured from the centre of the cavity, and b is the
OUter radius ot he cavity.

! •* ~Grp railo:,.

caviwhete a is bhot ail pacig between the adsso in the cavity.
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Rotational Reynolds number:

Ref (b2/v 3)

where 0 is the rotational speed of --he cavity, and . kinematic viscosity of the
fluid,

Local rotational Reynolds number:

Re#* =- fr
2

/V = x
2

Re# (4)

Dimensionless flow rate:

Cw r- O/yb (5)

where Q is the volumetric flow rate of the fluid in the cavity.

Radial Reynolds number:

Rer - 0/2rvr - Cw/2sx (6)

Prandtl number:

Pr =- V/0 (7)

where a is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid.

Average Nusselt numbera

NuaV a qs,avb/kfT,-TI)av(8

where qg is the heat flux from the disc to the fluid, T. is the surface temperature of
the disc, T' is the fluid temperature at inlet to the cavity, k is the thermal
conductivity of the fluid, and the subscript 'av' refers to the radially-weighted
average.

Local Nueselt number:

NU S qsr/k(TS-TIr. (9?
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Fig.3 Simplified represehtation of a rotating cylindriLal cavity with a radial outflow
from a uniform source to a uniform sink1

3.2 The free disc

The heat flux, q, from tl.e disc to the fluid is given by

q h(Ts-Tref) (10)

where T. is the I6cal surface temperature of the disc and Tref is the reference
temperature. Owen [3] used the Roynolds atraelogy to show that 1"

•. • Tref ,,Ta + ýR 02t-2/Cp (11) '



where Ta is the ambient temperature of the surrounding fluid, Cp its specific heat at
constant pressure, and R is the recovery factor. By comparison with the flow over a flat
plate, it is suggested that R = prl,3 for. fluids with moderate Prandtl numbers
(Pr :- 0(1)).

Dorfman (4) obtained theoretical expressions for the Nusselt numbers for a free disc with
a 'power-law temperature profile' (that is, (Ts-Trer) - xn, n being a constant). For
laminar flow (Re4* 1 2 x 105)

Nu = 0.308 (n + 2)0.5 Pr
0

"5 Re¢*O.5 (12)

For turbulent flow (Re¢* > 2 x 1o5)

Nu = 0.0197 (n + 2,6)0.2 Pr
0

"
6 

Reo*0"8 (13)

The'e expressions are consistent with the results of many experiments (for example, Cobb
and Saunders [53, Owen, Haynes and Bayley [61, Long [2)), and are used, .where
appropriate, in Section 4 below,

3.3 The rotating cavity with a radial outflow of fluid

Using apparatus similar to that described in Section 2 above, heat transfer measurements
in a rotating cavity were made by Owen and Bilimoria (71 and by Owen and Onur E83. The
average Nusselt numbers for the heated disc were correlated for three forced-convection
regimes:

Regime I: Nuav - 1.94 Cw2/3 G1/
6  

(14)

Regime I1: NUav - 0.07 Cwl/3 Re.1/2 (15)

Regime Ryod Nuav w 4.11 Cwl/2 Re*l/9 Gl/9 (16)

Phe results were obtained for 0.13 < G ( 0.4, 2800 < Ow < 28000, 2.3 x 104 < Re < 2.5 x
106, and the boundaries between the regimes can be found by the intercepts of the three
equations. In particular, regime I occurs at relatively high flow rates or low
rotational Reynolds numbers where the flow (which, in the experiments, entered the cavity
axially through the centre of the upstream disc and impinged on the heated downstream
disc) forms a wall jet on the downstream disc. Under these conditions, rotation has no

significant effect, and the resuolts are similar to those for a single round jet impinging
on a stationary plate (see Martin E9)).

The heat transfer in a rotating cavity with a radial outflow is best understood by fitet
considering the fluid dynamics. Referring to Fig.3, it can be seen that tht; flow
structure consists of four regions: (i) a source region; (ii) a sink layer; (iii) rkman
layers; and (iv) an interior core. In the source region, the flow (which is shown
oriqinatinq from a uniform radial source in Fig.3) is distributed into the two Ekma,
layers; in the alink layer, the flow from the Ekman layers is fed into the sink (which is
shown in Fiq.3 as a central slot in the shroud). The Ekman layers are boundary layers in
which linear Coriolis forcsa dominate over nonlinear inertial and centrifugal forces; in
the interior core,the radial and ax,.al, components of velocity either are zero (for
isothermal flow) or are weak (for nonisothermal flow). In a rotating coordinate system,
if the nonlinear inertial and centrifugal terms are neglected the resulting Ekman-layer
equations are linear.

Isothermal source-sink flow in a rotating !avity has been studied by Chew. Owen and
Pincombe [10) and by Owen, Pincombe and Rogers [111. From solutions of the (linear and
nonlinear) integral momentum equations for the Ekman layers on the rotating discs, the
latter authors were able to predict the radial variation of the tangential component of
velocity, V#, in the central core and the radial extent of the 5,curce-region for both
laminar and turbulent flow. They suggested that transitton from t.aminar to turbulent
flow in the Bkman layers occurted at Rer - 180, and the theoretical predictions of V#
were in good agreement with measured values for G = 0.133 and 0.267, a/b = 0.1,

S170 < Cw - 1800 and 2.9 x 104 4 Re: C 8 x _05•.

Inside the cource region, tUe bou:dary layer on each rotat ng disc behaves like that on a
free disc. In particular the entrainment rate is similar tt, that of a free disc. Hence,
the radial extent of the source region can be estimated by determining the radius at
which all the flow entering at the source is entrained into the boundary layers on the
rotating discs. It therefore follows that V

and XeC,,w
x 5/13t wst Re+-4/13 (18)

where xee and xt,e are the values of x at the edge cf the source region for laminar and
turbulent flow, respectively. The constants C, and Ct depend on whether the flow enters

Cthe cavity radially as a uniform source or axially as a wall jet on the downstream disc.
S•For both discs with a radial inlet, and for the upstream disc with an axial inlet,

C* 0.424 and Ct m1.37; for: the downstream disc with an axial inlet, C1t - 0.559 and
Ct - i.

7 9
.
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Ncrthrop and Owen [12] obtained solutions of the integral energy equation for turbulent
Ekman-layer flow in a rotating cavity. The;- assumed that (linear) Fkman layers extended
over the entire surface of the discs (that is, the sizes of the source region and sink
regions were negligible); they also neglected buoyancy effects and assumed that both
discs in the cavity were heated to the same temperature. For the case of (T,-TI) - x 13/8
(which is appropriate for the results discussed below), their solution is

CwPr 1/

Ngu = 1.625 C ( - oxp(-lx3)) (19)where

= 0.665 Cw-5/8 Re 4 1/2 (20)

Long (2] used transient-analysis techniques, which are outlined in Section 4, to
determine average and local Nusselt numbers for both the free disc and the rotating
cavity. For the case of a rotating cavity with a radial outflow and axial inlet of
coolant, flow visualization confirmed that eqns (17) and (18) were valid fur estimating
Xf~e and xt,e. It is clear, from eqn (18) with Ct = 1.79, that turbulent Ekman-layer
flow can only occur on the downstream disc if

Re+ , 6.63 CwS/4 (21)

and, for smaller Reynolds numbers, Long noted that the local Nusselt nujmbers were
virtually independent of rotational speed. For this so-called 'wall-jet regime', he
proposed the empirical correlation (based on eqn (14))

Nu = 1.46 CW2/3 C1/6 (221

For larger Reynolds numbers, Ekman layers occur on the outer part of the disc, and eqn
(19) was found to provide a reasonable approximation of the Nusselt numbers for x > Xt,e.
For x < Xt,e in the source region, the flow in the boundary layer on the discs can, as
stated above, behave like that on a free disc; Long observed that the local Nusaelt
number in this region could be approximated by eqn (13) (or by eqn (12) for
Ret* ( 2 x 105).

In Section 4, the Nusselt numbers given by eqns (12), (13), (19) and (22) are used to
provide the appropriate boundary conditions for the heated disc in tt.e rotating cavity.
it should be pointed out, however, that work on the solution of the ronlinear momentum

integral equations and the energy integral equation is well ad,,anced 'see Rogers [133).
These 'nonlinear solutions' provide more accurate predictions of the Nosselt numbers than
those given by the 'linear solutions', and they are likely to provide better predictions
of disc temperature than those presented in Section 5.

4 TIHE NUMERICAL METIIOD

A schematic diagram of the heated disc is shown in Fig.4. The front face forms either
the inner faca of the cavity (for the rotating-cavity tests) or the unheated face of the
free disc (for +%- f'ee-lisc tests). An out.line of the solution of Fourier's equation,
for transient conductiun in ,he disc, and the Lbundary conditions used, are presented
below, further details are given by Lonq [2].

TTf""Is. b
h ( b

b

fr, nt faci back face. .....

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of the heated disc

4.1 Transient conduction inside the disc

* Fourier'q equation for the transient, axisymmetric conduction of heat. can be expressed in
cylindrical-polar coordinates as
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I ( y' 2T =I aT
1 r + yr - 1 IT(23)

where T is the temperature at time t at a radial distance r from the centre and an axial
distance z from the front face. The thermal diffusivity, ad (the 3ubscript d' is used
throughout to distinguish the properties of the disc from those of the air, which are not
given a subscript), is defined as

ad = kd/Pd Cpa (24)

where the density, Pd, specific heat, Cpd, and thermal conductivit 3 , kd, are assumed to
be constant. For the steel disc used in the tests, Pd - 7880 kg/m , Cpd = 502 J/kgK and
kd = 16.8 W/mK.

The finite-difference equations were formed using the Crank-Nicolson method. The disc
was divided into 21 radial grids, with a step-length of ar - 15 mm, and 7 axial grids,
with a step-length of Az = 2.12 mm, and the time step-length, At, was typically
2s < At < Bs. The resulting finite-difference equations were solved using Gaussian
elimination, and 'numerical experiments' with finer meshes showed that truncation errors
were acceptably small (and insignificant compared with the uncertainty in the
experimental datal).

if the precise variation of temperature with time is known for all, surfaces of the disc,
then the heat transfer coefficients on the front and back faces can be determined from
the numerical solution of eqn (23); h being calculated from eqn (10), where the surface
hest flux q is evaluated from the numerical differentiation of the computed temperature
distribution inside the disc. This so-called 'inverse solution' of Fourier's equation is
error-prone: Owen (141 has shown that small uncertainties in the measured surface
temperature can result in large'errors in the computed values of h. Long (2), who used
the inverse solution to determine the heat transfer coefficients for both free disc androtating cavity tests, has shown that the resulting errors can be significantly reduced
by determining h during cooling tests (where the heaters are turned off, and the disc
temperature reduces with time). He used smoothing techniques, in both space and time, to
minimize errors in measured temperatures, and was able to obtain good agreement between
the heat transfer coefficients obtained from his free-disc measurements and those givenS~by available theory.

In this paper, solution of the 'direct problem' is discussed: assumed values of h (based

on the expresions given in Section 3) are used as boundary conditions on the front and
back faces of the disc. The temperature distribution on the front face is computed, from
the numerical solution of eqn (23), and is compared with measured temperatures. The
boundary conditions that were used are discussed below.

4.2 Boundary conditions on the disc

4.2.1 The back face (z - 22)
In this paper, only cooling tests are considered, and so the radiant flux from the

heaterj (shown in Fig.4) to the back face of the disc is not modelled. However, Long [2)
has also considered quasi-steady-state tests, where the heater flux is modelled, and the
reader is referred to this work for further details.

The convective heat transfer coefficient for the back face was calculated from eqns (12)
and (13), for air, Pr - 0.72, and for the temperature profile on the disc it was assumed
that n = 2 (a value that was shown, from earlier experiments, to be a reasonable
approximation). It was found that the air temperature, Ta, between the heater and the
back face could be between 5oC and 250c above the ambient air temperature in the
laboratory. The precise value of Ta was difficult to determine, but, for the
computations carried out in this paper, it was assumed to be 15oC above the measured -
ambient temperature. This value was used in eqn (11) to calculate the reference
temperature for eqn (10).

4.2.2 The front face (z = 0)

Por the free-disc tests, the convective heat transfer coefficient for the front face was
calculated from eqns (12) and (13) with Pr = 0.72 and n - 2. The air temperature, Ta,
used in eqn (11), was taken as the measured ambient air temperature in the laboratory.

For the rotating-cavity tests, turbulent Pkman-layer flow occurs when Rer . 180 and 4 I
Re, 6.63 cw

5 ". finder these conditions, the heat transfer -oefficients in the source
region (x Xte) are obtained from eqns (12) and (13), with Pr = 0.72 and n = 2, for
Re#* < 2 x 105 and Ret' > 2 x 0

5
, respectively. In the Fkman layers (Xa ,e), the

heat transfer coeffictents are obtained from eqn (19). When Re ' 6.63 Cw,51 Ekmn-
layer flow does not occur, and eqn (22) is used to specify the teat transfer coefficients
for the entire front face. For all these tests, the reference temperature was taken as
the cooling air temperature measured at inlet to the cavity. The convective flux was at
least an order of magnitude greater than the radiant flux from the disc, so the effect of
radiation has been ignored in this paper.

4.2.3 The outer edge (r = b)

For the free-disc tests, the outer edge of the disc was thermally insulated. For this

, T -"
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case, the boundary ccndition was taken to be

(11). = 0 {25)
at r=b

For the rotating-cavity tests, it was not practicable to insulate the outer edge. The
boundary condition used for these tests was the 'quasi-one-dimensional assumption' that

r 3 r=b = 0 (26)

or, from eqn (23),

(2 T(a) = (T(27)
gZ2 r-l) cd a t I. b

tong [2) used eqn (27) as the boundary condition for the 'inverse solution' of Fourier's
equation (from which the 'measured' Nusselt numbers in the rotating cavity wore
determined). He also experimented with other bouaidary conditi~ns, and showed that their
influence on the solution of Fourier's equation was only significant for 0.85 C y ; 1.
in the absence of any other evidence, it seems reasonable to use eqn (27) as the boundary
condition for the 'direct solution' of Fourier's equation.

4.2.4 The inner edge (r = ri)

Again, in the absence of other evidence, the 'quasi-one-dimensional assumption' was used
such that (.2¶) T T= L (ET (28)

r=r i (d a r=r i

If this boundary condition is incorrect, the resulting errors in the predicted

temperutures should only be significant at small radii.

4.2.5 The initial condition (t - 0)

As discussed by Long (2), numerical tests were conducted where the initial temper'Ature
distribution was obtained from either the solution of Laplace's equation (that is, eqn
(23) with WT/it = 0), or from linear axial interpolation of the measured surface
temperatures. The two techniques show very little difference (less than 0.1%) in the
calculated Nusselt numbers or temperatures after the fifch time-step, and so for
simplicity, and to reduce program size, the axial interpolation method was used,

5 COMPARISON BEThEEN THE COMPUTED AND MEASURED TEMPERATURES

At this stage, it is convenient to recapitulate. The temperature distribution on the

front face of the heated disc is computed from the 'direct solution' of Fourier's
equation. The boundary conditions on all four faces of the disc are assumed: they are
not measured. In particular, the boundary conditions for the front and back faces of the

dis involve assumptions about the convective heat transfer coefficients; the boundary
conditions for the inner and out-- radii involve quasi-one-dimensional assumptions.

As the flow structure in the rotating cavity is mote complicated than the flow over the
free disc, it is more convenient to use the latter as a datum from which to judge the
numerical method: this is discussed in Section 5.1. Tf the numerical method is found to
be satisfactory for -he free disc, a comparison betwee:. the computed and measured
temperatures for the rotating cavity should produce evidence from which to draw
conclusions about the suitability of the simple convective formulae presented in Section
3: this is discussed in Section 5.2.

5.1 The free disc

Figs 5, 6 and 7 show the comparison between the predicted and measured temperatures on
the front (unheated) face of the free disc for Ret/10

6 
= 0.16, 0.40, and 2.5,

respectively. In each of these (and subsequent) figures, graphs (a) and (b) show the
respective radial variations of the local Nuseelt number and the dimensionless
temperature. The latter is defined by

S-=_ (To - Ta)/(Tse - T,) (29)

where To is the local temperature on the front face at time t, Tss is the maximum 'steady
state' temperature on the front face, which was measured before switching off the
heaters, and Ta is the ambient air temperature. For the tests discussed below,
Tss 100CoC and Ta - 200C.

The experiments were conducted by heating the disc until it reached an approximately
steady temperature, and then (at time t = 0) the heaters were turned off and the disc was
allowed to cool. The measured values for Nu and e are shown in the figures for
N = 1, 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90, where N is the number of finite-difference time steps in
the solution of Fourier's equation. The actual time can be calculated from

t = NAt (30)

where At is the numerical time-step specified on the figure legend.

JS
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For the Nusselt numbers, the dashed line represents the variation of Nu (calculated as
described in Section 4.2) used as the boundary condition for the front face of the disc,
and that for the back face is shown by the dotted line. The symbols represent the f'ýont
face vaiues measured by Long [2]; these values, which were not used in the computation
procedure, provide a comparison between the 'experimental' and 'theoratical' values of
Nu.

For the temperature variation, the solid lines represent the computed radial variation of
0 at each time step. The symbols represent the measured temperatures on the front face
at each time step; tneir radial locations cor;-sepond to the positions of the
thermocouples on the disc.

Referring to Fig. 5a, for Re# = 1.6 x 105 the flow should be laminar over the entire
surface of the disc; tha approximate agreement-between the theoretical laminar Nuseelt
number (eqn (12)) and the measured values supports this contention. It can also be seen - -

from Pig. 5b that the agreement b.tween the measured and computed values of. 8 is good
,4ven for N = 90 (t = 711s).500 -- -- N =I1-

ýN=10
-Nz 30
.0 -.N = 5 0
N: 70

E0.0
S(a ) (b )

SFig.5 Results for the free disc-, Re# 1.6 x 10S, at 7.9s

(a) iocal Nusselt numbers; (b) predicted and measured temperatures
- correlated Nusselt numbers for the front face

.--.-- correlated Nusselt numbers for the back face
predicted temperatures for the front face

Measured values for V + x A 0
the front face

N (eqn (30)) 1 10 30 50 70 90

For Fig. 6, with Re = 4 x 105, transition from laminar to turbulent flow is assumed toi occur at x 0.707 twhere Re#* =' 2 x 105) The theoretical Hlusselt number, which is used

for the boundary conditions, assumes a step-change from the laminar value, given by eqn(12), to the turbulent value, given by eqn (13). Not surprisingly, the measured values

do not exhibit such a discontinuity, and there is experimental evidence of a mor. gradual
transition for 0.7 4 x 0.8.

1000 1.00N=
" N=10S~~~~- N =30-.. /.J
N= 50N3'-a N-- 75070

S(a) (b)
SFig.6 Results for the ft'ee disc- Re# - 4 x 105, 6t 7.79

i • Symbols as for Fig.5.
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Considering the difference in Nusselt numbers, the agreement between the- measured and
computed values of 0 appears to be reasonable. Additional computations of 0 were made,
using the measured values of Nu as boundary condition, and these results (which are r .
shown in Fig. 6b) were not significantly better than those obtained using the theore.ical
values of Nu. The errors in the computed values of 0 cannot, therefore, be attributed to
the differences between the measured and theoretical Nusselt numbers. One possible
explanation for the errors is that the reference temperature used for the back face was
incorrect (see Section 4.2.1). Another reason is that the electric heaters still
radiated heat as they cooled down; this 'residual radiation', which is unaccounted for in
the numerical model, would reduce the cooling rate of the outer part of the disc.

Fig. 7 shows the results for Reo = 2.5 x 106, where transition from laminar to turbulent
flow is assumed to occur at x 0.283. The good agreement, except near the outer part of
the disc, between the measured and theoretical Nusselt number (calct')ated from eqn (13))
suggests that the flow is indeed turbulent over most of the disc surfice.

N=103000 10 N= 50

-N=70
"N 90

Nu a

0.0 0.0
A0 100 .1

(a) (b)

Fig.7 Results for the free disc: Reo = 2.5 x 106, At - 2.1s
Symbols as for Fig.5.

Referring to Fig.7b, the agreement between the measured and computed values of 0 at this
comparatively high value o." Re4 is not as good as that for the lower Reynolds numbers.
As Nu increases with increasing Re#, the disc cools off faster at the higher speeds,
whereas the decay of 'residual radiation' from the heaters is unlikely to be
significantly affected by Re+. Consequently, the 'residual radiation' effect shoud be
significant for a larger proportion of the test time at high Re#. This could expliin
why, for the larger values of x in Fig.7, the measured cooling rates are smaller than the
computed values.

Another point to note in Fig.1b is that a minimum value of 0 occurs at x - 0.4, for
x < 0.4, the measured and computed values of 0 vary little with time. This effect is
attributed to heat transfer from the shaft bearing, adjacent to the back face of the
disc, into the disc itself; the host transfer is likely to be more significant at high
speeds than at low speeds. The fact that the predicted values of e are in good agreementwith the measured values at these small radii gives ground for confidence in the use ofe~n (28) for the boundary condition at the inner radius.

Having used the free disc as a datum from which to judge the numerical method, it is

convenient to turn to the rotating cavity.

5.2 The rotating cavity

Pigs 8 to 11 show the comparison between the computed and measured temperatures on the
front face of the heated disc for a number of rotational speeds and coolant flow rates;
all tests were conducted with a gap ratio of G = 0.267. The experiments were carried out
.n a similar way to that described for the free disc, and the symbols are defined in
Section 5.1. The boundary conditions used for the computations presented below were the
same as those used for tho free disc with the exception that (for Figs 8,9 and 10)
Nusselt numbers appropriate for the rotating cavity (see Section 4.2.2) were used for the
front face; these Nusselt numbers (together with values measured for the front face of
the heated disc in the rotating cavity by Long [2)) are shown in the figures. To
demonstrate the seersitivity of the computation of 0 to the boundary conditions assumed
for the front face, .i.ee-disc boundary conditions were used for both faces of the disc in
the computations shown in Fig.11.

Referring to Fiq.8, (where Re+ = 1.6 x 105 and Cw = 14000), Re* < 6.63 Cw5/4 and so,
according to the criterion given in Section 3.3, Ekman-layer flow does not occur in the
rotating cavity. For this 'wall-jet regime', eqn (22) is used to provide the assumed I
boundary condition for the front face of the heated disc. Despite the fac;t that, as Fig.
Ba shows, there are significant differences between the measured and assumed values of Nu
for the front face, Fig. Bb illustrates that therF is reasonable agreement between the

A! =
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measured and computed values of 0. Other computations (not presented here) have also

shown that eqn (22) produces reasonable predictions of 0 in the 'wall-jet regime'

2000 N 1o--

N:SOSO
N=1
Ns7
N = 70•

Nu G .N z 9o

0•0.
0 :, 1 0 =r. 1

(a) (b)
Fig.8. Results for the rotating cavity with radial outflow: Re# = 1.6 x 105.

Cw = 14000, At - 3.99

(a) local Nusselt numbers: (b) predicted and measured temperatures

correlated Nusselt numbers for the front face
-correlated Nusselt numbers for the back face
predicted temperatures for the front face

Measured values for V + x a 0
the front face

N (eqn (30)) 1 10 30 So 70 90

2000 10

-N= 10
F -N= 30

_N:50
.N=70

Nu 8 N=90

0.0 •OO"
00 00

S(a) (b)

Fig.9 Results for the lotating cavity with radial outflow: Re# 2 x 106,
Cw = 7000, At = 3.98
Symbols as for Fig.8 .

In Fig.9, (where Re# = 2 x 106 and Cw = 7000), eqn (18) (with Ct = 1.79) implies that
Ekman-layer flow should occur for x > 0.65, and eqn (19) is, used to calculate Nu for the
front face of the heated disc in this region. In the source region, laminar and
turbulent free-disc flow is assumed to occur for x ( 0.32 and 0.32 < x < 0.65,
respectively: eqns (12) and (13), respectively, are used to calculate the laminar and
turbulent Nuuselt numbers. It can be seen from Fig.9a that these three equations provide
only a rough approximation to the measured values: the latter do not exhibit
discontinuities. However, although Fig.9b thows that the computed values of e tend to
overestimate the measured cooling rate, the errors are not significantly worse thanl those Sishown in Fiq.7 for the free disc at Re+ -' 2.5 x 106. hs explained in Section 5.1, the N

overestimate in the cooling rate is attributed largely to residual radiation from the j
heaters to the back face of the disc and encertanty in the back-face air temperature: c .
even if the assumed front-face Nusselt numbers were correct, the computed values of e
'Pould still be in error. W
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2000 10
"N 1 I ---.... _N=10
"N= 30
-N= 50

Mu~N /eN70

Nu o. _N90

(a) (b) 1

Fig.10 Results for the rotating cavity with radial outflow: Ref 1.2 x 10 6 .
Cw= 3500 At = 3.9s
Symbols as for Fig.8

In Fig. 10, (where Ref = 1.2 x 10 6 
and Cw = 3500), Ekman-layer flow is assumed to ozcur

in the rotating cavity for x > 0.56; laminar and turbulent free-disc flow is assumed to
take place in the source region for x < 0.41 and 0.41 c x < 0.56, respectively. Again,
as shown in Fig.10a, these three equations provide only a rough approximation to the
measured Nusselt numbers; but the computed values of e presented in Pig.lOb are in
reasonable agreement with the measurements.

The preceeding three figures *'ould creAte the impression that large errors in the front-
face boundary condition have little eflect on the accuracy of the computed temperature:
Fig.ll is intended to disabuse the sceptic. The values of Re and Cw in this figure are
the same as those in Fig.10; the difference is that. in Fig.l1. free disc boundary
conditions (eqns (12) and (13)) are used for the front face as well as for the back face
of the disc. Fig. lla shows that these boundary conditions produce Nusselt numbers
significantly greater than the measured values for the rotating cavity. As a
consequence, the errors between the measured and computed values of S are much larger in
Fig. 11b than they are in Fig.10b. For example, referring to eqn (29), with Tgs = 100

0
C

and Ta = 20 0
C. the maximum difference between the measured and computed values of T. at

N = 90 (t - 351s) is less than 50 C in Fig.10b and approximately 20
0
C in Fig.llb.

2000 10 N1- I
N 1

Oro1

Mu.N: SO\

0 01
(a) (b)

Fig.11 Results for the rotating cavity with radial outfio-,# using the free disc
correlation for both faces: Re, - 1.2 x 106, C, -= 00, a t- 3.9s

Symbols as for Fig.8

Despite experimental uncertainties and differences between the measured and the assumed
Museelt numbers, it would appear that the simple convective formulae presented in Section
"3 could be used for design purposes to predict the transient temperature distribution in
the heated disc in a rotating cavity. No claims are made that these formulae would

prodce ccetabe rsult ifuse topreictthe temperature distribution of a

geometrically-complicated ges turbine disc operating at higher rotational Reynolds
numbers, and under more extreme conditions, than those discussed in this paper. However,
as stated in Section 3, work on the nonlinear boundary-layer equations is well advancedt
solutions of these equations are expected to produce better predictiona and have greater
generality than those obtained from the linear equations on which the simple formulae
were based.
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In addition, heat transfer results have also been obtained from instrumented compressor
discs at engine conditions (see Chew [151 and Long and Owen [163). At these conditions,
the measured temperatures are often 'noisy', and the computed heat fluxes are subject to
targe errors. It. is therefore not always possible to compare the heat transfer results
obtained from engines with those obtained in the laboratory. However, the validity of
Future experimental and theoretical correlations could be tested, uinder engine
conditions, by extending the model discussed in this paper to predict the temperatures in
ar inst7:uinented turbine disc.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Temperatures computed from the numerical solution of Fourier's equation have been
compared with transient measurements made in a rotating-disc rig. The experiments were
conducted for a heated free disc and for a heated disc in a rotating cavity with a radial
outflow of cooling air. In both cases, the disc was heated to approximately 1000C, and
then the heaters were turned off and the surface temperature of the disc was measured as
it cooled down. FOr the computations, convective boundary conditions were assumed for
the back (heated) face and for the front (cooled) face of the disc.

For the ftee-disc test&, the Nusselt numbers for both faces were based on accepted
theoretically-derived formulae for laminar and turbulent flow over a fr"e disc. For the
lowest rotational spe,.,d (Re, = 1.6 x 105), the computed temperatures .-.- e in good
agreement with the measured values. For the higher speeds (Re* = 4 x 105 and 2.5 x 106),
the computations overestimated the cooling rate, This overestimate was attributed mainly
to uncertainties in the air temperature adjacent to the back face and to 'residual
radiation' from the heaters after they were turned off.

For the rotating-cavity tests, the assumed Nusselt numbers for the front face of the
heated disc lepended on the coolant flow rate and the rotational speed. At relatively
high flow rates, where Ekman-layer flow was not expected to occur, an empirical 'wall-
jet' correlation was used. At relatively high rotational speeds, where Ekman-layer
flow should occur, a theoretically-derived formula was used to calculate t1- '1usselt
numbers for the Ekman-iayers in the outer part of the cavity, and the free .c Nusselt
numbers were used for the source region in the inner part of the cavity. .all the
tests, the free-disc Nusselt numbers were used for the back face of the disc. Computed
temperatures, obtained using these Nusselt numbers to provide boundary conditions, were
in reasonable agreement with measured values for a range of rotational speeds and flow
rates, It was concluded that the simple formulae, from which the Nusselt numbers had
*een, d•L- .' ned, could be used for design purposes to predict the transient temperature
distributo ,n in the heated disc of a rotating cavity. However, care would be necessary
if the formulae were used for gas-turbine applications.
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DISCUSSION

I l).E.Metzger, US

In soiie of the Nusselt number distrbutions presented in thie paper, NU goes to zero and perhaps even negative at the
outer radius. Call you give some expldlnation for this behaviour?

Author's Reply

The reference temperature used in the definition of the Nusselt number is T, t: temperature of the air entering the
cavity. As the Ekman layert on the discs do not entrain fluid (although there may be some mass exchpnge between the
l.Vkkman layer on the hot disc and that oni the cold disc), ther < may be a point on the disc where the temperature of the
fluid reaches that of thr disc itself. If, as happens in our experiments, the disc temperature decreases with increasing
radius at the outer part of the disc, then the heat will flow from the cooling' fluid to the hot disc: under these conditions,
the Nusselt numbers become negative. Such negative Nusselt ntmbers have been nmeasured, and predicted, at the
University of Sussex.

J.Fabri, Fr
Did you try otit your correlatioii on less simple gcotnctries?

Author's Reply
We have plans to investigate (he effeet of non-axisymmetnic geometry on the flow and heat transfer in rotating cavities.
I lovever, paper No.36 by Reile Radons and iHennecke ptovides evidence that correlations obtained on simple rotating
cavities can lie used to predict the temperatures in compressor rotors. More invcstigations arc necessary before we call
be confident that cross-axisymmetric geometry does tot produce significant changes to the flow structure. ihe advice
for the designer is to pir(oceed with caution: caveat emptor!

S.C.Arura, Ca
Did you make any hilrbulence ineasureinents. If topt, then why lot?

Author's Reply
We have rmade velocity Iniasurenlents using ,I)A inside rotating cavities, and these are reported in Reference II.
However, tur!utlence tucasUrelents are difficult to make, and they are likely to be of less imnportanee for the
miderstainding of i-koan-layer flow than is the case for the bounadary layer flow that occurs on turbine biades.

2
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HEAT 7RANSFER ZN GAS TLRBINE COGUUSTORS

A DISCUSSION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF COMBUSTION, HEAT AND MASS
TRANSFER WITH EMPHASIS ON HEAT TRANSFEP IN GAS TURBINE COMBUSTORS

By

joern F. Magnussen
Professor, Engineering Thermodynamics
The Norwegian Institute of Technology

N-I034 Trondheim. Norway

ABSTRACT

The paper deals with heat transfer problems in gas turbine combustors. The basis for the discussion is the
treatment of the heat generation in the combustor.

The heat is generated through chemical reactions that take place when reactants are mixed at molecular
scale at sufficient high temperature. It is known that the microscale processes which are decisive for the
molecular mixing as well as the dissipation of turbulence energy into heat are severely intermittent, i.e.
concentrated into isolated regions whrse entire volume is only a smill fraction of the volume of the fluid.

The paper reviews the Eddy Dissipation Concept IEUC) for chemical reactions in turbulent flow developed by
Magnussen. The CDC is a reactor concept which is unique in that it takes into account the intermittent
behaviour of the smallscalo structures on the chemical reactions. Both fast and slow chemical reactions can

be treated simultaneously. flame stabilization, extinction and ignition characteristics, as well as blow-
off. turbulent flame propagation velocities and reaction rates will be discussed in relation to the EDC.

Computations of heat transfer rates to the walls taking into account the cooling effect of the secondary
air will be demonstrated. The physical implications of the various sub-models will be discussed.

NOMENCLATURE

a constant
bh constant 3

concentri;tior Ithg

c local time mean concentration

c concentration of products
pr. specific heat

0 p nozzle diameter
r flatness factor
characteristic fine structure flatness factor

S turbulence energy production term
linear termination coefficient or gravitation constant
coefficient of linear termination on soot particle

All reaction enthalphy difference
i R internal energy

k turbulence kinetic energy

LV characteristic length scale of fine structures
LA conditional characteristic length scale of time structures
L characteristic turbulence length scale, mixing

length

L". L" characteristic turbulence length scale at different
structure 'evel

m mass concentration (kg/kgl
1 exchange rate of mass with fine structures
mA exchange rate of mass with fine structures within fine

structure region
M mass of soot particle 1kq/part)
N ~ concentration of soot particls (part/rl I
n nucleus concentration (part/me 1
n rate of spontaneous formation of nucleus (part/m /s)

p pressure
R Reynolds itumnier

fu rate of fuel combustion (kgl/m tW 2
B- rate or nucleus combustion (partlm Is)

B- rate of nucleus formation
- rate of soot combustion

R-' rate of soot formation V's.
5 f

Rei ttAbulence Reynolds number

u stoichsometric oxygen requirement to burn I kg
fuel

S source term
7 temperature (KI

AT excess temperature of reacting fine structures
IJ turbulent flame velocity
,I) laminer flame velocity
u. ,u mean flow velocity

Characteristic velocity of fine structures
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u' conditional characteristic velocutu of fine structures
u . turbulence velocity

u" characteristic turbulence velocity at different
structure level

x axial coordinate
Y fractional conversion parameter
Yk mass fraction of specie k
ky ateral coordinate

o density
c rate of dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy
c* conditional dissipation rate for fine structures

Pelf effective viscosity
P t effective turbulent viscosity
a turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt number
a stress tensor

kinematic viscosity
'0 intermittency factor, mass fraction occupied

by fine structures
-¶ mass fraction occupied by fine structures

regions
mass fraction of fine structure regions occupied
by fine structures

yh time scale for the fine structure
r chemical time scale
i TA time scale for the fine structure regions
T r bulk mixing timescale

INTRODUCTION

The heat transfer in a gas turbine combustor is strongly dependent on the evolution of the combustion.
Characteristics of the combustion is dependent on chemical and physical properties of the fuel as well as on
flnw and turbulence characteristics.

In this respect the fino structures of turbulence are believed to play an important part. The
characteristics of these structures are in developed turbulence structure, dependent on turbulence
quentities like the turbulence kinetic energy, its rate of dissipation ans consequently on length scales.

these quantities are strongly dependent on the flow evolution from the intake to the completion of the
combustion and consequently on the interaction between the flow and the surrounding walls.

The various physical processes going on in the combustor are strongly linked, and therefore make the

discussior of the influence of a certain parameter difficult,
However, the processes are of general physical nature and may be encountered in Many different flow and
combustion situations,

Today there exist models of many of the important physical processes going on in the combustion
chambre. The preceeding discussion is therefore based on general theoretical considerations, mathematical
models and numerical simulations. Of special interest in this respect is the Eddy Dissipation Concept for
chemical re a cons in turbulent flow, (CEC), developed by the author . This concept has been widely used
for calculation of diffusion flaTeo 1,premixed flames, explosion development, soot formation and combustion.
and mntern1

l combustion engines as well as fur the study of extinction processes in turbulent
combustion.

rI

TURBULENT STRUCTURE AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Chemictl reactions take place when reactants are mixed at molecular scale at sufficiently high
temperature . In turbulent flow the reactant consumption is strongly dependent on the molecular mixing. It
is known that the microscale processes which are decisive for the molecular mixing as well As dissipation of
turbulence energy into heat are, severely intermittent i.e. concentrated in isolated regions whose entire
volume is a small fraction of the volume of the fluid.

These regions are occupied by fine structures whose dimensions are small in one or two directions,
however not in the third. These fine structures are believed to be vortex tubes. sliept.. . slabs whose
characteristic dimensions are of the same magnitude as the Kolmogorov microscale

The fine structures are responsible for the dissipation of turbulence into heat. Within these
structures one can therefore assume that reactants will be mixed at molecular scale. These structures thus
create the reaction space for non-uniformly distributed reactants,

In a modelling context on can assume that the reactants are homogeneously mixed within the fine
structures, Thus, in order to be able to treat the reactiont within this space, it it necessary to know the
reaction volurn and the mass transfer rate between the structures and the surrounding fluid.

The following describes a concept for treating chemical reactions in turbulent flow which include basic
features of the preceading.

Tux srbulence l •Jisn _ssLa.ny

In turbulent flow energy from the mean flow is transferred through the bigger eddies to the fine
structures where mechanical energy is dissipated into heat. This process is schematically described in Fig.1
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CLASSICAL ¢ONCCP1
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CHARACTERISTIC SCALE&! -u.V

Fig. I. Turbulent energy transfer

in general, high Reynolds number turbulent flow will consist of a spectrum of eddies of different
sires. Mechanical energy is mainly transferred between neighbouring eddy structures as indicated in Fig. 1,

For the same reason the main production of turbulence kinetic energy will be perfolmed by the interactions

between bigger eddies and the mean flow.

The dissipation of kinetic energy into heat, which is due to work done by molecular forces on the
turbulence eddies, on the other hand mainly takes place in the smallest eddies. I

Important turbulent flow characteristics can for nearly isotropic turbulence be related to a turbulence

velocity, u', and a turbulent length. L'. these quantities ;re linked to each other through the turbulent
eddy velocity:

i =u' . U'?) -

Hodellinao intorstructualt nhnehav.yAjnhinr

Figure 2 schematically illustrates a model for the transfer of mechanical energy from bigger to smaller

turbulent structures

The first structure level represents the whole spectrum of turbulence which in an ordinary way is
characterized by a turbulence velocity, u', a length scale, L', and vorticity, or characteristic strain rate

w' z u'/L' 12)

The rate of dissipation can for this level be expressed by

1: •2i12 , . *u . vu" ) 2) (33

where Z is a numerical constant.

The next structures level represent part of the turbulence spectrum characterized by a vorticity

2W" •I )

velocity, u", and length scale, 1'. The transfer of energy from the first level to the second level is r
expressed by

" 2 12 3 u" Z51 .

SSimilarly the transfer of energy from the second to the third level whereUV-l
is expressed A

2 i -2w, g 12- u a
•ig w" = • •z •-.. 'z •
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Fig. 2. A modelling concept for transfer of energy
from bigger to smaller turbulent structures

The part which is directly dissipated into heat is expressed

2 .Sv , u- ) 2i -s)
The turbulence energy ballance for the second structure level is concaquently given by

2 ' u 2 2z ,V .. Z 2_
12 u2 - : (12 . u * 15.v(_ 2)2) )

This sequence of turbulence structure levels can be continued down to a level where all the produced
turbulence kinetic energy is dissipated into heat. This is the fine structure level characterised by, us.LA , and tv .'

The turbulence energy transferred to the fino structure is esprwessd by

.w = ý2 . 6 u- . u. 2u)

and the dissipation by

2 , ISv u'y 12 (

According to this model nearly no dissipation of energy into heat takes place at the highest structure
leveL. Similarly it can be shown that 3/4 of the dissipation takes place at the fine structure level.

Taking this into account and by introducing Z ; 0.19 the following three equations are obtained for the
dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy for nearly isotropic turbulence:

3
t , 0.2 1-1 l 21

£ * 0.267 -. I( 3)
Li*

0.61 v u- 2 141

Introducing the Taylor microscale a fourth equation is obtained

* - - -
2
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ey combination of equations (13) and 3143 the following characteristics (scales) for the fine

structu-es are obtained

u 1.1 c.v) (163

and

Lk 1,41 v 31 /c /4 3 )

where u* 15 the mais average fine structure velocity. The scales are clnsely related to tho Kolmogorov
scales.

_hek. f nt gt tu re I

The tendency towards 3 trong dissipation intermittency in high Reynolds number turbulence was discovered
by hatchelor and Townsend , ano then studied from two points of view; different statistical models for the

cascade of energy starting from a hypothesis of local invariance or selfsimilarities between motions of
different scales, and then by consideration of hydrodynamic vorticity production due to stretching of vortex
lineqs

It can be concluded that the smallscale structures who are responsible for the main part of the
dissipation aro qenerated in a very loc~li.ed fashion. It is assumed that these structures consist

typically of large thin vortex sheets, ribbons of vorticity or vortex tubes of random extension folded or
tangeled throughout the flow. (Figs. I and 4.1

DEVELOPMENT OF FINE STRUCTURES
ON A CONSTANT ENERGY SURFACE

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of fine structures
developed on a constant energy surface

, t u

U

Fig. 4.. Schematic illustration of fine structure vortex~
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6
The fine structures are localized in certei,. fire structure regions whose linear dimetnsions are

considerably larger than the fine structur,is thirein , These regions appear in the highly stained regions
between the bigger eddies.

Modelling charactUlistics ofth fine struct-.es

It is assumed that the mass fractiona occupied by the fine structures. on the basis of consideration of
the energy transfer to these structures (eqs. 12 and 131 can be expressed by

I

If it is assumed that the fine st*:uctures are localized in nearly constant energy regions, then the
mass fraction occupied by the fine stricture regions can be expressed by

living the following expression

(-•" 1201 p

Assuming nearly isotropic turbulence and introducing the turbulence kinetic energy and its rate of
dissipation the following expressions are obtained:

3/4
.is -g. 1 . 1--2' )(21)

and

tI A•k 1/4

' % 2.13.AY--') 
(22)

k 2

Similarly by introduting the turbulence Reynolds number

T* - 40.2 . ReoA'3/2 123)

N X 3.42 . Re -1/2 (24)

Kuo and Corrsin& have given some results for the flatness factor of eu/at as a function of Re ig.).
In order to compare the above results with these results an empirical expression has been d."e9op`5 for
the relationship between the flatness factor and the intermittency factor:

F 1.5 . (I - I/yl (25)

Figure 5 shows a comparison between some experimental results
1 0 

and the given empirical expression.

o hen ed . (25) is applied the following expression for the flatness factor for the fine structures is
obtained.

F 1.5 + 0.4 . Re 0.5 126)

Equation (261 is compared with the experimental results of Kuo and Cortsin
5 

in Fig. 6.

I
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Fig. 5. Comparison between experimental results and empirical expression
for the flatness factor as a function of the intermittency factor
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Fig. 6. Flatness Factor of ,uf/t as a function of ReA compared with
theortia Flatess Factor fo r t he fine strA.ct0ures.

From this co 7pare on itcnbe concluded that the overall features of the physics seem to have been
taken care of by the s.ggested expressions.

On the basis of simple geometrical considerations the transfer of mass per unit of fluid and unit of
time between the fine structures and the surrounding can be expressed as follows

2 .u , I s) (27)

Expressed by k and c for early isotropic turbulence eq. 12T) turns into

A, - 23.6 . (-"') Ills) 1261

The dissipative fine structures are localized within the fine structure regions. The localized mass
transfer rate between the fine structures and the surrounding fluid may consequently be expressed

MA : (1Is) (291

which combiied with Eqs. 120) and (2?) leads to
-u' • (its) (301: Lk
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and consequently

11.08 .6 Ills) (31)

The conditional dissipation rate for the fine structures may be expressed

ye (32)

which combined with Eqs. (13) and (181 tranvformes into

,3

0.267 . ('33)

Consequently the individual structures may be characterized by

U, (341

and

LN t oA (351

The characteristic time for the fine structures may be expressed as follows

to L (361

or

tt • •(37)
m•

where -' . the mass fraction of the fine structure region occupied by the fine structures is i
X2 1  

(30)
VA

Hikecs.'ar mixino and reaction processes

IThe rate of moleculer mixing is determined by the rate of mixing between a certain fraction, X, of the
fine structures and the rest of the fluid, Ri, can for a certain specie, i. be expressed as follows:

C.6 C.*

. 5ýX 1 1 (39)
go o

where V and refer to conditions in the ti-a structures and the surrounding.

The mass transfer rate can also be expressed per unit volume in the fine structure fraction, X, as

c'o c.*
Ri* a (40)

Finally, the concentration of a specie. i, in the fraction, X, of the fine structures and in the
surrounding is related to the mean concentration by:

SC.0c 1 c +' .I -,* X

O 9

It is now possible to put up balance equations for reactiong firma structures and the surrounding fluid

including chemical kinetic rate expressions.

Combustion r bthf

If the rate of reaction between fuel and oxygen is considered infinitely fast, the rate of reaction
will be limited by the mass transfer between the bulk and the fine structures, If the reaction took place

in all the fine structures, the rate of comtsation would be expressed by:
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fu2

where min is the smallest of c'u and .0 irfu, where c fu and c are the the local mean concentrations of

fuel and oxygen, and rfu the stoichiometrhc osygen requirement.

Not all the fine structures will be sufficiently heated to react. This is obviously the case in
combustion of premixed gases where both fuel and oxygen are present in the fine structures.

The fraction of the fine Structures which reacts can be assumed proportional to the ratio between the
local concentrataion of reacted fuel and the total quantity of fuel that could react: 4

bprll r ffu)

c cprI1 * r fu) cmn

where c is the local mean concentration of reaction products. Equation (431 implies the assumption thator

the reaction will take place within the fine structure regions where the concentration of reactive species
and temperature are high. for the rate determining species, significantly higher than the time mean values.

In cases where the concentration of reaction products are very small, -i n the denominator implies
that the products are kept within the fine structure regions,

By combination of equations 142) and (43) the following general equation is obtained for the rate of
combustion at infinite reaction are between fuel and oxygen:

Rfu I in..] • _ "I ;

The reacting fine structures under these conditions will have a temperature, AT, in excess of the local
mean temperature:

AT AH R ' cmin

AN c
SAT 9mm(4q)

where AN is the heat of reaction and c the local specific heat capacity. The temperature, It, of the
reacting fine structures is concequently:

ST* 1 AT (461

and the surrounding temperature:

TO -AT . -(IT)

j where is the local time mean temperature.

½,wa qpjrsfL1gtm -reactj.11yat-q

On the basis of the previous there can be defined characteristic mixing time scales:

The bulk mixing time scale

:H I Ifr (s)1

The fine structure time scales

T* Y./rh(491

)50
I =(50

_ %>
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These time scales can be compared with chemical kinetic time scales in order to establish whether the
reaction is mixing or chemical controlled, and even established criteria for extinction of flames,

LKUtflctisM

According to the previous concept heat and ma's balance including chemical kinetics can easily be set
up for the fine structures and the surrounding fluid. Consequently, knowing the chemical kinetics, a
criterium for the extinction of the fine structures can be obtained. When a typical timescale for the
combustion reaction is small compared to if the fuel consumptions is independent of chemical kinetics and is
purely a hydrodynamic problem. However, when the residence time becomes smaller than a typical chemical
time scale, the reaction will not be completed in the fine structure and the fuel consumption is strongly
influenced by chemical kinetics. As the residence time decreases extinction will finally occur.

The chemical time scale, however, is not a isniquely defined quantity. Many different expressions can be
found in the literature describing the various steps in the reaction process. In addition it is very
difficult to find relevant data for different fuels.

In a typical turbulent combustion situation it is believed that radicals are already present in the
regions where the fine structures are located. When it is 

t
urther assumed that the internal mixing inside

the fine structures are fast. then the fine structures can be considered as a well stirred reactor

On the basis of the previous the fractional conversion parameter for the reactor is defined as (cd'r.

fig.?) ref. 5.

c0

IFIN
c 15 C u -•1 1

i,... I rum•' I m.•

Cj. I I ... . . ..-
0' r"I II•INjDxING FLUID

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of a reac'ing fine structure

Fur a one step irreversible reaction the mass and heat balance for the fine structure can be expressed
as

Y u .s. 152)

Cf0

Snd
Cp ! * -"TO) go

hi i. (53)
6 fR fuF

where the fine structure is considered to be adiabatic and the specifii, heat of the fluid is assumed to be
constant. The extinctiot1 time scale can then be found From eq. 1521 anc. 453) according to Fig. 6, where
the extinction time scale itvxt is indicated.

,ex
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Fig. 8- Schematic a lltotration of Extinction in the fine structure
,"I 7uxt

jurqyutlLn lame oroonati-onf

the propagotion of aplane flame in turbulent flow can be expressed by

Sat ru vT 
2

c fu

where U is the turbulent flame propagation velocity, u is the turbulent viScosity and o is the tuabulent
Schmidtanumber. With R expressed according to eq. (4I) the only physically meaningful solution to
eq. (541 reads

SU1 : z I .. ... ) ISSI

By Introducing the turbul.,t viicosity from the k-C-model this transform into

us iz ( Ik_ 156

02

In a typical nhear flow situation k - u'2 ind o * 1. This gives a turbulent flame propagation velocity

U8 - 2u* (57)

iThi is generally in relatively close agre l enwsith the experimental data collected by Bradley et.a.
(1981) fig. 9 and data from Andrews et.al. fig. 10.

84D

U.,:,

205

Fig. 9. C.ompaiison of predicted flame velocity I
experimental data tby Abdel-Gayed and Bradley

A 
0
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30. SIk
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Fig. I0. Comparison of predicted flame velocity
experimental data by Al abbagh and Andrews

M2T~qM lIAlJLtwI

f iIIMC|IIa I

Ij

Fig. 11. Schematic illustration of the turbulent flame
propagation velocity variation.

S2
the allrubt extinction haI beencshown experimentally by Chop.; ak et. al. 1)9A2) 2.In these experiments

extinction for a methanL mixture occured at a fine structure time scale of approximately T* - 10 4S. This
is close agre ment wth,ýhe chemical time scale deduced from the global reaction rate uaed by Bradley
"t.al. (1976) (1976) aid is also in reasontple agreement vith the multistep Kinetic calculations for
methanp-air mixture reported by "artenay (19701 .

MOdaling of soot foreation and coMbustion in turbulent flames;

The mideling of soot formation has been based on the two equations as used previously by Magnussen et
(23., 2. 25). An equation for the rate of formation of radical nuclei is expresses

by

Rft no* If-gin - gon N (partim3 Is) (5081

where n is the concentration of radiCal nuclei, N is the concentration of soot particles and no is the rate
of spontaneous formation of radical nuclel,

n: acf exp(-EIRT) (part/m
3 
IS) (59)

where c u is the mean concentration of fuel (kEm 1
3

, F, 9. gO. and aS

are certain constants. The rate of soot particle formation ss oepresjed by

Rs~f: mp(a-bN)n (kg/t3 Is) 160(

where m is the mass of a soot particle (kgapart), and a and b are constants.
tmr ms

;l• r-- E



Sout was allowed to be formed both in the heated fine structures and in the surrounding fluid, arid it
wt5 assumed thbt the mass frai;tlo; of tie fuel contained in the heated fine structures was proportional to
SX, Local equilibrium with the surrounding fluid was assumed for the fine structures leading to the
followLng oquatu011o:

0
!!-, ti 0 6 1

A nd mJ •s l12

r• - 7 ~~ - -I...
k o00

The mean rates of tion could than be expressed by

R ' .0T 'i Xk . I i t0 - Y i -L) too
n, "

(63)

#f (-g)n - gun'N'-pA, Ig oON - gooNO
t
1•A X

3
•QO

arid

R_ - s' (a-btiD n'-'f 1 •)p/p i (a-trW
0

)I (i-.'(xIglI° (6th
s.f ? p

1he moan rates cf nucleus and tsout particle combustion are expressed by Eq. 4]) as follows:

R fT Iric ( par tl/r'/cn 1651
n.c

and

R tC (kg/m /s) (G61
fuc s /u

3.0 -- Predictions
Experiments

Light

2./ D 3 Crime,

.1RE 4 00001c) E3
i0500W el

- D = Imnut
'IZ

1.0 t7000 * Dalzoll

0 so 100 150 200 250

Fig. 12 Variatioh o• mtare, value of soot concentratiornJilong
the axis of .srntylOne dlffusion flamL ComparIsoni

betLseer- rodictiot aIrd experimoetal r. surt..

EitAT l•A/ir'IF TO THE INTiRNAtL WALLS Of A COhBiUJSTOR

Simplified C•lCulatLVIIS (c8 tire surfaJce t•.miiruatri,• of tile interfil will (if .c combu3tor by application

of failo Ciol9oi1g hav(. been petr- formed, Furj. IJ.

lire talculattul. ,r Ifnal was• dLvIdd Into two region.11, the rvniti;rl region and tie flth biouniidar regLon,

I t .
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Fig. 13. Film cooling of combustor wall.

Fig. 14. Film cooling of combustor wall, Heat transfer.

Combustion. heat and mass transfer in the central region was ralculated on the basis of the methods
described aouve. A boundary layer calculations was perform~ed for the film boundary region. The
cal':ulations wer_ compared with uxperimental data from get. 26. A comparison between experimental and
a1•-:ulated film cooling efficiency is shown in Fig. 15. (For the case where the radiation heat transfer is
negli•jible!. The main problem in this ca&, was the establishment

".-%

U.: 4n : ,f.0 2 .0 IIo0IE 20. 240:

fl.• Fxlm ¢ooe•;nq PffLCLPIICY JS a func~tLon Of 'JlitAolCe

: enstre~k. from Inlet slot.

" .1 c .ondlition.t• a t. I; ."f tihe slot fur the turbulence kLnetL•, energy k. an ,ts, rate of

.0n.= . t,

Figure, 16 93V(5 ý4 comparisur, between experimeotal .I•ta and calculat~ons for a combustion cato and two i "

-itot he ig ' ,
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Mu
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(I 1, • . . . 1o -0 ILA ,. L.% , C.0

Fig, 16. Wall surface temperaturt for two different slot bights. s,
as a function of the distance downstream from inlet slot.

CONCLUSION

This paper has reviewed in detail a method for calculation of combustion characteristics of gas turbine
combustors. The method which is extensively used may treat stationary as well as non-stationary combustion

problems. Some simplified calculations of internal surface temperatute of a combustor by film cooling is
shown. This problem is both a computational problem as well as a mathematical modeling problem, where
especially the boundary problems are considerable.

It day, however, bo cncludcd that calculations of practical relevan,'e may be performed even for rather
complex geometries.

APPENDIX,

J [_Con ser vation aoua tiunt.

mass;

tau * 0 167)
at ax

momentum;,

R iou) I (gO ao . . 0

Interval energy; i

lo- - 0 U - tff ot. p-'- 0 S1. (6913) i 3
OLII pU, ax)2<

cJP 531 ajt1ff
1
x1b b i~(l

IK

- Tuo hulencq kinetic 'tot gy ; t .1i
I- h) . , I ku - -13 *, 1k(

au a I(S-A
lieff3 (,0
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Dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy; c

I-.•c) E . I S 1751

Hass fraction of specie k: Yk

a C k (gy ) o b (76)
k am. 0 Sm k

S 8 RitAN R 171)

k u
S c (76)

S C C. G - Cg20.! C.g. . -- (19)

a 340 2k 3 Rnk

ku I''. aun I

i~ f'u =y (6'- X'Pmn,1)

where

oYmin w in 
1621

Ž t au 8
i ---- I.-- . Qk3 03

a k

C 0 0. 0 C 1.44 C2 1.92 C - 0.373

OF '1.0, o ,3.3 , a a 0.7
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EFI"C(TIVENESS MKASUIJIEMKNTS FOR A COOL.ING FILM I)ISRUPTFI' HY A SINGLE JET WTTfh WALtL PLIANIN0"

,I,.. Bur torn

Department of Mlechanical Fngineerine
Trent Polytechnic

Nottingham, NGI ABU
United Kingdom

SUNIABY

E,:xperimental measuremenlts or the effectiveness Cowrnstream oi' a slot .iirflow with the jet airflow normal to
the wall have been performed in a wind tunnel. The separate and combined effects of the slot and'jet

atrflowa with and without wall plunging on the effectiveness Fand flow characteristics are presented over

range of slot and jet airflow condit:ions relevant to gas tur'bine combustors.

The slot consitted of thr'ec rowu of holes inclined at l0 degrees to the main airflow. The jet centre line
was posithoned one, two and threr diameter downstream from tile slot exit. Thie jet diameter corresponded to
five slot heights. Three vYall plunge heights were uried and corresponded to : 0.2. n.t and twelve iet
diameters. The mair, airflow was. constant at a Mach number of 0.0% and various combinations of the slot mass
velocity ratio (0.5, 1.0 and 1.5) with the jet .ass velocity ratio (0.5, 1.'' and -. 0) were tested. '"Ie
effectiveness measurement,. covered ar, arev; eiht. jet diameters downstream o'f the slot exitý bV fnkr let

diameters laterally.

The results show that the major interaccions between the three airflows occur downstream of the jet cPntre
lint in a small regi•en about three diameters long and two diameters wide. Tn general, such interactions
reduce the effectiveness by up to forty percent then compared to the values with no J et injection. The
combined and the separate effectiveness of the slot airflow and of the jet airflow are presented.

NOMENCLATURE

cj helium concentration in jet airflow at exit xsj = distance between slot exit and jet centre line
cc= helium concentration in slot air-flow at exit y = lateral distance from the jet centre line
c - helium concentration at wall for jet airflow z distance measured vertically from wall
cis helium concentration at wall for slot airflow f = angle of wool tuft or colton thread to
1) jet diameter direction of main airflow

Mat ikin a ir!low Mach nIumber displacement hrrnodqri layer thicknessMj Nrams velocity ratio for jet (pjuj/PmUm) Nj impermeable-wall jet effectiveness
MS = mass velocity ratio for slot (psUS/PcLmJ) ns impermeable-wall slot effectiveness

Uj a mean jet airflow velocity asj *is + nj
Um m rran rain oirflow velocity p = 'et airflow density
U5 S mean slot airflow velocity ps= main airflow density
x = distance downstream fr'om slot exit 

0
m n slot airflow density

The wal it; of gas turbine combustors are tsually maintained at acceptable temperatures by cooling films cf
all injected parallel to the wall throuph slots. However, air needs to be added to the primary, ,econdarv
and tertiary zones of' the conmbus;tor. This isi achieved by injecting jets of air vormal to the wall, which
inevitably disrupt the cooling film and give rise to high temperature areas and hot snoots downstreari of the

jets.

In order to Obtain a detailed understanding of some of the phenomena involved ., program of research has teen
undertaken (I). Thnis covers flow visualisatirj, effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient meastmrements
downstream of a slot exit, for various combinations of slot and Jet geometries and airflow conditions. tor

r 'ange of jet ant! slot airflow conditions, some of' the flow visualisation and effeCtiveness resulvS are
presented here for a single jet rlisrupting a cooling film from a slot. The paper &ils to describe how the
wall plunge heights for the jet and the distance of the jet centre line downstream of the jet slot exit

affecýt the effectivenees.

A brief description of the airflow rig, the working section tase Fitte end n one of the meanurement
techniques rtsed, are included. Further infor nation can be found in (2), and a comprehensive descripfinn c

" he desagn an(d (onitruction of the airflow rig, its insltrumentation end verification can be found in Ill.

AIIFLOW RIC AND M1ASUREMENT TECIINIQUES

'tile air rlow rig consrists of' three, separate systems each supplying an airflow to the working section. Por
the main system, or winr1 Iuinnel, ambient air' is drawn tn through filters by a centrifigal fan with i F
variable speed .rldvcye. Tihe air' then past;e; throuigh a diffuser, a r;efttine chamber contsining a honeycomb rind
frve screens and a contraction nSedl to meter the flow. Althlough different 'rr size tile jlot and jet svstrn.,s
prepare the air 'fLows ini a r]iimilar way.s

The working section ir i00 orn ,-,ulire and '10 t ,,m 'org. ft h;tt l'ixed wall!;, an idj,.untabt e ,.nor' nd the bat;e, .%v :
sthown I :gti'e I, torll.;,iraj : the !]o i f'or thr 1lrtnrtaty ]ever ble dl; file test• r;necitteri for the effectiveness

m(''isurrs tterrat3 and ei t.tS tor' i tl!n ;lit ard Jet dirflitws; di ft'ferrent rlturt" hetier h's were rc iinei | i 
1 

y fittinl, r r at
Inserts liltrt thie entd of' tthe jet pipe. Als;o 'Ahown in firtru'r' 1 are details or tire slot geomefrv, which rrJ a itoasrid ott the pulse drilled nlerign.n that are tow in cost tt(ttnbuso's, 'fit orrtlet v a lcditv ann

-t.,'rbulencr' irnteensit 2 profiles a
t 

the jet exi, are similar txo thrrse for rlly developed tnrbulent iivp flows,

: arid to a firsit approxionati,,n r'enemble those found :n , ombunitor's.f r e r rr l

-j 'itha flow vi.Mit slinotior vt.rdiem wc•re cade using tuft a ai.s DISA thot-wire anemnsretry with miniiture prohes,.
inirtrally 2n rim 'oerg nylon wool trifts were Lserd, IrO• rthserltentlv it wsas fotnd cotton thread IN mm 'tny wates

Smore Ueariitrve. 'lie resul t.1 were photoRraphed or sketched,
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Fhigure 1 Slot, jet and wail plungsnq geometries

The impereenbl s-wall effectiveness was determined from hel iun concentrations at the wall and a+ the point of
injcct~ion for i-he slot and jet separately, xie.91 = j /Pcpicand [`% = cis/ccs. About one percent of helium
it' atir by volume was used. For eachi test fortyeiht sampls were measured with a katharameter. They were
se-lected automatically every 20 s by a multi-port valve at a sampling flow of ?.5 cnn/s. The sanoles were
drawn from the test specimen through the valve, katharometer a~nd rotameter by a vacuum pumo.

4 ~EXPER11MENTAL MEASIIREMENTS

The results of the preliminary calibratienl and verification experiments are summarised briefly in I)
Tab le 1 oummari ses the airflow conditions, tests and geometries. The measurement positions and the
estimated %b percent confidence intervals for the velocity anti turbulence intensity profiles, anid the tuft
anid effectiveness measurements are given below.

TAHEIK I Airflow, conditlofis. tacst arid geometries

105 /(m/s) 16 (Ila = 0.05) x~j/mM ' vp /mmr

Us/(ns) Ci 16

14s 0,5 1.0 1.5

j tj/(m/s) ft 16 32 P' 16 32 f6 It' 32

Mj0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0

(a) 4 + , + 25.00

ba) § ~ 4 ' 4 4 ~ 25.0 0 91.0 10.0I (b)§ § § 4 25.0 05+ 010.01

(b; ta 25.0 0~ l0.,0O'

Cco §,. 71- ' 4' 4 . 9' 4 5 0 0 50 ',

(c) 25.0 2.r,7.5

(c) § 510.0 75.0 ,.0 10.0

Cd,4'4'25.0 300

§ Ieported ill (1) itepcrted htere
§4. Test Reported in (2)
(a) Veloc ity anti turbulence meatoirenents (h) Tuft mmasurciernts

C: ns and n: nea!tarvrtsmnts kd) n, measurements, Ili = 0

Plit tmenstire gradtctnt if; zero in the work ins sc-ct ion with no slot 3r jet airflow prronn
t
.

Measiuremient Positional (a0l dimenalona in rqm)

(a)l x,=43.3, 75.0, 100.0 ond 187.5; y 0,and 0 < 4 < 100. (b) As (a) h-it y 0anod ever~y ?r tin to 100,
adwool tuftsr every 10 with z- anti immediately ttpsteait, downstream and on either stide of' the Jet exit. ror

a tew tests a cotton Ithited was used at more positions. (c) antd 1d) A seP cctinn of- 4, coerdinnt- nmtns an

intercepting gridl or' x every 6.25 up fto -1b, every 12.5, up to 1211 mitt th'vn -very 25.0 ip 
t
.o 1175nnd v - 07

tand every ±12.S uip tn ± 0.
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Esitimates of 95 Percent Uncertainty Intervals

Vil .1 percent; UI, and 
T
ls <2 ptercent ; 1l anu i <) 3 percent I ;uik and kl, I 1percent: n.j <2

pe rcentL; X , y and y. < 0. 1 insl and] low tu rb ulence int~enri <½ 12 percent. For turhnt'ýnce mntenosities of 10,
,15 awld 50 percent based (,i (1) the Lincertaint lea are 10.4, 12.r9 and 20.0 pm-ceo' res;pectively.

DISCUSSION, OF RESULTS

TuftH

-ilke the results in (2) for z- /D - 0, these rentults for zi 3D .2 and 0.4 provide. some indication of the
direction and extent of the se~porate anti combined airflows at the different test conditions. They show that
increasing zjp/0 increases thle- jet penetration for a given combination of M H and MA. and allow which airflow
enters unde'rneath the trajectory of the jet airflow. It is mainly slot aijiow whsen zjp/fl -, 0.2 rind when

=-p/ 0.4 it is main airflow as well The soit significant contribution by the wool tuft results, and
confusmed for some cases by using a cotton thread, is the position and size of the zone where reverse flows
reCcur d)nws~treaa of tile jet, e. Z. see figure 2. Some of thle oth er etailed results are included) in the
subsequent sections where they assist in understanding the intenwzcting airfia', .

.11 Spiral movement
< - Mean direction & fluctuation

60

140

S 2

et 2.0.5 2.0o 3.5

Figure 2 Sketch of' cotton threads far x53/D 1 1.0, y/n = 0 aid ?.jp/0 0.4 for N9, 1.0 end Nj 2.0

Velocity and Turbulence Intensity i'rofileo

Velocity and Turbulence Intenscity Profiles for Slot Geometry.. Figure 3 shows the type of velocity and
turbulence profiles that can be expected to approach the jet airflows as they issue from ithe wall (z p /D
ft), or the wallI plunging Nce/P/- 0 '2 and 0.4). ThIese profiles can only be an indication, because ai tale
three downstream positions s/) 1, 2 and 3) they are measured without the jet being present; similarly for
xID -0 for thŽ boundary layer above the slo

t
. thl slot was not present. On figure 3, the height of theI wall plungigng is shown in relation to the superimposed cross-sectional drawing of the slot.

0.5 ±Wffs

1.0 S.10- -

TWbAOn* MIflsty / P41-1,

an a 25 0 24 a *5 so? 7 7 *.t '.n
0.6 all 1.0 * .

r 4
02 .4 0 . L . .

Fiue3Vlct ndtruetit4i rflsFgr Veo.t and turblen intesity jrfle

with x/f) arwd 7 For yIP - 0 owl variations in N. with rn/f and y/n for variations in Nj

At v/It - Qt the profiles; are for, filhr tuLHsVlent hcsnnntaey layer generated by the trlip) wineC upstresin of the slot
_n0i. As tl1118 holAnciry layer airflow movces (lowaisnt~rearn, it mixes and so enintrihutes, to the development of
the slut airflow. For zj,,/f) - 0, the approaching an rilow is always bouaindary layerl ike when M, - ti., andi
wall Jetl ike when Ms 5  1.0 and 1.5. For zjp/D 0.2, tine jet exit plane is aireost level with the top of the
uiot. so except for Small cilniges; due to increases, in Mr, tine aipproociting airflow is prentouminantly tile main
airflow a lilthtly roindfi-d by tine turbulence lnounudarv layer from above the slot exit. For z1 /D =0.A the

ac exit. planne is almos!t in the uniform veloc ity anti turbuilent re.gion of thte main airf'low.
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Velocit adtublec Inten1,sity-Profiles for Jet Geomietry. These are shown in figure .1 at I-wo mutually
perpendicular diameters in the jet exit plane for jet mass velocity ratios of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. Tire
velocity and turbulence profiles are similar to fully developed turbulent pipe flow. In tie v direction the
profiles are symmetrical about the jet centreline, but in the x direction they are not because of a right-
angled bend upstrem of the jet exit.

Velocity and Turbulence Intensity Profiles for Combined Slot and Jet Geometries, For a limited number of
flow conditions, these profiles quantify and show clearly and in more details than with wool tufts, many
featuves of the jet airflows.

Figure r, shows hew the resultant airflow from Cti: jet at Mi = 1.0 and tihe slot at M_, = 1.0 changes as the
wall pluriging increases flom z/D C to 0., and 0.4. At x/D = 1.72 there is a region of low velocity and
high turbulence intensity which is characteristic of wake flow and increases in depth from the wall as zpi,
increases. Above this region, the velocity proriles are similar to the frilly developed pipe flow of the
entering jet airflow; but distorted downwards and accelerated. The turbulence intensity "peaks" above and
below these profiles at tihe mixing region between the top of the jet airflow and the main airflow, and
between tihe bottom of tire jet airflow and the slot and/or main airflows. The vedlocity of the airflow in the
wakes for v. - 0.2 and 0.4 are higher than for•zjp = 0 and the turbulence intensities lower, probably
becatue the slut a•z-flow can pass more easily round the wall plunging titan the interacting jet airflow.
There is little difrerence between tire velocities in the wakes for the wall plungings because they are
deeper thant the slot airflow (figure 3). However the turbulence intensity is lower for Z7p/O - 0.2 probably
because tire interaction is between the slot and jet airflows, whereas for zip/f) = 0.4 it 'is between the jet.,
slot and rinain airf lows.

velrocty z. ID Turbulenrce U, * 1.0 X, /D . I.
faitio irnrelsty

-- 0. --

* 0.4

0 2S 0 25 50

Turbutlenrce iotensity /Percent

"1 25 0 21.

oN. N'!. 'r,. I

0 1 0 1 a 1 2

Velacity / Moir flow velocity

Figure f5 Velocity and turbulence intensity profile, with xfD and Y for x = 1.0. y/l = 0.
Ns = Nj 1.0 and variations in zp/D

it x/D -- 2.%9 for za /D = 0 the wake is deeper and has a slightly higher velocity but the airflow hb,. it
has decelerated considerably. For zjp/D = 0.2 and 0.4 the velocity profiles close ti the wall are no longer
wakelike but are wall jetlike with an associated reduction in turbulence intensity, .ndicating that the slot
airflow coming around the wakes has r'eestablished at the centre line, As might be eapected, the velocity
for zjp/D 0.4 is larger than for zj 0 /D = 0.2 because it is easier' for tire slot airflow to enter underneath
a jet airflow which is further sbove the wall. With tire jet uenetratioa and spread increasing into the same
main airflow conditionl, the di fference between the maximum velocities is reduced. From the tuft result-s
rot, zip 0 at z = 10, 20 and 30 mm. a 30, 10 and 5 -. those correspon(' to A . 30, 20, 15 * for z, = 0,2
and to B - 40, '10 rmd 20 1 for Zj,/D = 0.4.

Fl'om X/D = 2.91 to 7.13F, the developsrerrt of the resultant airflows cnn be divided into two regions, one
above and the other below the l'.CLs of the maximum turbuience intensity away from the wall. Above the
locus, the mixing of the main and the jet airflows continues to move outwards, moving in this direction, the
Incal airflow velocities first increase arid then decrease. Below the loons, as ai./n decreases, tie amourit of
the airflow reaching th.? centre line increase!i. Close to the wall the wakelike airflow for zjp/h 0
becomes wall jrrtlike as tire velocity increases and the turbulence decreases. For zajp/r = 0.2 and ).A the
form of the profiles is wall jetlike and does not chiange with inoreaning x/b. Furirt-er !cwnrtream it X/n
3.99 wool tufts shnw that the airflow is still moving away ftrom the wall. For zjp/O C ' at z. - inf, 20, ,n

dO and 90 ati, A - 20, 20, 10, 5 and r, ', these correspond to B - 20, 30, 20, li antl 5 for zj./n (0.2 andto Ii 20, 30, 30, 15 arnt 5 0 for z./[) = 0.4. i-tween x/i0 - 1.tR and 7.46 anld ielow z osmm, the

%eelc rty and turbulence in tenui ty profiles undergo a significant, developoent towar'ds thotte for a turhulent
boundary layerlike flow. Above thin height, the mixing region continues to !;pread upwards into the main
air! low and has reached z. = 70 mm at x/D - 7.46. At this position, 0= 10 0 for all z.

Fi-'urt, 6; hl rus; that the penetration of' the jet airflow is riot altered significantly by increasing M. from
0.' to 1 5 for" zjp/D - 0.2 at, Mj 1 .0. This, rs hecausje the jet exit is above the s;lot airflow arid the
prehirniar•at Ily ma in airflow is not altered by increases in M., see figure 'A. However. at any x/i) the airoiint
of airflow below the mixing region increases with Mc. This probblity arises biecaune as thie Jet airflow movoo
away from the wall, the slot rrirflnw moves into and behind tire wake downstream of tire wall plunginti. For
zjp1/D = 0.4, see f1iure 6t), the distance from the wall to the mixing regrios is by comparison everywherel;rger than: loe the corresponding x/P for zje/D / 0.2. The penetration of the jet airflow is sagin not

}altered signmfieantly with t4s becau"e the jet airrlow issues into tihe urtifoim nain• airf-low, hit a trend wi~h

Mi. ,s dis-.ernable between x/ri 1.72 anld 3.96. At x/D = 1,72 it. is likely that the trurning difttorted jet

alteed igmicartlywit i4 beausethejd irfow isue ino te usi frm alt al ilo, lre tred wt i .
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ai'rflow is drawn towards the wal I as 1l1 decreases because less air i s available to fill the wake. Th 1 is lack
of' nir* is noticeable patrtlcolo'ly at the wall for fs G.5 0 t xl/) = 2 .tOq.

Velocity M, lotu.1ten.c M, = 1.0 yVD . 0 Velocity M. Tarbultn.e M. * 1.0 V/D . 0
(• atlo Inttensity l asti n m iy

0.5 / 0./tI. 1.0 z,,/D .0,2 * 0.5 * ,,iO. 1.0 0,/D.O.d
! .0 1.0
1.5 1.5

O 25 0 25 50 a 25 0 25 50

Turbulence Intensity percent Turbulenc i ity p

1 25 0 2 526 7 2S

wartations in M. and (a) zj,/D = 0.2 and (b) zjp/D ) 0.4

(a) Vetloity M. Tueburece M. - 1.0 Y/D . 0 ( V-01-11" M, l.bulere M. 1.0 V/0 0

0.5 1[ 1. 0.. a,,./D -0.2 * 0.6 5.010a,'..
1.0 - 1.0

2.1.0 2.00

0 25 0 26 so 0 25

u elotnurbulence intenty Percent Turbulence Intensity pnI..l• = 0

25 0 25 25 0 25 M

S• O. S . 0 * /O -rO.2 • 0.$ • *,/ -10 1,0. ,

P7. n * 2.00

o 0

1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2

Velocity UIn Mein flow oottcy Velocity /Main flow1 velocity

Figure 7 Velocity amod turbulence int-nsity prort'ies with YIfl and Y. for x~j/D = 1.0, y/fi 0, 111, = 1.11,

variati-mia in Nj and (a) zjp/D = 0.2 ind (b) zJP/il = 0.4

Figure 7a and] h show tnat the r stil~tant air'flow changes are consideratle as rAj inrreases. Figure 7a shows
;it x/I) =I . '2 th c veloc.t ty of the airflow in the wake increases is l'l increases, indicating it is easier for
the. slot And malil 11rfiows to enter unde-neath the jet airflews. i

t
y xlD = 2.99 the velocit" andi turbutlenlce

inteoisity profiles ire simnilar for Mj= 1.0 and 2.0 and close to fihe wall they are boundary layetdike, hut

for Mj= 0.5 wakelike flow exitst at lei 3t to x/D = 3.98. The development of the airflows close to the will
for zj./l) = 0.4 shown by figure 7b is moire rapid because the jet exit is further from tile wall. Also the
hif!) e. -,0 1o I pl ...c slgn gnitdes the ,let, and minn ill f lowq in to the wake afi !hoVwn At x/I) = 1 .72. 'Th is i s
particin-cr5ly not.ireahl,. for - 2.0 whore the velocity profile retain- its wall jeti ike profile At ;

velovit rat'tic, of nearly unit. Bettween x/fl l.72 and 2.94 tile developments of the airflowl; close fto the
wall are nearly comnplet-e; the airflow(Y for M', = 0.5 needing a further distance to achieve the same
development as the other two.

Effcctiveneeui

ftilledco to fi gorps It to lHit re the effert iveness i'CSnIltS for, the slot wi thnt't teJet, nttil it. itet wiithout
ihýe slot, i.e. a flat sturface from the trip wire to the jet. These are respectively referred Is thle
"s(lo alone' or the "j ao If is relevant. to note that hy presentinp, rj, n and in effect I -•I
the coa"os ion of' the trbultanil irnflow at the. wale cith f appoi ioned to t he jet , slot and IO, at I l ows

re spct IIveIy.

varijti-n: with Wal Plnd a jpe Heigh.2 Th min feaure orp/ fiue AaAd0.4r icus- ist ,

Providnes it, mn e h l s how that ter;lmtsat a,,'from 0 IX)n.? il 0.'1 afnsteral asj r~n ln.)1reasewi. Fi/,ur Ms showsq f

Ilt x/l) Increasing oj tecreases q1 (j iecitass,, indic fir wall,

icess!s(ire1)eis the. slot' al, man lflowl cal enter- bnettahth e ar wee ny/D=.9 the witct' I nd tileundrsienoce

i-i rflow, als ] p e~ro eacs ai' si a (foj gl 1 .0) for M 0.0 1 and 1o.0 but itncreases or.j for tar- 2.0. The wakes

forre downut0,5 m of tle walo ex inists at eeast to exted t.o8 Theu developent. -ICE the jirnlows f:osero zhe wal

eLind t 04weMr.ti o- 1.0arl nd I etee -/ 0. oi .72- P andi .9 tresp etvely opm ~ents of the , wllsowsalls the reuth s

for nj an ne•wrl th x/I decrease slightly or are constant.. With a few exceptiotn!, all the large ehangee ftr



ald n,.. with x/D occur in tile wake region IowIsl tr eam or the wall hknairlg. OTnlv when 'i = O. and ID
or 0.2 are the r,;j resulb. ssimilar to those for the slot -,lone, otherwise they are lower by more than 0.2.

Jit Mlue o z,./D. 0 42 /. 0.2 jdeot ie o S^. a'1,,

- i,./ D a 0.4 Sla.Slota ot z,,/ D a 0

M. 0.5 M 1.0 M1.0.
1.0 M, 0. i . i,*15M .5 M,= 1.0 M,s 1.5

o~s .--. ios -

0 0

0.5 . .

0 -*--t a .,•,;

0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 68

x/O i/O

Figure 8 nir with x/D) for xnj/D = 1.0, y/f) 0 Figure 11 nr, 0n and n • with x/D for xajID 1.0,

and variations in zjp/D, N. and N y/) =ý O. zjpl = 0 and variations in NP and Pj

slotaSla 0 2"10. a 2,.0.2 ---- lot slam Z/ sa,.
a z,,/ 0O.4 0..Slot 4 z1,/ 00..

M,- O.5 M. 1.0 M. 1.5O M,=0.5 M., 1.0 LM,. 1.5

1.0 1.05"'W.

0.5 ".

0 0rt-+-I-- 44 4 ----- +

q. 0.5 "q .5 0

0. x/.

SFi~ure 9 'Is with x/D) for Xsjll) 1.0. y•ID ý 0 Figture 12 n-n, n and •iwith x/D for xsj/D 1.0,

and variations in zjp/D, Ms and M/= O, 0.|pll 1 0.2 and variations in U and

Jet alon. 0 %2 1 00 a Z,,/ O 0.2 jetalon.e 11, sri. 9'1.,

-... Slot alone . I./D 0.4 --- -Slot alone Zi,/ D w 0.4

-i. _.•O._ M. 1.0 M.. L 101, - 0.5 M., 1.0 M. =5

1.0 . ........

""l, 0.5 .. . -

0

0 0

0ý5 0.5 4 -

0 2 80 4 8 48 0 2 6 0 4 0 4 0- 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 67 0 2 4 6, 8 2 4 6 a 0 2 4 6 U 0 2 4 6 0

i/O '0

Figure 10 n.;j with x/I) for x. J = 1.0. y/D - 0 Figure 13 .- , n.. and nrj wit, xfI) for xKj/D ."1*
and variatiosi in Mjp/i, W14; aOn, M y/D 0, j,)' - 0.4 and variati.tiii; in 0, and O.
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fVgt Ire 11, 12 and 13 aie IIIClo1te1 to prOVuIde a1 overview of the cont.r)bit'oil of n- 'nd rl, to r, i, with x/wr,
s cii! :,;j lor" Xsj/D - I sod y/l) 0 , when sp/D - C, 0.2 and 0.4 respectively. A~ s" geiiai'nlescription

of" those results. duritil; which a tiimher of trends will be identLiled, a de tailed disci ssion or the resl Its
for Zpp/l - 0.2 With x/i ansd y//D will follow.

tor zip - 41, figiire 1 stiaws lthai except for the wake zone for t'j - O., the nrJ results are lower tIrio ti-he
corriespondhiig restil tq For' the slot alone. If the results at x/1 = 1 72 and dj - 2.0 are excluded with those
fot IM,; 'S ,, and tr j : It.0, then the trend of 'tj wi Lt x/f always dect'eases and the trend for n, always hle a
m;iiXtim at the end of the wake t;one where x/D is betwecii 3 and 4, The contribution of es to ri,,j is generally
'rwer when the slot ri -flow is hiniodary layerlike (M. - 0.5) than when it: is wall jetli e (M,1 -- 1.0 and 1.,).

For, ZoP/P t i.2, !tfgure 12 showsi that. close to the jet exit the Ts results 'are the same or slightly tower,
than tho',e for the slat' alone. Further downstreams, tUe differences increase with x/D and 1,1* by about 0.3
at M4 z 2.O. The trends for t-j and 'Is with x/D, when '4s 1,0 and I.9 withll Mj = 0.5 and M. - 1.5 with r4.
1 .0, are the same as tihoe Lor- zjp/D 0. Fort all the other results, the trend is ror In to decrease with
s/D. When Ms = Mlj = 1.0, the trend is for 

t
ij to decrease with x/D. The trend for the remaining IlI resul

t
s

with X/Li ;how it is a maximum at about X/D = 3: when 1.j .20 this is Just disernaible. The. contribution of
rij to 

t i
sj decreases; as tij increases.

For- z.il) /f (tI,4, -iugre 13 shews that the results for rl, 1 with x/D are similar when the slot airflow is wall
jetlihe (149 = 1.0 and 1.5), and similar hut lower when the slot aitrflow is boundary layerlike (Mr 0.1,
When MGI = 0.5 with I-Ij ý 0.5 and 1.0 the trends in fl' and fr. are the same as those described for z,(/h - 0'
excluding the results at x/fl = 1.72 for t'j = 1.0. All the other results for ins decrease with x/ti. The
results for n,, when they are not zero (nj = 2.0) firtst increase and thet become constant.

Wail Plunge Height or o.. Figure 14 shows that tihe r'esults for rj Wilh s/ti and v'/n resemble a "long
sloping isaond". 'rhe slot. airflow has caused all the results to he' low,,r -han those for the jet alone.
Lar-ge differences occur in the ware region, e.g. see figure -, which extends downstream of the jet exit to
abcut c/D = 4. Downstream of this the developments of the jet airflows are similar. For all the results
some of the jet airflow remains in contact with the wall, even though it is only just discernable when M5
"2.0 sot! x/D a A.

JA tainin -" M,S0.5 a M.I.O M. .1.5 x.,/O 1.0 1 ,,D.O,2

S. 2x/ - j. 3.97 . 7,46

I -

0.5 .g's6

"0 b-0

S0.5

0 2 4 6 a 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2

X /0 y/D

Figure 14 nj with x/D )and y/I) for xjfD -- 1.11, zjpl/) -: 0.2 ,nd variationn in Ma and M1

The ';Iul t. Ifs- rwllh x/l) anld y/I tor 1,-- 0",5 and •4.: - 1.0r and 1, are almost identi(cal rteil t a o
th-imi for M,1s 1.5 imnd Mt 'l .0, 'The di'crrsen in In with x/D indicates the jet airflow s ip-reailirte as it
movtn, ,rri lwstwiems and ciway froin tile wall. tort ,' - Mj = 0.5, 9j has a maximuim at s/D i- S. 'rit Is it
consmisent with the jet airflow btiing drawn down to the wall as it: spreads reld moves down'tream. For
M,'s M4 - '- , ni with x/I .s almost colsutant. This is becarise the mean velocity of the jet, rtiot and meat'
airilows are the same.

Figure 1V, smit's that II, with %/Il and y/D rescnhbles a "valley" when coinpat(ei to 1.l for the slot alone. Fosr I,.i
0." ,lnd M"' It it yIt y/1 - n and X/I ' I 'Is is a sinsxmm. 'This position Is shiou

t 
colncihPet with the end

Of t lie w Pke. I , 'su'rgt-asenl that the isrt-fises in n.. which orcur tip to x/D - 3.A alnd olxtetid to about- V/i
ai, 5 re c-,ttsed bY lte slit airflow as it soves dowtnstreas entering progressively the silde of the 'wake.

After whtiih thiL slo
t 

airflow moves :n behltini tlie wake and inidoret'neath the develaosing atrfClow. The satie

trentds occur' ft
1

, it, When l4s - 1.5 and '14 ii. r, atd I.0.,

=1-iir at I tih other tl'eýu1 r [I,. decreases cnore rap id ly Iwith mx/l ait y/D1 = r9 than Itor the slot -lntie. This is t 5

p ,iltrthy ieifctlse Lit' 'slot a i-flovIs not only riixeS with it'V ",Jin a-it'l'low but i no's:; Lin,let'neatll andI ms •-it i
wIll. the Iet ni Irf low as w(e I.I l)ownstream of the wake for Mj .0 and 1-1, - 0.'i air is drawn ,itirtr,.raili
the jet a irl lurs iit, aoves away I ewa the wrl 1, and Ihi is extends beyond y!D z ?. t, r sxt /P 1-'4 to 7.4'. re
The trendl is ore prioroinceit for M4- ý.O. For, Nj 1.0 cnd ;.0 lot . ,. i is lsts ort)u(rncitlC h'c•uii'te

tiie ho o'Ilz;tl Trinoire to. of tile Sl t a.iI'rflow in greater, niul no) less lik'Iy to be dirawi iiv tidtr 'neath the JetoI

airimlflow, e.g. zee tic with y/Di it x/D ý 7.46 oowapared to *he corresponlink- rt-ndtiowfr '" = 0' ,

'C%
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Alotther trenld m'e sent in neatly all the r'enti s im for y/t) > t whet, .,. with V/l) is hipher, thtn n:, for tHe

slot alone, e.g. whet, Ms M ,. - 0.5 at x/D) = ', to 7.46. This is a indication that the slot air'flow is

forcrd Is move INt at the w al and go around the ,Itsttuction caused hy the wall plunging and the .1t

a I.,f low.

Slot aome i, i 0. & M, * 1.0 M Ma 2.0 X, /D. 1.0 z,./ D 0.2

V D .0 J a i/o0 1.72 2..2 3.46 3.97 5.47 7.46

0.

aiD

Figire 15 ns with x/ll and y/l) for xnj/Di 1.0. zjp/D = 0.2 and variations in Viu and Wij

At x/lD 1.72 for Mj = 2.0 and Ma = 1.0 and 1.5 ns is constant with y/1), whiereas at x/D =.P.,2? there is

evidence of a wake. This is consistent with the slot airflow being drawn up behind the jet airflow, see
figitwe 2.

S4Ot al~ne M, OS M, 1.0 M, . •2.0 X'. / D 1. t ,.1 0 . 0.2

10 , 1.72 2.52 1-40 3.97 5.4? 7.46

05 i-1

0.5 A ~ ~~

0 2 4 6 8 I 0 I 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 2

x/D y/D

Figlure 1 rlr with xflt and y/fl for xsj/D 1.0, zj'/i1 0.? and variautionis in Or and 
t
wj

Aill thie st. results with x/D at y/D - 0 shown by figure 16 have the same trend and are lower ther. tie

Srortrrsponding res;alt.i for the slot alone. Increasing r,'j alw-ays decreases q ;j. At. t-ther v/Ds there are some

itiistnees where ri1 is )ower and higher than for ts For the slot alone, e.g. when i = Mts - 0., at x/D = 1.4P.

""liy f-or the results for Ms - 0.5 and Mj 1,0 aind 20) does the jet airflow disrupt the slot airflow hevotnd
y'11) 2.

Wall P'lunge lleights of '.,4 and N 12. To exatnino the effect of increasing v Jp/l) above 0.4 a limited number tf

tes4,- qete indertnaken with the wall plunging extended to become a cylinder fr-"n the base to the roof of the

weorking sectiton, i.e. z ,/jp-/D 12 and l4j - 0. Thes•e resitlts for rti. are shown in figure 17 with x/I) and y/1)

sl . 0';, I.0 at•i .r. These results are compared to the corresponding rts restilts for Z' /D : .A nti

.1,, where the jet miirlthw doies nto
t 

pt-ovi!f riny of the arf'low Adjhceni to the waill, i.e. i~j ý 0 and so

fit (ate figure 1l3). Nevertheless the airflow adjacent to the wall is affected by the .1e airflow. TPO
O• cvvery ev ntd.. lor O.M at y/D () a0id z/l) - 1.72 and 2.12. The differences are due to the wake

tdownstream of' Ihe cylinder extending along its whole length, whereas r . wake for ttte wall ptun~inp only

ext'ttdu- hel(w tho jet aiirflo. as it. envenr away free the wall; see figure Ia at x/I) -- 1.7P for M- 2ý.0 anti

ti-hough fo," 2.. - 1,( -ad not Ms - 0.5 it will represent the type of airflow adijatent to the wall. Thus the

take downstremin of the wall pluntgigl camn he filled from above by the autin airflow entering underneath the jet

"airflow, but the wake for the cyliinder can only enter from the sides. The jet airflow also draws tup air as
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I tnmovet' away from tl ,I a] I ratrioop Tr for Ithn eiltinde p to hecoime larger oti tin. centcre line. Itbait tor
0.1 as r.Ix1 increases, :;ec Figu.ire U' at I) 1.4It to 7.4r,. Ai s/ID - '.47 anld "7. Ar tie Ute i l t, mreI-
0.5 when compared to tloe.e for the slot alone shoiw that the di.t•.tratt;te catised by the cy letder anti t-te wall
p1 luigi•g ex tfly beyond y/I t :.

S4ot IIM41 M, .2.0 W z,D. O 0.4 A M, 0 and .,./ D/e 12 X,.10 1.0

y0 /.0 4 ..L / 1.72 2.52 3.48 3.97 5.47

0-o. , W

3.A - ,- _ .-6

0 2 4 6 8 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 2

X D

Figure 17 rswith x/fl and y/fl for zr.3 /D 0.4 and N2 = 2.0 and zh,/D ) 12 and N1 =

the effect of the jet., compared with ithe cyl inder- is to increase n, immediately downstream of tt; Jet, *he
effect bei ng greater foe Ms15 0.5 arid 1.0. Att x/ti - 1.72 the results withl v/P show tHint as M-l increases,
the waIke size onstowateoa decreases. At positions off tile centre line th~e entrainment of ste by Ethe jet-
acts to reduce 11t, for- s/ti from 3.40 to 7.46; tile effect being greatee, fro lowerM.

Vantiat~ons wI tt Dowtiwrosean Distances of Jet Centre tine from Slot Exit inod Walt PlUnge lieizht. ilte ,rfect or
moving the jet furtter dtowtnstt-eam of the slot exit feom xsj/f) = I to 2 andt 3 on rpwith x/") at y/fl = f) an~

t

for zp/It = 0 andt 0.2 atM. ML M = 1.0 is shown by figure; 18. Thie n~j resul to for zh,/Dt 0.4 are not
intcluded because thtey are very similfar to these foe zc. D 0.2.

a.' . / .. . .,. .. : .

20 * - W 2 W 1..
10 M0 1,0

A3.0 *slot awn,

1.0 /0D 0.2

0.0~/ 0.0-a>-

0.8 -

aD

Figure 1 l r8 j with x/t and yi- 0 wly/d - 0 arid p .0, N= Nj I X0 antd variationn in i /tI 0
for zi 0 /D =0and 0.2

Fore e -le 't aod tt2.." at y/opi, 0 Lithe a tetl is ror increases io s iP nlov' closer f (nr' osr-r ' -7i01j
for sxs0/ s , It just downstream of the Jet xs it ) those for the 'at alone. In' $OtNl, i" iy ti O leec

ttcts ton ofuc ho, tie- slot airflo a. the tol; I is efeced -01n drater 1or~ al4tao achsrhe : 'ae .

jatljltlo.4t ti the wilt 1 ro-n of I tie gsit It aflow i e:t C -o of' th t j xtti, ndl at!l unit-l titeh1 t eht ,tInt

a"-f Ion dosostreninl to be disturbhed. Frzjp/O 0 a5 1 '9 k,,reor than %t far the slot alone tiecatine lb,'
''0.1 lut iul olj iOcrrtOse% with locteasensoi xil;/Et jet clowns tin-it of tile. Jet exit . Fivito 'A giveon-

iovdication oet h urtherý d;ontrea I r owf file sall eit igro. .. scedi = I toe lop and t apoace ti.i ile Je9 t e/n I -i

gn o Fot j/ a y/lt -e I't-s 1,e r t ore greatcr rthan those for thpe slot atone lot a
Tihin adicatatl tiat ohst:'uctton to ri' 2 slot airf lw caltsei by the jet a irw with or,

Swider

I . of .. .
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COtNCIUSIOHNS

I 'xp oer tmen ta I a•ti show its ti the in terae t Ion of the jet. aii(I ,,I oti rf I ows, w th a(nd w i hout D] !Iinpin, andt t
at tire-e *tot ext to jet centre line distances (xIt) have henn prefented and som- sipnificaný I'relti-es

6 1 serUss 0el . In addI lIc t ihe sepiarate cOsit'rIbut inons or I he fslot an' ajet ar rfowns to the effec ti venesr are

sh•wi.

2 As ia) well known, the penetration ti- the jet. into 'he mains-tream increases with the jot ma-s velocit-v

s-atlo (1ij) and as expected alro with wali plunging height (zjV/D).

h: *re result:t show that the msajor interactionus between the three u-irflows occur in a smal1 reelon .ust

downsiti'am of the jet centre line (I D lonr, by I D wide).

Ai The effect or wall plunging is to Increase the combinedl slot and jet effectiveness 
1

I'sj) for largte Jef

mus.s velocity ratios (i.e. Mr -- 2,0) but to reduce it for 1j = 1.0 and 1.5.

For most practical combustors, where itj >> 2 and the slot mass velocity ratio (MaI~l > 1, %j is lower

than the undissrupted slot effectiveness (n.) by about 0.3. Under" these conditions increasiny. the wall

plunginga height (zjIpD) appears to give a small ilicreane in ry, Although increasing zjp/D beyond 0.4 is

not likely to ha beneficiai.

f-ased on results for V. - Mj = I the effect of the jet upon 'wj can be reduced by increasina the slot exit

to jet centre line distance (zsjiD).
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D)ISCUSSION

i K.lEgehr'chld, (ie

(I) GinI vonl please (I quote t aisolhlc va;liscs tof cont•enII ration filet for inijection ?

(2) l)id yOu nicaiu re local ci onectrations and what percentilage of Iluid flow Was suck ed for tcavsorclent.%?
| ~~~~(3) Ilhitilly. c:an ". pileasett.' quote the typicutl rituge of tlCttft'•tllICl~t eJrrors.•?

Atuihulr',; Reply
( I ) (O peattrccnt by vkiuune fotr heclu.m.

(2) [hcrt were 48 tappings three of 'vhich we used for referencl (cyclic every 20 secoinds). 'rhe suction rate was
2.3 eml)/s aldihotlgh I did explore a range• of ai factolr cit 1() on that .2 uti to 2.5• ens/s lii tee whether htaking it swity

[rim) the wall hIad illy b•irit•g onl it - and it did ntt. So I amll satisfied.

(A) (ii ill tile work we ltwe '-stjtlrlate the tIIlel ta1 lli0 oil all • hie Illt UtlrCt (ttlaillititi aile d w.e cal(tlclltC it isi all thosc
e1itoiuig l. o.The reullts are all given iii (ie1 p•per.

S.Wittig, GC
li cttrslatItift your tltta yetill 1se tilt Imats vchlcity ratio. It seems, however. thal the irmtiptlse ralio is thie proer"
pittrallictel ai itss b% eetl sied itt the work by ('ox ct ill. ais- well as ill oujr own work. Whlih approach is to he preferred?

Auffhor'% Reply

No attemptli hts been made to regress the ex)perincil•enitl data, ostly to describe the phenitoen.la.The mists velocity ratios i
have been ttsed to identify the experimental levels for the slot antI jet airflow. The choice of tuass velocity or illontillttlun

%otld ul ot affect tile Iretsciltattin of the data. If regretsioti of data is to be attemplllted it shotild be bascd oi a model
which coild include lour features of tie inlteracting flows, Tllese would isel•isde: holtasidary laverlike antI wall jetlike

features and when the jet airflow does 11td does tint lift off frolm the wall, For the slot airflow the i1101s velocity ratio
would be approtpriate. However for the jet airflow. its distasce from tile wall inhltiencs, its ctontribution Ito thie coliilg .it
tihl wall. "'lcreforce the 1lsonlentilllt ratio would lie appropriate.

"'9... • ; l •''1 . . . .. . -.... .. .
--tie " I



ALTERNATE COOLING CONFIGURATIONS
FOR GAS TURBINE COMBUSTION SYSTEMS

D. A- Nealy, S. B. Reider, and H. C. Mongia
Allison Gas Turbine Division
General Motors Cciporation

Indianapolis, Indiana

SUMMAR'I

The purpose of this paper is to briefly review some ot the work at Allison that has been aimed at the synthesis, characteriza-
tion, and evaluation of several alternate types of advanced wall cooling schemes - specilically, film-convection cooling, lami-
nated porous wall cooling, and angled, multihole (effusion) cooling. The concept definition, heat transfer performance
characterization, and dcs;gn problems associated with each basic concept will be reviewed, and relevant rig and engine experi.
ence will be cited. A bi,ef assessment of the structural limitations of the several cooling schemes will also be made, together
with a review of the key materials and fabrication considerations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past 16 years, the problem of combustor liner cooling has received increasing attention. This trend reflects the
continuing emphasis on turbine engine component performance improvement, as well as the concern regarding durability and
service lile depreciation as operating temperatures are increased. Although attention to cooling problems has traditionally been
focused on the high pressure (HP) turbine for obvious reasons, combustor liner cooling should be viewed as a technical prob.
lem of at leasvt equal importance, and one which must be systematically addressed if projected performance gains and durabil.
ity improvements (in both combustor and turbine components) are to be achieved.

At the comparatively modest buiner outlet temperature (SOT) levels typical of all but the most recent production turbine
engines (BOT 5 1510K), experience has shown that liner wall cooling could be effectively achieved with simple film cooling
from slots and louvers. In this situation, relatively massive tangential slot flows provide sufficient gas side cooling air film pro-
tection so that gas to wall heat flux levels can be reduced to manageable levels. The system has the inherent advantage of sim-
plicity, and fabrication techniques are well in hand. Furthermore, the large tangential slot flows tend to produce a more nearly
two-dimensional (2-D) flow situation In the near wall region, maskinfg to some extent the troublesome three-dimensional 13-D)
flow fie•id effects always present in combu!tors.

The principal disadvantage of the pure film cooling approach is that the heat sink potential of the cooling air (in terms of
active wall cooling) is not effectively utl!:za,5, and cuoling air flows represent a significant portion of the total flow entering the
combustor - often as much as 50 ,t (0% of the total. Thi: situation becomes aggravated as burner outlet temperatures are
progressively increased because the percentage of total airflow iequired to support combustion (and effectively control burner
pattern) -soon exceeds that which is avilabie. Consequently, attention must be focused on wall cooling schemes that make
more efficient use of cooling air, allowing t~ho designer more latitude In overall secondary airflow management.

The purpose of this paper is to briefly review some of the work at Allison that has been aimed at the synthesis, characteriza-
tion, and evaluation of thrae alternate types of advoni;ed wall cooling schemes: film-convection cooilng. transpiration cooling,
and effusion cooling. In the material to follo,`, the crncept definition, heat transfer performance characterization, and design
problems associated with each basic concept will be reviewed, and relevant engIne experience will be cited.

_--__,II. GENERAi. LINER COOLING CONSIDERATIONS
51.11Mm cofl"ltg The prilcipat schemes, which, reflecting practical con-

siderations, epresent candidate approaches to vombustor
-~--- -~ -- -- ~ liner wall cooling, are shown conceptually In Figure 1, As

stated in the Introduction, simple slot film cooling has tradi-

Film-cenesctlon ceeling (convectite channiIl tionally received the most attention both in terms of applica-
tion and fund~amental studies. Because the integrity of the
slot air film is the key to cooling performance In these sys-
tems, most fundamental work has been focused on charac- . -.....
terization cf slot jet interaction with the wall and ther
mainstream, and the extent to which mixing destroys the

Film.conviction e0ellig (implngement) insulating effect of the air film. These studies range from
characterization of asymptotic (far downstream) behavior in
low turbulence situations (Ref 1-4) to more detailed studies
of flow/heat transfer behavior In the near slot region, includ-
Ing the effects of slot geometry aend mainstream turbulence

iMuelipli dlrente ihole ft•Wi reellng (effeslon ceoelng) (Ref 5-11). More recently, studies of film cooling through
arrays of holes (as opposed to continuous slots) have also
wfl;i made, us;tiougli romost of these studies are relevant to
systems Involving more active (internal wall) cooling than is
present in pure film cooled liners (Ref 12-15). Detailed stud.
ies of circular jettmainstream flow interactions have als1S , Transpiration coolng been pafformed to enhance fundamentat understanding of

rs eelthese Inherently 3-D mixing processes

TE85-2080 (Ref 16-22). E

A ! Figure 1. Combustor cooling approaches.

~ ~Ar~z frd~ ~ -- -V
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Although the work cited has greatly enhanced the understanding of film flow behavior, significant reduction of cooling
flows in pure slot film cooled combustors has not been forthcoming. This is due to in part to the difficulty in maintaining film
integrity in a highly turbulent environment characterized by significant recirculating flows. Another factor limiting the effective-
ness of pure film cooling is that the insulating film primarily affects the convective component of heat transfer, and has little
effect on the significant radiative heat transfer from the highly luminous gas.' Recognizing this basic limitation, significant
reductions in cooling flow requirements will be achieved only if the heat sink capability inherent to the coolant is more fully
utilized in the active mode prior to injection as a film. This has been clearly pointed out uy Colladay (Ref 23), and confirmed by
our own studies, Figure 2. The results shown in Figure 2 should not be interpreted as universal trends, but they do show the
large gains to be made if the coolant is used to cool the liner wall actively prior to injection onto the surface as a film.

The foregoing considerations have led to the development of several alternate liner cooling concepts that now show con-
siderable promise from the cooling effectiveness standpoint. In the sections that follow, three of the more promising ap-
preaches are discussed in more detail.

Ill. ADVANCED LINER COOLING CONCEPTS p

FILM-CONVECTION SYSTEMS

General Description

Reflecting the considerations dir-cussed previously, use of the coolant to cool the liner wall convectively prior to ejection
as a film should offer some advantage in terms of better use of coolant heat sink potential. Two schemes that show considera.
ble promise in combustor cooling applications are illustrated conceptually in Figure 3. Both schemes provide active convection
cooling of the wall, ultimately discharging the coolant through tangential slots to provide additional film insulation. The multijet
impingement cooling approach, borrowed from turbine blade cooling technology, produces reasonably intense coolant side
heat transfer coefficients by means of subsonic, highly turbulent jets. The principal design variables in the impingement sys-
terr, include hole diameter, hole pitch (spacing to diameter ratio), gap height, axial extent of each impingement anray, and (to a
limited extent) pressure ratio across impingement holes. The heat transfer performance of multijet impingement cooling sys-
tems has been reasonably well characterized by the experimental study of Kercher (Ref 24). The axial extent of the impingement
array is important because the axial cross-flow of air collected from upstream jets degrades local heat transfer to downstream
jets. The designer can control this to some extent by hole spacing to diameter ratio, and by limiting the axial extent of each
impingement segment, the latter at the expense of more segments and increased fabrication complexity.

The convective channel cooling arrangement shown in
40 Figure 3b relies largely on the ,xial velocity of the coolant

through the doubte wall channel region to achieve active
cooling of the liner inner surface prior to tangential Injection
of the air film. In general, the convective heat transfer rates
can be enhanced by artificially roughening one or both of the
coolant side channel surfaces. The work at Allison has In-

SFilm Coing, volved develcpment of a number of geometrically different
3O roughness element patterns, all of which are produced byS� c�eling - electrochemloal etching techniques. Figure 4 illustrates

aiF several of the geometric arrangements considwred In this

reductlae work. The principal design variables In systems of this type
Include roughness element pattern geometry, extent to which
roughness elements are used, channel gap height, channel
segment length (and degree of wall overlap), and transverse
spacing of separator stakes. Pressure drop across the con.
vective channels might be considered another variable, but In

r 20 Zgeneral it is established by comnbustor aerodynamic consider-
ations and cycle performance constraints.

For reasons to be discussed later, most of our attention
hap been focused on the roughened convective channel
designs rather than the multdjet systems. Consequently, the

; . :material to follow is concerned primarily with the former type
SFilmi-convacllsn of cooling aystem~.

Heat Transfer Characteristics of Convective Channel Systems

The importance of effective heat transfer In convectively

cooled channels needs no amplification. A strong relation-
ship exists between coolant pressure drop and heat transfer
in •;arr.ow coolant channels with augmented heat transfer

.. I surfaces (roughened walls, finned walls, etc). To evaluate the
S1 2 3 4 critical pressure dropiheat transfer relationships in convec-

Caoling slfectlvanoss - Ec five passages properly, comprehensive bench test programs
were warranted.

Figure 2. Cooling effectiveness trends.

'An exception Is the near slot region where the gas side wall surface may actually be coivectlvely cooled by the slot film i
(i.e., recovery temperature < wall temperature).

iii
Z -4
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/ aser beam drilled holes

Cooling I10w

Dimpled Laser beam
spacer plug weld

Sigh empo la0eEtche"0 'Thermal relief

Figure 3. Film-convection cooling schemes.

0 e%

TE65-2095

Figure 4. Typical roughened surface configurations (magnified).

Electrical loads tI boutefs Appropriate, -ubmodels of actual convective passage
geometries (including converging channels with pin fins)
have been ,•xperimentally evaluated using electrically heated

Stainless steel ulain test sections similar to that shown In Figure 5. By enclosing
plate the entire test section in a pressure vessal, it is possible to

W *I ns produce channel pressure ratios (Mach numbew) as well as
ATop plaro channel pressure levels (Reynolds numbers), which are con.

W, -sistent with reference engine levels. Measurements of-flow
Lower plat@ rate, upstream pressure, downstream pressure, and local

channel static pressures provide sufficient data to evaluate
overall pressure loss and effective channel friction factors,

TE5-20V2 Measurements of electrical energy dissipation, test surface

Figure 5. Convection channel heat transfer test rig. temperature distribution, and air temperature distribution
Figrethrough the test section provide sufficient information to

evaluate local passage heat transfer coefficients.

Testing has been accomplished for a number of different convective channel geometries of interest. Each test covered b'P 'd range of Mach number and Reynolds number conditions.

Data are represented in the form shown in Figure 6, providing considerable insight into the trade-off
between heat transfer improvements (surface area andfor turbulence augmentation) and increases in coolant pressure drop
(friction factor increase), The region of data shown in Figure 6 Is considered representative of the performance improvements"•that can be achieved by artificiii roughening of the surfaces. Obviously, those #,oilfig ural ions that exhibit oerfo, mance charae.

fertises in the upper left-hand region of Figure 6 are preferred from an overall effectiveness stanupoint. The data
S showed the best configurations (highest Stanton number ratio, lowest friction factor ratio) to be those with the higher ratios of":•roughness element height to channel gap height. Also those channels will, only one roughened surface exhibited about half the ..::

Pressure drop (at a given flow rate) of a comparable channel with both surfiaces roughened. However, the configurations with •

only one roughened surface exhibited almost the same heat transfer coefficient levels as the channel with both surfaces rough-
S ened, Apparently the induced turbulence and extended surfacc area of the heated wall alone control the overall heat transfer
rates to a significant extent. (A more detailed report on this work may be found In Ref 25.)



Region of experimental data At this point some comments are needed to put the two
3 5 - types of film-convection systems in proper perspective. As

3. 0stated previously, most attention has been focused on the
convective channel systems. This was based in large mea.

2.5 sure on the comparative assessment of the two types of
systems shown in Figure 7. These results are based on per-

2.0 - formance data of the type shown in Figire 6 and (for the2.1 multi jet system) the data of Kercher (Rlef 24). When both
systems are compared on a common basis, namely effective

-" heat transfer coefficient at a given coolant flow rate and=•1.5 ,,. Increasing ellectiveness pressure drop, the roughened convective channel system is

clearly superior. Note, however, that these comparisons have
been made at cooling system pressure drops representative

"I mI • I of turbine engine combustors. The performance of multijet

1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 7.0 10.0 impingement systems isenhanced considerably at higher
impingement system pressure ratios (Ref 24) and would

Friction lactor isicresse, I/I compare much more favorably with the roughened convective
TE5-2013 channel schemes at pressure ratios more typical of cooled

turbine blade designs, for example. However, al the relatively
Figure 6. Heat transfer performance characteristics of low AP (%) levels typical of combustors, the roughened con-

artificially roughened channels. vective channel designs appear superior from a cooling air
usage standpoint. The multijet impingement system does
offer some advantage in flow control (machined holes versus
hard-to-maintain channels gaps), and in the ability to better
distribute cooling flow for surface temperature uniformity.

5,0 2% AP 5.0 4% AP Roughened wall

Roughened wall
Multiejt impingement

E
S_ Smooth wall

a Multijet Impingement
Smooth wall

of 0.!

0 W- kg/s 1.0 0 W-- kg/s 1.0

TES-5-2084

Figure 7. Comparison of convective channel and multijet impingement cooling effectiveness.

Mechanical DesigniManutacturing Considerations

1 he mechanical configuration of a typical convertive-film slot cooling geometry is shown In Figure 3b. A series of overlay.

ingq cylinders or cones are formed corresponding to the geometry of the combustor. These are then dimpled to form spacers for
precise gap control. Tne gap size or height of these spacers Is generally in the range of 0.54 to 1.02 mm, depending on the local
heat flux in the combustor. A critical consideration in this method is the required roughness in the channel to obtain the in-
creased frictional effect. Mechanical methods of achieving the required "roughness" were unacceptable, Therefore, depending
on the material, either photochemical etching is used (for nickel based materials such as Hastelloy X) or photoelectromechanl-
cal etching is used for cobalt based materials such as Haynes 188. Typically the roughness is applied in a 0.18 mm deep dia-
mond pattern. Figure 8 shows the sequence of joining steps used for the inner and outer walls. Laser beam drilled holes are first

j - drilled through the outer sheet. The unit is then assembled by laser tacking the assembly together. Final assembly is accom-
plished by applying nickel braze material In the valley of each dimple. Braze flows through the laser drilled holes bonding the
dimple to the etched surface. The bond quality Is Inspected by high resolution ultrasonics.

Engine Experlence--Convective Channel Designs

Convective film cooling is now employed In the Allison 570-K engine, originally designed for the heavy lift helicopter, and

subsequently modified for Industrie! use. It is rated at 5,347 kW operating at a burner outlet temperature of 1478K with a pres-
sure of 1220 kPa. The combustor shown In Figure 9 is uncoated, has a pitch diameter of 389 mm, is 216 mm long with a 72.4 mm
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combustor height .nd uses 12 airblast nozzles. Only 24.5% of the combustor air is used for cooling resulting in a cooling flux of
7.03 kglslm

2
. Over 110 000 hr has been accumulated with this system, operating on a range of fuels from natural gas to DF-2.

The high !ime combustors have 12,000 hr on gas and 1800 hr on DF-2. Both are still in service.

Fabrication

Laser Laser Nickel
drilled tacked back

holes welded brazed

Cross section of laser Cross section after brazing
drilled hole 1585-2093

Figure 8. Fabrication sequence of convection film-cooled panels.

Beyond the convective channel cooling technology
- discussed, further improvements in cooling air usage will

require a departure to more effective mass transfer cooling
-- approaches such as transpiration or effusion cooling. The

development work leading to incorporation of such systems
- into combustors will be reviewed in the following sections.

LAMINATED POROUS WALL SYSTEMS

- General Description

I • While transpiration cooling potentially represents the
___ most thermodynamically efficient approach to combustor

nooling, practical implementation of the method has been
_ _hampered by the limitations of porous materials. In general,

conventional porous-wall structures have not compared
favorably with solid-wall (cast) structures in terms of
strength or oxidation resistance. Considerable difficulty In

- ,- predicting or controlling local permeability (flow resistance)
has also been encountered, and susceptibility to foreign

TE84-7298 particle clogging continues to be a problem.

Figure 9. Model 570-K convection film-cooled combustor.

Advances in r oetal joining techniques over the past several years have led to the development of a multiple-laminate po-
rous structure fata :iated ..om several diffusion-bonded, photoetched metal sheets (Figure 10). This porous material (Lamil-
loyl' shows cons derable promise relative to application in the high-temperature combustor environment.

The approact described provides extraordinary design flexibility relative to flow resistance control and optimization of heat
transfer performat ze. Design variables include hole size and spacing (in general different from one laminate to another), lami-
nate thickness, nu ttber of laminates, grid depth, grid diameter, and grid spacing. In general, internal surface area densities
(internal heat tran .fer surface area to volume ratio) far in excess of more conventional cooling arrangements can be achieved.
Larger internal su face area densities, and hence improved thermal effectiveness' * levels, can be achieved by reducing all
dimensions soth vit the internal structure approaches that of a fine capillary mesh. In general, however, practical minimum di-
mensions are dic :ated by clogging considerations and (to a lesser extent) by fabrication limitations. Improved cooling effective-
ness can also be achieved by simply increasing the number of laminates. In this instance, Internal coo~ed surface area increases
directly with no "icrease in heated (face) area. The principal drawback to this approach is the attendant increase in normal tem-
ocrature gradien across the structure. Based on experience to date, the structure can be fabricated from virtually any of the

-1h temperature wrought alloys currently available commercially,

The development of a thermal design approach involving a structure as complex as Lamilloy has necessarily involved a
semiempirical approach to the problem. An overview of the basic experimental work required to characterize heat transfer and
fluid flow behavior is presented in the following subsection. i

,Larnilloy is a registered trademark of the General Motors Corporation.

"- Defined as actual coolant temperature rise divided by ideal rise, ATc

TS 4Tci
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Figure 10. Typical geometric arrangement of laminated porous wall structure.

i ~Heat Transfer Characteristics

Knowledge of the internal (matrix) heat transfer characteristics of Lrnmilloy is an essential empirical input to the design
system. The principal results of direct usefulness are the coolant temperature rise through the matrix (thermal effectiveness)
and the metal temperature gradient across the structure in the direction of coolant flow. A good heat transfer data base is now
available for the Lamilloy configurations of interest to the various Allisun high temperature, combustorlafterburner liner applica
lions. The data were obtained by testing simple disk specimens, mounted in a fixture and heated by a high intensity radiant
enerQy source. During these active cooling tests, measurements were made of coolant flow rate, upstream and downstream
pressures, upstream and downstream matrix face temperatures, and coolant inlet and exit temperatures over a range of flow
rates at essentially constant heat flux. Coolant flux rates (internal Reynolds number level) were held at levels consistent with
turbine applications by control of the upstream pressure level.

Typical dimensionless fluid and metal temperature trends for several selected configurations relevant to combustor liner
applications are shown in Figure 11. The intrinsic internal "heat exchanger" effectiveness parameter, n, 's particularly impor-
tant since in general, liner cooling requirements will be inversely proportional to this parameter. While specimen to specimen
differences in cooling performance (" ) are obvious, the results shown in Figure 11 serve to illustrate that it is possible to de-
velop geometric configurations that a4proach ideal transpiration cooling effectiveness (P), = 1.0). The rather pronounced speci-
men to specimen variances in effectiveness (nt) and matrix thermal gradient (c0 ) reflect internal heat transfer performance trend!
attributable to sheet to sheet differences in such key geometric design variables as

"o sheet hole diameter

"o sheet hole spacing
"o etch depth (pedestal height)
"o pedestal diameter
"o pedestal spacing

Empirical data, such as that shown in Figure 11 ar. analyzed using a one-dimensional porous wall thermal exchange
model to evaluate mean matrix to coolant heat transfer coefilcient and effective matrix thermal conductivity. Finally, working
correlations are established that relate mean matrix to coolant heat transfer coefficient to coolant flux (Gc) and the several
geometric parameters cited previously. Such generalized correlations, established via multiple linear regression analysis tech.
niques, allow the designer to explore effects of alternate geometric configurations on thermal (cooling) performance, and to
predict thermal effectiveness and matrix temperature gradient trends at any actual engine operating condition of interest. The - P
ability to analyically assess the influence of geometric configuration on heat transfer performance represents an important
design capability becausr geometric configuration Influences many other key design requirements/considerati )ns including
LCF life, flow resistance, weight, cost and manufacturability.
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Figure 11. Lamilloy heat transfer evaluation.

Mechanical DesignlManufacturing Considerations

Lnmilloy consists of thKn Metallic sheets contoured to contain many discrete holes and connecting grooves as shown in
Figure 10. The hole and groove pattern, which is generated by the photoetching process, can be varied within a single sheet.
When these precision photoetched sheets are accurately registered, assembled, and solid-state diffusion bonded, a precision-
designed porous structure results.

Allison has aggressively pursued the fabrication of Lamilloy structures from nickel- and cobalt-based supe,3lloys, and has
further demonstrated adaptation of a full spectrum of other materials for a range of applications, including:

o low-alloy steel
o 300 and 400 series stainless steels
o Hastelloy X and Haynes 188 (solid solution-strengthening alloys)
o Ren6 41 and Udiment 700 (nickel-based precipitation-strengthening alloys)
o TD Ni, TD NiCr, and TD Co (dispersion-strengtlhaning alloys)
o aluminum alloys
o titanium alloys
o tungsten sheet

The Lamlilloy porous structure requires very thin sheet stock ranging in thickness from 0.254 mm to 0.635 mm. Conven-

tional, mill-reduced stock in 300 and 400 series stainless Steels, Haynes 188, aid Hastelloy X alloy in ihin sthip stock are com-
mercially available as starting stock for initial Lamilloy processing.

Surface cleaning of the strip is perhaps the most important of these process refinements. Mill finishes, in terms if rough.
ness, are sometimes adequate, but additional abrasive polishing is necessary to remove the very stable compounds of metallic
oxides found on the surface of these mill products.

The Lamilloy manufacturing sequence is shown in Figure 12. The tooling for the processing of sheet is essentially the
photographic transparency. Oversize detailed drawings are prepared including the necessary grooves and holes for each sheet
of the laminate. Additional data covering the location of laminate alignment holes, forming or machining reference holes, pat- ". .... • --.
tern extensions for uniform photoetching, trim stock, lateral etch factors, and photoreduction comprise the principal features of
the detailed process. Next, this information is tanslated into input data for a special computer program that allows direct reduc.
tion of design configurations into artwork for photoetch configurations without manual layout.

A -: After preparing the surfaces to be bonded by finishing to a low surface roughness, a uniform layer of nickel is applied by
electroplating to promote diffusion bonding and the plated surface is coated with a photosensitive acid resist.

4 The Lamillov pattern for either holes or grooves is thcn printed on the oihotoresist by exposing it through a photographicn.'galive of the proper pattern. The photoresist mask is further processed by washing off the -inexposed areas and curing the

ni isk in a hot air oven. The Lamilloy pattern is then produced on the metal plate by either chemically or electrochemically re- • I
m wying metal from the unprotected Surlace.

Interlayer diffusion bonding is accomplished by placing the entire assembly in a vacuum furnace and maintaining this
assembly under vacuum at high tomperatuies (1367K) for sufficient time (4 hr) to effect a bond. This demonstrated bonding
method will produce Lamilloy sheets of high quality. The diffusion-bonded sheets are inspected for airflow, bond integrity, and
mi,.roetructure, Bond integrity is evaluated via high resolution ultrasonics. The technique is capable of resolving each of the
0.I6mm dia pedestals in the Lamilloy structure.
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En~g, ie Ex perien'ce

'I np applications of Lan!e;to difficult cooling6 3itluations, havE been numerous, the most recent being a Lamilloy annular
co..b..~o, ...... 8•.K ...... 2 r turoprp en ine Oth r Aliso La illo co bui's a pIrctio lu iclu e th fooow

ing:

o IGT 404 19.atriot) ,,-,., v,,,,,,,wo Mode, 250-C3O0•oMode: 2.50-C20 •

o NASA-IIP

o ATIDEIG MA5(00
oAGT 5 '

uTF41
o NASA-f7Kve:st -flowyFn

LaIn somebo use applicatioLs,iohdie --ct substidutionoof
gLarrilloy for film c1.n was used to prT vide substantial

reductions in wall temo lorature. Fcar exaheplee the dome wall

, ~~temnperature of the Industrial Gas Tu' -lime \taT 404) comnbus.tor was redtced trom 1010n C to 720 rC. only 78 e O s above the

cooling air temperature of 649 C. The IGT 404 (Patriot) corn-
bustor (Figure 13) is currently in production. Over 30,000 hr
have been accumulated with the high time combustor having6600 hr and still being serviceable, Figure 13. IGT 404Patriot Larilloy combustor.

Ote Modeliaon 2 more3 rersnttv of,~ arafanurexricenldeteAIDEGA0rves.lo obutr

S~Figure 1.4. This application illustrates the fabricability of Lamilloy structure; the contour was readily controlled using a hydro•

Iorming process. It used 38% of combustor airf low resulting in an overall cooling flux of 5.8 kgts/m2. The combustor shown in • •"--'..
Figure 15 was designed and fabricated for NASA for ultimate operation at 4045 kPa and 2478K burner outlet temperatures. The.1

i liner uses 40%A less air than a conventional f ilm-cooled liner. Testing to date has been carried out to temperature levels of 2430K,
at 12 arm pressure with no cooling or durability problems.

EFFUSION COOLING SYSTEMS
General Description

I ~As used herein, effusion coolin- efers to the multiple, drilled, angled hole cooling configurat Ion shown schematically in
!i ~~Figure 1. This cooling configuration has an int rinsic advantage of simplicity in that the more complex fabricated, rolled, overlap. I

ping ring structures characterizing traditions' dilm or film convection liners are replaced by a singie layer sheet in which flow
characteristics and cot -ling performancec -")ntrolled by a relatively few geometric parameters including the following: -

o sho-t thickness
o hole size
o hole spacing
o hole plungewangle dtrsdsbai
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Figure 14. ATLDEIGMA500 reverse-flow Lamilloy combustlor.

Recent advances in electron-beam and laser drilling
S I techniques have brought the concept of closAly toleranced,

shallow angle, variable pitch, small diameter notes to a posi.
lion of "technology readiness.' In theory, the E ffUsion cooling
concept can approach transpiration cooling performance in

__the limit as hole diameters and spacingfdiameter ratios are

reduced to miniscule (capillary pore.) dimensions. However,
our studies have shown that when "practical mininum" hole

- sizes, hole spacings, and plunge angles are considered,
effusion cooling performance most probably lies between
the two systems previously described in this paper. Again, a
principal motivation for this approach lies in its iniherunt

.- simplicity in structural and manufacturing terms.

Heat Transfer Characteristics

As slated previously, first order considerations would•- • TE-5050 argue tha•t effusion cooling effectiveness would depend princi.

pally on a relatively few geometric parameters including wall
thickness, hole diameter, hole spacing, and hole plunge angle.Figure 15. NASA HPF Lamilloy cumbustor. As in the case of the two systems previously described, the

modeling of heat transfer in e. ;!on cooling systems is

largely empirically based. The basic woiking relationships between cooling flow rate, effusion hole array geometry, and cooling
performance were established via a series of heat tranbfer tunnel tests in which effusion hole arrays were machined into the
leading edges of cylinders in cross-flow (Figure 16). These tests, which were originally carried out to establish a design model
for airfoil leading edge showerhead film cooling, are described in more detail in a recent ASME publication (Ref 25). Although
the work described in (nef 26) is focused on the air foil leading edge cooling problem, the modeling of internal (wall) heat trans-
fer processes in that work is equally applicable to the combiJstor liner problem. Leaving the details to f1erence (Ref 26), the
development of the effusion wall cooling model can be summarized by noting that measured overall cylinder cooling effective-
ness trends such as those shown in Figure 17 were effectively synthesized (reproduced) by the wall cooling model using an
independent experimentai study (Ref 27) to establish the external (gas to wall) heat transfer rates, The internal wall heat transfer
model evolved from this work trained the wall heat transfer problem in terms of the key geometric variables cited previously, and
included consideration of heat transfer processes within the wall as well as the very significant upstream (coolant inlet face)
heaw transfer component (Ref 28, 29). .

The cooling performance trends for an effusion-cooled wall are perhaps best illustrated by the comparative study shown in
Table I where cooling flow requirements for seveial alternate effusion cooling configurations are compared with that for a Lamil-
toy wall. ' While this ec.nparative study was made for a specific (TF41) combustion liner and cannot be considered universally
applicable, the resuits are considwred at least representative and serve to illustrate the influence of the principal geometric
variables on effuSiOn cooling performance. Note the following key observations:

o The "best" effusion geometry (represented by,, 20 deg, dt = 0.38 mm) requires about 213 more cooling flow than does
a representative Lamilloy wall (Comfiguration A versus Configuration L).

o Effusion cooling requirements are increased by about 113 when wall thickness is halved (Configurations A versus E, B
versus F, etc).

o The effect of hole angle is significant. Decreasing hole angle from 45 deg to 20 deg will reduce Lccýiing requirements by
abomt 35% (Configurations A versus B, C versus D, etc). 1*1

*Liner wall surface temperature and gas to wall heat flux were considered identical for both systems.

i-~



o Re,'hcing hotI d,arneter by i til at(, t wo IW() aits i t,, et h.; cuiipifi)ablo to the inIllu011fe OC hole angl r cited pP'viorisly

(Configuahions A versus C. D versust D, etc)

o I he signilicant cooling poiltormance advantage of small holes is partially offset by a requirement to (hdrl signd icantly

more noles tapproxsimlately 2 112 times miore holes for the case citedi

o Wall norinal tempetilure oradients in effusion cooling systems appear to be considerably lower than ir0 Lamtllny walls

oil thre same overall thickness (Confiuraltion•s A. B0, D versus L).

Vrewaalong A 1Z'erMOCOfple unction

120dghole~angle-

• -90 dog o -- 30 dog Mechancal Design/Manufacturing Con~siderations
S--45 deg 4205dog

___ -perhaps the simplest cooling configuration to implement

8 with current advanced laser and electron beam technology in

Si , • '•conjunction with• computer controlled manufacturing is the
efgusuon-cooled combustion liner. Messer Griesheim of Goy-
m0n3 manufactures a numerically controlled electron beam

o .- >- Pe drilling machine capable of drilling twenty holes (0.52 mm din

wihby 4.45 mm long) per second through both nickel and cobalt

steels at angies up to 20 deg from the surface. It is currently

,5 producing parts for reverse flow combustion liners with mate-

0.4 -•- rial thickness of 1.1 mm, drilling 3748 holes o10.9 ± 0.05mm

0. dia in 60 minutes. Allison has manufactured several combus-

I 113 tion liners using a low divergence Nd:YAG laser. By pulsing

I "these lasers, very high peak powers may be achieved, allowing
1 0t0 ~O11 .012 .013 .0 cutting, drilling, and welding on both nickel and cobalt base

1: 00 1 .0 1 .1 07 .1 1 .20 1 .2 5 1.30 1t 3 5 1.40 cJ PtSSUF 1310 (P PG)materials. At the same time, the thermal duty cycle is very low

I~esu~e atio(Pc P6)causing little or nc thermal distortion. Figure 18 shows a typi.

TE841-81160 cal 0.51 mm dia ho!e cut through 1.52 mm thick Haynes 168
cobalt material at an angle of 20 deg from tie liner surface. It is

L Figure 17. The effect of coolant-to-gas-stream pressure also feasible to drill the holes as low as 15 deg tNom the sur-

ratio on average cooling effectiveness face and thereby increase the Internal heat transfer effective-

(leading edge Reynolds number = 44,000W free-stream Mach ness by Implementing a larger length to diameter for the same

No. = 0.170).



size hole TIc' pil( fr I5 the Irrijlul elu I a Iie ofr co lI u .,ItIIn IIneIh is vei y sill O ,rl I nce o nlIly a single thicknerss m ateral rieed tie
!0 Od of follned to ther final shapre of lhe i2(ihobustof All the holes, including both cooling ,nid conbustion air holes, call then tie
drilled at the saine Ime The cornbLstrrr shown In Figure 19 for air experimental vorsion of the 156 turboshiatt engine, has 141,50U
c•nool ng loles anid was tIlly iiaiA.rrd linicludling air holesi ini less than 7 hit

Table I. Ellusion Cooling - Perlormance Trends.

Cooling flux ntote spachng Number Wall normal
Corrtiguiratieii Description requirement - to diameter ot holes temperature

Rg / s-nr ratio (per liner) gradient - IC

L 7.U3 4.0 6AI2 168

(basoline)

a=20 dog
A d = 0.038 11.25 7.12 11.052 81

= 0 152

= 45Sdeg
B d =- 0.038 17 37 5.90 16,117 81

= 0.152
111 ?0 deg

C 0 = 0076 17 58 5.78 4,199 83
= 0 152

, = 45 deg
0 d = 0.076 27.36 4.73 6.255 85

= 0.152

= 20 deg
E d= 0,038 15.05 6.24 14.390 42

= 0.076

= 45 deg
F = 0.038 23.35 5.13 21,306 42

r = 0 076

o= 20 deg
7 G d = 0.076 23 35 5.05 5,488 43

t = 0,076
. = 4; deg

d d =0.076 36.08 4.14 8.172 43,=0.076

elu- ololon hole plunge angle (measured from horizontal)
iS - effulsilo hole diameter (cm)
r - liner wall thickness (cmi

Table t. Effusion-cooling - performance trends,

Ef fusioni-cooled

501-K17 combustor

TE85-2089

Figure 18. Microsection of 0.050 cm diameter Iole in 0.152 Figure 19. Effusion-cooled Model 501-K17 combustor.
cm thick Haynes 188 at 20 deg to surface

FliglEngine Experience

Several studies have been conducted to apply this effusion-cooled concept to Allison's product line. For example, a 135
ldeg segment of effusion material was fabricated and then assembled into the primary zone outer wall region of a ATIDEIGMAS00

combustor, a reverse flow configu ration currently manufactured trom Lamilloy, and used in an 800 shalt horsepower helicopter
engine. Three hole densities were included in equal areas of the segment yielding a coolant flux equal to 1.25 and 1.75 of the
suifounling Lamilloy. Burner rig tests conducted to 1688K burner outlet temperature indicate that metal temperatures in the
primary zone were 871 'C for the elfusion-cooled sample (compared with 760'C for the Lamilloy.) The influence of cooling flow
rate for effusion cooling is shown in Figure 20. The estimated thermal gradient across the effusion-cooled sample is only 22'C

compared with 111 °C through the Lamilloy. Engine tests of fully eftusion-cooled liners will be conducted in the near future.
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IV. SUMMARY AND GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

A basic assessment of several alternate combustor wall
cooling approaches has been made, reflcting the specific g0r
considerations of cooling effectivenpss, design flexibility,
fabrication complexity, and special operational and durability 0
problems.

Our studies have shown that artificially roughened con. i
veclive channel, effusion, and transpiration-cooled liner ap.
proaches offer the potential of substantial reductions in liner 800
cooling flow requirements with little sacrifice in durability.
Furthermore, the advanced cooling approaches cited have
demonstrated the capability of successful operation at burner \ f
outlet temperatures approaching the near stoichioraetric re. EfLamit0

gime. The payoff of the advanced cooling schemes in terms of
outlet pattern improvement and achievable BOT level has been ,
demonstrated in both engine and rig tests. 700

While the results to date are encouraging, application of
the more effective cooling approaches discussed herein has
been largely confined to development engines, and many
problems still remain. Specifically, further research and devel-
opment activity is indicated in the tollcwing areas: 6o0

o Further improvements in fabrication technology will
be required to reduce cost, extend cooling design
flexibility, and achieve better process tolerance con- 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0
trot. For example, recent advarn.es in electromechan.
ical machining(ECM) and lase rtiling technclogyL

may offer cost, flexibility, and accuracy advantages TE85-200B
compared with current electrochemical etching tech-
niques.

Figure 20. Effusion-cooling trends - GMASOO combustor.

o As alternative processes offer additional flexibility in design, better characterization of wall cooling concepts in terms .

of fluid flow, heat transfer, and mechanical behavior will be required. Relative to the latter, special attention must be
given to interactive behavior (creepifatigue), notch effects, cumulative damage rules, and (perhaps to a lesser extent)
fracture mechanics.

o More sophisticated and detailed thermallstructural modeling techniques are required to better represent local tempera-
ture and stress distributions throughout the complex cooled wall structure. The eventual achievement of realistic life
prediction capability will necessarily require the extension of current finite elemeri ,nethodology to Include plastic
behavior and creep-fatigue interaction.

o Recent advances in the more sophisticated numerical modeling approaches capable of addressing the three-dimen-
sional turbulent flow field must be fully verified, and exploited by the combustor designer. The physics of turbulent
shear transport, reflecting the combined effects of 3-0 wall jets, discrete site coolant injection, Inlet swirl, and chemi-
cal reaction are clearly beyond adequate description by present first order analytical techniques.

o The reductior of liner wall cooling flows to minimum acceptable levels will demand that much more careful attention be
given to peripheral details such as welds, mechanical attachments, scoops, and other flow-path protuberances. Most
of the gains (in coolant flow usage) achieved by use of advanced cooling techniques can be easily lost through wasteful
local cooling "fixes" of poorly conceived mechanical design features.
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I)ISCIJSSION

(..M.i0ahelitis, (Ic
Fig.I I of your pallet is still a puzzle to ote: First, thle ilt rinsic ilternal he.at exchainger Lffectiveness and tire
ditiunsioiless t1tilperature gradient do not allow a comiparistoli of the ilamilloy-Cooling-Systern with other cooling
colnfigtil'llitlons. Secondhly. the audience doesn't know the mleanintg of the various gcotnittic paramcters;uch as 9 A
through (I MA 2N0 R. nherfore, uobody ktinws why one geometiry has for instance a low effectiveness but a high
leIcperat tire gradlienlt. Is there iany other reuiSoil for showing these figures beside indicating that Allison is good?

Author's Reply
hIi atiswer to tile first question, Fig. I la simply shows representalve trends of coolant temperature rise (I,, - 'r,,)
normalized by the difference between the average hot s"rface (gas side) metal temnperalt,'e ( I.wl) and coolanl supply
tempcralurc (''). These riends are plotted against coolant mass flux (G,) which isa measure of the total coolant flow
per trit heated (gas side) surface area of the cooled wall. The foregoing parameters could be conipuh..d for alny alternate
cooling system of interest. at least oni it zonally averaged basis, and comipared ito Fig. II a. Similarly. Fig. II b simply
allows one to determine the overall hot surface to coolant entry surface struc.'eral (,metal wall) teunpeiattmre difference,
(*l'wll -- 'l'.(), in ternm, of G,: and T1,. Again these l-artanretcrs can be established for alternate cooling configurations and
compared to Fig. I lb to provide sonmc perspective.

In response to the second question, we arc s.ill ourselves attempting to fully sort out a geometric explanation for certain
of the observed trends shown in Fig. I I. Each geomt.etry has a unique, sinmultaneout s influence Con internal sturface area
density, effective layer to layer thermal conductance, impingement array heat transfer coefficient (layer to layer) ani
pedestal at ray convective heat transfer coefficient (layer to layer). The two parameters i1 and 0T tare clearly coupled
%ince both not only depend oil geometry and heat transfer coefficient, btit 4T also depends on titean level of wall
tetmperature which depend; .in both Twl and "'wt. While we are not in a position to fully explain these trends, the
rstsults do provide sonic perspective relative to the ideal transpiration cooliig case where 4itl- 1.0 and

where C., - nican coolant specific heat
r = overall wall thickness
K,, - effectiv, porous thermal conductivity
Q, - coolant flux as defined previously

Internial he•at transfer coefficients in lamilloy appear to be sufficiemtly large that the above equation for 0, is
apl,.oximately valid for Lamnilhy in a First order sense. -l'herefore. the results in Fig. I l) may at least 11,; composed it) all
iceal porous wall of given Kmi/T.
When we are i, a Iposition to more fully reconcile ottr mteasured heat transfer trends with specific geometric details we i

hinlend to miore full) report on the work.

l).K.Hentcecke, Ge
You correctly point out that thie inulti..layered stroitures have the intrinsic problem of the tcltoerattire gradient induced
stresses. ihcrcf,,,c, .some people now attach the gas side layer to the outer structure like roof shingles such that they call
expand freely. What is your opinion aiolit these systems Mrid arc you plannitng to go in that direction?

Author's Reply
The so-callkd 'lloating wall' sys•tens clearly have merit in terms of addressing the thermally induced low cycle fatigue
probleni. lihe inherent cooling efficiency of such systems does. however, tend to be lower than our nitlti-layered
approach which relies on the layer to layer bonding (thermal coupling) to provide the "thermal path" to thie highly
effe'. , inttertial active cooliing elements of the laminated strutcure. Any mechanical (and thermal) uncoupling oh the
laminated porous walli (layer to layer) would reli-ve thermal strcs.se-s hut at tile expense of renlering inner 'aycrs of the
wall useless in terms of active cooling. Our approitch to the thernmatl LCU prob!en therefore remains (te cf retaitting the
bonded strticttre ant attempting to minimize thermally induced strainis by

I (. Geometric designs which miaxitnize layer to layer effective thermal conductance while 'tni:siaimtning iig i int.-rtnal
surface arca detnsity.

2. Selection of (differel ntaterials (layer to layer) with sufficiently different cot ifilemits of t('erial ,Qiat xpto n to offs(t,-
layer to layer temperature difference-.

S;.Witllg, Cc
.it comparing Ltinilloy Willh effusion cooling in your lash ligure, which hole piunge angle was applied?

Fturthernmore, what is your exei lence With clogging of tile holes ill effusioon cooling?

S}t .i...
L. ..i..Y .... .• .••• •
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Author's Reply
The Plunge angle for the configuratit)n ill quCstion? was 2(0 inominal. In answer to the second question, operational
experience with effusion cooling has been too limited to draw any conclusion. I Iowever, it might be mienitioned that
minimuma passage (hole) dimensions in practical effusion cooled systems will almost certainly be larger than the
mirninam passage dimensions in I anilloy, which has shown no tlendency to clog in field service to date (30,0000 hours
cumulative time). Furthermnore in .a carefully monitored acceterated dust ingestion test in another engine, a Lamiilloy
combustor cxhibited insignificant dcgutdation in cooling flow capability at the point where the engine test was
terminlated diule to crosion-indtlccd compressor performance deterioration. nlrus while clogging concerns ccrtainly
cannot be dlismissed out of hand, we have reason to believe that it will not be a major problem.

(.E.Andrews. UK
One of the major advantages of effusion cooling, apart from its simplicity, is the much lower thermal gradients
compared with l.amilloy. Otr result at Leeds with a pitch to diameter ratio of approximately 10/1 and hlence potentially
worse thermal gradients than in your work, showed that at a wall temnperalure of 9t10°C the maxiimum temperature
difference between the holes was 13°C and 26'C through the wall thickness (ASME paper 84-p'r-212).

"There figurer compare well with your 22C temnperature dilference at an 871 C metal tempcrature for the GMA 500
combu~lstor.

Hlave these effusion cooling designs been applied to turbine blades or ally estimationa of potential blade cooling air
reductions made?

Author's Reply
We have applied effusion cooling designs of the type (lescribed here to turbine blading, but only in tile leading edge
legion in tile form of "shower head" film cooling. In fact. the design data base for the effusio•i cooling approaceh
originated as an attemnpt to establislh a leading edge cooling configuration model (Ref.26 in the present paper). Tlhic
approach would appear to have some promise for cooling other regions of the blade, particularly when combined with
backside impingement cooling as you have suggested. In very high temperature applications, such a system (applied in
the sense of "full coverage film cooling") could very well look attractive assuming potcntial aerodynamic anld struictural
penalties can be identified and resolved.

II
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Suaima ry

Impingement heat transfer is widely used in turbine blade cooling and is becoming more comon in
combustion chamber wall cooling. For the latter application, geometries that give impingement cooling of
large surface areas are required. The geometrical requirement of full coverage heat transfer for combus-
tion chamber cooling are outlined. A series of hole sizes, D, are investigated at a constant pitch, X.
and constant impingement gap Z. The usual practice of keeping Z/D constant as X/D has been varied and has
been rejected as unrealistic. Design considerations limit practical values of Z to a fairly narrow range
of 2-12 mm and it is shown that over this range, 7, has no influence on the iispingement heot transfer. The
application of the present type of heat transfer correlation to the prediction of impingement cooling
chambers is considered. Measured wail temperature data is presented for an impingement/effusion wall cool-
ing geometry. lhe heating of the impingement plate by the impingement jets being deflected backwards is
identified an as area where no heat transfer correlations exist. At low coolant flow retes the tempera-
ture rise of the impingement air as it passes through the impingement plate is signficiant and unless it
is taken into account the impingement cooling effectiveness will be overpredicted.

Introduction

Future high temperature gas turbines require better methods of cooling turbine blades and combustor
walls (1,2). To achieve better cooling, improved cooling effectiveness and lower coolant mass flows are
required. One methods of achieving this is transpiration cooling (3,4). However, this technique has
mechanical problems such as structural strength and the oxidation and blockage of the small flow passages.
Materials such as Lamilloy (5) and Transply (6) have been developed to overcome some of these problems.
These materials are examples of full coverage discrete hole wall cooling but with the hole inlet and out-
let staggered and connected by internal flow passages. These materials are not generally available and
involve a complex manufacturing process which limits the range of hole geometries. This makes it diffic-
ult to utilise the optimum geometry in terms of cooling effectiveness, wall pressure loss and coolant mass

a flow for a given wall cooling application.

Transpiration cooling involves two modes of heat transfer: firstly, there is the internal porous
wall heat transfer as the coolant passes through the wall and secondly there is the film cooling by the
coolant air adjacent to the wall. Andrews and Asere (7,8) have shown that by measuring the temperature
adjacent to a porous (Rigid Mesh WSOA) wall an adiabatic film cooling effectiveness as well as an over-
all cooling effectiveness could be measured. Fig. 1 summerises these results which show that at high
coolant flow rates, film cooling is the dominant process where at low G values internal wall cooling is of
equal importance. Fig. I also shows for comparison Transply (6) and Lamilloy (7) data which show a best
performance close to that of transpiration but with a very large dependance on the scientific geometry.

The authors (9-12) have been investigating full coverage discrete hole film cooling as a simple
means of achieving the film cooling performance of transpiration systems with some internal wall cooling
due to the finite hole length within the wall. The overall cooling effectiveness for three geometries are
shown in Fig. I and demonstrate values within the data range for Lamilloy and Transply at the low coolant
flow rates for which they were designed. Measurements of the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness (8) for
these full coverage discrete hole film cooling geometries are shown in Fig. 2. This shows at low coolant
flow rates that the full coverage discrete hole designs achieve a comparable film cooling performance to
the transpiration situation.

The overall cooling effectiveness values in Fig. 1 for the full coverage discrete hole (effusion
cooling) designs can only be increased by increasing the internal wall heat transfer. Considerations of
the internal wall heat transfer (10-12) have shown that this cannot be done merely by increasing the wall
thickness, even if this were possible. The addition of impingement cooling has been investigated as the
best method of drastically increasing the internal wall cooling. It was the objective of the investiga-
tions to optimise the full coverage discrete hole film cooling and impingement cooling geometries separ-
ately in order that the best combined geometry could be achieved. r

Combined impingement/effusion cooling results in all the impingement air passing through the effu- -l

sion plate and there is no net cross flow In the impingement gap. An alternative use of impingement heat
transfer is to use all the combustion air for impingement heat transfer prior to passing as preheated air
to the main combustion system. These two applications require different impingement geometries. Existing A;
data on impingement cooling (13-35) gives little direct information on impingement geometry e'- -ts. Theobjective of the authors work on impingement heat transfer is to establish design correlatic ýhat enable 1

optimum impingement geometries to be specified for a given coolant flow rate, pressure loss ý surface

area to be cooled. In the present work the influence of the hole size, 0, is investigated u.tr a range of
fixed values of the impingement gap, Z. A knowledge of the influence of 0 is crucial for the design of an
Impingement system to achieve a desired pressure loss at a specified coolant flow rate.

Lingemet meotry considerations

The two applications of impingement cooling result in different design conditions. The first
requires much larger hole sizes than the second. The hole pitch (X) to diameter (D) ratio (X/D) achieved
by varying the hole size at a constant pitch is a major geometrical parameter, together with the impinge-

ment gap size (Z). Many previous workers on impingement'cooling using arrays of jets have varied KID by
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varying X (16-35) and this results in very high jet velocities and associated plate pressure losses for
large X/D. The method of varying X/D may have an important influence on the impingement aerodynamics. By
increasing D at a constant X the jet edges become closer together. For the same Z varying X/D by in-
creasing D decreases Z/D and increases Z/X as compared with increasing X/D by increasing X with D constant.
Thus the dependence of heat transfer on Z may be different for the two situations.

in the present work the X/D effect on impingement heat transfer has been investigated by varying 0 at
a constant X for a range of fixed Z values. Previous work by the authors has investigated the X/f) effect
at a constant 7/D of 4.5 (14). The values of Z that resulted from some of the geometries were much larg-
er than were practical for gas turbine applications. Consequently, it was considered more practical to
investigate whether there was a range of Z over which there was little influence of Z on the impingement
heat transfer. Previous work on the influence of Z/D at constant X/D (13) showed that the influence of
Z/D was relatively small particularly for 1 < Z/D < 10 as shown in Fig. 3. Comparison with other publish-
ed data (13) also show a simil.r lack of influence of Z/D in the range 1 < Z/D < 6 as shown in Fig. 4.
This range of Z/D covers the rractical range and also implies a range of Z values over which a change in
D will have little influence o,• the impingement heat transfer. It was the objective of the present work
to determine this range of Z.

Impingement Test Plate Designs

Coolant mass flow per square meter of wall area, G, is related to the total coolant flow area per
square metre of wall area, A, and the combustor wall pressure loss, &P, by Equation (1):

G = CDA(2pAP) 0
.
5 

(kg s-lm2) (2)

where C is the discharge coefficient of the impingement holes. The dimensionless area parameter A is
equivalent to the percentage open area referred to by Chance (16). The determination of the discharge
coefficient is not straightforward ec the hole sizes are small and the metal thickness significant; this
results in the hole length to diameter ratios (t/D) being greater than unity for many impingement geo-

metries. Also the back pressure caused by the impingement plate may influence the discharge coefficient.
Andrews and Mkpadi (9) have investigated these problems and show that C0 is not influenced by the impinge-
ment plate unless the Z/D ratio is less than unity. CD was found to be mainly influenced by the hole t/D
and method of manufacture (9). The reason for the lack of significant influence of the impingement plate
on CD is that the unity dynamic head exit pressure loss is replaced by an equivalent bend pressure loss
(9).

Equation (1) may also be expressed as;

,G =cp P (2) (

An impingement Flow parameter, Gp, results from Equation (2) which is independent of the combustor opera-
ting 

pressure, 
P:

Gp -
A (T 20 P.

I
For a fixed geometry and impingement flow pressure loss, G is dependent only on the operating temperat-
ure. Gp determines the impingement jet velocity, u, as shown in Equation (4). The present results are:

u -C (2RT (4)

obtained at 105 Pa nominal operating pressure- equivalent engine impingement mass flow rates can be

obtained from Equation (3).

For a fixed value of G, the impingement hole geometry used to achieve the desired value of A
depends on the number of holes per square metre of impingement surface, n. The impingement hole diameter,
D, is given by Equation (5) and the impingement hole pitch, X, for a square array of holes by Equation
(6). Combining Equations (5) and (6) gives Equation (7) for the pitch to diameter ratio X/D, which is
independent of the number o, holes:

0A .5

O • () (7)X -n"O'S5 (6) '

It may be shown that the impingement hole Reynolds nmbter, Re, which is used in the correlation of the
impingement heat transfer data, is given by Equation (8): Tl

40.5Re (-s ()

where ii is the coolant viscosity.

ii
W,,
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To select the hole geometries applicable to the full coverage combustion chamber wall cooling situa-
tion, it is necessary to know the required coolant mass flow per unit surface area. To enable realistic
geometries to be selected, a survey of coolant flows per unit surface areas for a range of aero and indus-
trial gas turbines was carried out. The results are shown in Table 1; the data were obtained by divid-
ing the engine mass flow by the operating pressure and the flame tube surface area. The latter parameter
was only evaluated approximately by taking combustion chambers as simple cylinders or annular rings;
however, the resultant G values are reasonably reliable (+ 10 percent) for the purposes of design evalua-
tion. A typical proportionC,of the mass flow used for cooTing in a conventionjl engine is approximately
40 percent. Table 1 indicates that a range of G values from 0.9 to 1.5 kg/sm- bar is representative of
current techniques. If the proportion of air used for wall cooling is to be reduced, then G values in the
range 0.2-0.4 are required. This represents coolant flow in the range 10-20 percent of the total flow
rate, which is a substantial reduction on conventional techniques.

Table 1: Coolant air flow at I bar per unit surface area, G-kg/sm
2

, for a range of gas turbines A-H.

C% A B C D E F G H

10 0.22 0.14 0.24 0.20 0.23 0.33 0.10 0.30
20 0.45 0.28 0.47 0.41 0.47 0.67 0.20 0.60
30 0.67 0.43 0.71 0.61 0.70 0.99 0.30 0.90
40 0.90 0.57 0.95 0.82 0.93 1.32 0.40 1.20
50 1.12 0.71 1.18 1.02 1.16 1,65 0.50 1.50

Table 2: Impingement geometries of combustor wall cooling

X/D

AP T G (kg s m"
1 

at 105 Pa)

S(OC) 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0

3 27 16.6 13.2 11.5 10.2 9.3 8.1 7.2 5.9 5.1 4.2
"427 13.1 10.7 9.3 8.3 7,6 6.6 5.9 4.8 4.1 3.4

5 27 18.4 15.0 13.0 11.6 10.6 9.2 8.2 6.7 5.8 4.8
427 14.9 12.2 10.5 9.4 8.6 7.4 6.7 5.4 4.7 3.8

For impingement cooling of combustion chamber walls the maximum available pressure loss is the corn-
bustor pressure loss. The effusion cooling studies have shown that for optimum film cooling performance
a large effusion hole size is preferable with consequently a low pressure loss (12). For impingement/

effusion applications it is therefore valid to assume that all the pressure loss would occur at the imp-
ingement plate. The design of the impingement plate is mainly specified by the desired pressure loss
AP/P and the required coolant flow per unit surface area, G. Combining Equations (2) and (7) it may be

shown that the impingement hole pitch to diameter ratio is specified by Equation (9).

I _1. C~Pf 0.5 121.5 A/i02
D -4 T ?X.2 (9

For a C0 of 0.8 (9) and a pressure P of 1 bar Equaton (9) may be reduced to Equation (10)

X = )0.251
r 72.4 (-4 (10)1

Table 2 presents the values of X/D for two practical values of LP/P, at two coolant temperatures and a
range of G from 10% to 100% of the combustion air flow as sumarised in Table 1. Table 2 shows that for
combustion chamber wall cooling applications impingement heat transfer correlations for a range of X/D
from 3 to 18 are required. There have been no systematic investigations of the X/D effect at constant X
and variable D and the present work and that of Ref. 14 covers the X/D range 2-21.

Equation (6) shows that the hole pitch X is purely a function of the number of holes per unit
M surface area, n. The influence of n on impingement heat transter is being investigated in an associated

research programme. The present work has been carried out for a fixed number of holes, n, of 4306 perSsquare metre. An impingement plate size of 152 mm square has been used with a 10 by 10 square array of
holes with a pitch, X, of 15.2 mm. Table 3 lists the range of plates used to achieve the 2 to 22 o

variation in X/D. All the plates were 6.3 mm thick Nimonic 75.

E~xperimental fDadU
,The experin*.tal apparatus has been described previously (13-15) and is shown in Fig. 5. It con-sists of a filtered and metered air supply from a compressor to an insulated 152 mm square plenum

chamber with two flow distribution grid plates. The 152 mm square Nimonic 75 impingement test plate was m

* . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... -.•.• .. . . .. ,,,r- -•. •
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bolted to the plenum chanmer and then bolted at the four corners through 10 mm diameter PTFE spacing rods
to the impingement target plate. The four corner spacing rods were interchangeable so that the impingement
gap. Z, could be varied. A single insulated (150 mm thick) silicone rubber mat heater was used to heat
the 152 mm square Ninoonic 75 impingement target plate. The target plate was instrunented with fourteen
uniformly spaced ,ineral insulated grounded juriction Type K thermocouples.

Table 3: Test Plate Design Details (Constant X = 15.24 rm)

at G=O.4k9.sm
2

D 4P. u M A

8.18 .002 1.4 0,004 1.86 22.63
3.27 .055 8.5 0.C26 4.66 3.62
2.33 .28 17.8 0.054 6.83 1.68
1.38 2.17 46 0.140 11.03 0.65
1.18 3.80 63 0.190 12.92 0.47
0.71 18.30 127 0.384 21.46 0.17

Heat Transfer Correlation Procedure

It was shown in Ref. 15 that the target plate temperature variations were less than 2% for a Z/D of
4.5. Consequently, the mean target plate temperatures could be used to determine the mean impingement
heat transfer coefficient. For each flow rate the system was allowed half an hour to come into thermal
equilibrium before all the temperatures were noted. The temperature difference between the target plate
and the impingement plenum chamber air temperature was kept at approximately 120C, measwed withL a
resolution of 0.10C. An average heat transfer coefficient, h, was determined, by Equation (11) for the
entire target surface area

where Q is the electrical heat supply (watts) less a 3% allowance for heat losses (16,22,35), A is the
target surface e-ma (ni

2
), T is the target mean temperature and 1, -s the log-mean temperature o the

impingement grid plate and the air temperature inside the plenum. The log-mean temperature has been used
as a closer temperature to the impingement jet outlet than the upstream tenperature (15). This has also
been used by other worker (21,23,26-33).

The impingemrent heat transfer results are generally correlated by a dimensionless equation of the
form of Equation (12)(16,17,21-23,27).

hD b

Nu = L C(X) (ý) Rey PrI/3

where Reynolds number is defined by Equation (8). For air the P.andtl number term may be regarded as a
constant (Cp,/k). Many previous workers have not evaluated the exponents a and b but left the results
in a graphical form, The evaluation of the exponent y has been extensively studied. In the present in-
vestigations the exponents a and y will be determined over a range of impingement gaps, Z. Also the
dependance of the exponent y on X/D will be investigated for a range of Z.

In the present work the variables investigated are G, D and 2. It may be shown from Equation (12)
and (2-8) that h is related to these parameters by Equation (13).

h = const. Z D (I+a+b+y)GY (13)

It is the objective of the present work to show that for a limited range of Z, there is no influence
of Z on h and it can be included in the cortstant so that Equation (13) simplifies to Equation (14)

h = const. D'(l+a+y) GY (14)

The exponent for the hole diameter will be termed j. as dtfined by Equation (15).

j = l+a+y (15)

Influence of Impingement Hole Reynolds Number

The Re has been varied by changing G for each value of XID in Table 3. Fig. 6 shows the results for
a constant Z of approximately 6 nn plotted on the basis of Equation (12) and Fig, 7 on the basis of Equation
(13). A least squares fit to the data on these graohs has been used to evaluate the exponent y in
Equations (12) and (13). lhe variation of y with X/D for a range of Z from 3-12 mm is shown in Fig. 8.
This also shcws equivalent data for aconstant Z/D of +.5 (14). Fig. 8 shows that there is some indicba-
tiun of a weAk dependance of y on both XfD and L. Howover, to include these relationships in Equations
(12) and (13) would create a cumbersome correlation. A constant value of y of 0.72 has been used in
previous work (13,14) and represents a reasonable mean value of the results in Fig. 6.

Influence of Impingement Gap, Z

Figs. 9 and 10 show the similar results to Figs. 6 and 7 for Z = 3, 6 and 12 ni and two values of
X/D. These show that for this range of Z there is little influence of Z on the heat transfer relationships.
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This supports the result in Figs. 3 and 4 (13) which show that there is a range of Z/D over which the im-
pingement heat transfer shows little dependance on Z/D. Fig. 11 shows that the exponent y is not depend-
ant on Z, except at very small values of Z. The influence of X/O on y shown in Fig. 8 is also apparent
in Fig. 11.

The variation of h with Z for a range of X/D is shown in Figs. 12 and 13 which differ only in the G
value. All the test results, except for an XID of 1.9, show that for 2 < Z < 12 ram, there is little in-
fluence of Z on h. For values of Z larger than 12 mm, h gradually decreases as Z is increased. The
anomolous results for a X/D of 1.9 were due to the low values of Re (< 2000). The results in Figs. 9-13
clearly support the conclusion that for 2 Z< 12 mm there is no influence of Z on the impingement heat
transfer, The range of Z is the practical range for gas turbine combustion chamber and turbine blade
impingement cooling.

Influence of X/D
1/3

Fig. 14 shows the influence X/D on Nu/PR for a range of Re and a constant Z of 6 emm. Fig. 15
showstheequivalent data for the dependance of h on X/D for a range of G at a constant Z of 6 mn. Fig. 16
shows similar results to Fig. 15 for a Z of 1.5 ms. These results show a uniform relationship with x/r) in
contrast with the previous results (14) at a constant Z/D of 4.5. These showed a uniform dependance on
X/D only at high values of X/D. The reason for this was that at low X/D and a Z/D of 4.5, the impingement
gap was considerably greater than the 10 mm maximum value found in this work for the heat transfer to be
independant of Z.

A least square fit to the data in Figs. 15 and 16 has been made to evaluate the exponent j in
Fnuatinn (15). This shows some dependance on G as shown in Fig. 17. Excluding the data for Z = 1.5 mam,
the results may be correlated by Equation (16) for 3 < Z < 19

.j = 0.54 + 0.05 G/d (16)

However, in spite of the dependance of j on the flow rate G. the inclusion of Equation (16) in Equations
(12) and (13) produces a cutmersome correlation. In the present work a mean value for j of 0.64 has been
taken. This value of i taken with the 0.72 value for y gives from Equation (15) a value of -1.08 for a.
This is shown in Fig. 14 to be in good agreement with the results correlated in terms of Equation (12).

General Correlations

Using Equation (13) the present results may be correlated by Equation (17).

h 0.64 0.72
h m 75 G (17)

for 2 < Z < 12 mm

The equivalent correlation for a constant Z/D of 4.5 in Ref. 14 was

h = 63 ( G)072 (18)

The agreement of the experimental data with Equation (17) is shown in Figs. 18-20 to be good and compari-
son of these figures indicates a minimal influence of Z over the range 3-12 smm. This data scatter is
greatest at low G values where the flow is often of low Re. However, the level of agreement justifies the

use of simple fixed values for the exponents j and y rather than more complex forms such as Equation (16).

The equivalent dimensionless correlation of the results in Equation (17) may be arranged in the form
of Equatior (12), but without any Z/D influence, as in Equation (19).

1 08 0.72 (9Nu ' 27 D"0 Re (19)

In the present work X was constant at 15.2 mm and Equation (19) may only apply to this value of X or this
value of n. Further work is in progress to investigate the influence of X or n. The present value of X
may be incorporated into Equation (19) to introduce X/D as a parameter as in Equation (20). r .

X -1.08 .72f
Nu = 0.29 - Re (20)

The present insults are shown for Z = 6 tin in rig. 21. The data scatter in Fig. 21 and Figs. 18-20 is
random and shows no systematic dependance on X/D.

V Combined Impingement/Effusinn Cooljj

The test rig has been described previously (7-12) for work on single full coverage discrete hoie
film cooling systems (effusion cooling). It consists of the same coolant air supply system as in Fig. I.
The impingement gap was formed using a 6 mm flhnge with gasketson each side bolted through to seal for any
leaks between the impingement and effusion plates. This 152 mm square impingement/effusion cooling system
was flush mounted in the wall of a 152 mm by 76 tm air c'olsd duct. The air flow in this duct was heated
by a propane fired preheater to approximately 750K. (he coolant air was not preheated and this gave a

It coolant to hot gas density ratio of approximately 2.5, which is typical of combustor primary zone condit-
ions. The test rig could also achieve actual combustor conditions using & JetMix (36,37) rapid fuel and[I air mixing lean burning kerosene fired combustion system. At the 750K low temperature of the present

S. .. ... . . 2 .. .
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work this Jet Mix system was not fuelled and it acted as a grid plate to generate rca.istic turbulence
levels in the crossflow. The geometry of the system involved radiative heat transfer between the test
plate and the duct walls (11). Correction techniques have been developed for this for a single effusion
'date (11), but for impingement/effusion cooling a knowledge of the impingement heat transfer is required.
The present work gives correlations which may be used for a correction procedure. In the present work
with a 750K mainstream temperature the correction term was small, except at very low G values. Hence,
the uncorrected test results may be used to illustrate the additional influence of impingement cooling to
effusion cooling.

Each test plate was instrumented with five grounded junction type K mineral insulated thermocouples,
vacuum brazed to the test plate with the thermocouple junction flush with the metal surface adjacent to
the hot gas cross flow. The thermocouples were positioned 25 mm apart on the centreline of the test
plate and.between rows of holes as detailed in Ref. W0. The temperature gradients between the holes were
small and at the maximum were only 3% of the pcce temperature (10). The five thermocouples were used to
determine the axial development of the overall cooling effectiveness defined in Equation (21).

T - Tn T W 
(21)

g c

The crossrlow hot gas temperature, Tg, was measured using a traversing mineral insulated thermocouple
positioned 50 mm normal to the centre of the test plate. This temperature was corrected for radiative
heat losses using the mean duct velocity and the measured duct wall temperature. The coolant temperature
Tc was that at the flow metering station.

rhe cooling effectiveness values 127 mm downstream of the leading edge, for one of the present im-
pingement plates, X/D = 11.03 and Z = 7 mm, in combination with an effusion plate with a total hole area
2.85 times greater are shown in Fig. 22. Equation (2) shows that this wi 1 give a pressure loss differ-
ence by a factor of 8.1, thus the pressure loss will be mainly at the impingement plate. The impingement
holes were equal in number to the effusion holes (D=2.33 nam) and were offset half a hole pitch from the
effusion holes. Thus the impingement jet was directed in the centre of the square array of effusion holes.
The effusion cooling alone has been investigated separately (12) and the cooling effectiveness values are
shown for comparison in Fig. 22. There is clearly a significant improvement in the cooling effectiveness
with impingement cooling. Comparison with Fig.1 4hows that the results are comparable with some of the
best results for more comple( materials such as Transply and Lamilloy.

lm ipingenrnt Plate Heating

A problem that has been found in the present work is that not only is the target plate cooled by
the impingement c.3oling, but the impingement plate is heated. This has been found both on the impingement
heat transfer test rig and in the combined impingement/effusion tests. Calculations have shown that only a
small proportion of this heating can be accounted for by radiation from the hottsr target plate. Fig. 23
shows the magnitude of the effect for the impingement tests (15). This heating of the impingement plate
was the reason for using the log-mean temperature in the determination of the heat transfer coefficient
in Equation (11). No otller investigators have reported measurements of the impingement plate temperature
and generally have used the impingement air supply temperature in the impingement correlations. It is the
coolant temperature at the impingement plate exit holes that is required in the impingement correlations
and the use of the log-mean temperature is an attempt to use a coolant temperature close to this in
Equation (11).

For the impingement/effusion cooling situation the temperature rise of the impingement plate is
much greater than for the very low temperature impingement heat transfer test rig. Fig. 24 shows the
magnitude of this effect. To use the present impingement correlations it is clearly necessary to predict
the coolant outlet temperature from the impingement plate. Techniques for this have been developed for
effusion cooling (10,11.12) and may be applied to the impingement plate. Such predictions are shown in
Fig. 24 to be in agreement with experimental measurements of the gap temperature. However, if a general

prediction procedure is to be developed for impingement/effusion wall cooling it is necessary to be able
to predict the impingement plate temperature.

The heating of the impingement plate is considered to be due to both radiative and convective heat
transfer. The former can be easily predicted but no information exists for the convective heating of the
impingement plate as the phenomena has not previously been recognised. It is considered that the convect-
ive heating is caused by the deflection of the impinging jets back from the target plate onto the impinge-
ment plate. It is likely that this effect may I1e a strong function of Z and some evidence for this is
given in Fig. za It is the intention of the authors to provide data for the convective heat transfer to
the impingement plate as an essential prerequisite of a full impingement/effusion wall cooling prediction
programme.

Conclusions

1. The influence of X/D on impingement heat transfer, with 0 as the variable at constant X, is an
important parameter for gas turbine applications. For cumbustor wall cooling the relevant range is
3 < X/D < 18.

2. The impingement gap, Z, has little influence on the impingement heat transfer for 2 < Z < 12 mm. Itis
preferable to investigate the X/D effect at constant Z rather than constant Z/0, as the variation in
L is much greater than the 2-12 nan range.

3. The influence of X/0 on impingement heat transfer may be correlated by Equations (lY) and (20).

h 75 (X/D)0.64 G 0.72 (17)

Si ,
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Nu 0.29 (X/D) 1.08 Re
0

.
72  

(20)

4. Impingement combined with effusion cooling gives a significant increase in cooling effectiveness.
The relatively simple wall cooling geometries have a cooling performance as good as the much more
complex Transply and Larmilloy wall materials.

5. Impingement cooling results in coolant jet deflection of the impinging jets back onto the impinge-
ment plate causing convective heating. This phenomena has not been previously recognised and no
convective heat transfer data exists.
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DISCUSSION

S.C.Arora, Ca
I alit a bit confused about your geouletric variables, Is if X/tD and Z/D) or X. Z and D? If ite; X/I) and Z/1) then it
should not matter whether a speei.ir value of lite variable is obtained by varying X and Z or only D).

Author's Reply
In the work mostly I) is thie variable whereas X and Z arc constant.

D.E.Metzger, US
"flhc results in the paper are all derived rromi measurenments of average heat transfer over the lest plate. It appears that
these results are given for Z/l) values as low as 0.3. These low vilels of 7/I) also occur, since 1) was; varied at constant
X, at low values of X/I). For this situation, significant variation of jet velocity between the center and edges of the jet
array are expected, accompanied by corresponding variation in local heat transfer coefficients. How then can these
results le used to predict the conmbined inmpingement/fihl cooling application where jet crossflow in tile array will not
be present?

Author's Reply
'llie use of the average surface temperature in the heat transfer coef/tiicit, h, in Eq. I I is one of the main reasons for
data scatter in tie results. The reason for this is that tile tempetature dot: vary over the target plate with all associated
variatiol inI h. However, these variations are generally low and wnily use as high as ±10% of the mean for extreme
Sconditions- and the cawe that you quote of small Z/D at a small X/I) is one of these. Some details of these heat transfer
coefficient variations for this situation have been published in Ref, 15 and at the 7th ISABE meeting (Sept. 1985).

The main contributing factor to these variations inI h is the crossflow of the impingement air experienced by the outer
jets of the array. As you have pointed out for tile 8-18 mm holes situation the static pressure gradient in the
impingement gap can cause a maldistribution of the airflow between the holes. However, in the smaller hole tested thle
hole dvnamnic pressure loss is greater thati any impingement gap pressure gradient and this flow maldistribution effect
will be much smaller. The main effect then is that of the impingement gap mass flow velocity which can contribute to the
convection cooling of the target plate. For most of the geometries we have i.ivestigated crossflow enhances the heat
tranter slightly.This effect is greatest at small values of Z and is the major factor contributing to the lower limit of Z in 1
tihc correlation.

The ain of the very large hole impingement systems was to determine whether low pressure loss high mass flow
impingement systemas were feasible. The intended application for the low X/d data was not combined impingement/
effusion cooling. Our design estimates indicate that hole sizes in the 3-8 mnt range, for X - 15.2 mail, may be- required
for this application with coolant mass flows, (Q, 2-3 kg/(sin2) at I bar, -ihe proposed impingement correlation indicates
values of It in the range 200--400 W/(m2 K) will Ie possible, this is also demonstrated in Fig.7. For a 3% type pressure
loss al the impingement plate and a low coolant mass flow for a combined impingement/effusion upplication, the
equivalent value of h for the necessarily larger X/1% systems is approximately 150 W/(m2 K). Consequently, the
intended application may be feasible although further work on the crossflow effect for these small X/D systems will be
required, although Fig.I 3 indicates that this may he benelcial.

iA
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TECHNiQIJES OP. REFROIDISSEMENT DES CANAUX DE RECIIAUFFE DES TURIIOREACTIIURS

M. DESAULTY - P. TROUILLOT - S. COUTOR

S.N.E.. .M.A
Centre de Villaroche

77550 MOISSY-CRAMAYEL - FRANCE

RESUME

[,'augmentation des performances des turbor6acteurs avec rechauffe exige. do la part des constructeurs, un
effort de recherche technologtque danw. le domaine do la protection des parois des canaux do rechauffe.

Les proc6d~s utilisms pour refroidir is- chemises do protection therriique ont connu une dvolution impor-
tontc qui, asuoci6e A dea m6thodes do calcul permettant une optimisation plus pouss~e, a permis de r~ali-
se- dee gains substantiels tant sur le plan de Is mosse quo sur le plan de lefficacit4 du refroidissement.

NOMENCLATURE

A Section de passage de l'coulement entre chemise et carter
Ac Section ce passage de lc6coulement principal
[3 P.Irinmtre do frottement entre chemise ot carter
[Vc P~rLmtre de frotteomnt do 1 6coulenent principal
CF Coefficient de frottemsnt entre chemise et carter
CFc Coefficient do frottement dana 1'Acoulemerit principal
dX Longueur d'une tranche 61mentaire do calcul
M Nonbre de Mach entre chemise et carter
Mc Nombre de Mach dans ie Ilux principal
P Pression total; entre chemiae et carter
PC Pression totale dans 1'6coulement principal

T Tempirsture totale entre chemlie et cartor
TC Temp6rature totale dans lc6coulement principal

y Rapport des chaleurs sp6cifiques dans l'6coulemnent entro chemise ct carter
y c Rapport des chaleurs spdcifiqves dana l'6coulement principal
Tj Efficacit6 adiabatique

S PC RMndemeait de rechaeiffe

I INTRODUCTION

L'augmentation des performances des turhor6acteurs avec rechauffe passe par des conditions do fonctionne-
ment de plus en plus s6vAres en temperatures (augmentation de la tomperature du flux primaire) et par utne
r6duction des d6bits d'air consacrts au refroidissement dit canal.

Cotte recherche de performances toujoirs am61ior~es a conduit les motoristos A faire Ovoluer la technologis
vers des prockl&; dn refroidissement des parois plus 61abor~s.

Cette 6volution tochnologique est ici pr6sentie par Ia comparaiso, des chemises de protection thermique do
plusieurs moteurs SNECMA.

Lo.s principales 6tapes du d6veloppmeont d'une chemise sent ansuite pr6sent~es depuis la conception, lee
cssals partiols jusqu'aux ossais sur moteur.

- EVOLUTION DE LA TECIINOLOGIE SUPR [ES MOTEIJRS SNEUMA

Doput.s une trentaina dlann6eo, der progras Iaporticnts 'nt 6t6 accomplis dans Ia conception des
chemises do protection thermique des canaux do rechauffe et notamment en ce qui concerne lafficacitC.
du refroidissement et Ia masse.

a) - Moteurs monoflux

Sur le motour ATAR (figure i), le refuloidissement do la chemise soat assturA par convection forc6i "
au moyen d'air provenant do ]a turbine et qui eat donc C une tempraturo do lordre do 1000 K. Q
Ceci conduit 4 une temp6rature moyenne do chemise relativement Clevee do l'ordre do 1220 K " Ai
1350 K et n6cessite d'avoir recours ?i un canal en acier et A une chemise segment~c et ondul6c

c* irconfdrontiolloment.1

Sur le moteur OLYMPUS, le taux do PC eat tr6s rvduit (10 % sur OLYMPUS 593) et li chemise se
A rlduit LX uno zoneanti- screoch deatin6e A amortir lao ph6nomcnea vibratoires.

N16annoins, un canal en acier dolt Otre employ6. !txi
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b) - Moteurs double flux

Sur" les noteurs double flux (figure 1), une partic du flux secondaire eat utilis~e pour refroi-
dir )a chemise et prottger thermiquement le canal, ce qui permet d'utiliser pour la fabrication
de c4 dernier du titans, nettement plus lger (tue l'acier.

Les technologies de refroidissement de chemise ont ccnnu une 6volution comparable a celles qui
gonlt utilisaes aur chambre (figure 2) z

Sur M53-L, le refroidissement a tout d'abord 6t6 assur6 par 7 films i alv~oles. Ce type de
refroidissement pr6sente une grande hit6rog6n~it6 circonf~rentielle due A la pr4sonce de
pontets destinfs k naintenir l16cartement entre parois et un niveau d'efficacit6 moyen tr~s
infdrieur A celui d'une rente pure.

Ce mode de refroidissemenr. a rapidement 516 rernplscA par un dispositif de 11 films chaudronn~a
possadant une meilleure efficacit6 et urne meilleure homogin~itg circonf~rentielle.

Sur M53-5, Il disposit;if A 11 films a WtA amalior'4 par lladjonction d'une zone multipeefor6e
situ~e en fin do virole, de perm~abilit6 0,6 % at destin~e A diminuer les gradients de tempera-
ture longitudinaux.

Cependant, ces films chaudronn~s possadent un certain nombre dlinconv6nients

- ils n~cesuitent l'embottement de nombreux 616rents coniques assembl6s par rivetage,

- les lanrguettes de films se d~forment quand alles sent soumises & une surchauffe (aillage)
ce qul a tendance A amplifier lea points chauds et & propager la d~formation & d'autrei
,viroles situ~es en aval.

D'autre part, le recours & des films ms6caniques tail I s dana la manse n'6tait pas envisageable
sur le plan du coot et du poids, ce qui a conduit & la conception de chemises entiqrement multi-
perforaes.

Sur M53-P2 et M8B, la chemise eat une virole de faible 6paisseur ondul~e at multiperfor~e
(planche 2), ce qul s'est traduit par une r6duction de la masse (environ 20 %) et du prix de
revient associde 5 ure amlioration des performances do tenue thermique

diminulion du niveau moyen de temp6rature

- r~duction des gradients longitudinaux et transversaux

- effacement des sillages provenant de l'amont.

Le tableau ci-dessous traduit on temp~rature de chemise l-6volution de la technologie.

Moteurs ATAR 9K50 M53-2 M53-5 M53-P2

Pouss6e 0/0 7040 W_00 N__ 9495

plain gaz PC (daN) 7040 7C00 8810 9495

Taux de rechauffe 0,43 0,51 0,62 0,48

Temperature de refroidissement 993 400 412 421(K) 340 41 1

Temp6rature flux chaud
amont r~chauffe 993 1090 1155 1155

(K)

Temp~rature de chemise
(W) > 1123 900 870 800

Pour Ie futur, l'utilisation de chemises an composite eat envisages, ce qui laisse esperer un gain
do masse et de d~bit do refroidissement permettont d'am6liorer le taux de reohauffe at le rendement
do profil.

2 - LES ETAPE, DU DEVELOPPEMENT

2.1 - GUn~ralitft

a rt'efroidissement de In chemise eat dftermin6 do manibre 4 gurantir une tomp~rature de canal
compatible aveoc n tenue thermique at 1e6 sp6cificntlons do l'avionneur. Sur ur, motour double
flux moderne, l'utiliustion d'un coanl en titane n~cessite do maintenir la temp6rature de cc
dernier & ure valeur inf~rieure & 3000 C.

On eat done conduit & dimensionner le refroidiasement de is chemise A une valour suffisuate pour
_ ea0cbattre les importantes h~t6rogfintit~a circonf~rentielleB de tempdrature gAn~ratrices de

nillagee cheuda.

ii;
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Copendant. l'utilisation d'air pour le refroidiasement a des cons~quenceE n~gatives sur leT
performances du moteur ; d'une part, cot air nest pas utilis6 pour la combustion. ce qui
limits le taux de rechauffe et dautre part, son introduction progressive dans le foyer tend Ai
accentuer le profil de temperature en sortie de tuyere ue qui se rnperr-.to sur la poussde.

Ii convient donc d'utiliser au mieux la perte de charge pour obteni, un refroidissement efti-
cace. Sur lea moteurs ricents, le dibit allou6 au refroidissemebsa representc approximativement
10 % du d~bit d'air total ot eat m6lang6 au flux principal soit par linterm6diaire des dispo-
sitifs de refroidissement ( -'160 X), soit au niveau des volets de tuyire en extr6miti de la
chemise afin d'assurer is ventilation do ce derniers.

2.2 - Position du probibme

Les 6coulemento a I ' int~rieur des foyers de rechauffe se caractdrisent par des niveaux de
pression mod~rds (P C 4 bar) anais des vitesses d'6coulement 6levdes. Lea fronts de flaame qui
prennent naiseance au niveau des anneaux brQ

1
eurs asglargissent progressivement vers laval

jusqu'A rencontrer lea parois o4 ils peuvent engendrer d'importantes h6tdrognCnit~s circonf6-
rentielles en temp6rature. L'une des qualit6s essentielles d'un refroidissement de chemise est
de pouvoir combattre efficacement cc type d'h6tIrnsgnCit~s et en particulier d'en emp~cher !a
propagation Loe' ctudinale.

D'autrc part, i'dl6vation progressive de la tempdrature moyenno de li'coulement An l'int6rieur du

foyer (figure 4) a deux consaquences

- la chute continue do la pressioi statique ca flux primaire longitudinalement (figure 3),

- une charge thermique sur les parois de chem se qui va croissante de l'aront vers lu'avl.

Etant donn6 qu'un surdimensionnenent masanique de ]a chemise serait pinalisant sur le plan du
bilan de masse, il. faut, pour satisfaire aux crit•res de tenue A• 1'implosion, maintenir un6cnrt de pression relativement constant longitudinalement entre lair circulant entre canal et

chemise et le flux principal. Des diaphragmes, chargda de crier des pertes de charge singulires
sont donc disposa-s dans I 'ospace annulaire entre chemise at canal et contribuent AL maintenir
une difference de pression statique acceptable entre les doux 6coulements.

Enfin, bion quo dans un souci de simplicit6 de fabrication et de colt, le mode de refroidisse-
sent soit g4n6ralement constitu6 d'un motif unique rdp~t6 le long de Is chemise (voir figure 2).
Vlaugmentation longitudinale do !a charge thermique des parois eat lirit'e par un effet de
cumul de; fiims de refroidiuseiment de virole & vtrole,

GCt effet de cutul est naturellement d'autant mieux r~alis6 que I'effieacit6 unitaire de chaque
film eat importante. La figure 5 pr6dente par example. sur une longueur de chemise correspon-
dent 5 2 ondulations, le contribution de chacune des zones multiperforeas & l'efficacit6
globale. Cette derniine eat calcul6o par Is formula suivante

, - q = n3 (i - 9 d

]i, disignant lefficacit6 de la zone i h I'abscisse x

i 2.3 -Le dimen~sionnement

Les caractdristiques medaniques et g6omktriques de la chemise sent ditermin6es A partir de
calculs airodynamiques et thermiques qui permettent de s'assurer qus dane lensemble du domains
de vol :

- le dimensionnement des diaphragmes situ6s entre chemise et carter eat tel que les 6carts
de pression de part et d'autre de La chemise, et de part et d'autre du canal restent
inf~rieurt A la valeur fix6e en objectif (de lordre de 300 mbar' pour la chemisee

la temp6rature maximale de la chemise reste inf6rieure & une valeur compatible avec son
objectif de durhe do vie. A r~gime donn6, cette temperature d~pend essentiellement de la
tempirature do flux ueeosdaire et de la pertý de charge disponible au niveau do Is
chemiset

la tempdrature maximale du canal rests inflrieure ý la limite fix~e. Cette temperature
qui ddpend du dibit et de in temperature du flux secondaire ainMl quo do Pair de F
ventilation do la nacelle, augmente avec l'altitude (r~duction d' ia convection externe, 1
augmentation de in temp~rature de chemise) et avec la vitesse de l'avion (augmentation de
Is temperature secondaire).

2.3.1 L-Iscaicul a~redynes~ijAue

Au stade do lavant-projet, la r~purtitlon du d~bit de refroidissement dane lea diff6-
rents orifices pout Otre d~termln~e au moyen d'un code do calcul utilisant uae formula-
tion monodimenaionnelle compressible du th~or~me de la quantit6 de mouvoment (1) et
pouvaint prendre en compte A

- les pertes de charge par frottement et apport de chaleur entre canal et chemise,ct dons le flux principal.
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On obtient par exemple pour use tranche do lorhguour dx lea formules
suivonte-

dx

PI TI MI- P2 T2 M2
chemise

PCI PC2
TCI TC2
MCI MCZ

P2 = I-YMI' TZ2-TIl I + CF Bd 1P1IL TI 2+4Y-1)MI2  BA j

Pc2. = 1 YC MCI2 TCA§ -.I! x 1 + CFC *C dx1
PCI TCl 2+(yC-t)MCI2  SAC I

- Le caicul de l'6volution de la pression au passage d'un diaphragms

- le caloul du d6bit d'orifices de film ou de multiperforation.

Pour ne pas alourdir la m~thode de r6solution, inc caiculs a6rodynamiques et de tenue
thermique de la chemise ont 6t6 d~couplhs et uont r6alists successivement. Cependant,
compte-tenu de ls n6cessit4 de connaltre la temp6rature des gas dans chaque section de
calcut, un traitement schimatique des probl!mes thermiques et de combustior, eat n~anmoins
r~acisý co niveau

- utilisation d'une loi de rendement universelle rentr~e point iar point

- formulation moyenn6e des 6quations de transfert do chaleur permettant d'estimer
id6ohauffement du d6bit d'air entre canal ot chemise.

Enfin, d'autras outils de calcul bi ou tridimensionnols sont 46galement 2 La disposition

do linginiour pour traitor las probilmes locaux pouvant surgir on cours do ddveloppe--S~merit (0).

2.3.2 - Le calcul thermigue

La description du comportement thermique d'une part de la chem~se et d'autro part du
canal nlcessite is mise en oeuvre d'un logiciel de calcul simulant de maniire r6aliste
le., tranaferts conductifa, convectifs et radiatifs.

Leo transferts conductifs,

La description des trarisferts conductifs eat r6alis6e au moyen d'une mrthode aux volumes

finis instationnaires. Une m6thode bidimensionnello (description de la conduction dana
les Sens radial et longitudinal) et une mnthode tridimensionnelle (descriptiot, do la
conduction dana lea seos radial, longitudinal et tangentiel) sont disponibles, La diffi-"cult6 easentielle dane le dernier can dtant Is d6tormination des profile circonf~rentiels
de temp6rotures degas nt surtout de coefficients convectifs (simulation des sillages).

Lea transferts radiatifs

Plusieurs modolen de transferts radiatifs sont utilisables suivant l16tat davancement
du projet

- ure I ormulation monodimensionnelic (2) considirant los 6changou entre deux corps

gris semi-infinis sapar•s par un gaz semi-transparent et icohearme

- Is mAthode par zones permettont de tenir compte de l'4volution longitodinale do Ia

temperature du gas & li'nt~rieur du canal (3)

A 4 '4 ~~1
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- la mdthode A G flux qui ndcessite l'utilisation pr6alable d'un code 2D ou 3D
de description de 1' coulement & l'int6rieur du canal de maniire A connaltre
le champ do temperatures et de concentrations a l'intdrieur do celui-ci (4).

Ces modIles ndcessitent Is connaissance des propriltds radiatives du gaz de combustion
qui sent calcul6es :

- soil au moyen de la formule empirique de Reeves (2) supposant le gaz gris

- soit au moyen d'un moddle de type larges bandes (moddle d'Edwards) (5)

- soil au moyen d'un modble do type bandes 6troites (6 , (7).

Les transferts convectifs

Le calcul des transferts convectifs A la paroi, sur Is face interne de il chemise de
protection thermique n6cessite l'utilisation :

- do la tompdrature des gaze u voisinago de is paroi, ddduite de is loi defficacit6
adiabatique ;

- des coefficients dl•change.

Malgr8 les progrbs importants rdalisAs ces dernidros acndes dana la description des

6coulements rdactifs tridimensionnels, ces lois de comportement demeurerit essentiell-
ment expdrimentales et sont issues des essais stir un banc partiel de refroidissement
d6crit dana la suite de cot article.

Un exemple do calcul do temp6rature de parni d'un canal ondul6 multiperfor6 eat prdsenth
sur il figure 9. Co calcul montre Ia relative homogdndjtti longitudinale des parois et
cela malgrd l'livation de tompdrature du flux principal qui passe d'une valeur de
I ordre do 1200 K au niveau du plan des accroche-flammes, N une valeur supdrieure N
2000 K en sortie no chemise.

2.3.3 -Les esgais au banc_partiel

2.3.3.1 - But des esaais

Des recherches technologiques doivent 6tremises en ceuvre afin de mattriser los
techniques nouvolles avant do les appliquer sur des mrteurs do ddveloppement.

Pour mener . bien ces recherches, on est nonouit & r6aliser des oseais au banc
partiel, d'une part pour mettre au point et optimiser lea concepts technologi-
ques nouveaux et d'autre part pour acqu6rir des informations exp6rimsentales
qui merviront & ajuster les lois utilisaes dans lea mdthodes de moddlisation.

La SNECMA dispose d'un banc partiel de refroidissement prdsentd sur Is figure 6
et sur lequel sont essayds dens des conditions reprdsentatives do tomp6rature et
do vitesse des secteurs de chemise.

La veine doessai est do section rectangulaire mais le dispositif A 6tudier eat
implant6 sur une t6le ayant une courbure pour amdliorsr le comportement m6cani-
que compte-tenu des gradients de temperature 6lev~s.

loeux alimentations en air rdglables sdparkment permettent de simuler respecti-
veinent le ddbit principal et le ddbit entre canal ot chemise.

Dens le f'lux principal, deux types do montages sont possibles correspondant Z?
des objectifs dlessaisdiffdrents zfl

-- dans le premier cas, l'obstacle et l'arneau brOleur ne sont pea montds.
La prdchambre arnont assure alors une alimentation homogtne dons la
section du flux principal. Par cons6qunnt, lladrodynamique au niveau du
systLem de refroidissement eat bidimensionnelle ce qui permet de se
romener danm le conditions d'application des formules semi-empiriques
classiques (2) et den ajuster les coefficients

- dons le second can, Is prdsence de l'obstacle et do l'anneau brfleur en
aval do la chambre de prdchnuffe engendre d'importanteo hitdrog6nditds

.- do tempderature de flux chaud. L'[tude du nomportement du dispositif de
h5 refroidissement en prdsence d~un sillage peut slors Ctre rinlisoe et=• des comparaisons entre dillftrestes variantes effectu6es.

2.3.3.2 - Los possibilit6s deo nesure

Les possibilii6s de mesure qui sont offertes par le bemc de refroidissement
sont leo suivantes 

1

I U
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- MeEures d'efficacit4 adiabatique

Celles-ci peuvent gtre rdalisdes par pr6lbvement et analyse de gaz, soit en
utilisant ]e C02 issu de Is combustion comma traceur quantifiant le m~lange
entre Ie flux principal at lair do refroidissement, soit en procdant 6
l'injection dens le circuit Wair do refroidissement d'un gaz inerte tel
quo l'Hglium, Un example de courbe exp6rimentale d'efficacit6 obtenue sur
une plaque simulant plusieurs ondulations d'une chemise do type M53-P2 eot
prisent6 sur la figure 8. Cette courbe exp6rimentale met clairement en
6vidence leffet de cumul des efficacitis entre les viroles successiver,
ce qui petit 4tre restitu6 

par le ealcul par une formulation analytique telle
quo cello qui est pr~sent6e en 2.2.

- Mesures de tem2 4rature de paroi

Plusieurs techniques peuvent Atre employ6es

"0 las thermocouples qul fournissent une valour pr6cise mais ponctuelle
de temp6rature. lis sont surtout employbs pour r6aliser des recoupe-
ments quantitatifs entre calcul at exp6rience ;

- Is peinture thermosensible qui fournit une image de Is ripartition
de twp6raturo sur toute la plaque ct qui rermet done dlestimer
qualitativement l'homog6noit4 des tempernnures obtenues au moyen
d'un dispositif de refroidissement. La figure 7 pr6sente par example
une comparaison des dispositifs de refroidissement envisagecbles,met
elairement on evidence llint6rAt des chemises ondul6es multiperfo-i 'r6as

* Ia thermographie infrarouge : le schima du montage est pr6sent6 sur
Ia figure 6. La thermographie fournit 6galement une image de la
r~partition de temperature sur toute Is plaque maie permet aussi,
dune part de rialiser plusieurs conditions do fonctionnement
durant le msme essai, ce qui nest pas le cac de In peinture therm-cu
sensible, ot d'autre part d'ktudier le comportement du refroidisse-
merit lors d'un r6gime transitoire. En revanche, elle ne fournit des
r6sultats quantitatifs qu'A condition que les caraet6ristiques
d'6missivit6 du mat6riau soient bion connucs et n'6vcluent pas
durant llessai. Une illustration des possibilit~s de visualisation
offertes par la thermographie infraronge est prlsent6e sur la
figure 10.

2.3.4 - Les ossais sur moteur

Les easels de validation au bane partiel sont toujours suivis par des essais sur des
moteurs de d6veloppement qui ant pour objeetifs

do v6rifier lee calculs airodynamiques et thermiques sur lensemble du canal

- do compL6ter l'exp6rience acquise au bane partial concernant l'aptitude du
refroidissement A att6nuer les 6ventuels sillagrs

- do s'assurer du comportement de Is chemise mise dons des conditions r6elles de
fonctionnement (sensibilitt aui vibrations do combustion, Avolution de l'effica-
cit6 du refroidissement dons le temps : risques dlencrassement) ;I

S- de simuler un fonctionnement accidental de la chemise (obturation d'orifices de
refroidissement).

Sur Is figure 11 est pr~sent6e par example, une chemise de type ondul6e at multiperfor6equi a fait l'objet d'pssaiý. de tenue thermique dons lea conditions plein gaz PC 0/0.

S- CONCL.USION

Los recherches technologiques men6es dans le domaine des techniques de refroidissement des foyers de F
r( chauffe ant pertain

- d'am6liorer l'efficacit6 globale du r.tfroidissement ainsi que dhomog~ndiser los temp6ratures
de paroi, cc qui o'est traduit par V. possibilit6 d'utiliser des temp6ratures d'entr6e et do
sortie de rechauffe plus 61ev6e;

- de r6aaliser un gain en massa a A I lcfis sur la chemine ot sur le canal qui pout maintenant Atre
rdulis6 en titano.

tEnfin, cee rocherches se sont accompagn6es do Ia raise au point do m6thodes de calcul amdliorant la
pr-6cioion des dimeneionnements et r6duisant de ce fait los temps et lea coats de ddveloppement.

U Lit-S
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THE MEASUREMENT OF LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTS IN BLADE COOLING GEOMETRIES

P. T. Ireland and T. V. Jones

University of Oxford
Department of Engineering Science

Parks Road
Oxford

OXi 3PJ
U.K.

SUMMARY

An account is given of the experimental technique employed in measuring heat transfer
coefficients in blade cooling passages. A hot air flow is suddenly started through a per-
spex model of the blade cooling passage. The surface temperature of the model is
monitored during this time and the internal heat transfer coefficient deduced from this
temperature history. Chin and thick walled models are employed and the surface tem-
perature measured using liquid crystal thermochromic indicators. The analysis for the
interpretation of the experimental results is given together with the experimental pre-
cautions required for the measurement. The use of liquid crystals in this form of tran-
sient experiment is discussed. A study of the detailed heat transfer distribution around
pedestals and other heat transfer enhancement devices is also described. These devices
are tested at approximately x 100 scale in order to obtain the required detail and full

4 scale Reynolds number is simulated.

INTRODUCTION

The convective heat transfer within blade cooling passages is studied at Oxford using
a transient hot flow facility. Large scale models of internal cooling geometries are con-
structed from a thermal insulator, such as perspex, and overall maps of heat transfer
coefficient are obtained by employing a liquid crystal surface temperature indicator. In
the past, nhase change painits were used successfully by Clifford, Jones and Dunnef1] for
this measri: -ment in complex engine cooling ducts and the technique has been refined by the
present autnors. The following report outlines the transient technique and the analysis
used and then gives two examples of heat transfer results obtained. The first case is for
the complicated flow in a representative blade trailing edge passage where the effect of
rib heat transfer promoters is studied. The second, more fundamental study deals with an
isolated heat transfer enhancer in the form of a pedestal in two-dimensional channel flow.

THE TRANSIENT TECHNIQUE

Transient heat transfer techniques, for internal flow, depend on the temperature rise
of the passage wall when subjected to a step change in convective heating. If an
insulator is used then the local surface temperature rise can be used to calculate heat
transfer coefficients. Models with thick wallr; may be employed where the internal surface
temperature is monitored or thin walled models where it is possible to use either the
internal or external surface temperature. A thick walled model is defined by Schultz and
Jones[2J as a test piece of wall thickness greater than the diffusion length 4/Wt, where a
is the model thermal diffusivity and t the experimental time. For this form of duct with
a small surface curvature, the insulator can be treated as a semi-infinite substrate and
provided that the thermal properties do not change with temperature the heat transfer
coefficient is related to the non-dimensional surface temperature rise by:

Twall -T initial . 1 - eY erfc()

Tgas T initial

whore Twall, Tinitial and Tqas are the surface wall temperature at time t, the initial
wall temperature and the cohstant gas temperature respectively and

where h is the heat transfer coefficient and p, c and k are the density, specific heat and
thermal conductivity of the wall. 4

In practice, for the two examples reported, a numerical solution to the one-
dimensional transient conduction equation which permits variable thermal properties and
changing gas temperature is employed. The analysis required for thin walled models with
the thermal indicator applied to the external surface is more complicated, here allowance
is made for heat lost from the external surface to the surroundings.

Errors in heat transfer coefficient distribution due to lateral conduction will be
unimportant provided that the second derivative of heat transfer coefficient with respect
to distance'along the surface is small compared to the value of the heat transfer
coefficient divided by the square of the thermal diffusion depth. For heat transfer dis-
tributions which change rapidly with distance the experimental test time must be short to
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minimise the thermal diffusion length. In such cases, thick walled models are more
suitable since the thermal indicator is applied to the region of the wall at the highest
temperature. Run tiaes chosen for thin walled models, on the othor hand, must be suf-
ficiently long to allow the rear wall to reach a measureable changoe in temperature, and at
thu same time short enough to render lateral conduction along the wall unimportant.

Thermochromic liquid crystals are used to monitor the surface temperature and each
heat transfer test. recorded on video tape. Thus the time taken for any point on the stir-
face to reach the temperature corresponding to a particul-r liquid crystal colour can be
found. This time, together with the initial wall, local ga- and liquid crystal indication
temperatures, permits an overall map of heat transfer coefficient to be calculated.

Liquid crystal which is applied to the external face of the thin walled models is
supplied dispersed in a polymer matrix in the form of a thin grease. A very thin backing
sheet of mylar protects the indicator from chemical contamination and also enhances
visibility. Thick walled models require that tihe liquid crystal is exposed to the inter-
nal flow. Tile same sort of liquid crystal (a chiral nematic) is used but this is encap-
sulated in gum arabic spheres of about 10 km diameter. These micro-capsules are screen
printed onto the surface resulting in a layer one capsule thick. The response of such a
layer to variations in surface temperature is extremely rapid and the authors have con-
firmed experimentally that the response time is more than adequate for the tests of
approximately ten seconds duration reported here. In addition the accuracy of the liquid
crystal indicator was monitored over a series of tests with a fast response thermocouple
embedded within the coating.

APPLICATIONS OF TilE TECHNIQUE
(a) Pib Rougihness in a Trailing Edge Passa e

The first example deals with the highly complicated flow in a seven tklmes scale model
of a trailini edge blade cooling passage using rib roughness of square cross section,
shown schematically in Fig. 1. A thin walled perspex model was used with liquid crystal
applied to the outer surface for experiments with a rib spacing of 10 rib heights. The,
duct was instrumented with fast response thermocouples sensing the gas temperature on the
duct centre-line.

The velocity and temperature profiles of tihe flow entering the model section closely
approximated fully leveloped conditions. Flow within the model duct was complicated due
to the mass flow leaving from bleed holes along the entire length. Thus the streamlines
crossed the ribs at different angles as the ribs were perpendicular to the centre-line of

the duct.

'The heat transfer coefficient variation is shown in Fig. 2 for three positions in the
duct. In this figure it can be seen that there is a periodic variation of heat transfer
between the ribs at the stations shown. Such a variation has previously beer, observed by
Sparrow and Tao[31 who measured mass transfer in a rectangular duct with rod-like ribroughness. It should be emphasised, however, that the geometry of the duct tested is
unique sa that the relevance to previous work must be limited. The complex nature of the
flow due to the progressive bleed which resuls in flow at an angle to the ribs waF
examined using surface flow visualisation. The flow field revealed is shown in Fir. 3
where it can be seen that the flow separates behind tile ribs and reattaches approximately
half way between the ribs. Due to the cross flow, however, the secondary flows spiral
downwards in the direction of the flow. Is is of interest to note that the peak in heat
transfer coefficient was found to be situated ahead of the reattachment point.

(b) Isolated Pedestal :Neat Transfer

The second example concerns a detailed heat transfer study of an isolated pedestal
situated in channel flow. A thick walled idealised model at one hundred times full engine
s;ize was constructed from perspex and encapsulated liquid crystal applied both to the
internal passage vall and over the cylinder itself. The progression of the liquid crystal
coluir change lLne with time from the start of the exi,erimpent is shown in Fig. 4 where the
clarity with which this may be observed is evident. Veloity and temperature proEiýes
immediately upstream of the cylinder are shown in Fig. 5. Heat transfer coefficients
based on the duct centra-line temperature Lisnediately upstream of the cylinder and
obtained using the analysis previously described are given in Figs. 6 and 7. Fig. 6
clearly shows th0 effect of the intense enhancement of heat transfer caused by the horse-
s shoe vortex on the side wall. The maximum heat transfer coefficient due to the vortex is
seen to be over ten times that of the rectangular duct in the absence of the cylinder. In
addition, two regions of high heat transfer occur behind the cylinder at approximately one
diameter from tile centre. Fig. 7 shows. clearly the decrease in heat transfer on the cylin-
fer away froet the duct centre-line. This effect was observed by Sparrow, Stahl and Traub
(4) (rot it cylinder on a flat plate) using the mass diffusion analogy for a napthalene
coated cylinder.

Flow visualisation using smoke showed the e_;suential [eatures of the horseshoe vortex
and the flow ficid is sketched in Fig. 8. The extent of the vortex found is indicated in
the heal transfer rusult in Fig. 7.

CONCLUSIONSI The transient technique using liquid crystals as a surface temperature indicator has
proved to be very successful. In Particular the degree of spatial resolution over large



areas confirms the impolt.ance of the method 'or internal heat transfer measurements.
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PYROMETRE OPTIQUE INFRAROUGE
POUR LA MLSURE DFS IEMPERATURES DAUBES DE TURBINE

par

Marc Charpenel and Jean Wilhern
ONERA

29 Ave itue de la Division Leclerc
92320 Chlillon sous Bagneux

France
ESUHE

L'&tablissement par des techniques pyromitriques de Is cartographie des
tempEratures de surface des aubes mobiles d'une turbine refroldie, a nfcessit& is
mise su point d'un pyromatre infrarouge A grands resolution spatiale et
temporelle. Typiqoemento At temps de r~ponse die cat appareil doit 6tre Iniffrieur

A la micro-seconde. L'utilisation diun dtecetur I l'rstniure d'indium refroidi
A -40* permet d'obtenir cette caractAristique et, compte tenu de as trAs bonne
dgtectivitk,, leo:%euil de tempfrsture detectable eat d'euviren 450C pour un
pouvoir de r6solution A ]a surface de lauhe de 2 mm2 /.

Lee vieses pyromntriques aont effectuEes par endoscopie, suivant une
optique de renvol montEe done un tube refroidi, Is sonde itant placEe entre Ia
roue fixe et Is roue mobile, ou derriere cello-cl. Elle a itE EtudiEe de manire
A auppoter le conditions de temperature et pression r6gnant dans la veine et a
subi sans domage 20 bars at 2100 K.

L'utilisation de Ce pyromitre sur la turbine expirimentale EtudiEe
spfcialement pour qualifier lea nouvelles techniques de refroidiseement des
aubes, a montrE que Is pyrometrie prfsente quelques difficult~s lifes,

- d'une part so coeffic.ent de r~flexion non nul des aubes (6missivitE inffrieure

- d'autre part au rayonnement propre des gaz.
Ces difficultfs ont ft& analymfes et des solutions ont AtE

propos~es ; notaoment un prograsme de correction des tempfratures tenant campte

des rfflexions autuelles entre aubeas a AtE mis au point.

AN OPTICAL PYROMETER TO MEASURE TURBINE BLADE SURFACE TEhPERBAURE

The development of a cooled infrared pyrometric probe, with a high
spatial and temporal resolving power, .ada it possible to establish by pyrometric
methods surface temperature charts of the mobile blades of a turbine. The use of
a sensor with a I sec time constant yields a resulting power on the blade 'urfae
of the order of 2 mm2

. This sensor is cooled at -40*C, which ensures a good
detectivity eid temperature measurements above 450'C.

A water cooled dietallic tube, ending by a right angle deflecting prism,
makes up the light guide of the pyrometer and can be inserted between the various
turbine stages. The probe he been designed to withstand the ptessure and tewpe-
rature conditions prevailing in the turbine blade test section, and was subjected

without damage to 20 bar and 2100 K.

The use of this pyrometer with the experimental Lurbine speciolly
designed for qualifying new blade cooling methods has shown that pyromotry
involves diFficulties connected to

- the non-tere blade reflection coefZicient (eaissivity lower than 1),
- the gas radiation due to the gases.

The above difficulties have been analyzed and solutions have been
proposed ; in particular a correcting program for the temperatures has been
perfected whih takes into account the blade to blade mutual reflections.

i -
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1. INTRODUCTLON

Un effort de recherche important est actuellement consenti pour porter le fonctionnement des
turbines de ri-hor'iactenrs A des tempiratures et des pressions do plus en plus ilevfes. I1 en rfsulte un
accroissement des flug de chaletr qui rend lea aubes plus seusibles aux probl~mcs de fatigue el leur
tenue est davantage fonction des tempfratures locales quo des tempiratures moyennes. Cela a entrainA one
diversification des techniques de refroldissement, en amaliorant la convection d'abord, en ayant recours
A it protection par film gazeux ensuite. Le r8le de l'environnement moteur devient alors important, les
h~t~rogfniitts de pressions at de tempbratures, le niveau de turbulence, leg sillages or la ncntri-
fugation pouvant modifier lco coefficients d'6change et les efficacitfs de film. C'est cc qui a conduit
I'ONERA a d~velopper one instrumentation de mesure, et particulilrement Is mesure des tempgratures de
surface des aubes mobiles par pyrom6trie infrarouge, adaptlie aux essais sur machines industrielles,
principalement sur is turbine MINOS (Montage Tnter Onera Snecma installk au CEPr A Saclay) Atudie
sp~ctalement pour qualifier lea tiouvelles techniq~tes de refroidissement des aubes (1-2-3).

La mesure, A l'aide de thermocouples, des temperatures locales d'aubes mobiles est souvent uti-
lisfie sur bancs industriels. Pour obtenir des renseignements prfieis our le ComporitmenL d'une aube, iI
convient de disposer d'un grand nombre de thermccouples et la transmission des signaux fournis par les
thermocouples est en problame complexe ot dfilicat.

Sur le bane HINOS, in posslbilitZ d'effectuer de telles mesures a •t4 pr~vue.

Cependant cette technique apparatt insuffisante pour itablir la carte dftaille des tempi-
raturns do surface d'aubes qui eat s.uhaitable pour toute v~rificatin experimentale des mfthodes de
calcul.

L'utilisation d'un pyromatre optique, t~l.commandf, X tr~s court temps de riponse et a pouvoir
de r~solution spatiale a Is surface de l'aube de l'ordre do mm

2 
constitue une solution A ce problme.

Une representation dftaillfie du pyromarre, dfveloppo par I'ONERA dens le cadre do projet HI1NOS
a 6t6 faire dana (4). Noun alsons ici rappeler sea principales caractOristiques et diacuter des problmes
quo soulave ce type de mesure.

2. PRINCIPE DE LA MESURE PYROMETRIQUE ET DESCRIPTION DU PYROMETRE

Un tube mutalltque, termin6 A son extrfmitf par one prisme de renvoi A 90* plac• devant une
onverture circulaire, conatitue le tube de visae du pyromktre et se comporte 3 is manikre d'une sonde que
l'on plouge dane lee ganz chauds et qui capte Ie rayotinement infrarouge 6mts par tn petit 6l&meut de
surface des aubee qui dAfilent devaut elle (figure 1). La temp6rature est d~duite, apras Atalonnage
pr~alable, de Is meaure de l'intensit6 du rayonnement prievf&.

Lde dispositif eat refroidi liar circulation d'eau, et un courant d'air frals ou d'azote circule

dana le tube pour 6viter lea effers d'absorption des gaz, et protege l'optique d'entrbe de toute
salissure.

La sonde a AtA Atudife de manlire A supporter lee conditions de tempirature et pression ragnant
dana la veins d'essai daubes de turbine, et a subi sane dommage 20 bars at 2100 K. Dtun diamitre
de 16 mm, ella pout ktre placte entre lea difffrents Atages de Is turbine.

Sur MINOS on a plac4 2 pyromktres, ion en amont et liautre en ovel de Is roue mobile, de
maniire A effectuer une cartographic In plus complete possible de la temperature our lee aubes. Pour cels
2 dgplacements de mise en position des sondes peuvent 6tre executAs et commandas A distance i

- on mouvement axial par v*rin pneumatique permettant le d~placement du point visa le long d'une g~ni-
ratrice d'une aube, et le retrait de Is aonde hors do courant de gaz chauds ; cc retrait pour
sbeffectuer trAs repidement en ces d'fchauffement anotmal de la sonde dAtectA par un thermocouple plac6
. sor. extr~miti ;

-tn mouvement de rotation autour de l'xe de is sonde, assur6 par un moteur pas A pas e< permettant

I'Drientation de Is sonde de mani~re A obtenir tin angle d'incidence sur laube compris entr,! 45 et 90'.
ce mouvemant pout figalement assurer tine foncttor. de balayage cyeltque done le cas de megares our one

aube ou one mequette fixe.

Un tube supportant l'optique (figure 2) coulisse dens Is sonde refroidie, ce qui permet Is mine
au point A ouverture constante. Cette optique en verre fait A Is fois usage de filtre (elle ne laisse
paqoer quo le rayonnement infArieur A 

2
,5:.im) et permet is focallsation de l'nergle our is surface

set able do dftccteur. On coupe le reyonne nt au-dela de 
2

,5htm pour 6viter 11mission et l'absorption
des gaz, notamment de la vapeur d'eau et do gsaz cearbonique, importante pour ces longunure dtonde.

La surface sensible do dftecteur est de 2 mm
2 

environ et Is focalisation se faet avec on
grandlisement de I de tell sorte quo Is r6solution spatisle est, ella au!::i, de 2 =

2
.

Cempte tenu de la viteese de rotation de I& turbine (150 A 200 tours par seconde) pour que

cette rfsooletion ne soit pas affect6e par l'effet de dffilement, la constants de temps do dftecteur doit
6tre do lordre de I . On utilise un dftecteur A l'arsfniure d'indium qui a cette caractierstique.
L'Alectronique nseocife doit prfsenter Is smie bande passante.

j
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soi
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Ce dltecteur eat refroldi A -40*C ce qu liui assure une tras bonne ditectivit6 ; le minimum detemperature d ftectable eat inf6rieur A 450 *C. Le pyrom itre n 6 Ltant pas accessible duranr 1e

fu1ctionnement de Is machine, on a adoptl kin refroidissement thermoGlectrique du dttecteur (effet
kveltier) qul supprime Is recharge friquente en fluide de refroidissement.

LWensemble du d6teeteur-pr~amptificateur ne passe pas le contLnu et 1i est n~oessaire de

recaler pfriodiquement le zfro en coupant le flux infrarouge incident par un icran tournant. Cette
modulation s'effectine A basse friquence et noun verrona quo le principe du d~pouillement n6cessite son
synchronisme avec Ie vitesse de rotation do Ia turbine. On choisit de couper Is mesure I our 2 soit A
70 11z environ.

Tout cot ensemble eat mont6 dana un boitler paral-'lpippdique de dimensions (140 x 17Ox450)
qui pout se fixer sur un bossage de Ia machine. L'aspect du pyromitre, plac6 sur uw montage simulant lea
roues fixe et mobile d'une turbine, eat prfsentk sur Is 3.

3. RESTITUTION DES TEMPERATURES DE LUMINANCE A LA SURFACE DES AUBES

Le d~pouillement s'effoctue en diff6r6 apras acquisition des aignaux pyromitriques. Cea signaux
prfisentent une double p6riodlctt? :

- p~riodiciti haute frfquence due au passage des aubes,
- piriodiciti hasae fraquence due A lVInterruption des mestrea un tour Sur deux.

Deux techniques d'acquisition ont successivement Ati utilisfes. Pour Ia premiere, un
euregistreur magn~tique a large bande paseante (500 kllz) a 6t6 utiliar. La restitution des signaux pour
le traitement num~rique Our mini ordinateur HPIOOO s'effectue A une vitesse de lecture 16 fois plus
lente.

iOinconvfnient do Ieuregistreeent sur roagnAtique eat de dft~riorer beaucoup le rapport signal
str bruit. Pour Ie restituer un traltement nusfrique dit moyennage" eat nicessaire.

II consiste A offectucr un grand nombre de ioss lea mames mesures correspondent aux msmes
points vis~s sour laube. Ce nombre nfcessaire eat environ 200. Le bruit eat alors attfnu6 dana le rapport

200. Ce trattement suppose

- que le champ des temperature eat stationnaire pendant 400 tours,
- et ou'il eat possible de numA6riser a chaque fois lea mesures correspondant aux mrmes points a Is

surface des oubee.

Cette dernilre condition pout ftre remplie grace A lenregistrement sur le magnutique d'un top
par tour delivre par un capteur magnetique dont l'un des ergots eat our le rotor et l'autre Sur leS~~stator. Ce top par tontr permer en entre I& eynebronisation de Is modtlation A Ia alienss de Is turbine et =
aussl le repfirage des aubes et des pointe vta~a our V'aube, .

La figure 4 donne tin oscillograaae reprisentgnt le champ des luminances eu bord de fuits de
quelquen aubeo succesaives de Is turbine MINOS, et dans is partile supsrieure le top de synchronisation
d~livrA A chaque tour de roue.

La seconde chaine d'acqutaition est constitute par I'asaociation d'un oscilloscope numfrtque
HICOLET "Explorer IIl" et d'un ordinateur de bureau HP9845. Lea deux convertiaseurs analogique-numeriqjue
rapides du NICOLFT (un pour chaque pyrumatre) permettent de numdriser lee signaux A one cadence
inf~rieure ouf gale a 2.106 par seconds. Ce sont des convertisseurs de 12 bits dont la prcision de
conversion eat done de 2,5.10-4 A pleine Achelle. Les mesuresa ainsi numrorisaes (4096 points au
maximum) sont ensulte atockfes aur une mfizore tampon et peuvent, soit 6tre visualishes Sur l'Acran
cathodique de l'oscilloacope, soit tranofirree our le mintordlnateur grAce A une liaison rapide (16 bits
parall~les) et stockbea aur cassettes. L'avantage de cette dernilre technique d'acquisition eat de ne pas
d~t~riorer le rapport signal our bruit. Dane Ie plupart des can iI n'eat plus nlcessaire d'effectuer le
traitement de "maoyennage". 11 eat cependant toujourt possible d'effectuer un tel traitement grace i tine
acquisition en s~quence pilotfe par le top par taux, dans le can de temperatures particulilrement basses
par exemple.

A Is suite de i'acquiltion, l'utilisatlon du mtni-ordinateur dana lequel ant &tA inttoduites
d'uone part lea courbes d'ktalonnage des pyrom~tres, et d'autre part lea cnracthristiques gfomftriques do
Ia rout et des visfes pyrom~triques (notamment lea angles de visfe dont le repfrage doit Atre assez
precis) permet de tracer IS cartographie des temperatures A Ia surface des oubes.

Cette restitution du champ des temperatures de luminance eat le plus courammoent effectufo A un.
rayon donrb. Pour In rout de turbine MINOS, eUe nicessite quntre series de mesures correspondent 4 :

- 3 angles de vis~e difffrents (+4*, +52*, -44°) pour le pyrom!tre amont,
- I angle de visae (+30*) pour le pyromitre aval.

Dana Cos conditions, seule une btroite zone situ6e au milieu de lextrados Achappe A l'analyso
pyromftrique, maie II eat souvent possible de complfter le profil de tomperature par interpolation entre
lea mesures vosines. D

C•n meauree, prlelahleotent numurisaes, Soot atock6ee sur une hande magnftique num~rique et le
programme permet la recherche automatique de chacune de con oriee de meaures pour des cubes parfaitement
Sd~finies aur In roue.



4. CORRECC!"N DES FF'KTS l)'IEHISSIVITE

!1tur remonter A In tempirature vraie I partir d'une rmsure pyrcin6trique, II faut connatire
1'imlasiviti do in surface vistes. Sur le moutage MINOS l'6missivit4 des aubes a 1-tE dfterminfe A la fais
pamr ties iestsros ent laboratoire avant ot aprbs essae vt "in situ" par ia comparalson des nesures
pyrom6triques et des mssures effectufies A 1 aiade de thermocouples.

Deux cans ont 6t6 examin~s. Pour le premier, le traitement do surface des autbes dit tid chrome-
aluminisatlon a 6t4 supprim6 ; los autes sont alors trZs noires et lamissivitfi tr~s llevke. L'IA,2-ord
entre tes mnsures pyrorntriques eo thermocouples est excellent comame lo montre la figure 5.

Lorsque le traitement do surface est effectl6, des mesures d'6missivitC en laboratofie dounent
0,65 5 0,75. La comparalson des mesures pyrom~tre ot thermocouples sur une aube at, hard do fuite extrados
prýsent6o sur ia figure 6, montre un assez ban accord do l'1missiviit ainsi drterminle aver In mes-te en
laboratoiro, au votsinage imm6diat do bhrd do fuite, mats stat fiearte sonsibloment loraque lon plnatre
plus profondbment a l'int6rieur de la cavitE constitube par doux aubes successives.

Ceci pout s'expliquer par lo rayonnement mutuei entre aubes adjacentes. En effet, le pyrombkre
prblave non settlement le rayotneoaent 6mis par un petit 6liment do surface do laube visbe, mats aussi le
rayonnemeat prosenant de lVaube votatno qut, st l'amissivitE eat diffbrente do 1, se r~fl•chit stir i'aube
vis'e ot pAnZtre dans le pyrombtre (figure 7).

Pour tenir coupte de cet effet de rayonnement mutual un programme do caicul a 6:t 6tabli aIin
de corrigor Its temperatures mesurges. On effectue le calcul darns le cadre de l'approximatton bidimen-
sionnelie. Cola suppose, non settlement quo la geomftrie de la cavitA eat bidirenaslonnellet, c'est-I-dire
quo chaque 6lfment do surface a une g&Ibratrice paralllle unoe direction (ixe, cheque 6ibmeict do surface
ayant une longueur infinie, mats aussi quo chaque 6i1ment de surface eat isothermo. Les indications des
pyromttres pour le rayon considlr6 sont done otendues I touns les rayons.

On admet quo Is rbflexion eat puremeut diffuse c'est-I-dire quo Is r66mission s'effectue solon
nla lot de Lambert. Cell permet d'effectoer le calcul par In mfthode simple de Paoljack (5). St Von

d6coupe in Cavirt inter--aubes en laelgments, is luminance relovbe par le pyromatre visant Im1lfment K
(on parle alors de radiositr) est donnle par :

ReI•L & .L(T-,) r- Ret)
,,-I - r oefficiont do rbfloxton.

.K est l'lmiasivtt& et L(Tk) la luminance A is tempbrature Tk de lbIlbment K. On voit que
cette formule permet de calculer L(Tk) A partir de l'ensemble des mesures R(k) A condition de dfitermitner

au prlalable lea coeffictieuts d'Iafluence entre les Alfments de surface F-rK on tenant compte que les
r~flexions se font de fason tsotrope dans les trois dimensions. On tient compte schfrmatiquement du
rayoyaeomont no provenant pas des aubes mobiles (rayonnement du fond de chambre, distributeur, etc...) en
supposant qv! l-e surfaces fictives reliant d'une part lea deux bards dlattaque et d'autre part lea deux
bards de fuite rayonnent comme des corps noirs A des tempiratures qui peuvent 4tre dlterminles en visant
entre doux atobes succesaives. Ces tempbratures sonm g6nlralement assez faibles.

Afin de vbrifier que la rlflexion est bien diffuse ot non splculaire ou mixte on a comparn les
rlsultats de nesures a on rayon donne effectubes par le pyromutre amont et par le pyrombtre aval pour
difflrents avelgs de visor (figure 8). On voat qu les difffirents profils se superposent assez bien mats
on note la ditftcult6 qu'il y a A raccorder los profils obtenus par lea denx pyromltres. L'indfpendr-ace
de ]a mesure vis-A-vts de loanele do visbe dtmontre que I r~flexion our lea aubes eat isotrope et done
totalement diffuoe.

La figure 9 prbsente un rlsultat de calbul de correction tenant compto du rayonnement mutuel
entre aubes et Ia comparaison da profil des temp6ratures ainsi obtenu avec celut donn6 par Is simple

correction d'lmissivitf. l~a correction la plus coaplate a pour effet de creuser davantage le profil do
tempErature a milieu des intrados at extrados of de permettre de raccorder lea mesures pyromfitriques
amont et avail.

L'importstrce de ces corrections dbpend bien entendu des 6carts de templrature entre les
intrados et extrados des deux autos voisines dbfinissant le canal interaubes consid6rl et aussi du niveau
de l'6missivit6 de la surface des aubes.

Dans les conditions d'essals MINOS lea corrections 5 apporter en certains points des autes

peuvent atteindr' " ' 5 40 K, ce qu
4 

eat apprlciable, et elles deviennent alars nficessaires pour permettre
une Atude quantil I.' quilibre thermique des aubes expfrimentoes.

5. INFLUENCE DE I.',AISSION DES GAZ

La corrn:tion de r&.flexions mutuelles entre anubes donne satisfaction tsat que la tempErature
des gaz n'est pas Lrop Alevge (900%C pour lea premieres campagnes MINOS), lo rayonnement propre des gaz A
l'aintbrteur de Is cvitt pouvant alors atre ntgligE. Les difficultls rencontrbes lors de is campagne
MINOS 1500 (temperaturo deg p-sz Agale A 1500*C) oant conduit 3 mettre en oeuvre one expbrience ptur
quantifier cette perturbation, l'valuation par le calbul so rlvllant trop tmprclse.

;- -p
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Une maquette grossi~resent profillc eat plongie dana on icoulement de gas chauds. Cotte
maquette eat creuse et pout 9tre refroldie par une circulation d'air fraes. Sur V'axe de symitrie de
l'une des faces lat6rales on a plact une sbrte de 4 thermocouplea. i'expirience consiste A viser sucees-
sivement, au routs d'un mAme essat caract6ris6 par une tempirature des gas Tg, ceie maquette, puts une
maquette identlque mats vioteMent refroidie par une circulation d'eou et placle derrihre Ia premoire
(figure 10). On prend solo de placer le pyromatre A igale distance des deux maquettes de tells sorte quo
I'tpaisseur de gat traversie sant ideontique et on admet V'homoginiiti en tempirature des gas. Stir is
maquette ehaude le pyromstre vise au niveau d'un thermocouple dont la temp6rature eat relevfe (signal
pyromntrique 6quivalent ei). On admet quo la maquette froide eat suffiasmment refroidie pour quo son
rayonnoment suit nfigligeable. bas tes conditions le signal pyrom6trique (S3) donne Ia tempirature de
luminance do Is couche des gat. La figure ii pet-met de comparer eon fonction de is tempirature des
gaz Tg, la temrprature pyroeiftrique compte tenu de Is correction d'&missivitt (signal S2/e ) et la
tempirature thermocouple. Pour lea temperatures de gas ilev6es, l'ieart entre ces deux temperatures peut
d6passer 200*. Cot hcart eat par contre inf~rieur & 30° pour lea temperatures de gas en deseous de 900*C.
Pour corriger lea temperatures pyrom.trtquea 11 sufflit de remplacer le signal !a/& par (*1-53YE , Dana
ces conditions ltaccord entre mssures pyrcmftriques et thermocoupie eat tris bon quclque soit Is tempi-
rature des gaz (kcart maximum 12'). Cependaut le principe de coite correction, qui nrcessite de pouvoir
viser tine surface violemment refroidle, n'est pas toujours possible. 11 eat alors n&cessaire de limiter
an maximum Is perturbation apportfe par lea gat, d'une part on se rapprochant an plus pria de Is surface
dent on veut relever Is tempirature, d'antre part en filtrant le rayonnement dent on salt quo pour lea
gas il eat constitui de bandes, essentlellement cellos de Is vapeur d'eau et du gas carbonique. La
figure 12 montre un spectre obtenu str une flamme de foyer dit "homog~ne" a Is tempirature d'environ.
2100 K.

L'optique on verre du pyromitre permet d•jA de couper le rayonnement ou-desaus de 2,5 tnet no
subsistent done que lea bandes lea plus faibles. On vient de voir qu'A haute tempirature cola 6'est pas
suffisant. Aussi on a pens6 utiliser tin fittre interf6rentetl pour limiter l'intervalle spectral au trout
situi entre les bandes A 1,85 et 2.7?p•. Cette technique a Ovidentment pour inconvinient de riduire Is
ditectivit6 du pyrombtre et ne peut donc Atre utillske quo pour la mesure des hautes tempkratures
(snp~rieure a 700°C), cc qui eat ginfraleminrt le cas loraque la tempirature des gaz eat -levie. Ello a
6th utilisie pour assurer lea essato du moteur R88 au CF.Pr et a donn6 de boos risultats.

6. APPLICATION A DES NESURES iN TRANSITOIRE

Une appltaItton Intiressante des visaes pyromntriques eat Ia ditermination des coefficients
d'6change locaux sur lea aubes mobiles. La mkthuode cosaiste a analyser In monote en tempfrature des auobes
apr5s arrt-t de leur refroidisaement. En reconstituant A partir des mesures locales de temphrature l'Avo-
lution en fonction du temps du champ thermique deans rette parol, on dhduit lea coefficients d'6change
extirieur ie long des aubes (6). L'analyse eat principalement effecttue dana is zone midiane de in
hauteur do Iaube et potr carte application, Is solution pyromitrique offre les avantages de Is pricision
et do Is simplicit6 de mtse en neovre. Lea coefficients d'ichange penvent 6tre mesuris en prisence ou non
de film gazeux.

Le traitement numirique de "moyennage" nest possible quo parce que in constante de temps
d'6volution des temp6ratures locales eat grande, de i'ordre de Is seconde. I1 eat cependant nicessalre de
diminuer le nombre de moyeonnes et do le ramener de 200 1 20 cc qui impose de tolurer on rapport signal
sur bruit trois fois plus faible. L'utilisation du cornvertsseur analogique-num~rique rapide permot
mainteoant d'vliter cot inconviylent. Un exemple d'Pvoluttoo des profile de temperature correspondants a
Is remise du dibit d'aIr de refroldissement interne oat prasent6 sur in figure 13.

7. CONCLUSIONS

i.'btablisscment par des techniques pyromotriques de la cartographic des tempbratures de sulface
(18s nub . mobiles d'nne turbine refroidie, a niceasit6 Is mise au point d'un pyromitre infrarouge A grand
pouvoir de r~solution spatial et temporel. Typiquement le temps de riponse de cot appareil dolt Stre
Infirieur A is micro-secondt i,'utillsation d'un dctecteur A arsrahninre d'indlum refroidt 3 -40C permet
d'obtenir cette caract6risatque et, compte tenu de as tris bonne dbtectivith, le scull de tempfrature
detectable eat d'etivron 450°C pour un pouvoir do risolution A is surface de l'aube de 2 mm

2
.

Lea visies pyromitriques sont effectuies par endoacopie, suivant unt optique de ranvoi montie
dana un tube reT:oidi, la sonde itant plache entre li roue fixe et Is rune mobile, oii derriire celle-cl.
Ello a 6tr itudlie de maniZre A suuporter lea conditions do tempfrature et pression riguant dana Is veine
et a subt sans dommage 20 bars et 2100 K.

Aucun opirateur lie devant s'approcher du banc en fonctionnement, Is sonde eat command&e 5
distance, et permet d'explorer is plus grande surface possible des aubes. Pour cette sAme raison, on a
optS pour tin refroidissement thermo-6lectrique du ditecteur qui, i'il rkduut la dfitcctivit, supprime Is
recherche friquente en fluide de refroldissement.

L'utlltsation de ce pyromstre sur Is turbine exp~rimentale htudiie sphcialement pour qualifier
les nouvelles techniques de refroidissement des aubes, a montri que Is pyromtictro prisente quelques
difficultas Iiies,
- d'une part an coefficient de rfiflexion non nul des aubes (6misaivit6 inf6rieure A 1),
- d'autre part an rsyonnement propre des gaz.

4,
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Ces difficult6s ont 6tý analysoes et des solutions ont Lt0 proposkes notamment un prograeme
de correction des temp6ratures tenant compte des r~flexjons Tsntuelles entre Antles a 6t6 mMs an point pour
am•liorer Is m6thulde qul permet des mesures tr?.s complites et oul est plus simple d'emploi que Les
techuiques utilisant de, thermocouples.
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DISCUSSION i

W.Koschel, Ge
Which is the uspper limit of the time response of your measuring system including amplifiers etc.?

g~ponse d'Auteur|,a con state de teniisdu dItectear t de sn pruamplificatcur est d'cnviron I mic.o-seconde. L systnme d'acquisition

(un cenverlisseur analogiquc-num6irquc rapide NICOLET) permet de numdriser les mesures avec ura intervallc entre

points pouvant ýtrc aussi faihle que 0.5 Its. Habitucllement on se contentt dun pas de 2 vs.

C.SJSerivencr. UK
Rolis-Royce has successfully developed a similar pyrometry systemn This has run successfully in demonstrator engines

at temperatures above 1700 K. Our exprnience is that particular techniques have to be employed to allow radiation

originating from the combustion flame and particles in the gas stream.

Have you observed these effects, and if so, what correction do you make for them?

RI•pnse d'Auteur
'ai CXlos6 dans I'article l'ifluence dc rinission propre des gaz provenant essentiellement des molecules H20 et CO 2

ct comment on la mininlisait, Si Ia combustion W'est pas suffisamment propre et I'emissivild des suies non ingigeable Ita

mnthode proposce n'est plus applicable. Par ailleurs, le signal pyrom6trique est bien reproductible ct on ne voit pas,

comme on a pu Ic voir avec un pyrometre 'hand' fonctionnant dans le tr~s proche infra-rouge, des pies de temperature

que I'oU intter)rplt comme Ie passage de tr6s grosses particules.

S t

I

I. 
r
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HIGH FREQUENCY RESPONSE HF.AT FLUX GAUGE FOR METAL BLADING

%.H. Epstein, G.R. Guenette - Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA
R.J.G. Norton - Rolls Royce, Ine, USA

"Cao Yuzhang - Beijing Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics, PRC

Summary

Double-sided, high frequency response heat flux gauge technology developed specifi-
cally for use on metal turbine blading in short duration turbine test facilities is
described in detail. The gauges consist of a metal film (1500A) resistance thermometer
sputtered on both sides of a thin (25 pm) polyamide sheet. This sheet, containing 25
gauges, is then adhesively bonded (and completely covers) the airfoil surface. The temp-
erature difference across the polyamide Is a direct measure of the heat flux at low
frequencies, while a quasi-ID analysis is used to infer the high frequency heat flux from
the upper surface temperature history. The design criteria, construction and application
techniques, and calibration procedures are discussed in detail. Sample measurements in a
high pressure turbine are presented.

1.0 Introduction

Accurate measurement of the heat transfer rate to turbine blading has long been
recognized as a key to the improvement of high pressure turbine stages. The development
of heat flux instrumentation for hot, warm, and cold machines has therefore been an active
research area. In hot turbines, the harsh, oxidizing environment is a severely limiting
constraint. Here, thermal gradient devices such as Gardon gauges are becoming increasingly
practical for measurement of the time average heat flux level [Ref. 11.

The development of short duration turbine test facilities (30 to 700 ms test times)
over the past decade has stimulated the development of heat flux instrumentation specifi-

cally optimized for the relatively benign environment (500-800"K gas temperatures) typical
of these facilities [iRes. 2,3,4,5]. Calorimeter and thin film semi-infinite instruments
have been extensively used in these applications [Ref. 61.

The goal of the work described herein was the development of a heat transfer gauge
technology which would permit simultaneous measurement o[ both the steady state and time
resolved heat flux distribution about the rotor blades in the MIT Blowdown Turbine facil-
ity [Ref. 5]. The specific requirements for this instrumentation are: that it be compat-
ible with the rig environment (500*K gas temperature, 290°K metal temperature, 200 KW/m

2

leading edge heat flux levels); that it be capable of withstanding the high centrifugal
stresses inherent to the rotor environment; that it have frequency response extending from
DC to 5 to 10 times blade passing frequency; that it be usable in relatively large
numbers per airfoil (10-20 per spanwise station); that it require minimal modification to
the blading; and that it introduce the minimum disruption to, or interference with, the
flow field and heat transfer.

Four candidate techniques were considered in some detail: calorimeter, blade
temperature conduction models, thin film semi-infinite, and multilayer thin film gauges.
All tout techniques have been demonstrated, at least in stationary measurements, and are
probably realizable in the rotating frame.

The calorimeter type gauges consist of insulated slugs of known thermal mass inset

into the blade surface, the heat flux rate being deduced from the time rate of change of
the slug temperature [Ref. 71. A severe disadvantage to this type of instrument is the
disruption of the thermal boundary layer due to the thermal discontinuities introduced by
the sensor material [Ref. 8U. The blade temperature-conduction model technique can be
considered an extension of the calorimeter approach into th.ree dimensions wiJth the entire
blade acting as a calorimeter. Here, the temperature history is measured at a large
number of points about the airfoil and the spatial distribution of heat transfer rate is
inferred with the aid of time accurate, 3-D heat conduction calculation. This technique
has the advantage of requiring a minimal modification to the blading and little flow
disruption, but empirically requires a very large number of sensors (100 about the chord) Z

and is very dependent upon the robustness of the 3-I) calculational procedure [Ref. 91,
thus reducing its attractiveness for rotor applications.. .

The thin film semi-infinite gauge consists of a thin film resistance thermometer
mounted on an insulating substrate. Assuming that the substrate appears Infinitely thick
to thermal waves propagating from the surface, the time dependent heat flux can be
inferred using a one-dimensional heat conduction model. In practice, this technique has
been brought to a high degree of perfection in stationary cascades by fabricating entire
airfoils from ceramic material, thus eliminating flow disruption problems [Ref. 61. 2
Direct application of this technique would require fabrication of ceramic or plastic rotor
airfoils, a formidable task. Alternatively, a metal airfoil might be coated with a
suitable insulator, but this too is not simple in the rotor environment. -,

The tcchnique selected was that of the multilayer heat flux gauge consisting of two

temperature sensors on either side of a thin insulating substrate which is applied to the .-
blade surface (rig. I). This is a thermal shunt. The temperature difference across the N

insulator is a direct measure of the heat flux to the surface. This direct proportionality
between temperature difference and heat flux is valid only below a certain frequency.
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This frequency, however, increo as the insulator thickness is reduced. Conversely, If
above another frequency, the suu...rle appears semi-infinite to the upper sensor and a
quasi-one-dimensional assumption c~n ho used to infer the heat flux as with the semi-
infinite gauges described above. I- , the multilayer gauge could be considered an
elaboratioe of the semi-infinite g9 which a second sensor is placed within the
substrate to eliminate the gauge pert. .co dependence on the blade material properties.
Alternatively, the gauges can be viewed •s developments of the commercially available
thermopile sensor, low frequency response r',uges [Ref. 101 with the low response sensors
replaced by high response resistance thermoneters. For tbe 25 um thick polyamide insulator
chosen, the direct response Ishant) mode frequency response is DC to 20 liz, while the
semi-infinite assumption is good above 1.5 kItz. In the MIT Blowdown Turbine tunnel for
which these gauges were desigiled, rotor blade passing frequency is 6 kliz. Furthermore, as
we shall see, the response in the intermediate 20-1500 Hz region can be reconstructed
through proper numerical signal processing.

The multilayer gauges are fabricated many to a sheet of insulating material, tested,
and then glued to the blade or test article surface using standard strain gauge adhesive
bonding techniques. The blade is completely covered by the polyamide. The specific advan-
tages of this heat flux gauge technology include: frequency response from DC to tens of
kilohertz, conventional metal blading may be used, no thermal or geometric discontinuities
are introduced, and the gauges are fabricated and tested independently of the airfoil.

This paper details the theory, fabrication, testing, ahd data reduction of these high

frequency response multilayer heat flux gauges.

2.0 Gauge Model

We will now construct a generic mltilayer, time dependent, conduction model of the
double sided heat flux gauge to use in the gauge design and calibration, and as a guide to
its proper application. A cross-section of a mounted gauge is illustrated in Fig. 1.
When mounted on a blade profile or test item, the gauge becomes part of a five-layered
structure consisting of the top thin film thermometer temperature sensor, the gaugeinsulating substrate, a second film thermometer, an adhesive layer, and finally the test
article itself. In general, the thermal properties of each layer will differ and thus, to
be fully rigorous, a five-layer model might be employed. In practice, however, the film
thermometer sensors are sufficiently thin to appear thermally transparent to the applied
heat flux, thereby permitting use of a three-layer model. Also, the ýensors will be
excited at power dissipation levels sufficiently low that their influence as sheet sourcesof heat can be neglected. The quantitative conditions required to meet these criteria
will be derived later.

The model can be further simplified to two layers if we assume that the sensor
substrate and adhesive have similar thermal properties and that the sensors are embedded
in the upper layer. In detail, this adhesive thickness will represent not thi exact
physical thickness but an equivalent thickness including effects of uneveness and property
variations. A similar assumption will be made about any surface coating (protective or
dirt) which may be on top of the upper gauge surface. The gauge adhesive, substrate and
surface coating will therefore form Layer I of the model and the test article or blade
will form Layer 2 (Fig. 2). The top sensor will lie under a surface layer of thickness
h=fhd and the bottom sensor will lie a distance g=f d, representing the glue layer, above
the interface, where d represents the sensor separavionand fg, fh the glue and surface
coating fractions respectively. Thus xu=fhd and xr=(l+fh)d, and if I, is the thickness of
Layer 1, then (l+fh+fg)d =

The heat conduction equationr will be solved for the temperature distribution in a
two layered semi-infinite medium of unlimited lateral extent subject to a spatially
uniform surface heat flux, q(t). The flow of heat may therefore be considered to be
one-dimensional. We further assume that the thermal properties within each layer are
uniform and that the layers make perfect thermal contact. Thus, the temperature in each
layer is governed by,

Layer 1: aTI Da2 T• 1 0 < x < L (1)

T T2 a2T'2

Layer 2: 'r 2 T 2

(where K m k/pc is the thermal rliffusivity), subject to the in'terface conditions,
T1 (L,t) T2 (Lt) (3)

k2-- < t < +- (4)

and the semi-infinite condition,

T 2 (-,t) = 0 . (5)

To fully specify the problem, upper surface boundary conditions and initial conditions
must be provided and theme will depend upon the form of the driving surface heat flux to
be insestigated. We will consider two cases: 1) a steady siousoid, and 2) a step in

k5
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surface heat flux. The solution to these problems employs the standard techniques '1
described in Ref. [II]. The results will be given in a form useful to the subseq.jent
analysis and only ,:he solution for the temperature in the layer containing the sensor,
Tl(x,t), will he reported.

2.1 Response to a Steady Harmonic Variation in Surface Heat Flux

Initial conditions cannot be specified since the steady solution valid for all time
is beinj sought. 'For the surface heat flux,

"qs(t) = -kI X=0 o exp(jt) -• < t 4 (6)

the temperature distribution in Layer I is,

Tl(x,t) (Qod/kl) M exp(j(ut-+)) 0 < x < L (7)

where,

1l + -tan~'-~(, .2 d + 4 _ an-I BC-A9D

A sensor characteristic Erequency oc has been introduced bas.ed upon the sensor spacing d.

= r 1 2 (10)
2d

The other quantities are defined as follows:

"Aa1- "~ IV ,,, ,,,,l/E>, ia
H a ~ 1/ si ~L1/2 1k~~(1

CA - + R exp -m cos[L2 (la)

o"A R exp sin (1id)

CO Itex (131c

H r-l(12)

I

2.2 Response to a Step i Surface [feat Flux

flere, both the transient and steady solutions to the problem are of interest. Theinitial conditions are,

Tl(x,t)-0 0 < x <14
-t < 0 T2(xt)-0 I, < x < (

ror the surface heat flux,
qTk I 0 0 (15) < 0gs t 1k IX- x=0 Qo 0 < . -I0 A

the temperature distribution in Layer I is given by, ..

T (x,t) = (Qd(/P. nn (ircPR nt (16)

where

a (X/d)V 2I (2b/di (17a)

Sn - (K/d) + 2(n+l) (L/d) (17b)

and ierfco) is the first integral of the complementary error function. A gauge time
constant r ha3 been introduced, again based upon gauge thermal diffusivity and sensor
qpacing,
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The temperature is rete;•n;-J to the quantity (Qod/kl) which represents the steady

state temperature drop required to "drive" a heat flux Qo across the distance d.

The characteristic frequency we and the time constant T are defined with respect to
the gauge film spacing d and not the layer thickness L. Thus, the expressions for the
solution may appear a little more cumbersome than necessary to describe the temperature
distribution but they are in the proper form for the subsequent analyses of the gauge
response characteristics.

2.3 Gaure Model Discussion

The solutions for the temperature distribution in Layer li Tl(x,t), depend intrinsi-
cally upon the properties of the gauge through 4ER and k/d. These parameters form the
basis for the normalization of the independent variables through the definitions of - and

We. We will adopt these as the fundamental parameters which characterize the gauge and
which, theretore, must be known to interpret its output. Additionol influence comes from
the thickness fractions of the surface coating and adhesive (fh and fg respectively) and
the VTl of Layer 2 which enters through the parameter R.

We will now use the gauge model to show that only the film thermometer scale factor,
jTcW and k/d need calibration. Variations in adhesive thickness and test article

properties (Ehl, fq IR), although they influence the temperature levels, do not signifi.-
cantly affect the beat flux level inferred.

2.4 Gauge __Model Resp__•se

We will use the limiting case solutions of the low frequency direct mode and the high

frequency semi-infinite mode to provide a framework for gauge design and calibration.

in the direct or shunt mode, the surface heat flux is assumed to be proportional to
the measured temperature drop across the gauge. While this is valid for static measure-
ments, a uniform temperature gradient will not exist across the gauge if there are
frequency components for which the thermal penetratian depth is comparable to, or smaller
than, the gauge thickness. The gauge is considered to be in the semi-infinite mode for
those frequency components which are effectively damped by the gauge substrate. in this
case, the heat flux may be obtained entirely from the upper film thermometer. It should
be understood that 'direct' and 'semi-infinite' are terms used to describe limiting
processes within the gauge substrate and are in no way exclusive of each other in actual
operation of the gauge.

For steady harmonic excitation in the direct measurement mode, the upper and lower
film temperatures are provided by Eq. (7),

j (ut-4u)

Tu = T(x ut) = (Qod/k ) Mu e (19a)

ST, .1 T(xt~t) = (Qod/kl) Mt e (19b)

where Mu = M(xu), etc-; xu = fhd and x= (1+'h)d are the positions of the upper and lower
Sthermometers: and L = (1+fh+t )d is tie total thicknesE of Layer 1. The direct mode heat
(lux Iv indicated by an 'idea?' gauge, (i.e., error-free measurements of Tu and T9 , and
perfect knowledge of kl/d) , is

qf)(t) = (kl/d) (Tu - '1•) (20)

Subs ituting for the temperatures using Eqs. (19), the ratio of the measured to actual heat
flux is,

qD (t) e -tu 
(21)

q"S(t)

rThis may ý,, put into the more useful magnitude-phase form,

SqW3t) ".
V- MDe (22)
qjt)

where

M n (M.12 + M- 2M M cos<f - 1)l/2 (23)
0 u t u t

I'' /c
41 tan- ( IM sinou - Mtsiný 3n l/u °s~u 9. 't.cost (24)

represent the magnitude MI) and phass *D response for direct mode.

These are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the normalized frequency u/fc, for
.,l several values of glue fraction, Ig The case shown is for a polyamide substrate mounted f

upon an aluminum test body, R=0.96. The results show that the direct temperature
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difference mode is valid, in this example, for frequencies up to the cutoff frequency cc
and that in this region the adhesive layer has negligible influence upon the performance
of the gauge. Parametric studies show similar conclusions for the influence of R and th.

The results thus far show that, in the direct mode, the temperature rise per unit of
surface heat flux can be approximated by,

kd (25)

up to the cutoff frequency,

=C = ' 1 ( (k/dk 2 (26)

If k/d is eliminated from these expressions, a constraint betwen gauge sensitivity LT/Q
and the response bandwidth fc (in H1z) is obtained,

hT fl/2 = 1 1 (27)o c 2Wjc

i.e., the overall trade between signal strength and cutoff frequency depends only on the
thermal property c--k of the gauge substrate. Thus, both low thermal inertia pc (more
precisely high diffusivity), good for high fc, and low thermal conductivity, good for high
AT/Q, are desirable.

The solution for steady harmonic excitation, Eq. (19b), shows that the response of
the lower sensor is fully damped for frequencies above approximately 100 uc. In the case
of the semi-infinite mode, the expression for the surface temperature, Eq. (19a), (for
xs0) reduces to

Q. -1/2 j(ut-j)
Tuit) = 7- e (28)

Thus, the condition for maximum high frequency temperature sensitivity is the same as for
the direct measurement mode, low ý'pc-, except now it is seen that sensitivity also
diminishes with frequency, as u-

1
/

2
. This means that, for a fixed temperature measurement

capability, low values of Oc-k will help to improve the upper frequency response limit
of the semi-infinite mode.

In summary, this steady sinusoidal theory provides the basis for the gauge design,
i.e., substrate and thickness selection. Low &'pc$ is desirable for a high sensitivity-
bandwidth product in the direct measurement mode and for high sensitivity and frequency
response in the semi-infinite mode. For a given 4E-K, the trade between fc and AT/Q is
then set by the choice of substrate thickness, d.

Now we will look at the semi-infinite mode step response, which is shown for the
upper and lower thermometers in Fig. 4. The region in which the response of the upper
thermometer is linearly proportional to 911 is that for which the semi-infinite
assumption is valid, Here, the solution for x=0 is,

Tu(t) 1/2 (29)

We will use this equation for the /p;N calibration procedures discussed later. Note
that, although increasing the adhesive fraction tends to extend the duration of the
semi-infinite regime, it does not influence the performance of the gauge while in that
regime. Similar conclusions follow for R and fh"

The step response for the direct difference mode is obtained from Eqs. (16) ano (20)
(Fig. 5). The effect of the glue layer is more evident from its influence upon the rise A
time of the measured response than it was from its effect upon the frequency response.
Also shown is a discriminant (Tu-TP)/Tu, which can be used to estimate the effective
thickness of the adhesive from test data.

These results clearly show the behavior of the semi-infinite (tcr) and steady state
(t),20i) limits. The actual data is reduced with a numerical technique which reconstructs
the entire frequency domain, as will be described later.

2.5 Design of the Thin Film Temperature Sensors

This section discusses the design of the thin film resistance thermometers used as
temperature sensors in the multilayer heat flux gauge. These sensors are nothing more 4
than metal film resistors whose resistance changes with temperature. For a change 8T
about a temperature T, the increment in film resistance may be expressed by a Taylor 4'
series expansion in powers of 6T, qi

614 - R(T + 4Ti - R(T) 1 R(T) a(T) AT (30)
+ higher order terms in 8T.

The temperature coefficient of resistivity a(T), a fundamental material property,
represents the fractional change in resistance about a given temperature,

cu(T ) =d (lnR)/dT . (31)

x I
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For the metals commonly employed in resistance thermometers, a(T) is usually a very weak
function of temperature over ranges of practical interest. Thus, in many applications, a
convenient form of Eq. (30) may be obtained by assuming constant a and neglecting the
higher order terms,

SR = RaT. (32)

(For the sensor here, this results in errors of order O.lC over a 60C range.)

For a sensor excited at constant current, the change in voltage across the sensor,
6V, is

AV = (Va)6T, (33)

where V represents the total voltage drop across the film. Thus, the sensitivity of the
sensor is directly proportional to both its temperature coefficient and the excitation
voltage. The excitation voltace is constrained, however, by the V2/R heat dissipation in
the film sensor,

QE = V
2
/(Rlw), (34)

(where 1 and w are the active length and width of the film). This heat dissipation must
be kept small compared to the heat flux being measured.

To qcpantify this constraint, film resistance will be expressed in terms of film geo-
metry and volume resistivity, p,

i = (pl)/(wt), (35)

where t is the film thickness. Substituting into Eq. (34) yields

V = (P/t)1/2 Q ./2 f36)
This expression sets the excitatio, voltage. Note that this repjlt is independent of the
width of the film. The level of QE can be adjusted for each measurement application. The

film parameters (o/t, 1. w, t), however, must be selected berorehand by the design process.
Substitution of Eq. (36) into Eq. (33) yields a form of the sensitivity equation useful
for design,

6V/6T - (p/t) 1/2 al 0/2 (37)

This expression implies that long, thin films with high volume resistivity and temperature
coefficient are best for high temperature measurement sensitivity. There are, however,
many other conditions which must be considered to arrive at an overall optimum design offilm resistance sensors fur heat transfer gauges, some of which are discussed below.

The first two factors in Eq. (37), ( 0/t)l/20, show the influence of film thickness
and electrical properties on film sensitivity. Table I presents a rankino of some
candidate film materials based upon the sensitivity parameter a/p, derived using the
bulk properties of the materials. Note, however, that these properties are a function of
film thickness in the region below 1 pm (where data is available for only a few substances
(Ref. 12)). This table does provide some general guidance for maximizing temperature
sensitivity, the final choice being also influenced by:

a) surface temperature changes resulting from the thermal resistance and capacity of
the film,

b) abrasion resistance and substrate adhesion of the film,
c) residual stresses induced by the deposition process, and
d) changes in p and a from their known bulk property values.

The third factor in Eq. (37) shows the influence of sensor surface geometry. The
maximum length of the sensor, hence its sensitivity, will be determined by the spatial
resolution requirements of the heat flux measurement. If this is characterized by a
single length scale x, for example, the film will be constrained to lie in a roughly
square region, x on a side. Since the sensitivity has been shown to be independent of
film width, a serpentine pattern may be employed to significantly increase the film sensi-
tivity, if the minimum width that can be reliably deposited is much smaller than X. For
the film geometry chosen, 1 ý 141. There are, however, several potential disadvantages to
these thin, long and narrow film sensors. First, they will be more vulnerable to small r-' .
scale nicks and scratches. Second, they may prove unsuitable for calibration of substrate
physical properties by the electrical self-heating method, which requires that the film
width be much larger than the thermal penetration depth over the required calibration
time. Third, the sensitivity advantage of a long, thin, narrow film can be reduced by the
reduction in its inherent signal to noise ratio which arises due to its increased
resistance.

We will now estimate the signal to noise ratio of this thin film . -sistance thermo-
meter. All resistors produce electrical noise as a result of the thermal motion of their
electrons. The mean squared value of this thermal noise voltage is VJ 4kTBR; where
k is the TBoltzmann constant, T the resistor absolute temperature, 13 ite bandwidth overj which this (white) noise voltage is measured, and R the resistance. A second contributor
to resistor noise arises when the resistor 'feels' the flow of an externally applied

"" cur rent. All electrical currents have inherent fluctuations, arising from the fact that
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charge comes in discrete lumps (electrons). For a current of (average) magnitude 1, the
mean squared value of these fluctuations is T3 = 2e11, where e is the electron charge.
Passing through a resistor, these fluctuations appear as a voltage noise 91 - JR2 = 2eVRB,
shot noise. Since these sources are uncorrelated, t0, total resistor noise may he
expressed as,

*2 = t2 + 52 = (4kT ý 2eV)Rk . (38)
n t a

Note that VA, a measure of the noise power, is proportional to the product of the obser-
vation bandwidth with the resistance (and implicitly with the gain of the film sensor).

The mean squared signal ,ower (obtained from Eq. (37)) is,
• •~~~2 = (p/t)a 22 E•2 (9

Sý2 21 6-2(39)

Forming the ratio of mean squared signal to noise powers yields the signal to noise ratio,

at2 O l lE (1W T ) 2

S/N - 4T+2 ~;t ~ ~(40)

where Eqs. :35) and (36) have been used for R and V in Eq. (38).

The film noise will result in an indicated RMS temperature fluctuation, dTn, which
may be fund from Eq. (40) by setting S/N=I, 1

n TSN A% [ (41)

For the nominal operating conditions of the sensors designed here, this temperature is
equal to 0.0021K, quite negligible. A more rigorous optimization of film design would

include all the tradeoffs between the film, amplifier, and data acquisition system. This
was not done in this case since this gauge noise level is less than the 0.08*K peak to peak
equivalent noise of the amplification system used.

3.0 Fabrication and Mounting

Given the guidelines implicit in the gauge thcory, the gauge design consisted of
selection of the substrate material, the film resistor material, and the sensor geometry.
All three must be compatible with the fabrication technique selected. Vapor deposition
and photolithography were chosen as being compatible with both large scale, low cost
fabrication of these gauges and the fine sensor structure implied by the relatively high
film sensor resistance desired.

Over fifty materials were studied as candidates for the gauge substrate. Polyamide
(Kapton) was by far the most attractive material. It has the lowest ,'eck of any
material stuJied (and thus the highest sensitivity bandwidth product), has excellent
thermal and mechanical properties op to 600*K, has a well-developed adhesive technology
(due to its wide use in strain gauges), is widely available, and is used in vapor deposi-
tion applications (for spacecraft). The substrate thickness, d, was selected as 25 tm to
yield a direct mode response upper limit cf 20 liz and a semi-infinite mode lower limit of
1500 liz.

The resistance the-mometers are fabricated from 0.13 um thick pure nickel. Nickel
was chosen because of its relatively high net sensitivity (Table I) and because of its
very good adhesion characteristics in thin film applications. The sensor geometry

selected (Fig. 6) was a square serpentine pattern to maximize the sensor length in an area
compatible with the expected disturbance length in the flow field and thus maximize the
signal to noise ratio as discussed earlier. The sensor resistan e is approximately 500s.

Low resistance gold leads or 'tags' 1 im thick are deposited from the sensor to the edge
of the polyamide sheet. Signals from the bottom sensor come through 0.5 mm diameter
'plated through' holes, laser drilled in the substrate before the deposition process.
Twenty-six gauges are fabricated on a single polyamide sheet whose dimensions are
compatible with a turbine airfoil surface area.

The vapor deposition is done by d.c. sputtering at a presnure of 5Xs0-
4 

torr of
argon. The deposition rate of the nickel is 0.2 nm per second. The geometrical
delineation is done using a liftoff process, the two gauge sides being done separately. ..
The manufacturing yield and material properties are very strongly process variable
dependent. The principal problem with the gauges is a high batch to batch variation in
manufacturing yield which is not yet understood. The problem appears as a high level of

intrinsic stress in the nickel, resulting in cracking of the sensors. Work is underway to
solve this problem.

Originally, a silicon dioxide overcoat was applied to the bottom sensor surface to
serve as an electrical insulator. 'Phis was disconrtinueu urn Lavot wJL izdinig the surface
of the aluminum blading, a practice which has proven completely satisfactory.

bonded to the surface using conventional strain gauge cement and mounting techniques.
Thermal time response testing has indicated that the glue layer is 5 tim thick. Seventy-

l iive micron diaireter wires are soldered th mhe far ends of the gold tags to bring out tre
signals in a region far removed from the measurement area.

vaehto
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4.0 Calibration of the Heat Flux Gauges

As in most experimental techniques used to determine heat flux, temperature is the
physical quantity measured, from which surface heat flux is interred by one of several
techniques: direct processing of the temperature signal by a physical PC analog network,
numerical integration of the measurement with a kernal function, or processing of the
measurement by a numerical analog of the gauge heat flow. These techniques are based upon
a model of the heat conduction process within both the gauge and, in most cases, the test
article. The model not only provides the physical and mathematical framework for each
approach but also the torm of the fundamental parameters which govern the behavior of the
gauge.

The multilayer gauge provides two temperature measurements: at the surface, and at a
depth d below the surface. From the model derived earlier, it can be seen that two con-
stants must be determined - Vjpic (the conventional parameter used with surface thermometry
based upon the semiintinite assumption), and k/d (representing the steady state heat flux
per unit temperature drop across the gauge).

Careful calibration of these parameters is particularly important for this gauge
since there is far less experience with Kapton as a substrate than with the more conven-
tional quartz, Pyrex, or machineable ceramic materials. Significant deviations from the
'nominall or advertised thermal and physical properties might occur within the manufactur-
ing tolerances of the Kapton sheet. Furthermore, it is not yet known what influence, if
any, the film thermometer deposition process might have upon these properties. Thus,
given that the upper and lower film sensors have been calibrated as thermometers and that
all th-' assumptions pertaining to the sensor model are satisfied, knowledge of Vpc-k and
(kid) will fully characterize the operation of the heat flux sensor.

The temperature coerficient of resistivity of the thin film thermometers is conven-
tionally calibrated by placing the gauges in a heated immersion bath and varying the bath
temperature. All sensors on a test specimen are tested together. The accuracy of the
calibration is limited by that of the reference thermometer to approximately 0.QS°C.

Many calibration schemes for v'Pck and k/d place boundary conditions on the gauge
for which exact solutions of the heat conduction equation can be found. The calibration
coefficients may then be inferred from a simple comparison of the experimental data with
the theoretical solution. The overall accuracy of tihe result will be dependent upon both
the quality of the various physical measurements required and the accuracy Lo which the
assumed boundary conditions are realized. This latter condition is especially crucial
Since its validity may not necessarily he apparent from the test data alone. Thus, there
is a practical virtue in making these boundary conditions as simple as possible, i.e.,
that the flow of heat be one-dimensional and that the gauge appear thermally semi-infinice.
Given these conditions, simple analytical solutions can be found for the surface tempera-
ture response to a wide variety of surface heat flux time histories. For example, the top
surface respoise to a step in surface heat flux, 0, is given by,

T(t) 2Q tl/2 (42)

"n, P ck
Commonly, the step in surface heat flux is applied by pulsing cu rent through the

film, i.e., resistive dissipation in the sensor itself [Ref. 61. This technique cannot be

used with this gauge geometry, however, since the sensor width is on the order of the
insulator thickness, violating the uniform heating assumption and introducing errors on
thie order of 100%. Instead, a calibration technique is used in which the gauge is
radiantly heated by a laser pulse, simultaneously yielding '-E-ck and k/d.

Conceptually, step radiant heating can be used as a direct calibration, i.e., a known
heat rate is applied to the top gauge surface with ,Tck being inferred from the top
sensor rise time and k/d simply computed from the top and bottom sensor temperatures. In
practice, this can be difficult to achieve since the measurement accuracy is directly
proportional to the absolute accuracy to which the pulse power is known, dependent upon
absorption characteristics of the surface, and is sensitive to the energy distribution in
the laser beam. Rather than attempt to perform an accurate absolute measurement, a rela-
tive calibration technique was developed which depends upon ratios, not absolute values.

In the relative calibration, the step response is measured with the sensor both
covered and uncovered by a reference fluid of known VPGk. The method is based upon the
principle that the applied surface coating acts as a sheet source of heat at the interface
of two semi-infinite substances. Theory shows that the ratio of heat entering each
substance equals the ratio of their respective values of VIPc (since both materials see
the same interface temperature), and this fact may be exploited to measure this ratio
(Ret. 61. Since the method involves the comparison of measurements, absolute knowledge of
the incident heat flux and film thermometer scale factor are not needed, being replaced
instead only with the requirement that these quantities remain stable over the duration of
thc tests. However, any change in the total heat flux absorbed by the surface coating as
a resuir of the application of the reference fluid (by mechanisms such as meniscus
focusing, absorption by the fluid or by reflections from its surface) must either be
negligible or quantifiable.

For the first set of tests, the sensor is placed in vacuum or still air. If QI
represents the surface heating, the resulting temperature rise according to the theory is, A

* I
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For the second set of tests, the sensor is placed in good thermal contact with a
material of known /cV by covering it with a fluid of high electrical resistivity. If
QS represents the heat flux entering the sensor, and OF that entering the fluid, than at
their common boundary the temperature rise is given by,

2QS t1/2

T1 1 (t) 2Q F 1/2 (44)

-We To CR -,- I

from which it can be concluded that,

QS V, T(ckT (45)

If the total heat flux absorbed by the coating for this second series of tests is QII,
where Q 1 QS + OF, the flux into the sensor is found to be,

QS (oack)T F -I (47)

Os t= I + ` P k---I - (

and the temperature rise at the surface is therefore,

F 1 T,,'(pk Fl 2Q

If ml and mIi are the slopes of the linear region of sensor temperature, T, versus
the square root of time (i.e., from Eqs. (43) and (47)) for the two conditions, then

2QI

m I 2. . . . . . .... ( 4 8 )
/i, (pck)s

[ " k')-F -l 2QII
. . I........ (49)

and by forming their ratio,

If the total heat absorbed by the coating is the same in both tcists (as has been verified
in this case), this relation becomes,

"tml) - 1] .'(pck) F (51)

and serves as the basic relative calibration formula. Note that only ratios of the quan-
tities appear.

A simultaneous calibration of k/d may be obtained by extending the heating time to
values very much larger than the characteristic time of the sensor, = d

2
/4K. The lower

sensor begins to respond to the surface heating at approximately time 0( = 1.6 ms for
these gauges), with steady state conditions being achieved by t = 20T. For t > 2

0T, the
steauy Stide temperature difference, (Tu-T,)ss, between the upper and lower surfaces of
the sensor becomes proportional to the applied heat flux, thus k/d may be found from,

k
~T (T-T )(52)

u TT.T ss

given that Q is known.

The magnitude of Q could be obtained from an independent measurement of beam inten-
sity and surface absorptivity (as would be required for an absolute calibration). However,
when the k/d calibration is merged with the relative procedure, Q may be calculated
directly be combining the initial step response data from the first set of tests, Eq. (48),with the value of /(pck-)s determined trom the refrence fluid tests, Eq. (51). Substi-•

tuting this cesult into Eq. (52) then yields the desired expression for k/d,

2 i i-mi (Tu-Tss
S... . . . ( 3 ) .



It should be pointed out that, unlike the W'ck testing, this expression requires that V
the Lils LhomoIneter I.emperature coeLticients of resistivity be calibrated or, more
procisely, that their scale factors, it unknown, ct least be equal.

4.1 Calibration Results

An argon ion laser wus ised as the radiant heat source, providing an incident
flux oa approximately 30 k%/r/m2 

over an area slightly larger than the 1 mm square ot
the tilm thermometer. The laser output was modulated b; an olectro-optic modulator pro-
ducing a light step with a 25 ns rise time. The surlace of the sensor was blackened with
a Staedtler Lumograph :4odel-316 non-permanent marking pen, commonly used for view-graph
present~tions. The coating has good opacity and low thermal inertia, as verified by
comparing tile measured temperature re3ponses with the parametric theory presented earlier,
and its selection was the, result of a large number of empirical tests. This coating has
the advantage, unlike many of the other coating materials evaluated, of possessing both
high electrical resistivity and poor solubility in the reference fluids.

The reLercnce iluid chosen was dibutylphthalate, a commonly used heating bath medium
with electrical equipment, because ot its inert properties and high electrical resistivity.
Its thermal properties were obtained from the manufacturer and checked against the
properties of the more commonl;, employed glycerol using the electrical heating technique
On a platimum-quartz film sensor. Its value of V.'ck is estimated to be 495 -5%. since
it iU Much less viscous than glycerol, it does not produce seasureable beam focusing
effects, as did thp latter fluid.

A sample calibration is shown in Fig. 7, from which it can be seen that the top
sensor output is linear with the square root of time. The slopes m are then calculated
from the least square fits to the d-ta as illustrated by the lines. From these
measurements, we conclude that /P0 -k for this gauge is 575(1/w 2 ) (2'e)/°K and kid is
8086 W/(M

2
°K). This represents a 20% variation tror nominal published data.

Sance the gauges are intended for a highly stressed rotor environment, gauge
sensitivity to strain must be considered. This was evaluated by pulling an aluminum
specimen hearing a gauge in a tensile test machine. Strain sensitivity proved to be
negligible, equivalent to 0.0036

C at 2% strain.

5.0 Data Ree,,ction - Numerical Analysis Technique

The heat flux gauges have been shown to be suitable for evaluation of the surface
heat otlx to turbine blading at low and high frequencies when the gauge characteristics
can be simply defined. At low frequencies, the heat flux can be evaluated directly from
the measured temperature difference across the insulator, and at high frequencies through
the use of semi-infinite procedures. The numerical t,.chnique described here of reducing
the two temperature histories to heat flux expands the frequency range of the gauges to
include the regime between DC and semiinfinite response.

As with most numerical techniques, discretization of the governing equations is
required, including distribution of calculational stations or nodes through the ihsulator.
In order to provide accurate prediction ot the surface heat transfer rate, the distribution
of the calculation nodes must be such as to accurately capture the varying temperature
field in the insulator.

The governing heat conduction equation is:

- c/k) -(54

For low frequency heat transfer rate variations, the time derivative in the above
equation approaches zero, and thus a constant temperature gradient is expected across the
insulator. Since this is a linear solution, the exact placement oa nodes in the substrate
is not crucial.

As the excitation frequency increases, however, the upper surface temperature signal
is attenuated through the insulator until, at very high freqtaencies, the insulator appears
semi-infinite. The expected temperature solution will be:

T = Ac-Kx cos(Ut-Kx) where: K = /T_.5Q,7iki (55)r

or

ITI = Ae-Kx (56)

Thus, the magnitude of T decays exponentially through the insulator and a logarithmic
spacing can be used to capture the temperature p ,file efficiently in the numerical
scheme. The numerical technique utilizes a lumped network of discrete elements of loga-
rithmically varying thermal conductivity and thermal capacity to calculate the surface
heat transfer rates. The increasing thermal impedance ot each element of the network
corresponds to placing the temperature nodes at logarithmically increasing distance into
the substrate.

The heat conduction equation is discretized in tinite-difference form (for non-uniform

node sl~acing) as:•5I
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where the node number i ranges from 1 to the number of sections N.

Tte solution ot this lumped network equation is an extension of the work published by
Oldfield et al. [Uef. 141 for the design ot high frequency lumped H.C. networks for the
analogue evaluation of heat transfer rates to semi-infinite substrates. Od.field's work
was concerned with the simulation of the stmi-infinite hoat conduction process, thus is
not directly applicable to the finite thickness heat flux gauges described in this paper.
The finite thickness heat flux gauge was accounted for by adding an extra thermal
resistance at the end of. tile lumped network, thereby transforming it from a semi-infinite
to a finite length line.

E..uation (57) can be written in matrix form (simulating a finite length line) as:

Sd'r A u(t) .u(t)
= A T ++. (58):'E AT 1 1 A xN xN+ 14+.

The Linite length line now requires two inputs, the t,.,perature of the upper surf'ace,
Tu, of the insulater and the temperature of the lower surface, Tt. The resulting set of
coupled equations is solved by a fourth order Runge-Kutta method to generate the upper
surface heat flux rate from the calculated temperature drop across the first element of
the network.

The selection of the thermal impedance of each of the elements is set to satisfy the
tol lowing conditions:

1) the finite thickness of the insulator must be mirrored in the total thermal impedance
of the natwork;

2) pck for each element must equal the physical value:
3) the thermal impedance of the first element is set by the r ,.,red network bandwidth;

and
4•) the number of nodes required in the insulator sets the logarithmic spacing of all but

the first element.

The accuracy of such a lumped network simulation can be established by back-calcula-
ting the incident heat transfer rate for exact analytical upper and lower temperature
solutions in specific cases. Two cases were studied: a step change in heat flux, and a

sinusoidal heat flux variation.

Figure 8 shows the normalized heat transfer rate variation calc'ulated using exact
,pper and lower surface temperature solutions for a step change in heat transfer rate
applied to a gauge glued to an aluminium substrate. The calculated response is shown for
five network upper frequency limits, all with nine stages used to discretize the
temperature field.

Figure 9 shows the frequency response of a 100 kllz bandwidth network with nine stages.
The input temperatures were exact solutions to the heat conduction equation for a
sinusoidal heat flux variation on a gauge glued to an aluminium substrate. The magnitude
and phase Jata presented in this figure is therefore relative to the driving heat flux
rate variation. The agreement between the exact and numerical methods is within 0.3%
over the 5 to 2000 Hiz band which is difficult to recover otherwise.

The effect of changing the number of elements used in the network on the error in
reconstructing a sinusoidal heat transfer rate for a nominal 100 kHz bandwidth is shown in
Fig. 10. It can be seen that the errors are rt-atively insensitive to the number of
stages chosen for the network, and are more closely tied in with the specification of the
thermal impedance of the first element in the network.

6.0 [feat Flux Measurements

As an in~itial test of the gauge technology, the heat flux gauges were mounted on the
stationary outer tip cas÷ing above the rotor of a transonic turbine in the MIT Blowdown
Turbine Facility. A time history of the top and bottom temperature sensors of a gauge is
shown in Fig. If. At time equal to zero, the tunnel is in vacuum and the sensors are the,
same temperature. After the starting transient, the tunnel operation is then quasi-steadj
(from 250 ms). The metal substrate temperature remains constant while the inlet
temperature slowly drops, reflecting the isentropic expansion from the supply tank. This
is seen in the decrease in the top-bottom temperature difference and thus in heat flux
over the test time. The thick line of the top sensor output is the envelope of the high
frequency heat flux components.

The heat flux, as calculated by the numerical data reduction technique from these two
signals starting at 300 ms, is shown in Fig. 12. The blade passing frequency is approxi-
mately 6 kllz and the sampling frequency is 200 Kill. Note that the relatively small 4
amplitude of the high frequency temperature fluctuation on the top sensor in Fig. 11
actually represents -in ac heat flux mtdulation of 80%. The small ac temperature" signal
relative to the dc reflects the ul/2 rolloff in sensitivity discussed in the gauge theory. j
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Thn hPat f lUx time -ari ia t Ofi l the tip cas.ing was quite per iod ic with blade pass:inq.
This I itared eo ntrictiron of a contour p)lot ct the casing heat flux distribution from

l line of qauges art. nged over the blade ehortd. h['bis is shown in Fig. 13 along with a
simultaiteous wall static pressu r, mnasurenont. The blade outlines are indiaeted, as are
the trarinsducer locations. Overall, a very high level of both mean and time varying heat
flux i.; seen with the peak levels on the order of that at nozzle guide vanoe leading edge.

I.0 ConClusions

A multilayer heat flux gauge has been developed which successfully meets all of its
desiqn criteria. It is directly ippl icable to metal blading in large numbers, has
[requency response extending froem DC to 100 kliz, does not introduce flow disturbance, and
in Well suited to rotating frame applications. ''hese gauges are now heing extensively
used in the turbine resoa rch program at MIT.
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TABLE I

SYMSI'SIVITY FACTORS I"OR VARIOUS FI[LM THERMOMETER MATERIALS

(FOR EXCITATION AT CONSTANT PEAT FLUX) [Ref. 131

Resistivity Temp. Coeff. Sensitivity

Metal 'P(- c) mx--O
3
(/

0
C- X-0- uio ' Rank

Zirconium 20 40.0 4.4 27.8 1

Iron 20 9.7] 6.51 20.2 2

Nickel 20 6.84 6.9 18.0 3

Tin 0 11.0 4.7 15.5 4

TantaLum 25 12.45 3.83 13.5 5

Platinum 20 10.6 3.927 12.7 6

Gold 20 2.24 8.3 12 4 7

Palladium 20 10.54 3.74 12.1 8

Cadmium 0 6.83 4.2 10.9 9

Chromium 0 12.9 3.0 10.7 10

Zinc 20 5.916 4.19 10.1 11

Copper 20 1.678 6.8 8.8 12

Aluminum 20 2.6548 4.29 6.9 13
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DIS('I ISSION

P.Raulette, FIr
What is the lenltperalture linitation for the heat flux gauges that you presented?

Do you try to develop hleal tlux gauges for higher temperature ranges?

Author's Reply
The 6(U0K tipper temperature limit is a very real one for bolh this material and the technique of LSing a flexible film in
general. Kapton is the highest temperature flexible material which we have identified which is coinmparable with bonding
techniques required i nr on blade use.

PFr hot engine environments, work is proceeding at several establishmlenls using refractory materials (zirconia, etc,)
deposited directly on the blade surface. Obviously. this is a much inore difficult environmncut, and is lint heing,
addressed at MITat this tilni,

R.Eggebrecht, Ge
I would like to conirteill ona forego~ing question concerning the maximal operating temperatures. At MTU, we also
work very successfully with Kapton and NI-layers. As the author nientioned Kapton is limited to about N6OTY max. In
order to increase temperature capabilities, we are looking at ceramic layers as for instance zirconia oxide.

My question to the author:

lDid you experience problenms with stable, reproducible electrical resistance as we did at MTU? These properties seemn
to depend on smallest deviations in fabrication processes. F urthermnore, the mode of heating during calibration or test
may affect the results. What is your experienec?

Author's Reply
Yes! We have traced problems with changing resistance to cracking of the metal films caused by intrinsic stress induced
in the metal during deposition. Often these cracks are a) multiple and b) not visible even under high magnification. The
stress level is very sensitive to the processing details (deposition rate and process pressure in particular). Only gauges
which are crack free give usable results and these have proven to be extremely stable (>0.2% on TCR).

Originally, we used an oven for TCR calibration and did not get very gool results. We now use a liquid circulation bath
of a fluorocarbon liquid (Dow Flousinest FC-77) and find the results to be extremely reproduciblc. The dynamic
calibration was initially attempted using the capacitive discharge technique used by Oldfield and his colleagues at
Oxford. This did not give satisfactory results because the films are not wide conmpared to the insulation thickness, thus
the heat addition cannot be considered ote-ditnensional. Also, we found the Kapton to be quite hygroscopic. Washing
the surface with water would introduce superior results of large magnitude.

A.E.Hourguignon, Fr
Nous utilisons actuelleinent ties fluxntitrcs pellicultires du mi•snie type. Nous avons recontres un certain noimbre de
problenes: tenu dt Kaplon sttr lcs aubes, temnperature limit6 acceptable par les fluxinmtres, duroic de vie de ceux-ci.
Pourriez-vous nouts dire si vous avcz rccontr6 les m~tnies problilics?

Author's Reply
We find no problem with using Kapton at 550tK. The gauges have been aged at temperature for 72 hours with no
appreciable change in calibration. We also thermally cycle the gauges by thermally shocking them (sudden immersion in
a heated liquid) and see oaly minor calibration shifts. Nowt that we anneal the Kapton at 400"C for I hour before gauge
manufacture in order to reduce the stresses introduced during the film production. In general. gauges manufacttred
with ininitnal intrinsic stresses in the metal have proven to be extremely stable over a period of weeks and months. Of
course. tlte actual time during which our gauges are exposed to tlie gas flow field in the turbine sums to only a few
seconds since we use them only in a short duration test facility, thus mechanical durability has not been It problem.

KI

4
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Su--A~ty
An accurate assessment of heat transfer rates to turbine vanes and blades is an important aspect

of efficient cooling system design and component life prediction in gas turbines.

Techniques have been developed at Oxford University which permit such measurements to be obtained
in test rigs which provide short duration steady flew through a turbine cascade. The temperature ratio
between the gas stream and the turbine correctly models that found in an engine environment. Reynolds
number and Mach number can be varied over a wide range to match engine conditions. The design,
construction and operation of a new facility at RAE Pyestock, incorporating these techniques, Is
described.

* Bleat transfer and aerodynamic measurements have been made on aerofoil surfaces and endwalls of a
fully annular cascade of nozzle guide vanes. These results are discussed, and compared with those
obtained from the same profile in 2-D cascade tests, and with computed 3-D flow predictions.

i Une fivaluation precise 4es flux de ehaleur avex aubee et ailettes de turbines eonatttue un facteurimportant pour une bonne conception des sys0mos de refroidissement et pour la pr6diction de la durbe de

vie des composantes, dens lea turbines A gee.

Des techniques ont fti mises au point a l'UniversitS d'Oxford, qut permettent d'obtenir ces
aesures dane des bItis qui assnrent un 6coulement constant de courte dure A travera d'une grille de
turbine. Le rapport entre Ia temperature du jet de gez et celle de Is turbine reproduit fidilement celui
observk dane un milteu moteur. On peut varier le nombre de Reynolds et le nombre de Mach sur une gamae

Giendue pour correspondre aux conditions de fonctionnement des soteurs. L'exposl donne done des
prncisions ai sujet de Is conception, construction et mais en oeuvre d'une nouvelle installation r6alisae
au RAF, Pyestock oil ces techniques sont appliquloe.

Des mesures de transfert thermique et aErodynamlques ont WiG prises sur lea surfaces de profil et
lea parois d'extrimitG d'une grille d'aubes directrices compltemetit annulaire. Ces resultata sont, dona
i'exputef, discut6s et compar6a avec ceux obtenus avec ie mime profil lore d'essais de grilles & deux
dimensions ainsi qu'avec lea calculs de l'hcoulement A trois dimensions.

NOMtLA"Ult

Ab* test section choked throat area Vt reservoir volume

Ar
t  

reservoir exit choked throat area W pump tube volume r-".---.

M Mach number do speed of sound In air under initial pump

tube conditions
P pressure A

c specific heat
P matching pressure in tube duting run -A

k thermal conductivity
Re Reynolds number

A blade chord or other characteristic Length
T temperature

y ratio of specific heats
'F test gas total temperature under

matccing conditions p density

Tr retervoir gas total temperature
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SUBSCR [PTS

a conditions on inlet side of piston Des design conditions

b conditions on exit side of piston intt initial conditions in pump lube

1. INTUODUCTI')N

For many yeors it has been recognised within the gas turbine industry, and by its customers, that
the design of an efficienct high pressure turbine with adequate compopent life is crucial to the success
of any gas turbine engine project, military or civil. The interactions between the demands of the
aerodyeamicist, the blade cooling specialist, the metallurgist, the stress engineer and the production
engineer are unique and make the evolution of efficient, reliable, designs one of the most challenging
tasks in the industry. Inherent in the design process is the need to predict accurately the aerodynamic
flow and external heat transfer distributions t.-nlnnd the aerofoils and on the endwall surfaces,

the increasingly complex three-dimensional geometry of liP turbine components compounds the
problems of accurate prediction. Whilst theoretical techniques have improved, there are still
deficiencies in the industry's knowledge which must be remedied in order to reduce the need for a
protracted development phase for new projects. The need for high quality experimental data is still
parawount, both to understand the performance of current and proposed designs and as a basis for the
development and validation of theoretical prediction methods.

Some major advances In the techniques for measuring heat transfer to turbine blading originated
from research at the Department of Engineering Science of Oxford University. Studies of blade cooling
using shock runuels and specialised instrumentation techniques for measurement of heat transfer began in
the late 1960's, leading to the development of a novel form of intermittent wind tunnel specifically for
this work.

The ISentroplc Lli;ht Piston Tunnel (ILPT) in the Osney Laboratory at Oxford1 has been producing
nigh quality heat tvansfer and aerodynamic data for over a decade. The results of this work have been
used to improve prediction methods. However, detailed knowledge is still lacking in two areas, endwall
heat transfer and rotational effects. Correct simulation of endwall teat transfer requires an annular
cascade where secondary flows develop in a realistic environment. This paper describes the design and
acqisition of Such a facility at RAE Pyestock, known as the Isentropic Light Piston Cascade (ILPC). The
deuign of the new tunnel was such that it could be developed at u later date to address the second
problem area mentioned above, that of rotational effects.

2. THE PRINCIPLES

The techniques and facilities developed at Oxford have been widely reported
1

.,3,4, but for
completeness a brief summary of the principles ia included.

For measurement of heat transfer from the gas to turbine components it has been shown
5 

that it is
heceptable to model the gas to metal temperature ratio rather titan actual temperatures. Thus, although
the gasec entering a turbine may he at around 1l00K and the blades at 1000K, tenst with blades at ambient
temperature (288K) only require a teat gus temperature of 432K. By using thin film resis-'nce
thermometers on an insulating substrate of known thermal properties to record local surface :emperatures
ont the blades, and by considering the flow of heat into the body of the blade to be one-dimensional over
short time periods, local heat transfer rates may be deduced.

lent transfer measurements may therefore be made by passing moderately heated gas over test blades
for a period just long enough to record the response of surface temperatures to the passage of the hot
gas. The 11.11T and its associated instrumentation techniques were developed to do this.

A gas total temperature of 432K can be obtained -by an isentropie compression of modest pressure
ratio from aet initial temperature of 286K. The test gas is contained within a tube and is compressed
Isentropicaily by a pistoan which is driven along the tube by a flow of air from a high pressure
reservoir. When the gas has been compressed, and hence heated to the required temperature, a fast acting
valve is opened, which allows the compressed gas to flow through a cascade of aerofoils in the working
section (Fig a,.

initial pressures in the pump tube and downstream of the working section can be pre-set to control
the Reynolds number and lHacsh number of the flow through the working section. The area of the throat
admitting high pressure air behind the piston is matched to the throat area of the test cascade so that
volumetric flew rates Into and out of the tube are equal and thus conditions in the working section are
.constnt over the test period. An idealised pressure-time relationship during a run is shown in Fig 2.

Signals from instrumentation in the test cascade are recorded during the run. Even in the short
times available (typically 0.5 seconds) It is practical to record aerodynamic as well as heat transfer
data provided that care is taken to minimise transducer tubing lengths and volumes.

The derivation of heat transfer rates from surface temperatures may he done numerically. However
it can be done much more simply and directly by the use of an electrical analogue circuit. •1

t;
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The oue-dimensional heat conduction equation

62T/6x
2  

(pc/k)(bT/Ft)

for a body with density p and thermal properties c and k Is analogous to the equation

6
2
V/1X

2 
- RC(bV/bt)

for the variation of voltage with distance and time along aur RC transmission line. Thus if tire voltage
outputs from thin film resistance thermometers are fed into suitable analogue circuits, the current
outputs from these circuits will re proportional to hear transfer rate.

The advantages of using such analogues, and details of the circuits, are covered fully in Ref 4,
and the design of more recent analogues with improved frequency response is given iII Ref 6.

Testing at reduced temperature offers two further benefits. Firstly, as may be seen from Fig 3,
at the lower temperatures a design Reynolds number simulation can be achieved at only 20-25% of the
pressure levels required at typical engine temperatures. This significantly reduces rig stressng
problems. Secondly, easily machineable materials can be used for the construction of test blades and
other parts.

The use of short duration test facilities is also advantageous from the point of view of power
requirements. To teat a full scale set of nozzle guide vanes for a typical civil engine at maximum
operating conditions in a continuous flow rig would require approximately 20 MW. The high pressure
compressor for the ILPC is rated at 45 kW.

3. THR RIEQUIUHKNS

The specification for the new tunnel required it to be capable of testing a full size annular
cascade of nozzle guide vanes from a large civil engine at correct Reynoldo number and Mach number. This
demanded a pump tube with a large volume. The bore of the tube must be within close tolerances and have
a fine finish to permit smooth travel of the free piston. ExperiLece with the Oxford University tunnels
had shown that a surface finish of 0.4 tm was a realistic target. The pump tube for the cascade facility
at Oxford has an internal diameter of 0.6 m, and the manufacLtuers of that tube estimated that a maximum
bore of 1.2 m was possible with a length of 9 m. These dimensions were therefore adopted as the basis of
the design of the stew facility.

The tunnel was to be provided with a comprehensive instrumentation system, including 64 channels
of eat rtransfer data and 96 channels of pressure data.

A prime requirement was that the operation of tire tunnel should not be labour intensive and should
as far as practical be independent of site air supplies.

4. T•E DESIGN

4.1 REYNOLDS NUMBER AND MACH NUMBER CAPABILITY

fhe Reynolds numbers relevant to the HP nozzle guide vanes of large civil bypass engines are in a
range rp to approximately 4.75 x 106 (based on inlet total conditions, exit Mach No. and true chord).
For military applications the sea level dash conditions may increase this to around 7 x 106 with only
minor changes In nozzle exit Mach number. The advantages to be gained from testing at lower gas
temperatures have been outlined earlier. Taking as an example an engine turbine entry temperature of
I , SK (consistent with the Reynolds number of 4.75 x 106) and nozzle exit Mach number M-l, It can be seen
from Fig 3 that the cascade operating pressure would be reduced by a factor of approximately 3.67
relative to engine conditions by operating the test rig at a temperature of 432K. Thus a test rig
pressure of only 0.68 hPa would be needed to correctly simulate anr engine pressure of 2.5 iPa.
Accordingly the cascade design maximum pressure was set at 1.2 EPa, which allows a significant increase
in Reynolds number above design values. Similar conclusions apply to military engine applications where,
for a gas to wall temperature ratio of 1.5, a Reynolds number of 7 x 1O6 can be obtained with a total
pressure of approximately 0.825 MPa. Once again, a maximum design pressure of 1.2 hPa is more thane
adequate.

The free piston cascade has considerable flexibility in its operating regime. The total
temperature may be varied over a range from ambient to approximately twice ambient simply by increasing
the compr'%sion ratio. For purely aerodynamic studies such as Mach number distribution and loss
measurements it Is not necessary to operate the cascade with an elevated total temperature. The.... .
maximum flow duration is obtained by driving the air Inr the pump tube through the working section without
any compression.

The initial pressure required in the pump tube before compression may be obtained from the
required temperature ratio by the Isentropic relationship

P

for~ ~ ~ ~ ~Ti a acaeoprtigprsur f .

As an example, a gas-to-wall temperature ratio of 1.5 gives a ratio of P/Pnint of 4,.13, so that at
for a cascade operating pressure of 0.8 hPa an initial pressure of 0.19 hPs would be required. For
operation at reduced Reynolds numbers the initial pump tube pressure may be below atmospheric so that !
modest vacuum sealing is required.

* I
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Exit aclh numbers from the nozzles of modern engines are in the range 0.7 to 1.3, corresponding to
pressure ratios across the cascade of approxIiiately 1,4 to 2.8. This defines the working pressure range
for tile dump tanks. The examples quoted previously would require dump tank initial pressures of
0.383 MIPa and 0.436 MiPa. A matriatuas design pressure of 0.5 Mia and a minimum pressure of 10 kPa were used
for the tank design. Should higher nozzle exit pressures be required in the future, a second throat
could he fltt,'d between tile cascade and thle dump tanks.

4.2 FLOW DURATION

The 'tube time', ie tile time taken to expel all the gas initially in the pump tube through the
vane throats, is defined

2 
by

W[tube = -obl

Where W Pump tube volume

Ab* - Cascade throat area

a0 -speed of sound at initial pump tube conditions

and , f(y)

The actual flow duration is less than this because of the compression required to heat the gas,
thus

i run +1Ir nPaoAb*

The flow duration is seen to be strongly dependent upon tile temperature ratio T/Tinit. A plot of

'run against Ab* for a range of values of T from an In'tial temperature of 288K is shown in Fig 4 for
W - 9.3 m

3
, the design target. It may be seen that for vane throat areas in tile range 0.02 to 0.04 M2

tie flow duration varies from 0.6 sees to 0.3 sees with T - 432K. This was considered to be more than
adequate for heat transfer rate measurements. For purely aerodynamic measurements, running the tunnel
"cold" is acceptable and it can be seen from Fig 4. that for a value of Y of 288K tile corresponding flow
durations are Increased to 2.6 and 1.3 seconds respectively.

4.3 MATCHING I
Constancy of total pressure during the run time of tile cascade requires that the volumetric flow

rate from tile high pressure cylinders into the region behind tile piston Is equal to that leaving through
the NOV throat area.

If it is asstmed that tile reservoir gas is brought to rest in the tube, thereby recovering the
regervoir temperature Tr, the volumetric flow rate entering the pump tube from the reservoir is given by

The volumetric flow rate through the NOV throats Is given by

Vb ' OabAb*

"Hatching" of these two volumetric fUw rates occurs when Vb - %a at a pressure in the pump tube

P =Pa s Pb' so that the matching mans flow from the reservoirs 
m

r is given by

ilabAb*P
r~

in practice the necessary adjustments in mr may be achieved either by changing the reservoir

throat area or, more readily, by changing the reservoir pressure.

5. THE FACILITY

Installation was completed at Pyestock in tile Spring of 1984.

The main features of the cascade and its associated plant call be seen on Fig 5. The driver system
comprising high Pressure reservo~irs, Inlet valves and ptpework, is mounted above the pump tube. Alý from

these reservoirs is admitted to tile tube through the collector ring. The annular working section
containing the test vanes exhausts Into three interconnected dump tanks.

Tie pump tube and dump tanks may be pressurised by o medium pressure compressor or evacuated by
vacuum pumps prior to a run.

I_ _-_
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A bursting disc is fitted at the dished end of the pump tube to vent the system should the 'I
pressure in the pump tube exceed 1.2 iPa. A bursting disc is also provided on the dump tanks to prevent
Inadvertent over-pressurisation beyond their 0.5 Mlps design pressure. Two large hydraulically operated
clamp rings are used to hold the dished end onto the collector ring and the bolster plate onto the pump
tube (see Fig 6). These specially designed clamp rings permit rapid removal of the dished end, for
inspection of the piston and pump tube bore, and of the working section. A large reinforced rubber
bellows between the intermediate exhaust tank and the dump tanks allows for expansion between tile pump
tube and working section assembly and the dump tanks. The pump tube and working section are rigidly
mounted on bedplates in the test cell.

The Pyestock facility differs from the Oxford tunnel in two major areas. Firstly, because of the
annular cascade, a plug valve is used to isolate the working section rather than the gate valve on the
Oxford tunnel which has a linear cascade. Secondly, it was decided that by using an ultra-lightweight
piston constructed from carbon fibre reinforced composite materials, it would be possible to dispense
with the compensating system (which provides additional inlet flow during the compression phase') and
thus simplify the facility.

The control room containing the data acquisition computer with its associated electronic equipment
and the plant and rig control paneLs is situated above the cascade. The facility is equipped with its
own high pressure (21 DlPa) and intermediate pressure (2 MPa) compressors and vacuum pumps and is thus
independent of the site air supplies.

To simplify the preparation of the facility before each test run, a programmable logic controller
is used to interlock all valve operation. This controller is linked to the main rig computer so that
different logic sequences can be fed to the controller for different rig operating requirements.

5.1 PLUG VALVE

The tunnel Is designed to accommodate full 360* cascades of vanes so that a concentric Inlet flow

is required. This is achieved by using a central fast-acting plug valve, which can be seen in schematic
form in Fig 6.

In Its forward or closed position the valve seals the working section from the pump tube. In its
fully retracted position the nose of the plug forms a smooth inlet to the diffuser. The valve has two
Internal chambers which are pneumatically isolated by a fast-acting shuttle valve. The forward chamber
Is pressurised to a level sufficient to keep the valve closed against the maximum pump tube pressure for
the particular operating condition. The rear chamber is maintained at a lower pressure. The valve
motion is initiated from the rise in pressure In front of the piston as it travels down the tube. At a
pre-set level this pressure rise triggers the shuttle valve and the two chambers are interconnL:ted. Gas
from the front chamber vents into the rear, lowering the pressure in the front chamber. The valve body
accelerates rearwards under the influence of the differential pressure on its front face. The co-centric
piston on the central shaft sets as a damper as it passes through the central orifice which carries the

shuttle.

The valve opening time Is In very close agreement with predictions and is typically of the order
of 30 as.

5.2 LIGHTWEIGHT PISTON

In the 0.6 m dia tunnel at Oxford the pressure fluctuations during the run, due to finite piston
mass, are eliminated by use of a fast-acting coapensation system to increase the driver masi flow by a
factor of about 2.7 (fur a temperature ratio of 1.5) during the compression phase.

Initially the Pyestock tunnel was conceived with a similar compensating system. However, it was
then realised that by using modern carbon fibre composite technology it would be possible to construct an
ultra-lightweight piston which, as well as minimising pressure fluctuations due to piston mass, would

offer the following benefits:

S(a) simpler operation of the tunnel because of the elimlnaL . of compensator mass flow and

timing adjustments as operating conditions are changed;

(b) a simpler and smaller driver system using fewer storage cylinders - the reduced cost
outweighed the extra cost of the high technology piston;

(c) the simpler system would be more reliable, and should thus improve the productivity of the

The first carbon fibre piston used is shown in Fig 7. It was designed for use up to tunnel
pressures of 0.834 iiPa and has a mass of 14.25 Kg. The front face is cut from a 40 mm thick aluminiume
honeycomb panel with 4-ply carbon fibre reinforced skins. The front face is designed to resist the
differential pressure across the piston when it covers the plug valve opening at the end of the run.

pydraulic testing of a sample of the front face panel confirmed the derign aissfptions.

A LO mm square PTFE piston ring around the periphery of this panel provides a gas tigiht seal andsupports tile piston in the pump tube, To save weight, only one piston ring Is fitted, and tile piston is

stabilised In the tube by six small FTFE pads mounted on the rear corners of a hexagonal skirt bonded to
tle back of the piston front face. This skirt was fabricated by folding and bonding lightweight carbonfibre skinned aluminium honeycomb panels. !i

. . e I I I I I I I I I I III
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01iring structural tests qf thi piston materials a number of unexpected failure modes were
encotnnterod. For example, it wa:z found that leakage through the skin could pressurtse a single honeycomb
cell which would burst, pressurise the next cell and lead to a progressive failure of tile honeycomb
saterial along a line, without any visible surface damage. The material Is then loss able to withstand
the working stresses, so that it is Important to ensure that Lhe outer skills are completely sealed, Some
details of the construction can be seen on Fig 7.

Thls piston in now in regular use and has given no problems.

A second piston for usc at higher pressures has been designed and fabricated jointly with
Materials and Structures Department of RAE. By using more soph. sticated fabrication techniques and a
moulded circular section skirt, the mass has been kept to 21 Kg (a 45g increase over the first piston)
even though the design pressure has been doubled to 1.6 MPa.

5.3 RESERVOIR AND ORIVI' SYSTEM

The principles governing tile required driver reservoir volume Vr and driver throat ares Ar are
given in Ref I.

For simplicity, a modular driver system was chosen, with identical driver modules each consisting
of a high pressure air cylinder and associated valves. The safety isolating valvel. are opened a few
seconds before the run, which is controlled by tihe simultaneous opening and, later, closing of the main
inlet valves.

The design conditions for the driver system were:

Test section throat area Ab
5 

- 0.035 m
2

Maximum working section pressure P = 1.2 Mpa

Maximum driver pressure Pr - 21 "Pa

Temperature ratio TrT - 1.5

Tile flow area Art is controlled by the gate valve settings, and as the valves are choked this area
may be calculated

2 
from the expression

Ar* 0 p

v-eb r;) Tr

Thus Ar = 0.00245 m3

For the chosen valves, this total area is achieved with four modules in parallel. Fig 5 shows how
these are mounted above the pump tube and feed Into a collector ring at the end of the tube. Additional
modules could be added if a greater mass flow rate were required. If tile driving throat area is set to
give the correct mass flow at the start of the test run, then the drop In total pressure as the
reservoirs empty will produce a slight fall in P during the run, Fig 8(a).

This fall in reservoir pressure AP due to the finite reservoir volume may be shown
2 

to be

P VJr r j

- 3.62 at the design conditions given above.

By increasing the throat area slightly above the "matching" value, P can be made to rise slightly over
tile first part of the run as shown in Fig 8(b). Using this technique the value of AP can be reduced by a
factor of 4, to 0.9%, which is acceptable.

5.4 INSTRUMENTATION, DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

A block diagram of the Instrumentation system is shown in Fig 9. It includes:-

96 pressure measuring channels
64 heat transfer rate channels
16 tunnel monitoring channels
128 computer A/f channels (-20,000 samples/sec)
DEC PDP 11/24 computer employing tile R'Tl operating system
8 channel, 2 MIlz, fast transient recorder
12 channel UV recorder

•- For tile large number of Pressure channels required the Suanilvalve ZOC (Zero, operate, Calibrate)system was adopted. This system uses multiple silicon pressure sensors which have been partially

temperature compensated, and which have their zero, range drift and linearity corrected immediately prior

to making a measurement. The system has Its own microprocessor which, by controlling pneumatic valves
built into the transducer modules, zeroes and calibrates each transducer before the tunnel is run. The
system stores the pressure data taken during tile run, scales them according to the calibrations and later
downloads them to the main PUP 11/24 computer.

T " .
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Tunnel operating conditions are monitored by a further 16 discrete pressure transducers.

The heat transfer instrumentation uses platinum thin film thermometers on the surface of blades as
canl be seen In Fig 10(a). The blades are manufactured from Corning MACOR machinable glass-ceramic as
described In Refs 3 and 4. The heat transfer rates to the blades are derived from the surface
temperature signals by the 100 kHz bandwidth analogue circuits described in Ref 6.

Figure 10(b) shlows a typical instrumented endwall "tile" with an array of static pressure
tappings.

The 8 channel transient recorder is also available for high speed data acquisition. Thin enables
studies to be made of transient phenomena such as boundary layer transition and shock induced
fluctuations in heat transfer rate. The 12 channel UV recorder is available for tunnel diagnostic
purposes.

The complete instrumentatiome system is run and monitored by a tunnel operating system software
package which was developed at Oxford (Ref 7) and is currently used on four transient wind tunnels. It
is a user-friendly, modular, menu-driven system which is used to set up the instrumentlion before a run,
acquire data during the run, and subsequently process, print and plot the results.

6. TE UISSIOING TKSTS

For commissioning the facility, a set of constant section nozzle guide vanes was .'manufactured.
These corresponded to the mid-height section of the vanes from a single-stage transonic t-arbine
previously tested in a cold-flow rig ut Pyestock8

. The profile had also been tested in the two-
dimensional cascade at Oxford

9
.

Tests of the complete facility rommerced in Marrh 194, and regular running has been maintained
with no major system faults. Run times have been as predicted. Turn-round times of 20-25 minutes
between runs can be achieved, although 45 minutes is probably more typical allowing time for processing
the data, output of results and on-line assessment of the displays.

At the time of writing, the commissioning tests are nearing completion. A brief selection of tile
results is presented to illustrate the range and quality of the data which have been acquired.

6.1 INLET FLOW QUALITY

To assess tile flow distribution entering tile working section, total pressure rakes and surface
static pressure tappings were fitted at two planes 180* apart in the section upstream of the annulus of
test blades. In Fig 11, results for two runs are given which demonstrate excellent run-to-run
repeatability. Differences between top and bottom of the annulus are insignificanmi, and the total
,pressure variation across the annulus is well within acceptable limits, demonstrating good control of the
flow through tile transition from circular to annular cross-section.

6.2 PROFILE AERODYNAMIC MEASURMIENTS

The Mach number distribution around the mid-height section of the aerofoil, calculated from
Smeasured surface static pressures, is shown in Fig 12. Results from two runs at similar conditions are
plotted, again showing excellent repeatability. Considerable importance fa attached to obtaining good
repeatability with a test rig of this type. Since only a limited number of instrumentation channels are
available for measurements at several stations along the blades, as well as on inner ae.d outer endwalls,
it becomes necessary to repeat test conditions with different combinations of instrumentation.

Typical results from pressure tappings at the root, mid and tip sections of the vanes are shown in
Fig 13. The three-dimensional effect of the cascade is immediately apparent, with pressure surface
velocity increasing and the shock wave intensifying towards the root where the blade pitch is less.

Variations in the flow distribution as exit Mach number is varied are shown in Fig 14. Since the
flow through the vanes is choked, tile effects of Mach number change only become apparent on the suction
surface downst:eam of the shock. Results for the pressure surface and the forward part of time suction
surface serve to demonstrate again the extremely good repeatability of the results.

Two other sources of data are available for comparison to give confidence in tile results being
acquired from the li.PC. Data from 2-D tests in tile Oxford tunnel are plotted against the ILPC results
for the mid-height section in Fig 15, showing good agreement. In the ILPC the shock wave appears to
occur slightly earlier, probably a three-dimensional effect. Whilst the ILPC has the capacity to acquire
more data points per run than the Oxford tunnel, for this build time p-esaure tappings were spread over
the three sections (root, mid and tip) and thus the distribution at any one section is less well defined
than in the 2-D cascade tests. The flou through this geometry has also been computed, using a Denton 3-D
time-marching program. Except for a small region on the suction surface, and also around the trailing
edge, favourable agreement can be seen in Fig 16. Increased flow blockage due to viscous effects in the
experiment (not modelle,1 by tihe inviscid calculation) explains the increased velocities near the trailing
edge.

6.3 PROFILE HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS

Two typical sets of heat transfer data from two different runs of the tunnel ire shown in Fig 17.
The degree of repeatability is well within acceptable limits for this type of measurement.

It
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In Fig 18 the distribution (here plotted as Nusselt number) is compared with that obtained from
tests in the Oxford tunnel at the same Reynolds number and Mach numober. Reasonable agreement can be
seen, the divergence towards the suction surf3ceQ trailing edge is consistent with the slightly earlier
shock wave seen in Fig 15. The higher levels measured in the pressure surface trailing edge region
appear to indicate earlier onset of transition in the Pyestoek cascade.

6.4 ENDWAIL, thAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS

Initial results for tie heat transfer (Nusselt number) distribution on tie outer endwall are shown
on Fig 19 for two values of exit Marh number. Hi1gh heat transfer rates clearly follow the line of the
vortex moving across the, passage from the leading edge.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A new facility has been installed at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Pyestock, for testing
annular cascades.

The design and procurement of the rig involved close co-operation between the RAE and the
Department of Engineering Science at Oxford University. This co-operative effort proved very effective.

The ILK4' exploits modern computer technology to pro ide a relatively low cost method of obtaining
accurate heat transfer and aerodynamic measurements on turbine nozzle guide vanes, at conditions which
correctly model those in a gaa turbine.

Results from commissioning tests have demonstrated that good quality heat transfer and aerodynamic
data can be acquired from this facility, with excellent repeatability.
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DISCUSSION

.I.Fahri, Fr

I low large w'ere Your In¢vstnllelt comts?

Autihor's Reply
"The external expenditures were about £75(t,0(1t and our. internal costs were approximtately of the sanc order.

"TArts, Be
I . What lire tile relatiive dimensions anld weighs of the piston? l)id you observe any piston oscillations after shutter

opening?

2. What are the dimensions oi the platinum tiliur films? What is the lechiiique to deposit them?

Author's Reply
I. The free piston is 1.2 ma diameter, and the hexagonal skirt about 600 mm long, The total weight is 14.25 kg.

Yes, piston oscillations have been observed. Indeed, one of the main reasons ror attempllng to achieve a
lightweight design is to minimize these inherent oscillations. The design predicted pressure fluctuations of around ±
2% at design conditions. Results during the commissioning tests appear to show thal fluctuations are larger thanr

Ihis. duc to two diffunces between the ILPC and the smaller Oxford tunnels. As we have an annular cascade there
is a mtuch larger vohnme to be filled between the (plug) valve and the working sectioni, atid the mass of tile silg
sworking fluid is greatly increased. These aspects have been sludid by Dr T.V.Joiies, and a solution involving
"modulation ol the plug valve opening sequence has been proposed.

"2 The plaltmum thin filns arc approxintately I tonim X I rmu. As is done with til such gauges at Oxfod University,
they are painted on - which I gather is the techltiquie you have adoplcd at VKI.

A.B.Tmrner, UK
You are still not going to he able to simuiate the high frequency of turbulcncc associated. with a comb!t ilon chatilber
upstreamn of the blade. In this respect how valid do you think the results are going to be with regard to rcal cngilne
conditions.

Author's Reply
As was shown oil the slide (Fig.6). there is a turbtileince generating grid upstream of tIte vanes. We believe this will give
about 4% "ti (hiot-wire imemometry nmcasurenments just upstream of the vatn leading edge are at this mionteat being
tindertaketn). Whilst combustor generated fluctuations are likely to be much greater than this, the shtupe of the exit duct
from in conmblustion chamber will tend to accelerate and significantly modify the flow into the turbine, and hence reduce

tthe local turbulence levels.

i.I.l.H.Saravaiummuttoo, Ca
(otild you cxpaidI onl the Choice of ant umnular casc•ade rather thans rectangular? For ftill scale turbhinc invCstigations
major changes to the working section must lie necessa'y to accomImtod(tate changes ill blade span, dliameter, hub-!ip ratio

f etc.

Author's Reply
Our umiginal research prolpiomls identified endtwall heat Iransler as one of the topics about which very little data were
availablc. If the secondaty flows which strongly influ•cime the endwall heal transfer are to be correctly generated, a
sector cascade. at least, had to he used. A% the design %tudy Fto the ILl'(" pricceded, the tise o ll aleast at 1 80' sector swa
considcre(t, and it was eventually decided that a fully aimnular cascade was required if any remaininhg doubts ab)omt
cascade enld effects were to be dispelled. In fact, comllpited Willt ia sector, ithe anllnulal cascaic Wis also easiet to

cngitcer.

"I :lc d,'.esign of the facility is essentially modular downst reant of tile pulm)p tubc, so that even major cltullges to the
working section, including upstream geometry, can be relatively easily incorporalLed. A secomd, snmaller, plug valve is
being imnal[ufacuined to ensur e thlit all forsecable hub-lip ratios tumi he accotlodated.

Finially, Iite other topic which I havest,•lgesled Ohal is imlitfortlnl lor fiurther study is rotational effeclt, i.e. not only, the
hclt triansfer to tile rotating components but allso tile effects of a rotor oil upstretatm (timid dlownstream) stiators. The I l1(1C
wats designed so that a rotor could Ie atdded ait ia later tage. A feasibility study for this eillhanceentett hias niow h eci
cOmnslclcd, auid furthbet design stidies (,n particutlir aspects have been htiaiatcd.

,Il.Slo, US

i• I . Oil Fig.D hecre appears to ble ia roilnded inlet jtis tipstreini o[ ilte turbulence gritl. Is there holi laiy layer bleed ill
thait Ip!)ill?
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Is ihic I t, fl. Ilow I•it'iol JI% icc dio II-l .I clal IlilOI caIscIaldk''• Ii \% I Ithkn appearLiI thatI ilie dOw\lI INlCilt[I I Maci('h

nnIlihei i, knol coinlillolId.

,'ittitilr", Re.plyv

I 'i.(i is an accura p nte repre iitIttn iiiof I lithe gconi ltl (10r the OilllIIssllililig Iutitild "lhwo Ile OLd iniletIr pratildes ilnto
[lie ill ii annular chancl lrli a sigitgililica.it ditaii•cc, which will p•re•Vlt ilgeti olln Of hiLilndary layer air duiring the

rllipill IN ir Of .i L•es i'lnl.

irolii ia Ituiguld, lotiwi chne tile innier Miid itIteI rWsilslit 11'4caii ill thle cascade Wil ILe p~rofiled to IItOICl
cl irm e xit ge iiitet ry. Il le facilitIies (fr positively bleedC~i g off hIvtinitiaiy laver -,itt r through thle walls it s kien

inchluded.

2. '11 cascade Mach nlunict. is set by adjusting tile d LipII tank starting pressuire downst 'cai of the' ciseadle. relative
to the INlileltll pstleiessiI which will be geliraIted ill t lle piiilip lle im the test tellp•rattlr lratio and Reynolds y
number. The dunimp tanks liae beell made so large (811 Ill.) that the iticreiise ill downstream pressure duritg I test
ik niiinimal. At tle dlesigni condition•S for tihe eirrent test, the I)re!:%utio rise diuring a test will cattse less ihan 1%
chtaige ill cascade exit Machli Iltihir.'

II

C

(.i
!J
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MEASUREMENTS OF FLUCTUATING GAS TI'MPERATURES
USING COMPENSATED FINE WIRE THIIEROCOUPLES

by
M,NR.tNina and G.i.Pita

Department oF Mechanical Engineering
Institute Superior Tdcntco

1096 Lisboa Codex

Portugal

SUMMARY

Thermocouples with three different wire diameters (1ll1m, 4Opm and A0lim) were used in associatirmn with
an analog compensation circuit connected to a data aquisition system.

Measurements of the time constant were performed using two different heating techniquesi Joule effect
and external heating by laser beam.

The thermocouples were used to quantify the fluctuating temperature field in a hot air jet and in a
premixed propane flame. In the reacting case the catalytic effect was evaluated by comparing coated and
uncoated wires.

Conclusions were also obtained regarding frequency spectra, temperature pdf and time constant.

NOMENCLATURE

E - thermocouple e.m.f.
Cp - specific heat
Gr - Grashof number
h - convection coefficient
I - intensity of electric current
k - thermal conductivity
L - Wire length
Nu - Musselt number
Pe - Peltier coefficient

'..at - rate of catalytic heating per unit area
r - Jet radial coordinate
R - thermocouple wire radius
R - electrical resistivity

* t - time

T temperature of wire
T - initial temperature of wire

- temperature of gas

"l - effective radiation temperature of surroundings
x - Jet axial coordinate
o - Stefan-Boltzman constant

*• C - surface emissivily
0 -specific mass
S( - thermocouple time constant

INTROIDUCT ION

The accurate measurement of unsteady local gas temperature has occuited the attention of a growing
number of Investigators duritg the past thirty years as this effort is essential to our knowledge of
combustion processes.

Associated with a measurement technique are errors that result from its principle of operation,
design and construction limitations and from the disturbance imposed on the reacting flow by the presence
of a probe.

A spectroscopic temperature method is favorable in the sense that utilizes no solid probe but oil the K
other hand needs the knowledge of the thermodynamic nonequilibrium state existing at the flame front
where different degrees of freedom of the particles show different temperatures. This meant that, at the
present state of the art, the new optical techniques, in addition to requiring expensive and complex
hardware do not give reliable and straightforward readings of temperature! some do interfere with the
reacting flow field dne to the high energy beamc associated with their techniques.

on the other hand some of the uncertainties: associated with probe measurements are difficult to
On -w-,, r ; fine wire thermoco'iples are In this category but compare very frvor•hlu feum the principle of

operation, cost and hardware complexity aspects with, the new optical methodet therefore thermocouples
will continue to he used in reacting flow studies.

This paper describes the application of small diameter thermocouples of platinum versus platinum-13%

rhodium alloy for local unsteady gas temperature measurements in a premixed propane air flame. It

snttempts to list and quantify the most important phenomena associated with thermocouple error sources.

1 three wire dlsiaetera (C.5m, 4/,-m and 5inim) were used and their -performance compared. Two different
Smethods of evaluating thermocouple time constant were applied and compareda one uses a laser beam to heat

v7""M"" W-A



thie jatction, the second Is bated on Joule effect DC heating.

The thermocouple signal, amplified one hundred times is compensated in frequency by means of an
analog circuit, Errors from methLod of evaluation of time constant, Peltier effect, catalytic effect,
differences in thermal properties between platinum and Pt-ltd alloy were considered.

GENERA;. CONS IlEBRATIONS

The nature of the function that connects the local turbulent reacting gas temperature to the e.m.f.
of a thermocouple immersed in the flow is a complex one; the temperature of the metal junction depends on
the balance of different modes of energy transfer described in principle by the following equation

gTidx 0 p dL = 2itRdx Ih(rf-T) -It R
2

k kL d x- 2 mgdx
P dt gdE +211 '. s("T +rd Se(1)

assuraing uniform radial temnerature in the wire and in the surrounding gas close to Its surface. The
geometry of the junction was a cylinder with approximately the same diameter as that of the wire as shown
ir, figure 1, not a sphere as commonly assumed; the thermail inertia of the wire, represented by the l.h.s.
of 'lie equation was limItative when performing fluctuating temperature measurements; conduction along the
wire jas low due to Lhe very small wire diameter (L/Rg200 to 500) but was important during the cooling
phase of time constant evaluation.

Tile flames under study were non luminous and therefore 
T

.e was approximately the temperature of the
nearby metal surfaces. For measurements in the hot air jet the equation could be simplified due to the
fact that Tge was ambient temperature and there was no catalytic effect, the gas temperature hoeing:

R I dT
h -- T- (2)

the rad!ation term was small for air temperature around 500
0

C.

During the heating phase by Joule effect, the difference in magnitude of the electrical resistivity
of PL and Pt-Rd alloy (see table A) induced a strong longitudinal temperature gradient in the Junction
cone. To represent thie transient cooling used to evaluate the time constant, the following forts of the

equation was uscd:

-- P- P_ = T Ilk d2T L13

27 dt g i-T5  2t- dx?+ T ' (3)

the coefficient of the temperature gradient in the l.h.s. of the equation is the thermocouple time

constant, -tP (.4)

In a situation were there is no longitudinal conduction and radiation loss, the response of a heated
thermocouple initially at T0 ,im•ersed in a cooler gas of temperature T8 is:

CT-T )f)/Tio-T ) = e-t (5)

But T is not constant during the cooling period due to the variation of the convection coefficient with
temperature and wire Reynolds number, as shown by the many correlations that have been proposed for Wtn

(Andrews et al. 1972)

EViJA'T[ION OF TilE TIHt CONSTANT

To estimate the value of i experimental methods have been used by several authors, Kunugi and Jintio
(1959), Odidt (1974), Yule ci al (1978), Lenz and Gunther (1980), Lockwood and Moneib (1980 and 1982),
Petit et a1 (1982). All the experiments are based oil the analysis of the thermocouple response during a

cooling period

Tile different methods proposed to evaluate the thermocouple time constant are only able to evaluate a
mean ime conctant.

it has been one of the purposes of the present work to study the variation of the thermocouple time
constant during the cooling period after it has been heated either by Joule effect due to passage of a
D.C. current or by using a laser beam focused on the there'.urple jointtion.

a) Joule heating

Figure 2 shows two curves corresponding to the cooling history of a 15 Vim Pt, Plt-13%Rh thermocouple

heated up to 3 00OC and 100CC due to the passage of a D.C. current through t',e thermocouple wires, whenK placed in a stagnant atmosphere at room temperature. The two curves are not coincident due to the
influence of temperature on the heat transfer coefficient and to the heat conduction along the wires. The
temperature gradiant along the wire, in the junction zone, is due to the different resistivity of
platinium and platinium, 13% rhodium as shown in tab. A.
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In fiPitre 2 fite predicted curves are also plotted. Predictions are based on equation I where the heat
transfer coefficient was calculated with the constants adjusted to the specific configuration of the
thermocouple, neglecting radiation Ions and using thie following Collis and Williams (1959) correlation;

Nu =0.8l.-0.8 logp, Gr (6)

The Crashof number was evaluated at ambient temperature and the Nustse-t number at film temperature.

The initial temperature profile of the wires, has also been predicted, based on equatio-i 3A (with two
terms added to the heat balance equation to take into account the Peltier effect in the junction and the
Joule effect along the wires); Thompson effect was a second order effect that has not been included it
tIis evaluation.

0 =-2rRhdx(T-T') + ir8
2
dxk 1

2
T i ed (ka)

d7 - 70t Pe (3a)

As the wire diameter is very small the Peltier effect, acting as a source or as a sink of energy,
influences the temperature profile along the wire during the heating period, as shown by Petit et All
(1982).

This influence is evident in figure 3 where the predicted temperature profiles along the wires are
plotted when a DC. current flows from the Pt-137.1th to the Pt wire (negative Peltier efect) of a 15ilm
thermocouple placed in a stagnant atmosphere at room temperature. A positiva Peltier effect, obtained by
inverting the current, is also shown.

Figure 4 shows the instantaneous values of T evaluated along the predicted curves of figure 2. The
time constant has been calculated accordinz to three different expressions.

SCurves I asd 4

2h,

Plus a correlation for the Nusselt number.

Curves 2 and 5

T - T-- 
(8)

Curvws 3 and 6 t=-tIZn [(T-'i )I(To-' A) (9)

g 09

"he value of T from curves 3 and 6 has a value 40% lower than the value obtained with the other two
curves. This is because the cooling curve is not a true exponential one due to the influence of the
temperature in the heat transfer coefficient and to the heat conduction along the wires. The difference
between the values of -v calculated with the three different expressit. -s are much lower when the
thermocouple is placed In an air stream (v-l0m/s) at room temperature, due to the increased importance of

the convection terus.

b) Laser heating

Figure 5 shows the predicted wire temperature profiles during the cooling period evaluated froum
equaLioto 2. The initial temperature profile was obtained from thermocouple temperature readings when the
laser beam is moved along the wires,

Figure 6 compares the experimental value of . evaluated using the two experimental techniques, when
the thermocouple is placed It a stagnant atmosphere at room tempetature. A difference of 507. in the value
of T is observed due to the different initial temperature profiles of the wires as shown In figures 3 and "'.-

Figure 7 shows toe thermocouple temperature curve when a laser beam focused on the junction is I
chopped - a sotaLing dIs,. thie ttIQc(,oe1,1-- il plarc 4n 't 4er jet (u - 10 t./t at Iooia teCmpr! ,t'VrCe.
'The te, ture decay is faster than with the D.C. heating method, also shown in figure for the same
conditic in both cases the thermocouple was initially heated up to 250C.

'fite experimental time constants based on the cooling curves of figure 7 and evaluated by expression(9)
are plotted In figurt 8. The thermocouple time constant based in the cooling curve (laser heating) has a
value 30Y. lower. This diference is due to the different initial temperature distribution along the wire,

Tit turbulent flows the goo temperature fluctuates and tihe measured deCAY Curve is distorted by thelocal temperature fluctuations. The evaluation of the mean local time constant of the thermocouple is

made with expression 9 based on the ensamble average curve of several recorded decaying curves.
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TEMPERATURE I ILES IN 1OT AIR JET

a) Experimet. setup

Temperature fluctuations have been measured in a 3}mm diameter hot air jet, exit temperature 470cC
and velocity tim/s, using a 1lIIn Pt,Pt-13%Rh thermocouple.

The output voltage from the thermocouple goes through a processing circuit whose principal components
are: (I) a preamplifier that amplifies 100 times the thermocouple output, (It) the compensation circuiL
that performs the operation figure 9,

(14T atE(10)

The circuit permits the continuos adjustment of x betwen 0 and 30 ma, (III) a low pass filter cut-off
frequency normally set at 1.5 Kitz which garanties a good signal to noise ratio, (IV) an analog to digital
converter and (V) a data aquisition system controlled by the Apple II microcomputer with a maximum
sampling rate of 12Khlz.

An auxiliar circuit heats the thermocouple by passing a D.C. current. During the heating period the
preamplifier is switched from the main thermocouple to an auxiliar thermocouple mantained at an adjusted
temperature equal to the main thermocouple mean temperature in order to avoid transients.

The performance of the compensation circuit is shown in figure 10 were the trace of compensated
temperature with time, heating the thermocouple with a chopped laser beam, is a quasi-square wave. The
wave is nut perfectly square because the therw'couple time constant varies during the cooling period as
previouly shown in figure 7 ,and the compensation circuit only allows the adjustmncL of mean values of
time constant.

Figure It shows the mean time constant variation with jet radius for two different wire diameters
15tim and SOUIm. The values of T were measured using the joule heating pulse technique.

An average cooltng curve was obtained from 20 to 100 recorded curves depending on the local
turbulence level; the value of - is the time taken to reach 63% of the final value of the average decay
temperature.

At a given station in the mixing region of the jet, one jet diameter downstream, the mean time

corstant of the 50mm thermocouple is 32ms and of the 1
5

pm thermocouple is 5mm. Setting the compensation
at 30ms IL is posatblc to go up to 20011z with the 50Jm thermocouple with an acceptable signal to noise
ratio. Frequencies up to 400 liz were detected in this region and as the mean lie time of the 15Plp
thermocouples in this flow was of the order of 30 min (even more if care was taken not to overheat them
during the heating periods) they were used to perform the measurements.

b) Measurements

Temperature fluctuations measured at one diameter downstream of the jet exit and at 15mm from the
axis, are shown in figure 12 for six different levels of compensation. For this location, T was evaluated

at 5.3ms using the D.C. heating technique. Comparing the two curves, for 5.3ms and 7.2mm, only the second
clearly exhibits the bimodal shape that would be expected in such a flow location.

Due to the variation of T with tfmperoture, a mean time constant will always introduce an error,
either undercompensating the lower temperature f'.uctuationa r overcompensating the higher ones.

The variation of the RMS temperature fluctuations wits the compensation level is plotted in figure
13: the "correctly" compensated aignal has an increase of 30% in the temperature rms to the uncompensated
signal. An overcompensation of 50% of the ' value gives an increase of 50% in the measured temperature
rms.

In figure 14 the influence of the compensation level in the temperature spectra is plotted.
Frequencies up to 400 HIz are detected even without a compensation of the thermocouple output signal due
to the low time constant of the 15m thermocouple, however the energy contained in the higher frequencies
is a function of the compensation level as expected.

MEASUREHENTS IN A PREM1)IED FILA9E

disc sad tube premixed flame burner was used and a 
4
&ium thermocouple located near the edge of the

stabilizer, 5mm downstream, in the flame front region. Radial temperature profiles were obtained with
coated and oncoated thermoenuplea. The silica coating technique used was that described in (Fristrom and
Westenberg). -tile principal cause of catalytic effect is surface recowbination of flame front tadtcals,
and therefore the number of free radicals available for reaction is important. We have clearly detected
the effect of local fuel air ratto on the uncoated thermocouple reading. Figure 15 shows two different
mixing situations for propane and air: the one refered as "with inner tube" gives a higher fuel air ratio

at the thermocouple location,

As expected the coated thermocouple (curve 5) shows the low•est temperature but its higher diameter

and different emissivity will contribute to alter the radiation exchange (equation 1). With uncoated
wire, "goitn into" the flame front does not give the same temperature profile as "going out" and this is
due to rustatncdtreaction on the wire by catalytic effect on "going out". Temperature differences can be
as high as 250C at 1300'C.

1' *-
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Curve 3 and 4 are almost coincident indicating that the catalytic effect is notpresent in this
situation of lower fuel air ratio.

In addition to the local fuel air ratio, the catalytic effect is strongly influenced by wire
temperature and conduction along the wires in steep gradient flame zones can be important. The effect of
higher thermal conductivity of platinum as compared to Pt-Rd alloy was clearly observed when only half of
the thermocouple wire was glowing red. Heating up one support in the flame front, with the noncoated
junction immersed in the cold flow of reagents, would produce a visible advance in the catalytic reaction
(red glowing) along the wire after a short time,

Errors induced by catalytic effect are difficult to quantify but limit the accuracy of measurements
of mean and fluctuating gas temperatures in the radical rich flame zones.

Radial neasurements performed further downstream from the stabilizet showed a decrease in the
catalytic effect,although temperature was kept high.

The use of coated wires reduces the frequency response and our analog compensator and Joule pulsed
heating system could not perform adequately in this case.

CONCLUS IONS

Time constants evaluated by two different heating methods vary from 20% to 307. due to the different
inittal temperature distribution along the wire associated with each technique.

The initial wire temperature selected for the heating will affect the value of ".

Peltier effect is not significant compared with the differences in electrical resistivity of the two
metals.

STemperature rms and pdf are very sensitive to the value of -; an overcompensation uf 507. of T results
in a 50% increase in rms.

When the pdf is bimodal the use of a mean ',alue of the time constant, required by the analog
compensator, will result in substancial errors either on the lower or on higher temperature readings.

in reacting flows, tihe caLalytLc effect can induce large crrors depending on rhe flame zone,
temperature gradients and probe orientation, local excess air and type of fuel. Temperature fluctuations
are almost not detected when the catalytic effect is present.

Coated thermocouples will not be affected by catalytic reactions but have a larger thermal Inertia.
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TABLE A

'Th,..nl propenrties of Pt and Pt-137Rd

Pt Pt-1375d

k (w Rnk
t
) 69 26

R (02 m ilxl()s 19.6.kO0

Cp(J KggK1
) 136 -- Fig. Thermoeouple junction

n (Kg M-
3
) 21450 19610 15 urm diameter (x400)

1.0

T-T

x0 - (0c

0
1 - 3UO

0.6 2 - 1000

- Predicted

0. • " • Experimental

0 152 t (ms)

Fig.2 Cooling curves of a 15 Jim thermocouple
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"DISCUSSION

(;.Wilterrcield, (;
What type of comting (fid votl Iise aiiel howi' long did thli% coating persist in lilte hot gas I iivituonilent?

Author's Reply
A silica coating was used as describced in IFrist'or aind Wesienberg (I 965). 'Il'T coated wire diainotei was about 80 uin.The coining life time was ill least one hour. depending onl the te|1iratuire ai1t1he teniperaiure gradients it hais been
subilitlted to,

FAlarada, UK
Ill Figure 2 reference is lluade 1o I 'prJiced' Cii-vc of tihe d.cay of nonduineosional telmpelalure wilh respect to time.

hlow was this predicted curve obtainijtedl?

Author's Reply .
Two pIlredicted cooling curves arc showvtn inl Figure 2 cotrresponding to heating by Joule effect btl with two different
ititial temperaturies (300'C 111(nd I ()ttO*C) Et 1iliallti (31) was used Midl tile Convection coefficient obtainted loilll equation
(6). Figure 3 represetils the tewilcrature (list ributiont along the %i jes: the initial condition.% are for At 0O.
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Summary

Full-scale rotating turbine tlea) transfer tests have been under way at Calspan
for a noumber rf years. The turbine is driven by a shock tube of short duration. Heat
transfer distributions are measured during the test by thin film surface gages on the
various cnmponent parts. Direct measurement of the velocity and turbulence intensity is
needed to accurately compute the heat transfer for on.mparison with the measured values.
An investigation to determine if measurements of velocity and turbulence intensity could
be obtained with a tao-spot laser velocimeter in the turbine for these short duration
shick driven flows was undertaken. Two seed materials were investigated with satisfac-
tory results: propylene glycol and Dow 200. The velocimeter was initially set up on a
lnw-pressure-ratln shock tube which could be cycled quickly tn determine the seeding
requirements. The velocimeter was transferred to the high-pressure, full-scale turbine
after successful measurements in the low-pressure shock tube.

1 .0 Introduction

A measurement and analysis program has been underway at Calspan for several
years that tilILiZes a fill] scale high pressure rotating turbine stage (1-7). rile experi-
mental technique being used is t~he short-duration, shack-tunnel approach, in which fast-
r'esponse, thin-film thermometers are used to measure the surface temperature histories
at prescribed positions on the various component parts. Heat-transfer rates are then
infrerred from the temperature histories, using standard data reduction procedures. Tihe
shock-tunnel facility provides a clean, uniform, and well-known gasdynamic condition attoe inlet to the statinnary nozzles. The shock tube diiven flow is not intended to

duplicate every parameter important to turbine heat-transfer studis. The intent is to
I-ave the flow conditions sufficiently defined and adequate parameter- duplicated such as
the flow function, the corrected speed, and the wall to total temperature ratio. The
mea.sured heat-flux distributions are used to validate and improve the accuracy of full-
stage design and prediction techniques.

The turbulence intensity is a paraneter which is a significant variable when
the various predictive cndes are used for the correlation of heat transfer, data, A
measurement or the tree stream turbulence intensity which is associated with the par-
ticular heat transfer data set is required to cilculate the theoretical heat transfer.
An equally important quantity is the turbulence scale; however, at the present time no
attempt is being made in these measurements to ascertain the scale. A heat-fluX measure-
ment technique +hat was used to estimate the turbulence intensity ssociated with the
Calspan experimental data has been described in reference 6. An array of thiin-film gager
located on a cylinder in cross flow was used to infer the relative magnitude of the
turbulence intensity in : he annulus flow just upstream of the nozzle guide van s (NGV)
Because no the importance of the turbulence intensity in the development of hot-section
predictive techniques, Dunn, Rae and Holt (6) suggested that a method should be investi-
gated that has the potential fuor a more accurate determination of the turbulence inten-
sity than does the cylinder in cross-flnw approach. Calspan and Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base (WPAFL) unelerto'tok a join. effort tn use the WPAFB two-spot laser system in the
Calsuan experiments. Prior to the measurements at Calspan, initial feasibility measure-
ments were undertaken at the Air -orce Institute of Technology (AFIT) which utilized a
low-pressure-ratio shock-tube driven flow. From the outset, one of tihe major cncerns
with this measurement technique was whether or not satisfactory velocimeter meas.orements
*uld be pc ,formed within the 15 to 25 millisecond tine period available in tihe shor

'ration samplinp, times associated with both the FI'I' and the Calspan experiments.

Laser Transit Anemometer (I.TA) measuremenLs rely upon the correlation of a
riUabe," of scattering events. The time for an individual event is given by nie to two .- -

times the spot-to-spot transit time. Figure 1 is a transducer record illustrating a
typical pressure history measured at a location immediately upstream of tie NGV of the 2
rull scale shock driven turbine in the immedlate vicinity of the laser neasurement site.

.



This record illustrates that the order of 20 milliseconds is tOe total Litre available
with in which to perform the laser measurements. A typical axial flow velocity at this

~cat .,n in the Calslpa faci] ity is 75 meters/sec (250 ft/see). For' a spot separation of
Iii? micromeLers one has it nomiral 6 microseconds as an event time. There are on the
order of 104 events (or number of times the correlati.on can be attempted) in the avail-
able Lest time. By contrast, a coýntinuous experiment might typically run for 107 to 109
events, so the short-duratior, application represents a significant reduction in the
statistical sampling level. it was, therefore, important to determine if, and to what
acc.uracy, it is feasible to measure the velocity and turbulence intensity in a short-
duratinn facility using thle two-spot system.

2.0 Experimental Apparatus

I"I Low Pressure Shock Tube Configuration

The ;SFIT 0. 102 x 0.20tl-m (14 x 8 in) shock tube was used for the initial feasi-
bilit y measurements. Schlieren windows and adequate extensions of the test. section
necessa;iry tn provide increased test time already existed for the test section portion of
this tube. The ideal incident shock test time, defined as the time elapsed between

crival of the incident shrock and the interface, was on the order of 0.68 to 0.29 milli-
*.ond/ft of driven tube length rot the range of' incident shock Mach numbers used here

M ;< 1.5). Thus for a tube length of 3.51-m (11.5 ft) the tdeal incident shock test
meno :a5 

0
n the order of 7.8 to 3.3 milliseconds. Even though the ideal test time for

thlii tube was significuntly less than the desired 20 milliseconds, we obtained a 20-
millisecond-duration flow, of" reasonably uniform conditions which was sufficient for the
feasibility study. Note that the turbulence intensity and velocity measured in this
environment may be somewhat different thatn the intensity one would associate with the
test-time region of a uniformly shock-processed flow.

This shock tube is a low-pressure tube and thus the desired flow velocity.
pressure and temperature could not be matched simultaneously. The shock-tube arrangement
is shown schematically in Figure 2 and in the photograph of Figure 3. The test section

r4 this facility was reduced to O.0251l-m (1-in) square by 2.114-m (8-ft) long. The LTA
was built by Spectron and is shown schematically in Figure II. The LTA produces two
measurement volumes which are polarized at right angles to one another, The two measure-
mlent volumes were separated by 1132 micrometers, each 25 micrometers in diameter and 1.25
miii imeter , ita len6 th for the les combinations used in these measurements. The outer
third of tne project.ing lens system collects the backscattered light. from the neasurement
volumles. 'iiis reflected signal is separated into its two polarized components and imaged
on two opt~cal fibers to carry the signals to the photomultiplier tubes. The photo-
multiplier signals are filtered and ampllified before being cross-correlated by the
Malvern correlator . Velocity is then given by the time of flight of the cross-correlated
photo-multiplier signals and the turbulence intensity is related to the width of the
cross-correlated signal. The hardware is controlled and the data reduced, and then
stored by an Apple 11. The measurement volumes are aligned with the flow by rotating a
W-llastron prism within the optical head, One must set up the LTA on continuJous flow to
Select the (low angle. The two spots for the lens combination necessary for the Calapan
experiment require spot alignment with the flow to better than 1-1/2 degrees.

Continuous flow was brought into the top of tihe shock tube as shown in Figure
2. As anticipated, seeding was required to achieve short-duration measurements. The
:;e,:d was introduced into the center of the tube with a 0.0159-in (5/8-in) diameter tube on
d 0.051--m (2-in) radius. A TSI, Inc. Model 9306 Six Jet Atomizer was used to introduce
i pr',pylencngcoI into the tube, Tw- axial loceftions and three configurations were
ir'vestialted in selecting the cýnfiguration utilized. Sharp corners and contractions
were avoided because both tended to cause cnndensation. Locating the seed injection
pint w 2 thin the cortinuotts-flow entrance mixing zone was also mnore effective than
injection in the flowing stream. One to six jets were tried, With one jet giving the
best ment is.

"Tnie test-s.ection back wall was origjinally polished aluminum. Tite resulting
flare was so intensat that the photomultipliers were shut down by the over current protec-
tive circuitry at less than half of their normal operating voltage. A number" of wall
treatments were investigated to reduce this flare: black paint, glass bead blast,
;cnodizatioýn, and the three wall cavities shown in Figure 5. All three of the cavities
were successful in reducing flare so that nearly the full operating voltage of the photo-
multiplier could be used. The simplest cavity, the single cone, was used for most of
this investigation. The conical surface was blasted with glass beads, redriLled and
anodized, but the maximum obt-iinable photomultiplier voltage fell off by 26% for both the
bead blast and the anodized surface. Although the anodized surface would have been

usable, it wan removed f'or tle remainder of' the measurements.

The window for this test section was a 0.02511-m (1-in)-thick Schlieren window.
The window transmitted 94% at half angles of 1-1/2, 3, 6, 9, and 110 incidettce. Continu-
ous measurements• were made at 30 to 110 incidence with only small in f nc the
m esuai lag measurements, 'ihe beam reflected from the front window surface just tn.ssed the
collecting aperture at 31. The 60 incidence beam was used as the utandard or r,,ference
cond ition for the reaultine, me-asurements since it showed a lower background noise level
on initial setup.

--.



"1.2 The Shock Dr-iv en Tunnel 'con iurto for the Full Scale Turbine

"Tire Cal span shnrk-turrnel apparatusn, shown schematically in Fl glire 6, consists
o F anl 0.20-rn (8-in) IA. helirm..dr'iven shock tube with a 12.2-rn (il0-ft)-long driver tube
arnd a 15.2-ni (b0-i't)-lrnig dr~ivern tube, as ai short-duration source of heated air, driving
the test-section device Mouinted near, the exit of' the primary shock-tuninel nozzle. The
receiver, tank is initially evacuated to a pressure of approximately 1 torr to mninimnize
the, starting air load on the turbine wheel and to imprnve the flotw-establishment charac-
teristics of thre model . The test-section device, shown schematically in Figure 7, con-
sists of a forward transi tiori section with a circular opening facing the supersonic
primary nonzzl,': flow. Tfire circular opening is follo0wed by a Complete 360 degree anmnular
passage containing thle NOV. The LTA was Focused on muid annulus at a location approsi-
mnately 0 .0146n-m (1 .3-in) upstream o1 the (ISV. Figures 8 and 9 are photographs of t~ie LTA
set up and optical locations, espectively.

A cylinder of 0.00878-rn (0.375-in) diameter with eighnt thin-film gages located
ont a stagnation line was placed across the flow channel at 0 .04l6-m (1 .8-in) upstream of
the IIGV, primarily to measure the uniformity of the flow across the channel for each
ex periment. A secondary use of these rake data was to infer the freestream turbulencet
intensity in the .low entering the NOV for, comparison with the LTA data obtained here.
It was reýcognized (6) that turbulence intensity data obtained in this manner, are only
apprrslmate, but to date are the only values available for comparison. liot wire measure-
rmenots can be obtained in the future in these tests for comparison with both the LTA and
the film gage irre~sureirrcnts. The hont wire measurements cannot be used later in combustion
driven flows whereas the LTA measurements can be used] for comparison of the shock tube
(] riven flows with combustion driv en flows. A photograph of this rake is shown) in Figure
10. Figurc 9 shows thle location of the rake relative to the LTA.

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate that access to the turbine stage is via two separate
W inldows. The outer' window is 0.18-rn by 0.111-ma by 0.0063-rn thick (7-in by 16-in by 0.25-

t in thick) and the inner two windows are 0.051-rn diameter by 0.0063-in thick (2-in diameter,
by 0.25-in thick). The material is float glass, flat and parallel to one wavelength at
5145 A over 0.0031 to 0.0127-rn diameter (0.125 to 0.50-in diarneter). The transmission if1
the window material for normal incidence was in excess of 90%. The volume between the
outer window and the inner windows is protected from the b~y-pass tunnel flow by a shroud.
To reduce the flare comning from the model wall, a tinpy cone cavity similar to that
described in Section 2.1 was machined In the wall and the surroundings were painted flat
black (see Figure 9). The LTA opt~es used in the Caispun experiments were essentially
the samne as those use'] at AFIT.

2.2.1 introduction of Seedant-Material- into Test Gas

Several ru~ns were made at Caispan to obtain LTA data without introducing seed
mat~erial int the test. gas. These rins resulted in inadequate signal to noise rctios to
the photomultiplier tubes. The introduction of either propylene glycol or, Dow 200 im

additional particle sources was pursued. Dow 200 was used in several of' these measure-
nient~s since its vaporization temperature is significantly higher than that of propylene
gl ycol. Do0w 200 has a f'lash point of i1029*R arid a very low vapor pressure. A sample of
bow 200 was heated in a furnace to 928011, soaked for 5 minutes, and then allowed to cool

for 5 minutes. The sample lost 9.1% of its weight and exhibited no change in color. The
introduction of seed material for the experimental conditions of interest required mnodi-
ficat'ons to the atomi zef sys~tem. The manximaum total temperature of the shock-driven flow
was 100001H at a pressure of approximately 100 psia at the NOV inlet or at a pressure of
1 100 psi (also a tLcmperature of 1000*011 in the reflected-shock reservoir.

The- 11w 200 particle size distributicrr was measured by TrSI, Inc., The measure-
meat employed two analyzers; an electrostatic analyzer to measure pasrticles with
d iameter's lean tI.an one micron and an aerodyna3mic analyzer, t., measure particles with
diameters greater than 0.5 micron. A TSI, Inp. aerosol generator model 9036 atomized thle
bow 200 using a single jet with a nominal 5 to 10 second on time, a dilution flow setting
of 15 on the flow treter, and a dilution pressure of 60 psi. Trhe aerosol generator and
the flow settings fr~l tire iartiCle distribution measurements were similar to those used
in, ime Calspan tests. The seed and dilation flow filled a plesti.c reservoir with a
volane of approximately 2.5 cubic feet. Two sample tubes, one for each analyzer, of 1/r4-
inch i ameter polyflow tubing, also penetrated the sample volume as sho-wn in Figure 11 .

Tire sample volume was filled and 6 samprles were taken at one mirluti twenty

secrand intervals with a measurement sample timne of' 10 seconds for the aerodynamic ana-

lyzer measurements. fhree of the Interval mearsurements for the aerodynamic samples are
shown in Figure 12, The distribution rerrined constant in both magnitude and shape with

apeak at 0.626 microns. For the shock tuAbe mcassuremeats, the driven tube was filled and
the atomized seed was introduced into tire driven tube just prior to the shot. The shot
enormal ly occurred veithin one to three minutes after the seed material injection. The
:;eed material can, therefore, be expected t o maintain its particle size dtstribution for2 thie sirrck driven 1low for at iceast the pre-shock arrival ''me period.

The electrostatic analyzer results are shown in) Figure 13. The eLectrostatic
mneasurements Indicated a rv~ak for numbers of part Ides at 0.1167 micron , a peak by con-
ceetr-tion it. 0.563 micron, :ind a peak by volume cnncer,tration at 0.603 micron. There
wa;s a sl ighit indication of' a secondary peak at 0.058 micron in the number distribution.4 The electrostatic anal yzer measurement,. were inude with full dilution flow on during the



measurement and the seed !'I,.w off after an initial burst of a few seconds. Tne dilution
fliw was nc.erssary to maintain the reservoir conditions 3ince the electrostatic analyzer
is consideribly slower in collecting the individual channel data.

I'he aerodynamic analyzer as well as the electrostatic analyzer have indicated i
that Lhe Dnw 200 has a very stable submicron particle distributinn with a peak at an
effecti,e nominal value of .'h to .6 microns. It was concluded that Dow 200 was a good
choice as a seed material for the 100011 maximum total temperature associated with the
experimental conditions.

The same TSI, Inc. Model 9306 Six Jet Atomizer that was used at AFIT was used
at Calspan to introduce the seed material, in a normal configuration, the atomizer is at
room temperature and pressure conditions and is injected into an environment that is on
the order of one atmosphere pressure. However, because of the much hightr pressure
conditions eXiStin& in the Calspan shock driven flow, it was necessary to construct a
vessel capable of being pressurized to house the entire atomizer. In this way, a differ-
ential pressure on the order of 10 to 20 psi could be maintained on the atomizer, thus
permitting intruducLion of ýhe seed material into the driven-tube gas just priorn to
running the experiment (initial driven-tube pressure was 150 psia) or it could be t

injected tangentially into the model flow just upstream of the NOV using a configuration
illustrated by the schematic or Figure Il. Both of these injection techniques were
found to be acceptable with either propylene glyol or Dow 200, provided thai the injec-
tion pres-sure was maintained at a value of approximately 5 psi in excess of that of the
local flow field into which the seed material was being injected. If the atomizer were
not pressurized, then the flow of seed material would stop when the test gas arrived.

2.2.2 Initial Adjustments of Laser Transit Anemometer

As mentioned in Section 2.1, it was necessary to set up the LTA using a
continuous flow in order, to select the proper flow angle. One of the stringent require-
men* *l. i LTA measured flows is that the spot alignment with the flow must be within 1-1/2
degrees for the lens combination used. The continuous flow atmospheric alignment and
base line settings were established using a flow tube inserted into turbine inlet. Full
annulus flow was not available for alignment during the LTA test period. The continuous-
flow calibration technique was one of the weakest links of the procedure. A large blower
capable of supplying 6500 cfm at - few inches of water-head has recently become available
for use in) this calibration. This device would supply continuous air flow to the entire
turbine annulus at the proper flow velocity. Neither the total pressure nor the total

temperature environments would be duplicated but, for the purposes of spot alignment,
having continuous uniform flow tnrough the entire annulus at the proper velocity would be
adequate.

2.2.3 Ire-Run Calibrations in AI'T Shock Tube

A continuous-flow measurement is shown in Figure 15 using the single-cone wall
terrination and an event time of 108 events. The measured velocity is 222.8 areters per
second and the turbulence intensity is 6.6% for the measurement in Figure 15. Normalized

velocity and the turbulence intensity measurements for continuous flow are shown in
Figures 16 and 17 as the event time is reduced from 10) to 104. The resulting velocity
showed a spread of 2% to 41% as the event time was reduced. Some of this spread could be
attriuuted to the non-steady resprvoir conditions. Turbulence intensity showed a spread
of approximately +41 across the range, with up to 1/2% attributable to the mean velocity
variations. Loweý turbulence levels were observed with constant LTA sensitivities and
seed flow at a constaný velocity, but these cases were clearly deficient in data and not
an inherent problem.

2.2.'4 Pre-Rlun Calibration in Calspan Turbine Wodel

As discussed above, a continuous-flow calibration was also necessary prior to
running a LTA experiment in the turbir., model. Figure 18 is a typical result of such a
calibration for an event time of 104. For this figure, the measured velocity was 88.111
meters/see, the turbulence intensity was 3.35%, and the data/background ratio was 20.16,

3.0 Discussion of the Results

.1 L [TA Measurements in the AFiT Shock Tul)e

The general procedure was tn load the driver tube to its operating pressure
ithe range of pr, ures used here was I15 to 65 psia), start the correlator manually with
one photomultipler input channel gated off, inject the seed material manually into the
driven tube at atmospheric pressure fol- a predetermined length of time, from 5 to 15
seconds. The diaphragm was then broken, initiating the shock wave in the tube. An
Endeveo pressure transducer located in the test section detected passage of the eck
wave and generated a trigger pulse from a berkley model CT-2 gate venerator. This trig-
ger pulse was used to start the LTA's gate circuit with a programmable delay and gate
width. A delay of 1 millisecond and a gate width of 15 milliseconds wa:i used for the
AfI[f measurements, just allowing the slowest shock to pass the LTA test %ectior . TI'lhe I
location of the LTA generated gate relative to the sidewall pressure i.i the test, sectipr,

is illustrated in Figure 19.
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As noted earlier in Section 2.1, and deanonstrated by the pressure record shown
in Figure 19, the gate duration exceeded the ideal shock-tube test time. For this par-
ticelar test condition, the elapsed time (at a fixed shook-tube location) between the
shock wave and tne interface was on the order of 11 milliseconds. Recall that the static
pressure does aot change at the interface for the driver technique used here. Wave
diagram calculations suggest that the rather abrupt decrease in pressure illustrated in
Figure 19 is the result of a rarefaction wave originating at the open end of the tube at
the dump tank location. For the feasibility study, the non-Uniformity in pressure could
be removed by adding length to the test section. It is mentioned here only because we
believe that the rarefaction wave could contribute to the magnitude of the turbulence
intensity measured in these experiments, giving a value somewhat larger than would be
associated with this actual test-time portion of the shock-tube flow. The pressure
transducers used for calculation of shock speed are spaced 0.058-m (2-in) apart in the
test section of the tube and 0.0503-m (2-in) behind the trigger transducer.

A measurement of flow velocity and turbulence intensity with test gas is shown
in Figure ?0. This run used a seed fill time of 10 seconds and a 15-millisecond gate.
The measured velocity for this run was 192.6 meter/sec and the turbulence intensity was
10.2%. There were 6760 good data samples in this measurement and a background noise
level of 130 samples for a signal to noise ratio of 51.8. Continuous-flow measurements
in similar long-duration (107 to 108 event times) experiments give a signal-to-noise
ratio of 562 to 1944. In general, 3000 to 6000 valid samples are needed to make a good
measurement in the shock-tube driven flows. This means that we need to have a higher
data rate, by approximately 16 times, than would normally be used in setting up a contin-
uous measurement. The individual continuous photomultiplier data rates are a factor of
nearly 10 greater than the valid data rate for the shock-tube measurements shown in
Figure 20. The desirable percentage of seed-to-test-gas for the shock-driven me-,surement
is on the order of 10-12%. The photomultiplier settings and the background noi.se sup-
pression level (threshold) settings for the shock-driven flows were initially taken as
the values obtained in the continuous-flow setup with a 15-millisecond gated pulse. We
tended to get better results in setting up for continuous flow by maximizing the correla-
tion growth rate on the 105 to 106 event scales and then making small adjustments in
Lthreshold and photomultiplier levels for, the 103 to 104 scales. This procedure generally
would result in a higher signal rate on the downstream spot by a factor greater than 2.
Additional small adjustments to both the threshold and the photomultiplier settings were
necessary to obtain the shock-flow measurements because the density of the shock flow was
1.8 times that of the continuous-flow.

The flow velocity data obtained at AFIT with the LTA in) the shock-driven flows
are in good agreement with the preuicted flow velocities. Shock tube theory was employed
to determine the Mach number in the 0.10 x 0.20-rn drive-tube section and (8) was used to
calculate the Mach number in the 0.0254-m square test section. Constant specific heats
for the test gas was assumed for this analysis. A comparison between the measured and
calculated flow velocities is given ini Figure 21. The measured velocities are a little
less than predicted at the lower diaphragm pressure ratios but become higher than the
predicted values at the higher pressure ratios. Expansion of the flow as shown in Figure
19 after approximately 4 milliseconds would result in measured velocities higher than
predicted by theory. This effect would be more pronounced at the higher Mach numbers
associated with the higher diaphragm pressure ratios.

3.2 LTA tiesults Obtained VUsing Cal pari Turbine Model

LTA measurements performed to date for this configuration were obtained at a
location approximately 0.0457-tn (1.8 in) upstream of the NOV inlet. Data were obtained
for thu cases of: (1) no seed material added to the flow, (2) seed material injected at

single location in the model annulus just upstream of the NOV, and (3) seed material
added to the driven-tube test gas just prior to diaphragm rupture, Either propylene
glycol or Dow 200, injected under pressure, w.as used as a seed material and both were
found to be satisfactory. LTA measurements performed for non-pressurized injection of
seedant revealed that the seed materici could not penetrate the test gas. Useful signal
to noise ratios were achieved for the pressurized injection techniques, for items (2) and
(3) above, and will be described.

3.2.1 Pressurized Injection of Seedant Just Ahead of NOV

The injection technique illustrated in Figure 14 was used to introduce seed
material into the flow at a location just ahead of the NOV. On the basis of previous
work with this rodel, the flow velocity at this location is known to be approximately
75.5 in/sec (247.5 ft/sec) and the turbulence intensity determined from the stagnation
point heat-flux rate was approximately 5.'1%. Figure 22 presents the time history of the
following measured quantities, from top to bottom: (1) the gate duration, (2) the moni-
tor signal for photomultiplier H, (3) the monitor signal for photomultiplier A, (4) EP4,
the static pressure on the bullet nose just ahead of the NOV, (5) %he LtA discriminator
signal B, and (6) the LTA discriminator signal A. Dow 200 was used as the seedant for
the run, shown in Figure 22. The recorded time histories for the continuous flow calibra-
tion which was illustrated in Figure 18 is shown in Figure 23 for comparison with the '
shock-driven-flow time histories.

The seed flow was initiated approximately 1 second prior to the arrival of the
test gas, was continued for the duration of the expe-Iment, and the vessel containing the
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atomizer wao pressurized to approximately 120 psia. The pressure field within tho model, i
as indicated by the lERPRI trace, was uniform during the time that thu gate was active. The
LTA and B monitors both indicate that the seedant was being actively Injected
into the flow and that useful signals were being obtained. For this particular run, the
indicated flow velocity was: 77.5 m/sec and the turbulence intensity was 9.65. Although
this result was felt to be encouraging, it was not considered to be accurate because very
few samples were counted. The value of the data rate/backscatter rate was 19.5, which is
low but not unacceptable. Figure 14 shows that injection in this manner is,not a partic-
ularly good technique because the seed material must mix through the boundary layer which
usually results in a higher concentration of seedant in the boundary layer. Continuous
flow to set up the seedant flow rate would be required since the actual distribution of
seedant is uncertain. Therefore, an alternate technique of injecting the seedant into
the driven-tube test gas just prior to diaphragm rupture was investigated and will be
described in the next section.

3.2.2 Pressurized Inlection of Seedant into Driven-Tube Test Gas Just Before Running

To obtain a more uniform dispersion of the seedant material into the test gas
and thus relax some of the injection requirements, we elected to inject into the driven-
tube gas just prior to breaking the diaphragm. The initial driven-tube pressure was
approximately 150 psia, requiring that the atomizer be pressurized. Figures 24 and 25
represent a comparison of the LTA output signals on the same time-base as the pressure
history, EPI1, obtained just ahead of the NOV. For this run, the seed material, Dow 200,
was loaded for a period of 22 seconds prior to the run, The 22 -econds was the scale'd
time required to obtain the same mass of seedant loading as was used in the AFIT shock
tube. Figure 24 illustrates that the pressure field was uniform during the laser-gate
period. The same data shown in Figure 24 are displayed using a variable time base in
Figure 25 with the gate-on time at an expanded time-base. The initial portion of the
record is displayed at 4 ms/div; then the time-base is stretched to 0.08 as/div instead
of the 2 ms/div used on Figure 24. Figure 26 is the correlator print-out for this
particular run. The LTA result indicates a velocity of 82.2 irn/sec and a turbulence
intensity of 4.62%, compared to the target values of '15.5 m/sec and 5.7%. The ratio of
data rate/backacatter rate was not particularly good at a value of 7.3. To obtain
acceptable data, this value would have to be increased significantly but we believe that
with improved calibration and laser alignment techniques, this increase can be achieved.

4.0 Conclusions

The feasibility of using the LTA to obtain useful velocity and turbulence

intensity data in a short-duration flow environment has been demonstrated. The velocity
measurement appeared unaltered by shortening of the measorement time; whereas the indi-
cated turbulence intensity showed an approximate increase of 10% for continuous-flow
measurement.

The data obtained in the shock-tunnel model demonstrate that seedant can be

injected and dispersed uniformly into these relatively high-pressure environments.
Seedants useful in the 1000R environment were demonstrated and a sufficient data rate
can be achieved to allow flow velocity and turbulence intensity measurements to be made
in these short-duration environments. The initial indications of velocity and turbulence
intetisity, without prealignment with the flow direction, are in agreement with computed
values.
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II ae in already done laser velneit lln ItteasIttenten•sIinside the mint bladk •ebhilnels'?

Author's Reply
No. wc liave inot yet mtteimpted lnailtteasllcrtits in tihe ,ntor for the slhock driven lturbines. "heprogmgramif course is tite
picaliglillettil ot tite two ltleaslilulenit Voltutmnes w,'itl h the hlow prior to thie dhin; we will make these measurements in thie
sllock i rll-iven Iurhille ill thle, fuature.

S.Wittig", Ge
A major advantage of [lie L2IF technique iI ctomparisoni to t•te IDA is its capalility to limake measukr•ments elose to tlt:
Wall. Do Yott feel that there is a chance to detertminte boundary layer properties - i.e. turbutlence intensities ete. - in
your fticility usinig thle 1.21F iis~ti ietitcl?

Author% reply
We would only mialke turbulence mei•surenmentc in cite freestream in Ihe shock driven turbine Ilows. I think it is inot
ps'ihlc to miake bolitklary layer ittcstuireimenits in tIte shock driveti turbine flows. The time required to make these
teast•tr.•etnIts tiare made much better in continuous ltarge s•ile facilities.
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INFLUJNCE FT ýluSURE DU JEU EN BOUT DAUBES DANS uEs rURBOAACHINES

par Jacques PAULON

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches AfrospaLtales
29, avenue de la Division Leclerc

92320 CIIATILLON (France)

RfsumEi

L'gvoluticn do jeu entre 1extr~mitf des aubes et le carter d'une
turbomachine eat un paramatre important pour les performances d'un moteur.
Quelques exemples permettent d'illustrer et de chiffrer les etfets de ce jeu.

I1 serait done souhaltable de pouvoir Ie contr~ler de fagon permanente
et d'asaervir thermiquement lea carters pour fonctionner dune lea conditions
optimales.

A cet effet un capteur capacitif est en cours de dfveloppement A
I'ONERA et lea risoltats obtenus, compares A un appareil de conception difES-
rente, so sant rfvE~ls encourageants.

INFLUENCE AND TIP CLEARANCE MEASUREMENT IN TURBONACHINES

Abstract

The clearance between the tip of the blades and the casing of a turbo-
machine is an important parameter. The performances of an engine are strongly
subject to tip clearance. These gap effects are illustrated and numbered through
some examples.

Then, it would be desirable to control it permanently and to adjust the
temperature of the casing in order to operate in optimum conditions.

To this effect, a capacitive transducer is in development at ONERA and

good results have been obtained in comparison with a various device.

NOTATIONS

d - dibattement m

f - fr6quence do passage des aubes Ifz

C. -••ibit kg/s

h - pantie de hauteur d'aube par rapport au moyeu m

H - hauteur d'une aube m

j -jeuon 2

N = viteese do rotaltion t/nme

P - penetration m

R - rayon m

T = temp6rature ginfratrice K

U - vitesse p&riph6rique m/s

.= rendement

Tr - raux do compression . ' '

ilt......
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I - hF RIMDUCT ('NK

I)cD. progriis cons idi6rauoIs out 6L6 obLenus an Cours tie cc tiernui4res ann6es dans la def it Ion I
in la taist, al point (IQ tiuAro;ciIna hautes performances et Ai reodements 6 tev(s, Ces amilioratlons ont

pu ktre, atteintes grace ai di6veloppement rapide des olthiodos d'-inilyse mals ainssi grace la imisc oln
service de solycus do aesures sophist LqipiS ,lit pormcttert aujourd'hut d'acqUivir de pr6cieux rensil-
tlOlTloLt • S, hier inaccess i bos.

II deviant done do plu.s en plius diifi(etie dacrc'oetre le rendmtent do relies wichttLes do fal;ti
notable, sntif eu so penchatnt avee ricaucotp do sotn sor des potkits particultirs, encore pen Ptu|iPs nois
suncepLibles do condutre A des gains non iiu6'ligeables. iarmi tee points partficullers, te Jen on boor

',atihes des corsprcsseurs ct Lurbiuics cot tin Iaramistre important que lion renoe de mattriscr de diffC-
rentrs [a,;mos I111

Aiprls avoir 1otA6 is probtLmo et indiqklC quels sont les effets do jeu en bout d'snbes sur le
foictionnemeut ties turbosachines iotosn pass'roins on revue 1es moyens eln coorsa de d6veloppeoent ponr
limiter Ic Jeu quo cc Soil. "passiveuelt" o il "oactivement" et lounerons des indications sot Ia ti .thode
capacitive do mesure du Jett en bout d'aubes ell tours de d6veloppement I PONERA.

2 - INFI.UENCE D5U JEU EN BOUT D'A1BE,,S SUR LES PERFORMANCES DUN TURUOREACTEUR

)ens tin moteur at6rolauti[quo clansique, Les prlncipanx points sonsibles aux effets di jes seont

a) le compresseor BP, g.unralemast axial et i' performances 61ev6es ; d'o dos aecroissements Lmportants
de remp6rature et des offers ttiermiquos sensibles ;

b) l compresseur ItP, qo! pout &rre do type ceiltrifuge at O1 les jeux soot aloes axtaux ot surtout tribin-
taires deo; d6forwations de la raoe ;

c e) it d) tea rurbin : lip et lP Oe lea probiCmes soot analogues 5 coox rencontres str le compressour BP.

Si maintenatit, nous consid6rons figure 1, Is champ de caraet6ristiques, d6bit-preasion-
readement d'un compressentr axial multi~tages exp6rtmenr6 dans deux configurations g6om6triques diffP-
rentst, on nute que t'augmieotation do jeot relattf, se traduat par une perle sLultan6e do taux do
compression, de rendement et do d6bit.

Los Jeux prtipti6riques importants so traduiseot par une d6trrioration doe i'conletent ot un
travail insnffisait des coupes do t~te comse l'itlustre la figure 2 qol reprfsento l'angle do sor'tie tieIl'couement issu d'une turbine lIP en fonctlon die la hautour relative et do J0o relatlf.

La giration r6siduelle de l'6coulement, pratiquement nulle sur toute la hauteur do voine,
Iortque Is Jou relatif eat falbLe, pout prendro des valeurs importan.tes condoloant hisoti'A des angles do
40' par rapport 5 Ia direction axtale lorsque le Jeu est plus quo doubl. Cet effet ase fair d'ailleurs
sourti r su. envaron 30 % do ea tlahteur des atces.

II en en; do meme pour les compresseurs centrifuges comme le montre la figure 5 qiii repr•sente
]a perte do rendement en fonction du d6battement.

Un aitre aspect de 1'effet du Jeu en bout d'aobes concerne la consommation spclifique d'un
moteur 121, A titre indicatif, one porte, dl an Jeu on boat d'anbes, do 1 % str le rodoment tde chaque

ktape ilP et UP[ des compresseurs eo turbines d'un moteur so tradnit par une augmentation de In coasom-
mattion ie 2 A 3,5 % scion le type de moteur. Co (uti a bien sOr in effet notable snr Les dipenses
d'exptoitation 131 141 151.

Pour routes les raisons indilqoes ci-dessus, le contrile do Jeu prisente done on lnt6rkt
certain, mats le probihme est dllicat et diffictile 6tant donnA quo les moteurs .ont soumis, A tertains
momenta, A des conditions de fonrtlonnomoat s6vlres caraet~ris6es par des accelerations rapides suivles
gn6ralement de d6cr16rations 6galemeat rapides. lors do ces p6riodes transitoires, les diff6rentes
parties do motciar c travaillent pas do Ia 'stme faqon, Los problumes tc sont pas les mkmies au niveau
compressetr et au niveau turbine, mats its ne sont pas non plus les mrases sili s'agit d'Wn compresseor
axial oni d'un compresseur centrinfge.

Si ioiUs consid6rons one aee6l6ration rapido depuis le ralenti Jusqu'au decollage d•un avion, le
diamitre du rotor grossit tris rapidemona do fair des forces centrifuges ot des ph6nom~nos thermiques quo
affeetent raptdement ies aubes.

Co premier "gonflemeut" du rotor prend environ le temps n6cessaire polr que le moteur atteigne "
son r6glme maexian, v'est-A-dire de iordre do 5 secondes. Puis le rotor continue A se dilator mats plus
Lentement, Cette dilatartion correspond 3 Ia lento expansion thermiqoe des disques qui ont une mwasse
rolariveoment importante et qui so trouvent en deoors doe '6eoulemont principal. Cot offet rheraique lent
dure de 5 A 10 minutes.

Contrairement au rotor, le carter, qol nWest pas soumis aug forces centrifuges, se gonfle
lentement par effet thermique oats fitat par atteindre one augmentation diamitrale plus importante que
celle do rotor.

Le r~sultat do ees dilatations diiff6rentes ot d6phaspes eat qu'il y a risqne de contact entre
le rotor et le carter si Is Jeou froid ou au dipart eat trop falble mats 6galement i1 y aura, en r6gime

Sdo cl'os Pro, tin Jon plus grand que Je jetn d dcpart, ct quit nest pas favorable.

..
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Pour illustrer cc qui pr6cidc, Ia figure 3 repr~sente l',volution des rayons turbine et carte, V

lors do lacckifration d'un moteur no comportant aucun systame do refroidissoment ou de contrgle du Jeu
on bout dsaubes. Dane le cas pr6aetitr, ie carter eat revitu d'abrsdable pour prot6gar le rotor lors de la
phase contact avec le carter et pour rfduire partiellesent Lt Jeu on r6gime asymptotique.

I1 eat 6eident que des ph6nomanes voistis soralent observfs apras d~cki6ration d'un moteur au
r~glme nominal suivie d'une r6acc4firetion loreque le carter so serait refroidi tandis quo 'e disque
sorsit encore chaud.

Ngme si lemploi de matsriaux abradabica pormet de r-duire lea Jeux en bout d'aubes, une 6vo-
lation do ceux-cl, tellc quo le montre Is figure 3 laisse A d6sirer et dolt Otre am6liur~e. Des •thodes
pratiquea et efficaces doivent done itre 6laboreos.

3 - MRTrl)lDES DE CONTROLE DES JEUX EN BOUT D'AUBES

Un noyen d'influer our le Jau an bout d'aubes consiste A modifier le comportement thermique des
roues et des carters. On pent par ewemple envlsager une ventilation de Is cavlt4 entre lea disques par do
lair prflev ean amont. Cotte ibthode nest toutefois pas tras souple ni tr~s efficace ; cleat pourquoi
lea efforts out port6s aur lea parties fixes ou carters.

Les moyane actuellemant en ceura de dlveloppement cur moteor reposent Sur des m6thodes de
calcul sophistiqules [61 [7) [81 qul sortent du cadre de cat expoea. Nons indiquerons quo deux types de
contr6le sent ddveloppls ; contr6le psssif at contr6le actif.

3.1 - Contrs-le des jeax en bout d'aubes par m6thode passive

Lee athodes passives peuvent 9tre envisagges loraque is zone d'6tude eat difficile d'accs et
d'encombrement rddult. Dane cc cus, le circuit dWair escondaire et le carter externe soot deasinls avec
solo ct calculls avec prkcision au point de vue thermique car 11 n'y a aucune possibililr dilnterveution
au couras des difflrents cycles du moteur,

La figure 4 montret un example d'application au niveau de Is turbine BP d'un moteuc DTU do type
bhlicoptire [91.

Sane antser dane le dltail, nouns indiquerons quo le dispositif comporta deux anneaux concen-
triques saupendus Alastiquement et saparument. Loanneau interne, de faible wasce, esat refrotdi par de

Pair projeth I travers les trous situas dane lanneau externe. Signalons igalement qua l'anneau lnternea
eat reconvert de aid d'abeillee, en guise d'abradablo, sur a face en regard des ubees.

3.2 - Contr6le des Jeux on bout dsaubes par muthode active

Lee althodas actives sent envisageables loraque la place le perteL mis elles sent g&n6ralement
prAflrables car par principe plus souples et adaptables A des conditions de foncrionnement diverses. t
Ellea consistent a r6gler Is templrature du carter • one valeur optimale 116o au rigime du moteur, Ii
l'aide d'un dispositif de refroidissement utilloant de 1air prflevl is plus en amont possible et en
liaison avec des slthodes complexes de calculs d'effets rhermiques en transitolre prenant igalement en
cempti le rotor.

l.a figure 5 montre un example d'application A on frage de turbine BP d'un moteur double flux
PP. Le carter turbine eat entour6 de tubes A travers lesqusle Plair de refroidissement eat projett pour
asener La carter I la teaplrature voulue. GrAce A une rlgulation par vannes du dlbit d'air, ii eat done

possible de contrlesr activement la templrature du carter en fonction du point de fonctionnement.

A titre d'exemple, is figure 6 montre, au nivoau dtune turbine dent le carter est refroidi,
i'&volution du Jeu en fonction du temps inrs d'une acc6l6ratton.

Le curter o tant revatu d'abradable. i1 y a l6gare phnotration loraque lon attelit le r'glmo do

croii-tre, ce qui permet do fonctlonner I Jeu pratiqnement nul.

Si de telles mhthodes actives soot efficaces et uttlisables, par contre cUes nfcessitent des
mhthodes de prfvision sophistLquhes pour lea calculs thermiques en tranostoire at tne architecture aplci-
fique des roues comme des carters, qul est obllgatlsrement source de difficultas.

UDe autre fagon de contr6ser activement le Jet consists A -surer en permanence oe Jeu et A
rlguler en consgquence La templrature carter.

A cot effet, lONERA a entrepris Is misc au point d'un c. pour la nenure des eux ea a bout
d'aubes ; Is mhthode dfivolopple eat one rathode capacitive.

4 - CAPTEUR CAPACITIF POUR LA NESURE DU JEV EN BOUT D'AUBES

Diveraes tentativo. out &tC dlcrites don la littiratore technique pour mesurer le jeux de
eaqon continue (101 1) 11} )21.

Les capteours utilisont lea courants de Foucault soot rapidement ltmitts A ane frs-quenco de
passage des aubes de I'ordre do 4 kloz et a une temperature de fouctionuement no dapassatt gutre 100 C.

A notre connulasance, seoule la technique -A ýlectrode- utililoe par ROTADATA (131 a atteint le
stado ophrationnel at is commercialisation. Toutefoi, coette sonde qui neceasite une durse d'6chantillon- A
nage do loordre de 20 a n'lndique qua le ieu minimum et no permet pas d'eftectuer des aseures en transi-
totre.
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Quant aux capteurs capacitifs dicritt, ii ne atmble pas qu'ils auent atteint It rtade do
I'emploi syst6matique sar macihnne.

Catte technique capacitive eat cello quo noun avons Agalement choisle 5 I'ONERA, car A notre
avis, In mieux adaptoe aux friquences 61cv6srs de passage d-.s aubes (20 . 30 klIz) et aux temperatures
6levtcs (1000 A 1200 C).

ILe principe en eot fort siplee, puisqu'il eousiste A mesurer la variation de capaciti existant
entre l'oxtrlmtt! d'une cube et 1'Ame centrele du capteur lorsque l'une et l'autre cont on regard et que
Ia distauce varle entre l'aube cc to capteur.

L.a figure 7 montre on tel capteur dent l'ar•hitecture repose sur one technique triaxiale
indispensable A l'61minatisc des effets det capacit6s parasites 11-e aux variations de temp~rature.
Dautre part, une technique particulilre do realisation 6vite quo lVClment sensible du capteur puisse,
on fonction de Is temphrature, se d6placer par rapport A la gaine externe olle-mlime, alignoe an montage
.voc la par0i interne du carter.

Une 6lectronique de mesure, associle au capteur, permet de visoslizer cur oscilloscope le
passage de toutes los cubes et de messrer cheque 10 tours do roue, le jeu entre le carter er b'sube is
pils longue, c'ost-i-dire Is joe minirsal, L'6lectronique permet 6galemont d'effectuer an 6talonnage sur
site ou on laboratoire avec un morceau d'oubes identique 5 cellos d, la roue considlrqo.

Comme example do rls,.ltats obtenus Ayec un tel cepteur. Is figure 8 visualise It passage des
subes d'une roue comportant 90 aubes mals 6galement deux secteurs dlamstralement oppoass, chaoun de ces
secteurS so composant de 9 auhes de hauteur digressive par 0,05 mm puts 0,10 mm. LIcart entre l'aube Is
phls courts et une aube dito leogue est de 0,6 mm.

La figure 9 montre l'6voltion du Jon minimum mesuri -' droit de cette m•me tonse n fonction de
Is viLsase de rotation ou de Is friqsentc de passage des aubes. La r6duction do Jeu, die essentiellement
aux offets centrifuges dana co cas, est Mten mise en 6vidence. Un tel capteur r6pond jusqu'A une
fr6quence do passage des aubes do l'ordre do 20 kily. et fonctionne actunllEment Jusqu'A dic tempiratures
do l'ordre de 600 C. Quant A so pricision, eli eat d'autant plus graride quo le jeu eat petit . do
lordre de 5 7. pour un jeu voisir de 0,2 mm et de l'ordrte no 15 % [pour un Jon voisin de 0,8 mm,

Pour Juger de Is validit6 des rcsuItats obtenus avec cc capteur, des mesurer comparatives ont
6t6 effectules, our Ia rouo p'sgcldente, avec une sonde ROTADATA.

Pour des raisons techniques, leo mescres n'ont pu Actre effecrules en mime tempe avec le deux

capteurs •Lis des prlcaurions ont 6tE prises pour que ies conditions de fonctionnemout noent los )!us
voisines possibles. ILes r6sultats obtenus sent reprsentis our ia figure 10 ce Von observe un recou-
pement d'ensemble satisfailant $i ion ne pard pee de vue quo in sonde ROTADATA mesure Ic Jeu minimum
tandis quo It capteour capacitif numiriso lt signat maximum qul peot provenir d'une cubs un pen plus
6paisee mals un pen plus courte quo l'aube effectivewont la plus longue ; lee mesures ne sent done pas
forclment effectunies aur Is mAme soule

5 -- CONCl.USION

11 eat clair quo Leo performauces airodynamiques des comprocOseurs et des turbines des moteurs

moderties et particutiremeont des machines do petite taille, sent Infiluencles par los Jaux en boit
d'aubeo. Visor A optimiser cc parastire qnelque solt lo rigise de fonctionnement eot done un objectif
important, source possible de gains non nigligeables.

Des mnthodec passl,-os ot nstives do contr~le du Jeu on bout d'cubes sent en dlveloppement et

vmce eni applicatton et conduisent 3 des risnltuts positifs. 11 stmble toutefois qu'un systlme permanent
do meaire du Jett, cesocti A ine technique de contr8le actif petmettralt une meilleure optimisatien.

Des risultatri encouragocnts et lrmtlrcssants ant 6t6 obtenus sur It capteur capacitif en tours
de diveLoppement a l1ONERA.

Des amlioratlons penvent certes 8tre apporties tant an point de vue prscision quo dosaine
d'utilisatln, vers los h.sjutets temptrattreta rencontrties dann los turbines.

If
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f , Taux de compression A
Taux de compression nominij1 P~riphrie

Rendement (%i) I,1

>8,6 -.-j/H=1,45%
, 0,87N,-\ 0 0%i 0,.4. /jH=3.4 %

0,6 0' o,78,o'-. . 5% 0,6 0 3
/ , -0,5% 0.3

t 1 2.5%
0,41 - j/H=0,5% 0,4 0,21

j/H=2,5% 
0,16,2 6: 0... 8-.-• 0---- 1 ,2 -20 0 20 40

Debit Angle de sortie de

Debit nominal l'Ncoulement (degres)
Fig. I -Compresseur axial Multiftages Fir. 2 -Turbine fivolution de
Influence du jeu radial en, t~te des auber laigle de sortie roue en fonction
sur le rendement et to taux de compression du jeu relatif en t6te d'aube
(Ins jeux sor.t indiquis en pour cent de

honureur d'aube)

Syst~me non refroidl

R RI.
Ro Aubo +disque>-

Carter "" •'•Carter

Aube -C_ Jeu A froid Temps
Echelle semi-log.

Jeu Af roid P6nAtration Jeu an fonoctionnemnnt
Fig. 3 - Evolution des jeux radiaux turbine lore d'une

acckliration

Fig. 5 - Exemple d'application d'un syst~o actif de .
co,t•dle du jeu en bout d'aubes (turbine PN)

_ _Tgaz

Fig. 4- Exemple dappli-(ation d'un cysttrme pJssifS~de contr~le du Jon en boutj • d'aubec (tu-bine H•TU)

I,,.r
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SyStime rafroldl

Carter

Aube + disque

-- Jeu A frold Temps

Echelle semi-log.

Jeu A frold Pas de p(tnmtration Jeu nul

Fig. 6 - Fjolution des jvux radiaux turbine lors d'une
accilCiration

Fig. 7 - Vue d'un capteur capacitif
pour la mosure du jeu en bout dsubes

1O,6•nwn Fig. 8 - Visualisation du passage des aubes d'une

I roue comportant 90 aubages

Jeu (min)

0,75 A --CaptIUr capacilif

Jeu (mm) Sonde ROTODATA t

0,6 0,50OAassomesit dci captei

0,4 d-0,37mmw
0,3 0,25- d =O.32mm Frequence de passage"0. d-0,26mm des aubes

0, 4. 9 1,5 ý18 f (kHz) 4,5 9 13.5 18 F (kHz)

S0 5000 10000 15000 5000 10000 N (tronm)

N (triton) Vitesso do rotation

TjFig, 9 - volution du jeu mesur6 entre Fig. 10 -Comparatson des r~oultato brute do
il'extr•.•t6 J'uve aube et le carter d~pouilleuent des easeals par capteur capacitif :

au "~utt =beu e one rtdt
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DISCUSSION

D.K.Hennc~ke, Ge
At what maximuni'emperature can you operate the tip clearance probe? Is it already suited for actual use in an engine
.a%. art of the control system

Riponac d'Auteur
La linmite d'utilisation est cr nipatible avec des inesures stir turbine mais il faut s'assurer, qu'cn fonction de la
tempdrature, la partie sensible din capteur tic e d•placc pas dans tin sons oil dans I'autre par rapport a la face de
rcf6cielce constitine par hi gaine oxterne du capteur. Cest nniqneieilt un probleme technologique.

L,'it•i&rCt final d'un tel capteur est de piloter un syst~mc de controle actif du jeu.

G.M.Dibelius, Ge
L'&talonnage du captcur capacitif cst-il cffcctut6 pour les conditions dans la machine ou du laboratoire? Est-ce qu'il y a
iwn effct du tcmpdrature ou du composition du gaz?

Rkponse d'Auteur
L'6talonnagc cst fail sur la machine ý I'arr~t oa 6ventuellement en laboratoire. Nous n'avons pas actuellement
d'inforination stir l'influence de la temperature du gaz et sur I'influence de la composition. Cest un contr6le qu'il
fatidrait effectivemcnt faire.

F.Tarada, UK
Have you attempted to predict the variation of tip clearance with rotational speed and thermal conditions using a finite
element package or any other predictivc device?

Riponsz d'Auteur
La variation dui jen avec la vitc•.e de rotation n'a pas 616 6tudice thioriquenient.

R.Eggebrecht. Ge
One of your examples of power turbines uses a rotating shrouded ring of turbine blades. Do you see possibilities to
apply the capacity method to rotating shrouds where you do not have discrete signals. and have you actually done
measurements?

WRponse d'Auteur
La technique capacitive peut 6tre appliqu6e it des mesurtes de jeu dans le cas de roues . jointe. La mesure est mndme plusI facile car Ic probl~mc dc r~ponse en fr6quence ne se pose plus.

Notis navous pis effectu6 des mcstires ,ystmrnatiques dans une telle configuration.

2i-
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SIMI iLATION NUMERIQWJE D'E(CJLEMFN'IS fRIIIRBULENIS
DANS DES (AVITES ANNULAIRES ENTRE DISQUES1¢ FIXES El MOBILES

palt

I )enis I)ioya
ON FRA

29 Avenue de Il Division I eclerc
92320 ChIifilon sons Iagneux

Frinice
RE-SUMIE

Cet article prfsente Ass premiers diveloppoments d'un code de simulation
numcrique des 6coulements et des transferte thermiques Z l'int~rieur des cavitks
annulaires entre disques fixes on mobiles des turbomachine:.

I1 comporte use description succinte de la mnthode de calcul et du
modfle de turbulence utillsa, puis montre quelqucs exemples do simulations numi-
riques effectufies dons des configurations gfomnkriques simples * calculs
d'acoustique dans des cavitts, puis de divers fcoolemente turbulents avec pertes
de charges singuli4res, et enfin simulation dOfcc'Alements dana des cavitfs
annulaires interdisques, aliment6es on non par un debit centrifuge. La confron-
tation avec des r6sultats de mesures publi~s dans Ia littftratrre permet
d'appr6cier les qualitms et los limites de in modilisation choisie pour
representer los phinomines turbulents.

SIMULATION OF FLOW AND H(EAT TRANSFER IN ANNULAR CAVITIES
BETWEEN DISKS IN TURBOMACIIINERY

This paper presents the first developments of a numerical code for
prediction of flow and heat transfer within the annular cavities extending
between the rotating and stattonnary disks of turbomachinns.

It presents a short description of the numerical method and ot the
turbulence model useo, aod shows a few examples of calculations performed in
simple flow configurations : acoustics within cavities, some turbulent flows with
singular head losses, and flow calculations in shrouded disk systems wtth or
without radial outflow. Comparison with published experimental data allows to
measure the qualities an. limits of the chosen turbulent nndcl.

NOTATIONS

.X rayon extkriour du disque rotor (n)

A., 4, sections d'entrbe et de sortie

6 rayon du moyeu (N)

4C, ,4, chaleurs splcifiques . pression et a volume constants I;/w/wv

C c coefficient do couple a C I •. 5 '
S¢, V- (0."t U. . •. S . U. ,1,)

Cl1n Cp isentropique (conditions g*nfratrlees p, A l'entr~ e et pression atatiqlee A is sortie)

C, ';-11,(L , debit rfidult

t
e vitesse du son (I /4)

P).,34 diambtres des canuux d'entrle et de sortie (am I

tenseur de dffomation

E fnergie totals (3€I•iI

H enthalple d'arrft ( ki/ 1 )

tenseur unit' (i•

6ner',ie cinfitique de turbulence

j 0longueur de n6iangc

jL longueur du canal
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I;. d6bit masse (It/i)

44 d6blt masse isentropique (conditions gin6ratrices p., a l'entr6e et prescion atatique P, a
la sortie)

presston statique

p5  prossion statique de sortie

uression d'arr~t d'entrge

$ , ct•mbres do Prandlt (laminaire et .urbulent)

S, flu). d'fnergie totale et do chaleur

rayor.

lie. ?U.'D /4 nombre de Reynolds de l'gcoulement dans un canal 0 -

Il¢tA . T*A /Q nombre de Reynolds de rotation

a6paissour de la cavit& entre rotor et stator Cs-)

A spaisseur du jeu a La p~riph6rie (ft)

temps

7" temptrature statique CRi)

"To, tempiraturo d'arrit d'entr~e

Li vecreur vitesse

U., U4  vitesses moyennes A l'ontrfe et A Ia sortie du canal (an /4)

U coeposent radiale de la vitesse (L)
V tangentielle ()
w axiale de la vitesse (])

coordonnhe axiale

gradient

B coordonnie azimutale

PIN~ viscositis laminaire et turbulente (S.)

vitesse angulaire du disque rotor (act. /sec)

t • ~~masse volumique kl)

i • pas en temps du ealcul

: • tensest des cootraintes,

.nefficient do dfcentrement do lint~gration temporelle

Indices
0 conditions ghnAratricea d'entrie
* statique
0 entree canal
4 sortie canal

I. INTRODUCTION

Los ph6nom~nes de tranefert do masse et de chaleur dane les cavitfs annolaires interdisques des
turbomachines ant un effet important sur lea performances globales et sour I durfe de vie des
moteurs :lea in coulemeots qul lee traversent participont A La pouse6e axiale, A I puissance disciple et
aux fuites. lia conditiounent le refroidiasement des disques de turbine, prennent part A l'Ichauffement
du voile du compresseur. et peunent olgrader l'6coulement principal par soufflage ou par aspiration de

fluide au nivesu des jeux. C'est aussi A travers ces cavitt&s que la chaleur s'Acoule des parties chaudes
A. vers lea parties froldes, cc qut d6termine l'6tat thermique (contraintes et dilatations) des piices

Snmtalliques, snssi blen en r~gime permanent qu'au dbmarrage.

Ces problames sont gln6ralement traiLEs de fm-on globale, A i'aide de correlations explri-
mentales et de calculs fondis sur des muthodes int~grales [13 A (i11, car ]s glomltrie des cevitls,
desuinae plus en fonction de contraintes pratiques d encombrement ou de rlsistance des matlriaux que
Sutvant des critreos d'asrodynamique, so prite difficitement aux analyses dltaillfes. Leo Ocoulements quASen rlsultent sont en glntral complexes - tridimensionnels, Ile sont le saige do dife llements importants,
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do n6langes de jets & forte vitesse, d'accrrlations brutales . travers leo jeus, et de phbnoem.ves de

ce'ntrifugation pris des parols tournantes. Clest pourquoi les ph~nonmnes irrtversiblee-mfilanges

turbuloots. dissipatloninstabilitfs diverses- jooent un role d~terminant, aussi bien sur les transferts

do chaleur qua sur l'beuulement lui-Mbme.

L'6tude engag&e A VONERA, en collaboration avec lea socit~e SNECMA eat TURROMECA, comporte un

volet exp6rimental, on coors de rialisation, at one partie num6rique, dent on prlsente ci-desaous lea

premiers dtveloppements.

La simulation umfirique a pour objectif de faire la part des divers ph~nom~nes entrant en jau.
do comprendre leuts mtcanismea et leurs interactions. Elle repose d'une part sur une technique d'int6-
gration des Equations de l'1coulement (Navier Stokes turbulent), et d'autre part sur la modflisation des
transferts turbulents. La principale diff~rence avec d'autres Ctudes du mgme type, par exemple 112],
1131, at 1141, reside dans Is tentative de traiter des g6omrntries plus complexes.

Cot article presents lea grandes lignea do Is m~thode de calcul et do code qui en rfsulte, et
montre qoelquec examples do simulations numoriques effectufes sur des configurations gnomftriques simples
dais ie but d'appr6cier les qualit~s et lea dWfauts du code et, 6ventuellement d'amrliorer lea
hypothases.

2. LA RETHIODE NUMERIQUE ET LE CODE DE CALCUL

2.1. Loes 1qustvooc d I'Ecoulement

.'Ecoulement tridimensionnel est supposg axisyrstrique (C/; -0) :la Masse volumique r *
l16nergie totale ? E, et lea trois composantes de la vitesse * , solent U (radiale), W (axiale) et V
(tangentielle), no dfpendnnt quo de la position r, z dana le plan mrrldlen, at du temps t. Cette
hypothsce allýge considWrablement lea calculs, mais exclut 6videoment lea injections par orifices
discrets, lee instabilitrs tangentielles et lea dlcollements tournants,

Le flulde est un gae parfait, compressible, visqueux et conducteur de chaleur, avec transferts
molficulaires et, 6ventuellement, torbulente.

Sous forme diff~rentlelle conservative.le Equations de bilan de l'Ec.oulement peuvent
s'6crtre :I

! •a"r s 4'rI'•(' ',w)•

* (v-.(tv C,

ot T, 3 -

Lo tenseur den rontra iintee '• et le vecteur densiti do flux do rhaleur •e sont la somie dos
pan'~ties laninaires et turbulentos. On d~finit. par analugie aver is viscositE nolirulairet , un coef-

ficient do viecositEt•urhulente jit co qui pereet do roller •" so tenseur des d~formations': :

(2)4 4- (JV~ j[ )t + TIS).)

Etant le tenseur unltE et W l'•nergie cin~tique do turbulence. Do nm~m

La :iscositi turbulente )L•, siansqai K ,sent exprim~es on fonction dee conditions locales suivant onee

hypothiseod typo toaigueur de me~leseu g

(4)'L 4 b (fy t ) * VVX)b)

•' F, ~~nfin, la longucur do nilange eat rel~ec snit A is g~om~tric de la raviti no voisinago do point x*i•

r- ons id~ri aver lee constantes claoaiques, soit A is taille do in mailie (volnme/suriare) snivant ia s

• ~terhnique de Ia "turbulence de sous-grille".

1: ~ faut 4oullgner quo lea hypotheses (2) at (3) de turbulence Isotrope sent, :u moLns autant)qu

a l rlocal, sojetes

Ie'ntV
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2.2. La mfthode d'int 6ration

On construit sur le domaine de calcul un rgseau qui d~flnit un ensemble de volumes 616mentaires,
dont ta trace sur ukn plan maridien eeL rectangulaire (voir figure 1). Un code attach6 A chaque cellule
dafinit so structure :

- cellule fluide de calcul, caractfrisge par I& masse, l'6nergie et la quantitf do mauvement tangentielle
qu'elle costient,

- cellule fluide d'entrfe ou de sortie, permettant linjection ou l'asptration de fluids suivant des
conditions donn~es (ftat g6nirateur k , 1t, , A1 ou pression statique K par exesple),

- cellule solide (paroi), dent lee caractaristiques d~finissent Is vitesse angulaire ft, et lea cond..ions
thermiques locales d6straes.

Le mouvement du fluide dana le plan mfridien eat dgfint par les flux de masse 7UX et TWt A
travers les interfaces ', et I entre lea cellules.

Le systame (1) est discr6tts4 our lea matlles du raseau suivant une technique de volumes finis
[II, qui garantit is conservativitFt. Afin de limiter Is dissipation numfrique, lea hypotheses permettant
d'exprimer lea flux d'interfaces sent symfitriques (centr6es). Entre paroe et fluide, lea 6changes soot
exprimfs a Vaide de "lois de parol", qul pri-int4grent lea portions de couche limite correspondantes.

Le systeme d'aquatlons diff~rentielles ordinaires ainsi obtentu eat alors intagra au cours du
temps grace A une mfthode implicite linsarlsle [I], plus ou moinm centrle grAce A un paramatre 4 que
lon pent ajuster de 4 - 112 (Crank-Nicholson) 3 . - I (totalertent implicite).

Ceote m6thode petret, en principe, de s'affranchir du critAre CFL de stabilitt lin6sire, et done
de choisir un psa en temps t en fonction du temps de relaxation le plus grand et non en function de
lacoustique locale. Une nathode de factorisation [II eat etpendant nacessaire pour remplacer linversion
tde La matrice globale ainsi obtenue par une succession d'inversions de matrices trtdiagonales par bioe.

Le code de calcul, nomm6 ICARE, sinai obtenu permet d'obtenir, pour use simulation d'&couleient
turbulent de nombre de Reynolds fgal A un million, une solution stationnaire & partir du repos en 1200 A
1600 it&rations, A condition de choisir convenablement le pas en temps m' . Le temps de calcul est de
4.5.10-4 seconde par maelle fluide et par itgration sur tn caleulateur CYBER 170/750. Le nombre do
variables i) toeker eit de lordre de 20 foet le nombre de cellules fluides. la gfoattrie at diffarents
types de couditions aux limites (4 types de parois fixes oki touruattes et 4 types dentrfes-sorties) sent
introduits facilement au niveau des donnaes. Le programme peruet d'effeetuer des celculs 2D plan ou 3D
axisymltriquea.

wIV

Entree S ortie
2 H' Fig. I - Gdomdtrie et rdseau de cscul. Example: 1 rotor

R -2 stators S, 3 entrdes/sorties

S"-En Entrie

L Ij ::: :. axe

3. PRESENTATION DE QUELQUES RESULTATS DE CALCULS-TEST

Avant d•6tudier lea configurations de cavitgs complexes, et en attendant lea premilres campagnes
,de mesures sur le bane d'eseal, il cot n&cessaire d'analyaer lea propriatas ie di simulation numfrique,
et de confronter lea r~sultats du ealcul aux donnies expgrimentales disponitles dsna Is litttirature.
PlutOt que de nous concentrer sur tins configuration unique, notes aeons prafgri, dana un premier temps,
simuler des fcoulements de formes lea plus diverges possibles, sans entrer dans le dftati do chocun des
cas considgris. C'east ainsi quo sont prfsentfs ci-dessous quelques calculs de principe d'acoustique, puis -
diverges configurations d'fcoulements simples avee pertes de charges 4singuliares", eat entin des confron-

t •tattons avec les aesures effectufes dans des cavit~a anitulaires au MIT (6] et A l'Untversitfi de Sussex

B [9J , Ito) l, 11. L t
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3.I. Proprirt S acou.tiques dit code ICARE

Un programme d'6coulemenot pr~tendant A calculer linstationnaire dolt 6videmment 9tre capable de
simuler, dans sea grandes lignes le phlnomone le plus simple : Vacoustique lin6aire. Divers calculs ont
montr6 quo de cc point de vue, et a1 on se cantonne au qualitatif, Is m6thode utilis•e ninduit pas de
dissipation nunlrique notable sur Les ondes, ct restitue les systames d'ondes stationnaires bien connus
dans les cavitls -ferm~es ou ouvertes A Vatmosphare- autant quo le permet Is diserftisation spaptale.

La figure 2 montre trots configurations, Is premilre unidimensionnelle, aves un ea6t ferm6 et tn
cat6 ouvcrt A l'atmosphare, lea deux autres bidimensionnelles. Lexcitation des modes eat rlalis6e dans
lea deux premiers cas par la montle progressive (en 50 itlrations) de la pression ambiante, et dans le
troisi4me cas 2C par obturation brutale de l'ouverture de Is cavitE 2b en cours d'Evolution.

LI

A4 2a F

F2

Fig. 2 - Configurations do calculs pour les phdnomidnes
r3Pa __• ± ±1 acousriqus.SA 2b F1

-• ~F2 '

-1I• 1. I 1 L l A- 1i L I llI l

26 F1

Los figures 3, 4 et 5 montrent l'volution pfriodique de Is pression au fond F des cavitfi, sans
dissipation notable au boot de plusleurs dizaines de poriodes. Los difflrents modes apparemment calculls
sont A rapprocher des valeurs thforiques, figur6es sous forme dlcheliles, soient ".;, T*/$ ,-./.

pour la cavit6 2a et T• . Aic. , T; . T.f!z .T,' -. /3 ,... pour 2C. Ces calculs sont effectuos pour une
valour du paramitre 4 8gale A 1/2. La figure 6 eontre qu'un moyen commode d'6touffer artficeiellement
ces ondes, "mfmoires" du processus de dtmarrage, eat de choisir 4 - I.

Enfin, on a pu vlrifier que, dans le eas d'un 6coulement dans un canal de longueur L, dent
l*tat gnCnrateur p,'i. eat fix6 A lentrle, et dent Is pression statique P. - eat donnie A la
sortie, la solution stationnaire so stabilise au bout duon temps igal A cInq ou six fois le temps de
"sfwJour L,/0 , rlsultat qul peit Atre dlmontrl thnoriquement A partir des Equations d'Euter. Co temps peut
cependant augmenter considirablement st les phlnomines viequeux ont un effet notable sur is pression a

Iqoullibre.

P U '4,33 x 10'b Cou/14L 4,33 x 10"

. 0,

•Co t Co t .

52 53 54 55 56 57 7? 7ý 7ý i6 7'7 78

Fig. 3 -, Oscillations de presion- Configuration 2a.
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Fig. 4 - Oscillations depression - Configuration 2b. Fig. 5 - Oscillations de pression - Configuration 2c.

PF

c [Cr/4L 4,33.n 
,O

i '

Fig. 6 - Oscillations de pression, avec dissipation artificislle
t I - Configuration 2a.

Co t
4L

78 79 80 81 82

3.2. Calculs de pertes de charge dana des configurations simples

Lea dfbits injecti, dans certaines cavitgs entre lee disques de turbines peuvent Atre asset
4lev~s. Daen ce cas, lee pertes de charge induites par lea dfcollements, lea changements de direction du
fluide et lee Interactions de jets dEtermlnent, au moins natant que Is centrifugation, lea profile
radiaux de preasion. I1 A'av~re done capital dlappr~cier, our des configurations slmples, la faqon dont
la simulation numirique pout reprEsenter de tels ph&nomnes, eu Egard au mod~le de turbulence rudi-
mentaire et A une 6ventuelle diffusion num~rique. Des calculs ont donc AtA effectu~s dans diverses confi-Sgurations de prineipe, telles que celles reprfsenties sur lee figures 7 A 10, solent

- un canal cylindrique dont la section eat augment6e brusquement de A a A, ( A, /k - 2.25) : confi-
guration I.A

- ui canal cylindrique associC 5 un diffuaseur tronconique, de longueur L.A et de rapport de rections
A,/A. - 2,25, solt ui demi-ang-e d'ouverture de 11' environ : I-a

- un canal cylindrique avec rftrAcissement brusque ( A*/ Al 2.25) : T-C,

- un Acoulement plan avee virage brusque ( IA• I) : VD,

- un 6coulement plan avec deux coudes conebcutife (Al AG - 1), Is distance entre les deux coudes 6tant
choisie de fa.ion que, d'apr~s lee mesures [21, le deuxi~me coude n'induise que peu de pertes supplb-
mentairesi 1. E

Dane tous lee cas, 1'gtat gfnirateur ( -T ,-' ) eat donni it 1entrie, et Is pression statique
ea) et fixfe A la sortie. l~e nombre de Mach eat inffrieur A 0.3. Le calcul fournit, en plus des

profils de vitesse montr~a our ls figures 7 A 10, ls profile dn presslon (figures i1, 12, 13 et 14) stir
lea parois et sur l'exe (pour zA'r.s etl.C ). et stir In paroi concave (1-2) etr. ).

Bien que, dane let trois derniers cas, les longueurs des canalisations aval ue aemblent pas
auffisantesa, lee variations de pression Op entre ientrAe et Is sortie et les d~bits nk ainai calcul6s
ont 6tE compar6a aux quantit6a correspondantes Zw et X obtenues A partlr des donncs expfirimep!tales
(pvrtes de clarges singulilres et par frottement pari6tal) tir~es de [2). C'est en que montre le
tableau I, dana lequel on a ojout6 lns valeurs isentropiques pour appr~cier l'effet de la perte de
charge.
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PWE

Ps-0

C / C2 S

Fig. 14 - Distribution de pression calculde le long de Is paro; exte,rne A-C1-C2-S
de la configuration E.

Calcul Calcul

SConfigur. CPIs Cp Cp m/rhls } l/rhis

A - 0,80 -0,45 - 0,43 0,60 0,59
[t

B -0,80 -0,67 -0,69 0,78 0,80 !
0.80 ableab I

C 0,80 1,13 1,28 0,87 0,82

D 0 0,86 1,08 0,73 0.69

E 0 1 1,14 0.71 0,68

A A
Meures Mesures

l.a confrontation s'avLre bonnes, mas ne peraet pes de conclure sur i'extension des dfeollements
et stir la Ding ueur Jthoomognisation, qti fixent le gradient de pression k D'autres calculs effectulq
a-ec une loigueur de mglange plus faible (tlL t 0.05 au lieu de 0.09) ont montrA que w et C# ne sont
paj notablo•mnt inodifijA (saun dans le cas r.1 ) wals que l'extension longitudinale des d&collements et
des zones de variation de pression eat plus que doublAes.

3.3. Calculs d'6coulement dans lea cavitf8 entre disques fixe et mt,bilo

3.3.1. Cavt~s fermres

Ce problems a At6 &tudik, entre autreas, par F. SCHULTZ-GRUNO4W i31, puis plus ricemment par
S.A. SOO 14i, F- KREITII [5] et pr J.W. DAILY et R.E. dECE [6) au MIT.

La figure 15 montre, dans tin plan mfridien, l'Ecoulement secondaise calcul8 dans une cavitfi
identiq¶.e A cells de 16], pour n unombre de Reynolds de rotation 7tA - tA -=/A - 4.4.xl06, pour une
ipcisseur riduite A/o. = 0.115 et pour tin noambe de Macb fAm/e. tras faible (0.02). Sur la figure 16,
qtul prksente quelques profile de vitesse radiale U , on peut voir le noynu cetntral, la couche limite de
eLntrifugatton le long du rotor, et is "couche limito" Induite par continuitA sur le suitor. Les calculs

snt rontrl que, conform~ment aux analyses de !U. SO0 14) et du MIT (61. un ragite sans noyau central peut -
Exlster si on riduit l'ipaissour (44a - 0.0255) A L,,A constant ( INa =tt.is' par exemple). L'effet de
l'paisseur A sur le gradient de pression calculi (figure 18) rt star le coefficient de couple C'.
(figure 17) est voisin de celut obtenu exparimentalement (6]. 11 es: eat de msme pour le"l pirifils axiaux
de vitesses tangentiolls V et radiales U , comme on pout le voir sur lea figures 19 ( A/f - 0.0637) et
20 (4/0 - 0.0255). -4.

La surestimation observis des ipairseurs de couche limits pent @tre rfduite sa on cholsi unti
niveau de longueur de mnlange inft-oieur .A ln valour classique (soit ?/A- Min (0.09, 041/A, 0.4 (1-)/s)). A)

si
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- - Mesares Mt T c/a 0,765
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Fig, 19* - Cavt/a fermda Re0 = 4,4 x I' c/aF 0,0637 Fig. 19b - Cayitd ferrule Re0 = 4,4 x 10 c 0a 0.0637

SComnpaaicon cat..ul-mecurec. V-tesse azimutale. Comparaison calcul-mesurao. V/tease r/adiite

-- cu etcu rnNEreA

F.KR /H 7, .. KAIO, 765 , e.t5 pa M WNc e o}~s1) 11a 1

/!

/lm /

z- - _-_oa

I/

i ~~Fig. 20 - Cay/td Mutmte RE,, - 4,4 n 10' c /a -=0,0255

(G 41a). V/tease az/mut/a) - Cabal e t macure$; b rVtessa red/a/e -S~Catoul at matures.

3.3.2. CLvaiga 21terdiegoes avec d6bmt centrifple

Loeffet d'uu scouletent forca de dcbit pu d inectS axlnlement ao voliinage de t'axe et dvaco6
par uon je n axial d'(pa .ae -r PS ) L piriphjrie, a PtS ana'eya thtn oriqunment et exphrinentaleoent par
F. KRE.ITII (7), V,11. KAPINOS [B), at par ill. OWEN at see co-ll•gues 19), hiO)at [l1),

a ~~De noabreoses iraletiuatne nuririques out •t4 eftoctu~ee poor diff~rentee •paie5Clura de La cavitO
(C1 -&I/), do iso (G, -..4l4) pour diff6rentee viteesas do rotation (1a4 .. /tJt/' ) at divers dlbits
(C0. (/ps). La figure 21 en montra un example. ii apporeit 'joe pour lea dhbite tdev~e, is rotation do
rotor a pan d'effet. Ce naeat peaI iecue pour dee dlbite plus feiblee, so voiainege de igcooiecooot de
centrifngstion netorelt.o ( p- )'$ ). Lo eu jc a Svidemrrant one influence pr~pood&rante sur lee niveaux ... ' -

de preasion dana In cavilf, ce qui requiert on receat i de ealcul serrl A Is piriph6rie, et on soin parti-
culela pour lea conditiong de sortie. La g~ow6trie de li'njection a auisi un r5le important : an voisi-
nage de laxe, lea vitegses dfbitontee aont 6levies, et l'crn•esrent du jot incident adr le dieque
conditlonne l'extension do dflcollement. Le paramrtre n's nu contraire qol'un offet secondaire (entre
cinq ajt vlngt pour cent),

La figure 22 montre eteffet du d6bit C,, our lee profile radlaux do prese!.on Le lonp du stator,
pour t,, - 8 x tO5, G. - 0.10 at G"- 0.01, at In compnraloso avec lea manures do Owen et I'hadke. On
remarque quo'nux petite dibite, In concordance eat bonnie, maJe que pour des d6bite pi.te Clev~s, la
confrontation eat roina ootiafaieante. La mbme tondonca eat lndiquoe our la figure 23 pouo %it - 0,
S- 0o10 tt Ge 0.04 : lea calcuol eomblent eurestimer I'ampleour du dtcollemenit, et Is modification de
in longueur dd mlanoge ne peroot pea, dane ccae, d'aroliorer oenoiblement lea rioultats. Une
cartographli des viteses na•surtca dane la caviti aerait aoubaitable pour pouroulvre et orienter lanI
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4. CONCLUSION

Un code tie calcul d'6coulement tridimenslonnel axisym6trique a 6t6 d6velopp6 pour Studier lea
Scoulemnnts dans lea cavit6s annulaires interdisques des turbomachinos. Sa soup)case d'utilisation a
permis d'6valuer lea propriltis do la simulation numirique dans des conflEguratlons giosntriquee stmples,
do formes tris diverses. Les confrontations avec lea donn6es exp6rimentales issues de difffrentes publi-
catluns oant permis d'appr~cier lee qualitla et lea limites de Is mod&lisation utilisie. lne analyse plus
apprunfondle pourra atre r~alis~e grAce anx mnsures tirles d'un bane dessel en cours de rhalisation. En
attendant 1 de nouvelles confrontations avec lea aesures effectutes A l'Universatr de Sussex ainsi qu'au
MIT soot pr6wlves.
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DISCUSSION ¶.

J.M.Owen, UK
"llc author is to be congratulated on presenting a useful paper on the prediction of flow in rotor-stator systems. Have
you experienced difficulty in obtaining convergence of your solutions at large rotational Reynolds numbers, and what is
the maximum value of Rcj for which reliable results have been obtained? Also, in the experimental rig that you are
building, what is the maximum Reynolds number that you will be ahle to achieve?

RWponse d'Auteur
Les principax problenes pos~s par les calculs t plus grand nombre de Reynolds et par le.s calculs dans des cavitds
6paisses sont du 11161C type: il s'agit moins, pour cette m6thod¢ num~rique implicitc, d'un problbine de stabilit6 que
d'un pirolk•ne de precision: le r6seau de calcul doit 6trc trbs fortement resserrý, pros des disques d'autant plus quc Re
Ct (3 sont grands, si oni vcut caleuler correcicinent les 6clhangcs fluide-paroi. C'est done une question de capacitY, de
siockage et de cooit dc calcul.

Une solution pourrait &tre danrnliorer les "modides de paroi" reliant les flux parictaux aux quantit~s locales calcul6cs
cn y incorporani l'effet des forces d'inertie.

Stir le montage cxperimnental pr4ve, Ic disquc rotor, dc 60 cmn de diann•trc, doit en principe tourncr de 3000 at 12000
tours par minute, hi prcsssion atmospherique.

J.Fahri, Fr
I would like to ask D)r Owen if in his computations he also finds recirculation zones similar to those shown by the
author.

Dr Owen's Reply
IThe two flows - the flow between a rotor and a stator, that you are considering, and the flow inside a rotating cavity -
have certain similarities but they have a large number of differencees. And in the source region of the flow in the
rotating cavity inertial effects arc significant and the flow is broadly similar to that which occurs in a rotor-stator system.
But in the Ekman layer region where the rotational speed of the fluid is large (or of the same order) compared with the
speed of the disc itself Coriolis effects make for the flow structure that you get there. So that peculiar characteristic of
the rotating cavity with the non-calraining Eknian layer does uot appear in a rotor-stator system. The flow is a different
one ill Ihat respect.

H.Johnson
I. D)oes your procedure account for the baoya•mcy terms in conservatiot equations?

2. Have you calculated the flow and heat transfer from confined disks with both disks rotating and the flow driven by
free convection?

Rkponsc d'Auteur
I L. Les Forces d'Archiii&le duts aux differences de temnl)craturc sont incluses (lans les &luations tic conservation

telles qt'elles sent inoddlisis. Mais il n'y a pis pour l'instant de correction au niveai du modele ie turbulence.

2. Non, pas en tltail.

I).K.Hennecke, Ge
D)id I understand you cor ectly that you are using Reynolds' analogy to compute the heat transfer coefficient? Since you
solve the energy equation there would be no need for it. Besides it is likely not to be valid for the present case.

Rkponse d'Atteurs
Je voulais (lire quc j'atilisc I'analogic de Reynolds au nivcau local, c'est ,i dire que je dtfinis, potur exprinier la
corrlaftion vitesse/lemp&rattire _T en fonction de gradient inoyen" VT, un coefficient de diffusion thermique turbulent
proportionnel i la viscositd tnrlulente. II en est de mtme pour les fonctions de paroi, qui relient Its frottenients el flux
Ihermiqucs aux coiditions inoyetnes locales.

J
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TRANSIENT THERMAL BEHAVIOUR OF A COMPRESSOR ROTOR WITH VENTILATION
TEST !riSULfZ UNDER SIMULATED ENGINE CONDITIONS

by
E. Reile, U. Radons, D.K. Hennecke

MTU Motoren- und Turbinen-Union Minchen GmbH
Postfach 50 06 40, 8000 MUnchen 50, West Germany

SUMMARY

The development of advanced compressors for modern aero-engines requires detailed
knowledge of the transient thermal behaviour of the rotor disks to enable accurate pre-
diction of rotor life and, additionally, of the thermal growth of the rotor for the
evaluation of tip clearances. In his quest for longer life and higher reliability
of the parts as well as reduced clearances even at transient conditions, the designer
has to be able to influence the thermal behaviour of the rotor. A very effective way
is to vent small amounts of air through the rotor cavities.

This paper presents the design of such a vented rotor. The main emphasis is placed
on a detailed desciiption of a test rig specially built for this purpose. The testing
was carried out under simulated engine conditions for a wide range of parameters. Tile
results are compared with those obtained with a theoretical model derived from funda-
mental tests at the University of Sussex, where heat transfer in rotating cavities
is investigated. Good agreement is observed.

Some final tests were done in an engine. The results also exhibit good agreement
* with the rig results under simulated conditions, when the proper dimensionless para-

meters are considered, proving the validity of the simulation.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

C.. .C5 Simulated idle condition
HI .:- .It Simulated full-load condition
In Ventilation mass flow [%1
p Pressure [bar]
r Radial coordinates fmJ
t Time fs]
T Ventilation air temperature [K)
T ent..T5 Temperature at disk 2 - 5
t' Time constant for temperature relaxation
tref Time constant for temperature relaxation at hub of disk 5

for simulated acceleration C5 - H5
eflat-transfer coefficýient

Indices

bolt in bolt area of the disk
hub at the hub of the disk
in at the rotor entry
out at the rotor exit
rim at the rim of the disk
vent for the ventilation air

1. INTRODUCTION

onc of the most important factors limiting the life of compressor and turbine disks
in mnodern aero-engines is the rapid sequence of stress cycles occurring in service.
During rapid accelerations and decelerations, the temperature at the rim of the disk
responds appreciably more quickly to the temperature of the main flow than does the
temperature at the hub. The consequent radial temperature gradients result in high
stresses and reduced disk life. Another aspect that must be considered is the thermal
response of the rotor. Because thermal growth of the casing structure normally occurs
more quickly than that of the rotor, during an acceleration phase the radial clearance
at the blade tips will be the greater, the slower is the tnermal growth of the rotor
disks. This has disadvantageous effects on the surge limit arid power output. 4

"The thermal-response charactoristics of the disk hubs call be speeded up by purpose- "q
ful ventilation of the hub area. Because a 3oss in performance always occurs if air is
bled from the main flow, the amount of air used for ventilation must be kept small and
it must he conducted in such manner as to permit it to be used further in the secondary r
air system.

Below is a description of rotor ventilation using a multistage compressor of a
modern jet engine as an example. The effects of ventilation on the thermal behaviour

present address: Technische Ilochschule Darmstadt', Pachgebiet Flugantriebe,

Petersenstr. 30, 6100 Darmstadt
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are investigated on the component test rig. The test results are then compared with
the findings of the computer model used for calculating the thermal behaviour of the
rotor under realistic operating conditions.

2. RIG TESTS

The rotor used on the component test rig is rapresented in Fig. 1. It is made up
of the last three stages of an HIP compressor rotor (disks 2 - 4) plus two seal disks
(1,5). The disks and spacers are bolted together in such manner that the spaces between
the disks form outer and inner cavities. The rotor is machined to a uniform diameter.
The rims of disks 2 - 4 can be heated to desired temperatures by impingement heat trans-
fer. The ventilation air m is supplied through 10 vents arranged in the vicinity
of the bolt, is distribute~e~hrough the three inner rotor cavities and is discharged
through holes in the right-hand flange. For tests without ventilation the inlet and
outlet openings are closed off, leaving just a single inlet open, to enable the pressure
in the rotor assembly to be set.

The. rotor assembly is provided with 38 temperature-measuring points. All important
measuring-points are shown in Fig. I. The measurements are transmitted from the rotat-
ing system via slip-rings.

The purpose of the tests was to measure the temperatures under simulated full-load
and idle points as well as the transient temperature behaviour for a simulated accel-
eration and deceleration. The test conditions selected were such that the Reynolds
number, Rossby number, Grashof number and Nusselt number, which are the determinative
parameters for the flow and heat transfer, agreed with the values occurring in the
engine at full load and idle. For the simulated full-load and idle conditions, a maxi-
mum temperature of 500 K and 350 K respectively was chosen. The accompanying pressure

Sand speed values were then derived according to the similarity principle. Tests were
conducted using three ventilation mass flows as well as one test without ventilation
at two pressure levels. The steady-state conditions for the simulated full load (HI -
145) and simulated idle (CI - CS) ar2 listed in Tab. 1.

The arrangement of the rotor in the rig is shown in Fig. 2. The air for heating
and cooling the rim of disks 2 - 4 and rotor ventilation is taken from two main lines
carrying high- and low-temperature air. Mixing valves with programmed settings are
provided for adjusting the desired air temperature for lines 2 - 5 for each test-point.
In the transient-state tests all valves were thus switched simultaneously from cold
to hot condition or vice-versa. The time-response characteristics of the main operating
parameters according to Tab. I (speed, ventilation mass flow, pressure and temperature)
are represented in Fig. 3 by way of example of a load cycle CI - HI (simulated accel-eration).

The speed N attains its final value approx. 10 s after the start of acceleration
after slight overshooting. The ventilation air mn requires roughly the same time
as the speed to reach its full value. Following N tnitial rapid increase, the pressure
takes about 20 s to reach a virtually stable value. Because of the relatively massive
rig casing, the temperature of the rotor-ventilation air T increases appreciably
more slowly. In the simulated acceleration Cl - IIl the timZO2Snstant of the tempera-
ture increase Vr is about 24 s. Similar time-response characteristics are shown by
the material tem8eatures at the rims T2rim' T3I and T4 of disks 2 - 4.

3. ANALYSIS OF RIG-TEST RESULTS

As part of the analysis of the test results, temperature calctlations were made
using a two-dimensional finite element method. The isoparametric finite element net-
work is illustrated in Fig. 4. The computer program solves the transient heat con-
duction equation using temperature-related material data, and simultaneously calculates

the local fluid temperature by means of the thermal balance between the component and
surrounding flow. The computation method, which is described in greater detail in Ref.
1, generates axisymmetric temperature distributions. Components that are not axisymme-
tric are smeared in ihe circumferential direction in substitute system and are treated
in such manner that the heat flux and thermal capacity are reproduced faithfully.

In the present case of a compressor rotor. the component temperatures are very
largely determined by the following parameters, controlled from Vhe outside.

- Temperature at the rim of disks 2, 3 and 4 ---- .
- Mass flow through the rotor
- Temperature of the air at the entry to the rotor
- Pressure in the rotor

The computer mudel is thus desj9 I so that the component temperatures are calcu-
lated with the air temperatures with . the rotor in relation to the input variables
for these parameters.

For the vented rotor, the computer model is based on the air system according to
Fig. I. The air entering the rotor is distributed to the three inner rotating cavities.
It flows in Ekman layers across the disk surface radially inwards, collecting again in
the hub area, and exits via holes in the right-hand flange. In contrast, the air enter-
ing the outer cavities of the rotor forms a recirculating flow, driven by buoyancy 9
resulting from the difference in temperature between the disks.lii I
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Because flow-fields are not calculated in the computer model, tne recirculation
is acquired from the thermal balance between the walls and a purely mathematical mass
flow. Although these flow rates are much smaller than the rotor ventilation flow, they
still affect the heat transfer between the rim and bolt area to a considerable extent.

For the tests without ventilation, a somewhat altered model is used; whereas the
outer cavities are treated in the same way as the ventilated version, a recirculating
flow that is unaffected by the neighbouring cavities is assumed for the inner cavities.

For the computer model, heat transfer coefficients for a system with rotating disk
and stationary wall was assumed for the front of disk I and rear of disk 5. At the
surfaces of the inner and outer cavities, relations for corotating disks with and with--
out radial flow were used. These calculations were based on flow and heat-transfer in-
vestigations by Owen et al. (Ref. 2, 3) using idealised geometries, where the flow
pattern and heat transfer for a large range of rotary Reynolds, Grashof and flow numbers
were acquired.

Other boundary conditions were to be defined for the flow in the bolt area and at
the disk hubs (ducted flow), as well as at the seal between disks I and S anl the
casing. At the rims of disks 2, 3 and 4 the temperatures measured on the rig were
applied. Similarly, measured values were used for the boundary temperature at the ex-
posed sides of disks I and 5. All boundary temperatures within the rotor system were
determined simultaneously with the component temperatures.

The result of the steady-state calculation for case HI with maximum vertilation
mass flow and for the unvented case 115 is represented in Fig. 5 in the form of iso-
therm plots. It can be clearly seen that the temperatures at the disk rim remain un-
changed, whereas ventilation produces nearly the same temperatures at the hub of disks
3 - 5. The influence of the rotor flow on the calculated steady-state hub temperatures
is illustrated in Fig. 6. It becomes apparent that even relatively small ventilation
flow rates suffice to bring about a clear increase in the temperatures at the rear
disks and that a further increase in the rotor flow has hardly any more influence on
the steady-state temperature.

Taking disk 3 as an example, Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the measured component
temperatures and the calculated values for simulated full-load condition; showing the
calculated temperature distribution at the disk midplane for three rotor flows, in
addition to the measured values. For the unventilated case H5 there is good corres-
pondence between measurement and calculation; only three out of seven test-points ex-
hibit somewhat lower temperatures than calculated. For the ventilated cases there is
very good correspondence between the measurements and calculations for the outer area;
but greater discrepancies occur in some cases for the inner area.

.to steady-state calculations are not adequate for checking the computer model, be-
cause the radial temperature gradients are too small and the heat transfer coefficients
are of lesser significance than in the transient case. The transient calculations were
made on the basis or the measured behaviour of all the parameters used in the calcu-. lation (see Tab. 1). The good correspondence between measurement and calculation of
the air temperature at the rotor exit during an acceleration, as shown in Fig. 8. proves

that the heat balance between the air and rotor is treated correctly in the calculation.
in the ventilated cases, during most of the acceleration, maximum temperature deviations
of approx. 5 K occur. In the unventilated case, the calculated behaviour depends on the
inadequately known mass flow of recirculating air. Hence, it is not surprising that
there is a greater discrepancy between measurement and calculation here. The time-res-
ponse characteristics of the component temperatures, plotted in Fig. 9 for all test-
poents as an example, exhibit very good agreement between measurement and calculation.
That this correspondence was attained for all tests (acceleration, deceleration with
different degrees of ventilation) confirm the assumptions made in the computer model.
furthermore, the heat transfer correlations for corotating disks, worked out using
greatly simplified models, can also be used with success with more complex systems,

4. 'I'IlERMAL BEHAVIOUR OF % '.' ED ROTOR

The calculated time-response characteristics of the temperature difference in disk
4 between the rim and middle of the outer cavity, as per Fig. 10, upper, makes it clear
that ventilation of the rotor has little effect on the temperature gradients in the
outer part of the disk. Irrespective of the ventilation, the maximum value sets in
shortly after commencement of the acceleration and varies by only approx. 15 K. In
contrast, the desired effect of rotor ventilation is shown in the tLcmperaturp difference
between the bolt area and hub of disk 4, plotted in Fig. 10, lower. At maximum venti-
lation it is reduced by more than half and, furthermore, applies for a much briefer
period. The behaviour is similar with the other disks. The reason for this lies in the
behaviour of the disk hubs, which speeds up with increasing ventilation mass flow, andSwhich can thus be use-] for measuring the effectiveness of the rotor ventilation. Tile

time constant for the temperature relaxation at the hub of disk 3 is plotted in Fig.
1 oever the rotor flow as per final condition for all the acceleration and deceleration

(events investigated on the rig. There is very good agreement between the measurements
and calculations throughout the flow range. The values of the time constants are slight-
ly less during an acceleration than a deceleration with the same flow rate, because the
heat transfer coefficients are smaller at the lower load-point than at the end of the
acceleration. it also becomes apparent that small ventilation flow rates are sufficient
for bringing about an appreciable improvement in the time-response characteristics.
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Consequently, it is possible that it suffices to divert air from the secondary system
through the rotor without having to bleed additional air from the main stream, there- ¶
by avoiding detrimental effects on the engine performance.

Further to the rig tests described above, tests have now beei carried out in the
engine, in which the air and component temperatures in the rotor ware likewise measured
and the signals transmitted via telemetry for remote evaluation. The results of the
engine measurements are shown in Pig. 12 and 13, taking disk 4 as an example. Because
the boundary conditions in the rig tests were such that the main dimensionless flow
and heat transfer parameters were the same as in the engine, dimensionless comparison
of the radial temperature profile in the disk can be made. Pig. 12 shows the steady-
state radial temperature distribution for the full-load point. The figure shows the
difference between the local material temperature and the point of lowest temperature
at the disk rim, reilated to the maximum possible difference between the temperature
of the air at the rotor entry and the temperature at the disk rim. There is good corre-
spondence over most of the disk. The temperature profile with maximum temperature
difference between the disk rim and hub, occurring during an acceleration, as per Pig.
13, similarly exhibits very good correspondence between the rig test and engine measure-
ment. The values are plotted in dimensionless form in relation to the ventilation tempe-
rature at dle, divided by the temperature rise of the ventilation air from idle to full-
load. The transient measurements on the rig and in the engine can be compared directly,
since the increase in speed and in the ventilation temrerature exhibit the same time-
response characteristics.

If the time constants of the rig and engine measurements are plotted against the
heat transfer coefficients applied in the inner rotating cavities, as in Fig. 14, all
results will be brouoht to lie along a commcn curve.

As the corresponding results of the engine test and rig test Cl - HI as per Fig.
14 show, the temperatures at the disk hubs react more quickly in the engine than oin
the rig. The reason is that for the same Nusselt numbers the heat transfer coefficients
-are clearly higher in the engine, because of the higher temperature level.

Even with relatively small amounts of air, purposeful ventilation of the rotor
cavities can contribute towards a considerable speeding-up of the thermal-response
characteristics. As shown by the s' tess and life calculations, it is thus possible to
attain an isprovement in the life of more than 50 % for a typical mission. An improve-
ment of this order signifies a considerable gain in maintenance costs and, thus, re-
duced life-cycle costs. Yet another advantage of the more rapid thermal beha-iour of
the rotor lies in the fact that the thermal growth of the rotor is more in harmony
with the transient thermal growth characteristics of the casing. This means that
smaller clearances between the blade tips and casing can be achieved, resulting in
improved compressor efficiency and greater surge margin.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The investigations under discussion demonstrate that clear advantages are to be
had from the purposeful ventilation of the compressor rotor. The computer model, which
to a great extent works with heat transfer coefficients for corotating disks, obtained
with models of simple geometry, gives a good reproduction of the steady-state and
transient measurements.

In other words, with the HP compressor under review or similar configurations, the
computer model is capable of faithfully describing the temperature development for a
simple load cycle, and thus also for a complete mission.
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Table 1: - STEADY-STATE CONDITIONS FOR SIMULATED FULL-LOAD AND II)L[ TESTS

I ei P)t N T2,. i r4.ri T vnI bar K K K

1- 100 4.5 100 423 446 469 500

1H2 65 4.5 100 423 446 469 500

10 20 4.5 100 423 446 469 500

S1 13I4 0 4.5 100 423 446 469 500

1115 0 2.9 100 423 446 469 500

C 40 .4 7, 318 329 342 350

C2 27 1.4 75 318 329 342 350

C3 6 1.4 75 318 329 342 350
z C4 0 1.4 75 318 329 342 350

C5 0 7. "5 318 329 342 350
_____ ________ _______ 3---- ______I__________
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J.,1,Oi•ne, LIK
"Ihe" .uthors ale 1t b c erattuhatd It or obtaiiinlggood agrclu'nt betweell Illcit pi lijeled alnd lueaired teniu]rat Ire
ill both thil compresor rig mid tile engine itself. This work is complementary to Ithllt presented in paper No, 2 I by
D)r i on llid ll ysell, ill which Itinl t •iperatu' dlistmrib|ution oil tie discs ill a l geometrically simple rotaltin cavity W(rte
predicted froim sipllem eil ralittioills. nd it •sug•el`t that tle resullsl derived ýor siiaplc g:omelries P•ay he applicable It
elngillne ometries. I l.e'ver large errors ill lite conlective boundary con.ditiomn may have oilly a snmall tflLi oil thie
Cat'uhtlied disc te•lipllratues. Did tile autuhoirs e•amine the cflect o lite variatiionitol tle tcorrelated Nusselt number% onl
tile calculation or tilhe tellperatlil Cs?

Anthor's Reply
As von sNaid, this is a well condifinied probilei. We did calculations will different lheat tran[fer coefficients cotlipared
to those which you used for your correlatio.,s (tile factor wits about 0.8 ill) to 1.2). This v'arialion had only a very small
eflect.

J,M.tllinis, UK
You ruicitiotied ilie iimtportance of re-using tlie comtipressor ventilalting air for cooling purpNes, elsewherc in tile engiille
it) avoid excusS•ive performance penalty. Iý the pressure loss ill the ventilation anir circuit imposed by lite radial intllow
between thic contipressor discs likely to be ia problemt in achievinIg this?

Autittr's Reply
The pressure loss will be no pr)'oblenm ii this case, as the ratio of inner to outer di'nieter of the ca., ity is abotut (.6. The
investigatiomis ol Owen show that high pressure los-se occur ill high radial mass fwlow title, When tile source region fnr
radial inflow fills lite liilirc cavity. This nlaxilllmil piessurv loss is tihe higher, the smaller is the ratlio of inner to ouler
radllills of thie Cavity.

C.IJ.Scriveiier, UK
You have dccsirib-"d the performaance and life impiovenlents with this disc cooling system. There is iil additional factor
which mayit cue it peflormriance loss - this it, tile additimlli powet consumtned oil the Oisc ini p' "ipingthe air I lave volt
!lily tslinklites (oi this power either from ellasuIre Inents or calceulationts?

Author's Reply
We did not look at this point iii detail, but we think thalt tile etlfct Will not be sinl'ificalt.i !l

t1.h,1Il.Srasrnmaut+ll~o, Cal j
The prediction of tip cleatrin-l's is very difficult, e'specially il dynamic situalioiis; these Ilnty bie slowly varying (e.g. climb
in a civil aircrafl) or rapidly varying (eg. cotmbat manutictvring). i I the case of al com1ipressor the temperaiture effects may
not c lob o critical, but accuriate knowledge of the disc tlemperaturs would appear essential for turbinie clealriane.
p redictions.

(I ) Could the ali holr id icatc tlie expected radial tleaIrntce .tit full toald both for the compressor and thie Iturbitiec
(2) (oukl I lie aulhor indicate thheexl)ccltd litermal and centrifutal growiths qf the disc-blade combination for the

comnpressor and lite tulrhine.

Author's Reply
The tlihiir l alld vent: Ifugal glowths of dtl discs depend on a nrtinc•r of pairameters. For lower di•c lellict illtres, the
thcrmal grow\th may be of the order of 30'%. of thie ittal growth.

At very high temaperature levels, the Ill.cnial growth can reach 0),%, of tile total growth.
The correspotnding tip clearaeCs•; dpL .d oii thle thernMal behaviour of both the rotor aud tile casing structure. As there

are diffectnl design features for tlie casing (attive or passive clearance control) the tip clemrances depetd oln tile
individual configuration.

* 4a
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SUMMARY

Advances in compact heat exchanger design and fabrication together with fuel cost rises continuously
improve the attractability of regenerative gas turbine helicopter engines. In this study cycle
parameters aiming at reduced specific fuel consumption and increased payload or mission range, have been
optimized together with heat exchanger type and size.

The discussion was based on a typical mission for an attack helicopter in the 900 kw power class. A
range of heat exchangers wat studied to define the most favourable geometry in terms of lower fuel
consumption and minimun engine plus fuel weight. Heat exchanger volume, frontal area ratio and pressure
drop effect on cycle efficiency were considered.

NOMENCLATURE

P - pressure, Pa
Al' - gain in total weight, kg
R - compressor pressure ratio
SFC - specific fuel consumption, g/kwh
ASEC gain in SFC, g/kwh
T - temperature, K
V - exchanger matrix volume, m3
Ii - heat transfer surface area density, m

2
/m

3

c. - heat exchanger effectiveness

icy - thermal efficiency of cycle
11, - isentropic compressor efficiency
?I - isentropic turbine efficiency

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Hlelicopters operate at low engine loads for most of the duration of their missions resulting in high
specific fuel consumptions. The standard gas turbine engines with high pressure ratio have s high
thermodynamic efficiency at design point but its value dec-.eases very drastically with load. In contrast,
the regenerative engine can be designed to have its lowest specific fuel consumption (S.F.C.) at part
load resulting also in ; low weight heat exchanger.

For this :'ype of application thr compact heat exchangers are well suited but the design cost be

careful'y optimized in order to achieve favourable operational characteristics.

Two typical approaches can be adopted in this respect:

(1) The total helicopter weight at take-off to be the same as the reference (non-regenerative)

nelicopter, thus achieving a low SFCt no gain in total weight means that the difference saved in fuel
weight for a given mission is used up by a regenerator with a high effectiveness.

(,) The heat exchanger is chosen so that a minimum weight at take-off is obtained. This leads to a higher
$PC than In the previous ease because the heat exchanger is smaller with a lower effectiveness, but
has the advantage of increated payload or maneuvrability.

The flow diagram for a regenerative cy-le Is shown in fig. 1. Its thermal efficiency (with E=l) is
( iiaywood)

11 - (it/a)

where w '211i1 and 'Izri'tT4/'r/Ti, showing that ljy falls linearly with pressure ratio increase, There ie e
raactumom volue of R for a given ri, because the heat exchanger can only be useful when the turbine outlet
temperature Iu larger than the compressor outlet temperature. Pract.,al heet e.xchangers will have
,ffect vencesees of les't than 0.8 and as show:n in fig.2, this will affect the value of c., as a functi ,n
of R,

A: additional Irreversibility that must be taken into account when analysing practical cycles it, the
pt.t."Tre drap in coribhlat ion charthers, heat cxchengers paasages,ducts, etc. be-st.ase these loaner wfll have
a sigaficant effect on cycle efficiency and on optimum parameter values.

The present work was 'ased on the following fixed astumptionto

Inlet temperature, T'o: 290 K .o
*Inlet pressure, iPo 101330 Pla

;it,eclfIc humidity K00083 Kg 112 0/Kg dry sir

Ir.let filter I MegOIrI drop - 0,05 of P.
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Combustion chamber pressure drop - 0,03 of P3
Turbine inlet temperature, T4 - 1400 K
Compressor isentropic efficiency, n. w 0,8
Turbine Isentropic efficiency,It - 0,9
Combustion efficiency - 0,95
Fuel lower heating value * 46 000 Ki/Kg

The engine was designed for 900 KW at full power and the optimization performed at 46% part load (414
KW) for a typical mission duration of 2h30min (plus 20 min reserve).

SELECTION OF HEAT EXCIIANGER TYPE

All heat exchangers were assumed to have a square frontal area on the gas passage; the length of the
air passage resulted always much larger than that of gas due to the approximately e4ual pressure drop
distribution and the differences in pressure and temperature; Copper was the material used to evaluate
matrix weight.

Different types of heat exchangers were tested: four tubular and thirteen plate type. The geometries

used are defined in (Kays and London).

Those with finned tubes were:

I - circular tubes and fins
2 - circular tubes, continuous fins
3 - flat tubes, staggered, continuous fine
4 - flat tubes, in line, continuous fins

Tests were made for c between 407. and 60. and pressure ratios of 5 and 8. The results confirmed that
this type of exchangers are not well adapted to aeronautical use. Although they exhibit very low pressure
drops, their weight is high. On trying to design a lighter one (c-45%) the gain in SVC was moderate
(21g/KWh), They were excluded from further study.

Tests on plate heat exchangers were run with:

I- plain fins (5)
2 - louvered fins (3)
3 -strip fins (3)
4 - wavy fins (2)

Pressure ratios between 5 and 8 and c between 40% and 70% were used. Three exchangers were selected
from those thirteen, based on minimum total weight (fuel at take-off + exchanger matrix):

I- Plate wavy fins 17.8-3/8 W
2 - Il'ate wavy fins 11.44-3/8 W
3 Plate strip fins 3/32-!2.22

CYCLE OPI'T1IZAT10O4

The three selected exchangers, tested in the range of pressure ratios betveen 5 and 16, showed an

optimal R of about 8.

Figure 3 shows the difference it, weight and SFC compared to the reference helicopter for the 17.8-3/8
W wiavy fin. The influence ofthe value of t is significant in both accounts and the effect of pressure
ratio is mixed.

tf the first criterion is used, that is an helicopter with the same weight and payload at take-off,
the optimum prensure ratio Is 8, . will be around 70%, with a gain in SFC of 44g/KMi.

On the other hand, ff the criterion or minimum weight ts used, a pressure ratio of 10 would be
velected, C-60% saving 14Kg in weight and 32g/KWh in SFC,

Similar study is presented on figures 4 and 5 for heat exchangers 11.44-3/SW and 3/32-12.22, but the
results art, somewhat different.

Maximum gains in SFC are obtained For pressure ratio around 8 but are somewhat lower than for type
17.8-3/8W. Maximum weight savings are oleo obtained with R of 10. Table I compares the performance of the
three types of exchangere showing that 17.8-3/8 W is the best choice for both criteria and also presentsthe lowest oatrix volume,

I' Figure 6 (A, B, C) shows heat exchanger type 17.1-3/8 W volume, passage length and wetight reduction

as a function ofc and pressuire ratios a decrease in effectiveness from 70% to 60% will reduce the metrix
volume to Leos than half,

A 0., Table 2 the main cycle temperatures and typical mission fuel consumpitions are compared.

FULLo POWER RATiN of

. It to necessary t~O analyse full power Performance in order to compaer the effect of Increased mass
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flow on cycle parameters. The study was made for the two cases (AP-0 and A! max) with one heat exchanger
(type 17.8-3/8 W) varying shaft output betwen 46% (optimization) and 100% (900 1(W).

Figure 7 (A, B, C, D) shows that for case 1 (AP-0) the larger heat exchanger (C-70%) the decrease in
due to full load higher mass flow is moderate (70) and the increase in pressure drop (air and gas

sides) noticeable, rising from total of 5% to 15%, the SFC reaches 240g/1(Wh but is still less than the
reference SFC (255 g/kwh).

The analysis of case 2 (AP max) with the smaller heat exchanger (C-60%) shows that a by-pass system
1-. required, except for the R-12.5 engine. The pressure drops rice very steeply with, high load mass
flows.

CONCI.US IONS

The regenerative helicopter gas turbine engines exhibit a number of characteristics that make them
competitive using present day technology.

The requirement of moderate pressure ratios saves on compressor complexity and weight.

Optimization procedure selected a plate wavy fin exchanger type 17.8-3/8 W as the most favourtble on
both criteria, enabling fuel savings of up to 207.

It was possible to have an exchanger that could cope with high mass flow at full load without the
need for a by-pans system.

The IR suppressor, if required, will be lighter due to lower gas temperature T6 .

New arrangements for the matrix and the ducts will he needed to improve the regenerative engine
layout. Fin materials lighter titan copper can be uted.

The regenerative helicopter in the 900 kW class will be able to pay for its additional procurement
co;st with the cost of fuel saved during its service life, depending on the number of hours of flight ppr
year and years in service. Lighter exchangers and rising fuel costs will also contribute toward this
goal. With fuel cost at US$ 0, 3

0/Kg, a service life of 20 years at 500 hours of flight per year, the fuel
savcd will amount to US$110,000.00 that would pay for the additional procurement cost resulting from the
iuplementstion of two regenerators.

To take full advantage of the regenerative cycle characteristics, all components need to be adapted
end in particular the flame tubes that are exposed to higher air inlet temperatures.
The use of distinct geometrioa in air and gas passages was not included in this study and will probably
result in added advantages ,:i weight and pressure drop.
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TABLE i H hEAT EXCIIANGM PER HOPhANClE COMPARISON

A lEC j PV

(gKWh) (Kg) j lY

16() 1 2 3 1 22 3
55 17 25 25 -- 5 10 10 14 22 21, ... ..

60 28 33 32 11 12 9 20 32 34

65 37 39 40 !0 5 2 30 47 53

70 44 46 43 0 -12 -15 45 78 88

55 24 28 2(1 13 14 13 14 2? 241
R,-l0 60 31 33 33 14 11 10 19 36 34

65 37 38 38 10 3 t 30 47 53

70 42 42 4') -2 -17 -18 45 76 81
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TABLE 2 - CYCE TEMPERAIURES ( K I

Refcrence Case I Case 2
Point R R.12.5 &. 70% 1960%

T R-8 RI10

0 290 290 290

t 286 286 286

2 096 590 636

3 - 821 7B2

4 1400 1400 1400

5 - 920 879

6 828 702 741

Typical Hission (one engine

S 255 211 224

(g/KWh)

Fuel (Kg) 299 247 262

Matrix (Kg) - 52 23

Total (K1() 299 299 285

'4" 1 4

3 .3

SFig.l - Regenerative Cycle Flow Diagram

fT

I1'

SI I I I i " i~i i *•i i I I II I

, % IL

ig2-Variation of ncy with R H Iaywood
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DISCUSSION

H.G.Bree, Cie
I. Frotl Inodern helicopter engines we will require an emergency rating i.e. 2.5 minutes at higher temfperature. What

are you considering to) protect the heat exehanger from overheat.

2. Flying rates of 500 hrs/ycar do not appear to be applicable to military use. Our army helicopters have a rate of
about 200 hrs/year.

Author's Reply
I. Higher temperatures resulting from the emergency rating requlirement would have to be takeni uip both by the heat

exchanger system amid the turbine itself" "'lc solution would he either to use appropriate materials (perhaps too
expensive) or to design a dilution systems with a bly-pass from a compressor intermediate stage to the turbine
oull et . i

2. Perhaps 'he additional procurement costs for implementation of two regenerators will not exceed US S44,000 (for
two regenerators) dtepending on the number of engines manntfactured.

R.Eggebrecht, Ge
I fully agree with your main conclusion that the regenerative helicopter gas turbine exhibits attractive advantages.
IHmiwvcer, you have chosen heat exchangcr matrix data availalbe from standard literature for quite a long time. I want to
point out that a lhorough matrix optimization for a given performance cycle and mission profile is necessary in order to
tinld out tile hIes, suited heat ext hanger configturation (asp ;cts of fabrication and mechanical integrity). You jumped to
tile conclusion that configurations o• tubular matrices exhibit disadvantages. Do you plan to look at further heat
exchanger matrix optimisation and do ,'oui except to arrive at different conclusions at this end?

Author's Reply
This first phase of our study was directed towards cyc!e optimizatiot based ott exchanger selection front existing data
(Kays and London) and using t(le same configuration for air and gas passages on platc type.

We are presently stirting the optimization of tile matrix itself, based on tie expericacc gained during tie first phase,
eSpecially on parameler sensitivity.

The manufacturing and integrity aspects will not be included until we obmian relevat. t data.

A.B.Tunter, UK
Have you considered the integrity, i.e. life of the lieat exchanger from the operational po;nt of view as materials such as
Inconcl are very expensive.

Author's Reply
W,'c hatve not Q lil ml i l i tile vpc•h, rcl:tcd tho icgritv ()r to maitufacture.

P.Rainette. Fr
Avez-vous etudi6 Ic cas des cihangeurs en cEramitique?

Qme-penscz vo,.is tic I augmentation de Irainme d'un Ih(licoptire li.e au volume dc NIclchangeur (en partictdier Ic
lian;i t re)'.

Auethor"% Reply

I Les caraeteris!i(liues therniohydrauli(aIes des &eliangcurs en c~ramiqac 6tantt trcs pct, traitces dans la literature
ouver!c. ,on i a :).v pu les inclure darts nos Otudes. notaniment en cc qui coneerne les valeurs possibles pour Ii el les
,v;k'ts de change.

:2. let r Icas d.,:; h~licopt•cr., nos 6ttdcs montremnt que des 6changeurs m•talliques, ayant un plei die Ii Olev6, sont
at Zctahles til point de4 v:w te*ids-volume: la figure 6B indique pour N't•changcur 17.83/8W tiet aire frontale du
,49 cii X 48 ci avc f):'/, d'efficavitl. done la train6e de I'hsicoptl.re nc scra pat augtacntce.

i ,,.
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INTERET DES ECHANGEURS EN CERAI4IQUE
POUR TURBINE A GAZ OU TURBOREACTEURS

par Serge BOUDIGUES et Jean FABRI

Office National d'Etudes et do Recherches Afrospatialcs

29, avenue de la Division Leclerc
92320 CHATILLON (France)

R~sunA

Lea 6changeurs en actor places on aval de Is derni~re turbine des
turboriacteurs et des turbomoteurs sent trop lourds et trop encombrants.

Avec on 6changeur en carbure do silicium, on pout au contralre arrivor
A des bilans de masse, de performance, d'encombrement et do coOts capables de
shduire certains usagers civils eu militaires.

En effet, la bonne tenue A chaud du carbure de silicium permet de
placer l'Achangeur en couts de dftente. On peut montrer qu'on gagne sur lea
pressions dn flux chaud et du flux frold, ce qui favorise considfrablement lea
ichanges, diminuant sinai la longueur et le diamltre de i'hchangeur. La densitE
de 3,2 conduit alors . des gains de masse spectaculaires.

On envisage la possibilit6 de permettre a une partle du flux froid de
coart-circuiter l'changeur moyennant un param~tre d'adaptation. Ceci permset n
genre de rechauffe en n'utilisant qu'un saul foyer et avec un processus thermody-
namique de rendeemnt tris supirieur.

CERAMIC HEAT EXCHANGERS
FOR GAS TURBINES OR TURBOJET ENGINES

Abstract

Heat exchangers made of steel and placed downstream of the last turbine
of a turbojet engine or any gas turbine are too heavy and tencumbersome.

With a heat exchanger made of silicon carbide mass, performance, volume
and cost balances much Interesting for civilian or military use can be obtained.

Silicon carbide has good thermal performance and makes it possible to
situate the heat exchanger between turbine stages. Both the pressure of cold and
hot gases are thus increased, the heat exchange processes are amplified, the
length and the diameter of the exchanger are reduced. The density of this
material beind only 3.2, the overall mass of the exchanger is considerably
reduced.

It is also possible to shortcut part of the cold air, and obtain thus a
controling parameter. A kind of after burner effect is obtained, although a
single combustor is used, and the corresponding thermodynamic process has a
higher efficiency than the after burning process.
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I - INTRODUCTION

Ltintirlt des Schangeurs de chaleur dans lea moteurs thermiquos eat bien connu. Leur role
consiste, en gn6nral, A r6tintgrer dons le cycle des calories qui, sans Echangeur, seratent pardues dons
1tatmosphbre. Cette r6Unt~gration eat ralasfCe au niveau de pression maximum.

lea criciques formulfes A l'6gacd des lchangeurs sent multiples i

- pcrtes de charge,
- Masse,

encombrement (iongusur, diamZtre),
- encrassement,
- fuites,
" prix.

Le conflit entre pertes de charge d'une part et masse et encombrement d'autre part, conduisent
pour lea installatbtits terrestres de turbines f gas A des dimensions da l'changeur qul ocrasent la
turbine A gas proprement dite.

Pourtant la firme Bristol a fait voler le Th6seuo turbopropulseur avec 6changeur vers lea
ann6ea 1954. Hlats 11 na pas dfpass6 ie stadc des prototypes. Notons qu'un brevet pris au Canada
prot~gealt d4s L948 l'utilisation des 6changeurs sur lea turborhacteurs.

Des calculs cx6cut6s vers 1950 nous persuadatent de lViut~rt thermopropulsif de cetie formule
en meme temps que de l'impossibilitt de la mettre en oeuvre on raison de sa masse et son encombrement.

L'apparition do plces en carbure de ailicium a permits de reprendre le problams avec un
mat~riau tram conducteun, tris 1tiger et r~sistant A tras haute temp6rature. L'int6rft thermopropulsif eat
valoris4 par lea temp6ratures plus 6levges. La masse W'est plus un multiple mats one fraction de la masse
du moteur. lonfin lencombrement n'aggravo pas sonsiblement colui qu'imposent lea doubles flux.

En effet en thermopropulsion le r~le de l'Schangeur eat double

a) en rkint6grant daos le cycle des calories au niveau de la pression maximum, il kconomise le carburont
qu'il auralt fallu pour ce faire. 11 asmliore done le rendement thermique ou bien per,4et, 5 rendement
thermique donn6 de diminuer le rapport de pressicn ;

b) en dimtnuant la temp6rature (et Ia pression) des gas chauds il diminue Is vitesse d'6jection de ces
gas et am•llore alnsi le rendement propulsif, ou permet, 3 rendement propulsif donn6, de diminuer le
taux de dilution-

L'6changeur sur turbor~actaur mono ou double flux apparast ainsi comme une complication qui

simplifie d'autres prob±Smes

- forts rapport de prassion,
- forts taux de dilution.

Sans jeu de mots on peut dire que l'lchangeur Achange non seulement des calories mats des
masses, den encombrements, des prix.

AuJourd'hbi l'Echa geur en c~ramique parast a'imposer pour lea petite propulseurs civils
(avions d'affaires, ou d'a6roclubs, missiles de croisi•re...) dans la mesure ou Von ssura risoudre lea
problmes qua pose le carbure de silicium et son mariage avec le rests mutallique du propulseur.

Pour lea moteurs de moyenne et de forte pouss6e, lI'changeur an carbure de silicium apparalt

comae une posatbilit6 qui mfrite d'@tre examinfe avec one attention d'autant plus forte que lea tempera-
tures maximum des cycles tront en augmentant.

L'ONERA* n'est attach6, avec to soutien de la DRET*t, a conduire des Studeo tbSoriques Sur lea

avantages (et lee lnconv6ni•nts) thermopropulsifs de cette formule, En parall~le, des 6tudes thforiques
sur leas changeurs ont 6th dhveloppfes avec dee modhlisations simplifi4es prenant en compte len prupri-
St6s du carbure de silicium et les avantages d'une technologic originale que la firme CERAVRR*A* a as
metire en oeuvre. L'analyee du comportement d'un Ochangeur de 120 g/s de d6bit a pu o ire a enae sur un
bane d'essai sp6cialement amsnugh par l'ONERA. Ces estae oant montrs one bonne confirmation de la modhli-
cation at quelques difficulths dana la liaison chramique uotal.

2 - LES BASES THERMODYNAMIqUES

Sur la planche I noes avons fait figurer lea divers cycles thforiques dhrivhs du cycle simple

(CS) de la turbine A gas avec en rfinrence le cycle de Carnot et le cycle d'Ericksoo moins connu mais qul
poss~de te m-me rendement th6orique grice A une compression et une dfrente isotherme avec un Schangeur
qui rfcup~re iae calories en fin de d6tente pour chauffer A pression constante 1'air en fin de
compression. Le cycle d'Erickson eat, a Ia turbine A gas, cc qua le cycle de Stirling eat aux motours
volumntriques, r'est-I-dire one nsymptote technotogique tree I.tiressante mais difficile A rfaliser.

C'eat bien la technologie qui limits lea performances des cycles thforiques. C'ecst pour ot sur
la planche 2 nous nons fail figurer sur le mame graphique lea rendemeats en floide parfait t lea
rendements en fluide rhol de 7 cycles qui ont rcgu ou pourraient recavoir des rnalisations ahronautiques.
Nous n'avone pae mis le cycle de Carnot ni le cycle d'Erickson en fluide r6el car ils semblent conduire A
trop de complications, trop de volume et trop de polds. I1 eat possible eapendant qu'un cycle dgEricbson
soit auis on oeuvre en turbine terrestre ou navele en remplagant, bien str, lea compressions et dftemtesoj
isothermes par des microatructures en dents de scie.
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Stir is planche 2 les rendements on fluide rseo sont tres dhpendants des qualit6s des composants
(compresseur ot turbine) et des pertes de charge dane lea conduits ou lea foyers. On notera on abscisso

la variable 4_ -"2 qut repr~sonte lonthalpie appartie par le cumpresseur rapport6e 5

lenthalpie a lentroe.

Co paramitre nous semble prhfhrable au rapport de pression qul P4lange lapport d'eothalple et
ia qualit6 de cot apport. Nous utiltliserons done par la suite cc puramltre.

On notera sur is planche 2 quo is compreosion rfrotidle (C.R.) donne le otilleur rendement.
Notons cependant quo La courbe no prend pas en compte l',ncrgie nocessaire as refroldissement ce qut eat
rhalisl pour une turbine navale ou pour une turbine ýerrestre aa tbard d'une rivihre, mats cc pourrait
Ztre valable pour un double flux qul, servan A refroidir la compression primsire, utiliserait, soos
l'angle propulsif, lea calories pr~levC'ns. Mals ce bon rendement eat obtenu avec une trhs forte euthalpie
do compression. Alnsi 4 la difficultA de l'hchangeur s'ajoute Ia complication d"an tras grand nombre
dd6tages de compression et do d6tente.

Sl'opposA on trous•c V hancegor aval (NA) qui attsint on rendement du m~me ordre mats avec une
tras faible enthalpie do compression. Cortes cet •hcangeour pose plus de probl•me que celut qul refroidit
Is comprci.Aion mats le n'mbre d'6tages de compression ot do drtente eat considhrablement diminuo.

Tras pras tn trouve l'changeur interm6diaire (El). Noua l'appelons IntermEdiaire car ii se
place en cours do dftente entre les turbines. Deux formules sont possibles

- Ell e.ttre ta turbine du g6nhrateur et Ia turbine do puissance,
-F) 2 entre deua rues do turbine du ghnorateur.

Dana ce dcrnter cas Is position dolt Atre optimisfe en fonction de Is temphrature maximum et do
la qualit6 des composants (co qui eat le cas de la planche 2).

On entera que EI2 eat plus mauvais quo Ell et quilt r6clame une plus forte enthalpie do
compression (pourtant, on fluide parfait F12 eat suplrieur A Ell).

L'onthalpie de compression eat plus 6lesle que celle do EA maei reste trhs Ioffrieure I celle
du cycle simple. L'avantage do Fl1 vient do ce quoe le valcurs do sa longueur, do son diamstre et de as
masse sont tris inf6rieures aux valours de EA (dens un rapport de I A 3). En effet le cycle est plus
comprimi done l'Var en sortie do compression toent moins do place et fournit un weilleur coefficient
d'&change. Do mame lea gaz sont a one pression qui vaut 4 ou 5 fois Is pression atmosph&rique qut eat
c.lu le de lI'changeur oval. On a donc lea deux m6ues effete que pour l'air.

Do plus soulignons l'apparition rcoente, comme materiau d'lchangeur, du carbure de silicium
SIC. Avec uce masse volumique de 3200 kg/m3, une cootrainte de traction admissible sup6rieure a 400 MPa
jusqu'l 1400°C, cne conductibilitl aouprieure de 100 Z A OcC et de 30 2 A 8OO*C A celle de lacier cc
matirisau convient parfaitemont pour lea Schangeurs El ou EA. II. eat clair quo pour El 11 eat le soul
possible avec lea temperatures 4l, aujourd'hul otilis6es. So mine on oeuvre en tube nervurls ne pose
pas de probllms. La difficultS slant essentiellement de son faible coefficient de dilatation (4.10-6

au lieu de 16.10-6 pour lea sciers). La Ilaison avec lee places m6talllques cose done des problames
Cd'tanchhict ou do bridago mats qul parsissent pouvoir Stre aurmontfsa.

Au passtf do i'fchangeur incermsdiaire i1 faut mettre le fait qu'il dinituo tras sensiblement
In puissance par unit6 de d6bit. Mats pour lea petits propulseurs s" pout devenir un avantage. Par
aillours i'fehangeur intermidisire pout Otre court-circuiti, partoellement ou totolement, loraqu'on veut
Ia pleine puissance ce qut eat une fason do valoriser lea r~gimps rfduits. (Un paramstre d'adaptation de
In turbine ou de la tuylre en aval de l'changeur eat noceessaire t lion veut donner au processus 9a
pleine efficacitl).

La rechauffe en coors do dltente RI ou R2 eat plus mauvaise que le cycle simple en fluide
parfait, ra se confirte on fluide rdel. La rechauffe augments la puissance par unitE de dfbit .Iis dft6-
riore le rendoment. Le proced6 eat utiltai (sous Is fotme RI) dane lea torbor6acteurs milltaires.
L'effet eat le m~me que le court circuit de Ell mats thermodynamiquement il vaut mieux court circuiter
un 6changeor qu'allumer une rechnuffe (co qui rsilame ausst tin perasptre d'adaptatlon de la tuy~re).

3 - L'ASPECT PROPUISIF

Sur on monofiux is chteese d'6joctian cot conaidhfrabloment diminuis. On rotrouvo les vertus (et
le v'cee) do duu-ble flux, c'est-h-dire on ban rendement propulsif mats un encombrem4-i t ci un poids plus
&lov6. Toutefois l'changeur peut Atre court circtitS (en particulier au d6eollage ou en fin de mission
pour tin missile) slurs quo is dilution ne pout pee Stre escamotie. La tiylre A section variable ncees-
asire eat plus simple qu'avec one recheuffe traditionoelle puisque is temperature eat cello qu'auralent
lee gaz s'it n'y uavit pas d'Schangeur. En doesnt le dtblt court eircuitt on a un vcritable mateur A 2

cycle variable avec le choax entre forte poussfe et bonne consommation spcifique.

Sou double flux, Is prsoence de 1'hsngeur dimtnue la vitesse d'ijection du flux primaire et,
de ce fait, dimicue ta mauvcise influence quo ce flux exerce sur le rendement propultif global. Par

ailleurs le taux de dilution optimum pour use tempfrature donnfe 0e trouve abelses puisque le flux ii
peimatro foorntt mains do puissance par unit6 do dfibit, conme par ailleora lonthalpie do compression et
de d~tente du flux prsmaire sont plus foibles it on r&sulte une grande simplification technologique
(absence do rEddeteur, facilt6 pour on inverseur, folble nombre d'ftages de compressour at de turbine).
Le maitre couple eat sensiblement Identique. On peut done dire qu'on a un moteur un peu plus gros on onSpri~mare, un pen meoine roo en secondatre de disamtre, de longueur et de manse eensiblement 6qufvalents.



C'est one uotre fagon de r~soudre In probl-me qua pose l'augmentation des temp6ratures r6;
qui, en formule classique entraine de trop forts r, - r2; (done beaucoup d'ktagea de compression at do
turbine), do trop forts taux de dilution imposant In presence d'un r~ducteur, oat bien un nombre iris
lleck d'itages do turbine.

En gros, comae nous i'avons dit dane l'introduction, lc'6hangeur 6changa non seietment des
calories, mais des difficult6s tochnologiques. L'apparition du carbure de siLtciur. vient renforcer consi-
dbrablement I'iat6rrt des 6changeurs et tout particutltlrement de l'6cliangeur intermfdiaire.

Aprss ces gin6ralltis thermopropulsives irons d6erivons cl-dessous quelques css d'applications
do lI'changeur en conrs do d6tente.

4 - ECHIANGEUR SUR HONOFLUX

1.,1 - !~o~ulseus Ts.aoun avion~s._d_•arocinuba

Pour ce type d'avions l'hiiice entratnia par tn moteor alternatif posside aujourd'hui le mono-
pole. Pour les conditions Z - 2000 m, M - 0,2 (240 km/li) nouns avons itabim los courbes des planches 3 et
4. Nous avons pris des rendements do compression 7c - qV - 0,85 confLrmes A co quo doneont des
compresoeurs centrifuges at des turbines centripAtes dans cette gname de dfibit (deux A trots kg/s).

Pour Ic refroidissement des aubes anus avons admis une lot que nus conserverons pour les
autres calculs : 0 itant ic dlbit propulstf, t'air de refroidissement est pO tel que

p. = 0.02 + r.,- foo
109000

Pour la porte do charge de chacun des Wicangeurs (on Z de lours pressions amont respectives)

F coimner Etic - (0,03 - 0,025 f~

f comme frold,

C omat-e chaud.

Cette lot cat conforms A nos premiers r6sultats d'essais. Ells sera conserv6e dane la suite. De mnme nous

avons pris pour tous les cam

pertes de pression :- l'admission 1, 0 0,O0
-dans le foyer 9# - 0,05

A- 'ijection e7 - 0,03

Stir ies planches 3 et 4 on volo que l'optimum optimorum (point A) pour ce ass de vol et dans le
cadre de nos hypothiser rsalistes est obtenu pour one tempfrature do lO00DK et utie variation de
terapirature do 180' dani, le compresseur. Cette valour est tris facile A r6aliser pal on comprerseur
centrifuge en aluminium. La charge afrodynamique et thermique de Is turbine centrip6te est, olle atssi,
tris acceptable. On a pour le point A

{C 3 =0,675 kg/h.daN

v 340 m/s
l0

SPar court-circuit de licihangeur on obtiendrait as d6collage le point B (e - 0, 4s; - 1300 K)
pour lequel Ir = 690. Avec tin dAbit de 3 kg/s on ,uran t une pouss6e au d6collage do 200 daN c'est ee

qua donne approximativement un moteur do 160 CV entrainant une h~lice.

En eroisiire Is consoaation horaire seralt do

1

340 x - 0,675.3 - 69 kg/h do k6rosine au lieu de 35 kg/h d'essence avion.
10

La consommation eat doublfe mats avec un carburant deux fois moins cher. Pour tine autonomic de 2 h 1/2 de
vol on perdralr 34 x 2,5 = 85 kg de carburant mats le r6acteur avec 6changeur poseralt environ 70 kg au
lieu des 200 kg da l'accouplement moteur alternatif et hIMice. Au bilan on gagne 45 kg. r-- .

I1 est clair quo cas chflfres approximatifs devraient Otre pr6cishs par un ronstructeur de
motenr et par un constructeur d'avion. Mals en gros is blian financier est approximativement nul, le
bilus de masse semble A l'ovantage du turborfacteur ayec en prime heancoup moins de brult et tine
metlleure faciltt6 d'instiallItion.

4.2 - Pro uiscuas. pour missiles nubsonitues

Les plinches 5 at 6 raprennent, avoc les mimes hypotheses sur les rendesents et lea partes de

pression, les courbes , -(ci) r.;(4,e-JTz;)

Pour ce cas do vol Z - 0, M - 0,7 i'optimum optimorum eat obtenu pour une temp6rature do 1300 K
4 mats nous proposons de choisir plutft It point A A 1200 K qui perd A petne 2 % en Cs ot qui avite tout F;,
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refroidissement den atubes. La CS e t almor de 0,925 kg/h.daN c'cet-a-dire celle quo donneralt un double
flux ayant 46, - a~? - 450' et uo taux de dtlution de 3. Au point A 4, - Ti 250' beaucoop

plus facile a rKaltser aver un soul compreaseur centrifuge et tine turbine centripiet slurs que is formule
classique r~ciame deux 6tages axLaux de soufflante qui gavent un centrifuge charg6 dto r6aliser encore
300', on 6tage de turbine lip at doux inages de turbine SP.

Une 6tudc grossire monutre quo l'encoebrement does deux motonrs eat do mgse ordre et que le
d6bit propulstf oat sensiblenent Ie mime.

Notons enfin quo par court-circuit doe 1'Achangeur on obttent Ie point S ( e 0) avec

550 soit on supple'ment do pouande de 550 - 340

o > 62%
340

Pour ce cos encore, oes ohbffres demendent a Ptre avaliags par on motoriate mais lea ordres de
grandeurs paraissent attractifs en particulter au niveau do prix do moteur.

Sur Is planche 7 nous avens regardS ce quo coflteralt do doubler lea pertes de charges 96f o
ga, que nous avona port~es a 8 % pour chacun do flux. La perte de CS est alorn de 7 2 mats or.
gagnerait en diamttre de l'Pchangeur. A l'oppos6 on a cherch6 ce quo donneraient 3 points de mioux Sur
les rendements de compreaseur et de turbine (formule axiale) le gain eat aloes de 6 2 en CS

5 - ECIIANGEUR INTERHEDIAIRE SUR DOUBLE FLUX

Le th~me retenu eat Is propulsion d'un Avion a M - 0,8 pour one altitude Z ) 11000 m.

Pour cette parnte lea planches 8, 9, 10 et 1i portent an absciase le rapport de preasnin
compte tenu qua noun gardens pour cen planches le rome rendenent polytropique de compression

*c m O,87. Cette valeur eat uns1t celle du rendement polytropique de d~tente 9, - 0,87.

Les double flux tout 3 flux a~parfavevoc n seoul ftage de soufflante comprimant A 1,6. Le taux
de dilution ent obtenu pour ehaque cycle en Pcrivant que le taux de d~tente dana la tuy~re primaire eat
die 1,8.

Sur In planche 8, pour la gace de temp6rature aujourd'hui utillsoe on a trac& on fonction du

rapport de presalon 2tI'. lea eourbes de consomnaLtions Sp~cifiques C, pour lea doubles flux
ot;

classiquos et pour le doubles flux avec Pchangeur interordiaire.

Sur Ia partie basse on a figur6 l'ivolution des taux do dilution A

On note

a) le gain de Cs eat de : 5,8 % our lea optimums a 1200 K,
3,3 2 1600 K

b) avec 6changeur lea optimums sent obtoenus a rapport de pression beancoup plus foibles
13 no lieu do 28 h 1200 K,
31 au liu0 de 57 * 1600 K ;

c) Les taux do dilution aver 6changeurs seint tr~s lnftrleurs A ceux du soteur classique. Sur Is
CS mini

A - 2,5 au lieu de 3 A 1200 K,
A - 5 ao lieu do 6,5 A 1600 K.

Notons qua st V'on ne place A gauche de l'optimum (ca qul ne fait toujours) i'6cart va en croissant.

Sur la planche 9 on envisage pour l'svoeni des tamp6raturea plus ilevfes, Le gain de Cs
s'amenuise mats 11 reste que ce gain eat obtenu sare deo rapports de preasion bv.aucoup plus faibles et
des taux de dilution tras inf6rieura.

Stir lit planche 10 on envisage de ne pas ehercher ua gain de C1  mals de r6aliser la
smre Cs

Le rapport do pression eat alors do ! 6 an lieu de 28 i 1200 K.
18 57 A 1800 K.

II sera doe 40 au lieu de 85 pour 1900 K,

A - 1,5 an lieu de 3 A 1200 K
A - 4 00 lieu de 6,5 a 1600 K

On aura A - 6,5 au lieu de 9,5 A 1900 K.

La planehe It dunne la pouss~e F par uolttf de d6btt total (f + A) 0 pour E 0 0,6 -0,7-
0,8. On rearque Sur lao courbes du bas do Is planche que pour lea cj min.smuts len pouss6es par uniti

de d~bit total nie d~ipeudeut pratiquement pan die 1'efficacit6 de l'6changeur, y compels sans 6ehangeur
01•. 0).

On notera our lea planches 8, 9, 10, 11 1,p foible dcrt doe performances entre lea effOcseit0s

S0,8 -0,7 - 0,6. La complication de V'khnngeur (grainde offiectictf) conlduit Avant tent A one simplifi-

t~i• cation des phases de compression etten et .1 ue diminution du teectde dilution. De le CAB do
double flux encore, l'6changeur eat one alternative pour obtenir, par des aoyens diff~rents des formulas



classiques, utie performaimce dun
6
•e. Nous petuons qultl est utile d'avolr A 1'esprit cette alternative.

6 - 3.ECHANGEUR EN CERANIQUE TUBULAIRE NERVURE

Apr"s de nombreolx 6ehanges de vue avee le fabricant CERAVER** sous 1'•.g1de de la DRET** nous
sommes aujourd'hul arrives a la d~ftnition stivante :

Tubes A trois cylindres

Froid Chaud

Chaud Froid

Froid

Froi

Li
Chaudt •

Chaudt

L'air frold et lee gaz chauds ctrculent A Ceontre courant dens des tubes. L'essenticl de
lchange est r~alis6 par des nervures radiales A section constante ou Evolutive, une partie de 1',change
(15 A 20 2) est r~alisE par le tube mfdian entre lee nervures.

Tubes A quatre cylindres

~ - ChaudI Froid

Chaud

Froid~ il

CGhnud

Chaud



Le [lux froid est encadr6 par deux tlux chuam qui ,'-retilent danrs Ie m~me sene et cat senc
LII'V:a.e dh fluMx chaud. L'essenillel de l°•change passe par Ice nervures radlales A seetion conslante Cu
6voiltiv:. Une parte de 1'6change (15 A 20 %) lpasec par les deux cylindres rdilans entre las nervtres.
Un relu;l dktemt:v. le pourcentig,! du flux chaud qutl passe A I'Int6rleur ont A !'extfirieur.

I.m. sectlanc de passage du flux fro;.d Itant tr•s inf6ri-eues A celirs du flux chaud il semble
Aoglque de ffeationner le flux chaod vt non le froid.

Alimt.utat•,n des- tuba•

.Z:Z2j---~ Tubes A Irois cOylndres

Fro d
Froid'__ _

Chaud - --, .-. Chaud Tubes a quatre cylindres

Chaud - -- Chaud

Chaud .... •-JI].. -Chaud

L'alimentation des tubes a 4 cylindreq cot plus complex, mals cette fornale pos.Cde de grands
avafltageu:

a) gain en longueur,
b) gain en encombrern-.at radial,
c) d'oe gain Pn volume et en masse,
d) eonLraintes thermiques plus faibles dans les nervures et dans lea tubes.

.- O,ES • t -T

t templreture air

0,3 T ty temp~raturc gaz

,• =::T . . .... tc temapirature c~ramlque

tgo 
t

to.
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Sit LS tubes A 4 cjlindres confirment expLrlmontalemout co avjnvng4;s i eat cla•r que 1'on
pourra ftudti-r une gina.isatooit des tubes plus compliqlus.

P robl."ios r oncocirl s

La jabrication des tubes norvir~s eot bien au point jusqu'A des tonguours de 600 mm qui
semblnet suffisantwi pour des eoftcacitis d11changeurs tinf6rieores ou Agales A 0,3.

Four des raisou.' de ldg'nrt6 et de rapidit6 d'ex6cution lea premiers tubes avaoent des
)paiseurs de nervures do f),2 mm et iI u'y avail pas de rayon do raceordemeot entre le, norvures et las

,W ltudree. 11 en est rlsulE- une ccrtuioe fragiltfi des tubes. Lea prochalnes fournttures aurot 0,4 mm
vt do balts rOyOlS.

Les problnmes les plus ariuss vie,:icat de Is liaison entre tubes ot flasques. La brasure do
verre ausurant lo4 liaison dolt avoir un coefficleonr de dilatation vltsin de celut du carbure de silictum.
Par alilocirs ie d6p~t manuel do eetie brusure os' encoro artisansi.-

oEnfit it taut souligner Is dlfftcult6 do liaison de- Witohangeur avee ter structures mltalliques
qui Iet supporta'at. Les coefficients 'o dilatation mout trbs difflrents cc qui impose d'interposer des
dtspositlfs tr~s dot'ObiS surtout torn des rhgimes •duitts.

7 - CONCI.USIoN

L'ougmentation eroissantie des temp6'auturas /s, impose dos augne tations d'enthalpie 6galement
crolssanteo. Eii gros st Von suit augmenter r8; de 100° il taut augmenter ?`,; do la totti6. l"os
fulero co bout de pale: l'6passisseoment den couchee limales risquent slors d'annuler le blnlfice quo

ion attend dun aecroissomnt do 7•, . Ce ,oian do vue est d6j5 applicable aux petits w.teurs mais
risque do sapplIquer bientbr aus propulseurs do moenone ou de forte poussee.

Doe mams 3'augmentation do r5, conduit A dea augmentations du taux do dilution et d6JA on eat
ameer 5 crvisuger ua rd6dcteur.

La presence d'uo 6changeur apporte certes ume complication, mats pout 6tre use porte do sortie

qgi contourne les deux dtfficulti;s liles aux pressions 6lev6es et aux forts touo de dilution.

L'apparitioo rur le marcil d" carbure de silicium permettast la mine en oeuvre d'ua elhangeur
en cokrs de dbtente a consldlrablement attinua Los critiques quo Ion pouvait faire sutr Iencombrement,
to masso et te prix des 6changeurs.

!I

(
(|

ONERA - Office National d'Etudes ot do Rechercbes AOroopatiales
U0 DIET - Direction den iecherchea, Etudes et 'fechnLquet"

C F;RyVER - Ustne de fabricatlon do c6ratiquee i
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DISCUSSION

V.Mihail, Fr
Vous avcz parle de deux applications tes intressantes: moieurs it piston et double flux. J1application de cc type de
propulseur licessitae pa perform•,micc mais aussi 1'elidurane. Quel osx I'i6tat exact de vos recherches en cc dornier
paramin6tre?

Rlponse d'Auteur
L'O.N.E.R.A. lie saurafdt se substituer aux constructeurs do turbomachines pour los problmess d'endurance. Notre
ambition ost do mettre cn lumi~re, sir baic d'essai spdcialisd, les difficultis de raise en oeuvre d'un mat6riau beaucoup
moins Wien connu quo les alliagc mntalliques.

A.E.Bourguignon, Fr
Oi en ktos-vous au nive;mu :s etudes tecltologiqaies coitceriiati les prol)CIns de comlpatibilit4 mndal cerarnique et on
particulier les problnics d'tanchititV?

Rkponse d'Auteur
Le pltuis grand prohlc'me vicnt de lia liaisori tubes-flasques-mttal. Jiis('a I nt on est arriv6 a des dur6es de
fonrctioueimon! tic 10 houres avec cycles therrnique.

Ii

I

-ii
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EFFECT OF FILM COOLING ON THE AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF A TURBINE CASCADE

by

C. K611en and W. Koschel
Institute for Jet Propulsion and Turbomachinery

Technical University of Aachen
Templergraben 55, D-5100 Aachen

SUMMARY

The aerodynamic performance of a film cooled turbine cascade
for a typical design with multiple rows of cooling holes has
been investigated in an annular cascade rig with air at room
temperature. The work was concentrated on the individual effect
of the injection row position on the aerodynamic cascade losses
and on the downstream flow field. For 6 different single row
configurations the tests were conducted in a wide range of
varying coolant mass flow rates and main stream Mach numbers.
Typical results of these measurements are presented and dis-
cussed. Three models for the aerodynamic loss prediction
based on different theoretical approaches, which are known from
literature, have been examined and improved. The presented two
mixing layer models take into account the penetration of the
injected cooling air into the main stream, whereas the third
model predicts flow losses by a boundary layer calculation with
film cooling air injection. Some tests with flow visualization
by Schlieren photography have been carried out showing the
mixing effects of the injected coolant flow. Finally results of
the predicted performance are compared with the experimental
data.

NOMENCLATURE

A area p density
c velocity k4 circumferential coordinate
o specific heat Pt pitch angle at mean diameter
dp trailing edge thickness Subscripts
fa mass flow
4M Mach number a axial direction
N number of cooling holes D pressure side
p static pressure K coolant flow
PA ambient pressure m mixed
PB base pressure ML mi:ing layer

radius M aftermixed state
s cooling hole diamter a isentropic
T1 temperature S suction side
YK coolant mass flow ratio t stagnation condition
a flow an~ie te trailing edge
6 * boundary layer displacement thickness u circumferential direction
61* boundary layer momentum thickness Superscripts
62 bow !ary layer enthalpy thickness -

ene gy loss coefficient * critical state
K spa.-ific heat ratio

1. INTRODUCTION

The film cooling technique has become common for both stator and rotor blades in high-
temperature turbines in the last years. Due to the high stress levels in these components
rows of discrete holes arranged along the blade surface are used rather than slots to
eject the cooling air. A lot of work has been spent on the investigation of film cooling
effectiveness concerning single and multiple row configurations [i, 2, 3, II] . Some papers
have been published dealing with the effect of cooling flow injection on the aerodynamic
performance of tirbine cascades with film cooling (5, 6, 7, 8],The present work extends
the study to thc individual effects of the injection row position along the blade sur-
face and of the coolant mass flow rate on the cascade aerodynamic performance. The film.
cooling row arrangement on the turbine blade is based on a typical industrial design.
The loss characteristics c" 6 different single row configurations derived from the full
film-cooled blade have been investigated for a wide range of main stream Mach numbers
in an annular turbine cascade. Measurements of the flow angle and the pressures were ta-
ken at the cascade exit in order to analyze the influence of the local film cooling air
injection on the downstream flow field. Additionally some visualization tests using 1
Schlieren photography have been carried out with the purpose to get a better understan-
ding of the mixing process between the injected cooling air and the main flow. The
observed flow phenomena support the idea of Hartsel Y5, who introduced a mixing layer U
model for aerodynamic loss prediction. Since his model is limited to the case of an in-
compressible and inviscid flow, an improved theoretical approach has been developped
conaidering the compressibility of the flow and the boundary layer effects. Furtheron
a comparison is made with the theory of Crawford, Kays and Moffat [9J, which has been mo-
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dified for the present study in such a manner that partial penetration of the injected coolant
flow into the main stream is admitted. The results for the cascade losses predicted accor-
ding to the different theories are finally compared with the experimental results for 1
some single row configurations.

2. APPARATUS

2.1 FILM COOLING CONFIGLRATIONS

The experimental investigation has been carried out for a given design of a typical film
cooled guide vane. The arrangement of the cooling row positions along the blade surface
is shown in Pig. 1. Number, diameter and inclination angles of the cooling holes can be
drawn from this figure. Rows A and B are staggered. The front and the rear coolant mass
flows are separately controlled. The design cooling mass flow ratio is fixed to 3% at a
cascade exit Mach number of Mcls - 0.8.

The 6 different single row configurations which have been manufactured and tested separa-
tely are shown in Fig. 2. Size and arrangement of the cooling holes are derived from the
full- ilfe-cooled vane.

2.2 TEST RIG

The tests were conducted in an annular turbine cascade rig shown in Fig. 3. Details of the
coolant air supply and the probe positions can be seen in the sectional view of the ex-
perimetal set-up. Flow measurements are taken at fixed probe positions by shifting the
guide vane support in the circumferential direction. The test rig is supplied by compressed
air at room temperature level.

The main dimensions of the turbine cascade, the characteristic data of the blade geometry
and the axial positions of the measuring planes are shown in Fig. 11.
The exit Mach ncmber of the main flow has been varied between N4 = OI and M • .0.

For the full-film-cooled configuration the overall coolant mas8aflow rate waglept con-
stant for all tests. Variations for this case were only made by partitioning the front
and the rear coolant flows. During the tests with the 6 different single row configurati-
ons the coolant mass flo,1 ratio has been changed between iK I 0% and about 1.5%.

The visualization tests have been performed in a plane cascade rig instrumented with a
Schlieren optical apparatus. Carbondioxyde was injected through the film cooling holes
in order to provide a mass flux ratio of the coolant flow to the main stream similar to
that in a high-temperature turbine.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The aerodynamic performance reported herein is calculated from the measured values of the
t tal pressure, the total temperature, the static pressures and the flow angle taken in
1L e exit plane and from the measured coolant temperature and flow rate. The calculation
of the blade energy loss coefficient is based on the determination of a hypothetical state
where the flow has mixed to a circumferential uniform condition. The conservation equa-
tions have been applied to an annular sectuor control volume to obtain this so-called
aftermixed state. The use of the aftermixed blade energy loss coefficient is prefered
herein because it is theoretically independent of the axial measuring location and there-
foro well suited for 'omparison rensonn. Tt should be noted that the aftermixed energy
loss coefficient comprises the blade profile viscous loss and the mixing losses. The ener-
gy loss coefficient is defined as the ratio of the actual aftermixed kinetic energy to
the sum of the ideal aftermixed kinetic energies of both the primary and the coolant
flows.

___ " i3 . 77 sinaM • tI M 1 01 t Mi
2 N 2

f C1 sine1  e I K,i " cK,i,s,1

Additionally an after'aixed total pressure loss coefficient is used according to the defi-
nition given by Goldman [8].

Pto - PtM (2)
1M - P(2)

The great amount of experimental data obtained during the tests makes it necessary to select
only some typical results, which will be discussed in the present paper. In Fig. .5 the
circumferential distributions of the measured flow angle und the total pressure coefficient
in the exit plane are shown for the two single row configurations B and C. The results in-
di,:ate that the local value of the flow angle is slightly influenced by raising the coolant
mass flow ratio at a constant Nach number, whereas the averaged cascade exit flow angle
sill be nearly unaffected. The pattern of the total pressure coefficient shows a strong
dependency of the coolant mass flow variations for both configurations. Similar results
have been obtained for the other tected single row configurtations.
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In Fig. 6 the total loss coefficient, defined by equation (2) is plotted versus the coolant
mass flow ratio at two different Mach numbers for the configurations B and E. The adverse
tendencies observed by comparison of these two curves cannot only be explained by the dif-
rerent location of the cooling flow injection. Probably there may be a further effect due
to tho differences of the inclination angles of the corresponding cooling holes. Results
of the experiments show the general behaviour that the film cooling air injection at the
leading edge region leads to higher total pressure loss coefficients for increased coolant
flow rates. For the other cases of cooling row positions as well on the suction side as
on the pressure side it was found that after reaching a maxir:um value at low blowing rates
the total pressure loss coefficient decreases at higher coolant mass flow rates.

The full-film-cooled guide vane has been investigated for different portions of the front
and the rear coolant mass flow rates. Herein the overall cooling air flow ratio was kept
constant at 3%. The effect of these variations on the total pressure loss coefficient and
on the energy loss coefficient are shown in Fig. 7. From these result it can be deduced
that a correct partitioning of the coolant flow may contribute to a good aerodynamic cas-
cade performance. For this evaluation the energy loss coefficient should be used as the
criterion rather than the total pressure loss coefficient because it balances the kinetic
energies of both the main flow and the injected coolant flow.

4. PREDICTION METHODS AND RESULTS

Only a few theoretical studies on the effect of coolant injection on the aerodynamic losses
of film cooled turbine cascades have been published in the literature. Tabakoff and Hamed
16] considered the effect of coolant injections on the boundary layer growth assuming that
the coolant flow is completely immerged into ? two-dimensional boundary layer. Crawford,
Kays and Moffat [91 presented a computer node which enables to solve the two-dimensional
boundary layer equations including coolant ejection into the boundary layer. Herein the
assumption is also made that the coolant flow mixes completely with the boundary layer
flow.

From measurements and calculations it becomes evident that the profile boundary layer of
the high-turning guide vanes is very thin as compared to the size of the cooling holes
which are realized in the industrial design. Therefore it is supposed that only a small
portion of the injected cooling air flow remains within the boundary layer. Results of
the visualization tests performed with the 6 different single row configurations support
this presumption. In Fig. 8 a Schlieren photograph is shown for a test run with configu-
ration B at a exit Mach number M 0.8 and a mass flux ratio of about 1.0. The pene--
tration of the coolant jet into m !nain stream can be seen very clearly. Similar results
have been obtained for the other configurations tested at varying mass flux ratios andexit Mach numbers.4

Based on these observations it seems to be more adequate to introduce a mixing layer model
for the loss prediction of turbine guide vanes with film coolant flow injection as pro-
posed by Hartsel [5] and modified by Ito, Eckert and Goldstein [6].

Following llartsel's idea a so-called mixing layer can be introduced in which the injected
coolant flow mixes with a part of the main 3tream at the location of the injection row, as
shown in Fig. 9. Downstream the cascade at the aftermixed-state "M" a total mixing of the
mixing layer with the remainder of the main flow will be assumed by definition. The control
volume for the constant pressure mixing of the injected coolant flow with the main streamused in the mixing layer model is depicted in Fig. 10. In extension to the above mentioned
theories the mixing layer model used during the present work accounts for compressibility
effects.

For the prediction of the overall two-dimensional cascade loss the boundary layer and
trailing edge effects must be included. A generalized analysis for the calculation of
two-dimensional aerodynamic losses using integral boundary layer parameters was presented
by Goldman and Gaugler [8]. This method has been refined considering the losses caused
by the base pressure in the trailing edge region. The governing equations with regard to
the control volume in Fig. 10 are presented in Appendix A. The resulting aerodynamic loss
coefficient including the viscous losses, the trailing edge blockage, the trailing edge
coolant injection and the base pressure effect is defined by the equation as follows.

(1 4 Y K) C M2.:
fF: - 2 &YK '•))

is *K K ,te,M

with the abbreviation YK K l !

Herein c is a function of the integral boundary layer parameters and of the base pressure.A brief ierivstion of equation (3) is given in Appendix A. The integral boundary layer pa- &

rameters used to determine the energy loss coefficient have been calculated with the STAN5
"computer program [iO].

The new concept for the overall loss prediction developped during this investigation is
based upon the assumption that the foregoing described losses can be superimposed to the
losses produced in the mixing layer. From the detailed loss analysis of the mixing layer
the following expression for the loss coefficient at the aftermixed state can be obtained:

- 2•~--_•== -:•
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(1 + YKC'M2

rr I - 2 .2 2)C Is 2+ Y K c OK, M

The ideal coolant velocity is derived by assuming an isentropic expansion of the coolant
flow from the location of the injection to the aftermixed station "14".

= 2K RToKV, ' .R.TtK.[-2 (P~ ) K] (5)

The mixing layer modeling is presented in detail in Appendin: B.

Thus the overall energy loss coefficient can be determined by summing up C1, and

CM = Fr, + 1I (6)

By evaluat-ing the boundary layer parameter the question arises how the boundary layer is
affected by the coolant flow injection. Two opposite views of this problem are found in
the literature. Ito, Eckert and Goldstein [7] neglected the influence of the coolant in-
jection on the boundary layer development whereas other injestigatons assulied a total
merging of the coolant flow into the boundary layer. In the latter case the bLundary layer
will be thickened which results in higher frictional losses. In the present paper two dif-
ferent approaches have been applied to the calculation of the integral boundary layer pa-
rameters for the suction side. For the first one, which is called "Theory I", the assump-
tion is made that the boundary layer becomes turbulent at the location of the coolant in-
jection. In the second case ("Theory II") the influence of the injected airflow on the
boundary layer development has been neglected and the transition point has been determined
using conventional criteria.

"The third loss prediction model, which is denoted as "Theory IlI", is based on the STANCOOL
cciputer program 191. The injection moxlel used in this program has beer nTidified in order t( take account for
a partial penetration of the coolant flow into the main stream.

The overall energy loss coefficients have been calculated for the 6 tested single row con-
figurations following the 3 different loss prediction methods. The results &re slcwn in
Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 1II for the configur-ations A, B and E respectively. The cooling
injection rows are located for these configurations along the profile suction side. The
predicted losses are compared with the corresponding experimental data. It can be seen from
the plots of the overall energy loss coefficient versus the coolant mass flo. rate that the
looses at high blowing rates will'be overestimated if'Theory Ill" is applied. .hils result
implies that despite the modification of the injection model the portion of the coolant
flow forced to remain within the boundary layer is too high. This fact leads to , blowing-
up or' the boundary layer and consequently to increased losses. Especially for the configu-
ration E with coolant injection near the stagnation point, where the boundary `-, usulally
very thin, this effect becomes more evident.

ine best agreement with experiment is optained if the overall energy loss coefficiient is
predicted by using "Theory I". This statement is valid for all investigated test ca.,es.
Since "Theory II" does not account for the influence of the cooling air injectio.) on the
boundary layor development, the viscouss looses and thus the over-' loss coefficier,: ,41
be underestimated.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Results of detailed flow measurements carried out on turbine cascades with different film

cooling hole arrangements at varying coolant mass flow rates and main stream Mach numb.r,
are presented and discussed. It turned out that the averaged cascade exit flow angle is
not affected by the film cooling air injection. Different tendencies in the total pressurt
loss coefficient versus the coolant mass flow rates were observed for front and rear film
cooling row locations. As shown by the results obtained for the guide vane with fuIl film
cooling the partitioning of the coolant mass flow can be optimized as regard to the
overall aerodynamic cascade performance.

From the theoretical analyses it can be concluded that the best approach for the overall
energy loss prediction in comparison to the experimental results will oe achieved by
superimposing the mixing layer model and the integral boundary layer calculation method.
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APPENDIX A

AERODYNAMIC LOSS COElPFIC1ENTS IN TERMS OF BOUNDARY-LAYER PARAMETERS

In order to obtain the aerodynamic loss coefficient at station "M" the af'termixed condi-
tions have first to be determined in terms of the boundary-layer parameters at station "I"
(see Fig. 11). The conservation of' mass, axial and tangential momentum and energy between
stations "1'and"M"results in the following equations if the static pressure p, and the
exit angle a1 are considered to be constant in the circumferential direction.

Mass conservation
zi z2 2

01., -0 6 *c P *+ p-c-cosa .du+ N--Cs -nN Cs
e'0 /cco "Ul d t+ P K , t e 'C K , t n0 - -V . -I T P M * III* a l )

(AI)

Axial momentum

zl z2 2
2i 22 1os l.n.T .sh1 +

gc iAcos c'gf+ p-c -cos','dut / p-c" Cos dUgPK,te K,te" uh

o o

2 2
P,-(t-d-cosal)+PB'd'cossal=(PMc m*cos aM+PM).t (A2)

'fuaiVert ia 1 momentum
ZI z2

1i. is*9in1 -cosa 1C*F3 A + f P'c 2 -sirctI-cosad+f /P.c sine1 Cosa.d u +

2 2�0
P1 2K,te , ote" s.nct "osa 1"n.g +(P -• d"sinct ±pM"c 2N cosaM sinar, t (A3)

zi Y,2 2

Q .1 c ,l T t CO1 A p + o
0

e.T tco sa+ d u + p - c2 t . c orUe t e -Trt. n . -T .h- :

0 0

c. Cosa .' , (A )

with 2
sn.i a" 6 4 6

F= t, -S d(C !+ cosac -1)CQ3 Ieosa.
6,.

zi cos•1
z2

Introducing the dimensioneless boundary-layer parameters:

+s" + 6 (2D
2 - t*cosaw

?6L* + Is2D* Ab

HD (A5b0

d t i COSg (A•)

I h

2

--. L.S 6 (A~c) -) '-- - ' " "" s 1 (ACb)

I tIi

A iiL
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-- jjt ) eCis- (Ala)Bte -- i1•es

te 0 e s T (AI2

is to

the simplified conservation equations can be obtained as follows:

P1  Cls Cosa • '±I T P cm aM C osaM (A0)

p1  2 * osa*T2 . p.1-Xf) DB *f = p.; *4 "f*ca + pM AY
P 2 I Io 2( T2 + P (• - 2 cog2 a (A9)

2 1 5 .cese 1 's1an-T2 + (pB-pl). taneol-T-f 2. *cosag.sina (AIO)

p1  Cis to Cosa I 3 pr4  " M * TtM (All)

with T 1 1 -i -6te + te asl

T2 1 " 72 to jto 7si

H " t+ to T71
From tbe definition for the critical Mach number and the expression for the critical ye-
locity in a perfect gas

C

we get the axial and tangential components of the critical exit Mach number at station
"Mi" fromt the equations A8 to All:

1 D (A12)

S• C - . C2 _ 4-+ I D2 tA )
1M,a K+- -• * -T)+

where is 2 *2 K (i c-I 2 )K-- L: b +4 (l-rm) (3I- r*2cls)
C / to T2cos at I C Kn c I SK I c ts

tM TI cosas1  CIS

T2"sinel'Ccse1 .M*2c¾ +(I- n-4 M*2  
1 QMBs *2 tanct

coatt *TI - cosi . 1 eC S

Then the critical Mach number at station "W" can be calculated by

M*111 4* Ma + 4'[*2 M, (nltI

The temperatur, ratio TI P.PT3 used in the expressions C and D can be determined by the
combination: of' equatioAM -•nd All.

Tt _ 'I3 (AT3) 1
•to

The conservation equations have been solved in a similar method as given by f .J. Goldman
and R.E.. augler. The present theory take into account the fact that at thick trailing
edges the p~-Sýire downstream the trailing edge may differ considerably from tliat in the
f'ree streaw. Thus thL base pressLure termn in the axial and tangeoitia] direction are added

to the momentum equations. u
Th enrg lucefcet a.ecluatdfo'h oloigeuto
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:-(1 t YK) 2 (AMb~K M', (A16)
'U Y2 2

+is + " K,te,M

where

2, r R -T (A17)
K4I tM

cK,te,M R • T[1tK,te PtK,te (

c * * (A19

APPENDIX B

The calculation method for the mixing process between the coolant flow injected into the
mainstream at various locations at the blade profile with the main fluid is briefly des-
cribed.

The following assumptions are made

'a) Priction is neglected,
(b) Coolant and mainstream fluid are perfect gases,
(c) coolant and mainstream fluid have the same specific heats independent of temperature,
(d) The inlet total pressure p and the static pressure p1 at station 1 are not influen-

ced by the coolant injecti88,
(e) The mainstream velocity at the location of injection before mixing takes place is not

influenced by coolant injection.

The mixing process in the mixing layer is considered to be a constant pressure mixing
process. Fig. 10 sketches this mixing process at constant pressure in a one-dimensional
channel. The conservation equations can be written as

pc c. A + K A K Pm " cm •Alf1)

Sp Cc2. A_ + PK c 2aK A.. 0 o.aK Pm O2m *Am (K)

p_ c _ A. * cp It P CK A K p TctK PmOm A ph C 0

Introducing

YK m_

with =h Ax c (135)wih lK :PK " K " K (5

lil. p . • A. (B6)

and solving the equations il to B3 gives the aftermixed exit Mach number as follows

K2 44 7
m (i+YK)(Tt÷,+YK.T tK)(+ I- M,2 .113-7

2 2 2 T 2
(YcK o -C COs(aK + 1) M itn

The total pressure loss PtmlPt_ than can c detersined by

K
, (1 K-1 2 r-l

Pt- K (98)

(1 4 + 1 N K

.1/ azsuming that p. = p
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The mixing process downstream the blade row between the mixing layer and the unaffected

mainstream is sketched in Fig. 9. The equations of conservation can be written

fh.(l-o) + a • fh0 + AtK z 
0

1N t OM "m " AM (B9)

(it + di) c cM - ho(1-a) " CIs - (Aa+thK) - OML = (Pl-PM) " AM (BiO)

(whe e l+1K) S + -btK T to tI(-o)* 
T

to (4do+iK ) " '1l)

where

V, p 1 Cp, :p ; 1= A

and a is the ratio of the mass flow of the fluid in the mixing layer approaching the blade
row tc the total mass flow in the mainstream.

Rearranging and solving the equations B9 to 1311 gives the aftermixed velocity cM to

A 2  
2K -Ce A 7- 2 - R TtM (B12)

where

2A 1- .c -+YK P1 " AM
,ctl l+Y 1 l K is++ K M 1h 0 (flY K

The aftermixed total temperature Ti can be determined by

T - a+YK LB
T11 I+Y-K to ÷+Y•K TtML (B31)

The quantities T and c in the equations B12 to B13 can be calculated using the
procedure for co ant pctgre mixing developped above. The static pressure in the after-
mixed station "M" can be obtained by

p,1  (TtrA - C
2M (r-i) R" (I+YK)-*o (B14)

Thus the energy loss coefficient due to mixing of the coolant flow with the mainstream

can be calculated from

2 (I+YKc) 2

Is K c K,M

where c K,M is determined by

cKM K.R.' [ -1K( (Bita)CKM V -i tK t !

I AI
1
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Rdsum6

Cette etude est abord6e uniquement du point do vue a6rodynamique et a pour objet de
drafinir lee effets d'un 4coulement tridimensionnel sur un jet placE en incidence et en
ddrapage. La trajectoire, la vitesse, lee dimensions du jet sent d6termin6es.

Sur le plan experimental, des mesures de pression et de vitesse sont rdalis6es. La
mesure dun coefficient d'intermittence du jet au moyen d'un syst~me de d~tection par fil
chaud permet de caract6riser la trajectoire et la forms de celui-ci.

Les r43sultats expdrimentaux montrent que la trajectoire du jet est peu influenc~e
par l'angle de d6rapage pour les rapports de quantit~s de mouvement utilis~s.

Sur le plan thdorique, une m~thode intEgrals de calcul, bas6e sur ilutilisation des
6quations de continuitC at de Navier-Stokes moyenn~es sur la section transversale du jet
est employEe. D'autre part, la vorticit4 longitudinale gdn~r~e dans le jet, d~termin~e
par une Equation de transport et lVintroduction d'un effet "puits" permettent dos calculerles vitesses transversales induites.

La confrontation entre les r~sultats du calcul et de l'exp6rience indique un accord
satisfaisant.

Sommary

The objective of this paper is to define, the interaction effects between a jet
introduced from the side wall and the 3-D secondary flow of a turbine inlet guide vane.

Only aerodynamical effects are studied. The trajectory, velocity and caracteristic
lengths of the jet are determined.

The experimental work gives the measurements of pressure and velocity. The measu-
rement of an intermittence coefficient with a hot wire allows also the definition of the
trajectory and the shape of Lhe jet.

Experimental results show that the jet trajectory is weakly influenced by yaw angle
of the hole for the ratio of momentum quantities used.

Theoretical prediction is done with the help of an integral calculation method based
on the use of continuity and Navier-Stokes equations averaged on the transverse section
of the jet. The streamwise vorticity generated in the jet and predicted with a transport
equation, and the introduction of a sink effect allow the computation of the induced
transverse velocities. Experimental results and calculated quantities are in a good
agreement.

Liste des Symboles

S Dclii qrand axe d le 'llipse KS~n rt# S, Courbures do la traject~oire ronlPec-
C&X Cordo axialeti etscon 0 botficient ds t raln&e N. B Reptre (M , (figuLre 1) ou coordonndes

Cp courficient de prussion~p=L,(p- Rvt e.I Pression statiqus
(I r6efrenc:e amont) z

"hS lbb ntrq as-socj~os au syst-''n (s,b~n) T, PetinWr~

(inqure 1) A- ress ton 0 arr~t de rif6reri,ce A 1'anont do lit

ravtria e idRrntitlri erille. N

STravaux finance•s par la DRET.
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(sb,,) itp~rO curviligne orthogonal oti e.t r, , Circulat'.nn A l'Infini des tourbillons
tangent A la trajectoire du 3et. A, I

S, b,n1 Coordonn~es associdee au repdro X (tl ol eVjt)arrppr
jý )Reprer do Fresnet V o , a apr

\vitesse de 1 Aosuoiment. e Manse volumique

Vitesse de ldecoulement de r6f6rence Surface transversale du jet
(on absence do jet) Contrainte

V Excds do vitesse (V-V) Si1-Si tourbillon.- £i • Vecteurtobiln

Vi Maximum de vitesse V' dens la section
transversale du jet.

Vo Vitesse initiale du jet A Iorifice Indice de r6Afrenee A l'dcoulement de base
sans injection

Vew Vitesse extdrieure au point d'injection 0 Indice do rdfdrence du point dinjection.

X,Y.Z X.y,? Systbmu d'aXce (Figure 1) ou grandeurs
origines : X au bord d'attaque, Y A la paroi,
Z A Puxtrados.

6ý Angle d&encideacce et do ddrapage

Angle entre Vet la direction X

r Coefficient d'internittence

I. INTRODUCTION

L'augmentation des performances atrothermodynamiques d'une turbomachine n6cessite
de disposer d'un certain nombre de mdthodes de calcul capables de prendre en consideration
lensemble des ph~nom~nes physiques rencontres. Dans cette optique la comprohension des
ph6nrom~nes associ~s aux Ocoulements secondaires, provoquds par le ddveloppelrent dans une
roue mobile ou fixe des couches limites sur le moycu et eur Is carter de la machine, est
un des points clef du problime. CelLo Atude aborde les interactions des 6couloeents secon-
daires avec des 6coulements de refroidissement. En effet, pour ie cas des turbines N gaz,
l'accroissement des performances pout ?tre obtenu en utilisant des temp~ratures en entreo
do la turbine &levdes. Un dispositif de refroidissement des aubes at des parois do la
machine s'avdre alors obligatoire. Ce refroidissement des parois do la machine, constitutes
par le moyeu et Ie carter (ou plateformes), s'effectue dans la zone dlinfluence des dcoule-
ments secondaires. II est en g~n6ral rdalisd par injection discr~te de fluide A basse
tempdrature. La prdsence de ces injections par orifices pout entrair r des portes adrody-
namiques dans les premiers 6tages do turbine refroidis. 11 est alors primordial de connat-
tre d'une part la physique du ddveloppement des jets dans un passage interaube de turbine
et d'autro part de mettre en 6vidence la modification du comportement des 1coulements secon-
daires en presence de ces injections. Deux aspects de ce probl(mo sont A Ctudier, l'aspect
thermique et l'aspect adrodynamique, soul le dernier sera considdr6 dens cette 6tude.

La premitre partie de ce travail est de nature exp~rimentale. Une grille plane d'aubes
distributrices de turbine a Atd utilisde. Le ddveloppement des scoulements secondaires en
absence et en prdsence dinjections A la paroi a 6t6 6tudid . Dans re papier, nous prdsen-
terons particulitroment los tiajectoires de jets isolCs introduits selon di:ffdrentes confi-
gurations (d6bit, angle de ddrapage, localisation dans la grille) . Lensemble des resultats
relatifs a• i'tude expdrimentale dos dcoulements secondaires en absence dinjection est
prdsent6 dans la rdffrence 1I]. La seconde partie de coe papier est de nature th~orique. La
mdthode de calcol d'un jet unique, introduit dans un 6coulement tridimensiorinel, est pr6-
sent6e. Cc:i constitue une premidre dtape dans la rdalisation d'un calcul ccmplet de l'd-
coulement dans une grille distributrice de turbine b gaz en prdsence d'injetions parid-'
tales discrtte,.,La mnthode utilise une ddcomposition du champ de vitesso v deL coulement
en une partie V , donn6e par la grille d'aubes en absence de jet ct une autre Vyrqoi carac-
tdrise le jet.

La ddcomposition prdc&dente est introduite dans les dquations de conservation gdndrales
qui sont ensuite trait6es en appliquant une sarie d'hypoth6ses do type couche limite lides '
A la direction privil(gide d'rvolution du jet. Leo 6quations obtenues sont intdgrbes dans
la section transversale du jet pour aboutir a oine formulation intdgrale.

Avant d'abordor ces divers points, nous allons donner une description qualitative des
phC'nomenes observds dans un jet introduit on incidence et d6rapage dans un 6coulement ext6-
rieur tridimensionne I.

II. PHYSIQUE DU DEVELOPPEMENT D-UN JET INJECTE bANS UN ECOULEMENT TRIDIMENSIONNEL

4 Un jet inject6 A partir d'une paroi dens un 6coulement bi ou tridimensionnel pout dtre
ddcoinpos6 en, trois zones :

. Une premibre zone dite "dA potentiel" 8 proximitd immddiate de i/orifice (de 1 A quelques

L!
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diamdtres). Ell1 eat caract6risde par un noyau au sein duquel la pression d'arrat reste
constante et ad il se crae une vorticitE irportante sur la pdriphdrie sous forme de tour-
billons organisas.

. Une zone intermddiaire, zone de adlange at d'interaction forte avec l'dcoulement extC-
rieur. Les structures tourbillonnaires formies vont s'adapter A l'coulement extdrieur potis
Avoluer vers leor destruction. Le jet va s'aligner avec l'acoulament externe.

* Une zone Oloignde du jet (10 A 30 diatmdtres) ou la vitesse moyenne dans la jet est prati-
quement Agale A celle de l'coulcment extdricur.

Trois effets importants r&gissent la dynamique du jet (Figure 1).

Les effets de trainde

La zone proche de l'orifice du jet a dtO 6tudide en ddtail par Mousse et al. 12]. Au
niveau de l'orifice, le jet se comporte cormie un corps solide souple. Mousse et al. ont
montrA ainsi, que l'dcoulement transversal extdrieur & un jet rend subissait une ddc~l~ra-
tion tr~s similaire a celle ressentie autour d'un cerele ou d'une ellipse pour le cas d'un
jet rend en incidence. En aval du jet se diveloppe un sillage. Calui-ci eat sous certains
asp.•cts trbs semblable A celui rmis en aval d'un cylindre solide, en particulier les fr6-
quences d'6mission des tourbillons de Karman sont identiques dans lee deux cas pour un m;We
6coulerent externe. La prdsence du sillage en aval du jet introduit au nivean du jet une
diffdrence de pression statique entre lea faces amont et aval du jet, que ion peut. associer
globalement A une force de trainde. Sous l'action de cette trainfe, le jet va alors se cour-
ber. La nature particulidre du jet, par rapport A un corps solide souple Gquivalent, va
alors se manifester, dds l'apparition de cette courbure, par !a mise en mouvement de zones
tourbillonnaires dens le jet lui-mtrare [11.

Effet ies tourbillons contrarotatifs

Une des caract~ristiques fondaxentales de l'interaction de l'coulement extdrieur et.
du jet eat lapparition de deox tourbillons contrarotatifs dans le jet. Ceux-ci ont use
trajectoire situde sous le vent du jet et pr6sentent une structure organisde. Le processus
de production tourbillonnaire eat liA A l'existence de gradientde vitesse transversaux du
type e at dune certaine deflexion du jet sous i'influence de l'1coulement
extdrier traduita par les courbures K6 , et Ks,, . Le mdcanisme de production tourbillon-
naire eat par ailleurs tout A fait similaire A celui qui prdside a lapparition des tour-
billons de- passage dans une grille d'aubes (Leboeuf, Navi~re [3], Ollivier 14]). Par leurs
moments cindtiques respectifs, lea tourbillons auront tendance A rigidifier le jet, s'oppo-
sant ainsi A la diflexion qui les a crdds.

Effets d'entrinanements

Le ddbit mesurC au travers de diffdrentes sections du jet augmente de l'amont vers
laval. Cette augmentation parait Atre due A deux phdnorndnes, L'un lid A la diffusion Lur-
bulente transversale du jet que Von peat rapprocher de leffet d'entralnement dans un jet
monodimensionnel, l'autro lid A un effet potentiel caractdrisant la captation des lignes
de courant de l'Acoulement situ4 A lext~rieur du jet. Cette captation peut se comprendre
de la faqon suivante : Le fluide observd dans un plan transversal eat convect6 vers le
centre du jet puis, entraind le long de la trajectoire 5 par la vitesse longitudinale.
Dans ce plan transversal, cet effet tridimensionnel peut alors Atre moddlis(l par un puits
localis6 vers le centre du jet (rdf. [41,[6], Figure 1).

IIi. ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE

III.. Les moyens d'essais

Dispositif _xpdrirsentil

L'dtude a 6t6 r~alisoe sur une soufflerie de grille d'aubes plane. La grille d'aubes
est trie grille directrice de turbine A gaz. Les aubages non vrillds pr6sentent one envergure
a 0.274 m et une corde a = 0.163 a (allongement e/c = 1.68). Le pas interaube est
g 0.141 m (Vobiditd c/g 1.16). Le calage A compt& par rapport A la direction axiale
eat = 41*30'. La grillt eat constitude do 9 aubages.

Un systdne comrandd par one centrale d'acquisition permet de ddplacer one sonde dens
la veine d'essais. La sonde eat introduite A l'intdrieur de la veine au travers de fontes
rdalisaes dana la paroi en plexiglace opposde 5 celle scr laquelle se ddveloppe la zone
visquouse A 6tudier. Ces fentes sont parall6les au front de grille (Figure 2). Elles ddter-
minent leas stations de mesure.

Le dispositif 1 injection utilisa

Trois positionnements diffdrents du jet dans le passage interaube ont 6tA Atudise" • ~~(Figure 2). Le premier (0) est situd au bord dWattaque et au milieu du passage, les deux '

autres au niveau du col entre les fentes 8 at 9 lune 6 0.025 ma do l'extrados (A), l'autre
A 0.020 m de lintrados (B). Le diamstre de l'orifice est .0022 m. !'angle 0(6 form6 par
la direction du jet an sortie avec he plan (X, Z) est ( = 60°. L'orifice est fix scuri
une pibce cylindrique qui peut tourner autour do son axe Y pour dtfinir diffdrents angles

c(^ dans le plan X - z. Les diftdrents paramndtres uti isis pour choque positionnesent do
jet seot prisentdn Table 1.
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Deox rapports de vitesse ont Ct6 6tudis V = C.65 et = 2.58 (0o
lie. reprOsente la viteso locale de L'dcoulement externe A la zone visqueuse et oa \J0
repr6sente la vitesse ddbitanet cn sortie d'orifice).

Un systs-me dc chautfaqe du jet permet d'augmenter de 50
0

C la temperature de l'air

injecti par rapport A i!a LempCnratire do l'6coulement dans la grille.

_luyens doi mesore

Mesures de pression dans 1'6coulement

l[es mesures de pression sent r~alisdes A 1'aide d'une sonde "5 trous" de type "cobra",
3e diametrc de la tate de sonde est do .0015 m. Un 6talonnago do la sonde associ6 A une
utilisation d'une mdthode de id6ro (alignoment do la sonde avec l'6coulement) permet d'ob-
tenir les angles du vecteur vitesse par rapport A la grille, la pression d'arrCt, la pres-
Sion statique et le module de la vitesse de 1 lcoulement. Le champ adrodynamique est alors
cempletement d~fini.

Mesures depression sur l'aube

Un aubage muni de prises de pression statique (dont le nombre avoisine 1 200) perrmet
de connaltre le champ de pression statique sur I'aube.

D6tection thermique du_jet

Nous verrons qu'il eut difficile de ddtecter au moyen de la sonde do pression le jet
en particulier dan: le cas du petit rapport de vitesse. Un syst&me de d6tection thermique
a 6t6 mis au point. Son principe @st simple. Le jet est chauffd A une temp6rature d'environ
501 au dessus de la temp~rature de l'6coulement dans la grille. Un fil chaud A faible coef-
ficient d6 surchauffe ost utilisis comnie thermom6tre. Le traitejent dLI signal pris aux bor-
nes du fil chaud @st effectu6 61ectroniquement. La localisation du jet se r~duit alors A
une mesuro du coefficient dintermittence P.

Le signal aux bornes du fil chaud, amplifi6 50 000 4 100 000 fois et dont laJlure oCst
p-r6sennte Figure 3, ost introduit dans un systeme "contr~leur de scuil" qui permet de ramo-
nor le niveau "froid" do signal 6 un scuil de rtf6rence. On 6vite ainsi les problowes de
ddrive de la temp~rature de l'air de la soufflerie. Le second Ltage 6lectronique est uti-
lis6 en d~tection des bouff~es chaudes issues du jet. On compare A on seuil r~glable. En
sortie, un signal logique est obtenu, de niveau 0 Volt pour le fluide froid et 5 Volts pour
le flu-ide 'hood oue l'on utilise en commande dun g~n~rateur I MHz. Le comptage des impul--
sions dooic ]a mebure du coefficient d'intermittene r' , P 6tant alors le rapport entre
la somme des dur~es des signaux A 5 Volts tcorrespondant aux boufffes chaules du jet) et
la dur6e totalo de la mesure.

111.2. Prfsentation et interprCtation des r~sultats expdrimentaux

Conditions a6rodynamiques en amont dc la grille

1,e nombre de Reynolds calcul4 sur la corde du profil et lit vitesse amont cut
S• VOC/- = 165 000. L'6paisseur de la couche limite sur los plateformes est voisine

de Cf = 0.050 m, l'6paisseur de dtplacement ast dx = .0043 m pour on facteur de forme
H[t= 1.34. Le coefficient de frottement calcul6 d l'aide de Ili m9,tbude de Clauser a pour

valour C. = 3.5 10-3. L'angle ý fait par 1'dcouleme" r avec la direction axiale oct voisin
de• = 0 on dehors de la coucho limite. II existe cope Jant Un tr~s i-.ger vrillage de cello-
ci (Figure 4) A proximit6 do la paroi.

SR6partiLion do pression statique sur laubagc e

Les repartitions de pression statique en absence d'injection o la paroi, sont pr6.-
sentdes Figure 5 sous la forme d'un coefficient do pression Cp - (P- ' )/ 4/Z,< VA •
A l'extrados une acc(lMration importanto jusqu'A X.,/Cny = 0.50 existi, puis une dec616-
ration faible est pr~sente jusqu'au bord de fuite. L'6cart maximum des coc.ficien-s
entre l'intrados et l'extrados existe A X/7c, = 0.50. Sur cette mrtme figure sent c.-.par6es
les rCpartitions de prossicon en fonction de la position en enverguro des prises de prosoi:n.
La pression A l'intrados nest pas modifide en ronction de la position en enve:gull-, par
centre, A l'extrados une diff6rence trts importanto ost observ6e. La pression statique
augiienthan ]orsquc 1Pon se rapproche do la paroi. Cette variation de pression essentielIe-
ment die A la presence du tourbillon de passage est responsable de dfficits de force
d'aubages [7). 

' . .
Cos rdpartitions de pression statique ne sont pas modifides en prCsence des injections

utilis6es.

Inj!ection 4u point 0 avec un rapport de vitesse Vv/VL= 2 e58 el" sans ddrapage0(, = 0

Les courbes isopression d'arr~t montrent quo le jet est parfaitement d~tectc au mayen
do la sonde de pression pour les stations 6, 7, 8. Un accroissement dOe la pression d'arrmt
est observC au centre du jet, il existe 6qalement one toodification de la forme aes courlts
isopression darrOt pros de la paroi, le sillago dc la partie potentielie du jet 6tant visi.-
blement dMtect6 pour la station 6 (Figure 6a) Le champ de pression statique nest que loca-

Slement perturb., le minimum de pression statique dane, le jet correspond au maximum de la
vitesse locale Vo (Figures 6b, Gc). La prOsen-e du jet cst nettemesnt distinguete par

- I -'-I't.



observation des vecteurs-vitesses ( ) (Figure 7). On note la tendance globale du
jet 5 tourner dans le m~me sens que l'dcoulement secondaire. Les ceourbes iso-intermittence
pr6sentres Figures Ba A Be montrent que le d~veloppement du jet se fair avec une diffusion
pratiquement 6quivalente dans los directions Y et Z. Ii existe deux centres h fort coeffi-
cient d'intermittence.2 . Ces centres correspondent A des noyaox de fluide chaud issu do
jet. Notons que le centre situ6 pros de l'intrados a tendance A rester trbs marqu6 vis A
vis do l'autre. Egalement la rotation de l'axe reliant ces deux centres est assez prononcde
lors de l'volution dans le passage tout en conservant une structure en "haricot". Pr6s de
la paroi exists une zone non infloenc6e par le jet dont I'6paisseur est voisine de 0.005 m,
ce qui pout s'expliquer par la valeur initiale assez importante de l'angle d'incidencecb .
Le d6veloppement do l'6coul.ement secondaire n'est pas sensiblement influenc6 par la presence
du jet, cc dernier pout ftrt2 considdr& comme une perturbation locale qui se superpose 0 un
6coulement principal obtenu dans la tjrille en absence d'injection.

Injection au point 0 avec un rapsort de vitesse Vo / Vc• = 0.65 et sans dUrapae =0

Le jet ne modifie pas sensiblement ii rdpartition de pressior d'arrat sauf trts prqs
de la paroi (Figure 9). Le chpmp de pression statique nest pas modifi6. Ii nWest plus pos-
sible de distinguer le jet autrement que par d6tection thermique. Los courbes iso-in-,ermit-
Lences pr6sentent encore une structure de type "haricot" (Figures Ila, 10b 10c, 10d). La
diffusion du jet se fait de fagon privilCgi6e dans le sons extrados-intrados (direction Z).
Le rapport des largeurs de jet 6tant environ 6gal c 2.

Inaction au Joint 0 avec un rapport de vitesse V5 / = 0.65 or un d~rapage•, = -45"
et •, +45- (Figures lIla, lib, Ili et 12a, 12b, 12c)

(Dis qu'un ddrapage du jet par rapport A l'ccoulement de grille existe, la stroc-ure en
"haricot" prdsent~e par les courbes iso-intermittence disparait ; ii semblerait quoil
n'existe plus alors ou'un soul centre organisd. II nestmalheureusement pas possible, dans ce
cas dinjection, de tirer d-s conclusions prdcises sur los structures tourbillonnaires
issues de la ddflexion du jet. Los niveaux mcsximum du coefficient d'intermittence dirsinuant
rapidement vers l'aval dans le passage. Les courbes iso-intermittence ont alors une allure
sim4taire A cellos rencontr6es dans un jet rend non d6fl6chi, bien que la diffusion dans le
seons Z soit encore netteinent pr6pondfrente par rapport A cello existant dans le sons Y.

Injection au point A or au noint B

L'angle de ddrapage a 6t6 choisi 6gal tA Aft = 45" ce qui correspond sensiblement A un
alignoment do l'axe du jet avec l- coulement moyen dans la section d'injection. Le rapport
de vitesse est 6galement do 1'9J,'V 4 ,= 0.65 oC1 Vtsftest ]a vitesse absolue moyennde dens
la section sor le canal interaube. Une diffusion importante pout Atre identifi6e du c~tA de
l'extrados de l'aubage pour chacune des injections (Figures 13, 14).

SDescription des trajectoires des jets

Le lieu d-ss maxima du coefficient d'intermittenoe est trac6 Figures 2 et 15. Dans le
cas de linjection au point 0 pour un ddbit fort ( Ve/ t$ = 2.58), le jet a tendance a sd -
loigner de la plateforme en so rapprochant de lintrados par rapport au cas similaire A fai-
ble 16bit ( V,/Vt, = 0.65). Ccci V'explique ais6trent par la uiff6rence entre l'6nergie
ein~tique du jet -t cello du fluido de l'1coulement de grille. -'q.-ndant pour los cas d'in-
jection au point 0 a diffdrents angles de ddrapage, la trajectoire du jet est puo influenc~e
par los conditions initiales imposdes par cot angle. La comparaison de la position do la
trajectoire du jet ayec c-llo des lignes de courant obtenues A l'aide d'un calcul aube A
aube de l'dcoulement sain est fournie Figure 2. On note une surdfflexion de ces trajectoires
par rapport aux lignes de courant, surddflexion engendr6e par la prCesnce de l'coulement
secondaire cr6C par la grille elle-sifme, et associ6 au d6veloppement do !a couche visqueuse
pariftale.

Dilution des kets dans l'coulement de grille

Deux grandeurs peuvent d6crire la dilution du jet dans l.couloment de gr'lle. En pre-
mier lieu la valour du maximum du coefficient Ilintermittence caract6rise la faqon dont le
noyau du jet se milange A l'coulement principal. La d~croissance do cc maximum est pratigue-
ment identique pour tous les jets issus doun nmme orifice (Figure 16). En second lieu, l'ivo.-
lution de la section du jet dans le plan %'-Z donne une id6e do la diffusion transversals
du jet (Figures 8, 10, 11, 12)

IV. IA ME'IODED DES CALCUL

Nous avens portC' notre cnoix sur une m~thode intfgrale, ceci pour des raisons de rapi-
Sit6 do calcol et do facilitO de mise en oeuvre, mais aussi afin de permettre un traitement
ult6ricur do plusieurs rang6es de jets simultan6ment immergds dans l'6coulement tridimen-

4 sionnel existant dans la grille.

Wous ddcrirons dans la suite toutes los 6tapes qui nous ont amon•Au on systbms do six
quAationo, (continuit6, 3 gquations de quantit6 do mouvement et 2 6quations de production

tourbillonnaire) A six inconnues qui sent los suivantes

"V4  execs do vitesse maximum dans la section du jet pour la zone 6tablie.

surface transversale.
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, . :angles ddfinissant la trajectoire. (Figure 1)

P4 ,[ circulations respectives des deuA tourbillons contrarotatifs

Dans la ?one potentiello, A proxiinitd ilnmmediate de l'orifice du jet, nous utiliserons,
l Ia place do V• , une variable k. Celle-ci ddtormine la fraction do ia surface - totale

occuu3e par la zone potentiel.e elle-mc.me.

lV.i. Equations gc6nrales

Ss une forme conservative, les 4quations du mouvement as'criv.ent dans un rep.re
fixe

Si nuus n6gliyeons les forceS do volumec le syst~me devient

-- t

ul U- est le tenseur des contraintes _ - +

Scomprend les tensions de Reynolds.

Les 6quations sont 6crites pour un probl~mtr stationnaire dans un repure curviligne
orthogonal (S, n, b) : S est associoe 2 la diroction do la trajectoire du jet (Figure 3
Quelques hypotheses apportent des simplifications notables aux 6quations, nous supeoserons
ainsi que la surface (b,n) est piane ( ; h= 1) ;galement, les phdnom~nes de diffu-
sion selon la direction S seront nsglig6s ( •• Q ). Les 6quations rbsultantes sont
exprim~es en ddtail dans la rdf~rence [L4. Dans ce qui suit, nous considcrons, tout d'abord,
le systtme de base formC de ).',quation de continuitC et des trois composantes de 1'iquation
de quantit6 de mouvement.

IV.2. Moyenne dos 6quations

l~a ddcomposition du champ do vitesse

V = +V'(2)
est introduite dans le systeme de base. .iis lJsz ,lquations obtenues sont simplifi6es par
l'utilisation d'une sdrie de 6 hypotheses.

IlII Les rayons de coUrbures des lignes s sclon b et n sent grands devant une dimension
caract6ristique du plan tzjtnsversal dou jet. Les cons6quences de cetto hypothlse sent
les suivantes [41 :

--c >> % (3
(3)

OAJz-~ A.Zr'QOL&

112 Le terme a/oZs ast impos6 par l'coulemont exttfieur associ6 a V•

Le3 lIs tensjiors do r6sistance A iavancement sont nulles sur le herd du jet. Cette hypo-
thse est assez groasi~re (Moussa 12]), cependant les termes correspondants seront
rcglig(s dans lea Cquations du mouvement,

114. Le chump extlrieur de vitesse V. varie puu sir 1'6tendue de la surface transversale
du jet.

115 Hors du jet, la composante V, , identifie I la composante V$ donnge par L'Ccoule-
ment. ext~rieur.

116 De plus et parce que souls les ph~nomdnes adrodynamiques nous occupent ici, nous suppo-
serons que la masse volumique e, est impoese par V' coulement extdrieur et est cons-
tante dans la section du jet.

Le systlnie dl6quatiuns apr~ls utilisation do (2) at de cos hypothl~ses est int~gr(. sur
1'ftendcue de la surface trnLlSversale du jet. Nous obtenons le syst~me suivant (4l]

'I = (t,. ,, )

7 11-
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L '•iuation de quantit6 de mouvement scion n est obtenue en intervertissant dans (4c)
las indices n et b, cette dquation sera 4d.

Les courbures aso at K peuvent suat crire directemsent en fonction des anglesb b
et A&,141~ (inconnues du probieme)

Le terme E(4a, 4b) tradnement de masse du fluide ext6rieur dain le jet.
Notons la pr~sence du terme de fluctuation J/td~ CV'C19 ui rsodifie sensiblement ljnfluence
de r sur.1I6volution de q- L'Cquation de quantit6 de znouvement seion a (40), adscet plu-
sjeurs t rmes sources associds aux fluctuations de vitesse V' A alx cvourburep Kst

de ia ligne S et A Ventrainement de quantit6 de rnouvesient du fluide ext~rieur (v, C
Notons I'absence des forces de tratnee (hypoth~se 113). Les 6quations de quantit6 de mouve-
ment selon n at b comportent en plus une trainee qui est isol~e dans le second imembre de 4c,
4d. Ajout6 aux termes precedents de fluctuation et d'entrainement ( E ) ce terme per-
net 1' introduction dans le calcul do ph~nomine de courbure du jet.

IV.3. Les relations de feometures

a.- Forme de la surface transversale ' et profils de vitesse _L-.

Dans la zone 6tablie, la forme de ]a surface transversale est mod~lis~e par une ellipse
dont le rapport du grand axe sur le petit axe est donn( par a/b = 4. Le profil de vitesse V
cut choisi par une relation affine sur Pellipse, salon la loi suivante [8]

le petit axm est align6navLc la nor'male principale a la trajectoire ! ae grand axe avec
le vecteur de torsion 147

Dans la zone potentLeile le rapport a/b scra variable de fagon )i obtenir une adaptation
continue de la forme du jet a lorifice (cercle) vers lellipse d'excentricit6 4. Le profil
de vitesse aura une forme similai- mais tronquge dans sa partie sup6rieure 14J pour tenir
compte de l'6tendue de la zone A pression d'arr~t constante.

De ces diff~rents modoules nous d~duisons Vexpression des int6grales suivantes [4] :M

itJ4d T V
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Vt

avec dans la zone 6tablie

3.8)

5• ffi .5833

et dans la zone petentielle

5
*o = 7/(Z + 5

= 7(1 + 5 kz)/6•2 + 5 k) (2))
k est tine variable substitute a la variable principale Yj dans la zone potentielle.
Cette variable vaut 1 initialement et s'annule A l1extremit4 avale de la zone potentielle.

b.- La trainee

Les termes de tension et de gradient de pression nermaux A la trajectoire du jet (se-
cond membre des 

6
quations 4c, 4d) seront inclus dans une force de tra~nie suppos~e dirigde

selon la projection de dans le plan orthogonal au jet [4] soit

(.4o)
avec C -- 1.8 t9].

c.- [,' entralnement

L'entrainement de fluide ext~rieur dans le jet a deux origines principales

- La premiire est lihe A la diffusion turbulente. L'entrainement est alors proportionnel au
p~rirsttre du jet at ai 1excf~a de vitasse axiala au samn du jet [9]

k, : 0.137

- La seconde est liCoe Z leffet de train6e, en considdrai.t la 'pr6sence d'un puits potentiel
situ6 sous la partie avale du jet (Figcre 1). Lentrainement s'exprime alors par
(Le Grives 110]) _

, ~~~~, VZ " i

L'expression finale du coefficient d'entrainement est alors

E + ± (A)

d.- Moddlisation des vitesses transversales

Le champ de vitesse transversale est induit par les deux tourbillons contrarotatifs
d'inLensitC P4  , 'P et le puits dVintensitG F., (11b). A partir d'une siodtlisation d•j• C,itilis~e par Fern et Weston [1 1 ] nous avons choisi une rdpartition surfacique de ces trois

randeurs. La localisation de ces singularit6s est sch6mntisae sur la Figure ci-apres.

Los tourbillons nont localis-s aux pointocaux de lellipse, tandis que le puits est
situ6 dans le iaiart infdrieur de l'ellipse ( est diriq6 vers le centce de courbure).

(t A t2_
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1,eo rtpartitions surfaciques sonl les suiVantes

0,KC U, f. OU.YLI

z£- o 00,u0. AA >

T

Les vitesses induites so d6duisent de ces repartitions par lapplication des th~otemes
de circulation et des principes de conservation du debit

a W -EtD~9 F ( )_ 0 (

avea les d3finitions U.

d U3U ) -7-4A, U >

-16

Enfin V4 et -P sont dýttrmin6s par l'6criture de 1'6quation de transport des tour-
billons J-a et JA, 6crite dans an repure (S,b,n) (]41

.
(p45)- 

v-
.S K (A. •

Cette 6quation est 6galement moyennde sur en utilisant 13a et 13b, on obtient

Jf V. ) [ U."
_- a -.2 -V. 7r+

a!

ci L ds

rm cs VS6 v.
(- 1i)

o) T-A" est une ellipse de rlf6rence de grand-axs 1 et de petit axe 1/4.

SN correspond a chaque demi surface coroenant le tourbillon AL (i = 1,2),
Scorrespond au contour de AL, et est une vitesse longitudinale moyenne
- p6rimbtre de lellipse

VS +2l. (L1
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Le c'Iamp de vitesses V ddtorminC par los dquations (14) est alobs projetC dans le
rep~re (-i , - ) :

v, r

avec -1

Les relations (13) A (19) nous permettent alors de calculer les diffdrentes int~grales
contenues dans les 6quations (4).

Notons que cette 6tude prlsent~e ignore las.effets de parois ou des autres jets adja-
cents mais que ceux-ci peuven'u 6tre introduits dans la moddlisation.

IV.4. Comparaison du calcal et de 1'expirience

Les rdsultats du calcul sont pr6sent~s Figures 17 A 22. Ils correspondent aux cas
d'exp~riences prdsentds pr6c6demment. Los evolutions des trajectoires, des vitesses et de
la vorticitO sont prdsentdes. Los donndes du calcul sont - lesaconditions d'injection A
lorifice ( Ve0  , (- o'

4
Wo) at l'scoulement extdrieur V Ce dernier est mioyenn0

selon Z. Ainsi nous avons -

V,. V. A
A

A A

Les trajectoires

Les trajectoires issues du calcul sont compardes aux rtsultats exp6rimentaux Figures
1.', 18, 19. Les trajectoires dans le plan (X,Z) (Figures 17, 18) so rapprochent moins do
l'ext ados que no J'indique l'exp~rience. La ddflexion des jets par rapport aux lignes de
courant de l'6coulement sain 6tant due A l'6coulement secondaire (tourbillon de passage),
il est vraisemblable que la moyenne solon z appliqu~e sur IQ ait d~truit l'effet local de
V.

Dans le plan (x,y) les trajectoires correspondent assez pr6ciscment A celles ddtermi-
nes expdrimentalement (Figure 19). Cependant le calcul n'inclut ni les effets do parois
ni la prssence Vites~eS V• non nullos (impos~es par l'coulement secondaire en particu-
lier pros de l'extrados ok 'V 0) ; ainsi la terndance du jet inject& en A A s'6loigner dela paroi est incorrectement pr dite.

Evolution de la vitesse maximale dans le jet

Elle est d6crite Figure 20. Los r6sultats exp~rimentaux et th~oriques, malgre le pou
de points do comparaisonparaissent en accord. Il existe une lg~re augmentation de '4
da.s la zone accA'6r~e de la grille d'aube, qui semble trouver son origine dans le terme

d ) d, iquation de quantit6 de mouvement selon :'. Nous pr~sentons 6galement
Figure 21 un calcul effoctuC avec les m~mes conditions d'injection, mais avec un profil
de vitesse A bidimensionnel non acc(l.r6, do type couche limite. Dans ce dernier calcul
V. tend r6gt lilrement vers 0, ce qui correspond bien 8 une 6volution esp~rde.

Ewslution de la vorticit6 (Figure 21)

Nous remarquons une forte production pros de lorifice d'injection, puis, apr~s avoir
atteint un Paximum,ba circulation se met A d6croltre r6guli~rement.

La proutuction importante est due A une forte d6flexion associ~e aux gradients de vi-
tesse , importants dans la premibre zone du jet (Cf. 6quation (15)). Quant
A la diminution, elle est due A la rotation de la surface transversale du jet. Cette rota-
-ion a pour effet d'inverser los signes de X et IJ (dgalitC (19)) entratnant ainsi un
changement do signe du terme de production dans les 6quations 16-1, 16-2.

Sur la Figure 23 est pr6sentde l'volution de la vorticit6 dans un 6coulement V bidi-
mensionnel avec des conditions d'injections identiques a celles utilis~es pr~c~deomment
(Figure 22). La rotation de la surface ert alors absente et l1s c:urbures s'anlulant, la
circulation tend vers une valour constante. Rappelons en effet que la dissipation n'agit
pas directement sur L•volution do la vorticit C

d'apr~s (16-1).



V. CONCLUSIONS

Du point de vue expdrimental, nous avons pu, par l'ntilisation d'un syst~me de detec-
Lion par lil chaud, d~crire los trajectoires et formes de jets uniques inject6s sous diff,-
Ltentes conditions dans la grille d'aubes. Ii apparaiLt que le champ aorodynamique cr66 par
le jet ne modifie que localement celui cr&6 par la grille d'aubes. L'un des tourbillons
jdndrds par la d6flexion du jet reste marqud alors que !'autre est ddtruit. par I'tcoulement
secondaire. L'influence de I'angle de d6rapage sur 1'6voiution du jet est faible. La diffu-
sion latdrale est dans chaqUe cas plus importante que la diffusion normale ýi la paroi. Du
point de vue prediction thdorique, la re.thode de calvul semble bien adaptde & la situation
a6rodynamique complexe rencontrde. Les effets de parois pourraient .tre pris en compte
assez simplement en superposant au champ de vitesse transversale calcul&, le champ de
vitesse induit par tn jet imnage par rapport A la paroi. Les fermetotures peuvent sans doute
atre amdliordes notamment an niveau de lentraTnement de type potentie].

Ce travail prdsente des perspectives int6ressantes en ce qui concerne l'dtude expdri-
mentale et th6orique de jets multiples. Le formalisme de la m6thode de calcul restant le
mbme, !'influence des jets entre eux pouvant ýtre introduite facilement au travers des
vitesses transversales induites.
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DISCUSSION

(;.M.i)ilelius, Oc
Your subject has been a nlost rewardfng one from the point of view of tie study. Could you please commelt oil the
pruclial background of the subject- who would like to itiiroduoc jets from thlie side wall for cooling iurposes inl such a
fishhion?

Atithor's Reply
Matdoame [ourguigol (from the SNI(CMA) shows us, in tile i)resctation of a previous paper that it is nocessary, (uLe to
high temperature in hIIP lubhile, to) cool the blade.% andl also the sidewalls o. the stage. We think that on the blade, .he
aerodynainical iiteractlion cnl he calculated by 2-1) Ioutidi.ry layer and jet calculations. In the region of the sidewall,
where the flow is 3-1). tlite problem is more di'fficult. We decided to study this 3ituation.

F.il,'arada, UK
You imtelntioned in yo-ar oral presentation the (letrthi of experimental data i cgarding jets injected into it three-
diiitensional frc-; 1rcillel. Could you pleasc elabtorate on your sources for lte empirical eorrelations required for the
closure of the conservatitot equaltiotns? Hlave you)t aniy plats to improve the empirical correlatioms, aid in particular the
physical jutifieatiois behind them?

Author's Reply
We use emnpirical correlations available it the literature about the evolution of jets injected in 2-D flows (see
references), For exampijle, the drag force correlation is that presented ilt a work of }{ametie and MOSt other aLthors. Itt
our case, where very fcw literature references exist, we can look at the effect of the variation of our empirical
correlations on the results( of the eollnpitalioln. We wallt also to (lcvel')p other experinicnts on single and multijet
evolulions ilt 3-f) secondary flows.

L
I-

___ I i
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AERODYNAMIC EFPECT OV COOLANT EJECTION IN THE REAR PART

OF TRANSONIC ROTOR BLADES

by

F.H. KostI
DFVLR/AVA

Institut fUr Experimentelle Str6mungsmechanik
3400 Gfttingen, W.-Germany

A.T. Holmes
ROLLS-ROYCE LTD.

Turbine Aerodynamics Department
Bristol, U.K.

SUMMARY

DFVLR/GOttinqen made an investigation on transonic turbine blades designed by Rolls-Royce/
Bristol concerning the aerodynamic penalties of coolant flow for two alternative cooling
configurations. Rolls-Royce designed a blade with a thick trailing edge where the coolant
is ejected through slots in the trailing edge and a second blade with a thin trailing edge
where coolant is ejected through a row of holes on the pressure side and a row of ).9les
on the suction side. Tests were performed in the plane cascade wind tunnel at DFVLR. The
results indicate the sensitivity of the blade performance to cooling configuration and
coolant flow rate. By combining measured data from blade surface and wake traverses it
was possible to separate the various loss mechanisms. So the separate losses due to the
momentum of the coolant, change of ijase pressure, change of blade friction could be deter-
mined quantitatively as a function of coolant flow rate.

NOMENCLATURE

c chord length

cB (pB-P 2 ) / (P 0 2 -P 2 ) (base pressure coefficient)

cm ratio of coolant mass flow tQ main stream mass flow

I kinetic energy deficit of coolant (see chapter 'Aerodynamic effect of Film Cooling')

Ma Mach number

Mar surface Mach numher derived from local static pressure and inlet total pressure

o throat width

p static pressure

pO totAl pressure

5/5 0 non-dimensional surface length

t pitch

te trailing edge thickness

TO total temperature

w velocity

x bitangentia. coordinate

a angle

Bs_ stagger angle

K ratio of specific heats

p gas density

2 p02 2 2-I
= 2I -- (energy loss coefficient)

2 P02 F5 K-i 2
w29 -( K +-- Ma 2

S, ~ ~(1+cm w2 i;

. ' -2 1 (thermodynamic efficiency loss)Ws+m wcs

S profile loss (see chapter 'Evaluation of Results') W

d equivalent slot width = coolant holes area/span

i , 7
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Subser iptS

1 inlet B Base (trailing edge)

2 uniform outlet flow s isentropic

C coolant D pressure side

L local main flow S suction side

INTRODUCTION

With the continuing trend to increase the working gas temperature in high pressure tur-
bines, air cooling of the blades is an indispensible feature. One of the most difficult
parts of the blade to cool is the trailing edge region, because of the need to maintain
as fine a trailing edge as possible, in order to minimize the aerodynamic loss. If convec-
tion cooling is employed, the trailing edge is necessarily thick in order to accommodate
the internal holes or slots. However, it may be that the ejected coolant energizes the wake
and sitigates' the aerodynamic losses. Alternatively a thin trailing edge with film cooling
can be considered. In this case it is possible to have films on one or both surfaces of
the rear part of the blade. here the interaction between the coolant and the main stream
gas is a potential source of aerodynamic loss.

EXPERI MENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experiments were performed in the rectilAnear cascade tunnel at DFVLR-AVA. This facil-
ity is a suction type tunnel and a detailed description is given in reference5 1l. The
Reynolds number based on chord length and design exit conditions was 8.8 x 10 . During the
basic measurements, there were 10 - 12 solid blades in the flow. During the measurements
with simulated coolant ejection, three of therm were replaced by hollow blades equipped with
cooling slots or holesý. The blade chord was 60 mmi and tihe blade span 125 mm. Thus the
span/chord aspect ratio was slightly above two to ensure two-dimensional flow at the mid
span.

The cooling slots or holes of the hollow blades extended over only two-thirds of the blade
span, Sut as the experimental values were only taken in the mid span of the blade this
should not influence the results. The bleed air was supplied to the hollow blades from both
sides to ensure constant conditions over the blade span. Purthermore more than 30 pressure
tanoinas were distributed on the mid span of the profile contour to measure the pressure
distribution. The design conditions of the two blades can be seen from table I.

Fig. 1 shows the hollow blade RE with Table I - design conditions
te -position of the pressure tappings
and the pos.ition and geometry of the RE RF
cooling holes. Blade RE has a thin M, 0.452 0.452
trailing edge, the ratio of trai)ing 1
edge thickness to throat wid;th being Ma2 1.15 1.15
8.6 %. The row of cooling holes on the
pressure side is at x/c = 0.875 and on al 1500 1500
the suction side it is at x/c = 0.842. a2  20.60 20.6'
The holes are inclined at an angle )f 57.2 59.60
220 to the pressure surface and at an
angle of 290 to the suction surface, t/c 0.76 0.90
rt9 2 shows the blade RF. This blade's o/t 0.343 0.334
rat-tCo-of trailing edge thickness to
throat width is 22.6 %, which is rela- te/o 0.086 0.226
ýively thick in order to accormodate a
slot in the trailing edge, especially in
a small sized turbine.

EVALUATION OF RESULTS

In order to deternine the performance of the cascade, wake flow measurements are made by
traversing a wedge-type probe behind the cascade (fig. 3). Prom the data on the inhomege-
neous flow in the traverse plane, the properties of the equivalent uniform outlet flow
are obtained by applying the equations of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy j2,3].

One of the results Is the total pressure loss or the equivalent energy lose F, of the cas-
cade. The total pressure loss or the energy loss C do not give a true impression of the
aerodynamic effect of ejection because they are affected by the coolant flow but exclude
its energy input. The energy loss derived from thermodynamic efficiency, denoted t* here
does in;clude it, but in order to compute C* one needs the properties of the coolant flow
at the exit of the cooling holes or slots. Of the properties of the coolant (see fig. 3?
the total temperature TO and the total pressure p0 were measured. But p0 c was meas-
ured only inside the holl.w blades. If one assumes tha• the static pressure at 'the exit of
the cooling holes is equal. to the measured surface static pressure (measured with cooling , -

flow) this pressure p, is also known. In the cose of choked conditions inside the cooling
holes or slots one setd the cooling flow Mach numb'.r to I and gets from this condition also
the static pressure of the coolant. From the known vass flow of the coolant and the known
static pressure pc it is possible to compute the tos. :,ressure p

0
c of the coolant at

-- '---~"-~'0..----- ---
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the exit of the cooling holes or slots by using the continuity equation. These values can
then be used to compute the thermodynamic efficiency loss P.

In order to know the aerodynamic effect of the coolant flow, it is desirable to separate
the effects of coolant energy and of mixing on the measured total loss frost the effect of
the coolant flow on the real profile loss which comes from boundary layers, base pressure
etc. Referring to fig. 3, the main flow mixes with the coolant flow near the exit of the
cascade. If the local properties of the main flow where it mixes with the coolant flow
are known, then one can compute the homogeneous downstream flow by integrating and using
the same equations of continuity, momentum and energy as were used for computing the homo-
geneous flow values from the inhomogeneous flow measured by the probe. As oily the local
surface static pressure and the values of tile downstream homogenous flow are known, one
has to perform the reverse procedure. To put it simply, one uses the measured downstream
values of the mixed homogeneous flow and the known properties of the coolant flow to com-
pute iteratively a homogeneous 'main flow' at the exit of the cascades where the rain flow
begins to mix with the coolant and with the wake. The wake just at the trailing edge is
assumed to have a thickness equal to the trailing edge thickness, and a static and total
pressure equal to the measured base pressure. The computed loss of this 'main flow', in-
eluding the base loss, will be denoted here as profile loss C'.

The procedure described above is similar to the analytic method of Prust (,1]. But whereas
Prust analytically predicts the total loss from the coolant flow properties and assumes the
basic profile loss to be the same as without coolant, we have computed the effect of the
coolant on the profile loss itself and so had to 'subtract' the mixing loss and the coolant
energy from the measured total energy loss to get the real profile loss. A second differ-
ence to Prust is that he uses a separate formula for each effect as for example the effet i
of a finite trailing edge thickness or the effect of the expansion work done by the coolant,
whereas our procedure includes all relevant equations (continuity, momentum, energy) and so
handles these effects automatically. The concept of a layer where the coolant flow mixes
with the main flow near the cooling holes as it J.s described in ref. [5,63 is not necessary
here as the cooling holes are already near the blade exit where the mixing is assumed to

begin.

A result of the evaluation procedure can be seen in fig. 4 for an exit Mach number below
design where the profile loss t' is indicated by the dashed line. The difference between
the profile loss F' and the total loss 1 (solid line) is due to the mixing of coolant
flow and main flow. This difference includes the coolant kinetic energy or momentum, the I
expansion work done by the coolant or the compression work done by the main flow to com-
press the coolant to the downstream static pressure, and the loss which comes from the
different velocities of main flow and coolant (often only the :aLter is called mixing
loss). The coolant momentum may have a positive or negative effect on total efficiency
depending on the discharge angle. In fig. 4 it is shown that for coolant flow rates largerthan 2.5 to 3% tile difference is positive which is due to the effect of coolant momentum.If we use the procedure as an analytical tool it is possible to predict the effect of

changing coolant flow properties. In fig. 4 two other curves are shown which give the com-
puted total energy loss C by assuming that the profile loss ý' remains unchanged but
the coolant has either a lower total temperature or a different discharge angle.

RESULTS FOR TIHE AERODYNAMIC EFFECT OF FILM COOLING

The experimental work on blade RE can be separated into three parts: basic tests on solid
blading, tests with simulated coolant ejection through a row of holes in the rear part of
the pressure etde and coolant ejection through holes on the pressure side and the suction
side simultaneously. In this paper only the tests with simulated coolant ejection are
reported.

During the tests with coolant ejection on the pressure side only, the holes on the suction
side were filled in and the surface was smooth. Figs. 4 and5 show results for a subsonic
and a supersonic exit Mach number respectively. The minimum profile loss E' is at a cool-
ant flow rate of 2% in the subsonic case and 1% for the supersonic Mach number.

Figs. 6 and 7 give selected results for the loss coefficients when simultaneously blowing
eir t1roh oles on suction and pressure sides. The total loss maximum near 2% coolant A
flow rate is clearly related to a maximum in mixing loss. For both the subsonic and the
supersonic exit Mach number the difference between total loss and profile loss coefficients -
is zero near a coolant flow rate of 4.5% which means that the useful kinetic energy of the
coolant exceeds the mixing loss for higher flow rates. The profile loss coefficient P
itself has its minimum ac a coolant flow rate of 2% for the supersonic Mach number but for
the subsonic exit Mach number the minimum profile loss extends from a flow rate of 1% toS4.5%. The decrease of profile loss is effected by the useful coolant moment'.- having a
positive effect on the boundary layers.

In figs. 8 and 9 the variation of profile loss F1 with coolant flow rate £i pressure 4"side ejection is compared with the profile loss for suction and pressure s- e ejection.

For the subsonic exit Mach number the additional suction side ejection lowers the profile
loss up to a suction side coolant flow rate of cmS = 2.1%, but the largest decrease of
profile loss is achieved by a flow rate of only cmS = 0.5%. A loss decrease can also heý!
observed for the supersonic exit Mach number and pressure side ejection (see dashed

|.
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line in fig. 9) So we may concludc that a decrease of profile loss can be achieved
when injecting coolant flow into a locally subsonic main flow.

If pw
2  

is interpreted as 'kinetic energy density' then

I = (1 - (ow
2
) C/ (Pw2))cm

may be called 'kinetic energy deficit' of the coolant compared to local main flow. This
kinetic energy deficit can he correlated with the mixing loss minus coolant kinetic energy,
as is evident when comparing fig. 10 with figs. 4-7. But there also seems to be a negative
correlation with profile loss,Tbecause for subsonic local conditions minimum profile loss
seems to coincide with a maximum of the value of 1'1. If the coolant flow is not choked
then I is equal to a 'Mach number ueficit'

I = (- Ma2 /Ma 2 cm , because pw2 = Kp Ma 2.

If the coolant Mach num'ier reaches 1.0 inside the holes (see arrows in fig. 10) there
seems to be a negative effect on profile losch Then the coolant flow has to expand to the
lower surface pressure outside of the hole. This seems to push the main flow away from
the surface and on simultaneously taken schlieren photos the flow appears to be sepa-
rated. When injecting coolant on the rear part of the suction side into a locally super-
sonic main flow a loss increase was always observed (see fig. 9). F,?'.1 shows the effect
of coolant ejection on the surface velocity distribution at exit Mach n.uber 1.14. The
pressure side ejection influences also the suction side because it decreases the main mass
flow. The influence of suction side ejection is more or less confined to the location of
the holes. But contrary to pressure side ejection it can already be seen from the velocity
distribution that suction side ejection is unfavourable for supersonic flow, as the first
shock on the suction side, which comes from the trailing edge of the neighbouring blade,
is more intense and a second smaller shock is induced just in front of the row of holes.
Already without delivering coolant air there is a throughflcd from pressure to suction side
driven by the pressure difference. This leads to a loss increase at cm = 0. (see figs.
9 and 11).

RESULTS FOR THE BLADE RF WITHOUT COOLANT EJECTION

The experiments on blade RP were already partly published in [7]. Some of the results will
be reviewed here and some further added.
A first rather unusual result is plotted in fig. 12. For subsonic exit Mach numbers there

is a big difference between the losses of the sokd and the slotted blade. Of course some
further w, asurements had to be taken to validate these unexpected results: First the cool-
ant air supply at the side of the slotted, hollow blades was removed and the supply tubes
closed. By closing the slot in the trailing edge with cello-tape the loss returned to its
high value. A small disturbance in the solid trailing-edge like a short splitter-plate
gave again low losses. The mechanism giving rise to such a remarkable loss difference isI not understood, but it is probably connected with the unsteady separation at the trailing
edge and also with three dimensional flow at the trailing edge. A similar effect which he
named "cavity effect" was reported by Nash [8]. The base pressure coefficient for the solid
blade was much lower than for the slotted at exit Mach number 0.76 (see fig. 15). This
base pressure was not correctly given in ref. [7).

With the above mentioned evaluation method to compute the profile loss, the profile loss
in front of the trailing edge can also be computed. First the measured base pressure and
the measured total loss of the slotted blade were used to compute the profile loss of the
slotted blade in front of the trailing edge. Then this profile loEs was assumed to be con-
stant an,] the base pressure changed to the value measured for the solid blade. The result
is indicated in fig. 13 and it is seen that a large part of the loss increase from the
slotted to the solid blade is in fact due to the increased base loss.

RESULTS FOR COOLANT EJECTION FROM A SLOT IN THE TRAILING EDGE

Tests were carried out using air at flow rates tup to 6.5% of the main stream mass flow.
For two exit Mach numbers figs. 13 and 14 show the different evaluated loss coefficients.
The difference between solid and dashed lines is again the mixing loss due to injection of
coolant air into the main flow. This difference is strongly correlated to the kinetic
energy deficit 'I' plotted in fig. 16 The profile loss itself has its minimum at a coolant
flow rate of 4 - 6% for subsonic flow and at 3% for supersonic flow.

The development of base pressure coefficient with coolant flow rate is shown in fig, 15.
The base pressure seems to be correlated with the kinetic energy deficit I, too. If low
momentum coolant flows into the wake the base pressure rises, but if the momentum (or ki-
netic energy) of the coolant is comparable to the main flow momentum, that is when the
energy deficit goes to small positive or to negative values, then the base pressure de-

jI creases again.

The dashed-dotted line in fig. 13 and 14 gives the profile loss in front of the trailing "
,' 4' edge, that is the profile loss &I minus the base loss. It is nearly constant with cool-

ant flow rate as expected. When the profile loss Q' (dashed line) is lower than the pro-
file lors in front of the trailing edge a negative base loss is implied. This appears to
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be unusual but it should be borne in nind that it occurs only when coolant is ejected and
the base pressure rises above downstream static oressure. So the air in the base region is
able to do work by expandinq to the downstream pressure. Thus the minima in profile loss
F1 are only due to the maxima in base pressure. But as the maxima in base pressure seem
to be correlated with the inflow of low momentum coolant both effects partly cancel each
other, so the total loss ý may have a flat minimum as here for the supersonic Mach number
(fig. 14) or a flat maximum as in fig. 13 for subsonic flow.

COMPARISON BETWEEN BLADE RE AND RF

In fig. 17 a comparison of blades RE and RF is made at design exit Mach number Ma2 = 1.15.
The---t• b--ades, which have the same gas deflection, display a thermodynamic efficiency
difference of 3.7% with zero coolant. This is mainly due to the thick trailing edge of
blade RF. Above a coolant flow rate of 3.5% the efficiency difference shrinks to only 0.6%.
Now you see from geometry that the higher pitch/chord ratio of RF allows to design a rotor
with RF-profiles which has less weight than a rocor with BE-profiles. Furthermore RF needs
less coolant total pressure than RE to eject the same amount of coolant. So we may conclude
that blade RF is comparable or even superior to blade RE if coolant flow rates above 3.5%
are necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results of this invettigation the following conclusions can be drawn:

& By ejecting a moderate amount of coolant from a row of holes into subsonic local flow
a decrease of profile lcss will be achieved if the coolanx momentum has a component in
the main flow direction.

* Injecting coolant with a Mach number higher or eq A. to 1.0 into subsonic main flow or
injecting coolant into a locally supersonic main tlow will lead to an increase of pro-
file loss.

* A blade with a thick trailing edge and coolant ejection into the base region may be
similar in performance to a blade with much thinner trailing edge and film cooling just
in front of the trailing edge, if the blades are compared at higher coolant flow rateq.
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D)IS('lUSSION

(,1.,lutt. Cal

I. With re ference to tile cflI ect l Irailing edge ejectionI, I have'c observed that 'hten tile loss kila a IninIn the r atIio) of

ejectioli velocit ty Itlitistreali flow exit velocity - 0.5. Did ysou catlculate this ratio (prrhaps you could elucidate
later)?

2. Could the I .expliatiolt ot reducilig t hltilltolyllailic lioss with filmi blowillg iat low coolillg mllass low ratiombs edtie to
tile closnness of the Ie lueve plane to tile trtihiiig edge. Thati is, would you nieastlre ittore wake toss shear all say onie
Clhord dos i•st lram.

Atithor's Reply

I. At exit Mach niminber 0.76 the ratio of coolant slot exit velocity to downlstreamli afteltllixed velocity is 0.59 with C.n
- 4.3% and ttt exit Math number 1 .22 ttis ratio is 0.49 with C,, = Y6

2. The properties or the homogttleolis downstreatnm (aftelrni xed) hlow are independent of the axial disltace of the
probe Iton t ile cascade exil, Thit was also ehe,'ked but it results already fronm tile evaluation procedure.

"I'.N Jones, UK
Loss nieaskcllllis ilt'ent a lr etlted as a ftunction o cooltit 111mass flow aitd thi' effect of the coolant separating from the
sourfacc: is considered to be important. The latter is not governed by the coolattt iass flux and thlterfoie coolaint mass
I'low might not he til eo , eet scaling parameter wvhen extending these lesults i t) engilne •onditioins. I)o you have
informationI oni this questiotn of scaling?

Author's Reply

It hils beet tried to coirrlate profile loss to ia qIianlltity derived from CoolaIllllatt , nttunl. 'This qualtiility, called 'enier'gy

deficit or excexss of coolaint is in the Iapel.

Flaraela, UK
I have' two qiellotiInS:

I. Did you ltake inoto volttisideiv ,iion the ireluction in t'gnatlihn pres•'ure dii' It tile passage th roglmt shocks oit tlhe
uet CionI side whe n comlliplluing thle Suirlface Mach 1uniber distribution F1ig,. I I I?

2. Why does tie Much nuntber go to eI otio I tile peissure side (Fig. I I )? You mentaioned thill yoti look Schlierell
photlographs of the shocks on tile suetion side of the blade: yolt pier would in Illy op1illion be 111u1ch Cenlhllt'tmtcd b
lilt illdtNlsolln ti such photographs.

Atllior's Reply
I. lie surfitace Mact inumbter plott d hiii Pig. I I is coniputied from surirface static pressure and itll eout!l pressture so it

does• not take inloaccouni t any reduction ii hit all l)resstlre.

i2. '[is is ilte position of the •g•alitliOll point. please co-inllre the definition of zero x-cootlirmlte ill i. Ig

S.C.Arora, (Ca
YVoutl lm i coelficients ale showlo ais ia functioln of coolnll maiils's flow rale. Tmurbine Ihis to expend somic etlergy toi pu1)1)5
his coolant to tlie blade. 1''is pumaping energy will depund otI tlte ailnottll of Co•hiltt being pitiltiped. Will tt'i, Cpellnled

encrgy afflcl youir l•o' cocfficientt and how catll his bic akenl ilito ','osideration It ite• rpret 11i1d ioiLdify )'ylltr los
Coef'ficien ts?

A lAuthor's Reply
I 'Tle puitlliping ellergy does not alfect tily to'xs Coefficients ats thc tergy of tile Coolant ttsed in comnputillng the loss was ihe

nergy itll tle C.eit of tie holes% or slols. '[lie pumllpillg eCiC9gy couldl be incluided in tIle loss efiulitionl by taking it into
tiecotitit ill tlteoohilait erllerg.
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF SIMULATED FILM COOLING
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Postfach 3267, D-3300 Braunschweig, W.-Germany
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Postfach 500640, D-8OOO M•inchen 50, W.-Germany
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SUMMARY

The aerodynamic properties of highly loadel turbine blades are strongly influenced
by local supersonic flow fields and cooling air ejection. The boundary layer interaction
with shock waves andi simulated cooling flows was examined in a cascade wind tunnel by
means of boundary layer and wake traverses and pressure distribution measurements as well
as by the application of Schlieren observation. Air was ejected through holes and slots
at different locations of the blade contour. dpeoial emphasis was put on magnitude and
direction of the local jet velocity in case of multiple cooling operation. The character-
istics of the blade without and with different cooling configurations were determined.
The results show the effects of air ejection on boundary layer transition and shock con-
figurations.

SYMBOLS

c chord x, y profile coordinates,
bitangential

CQ mass flow coefficient, ratio
of coolant flow rate th of one 0, 8S flow angle and blade angle rela-
blade to mainstreamn flow rate tive to cascade axis, see fig. 1
Sm between two adjacent blades
for the same width in blade &11 , 2 displacement and momentum thick-
height direction ness

h1 blade height = span n coordinate normal to blade surface

t1112 shape factor, 1112 = 6 1/62 r ratio of specific heats

i enthalpy ii dynamic viscosity

M bladce surface Mach number, , loss coefficients, see appendix
M = f(p/pol)

p density

M2th isentropic exit Mach nuiber,

M2 ,th = 
1 ('/K/c| Subscripts

a mass flow rate 1 measurement plane upstream of

o throat between two blades cascade

2 transferred to homogeneous exit
p static pressure flow from cascade

total pressure c coolant

q dynamic head, q p - p i individual location of ejection,

R gas constant i =11o7 p
kle Reynolds number, Re = Kac/|, g tank

Snora design
Sblade spacing, surface coordinate

s/so dimensionless surface coordi- P pressure side according to
nate, s, means surface legth x/c = to 10~mx° = O o]S suction side•

.1T total temperature th isentropic flow

'iu dge ftruec tot sum of individual values of one
turbulence blade

flow velocity
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-. INTRODUCTION

The required increase in the performance of advanced jet engines leads to a rise in
total pressure ratio (TPR) and turbine entry temperature (TET). The RB 199 was designed
15 years ago for a combat aircraft with a TPR of 23 : 1 and a TET around 1600 K. The
corresponding goals for a jet engine of the next generation are TPR=25 : 1 and
TFT = 1750 K with cooled single crystal turbine blades. For comparison, the PW 2037
designed 5 years ago for a civil aircraft reaches TPR = 30 : 1 and TET = 1669 K with
cooled single crystal turbine blades.

These high turbine entry temperatu':es can be obtained only by careful cooling of the
turbine blades. Cooling techniques such as convection, impingement, film, transpiration
or thermal barrier are applicable. However, thc designer of the cooling configuration has
also to consider its effect on the aerodynamic perfe'mance of the turbine because cooling
often reduces tile efficiency of the blading.

This aspect was discussed on the basis of cold air cascade testing by several
authors: C.11. Hauser et al. L1i summarized the comprehensive test series at NASA Lewls on
stator-vane film cooling simulation with the result that the additional losses due to
single row ejection can be added in orcer to obtain the loss for multi-row ejection.
S. Ito et al. £21 investigated single-row ejection near the leading edge on both suction
and pressure side. Pure trailing edge ejection was studied by 0. Lawaczeck 033,
C.H. Sieverding £41 and G.W. Michel and F.H. Kost [53 who found a maximum gain in effi-
ciency for a mass flow coefficient of c0 = 3 to 4 %. W.G. Hess 16) and B. Barry £7)
rep'orted on both suction/pressure side and trailing edge ejection. A turbine stage was
investigated by J. McDonel and J.E. Eiswerth (83 with TET =783 K. A cooled vane/cooled
blade configuration gave a turbine thermodynamic efficiency of nth =0. 8 3 compared with
nt,'1 =0.865 for the solid vane/solid blade configuration ("discrete" film cooling,
cQ,vane = 5.0 %, CQblade = 8.15 %)

TThe paper presented here summarizes the influence of simulated cooling on the acre-.
dynamic performance of an advanced turbine blade. This is the rotor midspan section of
an alternative design of the MB 199 HP turbine with unshrouded blades. In total, the
influence of Mach number, Reynolds number, degree of turbulence and inlet flow angle was
investigated for five configurations of simulated cooling. Here, the design case and
three configurations only are considered. III particular, the effect of ejection holes andcoolant jets at differene locations around the blade surface on the blade boundary layer

is discussed.

2. TEST MODEL

The cascade was designed for two-dimensional turning of Ai = 100o for an isentropic
exit Mach number of M2 th=O.

9 8 5
, see ig. 1. The profile coordinates are given in

table 1. Seven blades with a chord length of c = 100 num were installed in the test section.
The centre blade was used for wake traverse and boundary layer measurements, whereas the
adjacent blades were equipped %.'ith tappings staggered in four rows along 18 mm width in
the midspan region of the blade. After the implementation of these measurements, qlass win-
dows were installed in both side walls for Schlieren observations.

The first set of blades consisted of solid blades. For the simulation of cooling,
the three blades in the centre were exchanged for hollow blades. This restriction to
three blades is permissible because the variation of the aerodynamic parameters is mar-
ginal.

A second set of three blades was fitted with two rows of holes at the leading edge
and with slots in the trailing edge, configuration A, see f' 2 and table 2. Later two
additional rows of holes were drilled on the suction side immediately downstream of the
throat and on the rear pressure side, confJguration 1).

Finally, a third set of thre.e blades was provided with three rows of holes in the
leading edge region but no slot in the trailing edge, configuration L.

All holes in the leading edge region wvere inclined at 45o with respect to the tur-
bine axis. 'This arrangement reduces the danger o. ingestion of mainstream air into the
blade cavity near the stagnation point. Further, experiments in £13 showed considerably
butter cooling effectiveness in the case al -such compound angle arrangements.

By these configurations the following cooling techniques could be simulated:

A Film cooling of front part, convection cooling of rear part of blade

i4 B Film cooling of large parts of blade surface, convection cooling of rear part

E Film cooling of front part of blade only.

The metal blades were manufactured by MTU M(lnchen from aluminium alloy. A check of
[lie blade. contour on a '/.:1554 rrofilo measuring machine -see R. Lindemano [93- showed
values for average and standard deviation of -0.15. and 10.08 Rmi normal to the surface,
i.e. the metal blade is thinner than it should be. Therefore, the true throat is bigger
than the nominal one, see table 3. The variatýon of the average throat from one configu-ration t~o another lies, withiin 0..T mm.

S, , , , ,• • =-•• • • .K •2|
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3. APPARATUS AND TEST PROGRAMME

The experiments were carried out in the High Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel of
Braunschweig I 101. This facility operates continuously and allows the independent vari-
ation of Mlach number and Reynolds number by changing the pressure level PK of the tank.
Upstream of the cascade a turbulence grid is installed in order to produce a turbulence
level TUl of 4 % 11iJ. The test section has a span of h = 300 nun and an adjustable height of
HI = 250 to 500 mm. Fig 3 shows a view of the blade supports arranged for cooling simu-
lation and Schileren observation. The mainstream air has a total temperature of 313 K.
The coolant, which is air at 303 K, is delivered from a separate screw-compressor power
plant station [12) and fed through both side walls into the three hollow blades. The mass
flow rate was measured by a Venturi nozzle or by an orifice of DIN with standard instal-
lation. The distribution of coolant in the spanwise direction as well as over the three
hollow blades was chocked imimadiately downstream of the slots. The local mass flow devi-
ates only by 43 % from the average value.

For the wake traverse measurements, a wedge probe IO] was used 40% of chord axially
downstream of the blade trailing edge plane. The average values were evaluated applying
the laws of conservation, see J. Amecke E13- The inclusion of the coolant into the loss
coefficient is explained in the appendix.

The boundary layer was measured by flatzened Pitot probes: A probe of O.15 x1 .3(0 [,S)
head size was applied at (s/aso) =0.98 in order to obtain velocity profile and integral
quantity. A correction was applied on the basis of a comparison with flat plate experi-
ments and the law of the wall [14]. Another probe of 0.30xO.BO [mm3 was moved from
(S/So)-0.45 to i.0 in order to detect boundary layer truisition L153. All boundary
layer data were calculated under the assumption of con:tar.t static pressure across the
boundary layer.

From the surface pressure distribution, the surface Mach number distribution was
evaluated with the assumption of constant total pressure. Schlieren observations were
made using a Comb,' Spark flash with 200 ns half-intensity period and two concave mirrors
(Z arrangement).

4. COOLAPT CONDITIONS
According to the individual mtLs flow coefficients in .able 2 the total values at

design should be as follows:

Configuration A cQ,totnom = 3.2 %

B 5.2 %

E 1.2 %

Tests were carried out at cQ tot , Op 0.5, 1.0 and 1.25 times the above mentioned design

values. In order to check the individual mass flow coefficients of each row of ejection,
the following procedure was applied: First the slots 1.6 were kept open only and all the
other ejection holes wore blocked. The total, pressure Poc of the coolant which was meas-
ured in the hollow centre of the blade at ,;ascade design flow conditions was plotted ver-
sus the measured total mass flow coefficient. in a secona step the holes of one row i
were opened and the results were plotted again. Now the difference of the two CQ,tot
vaLues at Poc = const, yields the individual mass flow coefficient cQi.

This procedure was continued for the other cases. It was also found that the total
pressures measured in thL , tvitien of one blade were equal, and that the pressures in all
three blades were the same.

Fig. 4 shows how the coolant total pressure Poc rises with the total mass flow
coefficient. When the location of the stagnation point coincides with that of an ejection
row, mainstream air is blown into the blade for c, tot <0.4 at configuration E, 4.2 % at
Is and 6.2 % at B. For Po. = const. different mass flow rates can be obtained depending on
surface pressure, cross sectional area and coolant loss of the individual ejection row.

This figure shows also that considerable mass flow rates can be ejected with a coo- .
lant total pressure Poc which is lower than the mainstream total pressure Pal, although a
small amount of the ejected coolant consists of air ingested at the leading edge, see
fig. 5.

The results of the calibration for the individual mass flow coefficients are plotted
in fig. 5. Mainstream air is blown into the blade at the ejection rows 1.1 and 1.2 for con-figuration A, at 1.1, 1.2 and 1.7 for B and 11.1 and 11.2 for E as shown by the shaded

areas ('SUCTION") . As an example: In the case of B, = 0, there is suction (negative)
or ejection (positive) of the following mass flow raasbssw y h

CQ,tot m 'Q1 ' CQ2 ' cQ3 + C 06 + C Q7 •i

-0.30 - 0.55 + 0.25 + 1.o0- 0.50 = o

A comparison wIth the individuial nominal values shows that the design flow rates could

-f)Olt
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not be obtained in some cases. There is too much coolant through the slots 1.6 and too
little through the leading edge rows. 1.1 and T.2 (A and B), i.e. the important leading
edge cooling could not be achieved. The other rows deliver sufficient coolant, such as
1.3 and 1.7 for B and 11.1, 11.2 and 11.3 for E. That means that E would provide the
desigIned leading edge cooling.

The situation could be improved in the following way:

a) Clange of row location - change of surface pressure p(s/so)

b) Change of geometry of the holes connectirg the two cavities within the hollow
blades, see fig. 2 - change of individual coolant total pressure Poc'i

c) Change of cross sectional area of individual row - change of individual mass
flow rate cQi

d) Change of ratio area/length of individual row - change of individual coolant
flow loss

5. RESULTS

The results reported herein concern only the design conditions, f1 - 37.9',
M2,th = 0.985, Ru2 = 8.4 o105. The aerodynamic behaviour of the eascadA with simulated
cooling is discussed on the basis of surface Mach number distributions, Schlieren pic-
tures, boundary layer and wake traverse data.

5.1 Surface Mach number distributions

The surface Mach number distribution was predicted for the solid blade by a time-
marching method after H.-W. hlappel E16], see fwig.6. There it can be compared with exper-
iments on the solid blade and on cooling configuration A. The result of the inviscid
calculation based on the true profile coordinates agrees quite well with the Mach number
distribution of the solid blade. The calculated shock position is in good agreement with
the test results. The measured lower peak-Mach number is caused by the shock-boundary
layer interaction which triggers a laminar separation bubble. Better agreement is found by
comparison with configurations B and E. In these Cases the separation is suppressed due
to the different structure of the boundary layer as will be shown later. In any case the
flow is supersonic along the rear three quarters of the suction ride. Unfortunately,

QI tot = 0 % has not been measured. The results for cQ,tot . 1.6 % and 3.2 % look very simi-
lar to 4.0 % . They are omitted here for clarity.

The measured values of A show a step in the deceleration following the peak value
of M. This is characteristic of a laminar boundar, layer undergoing a separation,
followed by transition and reattachment. Taken together with evidence discussed in sec-
tions 5.3 and 5.5, it is possible to deduce that the boundary layer is laminar up to
S/So P, 0.63, and that the roughness of the ejection holes at 1.2 does not provoke tran-
sition. The trailing edge ejection clearly influences the M distribution on the rear
suction surface, displacing the local shock.

The experimental M distributions of configuration B (rows 1.3 and 1.7 in addition
to A) are shown in fig. 7. The pressure side varies very little, i.e. the coolant is
mixed quickly with the mainstream air due to the strong favourable pressure gradient.
However, the effect of coolant around the location 1.3 on the suction side is quite
clear: the flow is retarded upstream and accelerated downstream relative to the condition
of the solid blade. Secondly, a higher peak Mach number is obtained for all flow rates
of B including cOntot = 0 % . Downstream of that point, the V distribution does not show a
step like the sol id blade. The local mass flow coefficient amounts to Cp3 -0.3 to 0.9 %,
s-e fig. 5 and causes transition before the location of Mmax is reached.

The corresponding surface Mach number distributions of configuration r. (ejection

only in the laading edge region) are plotted in fi. . Local acceleration is visible
downstream of the locations 11.1 and T1.3. In the range of cQ,tot z-0 to 1.5 % , the local
mass flow coefficient amounts to cQ3 = 0.3 to f.5 % , see fig. 5, and gives rise also to
transition of the suction side boundary layer '7ecause the M distribution in the rear half
looks similar to that of B. There is no separation associated with the shock.

5.2 Base pressure

The relative base pressure Pb was plotted versus the total mass flow coefficient in
fitL._. 9The base pressure lies close to the back pressore pg for the solid blade and for
configuration E. However, when coolant is ejected through the trailing edge as for A
and B, the base pressure is considerably higher: the mainstream air is displaced by the
jet and thei streamline curvature becomes concave. The maximum Mach number of the trailing
edge )et was evaluated to be 0.88 and therewith lower than the base Mach number of 0.92
in that case. The outer flow entrains a part of the bleed. The sanme tendency of
Ph= f(cQ) was shown by G.W. Michel and P.H. Kost [51, fig. 11, and by C.H. Sieverding p
4, fig. 12 and 14. The latter obtained a maximum increase in base pressure coefficient

• of (Pb - p*)/0.5 022w
2

7th 0 0.15 with p* for no bleed. This value agrees well with 0.16 in
our case (B, CQ,tot i2. 6 % , p front solid blade because cQ6 = 0% was not measured)
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5.3 Schlieren pictures
EI,.0 to 12 show Schieren photographs of the configurations A, B and . for the

minimum and maximum total mass flow coefficient. The two centre passages are formed by
blades with simulated film cooling and show nearly identical flow behaviour. However,
the middle of the suction side of the upper blade is characterized by a stronger shock
configuration originated by the trailing edge of the adjacent solid blade which cannot
be seen in these photographs. This stronger shock agrees with the higher Mach number
gradient of the solid blade at (S/So)S = 0.65 to 0.75 compared with that of the blades
with simulated cioling, see fig. 6 to 8. The laminar bubble due to shock boundary layer
interaction at this location, also seen in the Mach number distribution on fig. 6, is
visible best on the lo.:er blade in fig. 10. The trailing edge jet is hard to see at
CQtot 0 0% (left-hand photographs in fig. 10 and 11) because of the low local mass flow
coefficients of cQ6 = 1% . It can be observed clearly at c0  - x (right-hand photo-
graphs in fig. 10 and 11) because of c0 6 = 4% . The streng6t of' te tailing edge shock
on the suction side is reduced with increasing values of c0 6 (left to right in fig. 10
and 11) due to the change of streamline curvature and Mach number gradient, compare
fig. 7.

In the lower passage of fig. 10, light lines are visible at (SlSo)S = 0.48, 0.53,
0.87, 0.90 and 0.93 which can be identified as Mach lies. Their inclinations with
respect to the suction surface yield Mach numbers which agree with those derived from
the surface pressure distribution and.pol. These Mach lines were caused by the pressure
tappings which act as small local disturbances.

Fig. 11 shows the different local flow behaviour around the location 1.7 on the
pressure side: Left black and white because of cQ7 = -0.5 % (suction), right black because
of cQ7 +1 % (ejection), but the jet itself cannot be seen.

The solid t.e. of configuration E in fig. 12 rroduces another shock configuration:
A clear line starts from the wake "throat" and meets the suction side of the adjacent blade
with no bubble generation. The boundary layer is clearly thicker at the trailing edge on
the suction side for both B and E in comparison with A which agrees with the Mach number
distributions.

Although the shock behaviour is unsteady in transonic cascade flow, repeated Schlie-
ren photographs showed consistency of the shock configurations. The calculated shock
position, see fig. 13, corresponds quite well with the Schlieren picture in figs. 11 ansi
12.

5.4 Boundary layer of blade suction side nsar trailing edge

The velocity profiles at ("/so)S = 0.98 were plotted in fig. it. The boundary layer
thickness 6 with w/w. = 0.99 is as follows (co,tot = 0):

Configuration A S = 1.7 mmn
B 2.5rmm

E 2.4 mm

This tendency agrees with the observation in the Schlieren pictures. The influence of
C9 tot on 6 is small for each c~onfiguration, jbut it affects the shape of the velocity pro-

file in the inner part of the boundary layer. The fuller shape indicates a turbulent
boundary layer with no separation.

The Pnomentum thickness 62 in fig. 15 behaves similar to 6: little variation with
cQ tot and B and E are roughly 50 %higher than A. This verifies again the similar suction
si/e boundary layer behaviour due to ejection on the front part of this surface for the
configurations H and E.

The shape factor in the lower diagram of fig. 15 indicates a turbulent boundary
layer. The high level of 1112 for A at high c 0 tot shows that the boundary layer is not
far from separation due to the displacement o6 the main streamlines by the trailing edge
jet. Suction side ejection (configuration B) promotes stability, see the lower t112 values.
Configuration E possesses the most stable boundary layer because 1112 is lowest.

5.5 Transition measured by a traversing probe

The typical change of the shape ot toe vtiocity profile was used in order to detect
boundary layer transition, see [151. Care hias to be taken when compression shocks inter-
act With the boundiry layer. Results friom two other experiments are discussed first, in
order ti) illustrate the principle of the method clearly. T

5.5.1 Examples of flat plate and airfoil

Data from laminar and turbulent shock boundary layer transition on a flat plate of i
I = 550 mm with pressure gradient are taken from the "classic" work of J. Ackeret et al.
1 {171, test I and III, and shown here in fig 16. The second example concerns an investi-

Iation of If. SobiecAky and F. Stanewsky -18-i o_ the airfoil CAST 10-2 of c = 200 m, H
k 16'.] -2 of 2

A_
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see fig. 17.

In the upper diagrams, tile botindary layer is laminar at the suction peak (x = 150 mm
in fig. 16, x/c = 0.42 in fig. 17) for the following reasons;

- The surface pressure distributions p/pc and Cp show a step downstream of this
location due to bubble separation. The location of the k'.nk at the end of the
step coincides with the location of the minimum in the near wall velocity or
Mach number.

- The near wall velocity Wo.3/.w and the near wall Mach number M0 . 1 might be
negative or close to zero in the bubble region. Tile difference between the
local minimum and maximum Mach number is large, e.g. aMo., = 0.53 in fig, 17.

- Around the location of the critical pressLre ratio, both surface pressure and
near wall Mach number rise.

- The shape factor H1 2 of the velocit' profiles reaches very high values in tile
bubble region, see fig. 16.

- Typical laminar velocity profiles arc shown in C173,[181. X-shocks are indi-
cated ij, [17J.

Transition onset iu defined by the end of the pressure plateau which agrees with the
location of M0 1 Ilmin in fig. 17. Transition ends at thp location of M0  , max because the
near wall Mach nuwber and the velocity profile as we±l change steadily further down-
stream. In fig. 16, transition ends approximately at x = 260 mm as deduced from the
velocity profiles given in C171.

Very high values of the shape factor 111 2 are also shown in (193 around the transi-
tion point in the case of bubble transition. Ther,-• very good agreement in the results ofprobe measurements and of laser-Doppler applicdtion was obtained.

In the lower diagxm of fig. 16, tile case Zor increased Reynolds number is shown and
the boundary layer is now turbulent at the location of the suction peak, x=200 null. In fig.
17 tile lower diagram shows the case where transition is forced by Carborundum grit at
x/c = 0.15. The turbulent boundary layer is verified by the following items:

- There is no pressure step indicating separation as in the case of the laminarii b1oundary layer,

- The minimum of the near wall velocity and Mach number lies clearly above zero.
It occurs at the location of the critical pressure ratio or somewhat downstream.
The difference between the local minimum and maximum Mach number is less than
in the laminar case, e.g. AM4.1 = 0.20 in fig. 17.

- Around tile location of the critical pressure ratio, the surface pressure rises
but the near wall Mach number falls.

- The shape factor changes to a smaller extent in the region of the critical
pressure ratio.

- Typical turbulent velocity profiles are shown in C171, L18J. The Schlieren
pictures in I17M indicate no X-shock.

The above criteria were used to assist the investigations on the cascade in order to
detect boundary layer transition.

5.5.2 Transition of the blade boundary layer

The traversing probe results along the blade suction side are shown in fig. to 20.
Por convenience, the ratio of dynamiL heads

q(,I = 0.15) - ( =0.15) -p
q• po- - P.. . ..

was plotted rather than w/w. The left-hand diagram of fig. 18 shows the typical transi-
Lion behaviour: Minimum of q/q close to zero and close to tile location of the incident
shock in the Schlieren photograph (fig. 10, (s/s) - 0.65), followed by a rise to a
maximum. Therefore the transition is defined to ?a~e place between (s/s 0 0 61 and

$ 0.82. At hicher ejection flow rate, the behaviour is less clear, see righR-hand diagram
in fig. 18: The minimum is wider so that the definition of the location of transition
onset becomes more difficult. The q/q minimum lies on a hi:her level and the difference
maximutm-minimum is smaller. The rise in q/q from (s/s )S 0.80 to 0.87 occurs in paral-
le. to an increase in surface Mach number wgIch does not correspond to the buhaviour of
laminar shock-boundary laye). Interaction in fig. 17. As the Mach number distribution
shows a stop with a kink at (s/soI = 0.65 and the Schlieren picture a bubble, the right-hand curve- in fig. 18 is exp~lained with transition approximately at (S/So)S 0.65 as in +

tthe case of ctot 0 0% but with reduced length of the transition range.

-a
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Thle shape of the left-hand curve for configuration B in fig. 19 looks similar. The
minimum is close to the location where nearly sonic conditions are reached (fig. 7,
(s/s)S = 0.77) . Immediately upstream, q/qg drops down while the surface pressure rises.

In agreement with the discussion about the Mach number distributions and the Schlieren
pictures, it is indicated that transition has already occurred upstream of the point
(n/so), . 0.45. There the traversing probe could not be applied because of the high cur-
vature of the blade suction surface. The increase in q/q_, between (S/S0) = o 75 and 0.87
is caused by thinning of the turbulent boundary layer due to the local a~eeleration,
com:3are fig. 7 as well as K. basmrert ana if. Sandstede [203. In the right-hand diagram of
fig. 19, the plateau of q/q between (s/s ) = 0.78 and 0.d8 corresponds to the plateau
of tie surface pressure in Fig. 7. The sh c• strength decreases slightly with increasing
eject'on flow rate as can be seen from the Schlieren pictures.

Tie minima in fig. 20 for configuration E lie on a low level, and the difference
between the local minimu.n and maximum is considerable. However, the minimum lies
clearly dowwistream of the suction peak in fig. 8. The steep decrease between
(s/s )s = 0.58 and 0.68 agrees with the fall in surface Mach number and with the dis-
tinc? shook in fig. 12. The following rise in near wall dynamic head up to (S/so)s O.93
indicates a thinning of the boundary layer due to the acceleration shown by the surface
M distribution. The final drop in g/q, agrees again with the steep M fall and with the
trailing edge shock in the Schlieren photograph. This behaviour indicates that transition
occurs again upstream of the range considered in fig. 20, i.e. probably already by the
jets at the location 11.3.

All boundary layer measurements were found to be in the subsonic range, i.e. the
local Mach number lies below unity except the velocity profiles in case E, see fig. 14.
Here M (n) = 1 is obtained at n/c = 0.026 for cQ, = Ot and at n/c - 0.029 for

CQtot =1.5 %.

5.6 Wake traverse results

The loss coefficients defined in the appendix are plotted on fig. 21. The loss coef-
ficient t does not take into account the coolant energy in the inlet plane. ý falls
with increasing total mass flow coefficient for all configurations. At E, the 9oolant
total pressure is mostly nigher than the mainstream total pressure, compare fig. 4, so
that the average downstream total pressure may increase a little for this reason with
cQ,tot. At A and B; P0c is mostly lower than p •, but the wake is filled more and more
by the trailing edge jets resulting in a relatve increase of exit total pressure as
well. G.W. Michel and F.11. Kost C53 observed that strong vortices are generated by a
thick solid trailing edge in combination with low base pressure, and the action of trai-
ling edge jets results in a relative increase in exit energy.

The results of rS show that the available exit energy exceeds the primary inlet
energy for Co,tot > 3.2 %at A and 4.2%at B. In any case, the average exit total pressure

is lwer than the inlet total pressure. The loss of B is higher than that of A by
AiS = 0.012 due to the additional suction and pressure side ejection. The losses of B and
E at co,tot = 0%are higher than those of the solid blade because coolant is ejected on
the suction side (cc 3  %0.3 at B, cQ3 = 0.3%at El.

The loss coefficient CA takes into account the energy of the coolant after leaving
J the coolant channels. Hence, this coefficient describes best the aerouynamic loss due to

cooling simulation. The loss coefficient can be reduced at A and B with cQtot, nm by 1/3
relative to the solid blade due to the filling of the wake by the trailing edge jets.

is worst because the loss increase due to leading edge ciection cannot be compensated
by any favourable trailing edge jets as in the cases A and B.

Finally, the loss coefficient cS includes the losses in the narrow coolant channels
inside the blade. Therefore, £.S* exceeds ý*, in particular at the configuration A and B
because of the high jet Mach number and the length of the slots. A has the same value as
the solid blade, while B and E produce higher losses in this definition.

It was stated by C.11. Hlauser et al. £13 that additional losses occur by ejection on
suction and preasure surface, Though it depends on the surface pressure distribution and
on the local flow rate, the order of magnitude found in El) agrees with the results
presented here: For nominal conditions, there is all increase iD. ES from A to A by
6Ch = 0.008 due to ejection at 1.3 and 1.7. There is also an increase from the solid
btade to E by AFMS = 0.007 due to ejection at II.1, I1.2 and 11.3. The loss minimum for
single trailing edge ejection found by 0. Lawaczeck £3) and by G.W. Michel and F.H. Kost
NS1 with c 3 to 4 % agrees with the minimum observed here, c06 = 3 % (Cc,tot - 2 % at A
and 3 % at c) . to

The measured exit flo'.w angle of the solid blade agrees with the nominal one, see fig. 22.-,

With cooling simulation, B2 is lower because of
- trailing edge ejection at an even lower angle (A and B)

S- the thicker suction side boundary layer (ejection by 1.3 at B and 11.3 at E).

Trailing edge ejection causes also the decrease of B2 with increasing total mass flow•0
coefficient kA and 13). The maximum deviation with respect to the solid blade is obtained
with A62  1.3 for B at maximum cQ,tot.

:1'"i L ....i i m• im : i•i mm mm •...|.m m'q:
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6. CONCLUSIONS

'the aerodynamic behaviour of an advanced gas turbine rotor cascade was investigated
under the influence of simulated cooling. The tests were carried out in the High Speed
Cascade Wind Tunnel of DFVhI, Braunschweig at 61 = 37.9 , M2th = 0,985, Re 2 = 8.4 • 105,
Tu 1 - 4 % . Cold air was used as "coolant" and ejected at several locations on the suc-
tion and pressure sides and through the trailing edge as well. The following three con-
figurations were investigated:

A Two locations in the leading edge region, slots in the trailing edge

B One additional location on both suction and pressure side

E Three locations in the leading edge region only

At B, a maximum total mass flow rate of cQ tot = 6.6 % was ejected. From surface Mach
number distributions, boundary layer and Wke traverse measurements as .'ell as from
schlieren observations it is concluded:

1. The nominal ejection flow rate of A and B requires a coolant cavity pressure
of 92 or 95 % of the mainstream total pressure. However, the leading edge can-
not be served by a coolant film because mainstream air is sucked into the
cavity. Leading edge film cooling is obtained at E but a higher pressure of
Poc/Pol = 1.08 has to be provided.

2. The roughness due to the ejection holes near the leading edge doer- not in-
fluence the blade boundary layer behaviour. Case A is characterized by laminar
shock boundary layer interaction and by a thin suction side boundary layer near
the trailing edge.

3. Ejection at the throat location on the suction side, (S/So)s = 0.29, causes
boundary layer transition (case B). Individual ejection flow rates of
cQ3 = 0.3 to 0.9 %double the momentum thickness measured on the suction side
near the trailing edge.

4. Ejection at the suction side in the leading edge region, (s/so)p = 0.018,
causes transition as well (case E). The momentum thickness is of the same
order of magnitude an at B.

5. The trailing edge jets give rise to a certain displacement of the rear blade
boundary layer which is verified by the increased base pressure relative to
the solid blade. However, a part of the wake is filled by the trailing edge
jets so that the energy content in the exit plane increases with increasing
ejection flow rate and can exceed the mainstream energy level in the inlet
plane (cases A and B). Hence trailing edge ejection of cQ 6 = 0 to 4 % is fa-
vourable.

6. The energy balance is also influenced by the level of the coolant total pres-
sure. The inlet Lnergy level of E is higher than that of the solid blade be-
cause Poc is mostly bigger than p,1, but it is lower at A and B because Poc
is mostly smaller than Pol"

7. The energy losses are defined by the coefficients CS, CA and C§S which con-
sider the'coolant energy in different ways:

- Coolant energy not taken into account (ýS)

- Energy at the end of the coolant channels entering the blade passage (ta)

- Energy in the cavity inside the blade kS).

.;S can be 50 % higher (B and E) than for the solid blade.

8 The exit flow angle is up to 1.30 lower than that of the solid blade due to
trailing edge ejection at an even lower angle with respect to the cascade axis
(A and B), and due to the thicker suction side boundary layer by ejection at
(S/So)S = 0.29 (B) and (S/So)p = 0.018 (E).
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APPENDIX

DEFINITION OF THE LOSS COEFFICIENTS

The aerodynamic loss of tho flow through the cascade is expressed by the ratio of
energies. The energy of the coolant is not included at the inlet plane in the para-
meter 0S1

(A-i) •S = - - c' = 1-. w- (1 + cQKtot)I io. 5 w2 + Al th)Ai 1 +cQtt

When the coolant energy is also included in the inlet plane, another parameter 4* is
defined:.0 o5 w, ('•I +÷&c)

A (0.5 W 2 + ALit )r| i c+(0.5 w2 + A ic,th,i"ci

I+' ............
= 1[--( 1]'(1 + c Q tot)

Here it is assumed that the total tenperatures of mainstream, coolant and mixed out flow
are approximately bequal, Toh =T =T 12" Pc " . means the individual jet total pressure
and is evaluatedby the surlaceopresoure p.3,1114 total ejection mass flow rate mB meas-
ured at the orifice, the jet total teinoera ure To and the sum of the c.oss sectional
areas F . of all ejection holes and slots of one Yocation i:

i 5 + (ei mB) 
2 

ToR(1) -

(n3 o,jet,i - P 1 ' n_)5- 2 ril
= K-i
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is known from the calibration, see fig. 5:

(A-4) ei =c)i/CQ,tot

Hence does not take into account che pressure loss in the coolant channels. This is
considered in &* which agrees with the definition given in eqn. (A-2) except that

Sis excHanged for the cavity pressure poc"

This parameter F,*S is directly related to the "thermodynamsic efficiency" nj and nth
of B. Barry 0i3 and of NASA Lewis 1213 and it agrees with the definition of F of'
0. Lawaczeck £3]. In similar way, tS of eqn. (A-I) is connected with the "performance
efficiency" n. of B. Barry and with the "primary-air-efficiency" of NASA. It holds:

(A-5) F.*S 1 - T q t =

(A-6) ýs 1-

x Iman] YS Cmml x [mm] yp [ M3'

O.10000E 03 0.22400E 01 0.20000E 00 0.48300E 01
O.99650E 02 0.31700E 01 0.53OOE 00 0.38300E 01
0.9895OE 02 0.39000E 01 0.10000E 01 0.30000E 01
0.98000E 02 0.4380OE 01 0.17000E 01 0.20800E 01
O.97000E 02 0.48900E 01 0.24000E 01 0.14400E 01
O.96000E 02 0.53800E 01 0.31600E 01 0,94000E 00
O.94910E 02 0.59000E 01 0.47400E 01 0.25000E 00
0.93600E 02 0.65800E.01 0.65000E 01 0.0
0.91000E 02 0.78300E 01 0.77200E 01 0.14000E 00
0.88530E 02 0.90200E 01 0.94000E 01 0.76000E 00
0.840OE 02 0.11160E 02 0.10700E 02 O.15800E 01
o.80810E 02 0.12600E 02 0.11580E 02 0.21900E 01
0.78000E 02 0.13880E 02 0.14000E 02 0.37000E 01
0.74460E 02 0.15470E 02 0.16310E 02 0.51000E 01
0.72000E 02 0.16530E 02 0.18000E 02 0.60400E 01
0.69020E 02 0.17890E 02 0.20140E 02 O.70000E 01
0.66000E 02 0.19180E 02 0.2316OE 02 0.81700E 01
0.6316OE 02 0.20350E 02 0.26100E 02 0.90900E 01
0.60000E 02 0.21630E 02 0.29020 02 0.97900E 01

0.57330E 02 O.22670E 02 0.3228O 02 0.10310E 02
O.54OOO0 02 0.23850E 02 0.35090E 02 0.10610E 02
O.51230E 02 0.24740E 02 0.37000E 02 0.10780E 02
O.490OOE 02 0.25460E 02 0.38950E 02 0.10810E 02
0.46950E 02 0.26070E 02 0.41750E 02 0.10810E 02
O.43820E 02 0.26910E 02 0.4360OE 02 0.10700E 02
0.41050E 02 0.27610E 02 0.45610E 02 O.10580E 02
o.37230E 02 0.28350E 02 0.48740 02 o.1o300 02
O.34100E 02 0.28810E 02 0.52000E 02 0.99100E 01
O.32600E 02 0.29000E 02 0.53960E 02 0.96300E 01
o.30530E 02 0.29240E 02 0.57000E 02 0.91800E 01
o 0.290OOE 02 0.29320E 02 0.59790E 02 0.86700E 01
0.27370E 02 0.29400E 02 0.63000B 02 0.91000E 01
0.26000E 02 0.29420E 02 0.65860E 02 0.75200E 01
0.23580E 02 0.29350E 02 0.69000E 02 0.68800E 01
O.22000E 02 0.29200E 02 0.71660E 02 0.6280)E 01

0.20280E 02 0.29000E 02 0.76000S 02 0.530OE 01
0.18OOOE 02 0.28600E 02 0.78530E 02 0.4750OE 01
0.16170E 02 O.28140E 02 0.83000B 02 0.36800E 01
0.14000E 02 0.27410E 02 0.86310E 02 0.28800E 01
0.11930E 02 0.26520E 02 0.90000E 02 0.19600E 01
0.10000E 02 O.25560E 02 0.92000E 02 0.1470OE 01
0.79600E 01 O.24220E 02 0.93260E 02 0.1160OE 01
0.64000E 01 0.22920E 02 0.95000E 02 0.71000" 00
o.47oOOE O1 0.21230E 02 0.96000E 02 0.45000E 00
0.38000E 01 0.20080E 02 0.97000E 02 0.22000E 00
0.281OOE 01 0.18550E 02 0.97890E 02 0.0
0.200OE 01 0.17070E 02 0.98950E 02 0.25000E 0O
0.11600E 01 0.15230E 02 0.99400E 02 o.62000E 00
0. 800005 00 0.142D0E 02 0.998209 02 0.13500E 01
0.350005 00 0.12020E 02 14
0.10000E 00 0.97500E 01 d/l = 0.216

.500ooOE 01 O.87700E 01
0.0 0.64600E 01 rN/ 005

r/1 0.022441

STable 1: Profile coordinates (nominal)

i V
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Location Surface Bitangential Diameter, Pitch Inclination Individual !I1I ade
coordinate coordinate width with respcct mass flow set no.

to chord coefficient,
nominal

i (s/so) P x/c dB[mEM3 tB/d B a cQi cI

1.1 1) 0.102 0.073 1.0 3 80.0 0.6

1.2 1) 0.056 0.030 1.0 3 52.50 0.6

1.3 0.290 2) o.214 1.0 2 47.50 1.0 1

1.6 Slot 1.000 1.000 1.7 - 160.00 2.0

1.7 0.790 o.792 1.4 2 143.00 1.0

1) 0.155 0.128 1.0 3 157.00 0.4

11.2 1) 0.088 0.0601.0 3 90.0 0.4 II.2 ,
1.3 .o18 0.006 1.0 3 24.00 0.4

1) 450 inclined with respect to turbine axis

2) Suction side, (.,/So)S

Table 2: Geometry of holes and slots for simulated cooling

Configuration o rsmsI arc cos(2)

Nominal 33.66 63.370

Solid 33.93-0.08 63.14 0 0.07 0blade

A 33.91± 0.17 63.160 0 .15a

0 013 33.89 -±0.16 63.17 ±0.14

E 33.84±0o.13 63.22 ±0.120

Table 3: Average and standard deviation of

throat and gauging angle over four
central pitches (s=75.1 mm)

I-

i •a I /' I i i I i I I • i i " i i i !
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DISCUSSION

R.Eggebrecht, Ge
(ani I conclude frOno one of your last figures. that configuration A with ai p•operly designcd LFi coolant ejection and
convecti ored TI has nto adverse thet inodya•mnic effect at all?

Author's Reply
Du)oe to the parlicul:ai d.esign or configuration A and due to the investigatcd ran,-e of C 0 to 4"/%, no coolant was
,jected through the leading edge holes as shown in Figure 5.ltailing edge ejeclion is favcurahle in the case of moderate
msflolliS[(w coeff'icientls.

S.C.Arora, Ca
It is interesting to see that the trailing edge ejection has favourablc effect attd reduces the overall loss.This confirms the
finding of other workers and one iif them is by Anderson but not referred to in your work. This work appeared
probably in early 70s inl ASME or AIAA. You may be interested in looking into this work.

Atuthor's Reply
"ltathak you for yottr advice. In fact, trailing edge ejection has a favoturahble effect on the cascade performance as has been
shlown, ill Reference 131 to 1591.

I4p

I

iV
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